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Summary

The California Department of Transportation (the Department, or “Caltrans”) proposes to replace
the existing non-standard connector, from the southbound San Diego Freeway (Interstate-405) to
the northbound Ventura Freeway (U.S. Highway-101), with an upgraded connector. The new 50
mph two-lane connector would replace the current 20 mph single-lane connector. This would be
accomplished by constructing a new bridge structure crossing over the spillway of the Sepulveda
Dam. The Department has considered nine (9) alternatives, eight (8) of which are variations on
this connector improvement proposal.  At draft of this environmental document, four (4)
alternatives remained under consideration, including the No-Build Alternative.  As of June 2,
2008, Alternative 1 has been formally selected as the “Preferred Alternative.”

The existing non-standard connector experiences extensive congestion, delays, and queue
lengths throughout the day. The purpose of the project is to improve safety, operation, capacity,
and traffic flow through the interchange by replacing the existing 20 mph single-lane connector,
with a new 50 mph two-lane connector.

The “No Build” alternative calls for the existing connector to remain as is. The remaining three (3)
“Build” alternatives, that remain under consideration, each share the following common features:

- Each calls for the replacement of the existing 20 mph single-lane connector (from the
southbound I-405 to the northbound U.S.-101), with a new 50 mph two-lane
connector bridge that encroaches upon and spans over the spillway of the Sepulveda
Dam.

- Each eliminates the existing erratic and conflicting traffic weaving patterns between
the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp traffic seeking to access the southbound I-405
mainline, versus the traffic attempting to access the U.S.-101 connectors from the
southbound I-405 mainline.

- Each requires the realignment/reconstruction of the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to
the southbound I-405 and/or the U.S.-101.

- Each requires the realignment and reconstruction of the current U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers service road (on the northwest side of the interchange) related to the
operation and maintenance of the Sepulveda Dam, to allow space for the new,
upgraded connector.

- Each poses a visual impact to the historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a Section 4(f)
resource.  For more information about this visual impact, please reference Section
2.1.8, entitled, “Cultural Resources.”

As discussed in the body of this document, there would be various alternative-specific permanent
impacts, as well as, short-term impacts associated with construction such as noise, dust, and
access problems around the project site.  This document discusses measures to minimize these
impacts.  Since these construction-related impacts would not be permanent, they are considered
below the level of significance as defined by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
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CHAPTER 1 | PROPOSED PROJECT

The Southbound Interstate-405 (San Diego Freeway) to the U.S. Highway-101
(Ventura Freeway) Connector Improvement Project

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Interstate Route-405 (I-405) also known as the San Diego Freeway is an
interstate/interregional commuter freeway that originates at Interstate Route-5 (I-5) in the City of
Irvine, in Orange County and ends at I-5 near the community of Mission Hills in the City of Los
Angeles, the County of Los Angeles.  I-405 is part of the National Highway System and is a
north/south route that is classified as an Urban Principle Arterial.  The US Highway 101 (US-101)
corridor is a major north-south route beginning in Downtown Los Angeles area and continues
north toward San Francisco through the Counties of Los Angeles and Ventura.  Within the study
area of this proposed project, this particular stretch of the northbound/southbound (NB/SB) US-
101 freeway traverses in an east-west direction, serving the San Fernando Valley community of
Sherman Oaks in City of Los Angeles, in the County of Los Angeles.

Figure 1.  Regional Project Location

Map created by Sarah Berns/Caltrans District 7 Division of Environmental Planning

The California Department of Transportation (the Department, or “Caltrans”) proposes to replace
the existing non-standard connector, from the SB San Diego Freeway (Interstate-405) to the NB
Ventura Freeway (U.S. Highway-101), with an upgraded connector. The new 50-mph two-lane
connector would replace the current 20-mph single-lane connector. This would be accomplished
by constructing a new, fly-over bridge structure crossing over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.
Initially, Caltrans considered nine (9) project alternatives, eight (8) of which were variations on
this connector improvement proposal: the No-Build Alternative, Build Alternatives 1-4, and Build
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Alternatives A-D.  At the time of circulation of the draft environmental document, Alternative 4,
and Alternatives A-D were rejected, and four (4) alternatives remained under consideration; the
No-Build Alternative, and Alternatives 1-3.  As of June 2, 2008, Alternative 1 has formally been
selected as the “Preferred Alternative” that Caltrans intends to implement, and the No-
Build and Alternatives 2 and 3 have since been rejected and eliminated from further
consideration.

The proposed project was initiated by U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman and has the support of
other elected officials. At this time, this project is programmed only through the Project
Approval/Environmental Document [PA/ED] phase (the current phase). There is currently no
funding programmed for the construction of this proposed project. If approved, the project will be
funded from the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and the Regional
Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).

Figure 2.  Proposed Project Study Area
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1.2 THE PROPOSED PROJECT: PURPOSE AND NEED

The existing non-standard connector experiences extensive congestion, delays, and queue
lengths throughout the day. The purpose of the project is to improve safety, operation, capacity,
and traffic flow through the interchange by replacing the existing 20-mph single-lane connector,
with a new 50-mph two-lane connector.

1.2.1 DISCUSSION OF PURPOSE

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), along with the Offices of Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa and U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman have identified this interchange as in
need of improvement to relieve congestion and improve safety, operation, capacity, and traffic
flow.

The I-405/US-101 interchange is critical to the effective operation of the entire freeway system in
the San Fernando Valley and the Los Angeles region as a whole.  The SB I-405 to the NB US-
101 connector is considered one of the busiest in the nation.  The purpose of this project is to:

- To transfer through-vehicle trips to the regional highway system
- To provide congestion relief in order to improve traffic flow
- To provide a balanced circulation system and reduce out of direction travel
- To improve the operational and safety design to meet current standards to the

greatest extent possible
- To enhance the safety throughout the project area while minimizing environmental

and socioeconomic impacts

The following discussion summarizes the present and future conditions of the existing I-405/US-
101 project area that constitutes the need for action.  Several project alternatives have been
developed to meet the purpose and need.  If no improvements are made, the I-405/US-101
project area will continue as a “bottleneck” condition during peak hour traffic.

Improvements to Safety, Operation, Capacity, and Traffic Flow.  In the existing condition, the
SB I-405 to NB US-101 connector is considered to be one of the busiest in the world, and
experiences heavy congestion, long delays, and high accident rates.  Undesirable conditions on
the SB I-405 freeway in the vicinity of the US-101 connector are attributable to a number of
factors, including high volumes, low ramp design speed, and limited ramp capacity.  All of the
proposed build alternatives result in improved conditions on the freeway mainline, and produce
similar operational improvements.  The existing single-lane connector from SB I-405 to NB US-
101 has a sharp, non-conventional curve with a design speed of 20 miles-per-hour.  Replacing
the existing connector with a two-lane, 50 mile-per-hour ramp is expected to improve flow through
the area and reduce the spillback from the ramp queue on to the I-405 freeway mainline.  This
connector improvement is included in all of the proposed alternatives.

A weaving segment is a length of highway over which traffic streams cross paths through lane-
changing maneuvers, formed between merge and diverge points.  In all build alternatives, the
new configuration would eradicate the weaving segment between the existing Burbank Boulevard
on-ramp and the US-101 connector diverge.  Weaving areas are attributable to significant
disruption in traffic flow, particularly with high metering volumes, as opposing movements
compete for merge space.  Elimination of the weaving segment will provide improved average
speed and level of service, as well as enhance safety, operation, capacity, and flow along the SB
I-405 freeway in this area.
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1.2.2 DISCUSSION OF NEED

The I-405 freeway carries an average of 115,000 to 160,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the
Sepulveda Basin, and the US-101 carries an average of 160,000 to 165,000 vehicles per day in
this area.  The connector between the SB I-405 freeway and the US-101 carries over 50,000
vehicles per day, with just over half of those vehicles heading to the NB US-101 freeway and the
remaining heading to SB US-101.  The existing connector is a non-standard, single-lane structure
with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and the facility is not sufficient to handle the
traffic demand.  As previously mentioned, vehicles form a queue at this location that frequently
backs up onto the I-405 mainline, with a weaving segment between the existing Burbank
Boulevard on-ramp and the US-101 connector diverge that contributes to high accident rates.

Accident Rates at Interchange versus the State Average.  Accident data and three-year
average accident rates for segments of I-405 and US-101 within the project study area are
summarized in Table 1 below.  The following rates are derived from the Traffic Accident
Surveillance and Analysis System (TASAS) database from July 1, 2004 to June 30, 2007.

Table 1.  Summary of Accident Rate Data within Project Limits

Actual Accident
Rates (per million

vehicle miles)

State Average
Accident Rates (per

million vehicle
miles)

Segment Description

Total
Number of
Accidents F+I

All Reported
Accidents F+I

All Reported
Accidents

Times above
state

average for
accidents

that "at
least"

involved
injuries (F+I)

% above
state

average for
All Reported

Accidents

Southbound I-405 Mainline
(PM 39.5-40.28) 142.00 0.38 1.45 0.34 1.09 1.10 33.00
Burbank Boulevard On-Ramp
to Southbound I-405 (PM
40.081) 11.00 0.10 1.12 0.32 0.80 0.00 40.00

Southbound I-405 to US-101
Connector (PM 39.754) 34.00 0.22 0.63 0.06 0.25 3.70 152.00

Source: Caltrans TASAS (Traffic Accident Surveillance and Analysis System), Table B Rates Summary
Notes: F = Fatal

I = Injury
F+I = Accidents involving either a fatality or injury
PM = Post Mile

According to TASAS Selective Record Data, (142) accidents occurred on the SB I-405 mainline
within the project limits.  From the total of (142) accidents, 55.6 percent were rear end collisions,
33.1 percent were sideswipes, 9.2 percent were object collisions and the remaining involved
broadsides or overturns.  The primary collision factor for 40.8 percent of all accidents was
speeding, and 11.3 percent involved improper turns. The total accident rate record for the time
reveals actual accident rates higher than the state average for similar facilities [1.45 accidents per
million vehicle miles (MVM) compared to state averages of 1.09 accidents per MVM respectively].
Implementation Alternative 1 will aid in the reduction of these accident rates, through an
elimination of weaving segments and an improvement of traffic flow through the interchange .
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Capacity, Transportation Demand, and Safety

Existing Access and Freeway Connector Capacity and Volume.  A Traffic Analysis Report
(IBI Group, 2007) was prepared that analyzed (19) access and freeway connector ramps in the
project area.  The SB I-405 connector ramp to the NB US-101 was flagged as it currently
operates at capacity, and will likely require improvements as travel demand and congestion is
only expected to increase in the coming years.  The existing connector is designed to carry a
capacity of 1,500 vehicles per hour (veh/hr), but AM peak period volume through the connector
exceeds that number at 1,792 veh/hr, and PM peak is approaching capacity at 1,374 veh/hr.  If no
improvements are made to this interchange, volume is projected to approach 2,073 veh/hr during
the AM peak, and 1,590 veh/hr during the PM peak in the year 2015.  Year 2030 projections
show AM peak volumes approaching 2,580 veh/hr and PM peak volumes approaching 1,979
veh/hr.

Existing Freeway Mainline – Level of Service (LOS) in the Project Area.  Basic freeway
segments within the study area have been analyzed using capacity and Level of Service (LOS)
concepts from the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000, Chapter 23 – Basic Freeway
Segments.  The measure used to provide an estimate of level of service is density, where density
is calculated from the average vehicle flow rate per lane and the average speed.  Level of Service
(LOS) thresholds for basic freeway segments are summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 3.  Level of Service Thresholds for Freeways

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000, Chapter 23 – Basic Freeway Segments
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Table 2.  Level of Service and Density

LOS
Density Range

(pc/mi/ln)
A 0-11
B >11-18
C >18-26
D >26-35
E >35-45
F >45

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000,
Chapter 23 – Basic Freeway Segments
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile, per lane

Failure, breakdown, congestion, and LOS F occur when queues begin to form on the freeway.
Density—expressed as pc/mi/ln, or passenger cars per mile, per lane—tends to increase sharply
within the queue and may be considerably higher than the maximum density value listed above.
The results of study area freeway mainline facilities are summarized in Tables, 3, 4, and 5.

Table 3.  Southbound I-405 Mainline LOS and Density

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS

North of Victory Blvd Basic 5 32.3 D 31.0 D
From Victory to Burbank Blvd Basic 5 35.1 E 33.4 D
Burbank Blvd Overcrossing Basic 5 34.4 D 31.5 D
South of US-101 connector Basic 4 55.7 F 51.0 F
Below US-101 facility Basic 4 71.6 F 66.5 F
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane

Table 4.  Northbound US-101 Mainline LOS and Density

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln) LOS

Van Nuys Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 50.5 F 52.7 F
Van Nuys Blvd to Sepulveda Blvd Basic 6 47.6 F 50.2 F
Sepulveda Blvd to NB-405 connector Basic 5 57.2 F 60.3 F
Northbound US-101 Basic 4 74.9 F 79.0 F
NB-101 over I-405 freeway structure Basic 6 56.3 F 59.4 F
Between Haskell Ave off-ramp and on-ramp Basic 6 53.4 F 62.0 F
Haskell Ave to Hayvenhurst Ave Basic 6 43.6 E 50.6 F
Hayvenhurst Ave to Balboa Blvd Basic 5 47.9 F 57.3 F
Balboa Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 47.9 F 57.3 F
North of Balboa Blvd Basic 5 53.0 F 62.7 F
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane
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Table 5. Southbound US-101 Mainline LOS and Density

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln) LOS

Balboa Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 55.3 F 54.4 F
Balboa Blvd to Hayvenhurst Ave Basic 5 64.4 F 63.0 F
Hayvenhurst Ave to Haskell Ave Basic 6 51.1 F 50.9 F
Southbound US-101 Basic 6 51.1 F 50.9 F
SB-101 over I-405 freeway structure Basic 4 54.6 F 60.9 F
SB-101 over Sepulveda Blvd Basic 7 48.1 F 38.5 E
Auxiliary lane segment Basic 7 43.3 E 36.1 E
Sepulveda Blvd to Van Nuys Blvd Basic 6 50.5 F 42.1 E
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane

For a more in-depth discussion of traffic data within the project study area, please reference
Section 2.1.5, entitled “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities.”

1.2.3 SOCIAL DEMANDS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

This project will enhance public safety and security through the improvement of driving conditions
with a complementary reduction in accidents, and will also enhance environmental conditions
through an improvement of traffic flow (see Section 2.1.5) and a reduction of auto emissions (see
Section 2.2.6).  Additionally, improvements in the transportation infrastructure at the I-405/ US-
101 interchange will support continued economic vitality in the surrounding communities by
improving conditions for the movement of people and goods.  Overall, the project is anticipated to
improve mobility and accessibility to one of the world’s most congested interchanges, and serve
as a benefit to the surrounding communities and future land use goals.

The Project Within the Context of the Transportation System, Existing Land Use Planning,
and Regional Growth.  The City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning has developed the
Transportation Element of the general plan in conjunction with the 35 communities that make up
the city planning area.  The purpose of the transportation element is to present a guide for further
development of a citywide transportation system which provides for the efficient movement of
people and goods (City of Los Angeles 2007f).  It also recognizes that primary emphasis must be
placed on maximizing the efficiency of existing and proposed transportation infrastructure, in
which the SB I-405 to US-101 Connector Improvement Project is completely consistent with.

Accommodation of future growth is also a high priority for the City of Los Angeles (growth
projections are referenced later in the Growth section of this document).  While accommodating
future residential growth is a high priority, ensuring quality of life in vibrant and livable
neighborhoods is just as important. Improving mainline flows at the I-405/US-101 interchange
may assist in reducing the excessive amount of traffic spill onto city streets and districts, and aid
in achieving city goals in improving circulation in the surrounding neighborhoods; creating safer,
pedestrian-oriented environments; and accommodating new growth.

In California, transportation projects are rarely designed to encourage or facilitate growth, rather,
most Caltrans capacity-increasing projects are proposed as a response to traffic congestion that
is a result of growth that has already occurred or will soon occur. Because of the highly urbanized
setting in the project location, and a predominantly built-out environment, this project does not
have the potential to adversely induce growth beyond existing regional growth projections.  For a
more in-depth discussion of growth, please reference Section 2.1.2 of this document, entitled
“Growth.”
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Projected Land Use Planning Changes in the Area.  The project study area is primarily a built-
out environment with limited possibilities in land use zoning changes and little room for
geometrical improvements at or near the proposed connector improvement location. For a more
in depth discussion on land use planning within the project study area, please reference Section
2.1.1 of this document, entitled “Land Use and Planning.”

1.2.4  IS THE PROPOSED PROJECT A COMPONENT OF A LARGER PROJECT?

No. The proposed project is a stand-alone project intended to improve the safety, operation,
capacity, and flow of southbound I-405 traffic through the interchange. This project is independent
of other Caltrans projects on the I-405 and its Need and Purpose cannot be fulfilled by any other
Caltrans project. Furthermore, the proposed project is in no way dependent on whether other
Caltrans projects on the I-405 are implemented prior or subsequent to the implementation of this
project. The proposed project begins on the southbound I-405 just north of Burbank Boulevard,
and ends at the U.S.-101. This environmental document studies the entire project area, and is in
no way dependent on the environmental document or mitigation proposals of any other project.
Lastly, the proposed project does not restrict consideration of alternatives for other reasonably
foreseeable transportation improvements.

Therefore, based on the above and pursuant to 23 CFR 771.111(f), this project has independent
utility and logical termini.
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Other Caltrans Improvement Projects on Interstate-405

EA 19590 | Southbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 29.2/32.1
From I-10/I-405 Interchange to Waterford Street
Add auxiliary lane, add carpool lane
Construction: 4/2005-9/2008

EA 1667U | Southbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 31.9/39.7
From Waterford Street to I-405/US-101 Interchange
Construct southbound carpool lane
Construction completed

EA 19100 | Northbound Interstate 405 Auxiliary Lane
Mile Marker 37.0/39.0
Add auxiliary lane from Mulholland Drive
Construction completed

EA 20120 | Northbound Interstate 405 Gap Closure
Mile Marker : 38.7/39.4
Carpool gap closure with structure
Construction: 3/2005-8/2008

EA 19130 | Northbound Interstate 405 to Southbound US Route 101 Widening
Mile Marker: 39.0/39.4
Widen northbound I-405 to southbound US-101 connector
Construction completed

EA 19962 | Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 38.8/40.1
Construct carpool lane from Greenleaf to Burbank Boulevard
Construction completed

EA 12030 | Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 17.14
Construct carpool lane from National Boulevard to Greenleaf Street
Construction: 12/2008-4/2013

EA 1178U | Southbound & Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 25.9/29.5
Construct carpool lane from Route 90 to Interstate 10
Construction: 10/2004-3/2010
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1.3 THE PROPOSED PROJECT: PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Within the limits of the proposed project, the SB I-405 freeway consists of one High-Occupancy
Vehicle lane (HOV), four mixed-flow lanes (MFL), one auxiliary lane from Burbank Blvd to the US-
101 connector and the Burbank Blvd on-ramp.  There is approximately 1500 feet of weaving area
between the Burbank Blvd. on-ramp and the US-101 connector to allow drivers to merge from SB
I-405 to the US-101 connectors and from Burbank Blvd on-ramp to the SB I-405 mainline
freeway.  This is a major bottleneck as previously discussed. The purpose of the project is to
upgrade the SB I-405 connector to the NB US-101 freeway to current design standards to
improve safety and correct operational problems incurred as a result of the traffic queues formed
by slow moving vehicles and a curve with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour.

This section describes the design alternatives that were developed by a multi-disciplinary team to
achieve the project purpose and need while avoiding or minimizing environmental impacts.
Initially, Caltrans considered nine (9) project alternatives: the No-Build Alternative, Build
Alternatives 1-4, and Alternatives A-D.  At the time of circulation of the draft environmental
document, Alternative 4, and Alternatives A-D had already been rejected, and therefore four (4)
alternatives remained under consideration; the No-Build Alternative, and Alternatives 1-3.  As of
June 2, 2008, Alternative 1 has formally been selected as the Preferred Alternative that Caltrans
intends to implement, and the No-Build and Alternatives 2 and 3 have since been rejected and
eliminated from further consideration.  This section will elaborate on the process and discussion
that led to the formal selection of Alternative 1 as the build-alternative Caltrans intends to
implement.

The three “Build” Alternatives (1, 2 and 3) that were considered at the time of circulation of the
draft environmental document each shared the following common features:

- Replacing the existing 20 mph single-lane connector from the SB I-405 to the NB
U.S.-101 with a new 50 mph two-lane connector bridge that encroaches upon and
spans over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam

- Eliminating the existing erratic and conflicting traffic weaving patterns between the
Burbank Blvd on-ramp and the SB I-405 mainline as well as the traffic weaving
patterns with SB I-405 mainline traffic attempting to access the US-101 connectors

- Realignment and reconstruction of the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB I-405
and/or the US-101

- Realignment and reconstruction of the current U.S. Army Corps of Engineers service
road (northwest side of the interchange) for the operation and maintenance of the
Sepulveda Dam

- Each poses an adverse impact to the historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a Section 4(f)
resource

After the EA/IS public circulation period ended on May 28, 2008, the Department considered all
formal comments received, formally selected Alternative 1as the Preferred Alternative, and made
a final determination on the project’s effect on the environment.  In accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Department has prepared a Negative Declaration (ND).
As assigned by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Department has also
determined that the action will not significantly impact the environment, and has issued a Finding
of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).
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Summary of Decision-Making Process and “Only Practicable Finding” Pursuant to
Executive Order 11990

Caltrans carefully weighed:

- the entire public comment record
- all available traffic data
- all associated engineering data
- and of course, all environmental impact data

Caltrans has selected Alternative 1 as the Preferred Alternative, which is not only the Least
Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA), but the only practicable alternative
pursuant to Executive Order 11988—Floodplain Management (more details on the determination
of the LEDPA process can be found in Section 2.3.2, entitled, “Wetlands and Other Waters).  The
Preferred Alternative is the least environmentally disruptive build alternative possible, given the
numerous environmental, community, right-of-way, and engineering constraints.  There exists no
other practicable alternative, no other alternative that is less environmentally damaging, less
disruptive to the community, or more reasonable and prudent than Alternative 1 because:

- Alternative 1 has the smallest project impact footprint of any possible build
alternative, and would result in the least overall harm

- Alternative 1 would result in, by far, the least biological impacts of any reasonable
and prudent alternative

- Alternative 1 would result in the least residential right-of-way and community impacts
of any possible alternative

- Alternative 1 would result in the best freeway operational improvement, thereby
achieving the best congestion relief, and best commute savings as vehicles on the
southbound I-405 freeway would travel quicker and more efficiently through the
busiest interchange in the nation

- Caltrans and the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) have
coordinated extensively, and successfully identified mitigation to the local city street
impacts posed by Alternative 1

The Executive Order for the Protection of Wetlands (E.O. 11990) regulates the activities of
federal agencies with regard to wetlands.  Essentially, this executive order states that a federal
agency, such as the Federal Highway Administration, cannot undertake or provide assistance for
new construction located in wetlands unless the head of the agency finds: 1) that there is no
practicable alternative to the construction and 2) the proposed project includes all practicable
measures to minimize harm.
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ALTERNATIVE 1 (THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE)

This alternative calls for a new, elevated, connector bridge structure that spans over the spillway
of the Sepulveda Dam, from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101. It will eliminate the sharp turn
radius curve of the existing connector, thereby accomplishing the project’s Need and Purpose.

The Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB I-405 would need to be reconstructed to pass beneath
the new connector structure. Furthermore, to implement this new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp
structure, both of the existing connectors from the SB I-405 to the U.S.-101 would need to be
removed, and traffic from Burbank Boulevard would lose access to both directions of the U.S.-
101.

Additionally, with both of the existing connectors from the SB I-405 to the U.S.-101 requiring
removal, this alternative will also require the construction of a new connector from the SB I-405 to
the SB U.S.-101, in order to maintain that particular access.

PROS/CONS Summary
These are the pros of Alternative 1:

- Of the “Build” alternatives, this proposal has the smallest impact footprint
- This alternative requires no residential right-of-way acquisition
- This alternative requires no encroachment onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge

within the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin

These are the cons of Alternative 1:
- Loss of access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101
- Due to the loss of access, this alternative increases the traffic congestion to the

immediately adjacent City of Los Angeles streets and intersections
- For this reason, the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation is opposed to

this alternative

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
These are the estimates for costs associated with this alternative only, which are subject to
change and revision:

- Roadway Items: $34,900,000
- Structure Items: $46,300,000
- Right-of-Way Cost: $200,000
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000

Size and Location of Impact Area/Volume:

The Preferred Alternative will require an additional 5.12 acres of highway easement adjacent to
existing facilities.  10.20 acres of temporary construction easement will be required for
construction staging, storage of equipment, and other related activities.  The new, elevated
structure in the design of this alternative will occupy approximately 3.08 acres on existing
USACE-managed land.  The footings that support the new, elevated structure will occupy
approximately 0.45 acres of a permanent easement.

Encroachment on the reservoir will only occur on the south end of the Sepulveda Dam, and
occupy approximately 49,014 ft3.  Additionally, the new structure will occupy 1.07 acres of the
upstream dam embankment and 0.59 acres of fill.  The length and width of the structure that
spans over the dam will be 550 and 42 feet, respectively.  Dimensions of the structure that
encroach into the spillway will be 1660 feet in length, with varying widths from 42 to 14 feet.  1670
feet of USACE service road will be realigned due to the connector encroachment, with all 1670
feet of the realigned road on structure.
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Delay Cost Analysis for the No-Build Condition (2015) versus Alternative 1:
A delay cost analysis has been performed by the Division of Operations for the No-Build
Condition in the year 2015 and the selection and construction of Alternative 1.  By 2015 and
based on the foregoing discussion, the annual savings in travel delay cost associated with
Alternative 1 over the No-Build Condition is anticipated to be approximately $38.3 million/year.  It
is obvious from this analysis that Alternative 1 provides the highest travel delay savings over the
other alternatives.
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Table 6.  Identification and Justification of the Preferred Alternative

Balancing Factors NO BUILD
Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alterative 3 Preferred Alternative:

ALTERNATIVE 1

Project Purpose and Need

FAILS to meet
the project

Purpose and
Need

BEST meets the
project Purpose and

Need

Meets the Purpose
and Need, but fails

to remove the
weaving segment
on the SB I-405

Meets the Purpose
and Need, but fails to
remove the weaving
segment on the SB I-

405

Alternative 1 is the Preferred
because it BEST meets the project

Purpose and Need

Encroachment Upon the Floodplain and
Flood Control Basin

ZERO
Encroachment

Least Encroachment
of the Build

Alternatives: L=1660ft
W=42ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus

an additional
encroachment of

L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as Alternative
1, plus an additional

encroachment of
L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least encroaching
Build Alternative

Biological Impacts ZERO Biological
Impacts

Least Biological
Impacts of the Build
Alternatives because
it does not encroach
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife
Reserve

Encroaches upon
the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,850ft
W=500ft

Encroaches upon the
Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve:

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least biologically
disruptive Build Alternative

Encroachment Upon the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve

ZERO
Encroachment ZERO Encroachment

An encroachment
upon the

Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve of:
L=2,850ft  W=500ft

An encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife
Reserve of L=2,880ft

W=560ft

Alternative 1 poses zero
encroachment upon the Sepulved

Basin Wildlife Reserve

Least Impact to Section 4(f) Resources
ZERO Impacts
to Section 4(f)

Resources

Impacts ONE Section
4(f) Resource: the
Sepulveda Dam

Impacts TWO
Section 4(f)

Resources: the
Sepulveda Dam

and the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Impacts TWO Section
4(f) Resources: the

Sepulveda Dam and
the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve

Alternative 1 poses the least impacts
to Section 4(f) Resources, of the

Build Alternatives

Project Impact Footprint
(right-of-way encroachment upon USACE

land)

ZERO Impact
Footprint

Smallest Impact
Footprint of the Build
Alternatives: L=1660ft

W=42ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus
an encroachment

upon the
Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve of:
L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as Alternative
1, plus an

encroachment upon
the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve of:
L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 has the smallest impact
footprint, of the Build Alternatives

Public Comment Record Some support Received the most
support

By far the most
opposition

By far the most
opposition

Alternative 1 received the most
support

Cost (Socioeconomic Considerations) Not a factor: $0 Not a factor:
$112,320,000

Not a factor:
$152,100,000

Not a factor:
$115,440,000

Not a factor:      Alternative 1 is the
least expensive Build Alternative
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Figure 4.  Alternative 1 Aerial Map
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1.3.1 THE THREE (3) RECENTLY REJECTED ALTERNATIVES

THE REJECTED “NO-BUILD” ALTERNATIVE

The “No Build” or “Do Nothing” alternative would have called for the existing connector, from the
SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101, to remain as is. The No-Build alternative would have done nothing
to improve the present day, or projected congestion and related problems, thereby leading to a
progressive deterioration of the issues identified in the Purpose and Need of this project.
Therefore, the Purposed and Need of this project would have remained unaddressed and its
objectives unrealized.

REJECTED ALTERNATIVE 2

Like Alternative 1, this alternative would have called for a new, elevated, connector bridge
structure spanning over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam, from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-
101.  However, unlike Alternative 1, this alternative would have maintained access from Burbank
Boulevard to the U.S.-101 via the construction of a constricted loop on-ramp, but at the cost of
encroaching onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge (within the flood control basin).  The
structure would have been located immediately north of Burbank Boulevard, and west of the I-
405.

The constricted on-ramp loop design would have also required the reconstruction of the Burbank
Boulevard/I-405 over-crossing bridge would have been required in order to meet vertical
clearance requirements. This would have resulted in an additional increase in temporary
construction-related traffic congestion.  At the same time, this alternative would not have required
the removal of the existing connector from the SB I-405 to the SB U.S.-101 and would not have
carried the added burden of constructing a new connector structure.

PROS/CONS Summary
These were the pros of Alternative 2:

- This alternative would have retained access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101
- This alternative would not have required any residential right-of-way acquisition
- The constricted loop on-ramp design would have minimized encroachment onto the

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge in comparison to the loop radius design specified in
Alternative 3

These were the cons of Alternative 2:
- This alternative would have required an encroachment onto the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Refuge. For this reason, many environmental groups and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers have consistently been opposed to this alternative

- Due to the constricted loop on-ramp design, a reconstruction of the existing Burbank
Boulevard/I-405 over-crossing bridge would have been required, resulting in an
increase in temporary construction related traffic congestion

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue this further as this alternative has
recently been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $42,700,000
- Structure Items: $69,100,000
- Right-of-Way Cost: $200,000
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Size and Location of Impact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 0.28 Acres of the spillway outlet area, 1.07
acres of the upstream dam embankment, 0.79 acres of footing easement, 0.59 acres of fill, 0.16
acres of the downstream embankment into the basin north of Burbank Boulevard, and 76,950 ft3
of the dam reservoir. The south end (49,014 ft3) and northeast section (27,936 ft3) of the
Sepulveda Dam would have been affected. Length and width of the structure on the dam would
have totaled 550 and 41 feet, respectively.  The encroachment  of the new connector structures
onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would have been 2,850 feet long by 500 feet wide,
which is approximately 7% of the 225-acre Wildlife Reserve.

Delay Cost Analysis for the No-Build Condition (2015) versus Alternative 2:
A delay cost analysis was performed by the Division of Operations for the No-Build Condition in
the year 2015 and the potential selection and construction of Alternative 2.  By 2015, the annual
savings in travel delay cost associated with Alternative 2 over the No-Build Condition was
anticipated to be approximately $29.4 million/year. While Alternative 1 provides the highest travel
delay savings over all other alternatives, Alternative 2 would have provided a better operational
level for the freeway system in the vicinity of the project, leading to a relatively substantial amount
in travel delay savings.

Basis for Rejection: Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would have posed an adverse impact to the
historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a protected resource pursuant to Section 4(f) of the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act. However, unlike Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would have also
impacted the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, which is also a Section 4(f) protected resource.
Since Alternative 1 was deemed by CALTRANS to be feasible, prudent, and least harmful in light
of the preservation purpose of Section 4(f), Alternative 2 was rejected.
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Figure 5.  Rejected Alternative 2 Aerial Map
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REJECTED ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternative 3 is identical to Alternative 2, except that this alternative sought to eliminate the need
for the reconstruction of the existing Burbank Boulevard/I-405 over-crossing. To accomplish this,
the design of the on-ramp loop specified a larger radius, thereby increasing the encroachment
onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge to 2,880 feet long by 560 feet wide, which is
approximately 8% of the 225-acre Wildlife Reserve.

PROS/CONS Summary
These were the pros of Alternative 3:

- This alternative would have retained access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101
- This alternative would not have required any residential right-of-way acquisition
- This alternative would not have required a reconstruction of the Burbank Boulevard/I-

405 over-crossing as specified in Alternative 2

These were the cons of Alternative 3:
- While similar in design to Alternative 2, this alternative would have required an

additional 50ft encroachment onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge
- Correspondingly, many environmental groups and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

were also strongly opposed to the implementation of this alternative

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue further as this alternative has
recently been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $26,400,000
- Structure Items: $57,300,000
- Right-of-Way Cost: $100,000
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000

Size and Location of Impact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 0.25 acres of the spillway outlet area, 1.07
acres of the upstream dam embankment, 76,950 ft3 of the dam reservoir, 0.80 acres of footing
easement, 0.59 acres of fill, and 1.90 acres of the downstream embankment into the basin north
of Burbank Boulevard. The south end (49,014 ft3) and northeast section (27,936 ft3) of the
Sepulveda Dam would have been affected. The length and width of the structure on the dam
would have totaled 550 and 41 feet, respectively.  The encroachment of the new connector
structures onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would have equaled 2.92 acres of the 225
total acreage (1.30%).

Delay Cost Analysis for the No-Build Condition (2015) versus Alternative 3:
A delay cost analysis was performed by the Division of Operations for the No-Build Condition in
the year 2015 and the potential selection and construction of Alternative 3.  By 2015, the annual
savings in travel delay cost associated with Alternative 3 over the No-Build Condition was
anticipated to be approximately $28.4 million/year. While Alternative 1 provides the highest travel
delay savings over all other alternatives, Alternative 3—which calls for the reconstruction of the
Burbank Boulevard ramps with full standard features—would have represented the best
operational improvement to the interchange.  Please reference section 2.1.6 for more detailed
supporting traffic data.

Basis for Rejection: Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would have posed an adverse impact to the
historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a protected resource pursuant to Section 4(f) of the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act. However, unlike Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would have also
impacted the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, which is also a Section 4(f) protected resource.
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Since Alternative 1 was deemed by CALTRANS to be feasible, prudent, and the least harmful
alternative in light of the preservation purpose of Section 4(f), Alternative 3 was also rejected.

Figure 6.  Rejected Alternative 3 Aerial Map
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1.3.2 THE FIVE (5) PREVIOUSLY REJECTED ALTERNATIVES

REJECTED ALTERNATIVE 4

This alternative is similar to Alternative 1, except it sought to completely avoid the impacts posed
by Alternative 1, as well as, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3.  Unlike Alternative 1, this
alternative would have retained access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101 by allowing
traffic to use a new on-ramp to the SB I-405 (as required by Alternative 1) to access the U.S.-101
via the existing connectors from the SB I-405 to the U.S.-101 (rather than removing these
connectors as is required by Alternative 1). This would have been accomplished by constructing
the new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB I-405 so that it would also connect with the
existing connectors at its terminus (unlike Alternative 1).

Since this alternative would have retained access to the U.S.-101 from Burbank Boulevard, it
would not require an encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge (as is required by
Alternatives 2 and 3).  However, the consequence of not closing and removing the existing
connectors (as required by Alternative 1) is that this alternative would not only require the
construction of a new connector from the SB I-405 to the SB U.S.-101, but also face the added
challenge/burden of having to “go around” the existing connectors, and therefore, would have to
be more than five times as long as the same connector required per Alternative 1. Consequently,
this would have required (3) full and (10) partial right-of-way acquisitions of residential property on
the southeast side of the interchange.

PROS/CONS Summary
These were the pros of Alternative 4:

- This alternative would have retained access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101
- This alternative would not have required an encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Refuge
- Prior to its elimination, this alternative was highly favored because: a) Unlike

Alternative 1, Alternative 4 would have maintained access to the U.S.-101 from
Burbank Boulevard, and thereby would have avoided adverse impacts to the
adjacent City streets, and   b) Unlike Alternatives 2 and 3, Alternative 4 would have
required the improvement of BOTH SB I-405 Connectors to the U.S.-101

These were the cons of Alternative 4:
- Prior to its elimination, this alternative had the largest impact footprint of the four

“Build” alternatives
- This alternative would have posed a residential right-of-way impact to residents of the

City of Los Angeles who reside on the southeast side of the interchange
- The City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation is opposed to this alternative
- This alternative would have provided the least amount of travel delay savings and

freeway operation improvement

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue further as this alternative has
previously been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $56,235,672
- Structure Items: $83,834,200
- Right-of-Way Cost: $5,747,200
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Size and Location of Impact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 5.04 acres of the spillway outlet area, 0.45
acres of permanent footing easement and 0.59 acres of fill, in addition to 0.98 acres of the
upstream dam embankment, and 49,014 ft3 of the dam reservoir. The dam reservoir would have
been affected only on the south end of the Sepulveda Dam. Length and width of the structure on
the dam would have measured 550 and 41 feet, respectively.

Delay Cost Analysis for the No-Build Condition (2015) versus Alternative 4:
A delay cost analysis was performed by the Division of Operations for the No-Build Condition in
the year 2015 and the selection and construction of Alternative 4.  By 2015 and based on the
foregoing discussion, the annual savings in travel delay cost associated with Alternative 4 over
the No-Build Condition was anticipated to be approximately $20 million/year.

Basis for Rejection:
Alternative 4 would have made the eastbound U.S.-101 less safe by creating a new weave
segment on the eastbound U.S.-101 between the interchange, and the Van Nuys Boulevard off-
ramps. In other words, traffic from the output of the new connector from the southbound I-405 to
the eastbound U.S.-101 would have needed to criss-cross past eastbound U.S.-101 mainline
traffic seeking to exit at the Haskell Boulevard off-ramps. This defeats the safety component of
the project’s Purpose and Need. Therefore, Alternative 4 was rejected for its incompatibility with
the project’s Purpose and Need.

Figure 7.  Rejected Alternative 4 Aerial Map
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ALTERNATIVE A

Alternative A was considered during the Project Initiation Phase. This alternative, which is similar
to Alternative 4, was withdrawn from further consideration due to the use of slip ramps, which
would have connected the new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the U.S.-101 via slip ramp
connections to the new connectors (thereby retaining access unlike Alternative 1).

As previously discussed, slip ramps are not in conformity with Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) design standards. FHWA has already once denied Caltrans’ request for a slip ramp
design exemption.

FHWA states that: 1) Local connections within interchanges – especially on freeway-to-freeway
ramps – violate driver expectancy and introduce additional decision points in an area where the
information processing task is already complex. They also create a high potential for traffic
queuing back onto the through freeway lanes (which defeats the Need and Purpose of this
project). In addition, such ramps seldom provide for full directional services, thus creating the
possibility of wrong-way movements by drivers who wish to return or continue in the same
direction. 2) It is poor public policy as well as poor engineering practice to allow additional access
to existing freeway ramps. 3) FHWA does not support any type of slip ramp.  For more
information on FHWA policy pertaining to slip ramps, please reference Appendix E.

Additionally, Section 502.3 of the Highway Design Manual (HDM) states that “local traffic service
interchanges should not be located within freeway-to-freeway interchanges unless geometric
standards and level of service will be substantially maintained.”

Therefore, since Alternative A would have called for slip ramps to connect to the NEW
connectors, per FHWA, this would have created a high potential for traffic queuing back onto the
through freeway lanes. For this reason, Alternative A defeats the purpose of the project’s “Need
and Purpose.”  Hence, Alternative A was rejected on the basis of its incompatibility with the
project’s Need and Purpose.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue further as this alternative has
previously been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $44,169,213
- Structure Items: $48,279,800
- Right-of-Way Cost: $68,008,337
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Figure 8.  Rejected Alternative A Aerial Map
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ALTERNATIVE B

This alternative was proposed by the City of Los Angeles during the Scoping phase of this project
back in 2006. The City was seeking to achieve the objectives of Alternative 1 and 4, minus the
impacts of each. Alternative B is essentially a hybrid between Alternative 1 and Alternative 4,
without the loss of access to the U.S.-101 from Burbank Boulevard, and without the residential
right-of-way acquisition impacts to the southeast side of the interchange.

Unfortunately, the proposal has been deemed fatally flawed. Like Alternative 4, Alternative B calls
for the existing connectors to remain as is.  The consequence of not closing and removing the
existing connectors (as required by Alternative 1) is that this alternative (like Alternative 4) would
have also required the construction of a new connector from the SB I-405 to the SB U.S.-101.

The new connector, however, would not have met grade and vertical clearance standards.  It
would not have been feasible to design connector “A” to pass over the new Burbank Boulevard
on-ramp, and subsequently under the NB US-101 mainline, in order to tie into the SB US-101
mainline.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue this further as this alternative has
previously been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $41,960,752
- Structure Items: $45,865,810
- Right-of-Way Cost: $791,829,108
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Figure 9.  Rejected Alternative B Aerial Map
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ALTERNATIVE C

This alternative would have avoided ALL encroachment upon land managed and operated by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (i.e. Sepulveda Dam), as well as the floodplain and Section 4(f)
resources on that land. Unlike Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A, and B, this Alternative would NOT have
called for a new connector bridge from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101 that would encroach
upon and span over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.

Instead, Alternative C would have called for the complete relocation of the improved SB I-
405/U.S.-101 connectors to the northeast, southeast, and southwest of the existing connectors,
thereby completely avoiding any encroachment upon the northwest side of the interchange,
where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers land is located.

This non-conventional configuration would have required that both new connectors “connect” to
the U.S.-101 freeway from the south side, and would have consequently posed right-of-way
acquisition impacts to the northeast, southeast, and southwest corners of the interchange.  Right-
of-way acquisitions for this alternative would have involved (329) total properties.

Compared to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A and B, Alternative C would have posed:
- The largest project impact footprint
- The largest and most disproportionate right-of-way acquisition impact requirements
- The most adverse temporary and permanent community disruption impacts

When compared to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A and B, the community impacts posed by Alternative
C would have been of extraordinary magnitude.  Therefore, the Department has concluded that
continuing to pursue Alternative C as a viable option is not reasonable, nor prudent.

Per the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), as part of its oversight of implementation of
NEPA, CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Sec. 1502.14 requires that all reasonable alternatives be
examined. In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on
what is "reasonable".  The Department has concluded that Alternative C is not a reasonable
alternative, and therefore, not fit for further consideration.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue further as this alternative has
previously been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $128,881,234
- Structure Items: $214,895,731
- Right-of-Way Cost: $791,829,108
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Figure 10.  Rejected Alternative C Aerial Map
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ALTERNATIVE D

This alternative would have also avoided ALL encroachment upon land managed and operated
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (i.e. Sepulveda Dam), as well as the floodplain and Section
4(f) resources on that land. Unlike Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A, and B, this Alternative did NOT call
for a new connector bridge from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101 that would have encroached
upon and spanned over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.

Instead, Alternative D called for a complete relocation of the new SB I-405/NB U.S.-101
connector toward the far northwest, completely “going around and behind” U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers land. This configuration would not have required alteration of the existing SB I-405/NB
U.S.-101 connector, and therefore, it would have remained as is.

The new SB I-405/NB U.S.-101 connector would have originated from the SB I-405, just south of
Saticoy Street, and connected to the NB U.S.-101 just east of Tampa Avenue via a 5.2-mile long
fly-over connector bridge structure. Consequently, this alternative would have required (2422) full
right-of-way property acquisitions.  The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would not have been
impacted, nor any other part of the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin.

Compared to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B and C, Alternative D would have posed:
- By far, the largest project impact footprint of ALL alternatives.
- The largest and most disproportionate right-of-way acquisition impact requirements.
- The most adverse temporary and permanent community disruption impacts.

When compared to Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B and C, Alternative D would have also posed
community impacts of extraordinary magnitude, which are avoidable by simply eliminating
Alternative D from further consideration. Therefore, the Department has concluded that
continuing to pursue Alternative D as a viable option is neither reasonable, nor prudent.

Per the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), as part of its oversight of implementation of
NEPA, CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Sec. 1502.14 requires that all reasonable alternatives be
examined. In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on
what is "reasonable".  The Department has concluded that Alternative D is not a reasonable
alternative, and therefore, not fit for further consideration.

Per Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, the Department has deemed
Alternative C as neither a feasible, nor a prudent (due to the severity of its community disruption
impacts) alternative to the “Build” Alternatives 1, 2, 3, or 4, which require adverse impacts to
Section 4(f) resources.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
The following cost estimates are associated with this alternative only.  All cost estimates are
subject to change and revision, but there is no need to pursue further as this alternative has
previously been rejected.

- Roadway Items: $67,314,401
- Structure Items: $329,982,051
- Right-of-Way Cost: $3,360,600,304
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000
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Figure 11.  Rejected Alternative D Aerial Map
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1.4 TSM, TDM, AND MASS TRANSIT

Transportation System Management (TSM) and Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
alternatives are usually only relevant in urban areas over 200,000 population. A Mass Transit
Alternative is considered on all proposed major highway projects in urban areas over 200,000
population.

TSM strategies consist of actions that increase the efficiency of existing facilities; they are actions
that increase the number of vehicle trips a facility can carry without increasing the number of
through lanes.  Examples of TSM strategies include: ramp metering, auxiliary lanes, turning
lanes, reversible lanes and traffic signal coordination.  TSM also encourages automobile, public
and private transit, ridesharing programs, and bicycle and pedestrian improvements as elements
of a unified urban transportation system.

Modal alternatives integrate multiple forms of transportation modes, such as pedestrian, bicycle,
automobile, rail, and transit.

TDM focuses on regional strategies for reducing the number of vehicle trips and vehicle miles
traveled as well as increasing vehicle occupancy.  It facilitates higher vehicle occupancy or
reduces traffic congestion by expanding the traveler's transportation choice in terms of travel
method, travel time, travel route, travel costs, and the quality and convenience of the travel
experience.  Typical activity within this component is providing contract funds to regional
agencies that are actively promoting ridesharing, maintaining rideshare databases and providing
limited rideshare services to employers and individuals.

At first glance, TSM, TDM, and modal alternatives (including rail and transit) may seem like
reasonable and attractive strategies/alternatives for such a congested interchange. However,
such strategies are outside the scope of this particular project for the following reasons:

1) Those strategies do not meet the proposed project’s Need and Purpose, specifically,
the safety component. The Department seeks to remove the tight, non-standard
radius of the existing connector from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101. Currently, the
accident rate at the project location exceeds the state average.

2) The proposed project size (just north of Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101) and
focus is too small for any meaningful implementation and integration of TSM, TDM,
and modal alternatives.

3) TSM, TDM, and modal alternatives would best serve as stand alone projects to be
implemented not only at the interchange, but along both the entire I-405 and U.S.-
101 corridors.   The political will and funding must be adequate to allow Caltrans to
successfully pursue and implement an endeavor of such a magnitude.
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1.5 PERMITS AND APPROVALS NEEDED

The following approvals and permits would be required for project implementation:

Approvals

The proposed project build alternatives require an encroachment upon U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) managed lands related to the operation of the Sepulveda Dam and Flood
Control Basin.  The USACE must grant an easement to Caltrans and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) before construction could take place on USACE-managed lands.  Before
easements are granted, the USACE is required to comply with Federal statutes and regulations
governing its Civil Works projects and real estate activities.

Permitting Requirements

- Section 402 of the Clean Water Act: Caltrans has already obtained from the Storm
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Construction General Permit No. CAS000003

- Section 404 of the Clean Water Act: Nationwide or Individual Permit (to be
determined, coordination ongoing) from the USACE (as applicable)

- Section 401 of the Clean Water Act: Water Quality Certification from the Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)

- Fish and Game Code 1602: Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)

- California Endangered Species Act (CESA) mandates that State agencies should not
approve a project that would jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or
endangered species if reasonable and prudent alternatives are available that would
avoid jeopardy. A species list obtained from CDFG’s California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) showed an occurrence of State listed least Bell’s vireo (Vireo
bellii pusillus) within the project area.  For projects that affect both a state and federal
listed species, compliance with the Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) will
satisfy CESA if the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) determines that the federal
incidental take authorization is “consistent” with CESA under F&G Code Section
2080.1.  For projects that will result in a take of a state only listed species, Caltrans
must apply for a take permit under section 2081(b).  With the formal selection of
Alternative 1 and the elimination of Alternatives 2 and 3 from consideration, impacts
to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve have been avoided.  Therefore, impacts to
state and/or federal listed species will not occur.  CESA permitting will not be needed.

- U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) Consultation:
Due to the presence of least Bell’s vireo, a Federally endangered species, informal
consultation with Fish and Wildlife Service will be required for this project.  A request
for a species list was sent to the Fish and Wildlife Service on January 4, 2008.  This
request effectively started this informal consultation process. In coordination with
Steve Kirkland with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), a No Effect
Determination to least Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus) was prepared and sent to the
USFWS on June 9, 2008.
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Table 7. Required Permits by Alternative

 
Section 404

Permit
(USACE)

Section 401
Water Quality
Certification

Section 402
NPDES Permit

(SWRCB)

Fish and
Game 1602
Streambed
Alteration

Agreement

USACE
Easement

FESA Informal
Consultation
with USFWS

FESA Formal
Consultation
with USFWS

CESA take
permit

pursuant to
Section
2081(b)

No Build Alternative
(Rejected) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Preferred Alternative YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO

Rejected Alternative 2 YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES

Rejected Alternative 3 YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES
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CHAPTER 2 | AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES,
AND AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

2.1 HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

The Interstate Route 405/US Highway 101 (I-405/US-101) interchange is largely considered as one of
America’s worst freeway bottlenecks, and is located in Caltrans District 7, quad 83, in Los Angeles
County, and within the City of Los Angeles.  There is substantial need for improvements to the connector
from the southbound (SB) I-405 freeway to southbound (SB) and northbound (NB) US-101 freeway, as
the existing structures were built in the 1950s and insufficient in accommodating current and future
capacity.  The purpose of this project would fulfill that need, and improve overall safety, operation, and
traffic flow by replacing the existing 20 mile-per-hour, single-lane connector with a new 50 mile-per-hour,
two lane connector.

The current design presents challenges to the human environment that manifest in circulation issues on
the mainline, on-and-off ramps, and at signalized intersections surrounding the interchange, especially
during peak travel times.  Construction associated with the project would have a significant, yet temporary
effect on surrounding communities, especially those adjacent to the interchange, but the end result of the
project will likely alleviate extremely poor circulation issues that exist in the project area.  Immediately
affected areas would include the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area (northwest of interchange) and the
communities of Van Nuys (northeast), Sherman Oaks (southeast), and Encino (southwest).

The ensuing analysis of the human environment has been extracted from the Community Impact
Assessment Report as prepared by Caltrans (Caltrans 2007d) or other technical reports as cited.

Considered Human Environment Issues with No Identifiable Adverse Impacts

As part of the scooping and environmental analysis conducted for the project, the following human
environment issues were considered, but no adverse impacts were identified.  Consequently, there is no
further discussion regarding these particular issues in this document.  Nevertheless, the regulatory setting
and framework for each is provided below:

Coastal Zone

Regulatory Setting.  The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA) is the primary federal
law enacted to preserve and protect coastal resources.  The CZMA sets up a program under
which coastal states are encouraged to develop coastal management programs.  States with an
approved coastal management plan are able to review federal permits and activities to determine
if they are consistent with the state’s management plan.

California has developed a coastal zone management plan and has enacted its own law, the
California Coastal Act of 1976, to protect the coastline.  The policies established by the California
Coastal Act are similar to those for the CZMA; they include the protection and expansion of public
access and recreation, the protection, enhancement and restoration of environmentally sensitive
areas, protection of agricultural lands, the protection of scenic beauty, and the protection of
property and life from coastal hazards.  The California Coastal Commission is responsible for
implementation and oversight under the California Coastal Act.
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Wild and Scenic Rivers

Regulatory Setting.  Projects affecting Wild and Scenic Rivers are subject to the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act (16 USC 1271) and the California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Pub. Res.
Code sec. 5093.50 et seq.).

There are three possible types of Wild and Scenic Designations:
1. Wild: undeveloped, with river access by trail only
2. Scenic: undeveloped, with occasional river access by road
3. Recreational: some development is allowed, with road access

Farmlands/Timberlands

Regulatory Setting.  The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Farmland
Protection Policy Act (FPPA, 7 USC 4201-4209; and its regulations, 7 CFR Part 658) require
federal agencies, such as FHWA, to coordinate with the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) if their activities may irreversibly convert farmland (directly or indirectly) to nonagricultural
use.  For purposes of the FPPA, farmland includes prime farmland, unique farmland, and land of
statewide or local importance.

The California Environmental Quality Act requires the review of projects that would convert
Williamson Act contract land to non-agricultural uses.  The main purposes of the Williamson Act
are to preserve agricultural land and to encourage open space preservation and efficient urban
growth.  The Williamson Act provides incentives to landowners through reduced property taxes to
deter the early conversion of agricultural and open space lands to other uses.

2.1.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING

Existing and Future Land Use

Sepulveda Basin and Dam.  The Sepulveda Basin is located just northwest of the project area, and is
utilized as a flood control basin with the Sepulveda Dam and its appurtenant facilities managed by the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The Sepulveda Basin and its recreational facilities
provide much needed visual and spatial relief in a surrounding environment that is highly urban and
predominantly built-out.

The Sepulveda Dam flood control project was authorized as part of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1936.
The USACE maintains Sepulveda Dam and appurtenant flood control facilities. Under the authority of the
Flood Control Act of 1941, the Secretary of the Army granted the City of Los Angeles a license to develop
part of the Sepulveda Basin for recreational purposes. That Act was subsequently supplemented by the
more encompassing Flood Control Acts of 1944 and 1946, which provided nationwide guidelines for
recreational developments at USACE projects. Under the authority of the Flood Control Act of 1944, as
amended by the Flood Control Act of 1946, two leases for recreational development were granted - one
to the City of Los Angeles and one to a non-profit corporation. The Flood Control Act of 1944, as
amended by the Flood Control Acts of 1946, 1954, 1960, and 1962, authorizes the Corps of Engineers to
construct, maintain, and operate public park and recreational facilities at water resources development
projects and to permit local interests to construct, maintain, and operate such facilities.

The Sepulveda Dam Master Plan (SMDP) includes a provision that recommends that it be updated every
five years, or revised to suit changing needs and conditions, but the plan has not been overhauled since
1981.  In July of 1995, the USACE issued a supplement to the 1981 SDMP that highlighted land use
changes primarily to the southeast portion of the recreation area, with proposals for wetlands and a
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wildlife refuge.  Those proposals have since come to fruition, and the Sepulveda Basin has been
developed to include several large recreation areas and parks, a water reclamation plant, an armory,
sports facilities, gardens, golf courses, and a locally and regionally significant wildlife reserve.

The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve plays an important role in providing wildlife habitat and
opportunities for exploration in an extremely urbanized and built-out part of the Los Angeles Basin. The
wildlife reserve was developed with the following objectives: to develop a wetlands system; enhance
habitat for wildlife; and to increase wildlife interpretive opportunities within the eastern portion of the
Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Basin.

Improvements to the area have been made through several initiatives, including improvements that were
undertaken as mitigation for impacts from increased recreational plans within the Basin.  A court order
required the formation of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Areas Consortium to oversee the allocation of fines
levied on two local companies that discharged hazardous materials into Haskell Creek.  Both the USACE
and the City of Los Angeles have dedicated substantial funds to the area through other cooperative
improvements such as the creation of a wildlife lake, plantings, and the implementation of restoration
measures.  Local conservation and community groups have also invested substantial time and resources.
As a result of these improvements, the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve has developed into a truly
unique open space with biodiversity not found in all urban areas.  It is a riparian, grassland, woodland,
and aquatic habitat for numerous species of plants and animals, including a variety of resident and
migratory bird species.  In addition to its function as a wildlife habitat, it is also a place for recreation and
to commune with nature.

Community of Van Nuys. Van Nuys lays just northeast of the project area, bound by the I-405 freeway
on the west and Magnolia Boulevard on the south.  Primary land use within (1) mile of the project area is
zoned “low and medium-density residential, with “community commercial” zoning at the intersections of
Burbank and Sepulveda Boulevards, and at Magnolia and Sepulveda Boulevards.  A portion of land south
of Magnolia Boulevard (between I-405 and Sepulveda Boulevard) is dedicated to City of Los Angeles
public facilities, and a small swath of land between Oxnard Street and Burbank Boulevard (on Sepulveda
Boulevard) is dedicated to commercial manufacturing uses.

Primary land use within (2) to (3) miles of the project area is zoned “low-density and medium-density
residential, with the mixed-use Van Nuys Central Business District (CBD) in the vicinity. The Van Nuys
CBD is bound by Vanowen and Calvert Streets on the north and south sides, Cedros and Vesper
Avenues to the west, and Sylmar and Tyrone Avenues to the east.

The Van Nuys CBD Specific Plan aims to make the Van Nuys CBD the focus of community activity
through the Van Nuys CBD Streetscape Plan.  More specifically, it aims to create more pedestrian-
friendly environments that enhance community identity through design considerations that include
landscape architecture, street lighting schemes, public art installations, street furniture, and infrastructure
and signage specifications (City of Los Angeles 2007a).

Efforts at promoting Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and compatible uses are evident around the
intersection of Sepulveda Boulevard and Erwin Street, at the Metro Orange Line Transit Station.  Plans
recommend changing existing areas zoned as “industrial” to “commercial,” and the creation of mixed-use
zones that integrate single-family and multi-family residential development within the vicinity (City of Los
Angeles 2007b).  This particular area lies within about (1.5) miles of the project area, and is likely to
experience some effects during construction.

Community of Sherman Oaks.  Sherman Oaks is located just southeast of the project area and is bound
by I-405 on the west, Van Nuys and the US-101 freeway on the north, and Fulton Avenue on the east.  A
designated regional commercial center (Sherman Oaks Galleria) is located adjacent to the I-405/ US-101
interchange, with Van Nuys and Sepulveda Boulevards serving as focal points for the community.  Land
use within (1) mile of the project area, and along the immediate Ventura Boulevard corridor between
Sepulveda and Van Nuys Boulevards is zoned as “community commercial.” Commercial development
along this corridor and between major and secondary arterials is buffered by “low-medium” and “medium”
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density residential zoning.  The majority of single family, “low density residential” zoning is located just
beyond this buffer and south of Ventura Boulevard within the adjacent hillside areas.

The portion of the Ventura Boulevard corridor between I-405 and Fulton Avenue are part of the Ventura-
Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor (VCBC) Specific Plan (a component of the Sherman Oaks-Studio City-
Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass Community Plan).  The VCBC Specific Plan seeks to achieve the following
(pp. I-2, City of Los Angeles 2007c):

- Address the unique development problems associated with commercial and residential
development within the area

- Assure an equilibrium between the transportation infrastructure and land use development
- Provide for an effective local circulation system
- Promote attractive and harmonious site design for multifamily and commercial development
- Provide compatible and harmonious relationships between commercial and residential areas

when adjacent to each other
- Promote and encourage the development of pedestrian activity, while reducing traffic

congestion
- Maintain district character

Serious traffic and circulation issues plague this portion of the Ventura Boulevard corridor, with
development and growth exceeding the capacity of the existing transportation infrastructure.  Traffic spill
from the I-405 and US-101 freeways, in combination with intense existing and new commercial
development, continues to stifle circulation along this corridor, and project construction at the I-405/ US-
101 interchange will likely have a significant, yet temporary, effect on this area.

Community of Encino.  The community of Encino exists just southwest of the project area, and is bound
by the community of Winnetka and the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area on the north, the I-405 freeway
and the community of Sherman Oaks to the east, and Topanga State Park and the community of Tarzana
to the west.  Land use specifications for the Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor (VCBC) Specific Plan
also apply to the portion of Ventura Boulevard that traverses the community of Encino east-west and in
parallel to US-101.

The majority of land use on Ventura Boulevard is zoned commercial, with most areas south of the
thoroughfare zoned as “single family residential.”  North of the Ventura Boulevard commercial corridor,
and on both sides of US-101 between Wilber and White Oak Avenues are zoned at a higher density and
“multiple family residential.”  A small swath of land on Oxnard Avenue, between Wilbur and Etiwanda
Avenues is zoned as industrial.  Oxnard Avenue is also a major corridor for the Metropolitan Transit
Authority (MTA) Orange Line busway, which starts at the last MTA Red Line light rail station in North
Hollywood (at Lankershim and Chandler Boulevards), and provides service to communities throughout
the San Fernando Valley to Canoga Park.

The following summarizes the most significant future planning and development opportunities as
identified in the Encino-Tarzana Community Plan (pp. I-5 to I-6, City of Los Angeles 2007d):

- Promote more residential and mixed-use development along commercial corridors to provide
more access to employment

- Create pedestrian-friendly shopping areas by incorporating street trees, benches, convenient
parking/access, and maintaining retail frontage at ground level

- Create more access to regional freeways and rail services in industrial zoned areas
- Increase intensity, density, and design of development in proximity to transit station stops
- Integrate the development of MTA right-of-way along Oxnard Avenue with adjacent

properties
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Existing and Planned Land Use in Vicinity – Maps/Projections

Figure 12.  Generalized Land Use – Van Nuys-North Sherman Oaks

Source: City of Los Angeles General Plan, Van Nuys-North Sherman Oaks Community Plan.  Accessed October 18, 2007, from the
City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning website at: http://cityplanning.lacity.org/complan/pdf/vnycptxt.pdf.
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Figure 13.  Generalized Land Use – Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass

Source: City of Los Angeles General Plan, Sherman Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga Pass Community Plan.  Accessed October 18, 2007, from the City of Los Angeles,
Department of City Planning website at: http://www.ci.la.ca.us/PLN/complan/valley/pdf/genlumap.shr.pdf.
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Figure 14.  Generalized Land Use - Encino-Tarzana

Source: City of Los Angeles General Plan, Encino-Tarzana Community Plan.  Accessed October 18, 2007, from the City of Los
Angeles, Department of City Planning website at http://cityplanning.lacity.org/complan/pdf/enccptxt.pdf.
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Figure 15.  Generalized Land Use – Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area

Source: City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works, Sepulveda Wetlands Park – Draft Concept Design Report
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Table 8.  Development Trends in Project Vicinity

Community
Plan Area

Name and/or Address Jurisdiction Proposed Use Floor Area
(sq. ft.)

Status

Encino 16350 W. Ventura Blvd Los Angeles New (131) unit apartment
building with retail and
subterranean parking

336,501 Permit ready to
issue

Sherman Oaks 4500 N. Van Nuys Blvd. Los Angeles New retail store with
attached parking garage

54,457 Permit ready to
issue

Sherman Oaks 13946 W. Ventura Blvd. Los Angeles New two-story office
building

3,951 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 6714 N. Balboa Blvd. Los Angeles New (4) unit apartment
building

5,444 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys In-N-Out Burger
7220 N. Balboa Blvd.

Los Angeles One-story fast food
restaurant with drive-
through

1,387 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 14116 W. Burbank Blvd. Los Angeles New three-story, (13) unit
apartment building over
basement garage

12,252 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 14242 W. Burbank Blvd. Los Angeles New three-story apartment
building over basement
garage

38,979 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 15206 W. Burbank Blvd. Los Angeles New (42) unit apartment
building

59,737 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 14550 W. Burbank Blvd. Los Angeles New (6) unit apartment
building over basement
garage

6,626 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 14702 W. Magnolia Blvd. Los Angeles New three-story, (5) unit
apartment building with
subterranean garage

7,928 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 14212 W. Vanowen St. Los Angeles New two-story, (4) unit
apartment building with (8)
open, on-site parking
spaces

3,844 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 5750 N Woodman Ave. Los Angeles New (6) unit apartment
building over basement
garage

10,228 Permit ready to
issue

Van Nuys 5338 N. Woodman Ave. Los Angeles New auto body shop 5,492 Permit ready to
issue

Source: City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety; New Building Permits, January 2005-October 2007
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Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans

State Transportation Plan Consistency.  The State of California is faced with some urgent
transportation challenges.  With one of the largest economies in the world, economic health is highly
dependent on a safe, efficient, and functional transportation infrastructure.  In 2006, the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) published the California Transportation Plan 2025, which was
developed in coordination with the California Transportation Commission (CTC) and 45 regional
transportation planning agencies, including the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),
the metropolitan planning organization responsible for regional planning in the greater Los Angeles area.
In consideration of general guidelines for sustainable development (encompassing economy, social
equity, and environment), the following state transportation goals were developed in consultation with
numerous public and private transportation providers and system users, and are outlined in the California
Transportation Plan 2025 (pp. X, State of California 2007a):

- Goal 1.  Improve Mobility and Accessibility: Expanding the system and enhancing modal
choices and connectivity to meet the State’s future transportation demands.

- Goal 2.  Preserve the Transportation System: Maintaining and rehabilitating California’s
extensive transportation system to preserve it for future generations.

- Goal 3. Support the Economy: Ensuring the State’s continued economic vitality by securing
the resources needed to maintain, manage, and enhance the transportation system, while
providing a well organized and managed goods movement system.

- Goal 4.  Enhance Public Safety and Security: Ensuring the safety and security of people,
goods, services, and information in all modes of transportation.

- Goal 5.  Reflect Community Values: Finding transportation solutions that balance and
integrate community values with transportation safety and performance, and encourage
public involvement in transportation decisions.

- Goal 6.  Enhance the Environment: Planning and providing transportation services while
protecting our environment, wildlife, and historical and cultural assets.

Within this context, the I-405/US-101 interchange improvement project is very much consistent with state
goals and plans, and highly reflective of the goals and values of the surrounding communities.
Improvements in the transportation infrastructure at the I-405/ US-101 interchange will support continued
economic vitality in the surrounding communities by improving conditions for the movement of people and
goods.  The project will also enhance public safety and security through the improvement of driving
conditions with a complementary reduction in accidents, and will also enhance environmental conditions
through an improvement of traffic flows and a reduction of auto emissions.  Overall, the project is
anticipated to improve mobility and accessibility to one of the nation’s most congested interchanges, and
serve as a benefit to the surrounding communities and future land use goals.

Regional Transportation Consistency.  The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),
in cooperation with Caltrans and Congressman Brad Sherman’s office, is advancing traffic improvement
alternatives for the I-405/ US-101 interchange. Existing traffic circulation problems due to high peak hour
and daily traffic volumes, coupled with SCAG’s model projection of substation housing and population
growth in Los Angeles and Ventura counties, make this undertaking a high priority.  The interchange is
frequently cited as the worst freeway bottleneck in the United States, and SCAG has been designated as
the metropolitan planning organization responsible for developing the Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP).

In 2004, SCAG published the Destination 2030 RTP, which laid out a plan to address the transportation
challenges and issues arising from a region expected to experience unprecedented growth and demand
from new residents, jobs, and an increase in the movement of goods.  Regional growth estimates in the
metropolitan area forecast a population increase of 38 percent (or 6.3 million people), and an employment
growth increase of 36 percent (or 2.7 million jobs) by the year 2030 (p.13, SCAG 2007a).  The region, as
a whole, must find a way to accommodate this growth, and plan for transportation infrastructure
accordingly.  SCAG acknowledges the difficulty in adding lanes to a freeway or building new ones, and as
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it becomes more difficult, maximizing the potential capacity of existing arterials becomes a viable solution
to increasing overall system capacity, especially in built-out, urban areas.  The I-405/US-101 interchange
improvement project will assist in the attainment of these goals by maximizing mainline capacities at the
interchange and improving conditions for the movement of goods, while providing a complementary
increase in productivity hours lost to existing traffic congestion and circulation issues.  The proposed
project is included in the 2006 RTIP and referenced in the Plan.  It is listed in Section II of Volume II of the
2006 RTIP, state highway section, Los Angeles County.  The following project information is excerpted
from the 2006 RTIP:

Lead Agency – Caltrans
Project ID # - LA0D77
Air Basin -  SCAB
Model # - L393
Program Code – CAN40
Route – 405
Begin Post Mile – 39.4
End Post Mile – 40.5
Description – City of L.A. – At Route 405 and US 101 interchange.  Construct freeway connector from
southbound Route 405 to northbound and southbound US-101 and add auxiliary lane from Burbank
Boulevard to northbound US 101 connector (EA #199610, PPNO 2787)

Local Plan Consistency.  The City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning has developed the
Transportation Element of the general plan in conjunction with the 35 communities that make up the city
planning area.  The purpose of the transportation element is to present a guide for further development of
a citywide transportation system which provides for the efficient movement of people and goods (City of
Los Angeles 2007f).  It also recognizes that primary emphasis must be placed on maximizing the
efficiency of existing and proposed transportation infrastructure, in which the Southbound I-405 to US-101
Connector Improvement Project is completely consistent with.

Accommodation of future growth is also a high priority for the City of Los Angeles (growth projections are
referenced in Section 2.1.2 of this document, entitled “Growth”).  While accommodating future residential
growth is a high priority, ensuring quality of life in vibrant and livable neighborhoods is just as important.
Improving mainline flows at the I-405/US-101 interchange will surely assist in reducing the excessive
amount of traffic spill onto city streets and districts, and aid in achieving city goals in improving circulation
in the surrounding neighborhoods; creating safer, pedestrian-oriented environments; and accommodating
new growth.

Parks and Recreational Facilities

Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area.  Located in the Sepulveda Basin, just northwest of the project area,
the 2150-acre Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area serves as a regional recreational facility complete with
two parks (Hjelte and Woodley Parks), an 80-acre sports field, an archery range, three 18-hole golf
courses, Balboa Lake, Balboa Park and Sports Center, playgrounds, a velodrome, bike paths, hiking
trails, tennis courts, a Japanese Garden, a dog park, and a designated a wildlife reserve.  The wildlife
reserve is a 225-acre joint project of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Los
Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks, in partnership with community groups.  It features a lake
with a bird-refuge island, extensive native plant revegetation, and some of the best bird-watching
opportunities in the Los Angeles Basin.  Migratory birds gather here in the fall and winter, and are strongly
attracted to water within the basin.

The Donald C. Tillman Reclamation Plant is located on a 90-acre site within the basin, leased to the City
of Los Angeles by the USACE.  It is a project of the Los Angeles City Department of Public Works, funded
by grants from the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the State Water Resources
Control Board, as well as by funds from the city’s Sewer Construction and Maintenance Fund.  The water
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reclamation process generates 65 million gallons of reclaimed water per day, and is distributed to Balboa
Lake, the wildlife reserve, the Japanese Garden, Sepulveda Basin sprinkling system, the Department of
Water and Power pumping station, and the Los Angeles River (City of Los Angeles 2007e).

Aside from water reclamation, the basin and its appurtenant facilities serve first and foremost, as a flood
control mechanism.  The Sepulveda Dam—located within the property—is also managed by the USACE,
for the purposes of collecting floodwater runoff from the uncontrolled drainage upstream, storing it
temporarily, and releasing it at a rate that does not exceed the downstream channel capacity.  The dam
was determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under criteria A
(history of Los Angeles water systems) and C (distinctive type, period, and construction method), at the
local level, with 1941-1949 as the period of significance.  This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.7,
entitled, “Cultural Resources.”  The new, elevated connector structure associated with the Preferred
Alternative will pose right-of-way impacts to the spillway and apron of the Sepulveda Dam.  Now that
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected, no right-of-way impacts are anticipated to the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge.

Section 4(f) Evaluation of Resources.  Codified in federal law at 49 U.S.C. §303, Section 4(f) of the
United States Department of Transportation Act of 1966 declares that “it is the policy of the United States
government that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and
public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.”  Section 4(f) specifies
that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other DOT agencies cannot approve the use of
land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or any
significant historic site unless there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land; and the
action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from use.  A Section 4(f)
evaluation has been prepared for the (3) aforementioned resources, pursuant to the FHWA regulations
for Section 4(f) compliance codified at 23 CFR Section 771.135.  Additional guidance has been obtained
from the FHWA Technical Advisory T 6640.8A (1987), the FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2005), and
the FHWA Western Resource center Section 4(f) Checklist (1997). A brief discussion of the potential
impacts to Section 4(f) resources follows, but a more detailed discussion of the evaluation and impacts to
Section 4(f) resources, can be found in Appendix B, “Section 4(f) Evaluation.”

Brief Discussion of Alternatives with Potential Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources.  Section 4(f)
specifies that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other DOT agencies cannot approve the
use of land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or
any significant historic site unless the following conditions apply:

- There is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land; and
- The action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from use

Each project proposal must include a Section 4(f) avoidance alternative, and in the case of the Preferred
Alternative, coordination with the State Historic Preservation Officer is required as the Sepulveda Dam is
a historic resource.  Section 4(f) further requires consultation with the Department of the Interior and, as
appropriate, the involved offices of the Department of Agriculture and Department of Housing and Urban
Development in developing transportation projects and programs that use lands protected by Section 4(f).

On March 12, 2008, FHWA/Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published their final rule on Section 4(f).
It became effective on April 11, 2008.  This final rule modifies the procedures for granting Section 4(f)
approvals as follows:

1. Clarifies the factors to be considered and the standards to be applied when determining if an
alternative for avoiding the use of Section 4(f) property is feasible and prudent.

2. Clarifies the factors to be considered when selecting a project alternative in situations where all
alternatives would use some Section 4(f) property.

3. Establishes procedures for determining that the use of a Section 4(f) property has a de minimis
impact on the property.
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4. Updates the regulation to recognize statutory and common sense exceptions for uses that advance
Section 4(f)’s preservation purpose, as well as the option of applying a programmatic Section 4(f)
evaluation.

5. Moves the Section 4(f) regulation out of the agencies’ National Environmental Policy Act regulation,
‘‘Environmental Impact and Related Procedures,’’ into its own part with a reorganized structure that is
easier to use.

This Section 4(f) evaluation has been prepared pursuant to the FHWA regulations for Section 4(f)
compliance codified at 23 CFR Section 774.  Additional guidance has been obtained from the FHWA
Technical Advisory T 6640.8A (1987), the FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2005), and the FHWA
Western Resource Center Section 4(f) Checklist (1997).

A Section 4(f) “use” occurs when one or more of the following conditions are met:

- Land that is permanently acquired for a transportation project by partial or full acquisition is
considered a “Direct Use”

- Temporary occupancy of the protected resource that is considered adverse in terms of the
preservationist purposes of Section 4(f) is referred to as a “Temporary Occupancy.”

- If there is no permanent incorporation of land, but the project’s proximity impacts are so
severe that the protected activities, features, or attributes qualify the resource for protection
under Section 4(f), such a substantial impact  is considered as a “Constructive Use”

Section 4(f) and the Preferred Alternative.  This alternative proposes to acquire land by permanent
easement on the spillway and apron of the Sepulveda Dam for incorporation into the proposed
transportation facility.  The design features elevated connector structures that will cross the dam spillway
outlet area to connect to NB and SB US-101 and encroach upon the aforementioned resource.  A portion
of the earthen embankment of the dam adjacent to NB US-101 will be modified to accommodate the
change.  A retaining wall would be erected to minimize the volume loss of the reservoir as a result of
realigning the USACE service road.  As such, these actions would constitute a Direct Use of the Section
4(f) resource.  Specifically, the Preferred Alternative would impact 4.93 acres of the spillway outlet area,
0.45 acres of permanent footing easement, and 1.07 acres of upstream dam embankment.

This alternative would remove the existing connector ramps from the southbound I-405 to northbound and
southbound US-101, along with the existing southbound I-405/US-101 on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard.
New two-lane US-101 connector ramps (structures) would be constructed over the Sepulveda Dam
spillway connecting southbound I-405 with northbound (connector B) and southbound (connector A) US-
101, and Burbank Boulevard with southbound I-405. The elevated connectors that pass through the dam
spillway will be approximately fifty (50) feet high, the same approximate height as the Sepulveda Dam
gates. The USACE service road adjacent to northbound 101 will be realigned to accommodate the new
connector which would drop down on top of the earthen embankment as it merges with northbound 101.
The proposed encroachment on the embankment is approximately 550 feet long and 42 feet wide. A
retaining wall will be built along the earthen embankment (northbound US-101) to mitigate for a loss of
volume in the reservoir due to the realigned service road.

This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(i) as the dam embankment along northbound US-101 will be excavated for footings for the descending
ramp structure, the retaining wall and the realigned USACE access road (1.07 acres).  This alternative
would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(i) because it
would entail the physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property. This alternative would
constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(ii) as the elevated
structures to be built through the dam spillway (4.93 acres) and upon the earthen embankment, as well as
the proposed retaining wall, are alterations of the property that is not consistent with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR part 68) and applicable guidelines.
This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(iv) as the addition of elevated freeway connector ramps through the dam spillway, and the utilization of
the earthen embankment for the descending freeway connector ramp, change the character of the
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Sepulveda Dam’s use (flood control) and physical features within the dam setting that contribute to its
historic significance. The earthen embankment, spillway and reservoir are character defining features of
the Sepulveda Dam. This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under
Adverse Effect Criterion 2(v) by introducing a visual element (elevated connector ramps) into the spillway
area and on top of the embankment that diminishes the integrity of the property’s significant historic
features. The Dam is eligible because it was designed in a straightforward engineering approach
prevalent in Southern California at the time. The earth fill dam was constructed during a time when
accelerated changes in construction equipment allowed for larger and faster excavations. The work also
involved a massive pile driving operation, reportedly one of the largest undertaken in the region at the
time. The dam is also notable for the PWA Moderne design of the outlet works and spillway.

Section 4(f) and the Preferred Alternative—Avoidance Alternatives.  As stated previously, each
project proposal must include a Section 4(f) avoidance alternative.  Each project proposal must be
evaluated as defined in 23 CFR 774.17 (effective April 11, 2008), and in consideration of the following six
factors.  An avoidance alternative is not prudent if (23 CFR 774.117):

1. Compromises the project so that it is unreasonable given the purpose and need;
2. Results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
3. After reasonable mitigation, still causes:

a. Severe social, economic, or environmental impacts;
b. Severe disruption to established communities;
c. Severe environmental justice impacts; or
d. Severe impacts to other federally protected resources;

4. Results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an extraordinary
magnitude;

5. Causes other unique problems or unusual factors; or
6. Involves multiple factors listed above that while individually minor, cumulatively cause unique

problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude.

A summary of the findings follows, but the full analysis and determination can be referenced in the
complete Section 4(f) Evaluation in Appendix B of this environmental document.  Each avoidance
alternative has been fully evaluated in accordance with 23 CFR 774.17 and in consideration of the
aforementioned factors.   A determination of prudence has been made for each of the following avoidance
alternatives:

No-Build Alternative
The No Build alternative would result in the connectors between the freeways remaining as they
are. The Sepulveda Dam would remain intact without further encroachments on the spillway,
earthen embankment and reservoir. No direct use would occur, however the project’s purpose
and need would remain unfulfilled and the project’s objectives unrealized.  The No-Build
Alternative is considered feasible, but not prudent because it fails to meet the project’s
stated purpose and need, and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems.

Alternative C
This alternative would completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by moving the 405/101
Interchange Connector to southeast and then southwest from the existing location.  It would not
result in a use of the Section 4(f) resource.  However, it would require full and partial acquisition
of approximately 50 privately owned properties, and displace a substantial number of families or
businesses.  In addition, it would result in a serious disruption of established travel patterns on
local streets in the area.  The cost of this avoidance alternative has been estimated at seven
hundred million dollars.  Given the very high costs for acquisition of right-of-way, relocation
costs, lost tax base for the City, disruption of local traffic and the substantial adverse
community impacts to an entire community, Alternative C is considered feasible, but not a
prudent alternative.
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Alternative D
This alternative also would completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by moving the 405/101
Interchange Connector northwest from the existing location.  It would not result in a use of the
Section 4(f) resource, but this connector would be approximately 5.2 mile long and would require
full and partial acquisition of approximately 100 privately owned properties, and displace a
substantial number of families or businesses.  In addition, it would result in a serious disruption of
established travel patterns on local streets in the area.  The estimated cost of this avoidance
alternative would be one billion dollars.  Given the very high costs for acquisition of right-of-
way, disruption of local traffic and the substantial adverse community impacts to an entire
community, Alternative D is considered feasible, yet not a prudent alternative.

Section 4(f) Least Harm Analysis and Conclusions.  23 CFR 774.3 states that if there is no feasible
and prudent avoidance alternative, then the Administration may approve only the alternative that causes
the least overall harm in light of the statute’s preservation purpose.  The least overall harm is determined
by balancing the following factors:

i. The ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) property (including any
measures that result in benefits to the property;

ii. The relative severity of the remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities,
attributes, or features that qualify each Section 4(f) property for protection;

iii. The relative significance of each Section 4(f) property;
iv. The views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property;
v. The degree to which each alternative meets the purpose and need for the project;
vi. After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not

protected by Section 4(f); and
vii. Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives.

Additionally, the selected alternative must include all possible planning, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to
minimize harm to Section 4(f) property.  Based on the above considerations, there is no feasible and
prudent alternative to the use of land from the Sepulveda Dam.  As required by 23 CFR 774.3, all
proposed build alternatives were analyzed to determine the alternative that causes the least overall harm.
The detailed results can also be referenced in the full Section 4(f) analysis in Appendix B of this
environmental document.  It was determined that Alternative 1 includes all possible planning to minimize
harm to the Sepulveda Dam resulting from such use and causes the least overall harm in light of the
statute’s preservation purpose.
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2.1.2 GROWTH

Regulatory Setting.  The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, which implement the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, require evaluation of the potential environmental
consequences of all proposed federal activities and programs.  This provision includes a requirement to
examine indirect consequences, which may occur in areas beyond the immediate influence of a proposed
action and at some time in the future.  The CEQ regulations, 40 CFR 1508.8, refer to these
consequences as secondary impacts.  Secondary impacts may include changes in land use, economic
vitality, and population density, which are all elements of growth.

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) also requires the analysis of a project’s potential to
induce growth.  CEQA guidelines, Section 15126.2(d), require that environmental documents “…discuss
the ways in which the proposed project could foster economic or population growth, or the construction of
additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment…”

Regional Growth Projections.  The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) region
encompasses Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Ventura counties.  Los
Angeles County consists of eight subregions; the Arroyo Verdugo Cities Subregion, Gateway Cities
Council of Governments Subregion, Las Virgenes Malibu Council of Governments (LVMCOG) Subregion,
City of Los Angeles Subregion, North Los Angeles County Subregion, San Gabriel Valley Council of
Governments (SGVCOG) Subregion, South Bay Cities Council of Governments Subregion, and the
Westside Cities Subregion.  The communities surrounding the project area (Van Nuys, Sherman Oaks,
and Encino) all fall within the City of Los Angeles Subregion, which has the largest population and most
households in the region.

Based on the SCAG 2004 RTP Socioeconomic Forecast, the City of Los Angeles Subregion is expected
to grow at a slower pace than other subregions in Los Angeles County, by adding 624,000 people to the
county, and increasing population to 4.4 million by 2030 (pp. 26, SCAG 2007b).  The same study also
indicates that the number of households will increase customary to the Los Angeles County average (0.9
percent), with an average annual increase of 40,000 new jobs in the next 30 years (pp. 27, SCAG 2007b).
Below is a snapshot of growth statistics for the communities surrounding the project area:

Table 9.  Community Population and Household Growth Projections for 2010

Projection Van Nuys/North
Sherman Oaks

Sherman Oaks/Studio
City/Toluca Lake

Encino Citywide

Total Population 165,973 86,863 79,352 4,306,564
    Growth Rate 10.6% 13.7% 9.8% 10.6%
Total Households 63,995 45,090 32,626 1,474,514
    Growth Rate 8.6% 15.1% 9.4% 11.4%
Source: City of Los Angeles General Plan; Van Nuys/North Sherman Oaks, Sherman Oaks/Studio City/Toluca Lake, and
Encino Community Plans

Project Related Growth Inducement.  In California, projects are rarely designed to encourage or
facilitate growth, rather, most Caltrans capacity-increasing projects are proposed as a response to traffic
congestion that is a result of growth that has already occurred or will soon occur. Because of the highly
urbanized setting in the project location, and a predominantly built-out environment, this project does not
have the potential to adversely induce growth beyond existing regional growth projections as outlined
above.
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2.1.3 COMMUNITY IMPACTS

Community Characteristics and Cohesion

Regulatory Setting.  The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 as amended (NEPA), established
that the federal government use all practicable means to ensure for all Americans safe, healthful,
productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings [42 U.S.C. 4331(b)(2)].  The Federal
Highway Administration in its implementation of NEPA [23 U.S.C. 109(h)] directs that final decisions
regarding projects are to be made in the best overall public interest.  This requires taking into account
adverse environmental impacts, such as, destruction or disruption of human-made resources, community
cohesion and the availability of public facilities and services.

Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), an economic or social change by itself is not to
be considered a significant effect on the environment.  However, if a social or economic change is related
to a physical change, then social or economic change may be considered in determining whether the
physical change is significant.  Since this project would result in physical change to the environment, it is
appropriate to consider changes to community character and cohesion in assessing the significance of
the project’s effects.

Affected Environment

Community profiles and analysis was performed in the project study area as defined by all census tracts
within (6) surrounding postal zip codes, and utilizing 2000 U.S. Census data.  They are represented as
follows:

91316 (Encino) 91403 (Sherman Oaks) 91423 (Van Nuys/North Sherman Oaks)
91401 (Van Nuys) 91411 (Van Nuys) 91436 (Encino)

Together, the population for the study area totals approximately 156,166 residents. There will be no
community or demographic discussion of the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area as it is primarily zoned
recreational.  A typical demographic study of the project study area would provide a generalized profile for
the area as a whole, but because of the diverse nature of each neighborhood surrounding the I-405/US-
101 interchange, individual profiles are presented in the following subsections.

Zip Code 91316 – Community of Encino

Community Character and Cohesion.  This particular community exists mostly southwest, but not
immediate to the I-405/US-101 interchange.  It is home to roughly 27,595 residents, which represent
approximately 18 percent of the population in the project study area.  In comparison to data for Los
Angeles County, Census 2000 data for all tracts within this zip code show a relatively lower percentage of
the population under the age of 5 (5.1 % vs. 7.7%), and much higher percentages of the population within
the ages of 18-56 (82.9% vs. 72.0%) and over the age of 65 (18.5% vs. 9.7%).  This data creates a profile
of a community that largely consists of working professionals with fewer children, and amenities that may
be attractive and hospitable to the elderly.  Racially, this community is rather homogeneous, with 83.1
percent of the population declaring race as “White,” and minority populations well below county averages.
The percentage of owner-occupied versus renter-occupied housing units is distributed fairly evenly
(52.9% vs. 47.1%), and not too far off county averages.  Median value of single-family, owner-occupied
homes in this area are noticeably higher than the county average ($331,800 vs. $209,300).  In
consideration of all the aforementioned demographic characteristics and the following socioeconomic
characteristics, community cohesion—or the perceived degree to which residents have a “sense of
belonging” to their neighborhood, a level of commitment to the community, or a strong attachment to—is
considered to be moderate-to-high.
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Socioeconomic Characteristics.  Census data for this community shows a population with relatively
high levels of educational attainment.  88.6 percent of the population are high school graduates (as
opposed to 69.9 percent in Los Angeles County), and 41.2 percent hold a bachelor’s degree or higher
(versus 24.9 percent for the county).  This could explain a relatively high median household income of
$49,131, and per capita income of $39,148, which are somewhat higher than the county average, and
much higher than other communities within the project study area.  The level of educational attainment in
this community may also explain the lower-than-county percentage of families below poverty level at 7.5
percent (versus 14.4 percent for the county).  As expected within this context, only a small portion of the
population utilizes public transportation as a means to commute to work at 2 percent (versus 6.6 percent
for the county), with a mean travel time to work of 31.1 minutes.  Commuters will likely experience some
project-related effects during the construction phases, and post-construction with the loss of access to the
US-101 freeway associated with the Preferred Alternative, however, the end result of this project will likely
enhance circulation in the area as mitigation measures are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5,
entitled, “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses
mitigation measures).

Zip Code 91401 – Community of Van Nuys

Community Character and Cohesion.  This particular community exists on the northeast side of the
project area, but not immediately adjacent to the I-405 or US-101 freeways.  It is home to 40,372
residents, which represent roughly 26 percent of the population in the study area.  Census data for this
community shows a slightly higher-than-county percentage of the population under the age of 5 (8.1% vs.
7.7%), but relatively average numbers in all other age demographics.  In comparison to Los Angeles
County, the community has a slightly higher percentage of the population declaring race as “White”
(60.0% vs. 48.7%), a comparatively low percentage of the population declaring race as “Black or African-
American” (5.2% vs. 9.8%), and an interestingly low percentage of the population declaring race as
“Asian” (4.5% vs. 11.9% for the county).

An examination of housing characteristics in this particular community reveals that renters occupy the
majority of the supply, at 63.4 percent.  The high level of renter-occupied units relative to the percentage
of owner-occupied units is often indicative of the degree of belonging or attachment residents hold toward
the community in which they live.  In these instances, the degree of community cohesion the residents
hold may be significantly lower than a district with a majority of owner-occupied housing supply.  On the
whole, community cohesion in this area is considered to be low-to-moderate.

Socioeconomic Characteristics.  According to 2000 U.S. Census data, 70.3 percent of the population in
this community have graduated from high school, which is right in line with numbers for the county (69.9
percent).  The percentage of those holding a Bachelor’s degree or higher (25.7 percent) is somewhat
consistent (if not slightly higher) with numbers for Los Angeles County at 24.9 percent.  Median
household income at $35,403, and per capita income at $19,610 are much lower than county averages
($42,189 and $20,683, respectively), which may explain the higher percentage of the population utilizing
public transportation as a means to commute to work (7.7 percent versus 6.6 percent for the county).
Higher public transportation ridership may also be attributed to the relatively high percentage of families
living below poverty level (19.9 percent versus 14.4 percent for Los Angeles County).  In fact, this
particular community has the highest percentage of families living in poverty in the project study area.
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The definition of “poverty,” or “low income” populations in the project study area is based on the
Department of Health and Human Services poverty guidelines.  For census year 2000, this was $17,050
for a family of four.

Table 10.  U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Poverty Guidelines

Size of Family Unit 2000 2007
1 $8,350 $10,210
2 $11,250 $13,690
3 $14,150 $17,170
4 $17,050 $20,650
5 $19,950 $24,130
6 $22,850 $27,610
7 $25,750 $31,090
8 $28,650 $34,570

For each additional person, add $2,900 $3,480
Source: United States Department of Health and Human Services

Mean travel time to work for commuters in this area is roughly 31.4 minutes, in which a temporary
increase will be seen during the construction phases of the proposed project.  A permanent increase in
mean travel time to work may occur in this community, and commuters will likely experience some
project-related effects during the construction phases of the project. This community may also experience
some project related effects post-construction with the loss of access to the US-101 freeway associated
with the Preferred Alternative, however, the end result of this project will likely enhance circulation in the
area as mitigation measures are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses mitigation measures).

Zip Code 91403 – Community of Sherman Oaks

Community Character and Cohesion.  This particular community exists immediately southeast of the
project area, and is bound by the US-101 freeway and the community of Van Nuys to the north, and the I-
405 freeway and the community of Encino to the west.  According to 2000 U.S. Census data, this district
is home to 22,079 residents, which represent approximately 15 percent of the population within the study
area.

In terms of age demographics, the data for this community shows a profile similar to zip code 91316—a
lower-than-county percentage of the population under the age of 5, accompanied by a higher percentage
of the population between the ages of 18-65, and a higher percentage of the population over the age of
65. As with that zip code, this data represents a community that likely consists of working professionals
with fewer children, and amenities that are attractive and hospitable to the elderly.  Racial distribution in
this zip code is also homogeneous, with 81.9 percent of the population declaring race as “white.”  Data on
housing characteristics show that distribution of owner and renter-occupied units is almost evenly split,
but the median housing value in this district is more than double the average for Los Angeles County
($458,100 vs. $209,300).  Community cohesion in this particular area is considered to be moderate-to-
high.

Socioeconomic Characteristics.  Educational attainment in this particular community is strikingly higher
than numbers for the county and for other communities in the project study area.  93.4 percent of the
population are high school graduates (versus 69.9 percent in Los Angeles County), and just over half of
the population holds a Bachelor’s degree or higher (versus 24.9 percent for the county).  As expected,
median household income ($53,596) and per capita income ($43,146) are also markedly higher than
county and surrounding communities.  The percentage of families below poverty level (5.6 percent) is
minute in comparison to other communities in the project study area and the county as a whole (14.4
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percent).  Public transit ridership as a means of commuting to work is well below the county average (2.6
percent vs. 6.6 percent for the county, but slightly higher than in zip code 91316 (Encino).  Mean travel
time to work (31.2 minutes) is on par with other communities in the project study area, and only slightly
above the county average. Commuters will likely experience some project-related effects during the
construction phases, and post-construction with the loss of access to the US-101 freeway associated with
the Preferred Alternative, however, the end result of this project will likely enhance circulation in the area
as mitigation measures are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses mitigation measures).

Zip Code 91411 – Community of Van Nuys

Community Character and Cohesion.  This particular community exists immediately northeast of the
project area, adjacent to both the I-405 freeway and the easternmost side of the Sepulveda Basin
Recreation Area.  There is concern that this community, in particular, may experience the most significant
project related effects on surface streets surrounding the project area with the Preferred Alternative as
access to the US-101 freeway from Burbank Boulevard will be completely lost.  Mitigation has been set
forth, and can be referenced in Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle
Facilities.”  This community is home to 23,641 residents, which represent approximately 15 percent of the
population in the study area.

Age demographics show a community slightly younger than other communities in the project area, with a
median age of 30.9 years.  In comparison to Los Angeles County, there is also a higher percentage of the
population under the age of 5 (8.8% vs. 7.7% for the county) and a noticeably lower percentage of the
population over the age of 65 (7.8 % vs. 9.7% for Los Angeles County).  Racially, there appears to be a
higher-than-county percentage of those declaring race as “White” and “Hispanic or Latino.”  This
community also appears to follow a trend that is consistent throughout other communities in the project
study area with an “Asian” population that is nearly half the county average (5.4% vs. 11.9%), and a
“Black or African-American” population that comprises only 5.4 percent of the community (versus 9.8
percent for Los Angeles County).

In terms of housing supply, renters occupy the majority at 72.2 percent, and the community’s relatively
low number of persons over the age of 65 only further supports the notion that residential sentiment in
this community is decidedly transitional.  This assessment appears to be acknowledged by the Van Nuys
Community Plan in its guidelines for the Van Nuys Central Business District (CBD), which exists largely
within this particular community.  It outlines specifications and development goals aimed at improving
community development, activities, and aesthetics.  Community cohesion in this particular area is
considered to be low-to-moderate.

Socioeconomic Characteristics.  The socioeconomic characteristics in this community stand in sharp
contrast to the profile presented in zip code 91403 (Sherman Oaks).  Only 65.1 percent of the population
in this community are high school graduates (versus 93.4 percent in Zip Code 91403, and 69.9 percent in
Los Angeles County), and just 20.8 percent of the population hold a Bachelor’s degree (versus 50.9
percent for Zip Code 91403, and 24.9 percent for the county).  Median household income ($34,266) and
per capita income ($17,415) are the lowest in the project study area, and well below county numbers at
$42,189 and $20,683, respectively.  16.7 percent of families in this community are living in poverty, which
is well above the county at 14.4 percent.  As expected, public transit ridership as a means of commuting
to work is highest within the project study area at 10.1%, and also higher than Los Angeles County at 6.6
percent. Interestingly, this particular community has the highest mean travel time to work in the project
study area.  A permanent increase in mean travel time to work will likely occur in this community with the
Preferred Alternative which includes the complete loss of access to the US-101 freeway from Burbank
Boulevard.  This community is closest to the I-405/Burbank Boulevard interchanges and commuters will
likely experience the most project-related effects during the construction phases.  Additionally, commuters
may experience project-related effects post-construction with the loss of access to the US-101 freeway
associated with the Preferred Alternative.  The end result of this project will likely enhance circulation in
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the area as mitigation measures are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses mitigation measures).

Zip Code 91423 – Community of Van Nuys/North Sherman Oaks

Community Character and Cohesion.  This community exists just east of the project area, but not
adjacent to the I-405 freeway.  It largely straddles the US-101 freeway between Van Nuys Boulevard and
Coldwater Canyon Avenue, and is bound by the 91401 zip code on the north, and Sherman Oaks on the
south.  This community is home to 29,370 residents, which represent roughly 19% of the population in the
study area.

Like zip code 91403 (Sherman Oaks) to the south, this community and environment are hospitable to
working professionals and the elderly, with a median age of 38.2, and higher-than-county percentages of
persons between the ages of 18-65, and 65 and older.  Racially, those declaring race as “White” are the
majority that constitute 82.5 percent of the community population.  As with many of the other communities
in the project area, “Hispanic or Latino” and “Asian” populations are well below county averages.  A
slightly higher-than-county percentage of renter-occupied units may reflect a mildly transitional sentiment
within the community.  It is worth noting that median property value of single-family, owner-occupied
homes is approximately 54 percent higher than the county average ($388,500 versus $209,300 for Los
Angeles County).  Community cohesion is this area is considered to be moderate-to-high.

Socioeconomic Characteristics.  Socioeconomic data for this community is not indifferent from
Sherman Oaks zip code 91403, which is expected, because of its close proximity (just due south).  92.6
percent of the population are high school graduates, and 46.1 percent hold a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
Median income ($52,662) and per capita income ($40,797) are relatively high in comparison to other
communities in the project study area and the county as a whole.  As a result, the percentage of families
living in poverty (5.7 percent) is not as extreme as in zip code 91401 (Van Nuys).  Mean travel time to
work (29.9 minutes) is on par with county numbers (29.4 minutes), but much lower than other
communities in the vicinity, and only 1.9 percent of the population use public transportation to commute to
work. Commuters will likely experience some project-related effects during the construction phases, and
post-construction with the loss of access to the US-101 freeway associated with the Preferred Alternative,
however, the end result of this project will likely enhance circulation in the area as mitigation measures
are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and
Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses mitigation measures).

Zip Code 91436 – Community of Encino

Community Character and Cohesion.  This community lies just southwest of the project area, and
adjacent to the I-405 and US-101 freeways and interchange. It is home to approximately 13,109
residents, which constitute nearly 8 percent of the population in the study area.

Median age in this community is slightly higher than other communities in the project area at 45.5 years,
with 79.3 percent of the population between the ages of 18-65.  At the same time, persons over the age
of 65 make up 20.9 percent of the population.  This community, in particular, is racially homogeneous with
89.9 percent of the population declaring race as “White.”  Owner-occupied housing, constitutes 85.9
percent of the housing supply in this community, with a relatively high percentage of the supply being
single-family units.  Median property values are more than double the county average at $583,400.
Community cohesion in this area is considered to be moderate-to-high.

Socioeconomic Characteristics.  2000 U.S. Census data for this community show relatively high levels
of educational attainment, with 94.5 percent of the population graduating from high school, and 56.8
percent holding a Bachelor’s degree or higher.  Median household income ($102,652) and per capita
income ($61,336) are the highest in all communities within the project study area, and customarily, the
percentage of families living in poverty (5.2 percent) is the lowest.  As expected, this community also has
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the lowest percentage of individuals using public transportation to commute to work at 1.1 percent.  Mean
travel time to work is similar to other communities and the county at 29.9 minutes.  Commuters in the
northeast portion of this community should expect to experience some project-related effects during the
construction phases, and post-construction with the loss of access to the US-101 freeway associated with
the Preferred Alternative, however, the end result of this project will likely enhance circulation in the area
as mitigation measures are implemented (please reference Section 2.1.5, entitled, “Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities for more information on theses mitigation measures).

Environmental Consequences

Potential Project-Related Traffic Impacts.  As mentioned previously, vehicles may no longer access the
northbound or southbound US-101 from the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to southbound I-405 in the
configuration associated with the Preferred Alternative.  Traffic that currently utilizes the Burbank
Boulevard on-ramp to access the US-101 freeway is expected to be redistributed to the Balboa and
Hayvenhurst Boulevard on-ramps, and other facilities surrounding the project area.  These locations carry
high volumes in the existing condition, and with ambient growth and the addition of redistributed traffic
associated with the Preferred Alternative, conditions are expected to worsen in the future.  A federally
mandated environmental justice analysis of potential Preferred Alternative impacts to the community of
Van Nuys is carried out later in this section.  More information on potential traffic impacts associated with
Alternative 1 and all other proposed alternatives can be found later in this document in Section 2.1.5,
entitled, “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities.

Potential Right-Of-Way/Private Property Impacts.  The Preferred Alternative and the (3) recently
rejected alternatives all had similarities in the required encroachment upon the spillway of the Sepulveda
Dam  Recently Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 had the potential to encroach upon the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge, and would have attracted ever-stronger public resistance than what is already evident.
Previously Rejected Alternative 4 would have required the partial or full acquisition of up to (12)
residential properties on the southeast side of the interchange in the community of Sherman Oaks,
between Sepulveda and Van Nuys Boulevards.  A federally mandated analysis of community
demographics in the interests of environmental justice was also performed for this particular community,
but there was no potential to impact any minority or low-income populations in that area.  More details on
this environmental justice analysis can be found later in the in the section.  More information in regard to
relocations associated with Previously Rejected Alternative 4 acquisitions was retained in this
environmental document, and can be found in later the Relocations section.  The following table has been
prepared to highlight the potential right-of-way impacts associated with the Preferred Alternative, and the
(3) Recently Rejected Alternatives.
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Table 11.  Description of Alternatives and Potential Right-of-Way Impacts

 Description Impact

Preferred
Alternative

This alternative proposes realignment of the existing
southbound I-405 to southbound US-101 connector,
and realignment of the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp
to accommodate such.

This alternative poses right-of-way impacts to the
spillway of the Sepulveda Dam south of Burbank
Boulevard.

Recently
Rejected
Alternative 2

As with Alternative 1, this alternative proposed the
realignment of the existing southbound I-405 to
southbound US-101 connector, but the Burbank
Boulevard on-and-off-ramps would have been
reconfigured into a non-standard loop alignment in
order to minimize right-of-way impacts to the
Sepulveda Dam and areas adjacent to the project
area.  This alternative would have also required that
the existing Burbank Boullevard/I-405 over-crossing
be rebuilt to accommodate the Burbank Boulevard
on-and-off-ramp realignment.

This alternative would have posed right-of-way
impacts to the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam south
of Burbank Boulevard, and the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge to the north.

Recently
Rejected
Alternative 3

This alternative was similar to Alternative 2, with the
exception of a standard realignment for the
proposed Burbank Blvd on-and-off-ramp loops,
which would have increased the encroachment onto
the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam and areas
adjacent to the project area.  But, It would have
eliminated the need for reconstruction of the
Burbank Boulevard/I-405 over-crossing.

This alternative would have posed right-of-way
impacts to the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam south
of Burbank Boulevard, and the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge to the north.

Potential Impacts to Property Values or Local Tax Base.   In general, the issue of whether or not the
proposed project will create a significant impact to property values or the local tax base in the project
study area is based purely on speculation.  Property values, as well as the local tax base, can be affected
by multiple external variables, not necessarily attributed to the proposed project.  These external
variables include, but are not limited to; the constantly changing local, regional, and national economic
status, public policies, changing fuel and energy costs, community image and aesthetics, land and
housing availability, and location.  Additionally, the type and number of surrounding businesses, basic city
services, city planning, and the ever fluctuating real estate market also have an influence on property
values and the local tax base.  There would have been some potential for impacts to general property
values and the local tax base if Previously Rejected Alternative 4 was selected, which would have
included (10) partial and (2) full acquisitions of residential properties on the southeast side of the
interchange in the community of Sherman Oaks, but these impacts would have been minimal in
consideration of the scenario on a larger, regional scale.  Where partial property acquisitions or
easements would have been necessary, these impacts to property values would have been nominal, as
those properties already exist immediately adjacent to the US-101 freeway.  Owners of properties where
full acquisition would have been required would be fully compensated for any loss as detailed in Section
2.4.2 of this document, entitled, “Relocations.”

Potential Regional Economic Impacts. The I-405/US-101 interchange is largely considered as one of
America’s worst freeway bottlenecks, and there is a substantial need for improvements as the existing
structures were built in the 1950s and insufficient in accommodating both current and future capacity.  As
it is, the region—the San Fernando Valley—continues to suffer from economic and cumulative impacts
that are a direct result of the extreme traffic congestion and circulation issues at this important regional
freeway interchange.  From an economic standpoint, the extreme traffic congestion and circulation issues
at the I-405/US-101 interchange create regional impacts in terms of the cost of moving goods and lost
productivity hours.  Productivity is typically a system efficiency measure, and reflects the degree to which
the transportation system performs during peak demand conditions.  The efficiency of any transportation
system is directly related to the cost of the movement of not just goods, but people as well. During
construction, some businesses may experience minor economic effects that are a result of temporary
circulation and/or access issues related to traffic redistribution, but the overall economic benefit of the
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improved conditions post-construction will be significant.  Current conditions already make it difficult for
citizens in the surrounding communities to access neighborhood amenities and services, so any
improvement to circulation or access would create more positive, rather than negative, regional economic
impacts.

Potential Impacts to Local Businesses.  The Preferred Alternative does not pose any right-of-way
impacts to local business.  As discussed in the previous section, local businesses surrounding the project
area may experience minor effects that are a result of temporary circulation and/or access issues related
to traffic redistribution, but there is no potential for acquisition or relocation of local businesses per a
Relocation Impact Report prepared by Caltrans (Caltrans 2006a).  This report also indicates that there is
no potential for impacts to businesses that are minority owned.  Government can often be classified as a
type of business, and in this instance, there is potential for the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) and the City of Los Angeles to be impacted, as the Preferred Alternative will impact the spillway
of the Sepulveda Dam. Recently Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 would have posed impacts to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, but these design alternatives have since been rejected and are no
longer being considered.  The Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area and the two aforementioned facilities are
managed by the USACE and the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks.

Table 12.  Estimated Nonresidential Displacement Units by Alternative/Alignment

Alternative 1 Rejected
Alternative 2

Rejected
Alternative 3

NONRESDIENTIAL
Commercial Business 0 0 0
Industrial/Manufacturing Businesses 0 0 0
Nonprofit Organizations 0 0 0
Agricultural/Farms 0 0 0
TOTAL NONRESDIENTIAL UNITS 0 0 0
TOTAL UNITS 0 0 0
Source: State of California-Department of Transportation, Relocation Impact Report, 2/23/2006

Potential Impacts on Economic Vitality, Established Business Districts, and Employment.  During
the construction phases, established business districts immediate to the interchange, and along
Sepulveda and Ventura Boulevards may experience minimal economic effects that are a result of
temporary circulation and/or access issues related to traffic redistribution, but the overall economic benefit
of the improved conditions post-construction will be significant.  Existing conditions already make it
difficult for citizens in the surrounding communities to access neighborhood amenities and services, so
any improvement to circulation or access would create more positive, rather than negative, end results.

Improvements to traffic, flow and capacity on the freeway mainline and connectors will also translate to
signalized intersections throughout communities surrounding the project area.  Serious traffic and
circulation issues plague both the Van Nuys Central Business District and the Ventura/Cahuenga
Boulevard Corridor with development and growth exceeding the capacity of the existing transportation
infrastructure.  Any improvements in traffic flow and circulation will aid in the revitalization of these
business districts that the City of Los Angeles is currently focused on.  The project is not anticipated to
adversely affect employment in these areas, and none of the proposed project alternatives include the
displacement of any businesses or the acquisition of any nonresidential or business properties.

Potential Visual/Aesthetic Impacts. A Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) has been prepared by the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Division of Landscape Architecture according to
guidelines set forth by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  While the project does not have the
potential to affect any officially designated scenic highways, a VIA was performed, nevertheless, and is
discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.6 of this document, entitled, “Visual/Aesthetics.”
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Potential Air Quality Impacts.  An Air Quality Assessment has been prepared to assess the potential of
air quality impacts in the project study area, and in the Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG) region.  A comprehensive analysis of potential air pollutants has concluded that the proposed
project alternatives do no pose any significant operational impact on the ambient air quality in the project
vicinity.  A more detailed discussion and analysis is presented in Section 2.2.6 of this document, entitled,
“Air Quality.”

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Compensation Measures

Measures to Minimize/Compensate for Potential Project-Related Traffic Impacts.  A Traffic Analysis
Report has been performed that examines traffic operations for the existing condition, future No Build
condition, and the Preferred Alternative.  It also presents proposals to minimize or compensate for any
project-related traffic impacts not just on the freeway mainlines and on-and-off-ramps, but also to
signalized intersections within communities surrounding the project area.  A more detailed discussion and
analysis of traffic is presented in Section 2.1.5 of this document, entitled “Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities.”

Measures to Minimize/Compensate for Potential Right-Of-Way/Private Property Acquisition
Impacts.  Project funds for relocations are adequately budgeted to cover expenses associated with any
right-of-way or property acquisitions associated with the Preferred Alternative.  If Rejected Alternatives 2
or 3 were selected, an agent would have been assigned to handle all residential or business relocations
within an estimated time frame (normally 6-9 months), but these alternatives have since been rejected
and are no longer being considered.  More information and relocations can be found in the following
“Relocations” section.

Measures to Minimize/Compensate for Potential Visual/Aesthetic Impacts.  Caltrans and the FHWA
mandate that a qualitative/aesthetic approach should be taken to minimize any impacts to visual quality in
the project area, which include, but are not limited to; implementation of architectural enhancements and
landscaping with ornamental vegetation to minimize and/or compensate for any loss in visual quality.
More details are highlighted in Section 2.1.6 of this document, entitled, “Visual/Aesthetics.”

Relocations

Regulatory Setting.  The Department’s Relocation Assistance Program (RAP) is based on the Federal
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (as amended) and Title
49 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 24.  The purpose of RAP is to ensure that persons displaced
as a result of a transportation project are treated fairly, consistently, and equitably so that such persons
will not suffer disproportionate injuries as a result of projects designed for the benefit of the public as a
whole.  All relocation services and benefits are administered without regard to race, color, national origin,
or sex in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 2000d, et seq.).

Right-Of-Way Impacts and Relocations Associated with Previously Rejected Alternative 4.  While
Rejected Alternative 4 is no longer being considered, the discussion of potential right-of-way impacts and
relocations associated with the rejected alternative is retained in this document in an effort to ensure the
public of sufficient consideration.  Rejected Alternative 4 proposed a widening of the existing US-101
freeway and a new southbound US-101 connector that traverses the I-405/US-101 interchange, and joins
southbound US-101 just west of Van Nuys Boulevard.  Relocations would have been necessary if this
alternative was selected, with (2) of (12) potentially impacted residences requiring full acquisition.
Impacts to the remaining (10) would have involved either partial right-of-way acquisition or easements
from private property.  After a demographic analysis of the potentially affected census tracts, it was
determined that there are no minority or low-income populations of concern that would have triggered
environmental justice protections.  For a more detailed analysis, please reference the Caltrans Relocation
Impact Report (Caltrans 2006a) which is available for public review.
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Figure 16.  Location of Potential Property Right-Of-Way Impacts - Sherman Oaks (Rejected Alternative 4)

Source: California Department of Transportation, Digital Highway Inventory Photography Program.  Map created by Anthony Baquiran/Division of Environmental Planning, November
19, 2007
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Table 13.  Estimated Full Residential Displacement Units by Alternative/Alignment

 Alternative 1 Rejected
Alternative 2

Rejected
Alternative 3

Rejected
Alternative 4

RESIDENTIAL
Owner Occupants of Single Family Residences 0 0 0 2
Tenant Occupants of Single Family Residences 0 0 0 0
Tenant Occupants of Multiple Family Residences 0 0 0 0
Owner Occupants of Mobile Homes 0 0 0 0
Tenant Occupants of Mobile Homes 0 0 0 0
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL UNITS 0 0 0 2
TOTAL PERSONS 0 0 0 *4

*Based on 2000 US Census demographic profile for displacement area - "average family size of occupied housing units" = 1.98
Source: State of California-Department of Transportation, Relocation Impact Report, 2/23/2006

Project-Related Relocation Expenses.  Relocations were to be expected with the implementation of
Alternative 4, but it has since been rejected and is no longer being considered.  Nevertheless, it is
Caltrans’ policy to earmark project funds for relocations and to adequately budget to cover all associated
costs and compensation.  Agents are typically assigned to handle all relocations within an estimated time
frame, normally 6-9 months.  Depending on the number of displacees, a determination is typically made
in regard to the feasibility of relocations within the community.

Preliminary studies in the project area indicated that the availability of safe and sanitary replacement
housing in the area was more than sufficient, and comparable in terms of amenities, public utilities, and
accessibility to public services, transportation, and shopping.  Market availability is expected to remain
adequate and there are no other pending Caltrans or public projects in the area that would affect or
compete with available housing.  For more information regarding the State’s relocation program, please
reference Appendix D of this document, entitled, “Summary of Relocation Benefits.”

Environmental Justice

Regulatory Setting.  All projects involving a federal action (funding, permit, or land) must comply with
Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations
and Low-Income Populations, signed by President Clinton on February 11, 1994.  This Executive Order
directs federal agencies to take the appropriate and necessary steps to identify and address
disproportionately high and adverse effects of federal projects on the health or environment of minority
and low-income populations to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law.  Low income is
defined based on the Department of Health and Human Services poverty guidelines.  For census year
2000, this was $17,050 for a family of four.

All considerations under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related statutes have also been
included in this project.  The Department’s commitment to upholding the mandates of Title VI is
evidenced by its Title VI Policy Statement, signed by the Director.

As discussed in the previous sections, Previously Rejected Alternative 4 had the potential to adversely
impact residents in zip code 91403 in the community of Sherman Oaks through partial and full acquisition
of private residential property that included (2) residential relocations, but there are were no significant
minority or low-income populations in that area.

Of the six community zip codes analyzed in this community impact assessment, two emerged as
communities of concern because of disproportionately high percentages of minority and low-income
populations in comparison to numbers for Los Angeles County and the project area, in general.  This
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project involves federal actions, which require that Caltrans take appropriate measures to identify and
address project effects on communities like these.  As previously discussed, 19.9 percent of families in
zip code 91401 are living below poverty level, which is a much higher proportion in comparison to Los
Angeles County at 14.4 percent.  In the same zip code, 22.4 percent of individuals are living below
poverty levels, which exceed county numbers at 17.9 percent.  In zip code 91411 (also in Van Nuys), 16.7
percent of families and 20.7 percent of individuals are living below poverty level.  Additionally, this zip
code has relatively high numbers of those declaring race as minority—particularly “Hispanic or Latino,”
“Some other race,” and “Two or more races”—in comparison to Los Angeles County.  This is presented in
the following table:

Table 14. Racial Characteristics for Zip Code 91411

Racial Characteristics Number Percent L.A. County
(number)

L.A. County
(percent)

One race 22,285 94.3% 9,049,557 95.1%
  White 13,097 55.4% 4,637,062 48.7%
  Black or African American 1,273 5.4% 930,957 9.8%
  American Indian and Alaska Native 150 0.6% 76,988 0.8%
  Asian 1,286 5.4% 1,137,500 11.9%
  Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 38 0.2% 27,053 0.3%
  Some other race 6,441 27.2% 2,239,997 23.5%
Two or more races 1,356 5.7% 469,751 4.9%
Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 12,414 52.5% 4,242,213 44.6%
Source: U.S. Census 2000

Determination of Disproportionate Effects to Minority and Low-Income Populations

A number of potential discussion points have been considered within the context of environmental justice
such as:

- History of other projects or actions that may have disproportionately impacted the local
residents

- A permanent reduction of access to various services or cultural destinations
- Reduction in access to transit services
- Project-related property acquisitions and relocations

There is no potential for adverse impacts concerning the aforementioned points, but a need has emerged
to study any adverse effects related to an increase in traffic in zip codes 91401 and 91411 as access to
the US-101 freeway from Burbank Boulevard would be eliminated.  Commuters would be forced to find
other points of access to the US-101 freeway utilizing the surrounding roadway network, which currently
is operating at or above peak levels and specifications.

The roadway network surrounding the I-405/US-101 interchange carries very high volumes of traffic
throughout the day, and there is little room for geometrical improvements.  Some of the existing traffic,
circulation, and access issues can be attributed to traffic spill off the I-405 and US-101 freeway mainlines
because of extreme congestion and commuters who are forced to exit the mainline and navigate to their
destinations using surface streets.  A Traffic Analysis Report was prepared for this project (IBI Group
2007) that studied the potential effects of all proposed alternatives through the horizon years of 2015 and
2030, measuring traffic at a total of (22) intersections in the project study area.  Traffic operations were
analyzed using the capacity Level of Service (LOS) analysis methodology published in the 2000 Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) for signalized intersections.  The following graphic illustrates this analysis
methodology:
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Figure 17. Levels of Service (LOS) for Intersections with Traffic Signals

Of the (22) intersections measured and analyzed in the IBI Group Traffic Analysis Report, the following
intersections were selected for environmental justice analysis as they fall within the 91401 and 91411
postal zip codes:

- Burbank Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard
- Burbank Boulevard & Van Nuys Boulevard
- Magnolia Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard
- Magnolia Boulevard & Van Nuys Boulevard

In an examination of traffic volume studies and forecasts for year 2015 and 2030, any decreases in LOS
at these intersections were identified through all proposed project alternatives.  While these assessments
alone do not constitute violations of environmental justice protections, they have provided great insight
into the existing level of service conditions and the possible project-related effects of the Preferred
Alternative.  The results by year and alternative are presented in the following tables with any decreases
in level of service highlighted in yellow:
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Table 15.  Year 2015 AM Peak Level of Service (LOS)

Source: IBI Group Traffic Analysis Report for the SB I-405-US-101 Connector Improvement Project

Table 16.  Year 2015 PM Peak Level of Service (LOS)

Source: IBI Group Traffic Analysis Report for the SB I-405-US-101 Connector Improvement Project

Table 17.  Year 2030 AM Peak Level of Service (LOS)

Source: IBI Group Traffic Analysis Report for the SB I-405-US-101 Connector Improvement Project

Table 18.  Year 2030 PM Peak Level of Service (LOS)

Source: IBI Group Traffic Analysis Report for the SB I-405-US-101 Connector Improvement Project

Based on the aforementioned findings, it has been determined that there will be no adverse effects on zip
codes 91401 and 91411 related to an increase in traffic.  The Preferred Alternative shows a decrease in
LOS at Magnolia and Van Nuys Boulevard in the year 2015, but existing operating conditions are already
at low levels, so the presented increases in traffic delay are not considered to be adverse in relation.  For
a more detailed discussion of traffic on freeway mainlines, access ramps, and intersections, please
reference Section 2.6 of this document, entitled, “Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle
Facilities.”

No build ALT 1 Rejected 
ALT 2

Rejected 
ALT 3

Burbank Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard F F F F
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Burbank Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard F F F F
Burbank Boulevard & Van Nuys Boulevard F F F F
Magnolia Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard F F F F
Magnolia Boulevard & Van Nuys Boulevard F F F F

Intersection

Level of Service (LOS)
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2.1.4 UTILITIES, COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

Utilities

The Preferred Alternative is expected to impact existing utilities and right-of-way associated with such,
requiring easements and special agreements from managing agencies.  The following details were
obtained from the Caltrans Division of Project Development, and all costs and specifications are subject
to change.  More information will be available during the next Project, Specifications, and Estimates
phase.  The estimated utilities relocation costs for the Preferred Alternative are $50,000, with the
possibility of escalation to $99,614.  These costs include the drilling of (4) potholes to determine the
possible relocation of a Southern California Edison natural gas line to run under the I-405 mainline, and
the relocation of (2) overhead electrical poles to cross over the I-405 mainline.

For Recently Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, the estimated utilities relocation costs were also $50,000 and
could have escalated to $99,614 to pay for the same activities that affect utilities in the Preferred
Alternative. Recently Rejected Alternative 3 had much lower estimated relocation costs of $3,000 that
could have escalated to $5,979. Previously Rejected Alternative 4 had estimated utilities relocation costs
of $7,000 and could have escalated to $13,952.

Community Facilities and Emergency Services

Community facilities and services include the schools, police stations, fire stations, and parks and
recreational facilities in the area.  There will be no discussion of parks and recreation in this section as a
more detailed discussion on this topic occurs earlier in the document in its own section entitled, “Parks
and Recreation.”  The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) provides primary and secondary
public education services, along with a host of private institutions throughout Van Nuys, Sherman Oaks,
Encino, and the neighboring communities.  Protection and law enforcement is provided by the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) through (2) police stations serving the communities in the project
area.  Further protection is provided by (7) Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) neighborhood stations
through fire protection and firefighting, emergency medical care, hazardous materials and disaster
response, and community service.  The California Highway Patrol (CHP) has jurisdiction over the I-405
and US-101 freeways for matters involving both traffic and emergency services.  Parks and recreational
facilities are planned, developed, and managed by the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and
Parks.

Schools.  The proposed project alternatives to not pose any relocation or adverse impacts to any schools
in the project area, but facilities immediate to the project area may experience temporary effects during
construction in terms of associated accessibility and/or noise issues.  During the construction phases of
the project, noise from construction activities will temporarily and intermittently dominate the noise
environment in the immediate area of construction.  Construction noise is regulated by Caltrans Standard
Specifications, Section 7-1.011, “Sound Control Requirements.”  These requirements state that noise
levels generated during construction shall comply with applicable local, state, and federal regulations that
all equipment shall be fitted with adequate mufflers according to the manufacturers’ specifications.  A list
of schools within (4) miles of the project area is provided below, complete with their approximate distance
from the project area (as determined by distance from the intersection of Burbank and Sepulveda
Boulevards).
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Table 19.  Community Schools Within Four Miles of Project Area

Name Address Community Zip Code Miles from
Project Area

PRE-K / KINDERGARTEN
Kindergarten Learning Academy 6555 Sylmar Avenue Van Nuys 91401 2.35
Child S World School 6100 Lindley Avenue Encino 91316 4.81
Encino Presbyterian Children's Center 4963 Balboa Boulevard Encino 91316 3.38
ELEMENTARY/MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Bethel Lutheran Elementary 17500 Burbank Boulevard Encino 91316 3.98
C.E. Merdinian Armenian Evangelical 13330 Riverside Drive Sherman Oaks 91423 3.87
Chandler Elementary 14030 Weddington Street Van Nuys 91401 1.97
Children's Community School 14702 Sylvan Street Van Nuys 91411 1.90
Dixie Canyon Elementary 4220 Dixie Canyon Avenue Sherman Oaks 91423 4.18
Emelita Elementary 17931 Hatteras Street Encino 91316 4.25
Emek Hebrew Academy 15365 Magnolia Boulevard Sherman Oaks 91403 0.59
Encino Elementary 16941 Addison Street Encino 91316 3.39
Erwin Elementary 13400 Erwin Street Van Nuys 91401 3.13
Hester Oaks School 15530 Hesby Street Encino 91436 1.49
Holy Martyrs Elementary 5300 White Oak Avenue Encino 91316 4.01
Ivy Bound Academy 15355 Morrison Street Sherman Oaks 91403 0.89
Kester Elementary 5353 Kester Avenue Van Nuys 91411 0.81
Kittridge Elementary 13619 Kittridge Street Van Nuys 91401 3.36
Lanai Elementary 4241 Lanai Road Encino 91436 2.88
Los Encinos School 17114 Ventura Boulevard Encino 91316 3.03
Millikan Middle School 5041 Sunnyslope Avenue Sherman Oaks 91423 4.00
Our Lady of Grace School 17720 Ventura Boulevard Encino 91316 4.34
Riverside Elementary 13061 Riverside Drive Sherman Oaks 91423 4.58
Sherman Oaks Elementary 14755 Greenleaf Street Sherman Oaks 91403 2.13
St. Cyril of Jerusalem School 4548 Haskell Avenue Encino 91436 2.32
St. Francis De Sales School 13368 Valleyheart Drive Sherman Oaks 91423 4.03
Sylvan Park Elementary 6238 Noble Avenue Van Nuys 91411 1.06
Valley Beth Shalom Day School 15739 Ventura Boulevard Encino 91436 1.82
Van Nuys Elementary 6464 Sylmar Avenue Van Nuys 91401 2.22
Van Nuys Middle School 5435 Vesper Avenue Van Nuys 91411 1.08
Village Glen School 13130 Burbank Boulevard Sherman Oaks 91401 2.71
Westmark School 5461 Louise Avenue Encino 91316 2.84
HIGH SCHOOL
Buckley School 3900 Stansbury Avenue Sherman Oaks 91423 3.65
Crespi Carmelite High School 5031 Alonzo Avenue Encino 91316 4.50
Grant Senior High 13000 Oxnard Street Van Nuys 91401 3.38
Ferrahian High School 5300 White Oak Avenue Encino 91316 4.01
Laurence School 13639 Victory Blvd. Van Nuys 91401 3.09
London High School 1224 Oxnard Street Van Nuys 91401 3.48
Notre Dame High School 13645 Riverside Drive Sherman Oaks 91423 3.48
Rogers High School 14711 Gilmore Street Van Nuys 91411 1.82
Van Nuys Senior High School 6535 Cedros Avenue Van Nuys 91411 1.95
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Emergency Services.  No long-term impacts are anticipated for fire, police, and emergency response
services as a result of the proposed project.  While project construction may create temporary, yet
minimal impacts in regard to emergency response times, the end result will improve traffic and circulation
issues on both freeway mainlines and on surface streets, which could possibly yield quicker response
times for fire, police, and emergency services.  Appropriate detours will be implemented, as well as plans
for proper fire, police, and emergency access during construction.  Funds have been allocated in order to
provide a Traffic Management Plan (TMP), which is developed and incorporated as part of the project
design prior to the onset of construction and to minimize disruption to the existing traffic flow conditions.
More information on the TMP can be found in following Section 2.1.5 of this document, entitled, “Traffic
and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities.”

Table 20.  Police and Fire Stations Serving Communities in the Project Area

Station Address Community Zip Code Distance from
Project Area

COMMUNITY POLICE STATIONS
Van Nuys Community Police Station 6240 Sylmar Avenue Van Nuys 91401 2.03
West Valley Community Police Station 19020 Vanowen Street Reseda 91335 6.77
NEIGHBORHOOD FIRE STATIONS
Fire Station 39 14415 Sylvan Street Van Nuys 91401 1.98
Fire Station 83 4960 Balboa Boulevard Encino 91316 3.39
Fire Station 88 5101 Sepulveda Boulevard Sherman Oaks 91403 0.69
Fire Station 90 7921 Woodley Avenue Van Nuys 91406 4.66
Fire Station 100 6751 Louise Avenue Van Nuys 91406 3.80
Fire Station 102 13200 Burbank Boulevard Van Nuys 91401 2.61
Fire Station 109 16500 Mulholland Drive Encino 90049 5.39

2.1.5 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION/PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE FACILITIES

Traffic

The purpose of this project is to improve safety, operation, capacity, and traffic flow through the
interchange by replacing the existing 20 mile-per-hour, single-lane connector, with a new 50 mile-per-
hour, two-lane connector. The I-405/US-101 interchange is largely considered as one of America’s worst
freeway bottlenecks, and there is substantial need for improvements as the existing structures were built
in the 1950s and insufficient in accommodating both current and future demand.

These infrastructure deficiencies result in the formation of a queue that backs up onto the I-405 mainline.
There are also many weaving areas along the connector route, which contribute to relatively high
accident rates (discussed in this section, and in more detail in Chapter 1 of this document).  In general,
analysis indicates that the Preferred Alternative will provide a significant and reasonable improvement
over the No Build condition.  Although volumes on certain ramps and adjacent intersections may increase
as a result of the different build alternatives due to traffic redistribution, mitigation is in place to alleviate
such, and the overall benefits of the improved condition will be significant.

A Traffic Analysis Report has been prepared that examines the traffic operations for the existing
condition, future No Build condition, the Preferred Alternative, and Rejected Alternatives 2,3, and 4 within
the project area.  This analysis serves as a supporting document to the Environmental Assessment/Initial
Study (EA/IS) for the I-405/US-101 Connector Improvement Project, in which this Community Impact
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Assessment (CIA) is a component of.  The following subsections present information extracted from the
Traffic Analysis Report (IBI Group 2007), and other contributing studies related to traffic impacts.

Affected Environment

The I-405 freeway carries an average of 115,000 to 160,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the
Sepulveda Basin, and the US-101 carries an average of 160,000 to 165,000 vehicles per day in this area.
The connector between the southbound I-405 freeway and the US-101 carries over 50,000 vehicles per
day, with just over half of those vehicles heading to the northbound US-101 freeway and the rest heading
to southbound US-101.  The existing connector is a non-standard, single-lane structure wit an operational
speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and the facility is not sufficient to handle the traffic demand.  As mentioned
earlier, vehicles form a queue at this location that frequently backs up onto the I-405 mainline, with many
weaving areas along the connector route, which contribute to high accident rates.  At each of the weaving
segments from the southbound I-405 onto the northbound US-101, the accident rates range from 33
percent to 197 percent higher than the state average.  On the connector from the southbound I-405 to the
southbound US-101, the accident rate is 13 percent higher than the average for facilities of that type.

Delay Cost Analysis for the No-Build Condition (2015) versus Build Alternatives.  Based on a delay
cost analysis performed by the Caltrans Division of Traffic Operations and on the foregoing discussion,
the annual savings in travel delay in 2015 associated with the build alternatives over the No-Build
Alternative are anticipated to be approximately:

Preferred Alternative: $38.3 million/year
Recently Rejected Alternative 2: $29.4 million/year
Recently Rejected Alternative 3: $28.4 million/year

It is obvious from the above analysis that the Preferred Alternative provides the highest travel delay
savings over all other alternatives.  With the Preferred Alternative, access to the US-101 freeway from
Burbank Boulevard will be lost, which would divert and redistribute traffic to other ramps.  A full analysis of
these ramps and surface streets surrounding the project study area has been performed, and mitigation
measures are in place to alleviate the modeled increase in demand. Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 would
have provided a better operational level for the freeway system in the vicinity of the project, and would
have still lead to a substantial amount in travel delay savings, and Rejected Alternative 3—which calls for
the reconstruction of the Burbank Boulevard on-and-off-ramps—would have represented the best
operational improvement to the interchange.  This option would have provided considerable savings in
travel time and prevented unnecessary redistribution of traffic to other ramps, but this alternative has
recently been rejected and is no longer being considered.

Peak Period Performance.  Peak period performance shows modeled top speeds during the period(s) of
highest demands.  A slower speed during the peak period typically constitutes a strong indicator of need.
Three segments were selected to monitor top speed during both AM and PM peak periods – I-405
southbound at Burbank Boulevard to the I-405/US-101 interchange main line, I-405 southbound at
Burbank Boulevard to the US-101 northbound connector, and I-405 southbound at Burbank Boulevard to
US-101 southbound connector.  Findings are presented in the following tables.
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Table 21.  Top Speed, I-405 SB/Burbank Boulevard to Interchange Main Line

SPEED
SCENARIO AM Peak (mph) PM Peak (mph)

Existing Conditions 15 18
No Build - Year 2015 10 12
Preferred Alternative 12 14
Rejected Alternative 2 11 13
Rejected Alternative 3 11 13

In this segment on I-405 from Burbank Boulevard to the I-405/US-101 interchange mainline, commuters
are already experiencing poor AM and PM peak period performance with speeds that do not exceed 20
miles per hour, which demonstrates the urgent need for this project and improvements to the interchange.
If the no action is taken, peak period performance can be expected to continue to decline.

Table 22.  Top Speed, I-405 SB/Burbank Boulevard to US-101 NB Connector

SPEED
SCENARIO AM Peak (mph) PM Peak (mph)

Existing Conditions 17 17
No Build - Year 2015 16 13
Preferred Alternative 45 43
Rejected Alternative 2 44 43
Rejected Alternative 3 40 36

The need for improvements at the I-405/US-101 interchange is best demonstrated along this particular
segment.  With existing conditions, speeds during the AM and PM peak periods do not exceed 20 miles
per hour.

Table 23.  Top Speed, I-405 SB/Burbank Boulevard to US-101 SB Connector

SPEED
SCENARIO AM Peak (mph) PM Peak (mph)

Existing Conditions 23 20
No Build - Year 2015 22 23
Preferred Alternative 42 23
Rejected Alternative 2 20 39
Rejected Alternative 3 20 39

This particular segment experiences the same issues in AM and PM peak period performance, but with
minimal decreases in the No Build scenario.

Volume/Capacity and Level of Service. Basic freeway segments have uniform traffic conditions and
roadway characteristics, such as the number of lanes, shoulder clearance, and grade.  Basic freeway
segments within the study are were analyzed using capacity and Level of Service (LOS) concepts from
the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM2000).  The figure below illustrates the concept of LOS and the
associated conditions and technical descriptions, and the tables that follow present data for the
southbound I-405 mainline, and the northbound and southbound US-101 freeway segments in the project
area vicinity.
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Figure 18.  Level of Service Thresholds for Freeways
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Table 24.  Southbound I-405 Mainline V/C and Level of Service (LOS)

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS

North of Victory Blvd Basic 5 32.3 D 31.0 D
From Victory to Burbank Blvd Basic 5 35.1 E 33.4 D
Burbank Blvd Overcrossing Basic 5 34.4 D 31.5 D
South of US-101 connector Basic 4 55.7 F 51.0 F
Below US-101 facility Basic 4 71.6 F 66.5 F
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane

Table 25.  Northbound US-101 Mainline V/C and Level of Service (LOS)

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln) LOS

Van Nuys Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 50.5 F 52.7 F
Van Nuys Blvd to Sepulveda Blvd Basic 6 47.6 F 50.2 F
Sepulveda Blvd to NB-405 connector Basic 5 57.2 F 60.3 F
Northbound US-101 Basic 4 74.9 F 79.0 F
NB-101 over I-405 freeway structure Basic 6 56.3 F 59.4 F
Between Haskell Ave off-ramp and on-ramp Basic 6 53.4 F 62.0 F
Haskell Ave to Hayvenhurst Ave Basic 6 43.6 E 50.6 F
Hayvenhurst Ave to Balboa Blvd Basic 5 47.9 F 57.3 F
Balboa Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 47.9 F 57.3 F
North of Balboa Blvd Basic 5 53.0 F 62.7 F
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane

Table 26. Southbound US-101 Mainline V/C and Level of Service (LOS)

AM Peak PM Peak
Segment Description

Segment
Type

Lanes Density
(pc/mi/ln)

LOS Density
(pc/mi/ln) LOS

Balboa Blvd under-crossing Basic 5 55.3 F 54.4 F
Balboa Blvd to Hayvenhurst Ave Basic 5 64.4 F 63.0 F
Hayvenhurst Ave to Haskell Ave Basic 6 51.1 F 50.9 F
Southbound US-101 Basic 6 51.1 F 50.9 F
SB-101 over I-405 freeway structure Basic 4 54.6 F 60.9 F
SB-101 over Sepulveda Blvd Basic 7 48.1 F 38.5 E
Auxiliary lane segment Basic 7 43.3 E 36.1 E
Sepulveda Blvd to Van Nuys Blvd Basic 6 50.5 F 42.1 E
Note: Level of Service (LOS) based on HCM 2000 analysis methodology.
Pc/mi/ln = passenger cars per mile per lane
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Access and Freeway Connector Volumes.  A summary of the existing ramp and connector lanes and
volumes is presented in Table 27.  The southbound I-405 connector ramp to the northbound US-101
freeway currently operates at capacity, and contains a mark in the “Flag” column of the table.  All other
ramps within the study area have sufficient capacity to satisfy existing demand, though improvements will
need to be made in the future to meet projected volume/capacity increases.

Table 27.  Access and Freeway Connector Volumes – Existing Condition (Year 2004)

Post Mile Ramp Description Type Lanes Capacity
(veh/hr)

AM
Volume
(veh/hr)

PM
Volume
(veh/hr)

AADT Flag

Southbound I-405
39.8 SB 405 to 101 connector Connector 3 4,500 3,362 2,722 49,200
39.4 SB 405 to NB 101 connector Connector 1 1,500 1,792 1,374 25,600 X
39.4 SB 405 to SB 101 connector Connector 2, 1 3,000 1,570 1,348 23,600
40.1 SB 405 on from Burbank Blvd On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 745 485 8,900
40.5 SB 405 off to Burbank Blvd Off-ramp 1, 3 1,500 856 807 13,200
41.3 SB 405 on from Victory Blvd On-ramp 1 1,500 451 396 4,600

Northbound US-101
16.1 NB 101 on from Van Nuys Blvd On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 1,067 1,211 17,200
16.7 NB 101 off to Sepulveda Blvd Off-ramp 1, 2 1,500 838 572 10,600
17.1 NB 101 on from NB 405 Connector 2 3,000 2,520 2,761 48,700
17.5 NB 101 off to Haskell Ave Off-ramp 1 1,500 790 420 6,400
17.6 NB 101 on from Haskell Ave On-ramp 1 1,500 260 548 3,400
18.5 NB 101 off to Hayvenhurst Ave Off-ramp 1, 2 1,500 723 560 7,700
19 NB 101 off to Balboa Ave Off-ramp 1, 3 1,500 620 680 8,600

19.4 NB 101 on from Balboa Ave On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 843 887 10,000
Southbound US-101

16 SB 101 on from Van Nuys Blvd On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 809 662 12,400
16.8 SB 101 on from Sepulveda Blvd On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 574 781 8,300
17 SB 101 on from NB 405 Connector 2 3,000 2,069 2,018 32,700

18.5 SB 101 on from Hayvenhurst Ave On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 660 830 9,500
19 SB 101 on from Balboa Ave On-ramp 2, 1 3,000 648 592 9,600

veh/hr = vehicles per hour
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic

Arterial/Intersection Impacts

The Preferred Alternative.  The ramp modifications associated with the Preferred Alternative do not
result in any changes to study intersection geometry.  Access to US-101 is no longer provided from the
Burbank Boulevard on-ramp in this alternative, and vehicles traveling from southbound I-405 to
northbound US-101 via the new connector can no longer exit at Haskell Avenue, which results in traffic
redistribution through certain project study intersections compared to the No Build alternative.

Recently Rejected Alternative 2.  The ramp modifications associated with Rejected Alternative 2 would
not have resulted in any changes to study intersection geometry.  The connector improvements would not
have generated additional trips, and would not have changed the total number of trips through the
system.  However, the new connector from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 would have
precluded access to the Haskell Avenue off-ramp, resulting in traffic redistribution through certain project
study intersections compared to the No Build alternative.
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Recently Rejected Alternative 3.  This alternative is similar to Rejected Alternative 2, and as with that
alternative, the associated ramp modifications would not have resulted in any changes to study
intersection geometry.  Vehicles traveling from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 via the proposed
connector would be restricted from exiting at Haskell Avenue, which would have resulted in traffic
redistribution through certain project study intersections compared to the No Build alternative.

Environmental Consequences

The traffic analysis performed for this project focused on three key components of the roadway network
that impact freeway performance.  They are the freeway segments, access and connector ramps, and
signalized intersections.

Freeways.  In general, the Preferred Alternative will result in operational improvements and enhanced
conditions on the freeway mainline. The existing single-lane connector from southbound I-405 to
northbound US-101 has a sharp, nonstandard curve with a design speed of 20 miles per hour. Replacing
the existing connector with a two-lane, 50 mile per hour ramp is expected to improve flow through the
area and reduce the spillback from the ramp queue onto the I-405 mainline.

In the Preferred Alternative, the new southbound I-405 on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard bypasses the
US-101 connector and joins the I-405 just north of the northbound US-101 overpass. The new
configuration eliminates the weaving segment between the existing Burbank Boulevard on-ramp and the
US-101 connector diverge, and provides improved speed and level of service along the southbound I-405
in this area.

The existing connector from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 is removed in the Preferred
Alternative, which also eliminates the weaving area on the northbound US-101 between the connector
and the Haskell Avenue off-ramp. Speed and level of service on the northbound US-101 is also improved
with this configuration. The Preferred Alternative modifications do not include any changes to the
southbound US-101, and operations remain the same as in the No Build condition.

In Rejected Alternative 2, the new southbound I-405 on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard would have
provided access the US-101 freeways, and eliminated the weaving areas on the southbound I-405 and
northbound US-101. There were no anticipated negative impacts to freeway mainline service as a result
of the Rejected Alternative 2 improvements. No changes would have been made to the southbound US-
101, and the level of service would have remained the same as in the No Build condition.

In terms of mainline performance, Rejected Alternative 3 is the same as Rejected Alternative 2. The
removal of weaving areas on the southbound I-405 and northbound US-101 would have resulted in
operational improvements on those lines. In the Rejected Alternative 3 configuration, operations on the
southbound US-101 would have been the same as in the No Build condition.

Access Ramps.  In the existing condition, most of the freeway access and connector ramps have
adequate capacity to handle typical service volumes. One location where ramp volumes exceed 1,500
vehicles per hour per lane is the southbound I-405 connector to northbound US-101. The single-lane
connector has a nonstandard, sharp curve with an effective speed of 20 miles per hour. This location is a
bottleneck, and queues commonly form that spill back onto the southbound I-405 freeway mainline. The
objective of this project is to upgrade the southbound I-405 connector to US-101 to a two-lane, 50 mile
per hour structure with standard design features. A summary of the changes to ramp access,
configuration, and volumes for the Preferred Alternative, and Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 is included in
this section.

The Preferred Alternative includes new southbound I-405 connector ramps to northbound and
southbound US-101, and a new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to southbound I-405 that bypasses the US-
101 connectors. With this configuration, vehicles can no longer access the US-101 freeway from the
Burbank Boulevard on-ramp. These vehicles are expected to enter the northbound US-101 facility from
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the Balboa Boulevard or Van Nuys Boulevard on-ramps instead, and to enter the southbound US-101
from the Sepulveda Boulevard or Van Nuys Boulevard on-ramps. Otherwise, the vehicles can enter the
southbound I-405 from the Victory Boulevard on-ramp and use the new connector ramps. Another access
change with the Preferred Alternative is that vehicles traveling southbound on the I-405 can no longer
merge onto the northbound US-101 to exit at Haskell Avenue. These travelers are expected to use the
Burbank Boulevard off-ramp from the I-405 or the Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp from the US-101
instead, with lower volumes on the Haskell Avenue off-ramp.

Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 would have included a new southbound I-405 connector ramp to
northbound US-101, and a new non-standard Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to southbound I-405 that
would have provided access to southbound I-405, northbound US-101, and southbound US-101. With
this configuration, vehicles traveling southbound on the I-405 would have been restricted from merging
onto the northbound US-101 to exit at Haskell Avenue. These travelers would have been expected to use
the Burbank Boulevard off-ramp from the I-405 or the Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp from the US-101
instead, with lower volumes on the Haskell Avenue off-ramp. The Rejected Alternative 3 configuration is
the same as the Rejected Alternative 2 condition, except that the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp would have
had full standard design and possibly higher ramp design speed. With respect to ramp operations,
Alternative 3 has the same analysis conditions and results as Alternative 2.

In each of the build alternatives, the new connector from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101
bypasses the Haskell Avenue off-ramps, which would cause southbound I-405 traffic that currently exits
at Haskell Avenue to be redistributed to the Burbank Boulevard off-ramp from the I-405 or the
Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp from the US-101. The Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp is projected to carry
high volumes in the future forecast years, particularly with the addition of the redistributed traffic from the
new connector. The Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp should be reconfigured before the year of project
completion.

Intersections.  The project study area is a built environment, with little room for geometrical
improvements. In the existing condition, eleven of the (22) study intersections operate at LOS F during
one or both peak periods. By the year 2030, all (22) intersections are forecast to operate at LOS F due to
ambient growth alone.

This project does not generate trips, but ramp access modifications associated with each project
alternative may result in redistribution of traffic through local intersections. If the traffic redistribution
results in lower volumes through an intersection, or adds volume to a movement that has available
capacity, the average delay at that intersection may decrease. Locations that are forecast to carry higher
volumes may experience an increase in delay. In general, the redistributed traffic is not expected to cause
significant impacts in the project study area. The greatest volume change occurs at the intersection of
Burbank and Sepulveda Boulevard, and the intersections created by the US-101 on-ramps and off-ramps
at Hayvenhurst Avenue.

For the Preferred Alternative, there are (15) intersections with volume changes due to ramp modifications.
Six of these locations experience a reduction in average delay per vehicle, and nine locations experience
increased delay. For forecast year 2015 conditions, (5) intersections that operate at LOS F in the No Build
condition will have increased average delays ranging from 1.7 seconds to 63.0 seconds per vehicle. For
year 2030, ten intersections that operate at LOS F in the No Build condition will have increased average
delays ranging from 0.5 seconds to 82.8 seconds per vehicle.

For Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, volume changes were anticipated at (7) intersections as a result of
ramp modifications. Three of these locations would have experienced a reduction in average delay per
vehicle, and four locations would have experienced increased delay. For forecast year 2015 conditions,
two intersections that operate at LOS F in the No Build condition would have increased average delays
ranging from 18.1 seconds to 62.7 seconds per vehicle. For year 2030, six intersections that operate at
LOS F in the No Build condition would have increased average delays ranging from 0.5 seconds to 82.8
seconds per vehicle.
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Concluding Comments About Environmental Consequences.  Travel demand and traffic congestion
are expected to continue to increase in the future on the I-405/US-101 interchange.  In general, analysis
indicates that the Preferred Alternative will provide a significant and reasonable improvement over the No
Build scenario.  Improvements include reduced congestion, smoother operations, a decrease in weaving,
and improved safety over the no-build. Although volumes on certain ramps and adjacent intersections will
increase as a result of loss of access to the US-101 freeway and associated traffic redistribution, the
overall benefits of the improved condition will be significant with the implementation of the Preferred
Alternative.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance.  Caltrans has the responsibility to ensure that all
projects that receive federal financial assistance from the US Department of Transportation, fully comply
with 49 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations), Part 27 entitled, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability
in Programs and Activities receiving or Benefiting from Federal Financial Assistance.  49 CFR, Part 27
applies to each recipient of federal assistance from the US Department of Transportation, and to each
program or activity that receives or benefits from such assistance.

Specifically, Caltrans’ role is to ensure that all new and existing altered facilities such as, but not limited to
highway rest area facilities, sidewalks, pedestrian cross walks, pedestrian over-passes, under-passes,
and ramps shall be made accessible to disabled persons in accordance with federal and state (the state
should provide equal or greater accessibility) standards on all federal-aid projects meeting the criteria for
the ADA compliance.  This project is not anticipated to impact any existing facilities in terms of ADA
compliance, and any design changes that would have to potential to, are subject to review to ensure
compliance with all federal and state standards.

Traffic Impacts Related to Construction Activities.  It is expected that detailed construction staging
plans will be completed for the project, and that a detailed analysis of how traffic will be impacted during
the construction phase of the various build alternatives will be provided by Caltrans once these plans are
available.  The purpose of this section is to provide an overview or discussion of the expected traffic
impacts related to construction activities.  Similar projects have been constructed along Interstate 405
and other freeways within the Los Angeles metropolitan area in the recent past, and it is believed that this
project will have similar impacts.

Construction of the planned improvements will probably require the narrowing of traffic lanes and a loss of
shoulder areas for a prolonged period, thereby reducing the effective capacity of the freeway segments
and/or ramps where construction is taking place.  This can result in overall traffic delay increases by as
much as 10 percent or more during peak traffic periods.  The impact on traffic delays is particularly
significant when construction starts, due to spectator slowing and the need for the average driver to
adjust to changes in the roadway.  However, within one-to-two weeks after construction starts, regular
commuters usually become accustomed to driving through a construction zone and the amount of traffic
delays caused by construction decreases accordingly.  The following table details preliminary lane
closure plans during construction by alternative.
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Table 28.  Preliminary Lane Closures for the Preferred Alternative

Duration Segment
Lane

Number Work Description

  Stage 1
One

weekend
Northbound

US-101 6 Tie-in southbound I-405 connector to Northbound US-101.

  Stage 2A 3-4 months
Southbound

I-405 4
Tie-in southbound I-405 to US-101 northbound/southbound
connectors.

  Stage 2B 1-2 months

Southbound
I-405 on-
ramp at
Burbank

Boulevard On-ramp
Full on-ramp closure to tie-in southbound I-405 to US-101
connector and tie-in with the re-aligned on-ramp.

  Stage 2C
One

Weekend

Southbound
I-405 to US-

101
Connector Connector

Tie-in southbound I-405 connector to existing southbound US-101
connector.

  Stage 3A 1-2 months

Southbound
I-405 on-
ramp at
Burbank

Boulevard On-ramp Full on-ramp closure - tie-in to southbound I-405.

  Stage 3B
One

weekend
Southbound

I-405 3 Southbound I-405 onramp tie-in to southbound I-405.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Measures to Lessen Impacts on the Freeway Mainline

No mitigation measures related to freeway mainline operations are required as each of the proposed
alternatives result in comparable or improved operations in comparison to the No Build Alternative.

Measures to Lessen Impacts on Access Ramps and Connectors

By the year 2030, the southbound I-405 connector to southbound US-101 and the northbound I-405
connector to northbound US-101 are forecast to have demand volumes that exceed capacity due to
ambient growth alone.  Without the project improvements, deficient conditions on the southbound I-405
connector to northbound US-101 will continue to deteriorate.  Each of the build alternatives provides
increase capacity on the southbound I-405 connector segments to US-101 and to northbound US-101,
which would provide sufficient capacity on these ramps through forecast year 2030.

Preferred Alternative.  In this configuration, vehicles may no longer access the northbound or
southbound US-101 from the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to southbound I-405.  Traffic that is forecast to
utilize the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to access the northbound US-101 connector is redistributed to the
Balboa Boulevard on-ramp.  Vehicles that would use the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to get to the
southbound US-101 connector are expected to use the Sepulveda Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard
on-ramps instead.  The new connector to northbound US-101 will bypass the Haskell Avenue off-ramp,
so vehicles that would travel from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 and exit at Haskell Avenue
are expected to use the Burbank Boulevard off-ramp from southbound I-405 and the Hayvenhurst Avenue
exit from the northbound US-101 instead.  These locations carry high volumes in the existing condition,
and capacity issues are observed at the Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp.  With ambient growth and the
addition of redistributed traffic due to Alternative 1, conditions are expected to worsen in the future.  The
Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp should be reconfigured to alleviate the existing deficiency before the year
of project completion.
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Recently Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3.  In the Rejected Alternative 2 and 3 configurations, the new
connector to northbound US-101 would have bypassed the Haskell Avenue off-ramp.  Vehicles that would
have traveled from southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 and exited at Haskell Avenue were expected
to use the Burbank Boulevard off-ramp from southbound I-405 and the Hayvenhurst Avenue exit from
northbound US-101 instead.  Capacity issues have been observed at the Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp.
With ambient growth and the addition of redistributed traffic due to these alternatives, conditions are
expected to worsen in the future.  The Hayvenhurst Avenue off-ramp should be reconfigured to alleviate
the existing deficiency before the year of project completion.

Proposed Measures to Lessen Impacts on Intersections – Mitigation Devised in Coordination with
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT)

The existing study area network carries high volumes through intersections with limited capacity.  By the
year 2030, all (22) intersections in the study area are forecast to operate at a Level Of Service (LOS) F
during one or both peak periods in the No Build condition due to ambient growth alone.  The southbound
I-405 to US-101 connector improvement project is not a trip generator, and is not expected to increase
the total number of trips through the study area.  However, even a small number of redistributed peak
hour trips through an intersection with LOS F can cause an increase in the average delay per vehicle.

Potential mitigation measures are provided for intersections that are forecast to operate at LOS F in the
with-project condition, if the redistribution of traffic related to the project alternative results in an increase
of four of more seconds to the average delay per vehicle.  The measures described in this section would
mitigate the project impacts only, and provide an average delay per vehicle for the intersection that is
comparable to or lower than the No Build Condition.  There may be other possible improvements that
would provide an even lower average delay per vehicle, but these mitigation measures focus on adding
capacity where trips redistributed by the project would travel.

The project study area is primarily a built-out environment.  Geometrical improvements may require
acquisition of property and incur purchase, relocation, and other compensation costs.  In some cases, the
cost of an improvement may far exceed the benefit received, to the detriment of businesses and property
owners adjacent to the intersection.  A cost-benefit analysis of each of these improvements should be
performed before any of these mitigation measures are recommended or implemented.

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), in coordination with the Los Angeles Department
of Transportation (LADOT) continue to work closely together to devise mitigation proposals to minimize
any project-related impacts.  While LADOT has been present and active in all coordination efforts
concerning all project alternatives, the following mitigation measures have been proposed for the
Preferred Alternative to mitigate impacts to a level below significance.

1) Add an additional left turn lane from westbound Burbank Boulevard to southbound
Hayvenhurst Avenue

2) Add a right turn lane from eastbound Burbank Boulevard to southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue
3) Northbound US-101 off-ramp at Hayvenhurst Avenue – add left turn lane to southbound

Hayvenhurst Avenue
4) Construct new northbound US-101 on-ramp from Hayvenhurst Avenue
5) Add an additional left turn lane from southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue to southbound US-101

on-ramp
6) Add additional lane on southbound US-101 on-ramp at Hayvenhurst Avenue
7) Add additional lane to eastbound Magnolia Boulevard at Hayvenhurst Avenue
8) Provide a traffic signal at the new intersection of the new connector, the southbound I-405

off-ramp, and Burbank Boulevard.
9) Modify the Burbank Boulevard roadway at the above location to provide adequate right-turn

and left turn storage to the new connector.
10) Provide three lanes on the reconfigured southbound I-405 off-ramp at Burbank Boulevard.
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11) Provide adequate improvements along Burbank Boulevard to accommodate increased traffic.
This includes Burbank Boulevard/Woodley Avenue, and Burbank Boulevard/Hayvenhurst
Boulevard intersections

Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Regulatory Setting.  The Department, as assigned by FHWA, directs that full consideration should be
given to the safe accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists during the development of federal-aid
highway projects (see 23 CFR 652).  It further directs that the special needs of the elderly and the
disabled must be considered in all federal-aid projects that include pedestrian facilities.  When current or
anticipated pedestrian and/or bicycle traffic presents a potential conflict with motor vehicle traffic, every
effort must be made to minimize detrimental effects on all highway users who share the facility.

The Department is committed to carrying out the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) by building
transportation facilities that provide equal access for all persons.  The same degree of convenience,
accessibility, and safety available to the general public will be provided to persons with disabilities.

The accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists, and full compliance with ADA standards will be an
integral part in the development of the project and the Transportation Management Plan (TMP), which will
outline specific design guidelines to ensure proper facilities and access during and after project
construction.  It is Caltrans’ and the Contractor’s responsibility to provide for the safety of the public
during construction.

2.1.6 VISUAL/AESTHETICS

Regulatory Setting.  The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 as amended (NEPA) establishes
that the federal government use all practicable means to ensure all Americans safe, healthful, productive,
and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings [42 U.S.C. 4331(b)(2)].  To further emphasize this
point, the Federal Highway administration in its implementation of NEPA [23 U.S.C. 109(h)] directs that
final decisions regarding projects are to be made in the best overall public interest taking into account
adverse environmental impacts, including among others, the destruction or disruption of aesthetic values.

Likewise, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) establishes that it is the policy of the state to
take all action necessary to provide the people of the state “with…enjoyment of aesthetic, natural, scenic
and historic environmental qualities.” [CA Public Resources Code Section 21001(b)]

Visual Impact Assessment (VIA).  A VIA has been prepared by the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans), Division of Landscape Architecture according to guidelines set forth by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  While the project does not have the potential to affect any
officially designated scenic highways, a VIA was performed, nevertheless, that aims to:

- Define the project setting and viewshed
- Identify key views for visual assessment
- Analyze existing visual resources and viewer response
- Analyze attributes such as line, form, color, texture, dominance, scale, diversity, and

continuity
- Analyze visual quality as measured by vividness, intactness, and unity
- Depict the visual appearance of project alternatives
- Assess the visual impacts of project alternatives
- Propose methods to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate adverse visual impacts through

enhanced plantings, texture, color coating for structures, and contour grading, for example
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Affected Environment

The following information in this section was derived from the Caltrans VIA prepared in November of 2007
(Caltrans 2007b).  The regional landscape establishes the general visual environment in the project area,
but the specific visual environment upon which the assessment is focused was determined by defining
landscape units and the project viewsheds.  Most of the land adjacent to the project area is highly
developed and mostly residential, commercial, or open space.  The I-405 freeway traverses the
Sepulveda Pass in the Santa Monica Mountains, which are in clear view from the project area.  The
freeway landscape within this corridor consists of tall pines, Mexican fan palms, Eucalyptus, and other
evergreen trees.

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve Landscape Unit.  A landscape unit is a portion of the regional
landscape that can be thought of as an outdoor room with a distinct visual character.  It will often
correspond to place or district that is commonly known among local viewers.  The Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve Landscape Unit is located west of the I-405 freeway and north of Burbank Boulevard.
The Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks maintains the area, encompassing 225 acres, on
Army Corps of Engineers property.  Existing visual resources include established and newly planted
willow, cottonwood, and sycamore trees, and various shrubs, nesting, and foraging areas for migratory
waterfowl and shorebirds.

The viewshed in this landscape unit consists of the surrounding mountains and a wildlife reserve,
complete with lush vegetation, a manmade lake, and the Sepulveda Dam rock wall.  The adjacent Target
store parking lot and one tall office building complete the picture.  The wildlife reserve portion of the study
area is used for recreational purposes, and by bird-watchers, walkers, and general park users.

Sepulveda Dam Landscape Unit.  This unit exists within the Sepulveda Basin, but lies largely between
Burbank Boulevard and the US-101 freeway, and west of the I-405 freeway.  The structure was designed
in the Art Moderne style, constructed in 1941 and is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
The most significant visual resources in this unit are the Sepulveda Dam itself, a bare area of dry
grasses, and the white concrete spillway.  The Santa Monica Mountains are the dominant view to the
south of this landscape unit.

The viewshed in this particular landscape unit consists of the Sepulveda Dam, the dam spillway, the Los
Angeles River channel, the I-405/US-101 freeway interchange, the US-101/Haskell Avenue on-and-off-
ramps, and the mountains to the east and west.  The Sepulveda Dam itself is frequently used for filming
and photography shoots, and northbound US-101 users are able to view the structure and spill gates for
approximately 0.1 miles.

Residential Area Landscape Unit.  Special attention was focused on the residential area southeast of
the interchange in the community of Sherman Oaks.  The area consists primarily of one-story, single-
family residential homes, with the exception of a few two-story structures.  Dominant visual resources in
this landscape unit include the homes and yards themselves, streets and sidewalks, and the freeway
landscaping that screens the soundwall for the US-101 freeway.  The viewshed within the residential
landscape unit is rather limited, with views of mass plantings (trees and shrubs) and chain link fence.

Viewer Response.  Viewer Response is comprised of two elements: viewer sensitivity and viewer
exposure.  These elements combine to form a method of predicting how the public might react to visual
changes brought about by the I-405/US-101 interchange improvement project.  Viewer sensitivity is
defined as the viewers’ concern for scenic quality and response to change in visual resources that make
up a view.  Viewer exposure is typically assessed by measuring the number of viewers exposed to the
resource change, type of viewer activity, duration of their view, speed at which the viewer moves, and the
position of the viewer.

The Visual Impact Assessment identifies the resident viewer group as most sensitive to any impacts or
disturbance to existing visual resources.  The resident viewer group includes people who may have views
of the project area from their homes or place of business/employment.  Residents have a high level of
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exposure to the visual environment and high visual awareness.  The group tends to be stationary and
have more time to take in the surrounding views.  In addition, they become more familiar with the local
environment than other groups and typically take more ownership in it.  This group is considered to be
highly sensitive to visual changes, particularly if important visual resources are lost as a result of
relocation or acquisition of property in the project area.

Environmental Consequences

Because it is not feasible to analyze all the views in which the proposed project would be seen, the Visual
Impact Assessment (VIA) focuses on a select number of key viewpoints where potential for impacts to the
existing visual environment is most clear.  The following area map shows seven (7) selected viewpoints of
study, followed by representations of the existing visual environments and post-construction visual
simulations with the proposed structures in place.
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Figure 19.  Selected Viewpoints of Study

of Environmental Planning, November 21, 2007.

Source: California Department of Transportation, DHHP Aerial Photo Copyright 2003. Map created by Joel Bonilla/Division of
Environmental Planning
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VIEWPOINT 1

Figure 20a.  Existing Viewpoint 1 - Facing Southeast from Woodley Park

 
Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S
Bound 101.  Division of Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 20b.  Viewpoint 1 – Facing Southeast from Woodley Park with
Post-Construction Visual Simulation

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S
Bound 101.  Division of Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.
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In this simulation, the new ramp/viaduct structures have been added to the existing key viewpoint (facing
southeast from Woodley Park).  While the distant mountain views will remain unobstructed, the new
ramp/viaduct structures would be the dominant landscape feature until new vegetation plantings mature.
Users of Woodley Park would be most sensitive to these changes in the landscape and view.
Additionally, landscape views from high-rise buildings across and adjacent to the I-405 freeway may be
sensitive to these changes as well.  Special mitigation may be necessary in the reduction of visual effects
to the aforementioned viewer groups, which are discussed in more detail later, under the Avoidance,
Minimization, and/or Mitigation subsection.
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VIEWPOINT 2

Figure 21a.  Existing Viewpoint 2 - Facing Southwest from Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of
Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 21b.  Viewpoint 2 – Facing Southwest from Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve with Post-
Construction Visual Simulation (Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 only)

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of
Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.

In this simulation, the new ramp/viaduct structures as proposed in Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 have
been added to the existing key viewpoint (facing southeast from the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve).
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While the distant mountain views would have remained unobstructed, the new ramp/viaduct structures
would have been the dominant landscape feature until new vegetation plantings matured.  Users of the
Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area and Wildlife Reserve would have been most sensitive to these
changes in the landscape and view.  Additionally, landscape views from high-rise buildings across and
adjacent to the I-405 freeway may have been sensitive to these changes as well.  Special mitigation may
have been necessary to reduce visual effects to the aforementioned viewer groups, which are discussed
in more detail later, under the Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation subsection.

Figure 22a.  Viewpoint 3 – Existing View Facing Southwest from West Side of I-405, Adjacent to
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape
Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 22b.  Viewpoint 3 – Facing Southwest from the West Side of I-405, Adjacent to Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Reserve with Post-Construction Visual Simulation (Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3
only)
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VIEWPOINTS 4, 5, 6, AND 7

Figure 23a.  Viewpoint 4 – Existing View Facing Southeast from Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area   

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape
Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 23b.  Viewpoint 4 – Facing Southeast from Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area with Post
Construction Simulation

Figure 24a.  Viewpoint 5 – Existing View Facing Southeast From Sepulveda Dam

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape
Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 24b.  Viewpoint 5 – Facing Southeast from Sepulveda Dam with Post-Construction Visual
Simulation (all alternatives, except “no-build”)

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape
Architecture, November 19, 2007.
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The Preferred Alternative requires the construction of new bridge structures that will infringe upon the
Sepulveda Dam spillway.  The new structures would create some visual distraction, especially to
motorists using the southbound I-405 and northbound US-101 freeways.  Mountain views in the distance
would remain intact, but the new, man-made structures would obstruct some views of existing, mature
vegetation.  Sensitivity to motorists utilizing the southbound I-405 and northbound US-101 freeways is
expected to be high due to the loss of views of the Sepulveda Dam.  The duration of views from the
aforementioned freeways is short compared to the filming industry viewer group, in which sensitivity is
expected to be low as the Sepulveda Dam is typically shot at a closer range view.

A Historic Property Survey Report (HPSR) for the I-405/US-101 Connector Improvement Project was
completed in January 2007.  On March 14, 2007, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)
concurred with the findings in the HPSR. The Sepulveda Dam was identified as a historic property, and
found eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) at the local level of significance under
Criteria A (history of the Los Angeles water systems) and Criteria C (distinctive type, period, and method
of construction).  Contributing elements include the outlet works structure, the spillway, the earthen
embankment and the reservoir.  Implementation of the Preferred Alternative would constitute an adverse
visual effect on the Sepulveda Dam—more details and measures to mitigate this visual impact are
discussed in the following section, entitled, “Cultural Resources.”

Figure 25a.  Viewpoint 6 – Existing View Facing Northwest from Sepulveda Dam Spillway

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector
Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 25b.  Viewpoint 6 – Existing View Facing Northwest from Sepulveda Dam Spillway with
Post-Construction Simulation
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Figure 26a.  Viewpoint 7 – Existing View Facing Northwest on US-101 at Sepulveda Dam

Source: Caltrans Visual Impact Assessment, Reconstruct SB 405 Connector
Ramp to N&S Bound 101.  Division of Landscape Architecture, November 19, 2007.

Figure 26b.  Viewpoint 7 – Existing View Facing Northwest on US-101 at Sepulveda Dam with Post-
Construction Simulation
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 Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Visual mitigation for adverse project impacts addressed in the visual assessments and summarized in the
VIA will consist of adherence to the following design requirements in cooperation with the District
Landscape Architect.  All visual mitigation will be designed and implemented with the concurrence of the
District Landscape Architect.  Caltrans and the FHWA mandate that a qualitative/aesthetic approach
should be taken to mitigate for visual quality loss in the project area.  The following measures have been
specified to minimize impacts:

- Retaining walls will be visually compatible with the surrounding community (i.e. architectural
detail and style of the Sepulveda Dam)

- Architectural detailing will be specified appropriately; pilasters, wall caps, interesting block
patterns, color, and materials to match existing color palette of surrounding area

- Visual interest will be created to reduce the apparent height of walls
- Slope pavement at undercrossings will be enhanced with texture to deter graffiti
- Where needed, vine plantings will be used on walls to deter graffiti to enhance visual quality
- Where slope pavement is not possible, vegetation will be planted at undercrossings as

appropriate
- Native vegetation will be planted in disturbed areas and wildlife areas where space allows
- Ornamental vegetation will be utilized as necessary

2.1.7 CULTURAL RESOURCES

Regulatory Setting.  “Cultural Resources,” as used in this document, refers to all historical and
archaeological resources, regardless of significance.  Laws and regulations dealing with cultural
resources include:

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, (NHPA) sets forth national policy and
procedures regarding historic properties, defined as districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
included in or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.  Section 106 of NHPA requires federal
agencies to take into account the effects of their undertakings on such properties and to allow the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation the opportunity to comment on those undertakings, following
regulations issued by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (36 CFR 800).  On January 1, 2004, a
Section 106 Programmatic Agreement (PA) between the Advisory Council, FHWA, State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the Department went into effect for Department projects, both state and
local, with FHWA involvement.  The PA implements the Advisory Council’s regulations, 36 CFR 800,
streamlining the Section 106 process and delegating certain responsibilities to the Department.  The
FHWA’s responsibilities under the PA have been assigned to the Department as part of the Surface
Transportation Project Delivery Pilot Program (23 CFR 773) (July 1, 2007).

The Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) applies when a project may involve archaeological
resources located on federal or tribal land.  ARPA requires that a permit be obtained before excavation of
an archaeological resource on such land can take place.

Historic properties may also be covered under Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
which regulates the “use” of land from historic properties.  See Appendix B for specific information
regarding Section 4(f).

Historical resources are considered under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), as well as
California Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5024.1, which established the California Register of
Historical Resources.  PRC Section 5024 requires state agencies to identify and protect state-owned
resources that meet National Register of Historic Places listing criteria.  It further specifically requires the
Department to inventory state-owned structures in its rights-of-way.  5024(f) and 5024.5 require state
agencies to provide notice to and consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) before
altering, transferring, relocating, or demolishing state-owned historical resources that are listed on or are
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eligible for inclusion in the National Register or are registered or eligible for registration as California
Historical Landmarks.

Affected Environment

Area of Potential Effects (APE). The Area of Potential Effects (APE) for the project includes parcels that
could be affected by right of way acquisition, audible effects, or visual effects resulting from
implementation of the proposed project.  The limits of the APE run roughly from Victory Boulevard in the
northeast quadrant of the Sepulveda Dam/Recreation area, south along southbound I-405 to Burbank
Boulevard. Turning west it then partially follows Burbank Boulevard to Balboa Boulevard. The APE then
runs south to southbound US-101 and extends to approximately Van Nuys Boulevard.

The results of an extensive records search of Caltrans District 7 files, the South Central Coastal
Information Center at California State University, Fullerton, and other reference sources has revealed that
there are no recorded archaeological resources within the Area of Potential Effect (APE).  A field
inspection was conducted to confirm the aforementioned.  Based on this, no archaeological impacts are
anticipated, and no further archaeological investigations are warranted at this time.  An archaeological
survey was completed on January 12, 2006 that confirms this.

Historic Properties. A Historic Property Survey Report (HPSR) for the I-405/US-101 Connector
Improvement Project was completed in January 2007.  On March 14, 2007, the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred with the findings in the HPSR. The only historic property that was
identified within the Area of Potential Effects is the Sepulveda Flood Control Dam (Sepulveda Dam),
which was found eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) at the local level of
significance under Criteria A (history of the Los Angeles water systems) and Criteria C (distinctive type,
period, and method of construction).  Contributing elements include the outlet works structure, the
spillway, the earthen embankment and the reservoir.

The Sepulveda Dam is a structure that is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  A
property is considered eligible for listing on the NRHP if it meets one or more of the following criteria:

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association, and:

a) that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns or our history; or

b) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
c) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of

construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or

d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history. (36 CFR § 60.4)

In addition to significance, a property must also have physical integrity to be listed on or eligible
for listing on the NRHP.  Integrity does not demand absolute purity, but the historic property must
be a “preservable entity” that still communicates what makes it significant.

The Sepulveda Dam has protected lives and property, and has enabled the further development of the
densely-populated area surrounding the dam, and the San Fernando Valley, as we know it.  Because of
this, the Sepulveda Dam is undoubtedly an integral part of the history of Los Angeles, and collectively, it
satisfies Criterion “a,” as listed above.  The dam is a “preservable entity” that continues to convey what
makes it significant, and its appearance remains distinctive and worthy of maintaining its physical integrity
and functionality.
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Finding of Effect.  A Finding of Effect Report (FOE) for the Southbound Interstate 405 to US 101
Connector Improvement Project was submitted to the SHPO on February 28, 2008.  On March 31, 2008,
the SHPO concurred with the findings in the FOE. To improve traffic movements from southbound I-405
to US-101 freeway, the project proposes three build alternatives: The three proposed alternatives will
encroach into the Sepulveda Dam by constructing elevated structures that cross the dam spillway outlet
area to connect to northbound and southbound US-101. A portion of the earthen embankment of the dam
adjacent to northbound US-101 will be modified to accommodate the change. A retaining wall would be
erected to minimize the volume loss of the reservoir as a result of realigning the Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) service road. Additionally, alternatives 2 and 3 propose a new structural on-ramp and off-ramp
north of Burbank Boulevard that will cross the dam maintenance access road at grade on the earthen
embankment.  All three build alternatives will result in an adverse effect on the Sepulveda Dam under
Adverse Effect Criteria 2(i), 2(ii), 2(iv), and 2(v).

The No Build alternative would result in the connectors between the freeways remaining as they are. The
Sepulveda Dam would remain intact without further encroachments on the spillway, earthen embankment
and reservoir. This alternative would result in no effect on Historic Properties although the project’s
purpose and need would remain unfulfilled and the project’s objectives unrealized.

Caltrans, as assigned by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) pursuant to
23 U.S.C. 327, has determined that the undertaking will have an adverse effect on a historic property
pursuant to Section 106 PA Stipulation X. C, and is consulting SHPO regarding the resolution of adverse
effects, pursuant to Section 106 PA Stipulation XI, 36 CFR 800.6(a), and 800.6(b)(1).

Environmental Consequences

Preferred Alternative: Construct new US-101 connector ramps from southbound I-405. Construct
Burbank Boulevard to southbound I-405 on ramp. Remove existing ramps.

This alternative would remove the existing connector ramps from the southbound I-405 to northbound and
southbound US-101, along with the existing southbound I-405/US-101 on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard.
New two-lane US-101 connector ramps (structures) would be constructed over the Sepulveda Dam
spillway connecting southbound I-405 with northbound (connector B) and southbound (connector A) US-
101, and Burbank Boulevard with southbound I-405. The elevated connectors that pass through the dam
spillway will be approximately fifty (50) feet high, the same approximate height as the Sepulveda Dam
gates. The USACE service road adjacent to northbound 101 will be realigned to accommodate the new
connector, which would drop down on top of the earthen embankment as it merges with northbound 101.
The proposed encroachment on the embankment is approximately 550 feet long and 39 feet wide. A
retaining wall will be built along the earthen embankment (northbound US-101) to mitigate for a loss of
volume in the reservoir due to the realigned service road.

This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(i) as the dam embankment along northbound US-101 will be excavated for footings for the descending
ramp structure, the retaining wall and the realigned USACE access road (1.07 acres).  This alternative
would constitute an additional Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(i)
because it would entail the physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property. Additionally,
this alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(ii) as the elevated structures to be built through the dam spillway (4.93 acres) and upon the earthen
embankment, as well as the proposed retaining wall, are alterations of the property that are not consistent
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR part 68)
and applicable guidelines. Moreover, this alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda
Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(iv) as the addition of elevated freeway connector ramps through
the dam spillway, and the utilization of the earthen embankment for the descending freeway connector
ramp, change the character of the Sepulveda Dam’s use (flood control) and physical features within the
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dam setting that contribute to its historic significance. The earthen embankment, spillway and reservoir
are character-defining features of the Sepulveda Dam. Lastly, this alternative would constitute an Adverse
Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(v) by introducing a visual element
(elevated connector ramps) into the spillway area and on top of the embankment that diminishes the
integrity of the property’s significant historic features. The Dam is eligible because it was designed in a
straightforward engineering approach prevalent in Southern California at the time. The earth fill dam was
constructed during a time when accelerated changes in construction equipment allowed for larger and
faster excavations. The work also involved a massive pile driving operation, reportedly one of the largest
undertaken in the region at the time. The dam is also notable for the PWA Moderne design of the outlet
works and spillway.

Rejected Alternative 2: Construct new northbound US-101 connector ramp from
I-405 southbound. Remove existing southbound I-405 on and off ramps from Burbank Boulevard
and replace with new structures north of Burbank Boulevard.

This alternative would have constituted an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under the same
Adverse Effect Criteria as were listed for the Preferred Alternative.  Under this alternative only Connector
B (S/B I-405 to N/B US-101) would have been constructed through the dam spillway. Under Rejected
Alternative 2 there would have been additional adverse effects as a result of the construction of new
structures that connect to Burbank Boulevard approximately 120 yards west of the current ramp
intersection. The new on ramp would have extended north from Burbank Boulevard, and looped around
to join the I-405 southbound just after the Burbank Boulevard Overcrossing. This alternative would have
required 22,000 cubic feet of the dam reservoir and 0.79 acres of footing easement in the Wildlife Refuge
for the ramp structure. Both the on-and-off ramps would have crossed over and sat on top of the earthen
embankment of the dam north of Burbank Boulevard requiring 0.15 acres of embankment.  The earthen
embankment, spillway and the reservoir are character-defining features of the Sepulveda Dam.

Rejected Alternative 3: Construct new northbound US-101 connector ramp from
I-405 southbound. Remove existing southbound I-405 on and off ramps from Burbank Boulevard
and replace with new structures north of Burbank Boulevard. Burbank Boulevard loop ramp
would be of a standard design.

This alternative would have constituted an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under the same
Adverse Effect Criteria as were listed for Alternatives 1 and 2.  This alternative had the same general
alignment as Alternative 2, except that the Burbank Boulevard loop on ramp would have been of a
standard design requiring an additional 50 feet of encroachment onto the reservoir Wildlife Refuge. The
earthen embankment and the reservoir are character-defining features of the Sepulveda Dam.

Section 4(f) Evaluation of Resources.  Codified in federal law at 49 U.S.C. §303, Section 4(f) of the
United States Department of Transportation Act of 1966 declares that “it is the policy of the United States
government that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and
public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.”  Section 4(f) specifies
that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other DOT agencies cannot approve the use of
land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or any
significant historic site unless there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land; and the
action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from use.  A Section 4(f)
evaluation has been prepared for the (3) aforementioned resources, pursuant to the FHWA regulations
for Section 4(f) compliance codified at 23 CFR Section 771.135.  Additional guidance has been obtained
from the FHWA Technical Advisory T 6640.8A (1987), the FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2005), and
the FHWA Western Resource center Section 4(f) Checklist (1997).
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Brief Discussion of Alternatives with Potential Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources.  Section 4(f)
specifies that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other DOT agencies cannot approve the
use of land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or
any significant historic site unless the following conditions apply:

- There is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land; and
- The action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from use

Each project proposal must include a Section 4(f) avoidance alternative, and in the case of the Preferred
Alternative, coordination with the State Historic Preservation Officer is required as the Sepulveda Dam is
a historic resource.  Section 4(f) further requires consultation with the Department of the Interior and, as
appropriate, the involved offices of the Department of Agriculture and Department of Housing and Urban
Development in developing transportation projects and programs that use lands protected by Section 4(f).

On March 12, 2008, FHWA/Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published their final rule on Section 4(f).
It became effective on April 11, 2008.  This final rule modifies the procedures for granting Section 4(f)
approvals as follows:

1.  Clarifies the factors to be considered and the standards to be applied when determining if an
alternative for avoiding the use of Section 4(f) property is feasible and prudent.

2.  Clarifies the factors to be considered when selecting a project alternative in situations where all
alternatives would use some Section 4(f) property.

3. Establishes procedures for determining that the use of a Section 4(f) property has a de minimis
impact on the property.

4. Updates the regulation to recognize statutory and common sense exceptions for uses that
advance Section 4(f)’s preservation purpose, as well as the option of applying a programmatic
Section 4(f) evaluation.

5. Moves the Section 4(f) regulation out of the agencies’ National Environmental Policy Act
regulation, ‘‘Environmental Impact and Related Procedures,’’ into its own part with a reorganized
structure that is easier to use.

This Section 4(f) evaluation has been prepared pursuant to the FHWA regulations for Section 4(f)
compliance codified at 23 CFR Section 774.  Additional guidance has been obtained from the FHWA
Technical Advisory T 6640.8A (1987), the FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2005), and the FHWA
Western Resource Center Section 4(f) Checklist (1997).

A Section 4(f) “use” occurs when one or more of the following conditions are met:

- Land that is permanently acquired for a transportation project by partial or full acquisition is
considered a “Direct Use”

- Temporary occupancy of the protected resource that is considered adverse in terms of the
preservationist purposes of Section 4(f) is referred to as a “Temporary Occupancy.”

- If there is no permanent incorporation of land, but the project’s proximity impacts are so
severe that the protected activities, features, or attributes qualify the resource for protection
under Section 4(f), such a substantial impact is considered as a “Constructive Use”

Section 4(f) and the Preferred Alternative.  This alternative proposes to acquire land by permanent
easement on the spillway and apron of the Sepulveda Dam for incorporation into the proposed
transportation facility.  The design features elevated connector structures that will cross the dam spillway
outlet area to connect to NB and SB US-101 and encroach upon the aforementioned resource.  A portion
of the earthen embankment of the dam adjacent to NB US-101 will be modified to accommodate the
change.  A retaining wall would be erected to minimize the volume loss of the reservoir as a result of
realigning the USACE service road.  As such, these actions would constitute a Direct Use of the Section
4(f) resource.  Specifically, the Preferred Alternative would impact 4.93 acres of the spillway outlet area,
0.45 acres of permanent footing easement, and 1.07 acres of upstream dam embankment.
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Avoidance, Minimization and/or Mitigation Measures

The Preferred Alternative will result in an Adverse Effect to the National Register eligible Sepulveda Dam.
In order to mitigate adverse effects the following measures will be implemented in the design phase of the
project:

- The bents or piers of the elevated structures that cross through the spillway should be similar
in shape to the Streamline Modern gates of the dam

- The elevated structures/connectors should have as low a profile as current safety/design
guidelines will allow in order to reduce the visual impacts and views of the dam

- All new concrete should match in color and texture to that of the dam outlet structure

As with any project that results in adverse effects to historic properties a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) will be prepared. The following list is a preliminary proposal of the types of mitigation commonly
agreed to:

- HABS/HAER documentation—Historic American Building Survey photographic
documentation and Historic American Engineering Record documentation as directed by the
National Park Service

- Production of a documentary (video or movie) of broadcast quality, 30 minutes or more in
length

- Dissemination of reports to various repositories and websites

This is only a preliminary proposal for mitigation. Further discussion and consideration is necessary as
well as consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.
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2.2 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

2.2.1 HYDROLOGY AND FLOODPLAIN

Regulatory Setting.  Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain Management) directs all federal agencies to
refrain from conducting, supporting, or allowing actions in floodplains unless it is the only practicable
alternative.  The Federal Highway Administration requirements for compliance are outlined in 23 CFR 650
Subpart A.

In order to comply, the following must be analyzed:

- The practicability of alternatives to any longitudinal encroachments
- Risks of the action
- Impacts on natural and beneficial floodplain values
- Support of incompatible floodplain development
- Measures to minimize floodplain impacts and to preserve/restore any beneficial floodplain

values impacted by the project

The base floodplain is defined as “the area subject to flooding by the flood or tide having a one percent
chance of being exceeded in any given year.” An encroachment is defined as “an action within the limits
of the base floodplain.”

Affected Environment

Caltrans has prepared a Floodplain Evaluation Report and a Location Hydraulic Study (LHS) for this
project as the Preferred Alternative requires an encroachment on a floodplain via the construction of a
connector structure over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.  The Floodplain Evaluation Report was
completed on February 14, 2007, and the Location Hydraulic Study (LHS) was finalized on May 12, 2008.
The ensuing discussion is based on those technical studies as prepared by a registered engineer with
hydraulics expertise.

The Los Angeles River drains the vast watershed of the San Fernando Valley and surrounding
mountains—finally emptying into the Pacific Ocean at Long Beach. In years of heavy rainfall, this
normally tame watercourse becomes a mighty force--as was the case in 1938 when torrential rains
caused the river to flood adjacent farms and homes. Consequently, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) channelized the river and built the Sepulveda Dam in 1941 to capture and hold floodwaters for
later gradual release down the river. Except for infrequent but dramatic flood episodes, this otherwise dry-
land flood control basin, most of which is leased from the USACE by the City of Los Angeles Department
of Recreation & Parks, plays host to diverse uses today including: athletic fields, agriculture, golf courses,
a fishing lake, parklands, Japanese gardens, a model-airplane field, a sewage treatment facility, an
armory, and a locally and regionally sufficient wildlife reserve – all behind the dam, in the south-central
portion of the San Fernando Valley, just northwest of the junction of Interstate-405 and the U.S.-101.

The Sepulveda Dam consists of an earth-filled embankment with a reinforced concrete spillway and outlet
works.  The components of the Sepulveda Dam and Reservoir include: dam, outlet works, control house,
and spillway.  Reservoir lands are used as flood control/storage behind the Sepulveda Dam, and consist
of 2,097 acres, extending from Interstate-405 on the east and the U.S.-101 on the south, to Victory
Boulevard on the north, and to approximately 0.2 miles beyond Balboa Boulevard on the west, with a strip
of flood control land about 0.4 miles wide extending westward on either side of the Los Angeles River to
White Oak Avenue.
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The Los Angeles River is regulated by the outlet works, which consist of 4 gated outlets and 4 un-gated
outlets, and can allow a maximum discharge of 16,500 cubic-feet-per-second (cfs) at a reservoir water
surface elevation of 710 feet, 1927 NGVD - the height of the spillway crest with spillway gates raised.

The spillway is a reinforced concrete ogee (a cornice-like architectural element with an S-shaped profile)
section of the overflow gravity type, which has seven submersible drum gates operating as function of
water surface elevation.  For reservoir surface elevations between 710 and 712, the discharge over the
top of the crest gates increases very slowly.  At elevations between 712 and 715 feet, however, the rate
of discharge increases very rapidly with elevation, as the crest gates lower from 710 to 700 feet.  Water
spilling over the raised crest gates would cascade down across the ogee onto the spillway apron.  This
apron is a large concrete slab with a gentle downward slope, extending 694 feet downstream of the ogee.

Environmental Consequences

Hydraulic computer modeling has been performed that indicates an increase in the Base Floodplain
Elevation (BFE) with the implementation of the Preferred Alternative, though the impact is considered
insignificant at 0.01 percent.  Mitigation to offset this impact is proposed, nevertheless, and the
determination of floodplain encroachment impacts follows.  Mitigation can be referenced in the following
subsection entitled, “Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures.”

The Preferred Alternative.  This alternative calls for construction of a new connector bridge from the
southbound I-405 to the northbound and southbound U.S.-101, crossing over the spillway outlet area of
the Sepulveda Dam.  This alternative will occupy approximately 4.93 acres of the spillway outlet area, and
0.45 acres of permanent footing easement, in addition to approximately 1.07 acres of the upstream damn
embankment, 0.59 acres of fill, and 49,014 ft3 of the dam reservoir.  The reservoir will be affected only on
the south end of the Sepulveda Dam.  Length and width of the structure on the dam will be 550 and 41
feet, respectively.  Dimensions of the structure that encroach into the spillway will be 1660 feet in length,
with varying widths from 42 to 14 feet.  A portion of the existing USACE service road (1670 feet) will be
realigned due to the connector encroachment, with the full realignment on structure.  This realignment, in
tandem with the construction of a retaining wall, will aid in minimizing reservoir volume loss.

Rejected Alternative 2.  This alternative would have called for the construction of new on-and-off-ramps
to-and-from the US-101 freeway at Burbank Boulevard, and a widening of the existing southbound I-405
to southbound US-101 connector.  This project alternative would have occupied approximately 0.28 acres
of the spillway outlet area, 1.07 acres of the upstream dam embankment, in addition to 0.79 acres of
footing easement, 0.59 acres of fill, 0.16 acres of the downstream embankment (into the basin north of
Burbank Boulevard), and 76,950 ft3 of the dam reservoir.  The south end (49,014 ft3)and northeast section
(27,936 ft3) would have been affected.  Length and width of the structure on the dam would have been
550 and 41 feet, respectively.  2.64 acres of the 225 total acreage (or 1.17%) of the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge would have been covered by the new I-405/US-101 connector structures.

Rejected Alternative 3.  This alternative would have called for construction of the same on-and-off
ramps to-and-from the US-101 freeway at Burbank Boulevard, and a widening of the existing southbound
I-405 to southbound US-101 connector, as proposed in Rejected Alternative 2, but with a larger loop
radius in the design of the on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard to the US-101 freeway.  This project
alternative would have occupied approximately 0.25 acres of the spillway outlet area, and 1.07 acres of
the upstream dam embankment, 76,950 ft3 of the dam reservoir, in addition to 0.80 acres of footing
easement, 0.59 acres of fill, and 1.90 acres of the downstream embankment into the basin, north of
Burbank Boulevard.  The south end (49,014 ft3) and northeast section (27,936 ft3) of the Sepulveda Dam
would have been affected.  Length and width of the structure on the dam would have been 550 and 41
feet, respectively.  2.92 acres of the 225 total acreage (or 1.30%) of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge
would have been covered by the new I-405/US-101 connector structures.

Other impacts.  Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 would have carried the potential to adversely impact
beneficial floodplain values such as the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, but these project alternatives
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are no longer being considered at this time. Please refer to the biological impact and mitigation section of
this EA/IS for a thorough discussion of that impact, as well as, mitigation proposals.

Coordination regarding impacts to the Sepulveda Dam.  Environmental Coordination with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has been ongoing since 2003, and the Department submitted to the
Corps the project Natural Environment Study Report (biological study) and the Floodplain Evaluation
Report (including the 5 mitigation proposals) on June 19, 2007 for their input, review, and comment. As of
the date of this Draft EA/IS, the Corps is still reviewing those materials.

Coordination, consultation, and presentation of the aforementioned Floodplain Evaluation Report must be
presented to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) during circulation of the Draft EA/IS
as sometimes an encroachment on a regulatory floodway, or an increase in the base flood elevation, or
any subsequent actions may necessitate the need for a floodplain map revision.  During the public
comment period, Caltrans submitted to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) a copy of
the Draft Environmental Assessment/Initial Study (EA/IS) and received a reply and comment letter dated
April 21, 2008.  Caltrans shall address and incorporate FEMA’s comments into the design during the
PS&E phase of the project.

Significance of Encroachment.  A “significant encroachment” on a floodplain is defined at
23 CFR 650.105 as a highway encroachment and any direct support of likely base floodplain
development that would involve one or more of the following construction or flood related impacts:

- a significant potential for interruption or termination of a transportation facility that is needed
for emergency vehicles or provides a community's only evacuation route

- a significant risk (to life or property), or
- a significant or adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain values

The purpose of this EA/IS, as well as its component Floodplain Evaluation Report and Hydraulic Studies
is to identify the associated risks introduced by the proposed project, as well as their level of significance.
There is no potential for significant interruption or termination of transportation facilities that are needed
for emergency vehicles or community evacuation routes.  The LHS indicates an estimated duration of
traffic interruption for a 100-year flood at zero (0) hours at a “moderate” risk level.  The LHS also indicates
that there is a “low” risk to life and/or property as a result of construction and encroachment on the
floodplain, with estimated roadway and property value damage costs of zero (0) dollars.  Lastly, the study
concludes that there is no potential for significant or adverse impacts to residences, other buildings,
crops, and natural and beneficial floodplain values.

Avoidance, Minimization and/or Mitigation Measures

The Department has made four (4) mitigation proposals with the goal of eliminating the aforementioned
risks:

- To life or property as a result of dam structural failure due to implementation of the proposed
project

- To life of property as a result of flood waters overtopping the dam due to implementation of
the proposed project

Impacts to the Sepulveda Dam Maintenance Access Road shall be mitigated by realignment and
reconstruction of the road. To avoid any potential risks associated with this action, the Department would
ensure that the new service road is constructed before the current service road is impacted/removed.
This would be done in full coordination with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Mitigation Proposals.  The sole purpose of Sepulveda Dam is flood control and its operating criteria
were based strictly upon reservoir water surface elevation criteria, irrespective of downstream channel
conditions.  Also, no water is impounded by the dam for the purpose of recreation.  The project has been
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conceptually approved by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE—Los Angeles District), which has
regulatory responsibility for the Dam, and the reservoir lands.  While it is possible that solutions could be
provided by the USACE in the forthcoming phases of this project, the following has been proposed in
order to compensate for the volume loss by the proposed projects:

1.  The project proposes realignment of the USACE service road by constructing a retaining wall that will
allow excavating the upstream embankment to restore storage volume removed by realignment USACE
service road.

2.  Extension of existing Burbank Boulevard Bridge: Burbank Boulevard is closed during major storm
events due to raising water in the basin (the lowest elevation is at Los Angeles River).  The space under
the bridge will compensate for the volume loss of the basin due to the project.  This proposal will avoid
closure of Burbank Boulevard during major storm events, however, it is not cost effective, and also
requires study and cooperation with the City of Los Angeles.

3.  Acquire residential private properties: acquiring some properties at risk, at the southeast corner of the
basin, McLellan Avenue and Burbank Boulevard, where the front yards are still lower than the Probable
Maximum Flood water surface elevation (712 feet).

4.  Dredging of silt from basin to restore the volume of storage removed by additional roadway
embankment.
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Floodplain Only Practicable Alternative Finding

When the Preferred Alternative causes an encroachment in a floodplain, a finding must be made that
demonstrates that the Preferred Alternative is the only practicable alternative as required by 23 CFR 650,
Subpart A.   Table 29 details the analysis and determination in finding the Preferred Alternative as the
Only Practicable Alternative

Table 29.  Floodplain Only Practicable Alternative Finding

Balancing Factors NO BUILD
Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

Only Practicable
Alternative:

ALTERNATIVE 1

Encroachment Upon
the Floodplain and

Flood Control Basin
ZERO

Encroachment

Least
Encroachment of

the Build
Alternatives:

L=1660ft  W=42ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus

an additional
encroachment of

L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus

an additional
encroachment of

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the
least encroaching
Build Alternative

Project Purpose and
Need

FAILS to meet the
project Purpose and

Need

BEST meets the
project Purpose

and Need

Meets the Purpose
and Need, but fails

to remove the
weaving segment
on the SB I-405

Meets the Purpose
and Need, but fails

to remove the
weaving segment
on the SB I-405

Alternative 1 BEST
meets the project
Purpose and Need

Biological Impacts ZERO Biological
Impacts

Least Biological
Impacts of the Build

Alternatives
because it does not
encroach upon the
Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve

Encroaches upon
the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,850ft
W=500ft

Encroaches upon
the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,880ft
W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the
least biologically
disruptive Build

Alternative

Encroachment Upon
the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve
ZERO

Encroachment
ZERO

Encroachment

An encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife
Reserve of:

L=2,850ft  W=500ft

An encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife
Reserve of

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 poses
zero encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserve

Least Impact to
Section 4(f)
Resources

ZERO Impacts to
Section 4(f)
Resources

Impacts ONE
Section 4(f)

Resource: the
Sepulveda Dam

Impacts TWO
Section 4(f)

Resources: the
Sepulveda Dam

and the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Impacts TWO
Section 4(f)

Resources: the
Sepulveda Dam

and the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Alternative 1 poses the
least impacts to

Section 4(f) Resources,
of the Build
Alternatives

Project Impact
Footprint

(right-of-way
encroachment upon

USACE land)

ZERO Impact
Footprint

Smallest Impact
Footprint of the

Build Alternatives:
L=1660ft  W=42ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus
an encroachment

upon the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife
Reserve of:

L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as
Alternative 1, plus
an encroachment

upon the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife
Reserve of:

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 has the
smallest impact

footprint, of the Build
Alternatives

Public Comment
Record Some support Received the most

support
By far the most

opposition
By far the most

opposition
Alternative 1 received

the most support

Cost
(Socioeconomic
Considerations)

Not a factor: $0 Not a factor:
$112,320,000

Not a factor:
$152,100,000

Not a factor:
$115,440,000

Not a factor:
Alternative 1 is the

least expensive Build
Alternative
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2.2.2 WATER QUALITY AND STORM WATER RUNOFF

Regulatory Setting.  Section 401 of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) requires water quality
certification from the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) or from a Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) when the project requires a CWA Section 404 permit.  Section 404 of the CWA
requires a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to discharge dredged or fill material into
waters of the United States.

Along with CWA Section 401, CWA Section 402 establishes the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit for the discharge of any pollutant into waters of the United States.  The federal
Environmental Protection Agency has delegated administration of the NPDES program to the SWRCB
and nine RWQCBs.  The SWRCB and RWQCB also regulate other waste discharges to land within
California through the issuance of waste discharge requirements under authority of the Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Act.

The SWRCB has developed and issued a statewide NPDES permit to regulate storm water discharges
from all Department activities on its highways and facilities.  Department construction projects are
regulated under the Statewide permit, and projects performed by other entities on Department right-of-
way (encroachments) are regulated by the SWRCB’s Statewide General Construction Permit.  All
construction projects over 1 acre require a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to be
prepared and implemented during construction. Department activities less than 1 acre require a Water
Pollution Control Program (WPCP).

Affected Environment

The proposed project is located within the Los Angeles River watershed, adjacent to and within the
Sepulveda Basin. According to the L.A. River Project, the Los Angeles River is the heart of an 871-square
mile watershed. The watershed encompasses the Santa Susanna Mountains to the west, the San Gabriel
Mountains to the north and east, and the Santa Monica Mountains and Los Angeles coastal plain to the
south.

The Los Angeles River Watershed has diverse patterns of land use. Forest or open space covers the
upper half of the watershed, while the remaining watershed is highly urbanized with commercial,
industrial, or residential uses. At the Sepulveda Basin, however, more than three miles of the river are all
but undisturbed, allowing the growth of willows, reeds and other vegetation and giving us a glimpse of the
natural river. The Sepulveda Basin is a dry reservoir, a 2.25-square mile emergency flood-control feature
behind the 57-foot earthen Sepulveda Dam. Although much of this basin is used for recreation, with
soccer, baseball, and playing fields, where the soft bottom channel of the river flows, mulefat, sagebrush,
willow, and reeds cover the banks. Tributaries joining the river in the Basin are Bull Creek, Hayvenhurst
Creek and Haskell Creek. Along Haskell Creek is a 225-acre Wildlife Reserve that serves as protected
habitat for hundreds of species. From the Sepulveda Basin, the river flows as a concrete box channel
east through the San Fernando Valley.

Environmental Consequences

The Preferred Alternative calls for an encroachment onto the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam, and
Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 would have called for an encroachment into the Sepulveda Flood Control
Basin itself.  Therefore, the receiving water is the Sepulveda Basin Reservoir, a component of the Los
Angeles River Watershed. The proposed project’s disturbed soil area is larger than 1 acre, and therefore,
will require a SWPPP pursuant to the Clean Water Act (Section 402).

Pursuant to the Clean Water Act (Sections 401 and 404), and potentially at the State level pursuant to
Fish and Game Code 1602, Caltrans may need to obtain a Water Quality Certification from the Regional
Water Quality Control Board, an Individual or Nationwide Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
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and a Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California Department of Fish and Game, respectively.
This shall occur during the next phase of the project: the Project Specifications and Estimates (PS&E)
phase.  This NEPA/CEQA document shall be submitted during the application process.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Pursuant to the Clean Water Act (Section 402), Caltrans has obtained from the SWRCB a NPDES permit
that regulates storm water discharges from Caltrans facilities.   This project must comply with NPDES
Construction General Permit No. CAS000003 if disturbed soil is greater than (1) acre, in which the project
fulfils.  The permit requires Caltrans to maintain and implement an effective Storm Water Management
Plan (SWMP) that identifies and describes the Best Management Practices (BMPs) used to reduce or
eliminate the storm water runoff discharge of pollutants to waters of drainage conveyances and
waterways.  The SWMP is the framework for developing and implementing guidance to meet permit
requirements for Caltrans’ storm water discharges.

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Requirements.  A TMDL or Total Maximum Daily Load is a
calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water
quality standards, and an allocation of that amount to the pollutant's sources.  Water quality standards are
set by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board. They identify the uses for each waterbody, for
example, drinking water supply, contact recreation (swimming), and aquatic life support (fishing), and the
scientific criteria to support that use.  A TMDL is the sum of the allowable loads of a single pollutant from
all contributing point and nonpoint sources. The calculation must include a margin of safety to ensure that
the waterbody can be used for the purposes the State has designated. The calculation must also account
for seasonal variation in water quality.  The Clean Water Act, Section 303, establishes the water quality
standards and TMDL programs.

The project lies within the Los Angeles River Watershed and Nitrogen Compounds and Related Effects
TMDL became effective March 23, 2004. The TMDL requires the Storm Water NPDES Permittees to
submit a Monitoring Work Plan by March 23, 2005 to estimate nitrogen loadings associated with runoff
from the storm drain systems.  The County of Los Angeles has submitted the Monitoring Work Plan as
required on behalf of Caltrans and other Storm Water NPDES Co-Permittees in the watershed. Targeted
pollutants are Total ammonia as nitrogen (NH3-N), Nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), nitrite-nitrogen (NO2-N),
and Nitrate nitrogen plus nitrite-nitrogen (NO3-N + NO2-N). The Department's monitoring data depicts
Caltrans discharges to be below the TMDL limits, thus no additional measures are needed to be
considered for meeting the conditions of the Nitrogen TMDL.  Project Engineers shall consider treatment
controls for the project and consult with the District NPDES Storm Water Coordinator.

Best Management Practices (BMPs).  With respect to storm water quality, avoidance and minimization
are accomplished by implementation of approved BMPs, which are generally broken down into four
categories: Pollution Prevention, Treatment, Construction, and Maintenance BMPs.  Certain projects may
require installation and maintenance of permanent controls to treat storm water.  Selection and design of
permanent project BMPs is primarily refined in the next phase of the project: the Project Specifications
and Estimates (PS&E) phase.

During construction activities, Caltrans has a comprehensive program for preventing water pollution via
the preparation and implementation of the aforementioned SWPPP and WPCP. Caltrans has also
developed and obtained the SWRCB approval of numerous BMPs for preventing water pollution during
construction. Caltrans construction BMPs, SWPPP, and WPCP also incorporate the requirements of the
SWRCB NPDES permit. This is all implemented jointly by both Caltrans, and the contractor hired to
construct the project, prior to construction.
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The following BMPs have been considered for use on this project, but are subject to change and revision:

Treatment BMPs
- Biofiltration Strips and Swales B-5
- Infiltration Devices B-11
- Detention Devices B-29
- Gross Solids Removal Devices
- Media Filters B-53
- Multi-Chamber Treatment Train (MCTT) B-65
- Wet Basin B-71

Construction Site BMPs

Soil Stabilization BMPs C-5
- Geotextiles, Mats/Plastic Covers and Erosion Control Blankets (SS-7) C-12

Sediment Control Practices C-18
- Silt Fence (SC-1) C-18
- Fiber Rolls (SC-5) C-19
- Gravel Bag Berm (SC-6) C-20
- Street Sweeping and Vacuuming (SC-7) C-20
- Sand Bag Barrier (SC-8) C-20
- Storm Drain Inlet Protection (SC-10) C-21

Tracking Control Practices C-21
- Stabilized Construction Entrance (TC-1) C-21
- Stabilized Construction Roadway (TC-2) C-21

Waste Management and Materials Pollution Control C-25
- Stockpile Management (WM-3) C-26
- Concrete Waste Management (WM-8) C-27

2.2.3 GEOLOGY / SOILS / SEISMIC / TOPOGRAPHY

Regulatory Setting. For geologic and topographic features, the key federal law is the Historic Sites Act of
1935, which establishes a national registry of natural landmarks and protects “outstanding examples of
major geological features.” Topographic and geologic features are also protected under the California
Environmental Quality Act.

This section also discusses geology, soils, and seismic concerns as they relate to public safety and
project design.  Earthquakes are prime considerations in the design and retrofit of structures.  The
Department’s Office of Earthquake Engineering is responsible for assessing the seismic hazard for
Department projects.  The current policy is to use the anticipated Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE),
from young faults in and near California.  The MCE is defined as the largest earthquake that can be
expected to occur on a fault over a particular period of time.

A Preliminary Geotechnical Report (PGR) has been prepared by Caltrans for the four proposed
alternatives, which includes information in regard to site reconnaissance, a literature search, and a review
of the Log of Test Boring (LOTB), based on typical cross-sections and preliminary layouts as provided by
the district.  The following information has been extracted from the PGR completed February 15, 2006.
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Affected Environment

Geology.  Based on the Geologic Map of California, Division of Mines and Geology (State of California
1997), the proposed site is mainly underlain by quaternary alluvial sediment and terrace deposits,
unconsolidated and semi-consolidated, mostly non-marine deposits.  The deposits consist of medium to
dense, gravelly clayey sand, and soft to stiff sandy and clayey silt.

According to the previous LOTB performed in the past fifty years, ground water fluctuates between the
approximate elevations of 558 feet and 659 feet, which is approximately 20-23 feet deep below the
ground surface.  The high water level of the Los Angeles River was recorded at approximately 663 feet in
September of 1955.  During a drill operation in May of 2000 for retaining walls along the connector
between northbound I-405 and southbound US-101, groundwater was recorded at the approximate
elevation of 667 feet.  No surface water was observed in the area, but some perched water may be exist
temporarily due to frequent surface run-off.

Topography.  As previously stated, the project area formed by alluvial sediment and terrace deposits,
and is generally flat.  According to our latest topographic layout plan, ground surface elevation varies from
approximately 686 feet in the northern area of Burbank Boulevard, to approximately 673 and  653 feet in
the southern and southeastern areas, respectively.

Seismicity.  Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) is typically defined as the maximum earthquake
predicted to affect a given location based on the known lengths of the active faults in the vicinity.  Based
on several memos prepared by Caltrans Geotechnical Services, and the Department’s 1966 Seismic
Hazard Map, the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) is 7.5.

Peak Bedrock Acceleration (PBA) is another measure of seismic intensity that incorporates a number of
uncertainties such as the strength of soil and rock materials at each point of the slip surface, and errors
due to simplifying mechanical assumptions.  The mean PBA in the project area is estimated at 0.5 g.

Liquefaction.  Due to seasonal fluctuation in ground water levels, perched water near the Los Angeles
River and the existence of medium-to-dense sands, liquefaction potential in this area is considered to be
low-to-moderate.
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Environmental Consequences

Potential for Impacts Related to project’s susceptibility to erosion and geologic hazards such as
earthquakes and liquefaction.  Based on the Department’s 1966 Seismic Hazard Map, the Maximum
Credible Earthquake (MCE) is 7.5.  The mean Peak Bedrock Acceleration (PBA) is estimated as 0.5g at
this site.  The soil profile may be taken as type D for Seismic Design Criteria.  Therefore, an ARS curve
was developed and recommended for seismic design.

Potential for Exposure of Workers to Hazards During Construction.  There are currently no special
considerations of provisions recommended as a result of this project and the geologic conditions in the
area, although, workers are subject to implementation and practice of general safety practices within
constructions zones.

Potential for Impacts to Natural Geologic Landmarks and Landforms.  As part of the scoping and
environmental analysis conducted for the project, potential impacts to natural geologic landmarks and
landforms were considered, but no adverse impacts were identified.  Consequently, there is no further
discussion regarding these issues in this section.

Avoidance, Minimization and/or Mitigation Measures

Bridge Foundation Recommendations.  After a review of geotechnical data and information regarding
all four proposed alternatives, the Caltrans Office of Geotechnical Design has made the following
recommendations for bridge foundations:

- Pre-cast Concrete Piles.  These are most favorable due to the presence of groundwater and
soil condition that is not hard enough for driving piles.  However, gravel with a maximum size
of 3 inches may be encountered, and some difficulties in driving piles should be anticipated.
This option would also minimize soil disturbance of environmental concern.

- Steel Pipe Piles.  While still a practical application in these conditions, steel pipe piles can be
especially useful with dense, gravelly, and clayey sand, provided that soils are not corrosive.
H-Piles may also be used, however, corrosion is also a concern with this less favorable
option.

Proposed Foundation Investigations.  Subsurface investigation is required for the final.  Geotechnical
Design Report.  Investigations with a minimum of one bored hole are recommended for each bent of the
proposed bridges to verify the site conditions, and to evaluate the required design soil parameters for the
project.  Each hold should be at least 98 feet deep, and additionally, (4) Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) for
each connector are recommended, with both dry auger and rotary wash borings for the drilling program.
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2.2.4 PALEONTOLOGY

Regulatory Setting.  Paleontology is the study of life in past geologic time based on fossil plants and
animals.  A number of federal statutes specifically address paleontological resources, their treatment, and
funding for mitigation as a part of federally authorized or funded projects. (e.g., Antiquities Act of 1906 [16
USC 431-433], Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1935 [20 USC 78]).  Under California law, paleontological
resources are protected by the California Environmental Quality Act, the California Administrative Code,
Title 14, Section 4306 et seq., and Public Resources Code Section 5097.5.

Affected Environment

The Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis, Office of Environmental Engineering, performed an
investigation, utilizing geologic maps for the project area, and the Caltrans Preliminary Geotechnical
Design Report (2005), and found that undifferentiated fill, and Quarternary Alluvium (alluvial fan and
alluvial basin deposits) occur at the surface within the project area.  These are underlain by the Modelo
Formation (Monterey Formation and Unnamed Shale).  These formations occur at the surface south of
the project area in the Santa Monica Mountains, dip to the north and extend under the project area.

The fill and alluvium are unlikely to be of concern, however, the Monterey Formation is very fossiliferous.
Some general information about the Monterey Formation is provided below:

- From the UC Museum of Paleontology at University of California, Berkeley website.
The Monterey formation is a vast area of marine deposits rich in fossils.  It covers both a
large area of California and an extended period of time.  Particularly exciting are the fossil
whales and dolphins, as well as the large numbers of finely preserved crabs.  The singlemost
important find, however, is the collection of kelps and other large soft-bodied seaweeds,
which are seldom found as fossils elsewhere.

- From the “Paleontological Assessment Report for the Viejo Substation and the
Transmission Line Project, Orange County, California,” as prepared by SWCA
Environmental Consultants (2003). The Monterey Formation has been assigned to a high
paleontological sensitivity level due to the numerous invertebrate, fish and marine mammal
fossils that have been recovered in Orange County (Cooper and Eisentraut, 2000).
Limestone deposits in Aliso Viejo, the Pecten Reef and other Orange County localities have
produced a wide array of fossils including coprolites, algae, plant fragments, pollen (pine,
primrose, dune grass, willow), for aminiferans, diatoms, sponges, bryozoan colonies, serpulid
worms, pectens, oysters, clams, marine snails, ostracods, barnacles, sand dollars, sharks,
bat rays, fish, turtles, crocodiles, dolphins, baleen whales, sea lions, manatees,
desmostylians, horses, primitive squirrels, primitive dogs, primitive deer and birds (Raschke,
1984).

Environmental Consequences

The Monterey Formation has high paleontological sensitivity at least in some areas.  Based upon
evaluation and study of logs of test borings (ranging from more than 50 feet to 70 feet) in the project area
dating from 1954 through 1969, there is no indication that the Monterey Formation was encountered in
any of the borings.  There are shale fragments in some of the borings which may have been derived from
the Monterey Formation, but even if this is true, they were eroded out from the Santa Monica Mountains
and redeposited, which eliminates potential paleontological significance.  In evaluation of this data, it has
been concluded that the Monterey Formation is deeper than 50 to 70 feet in this area.  The piles for this
project are approximately 24 feet below the surface, and when comparing this information to the available
boring logs, it is highly unlikely that the Monterey Formation will be encountered during construction.
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Avoidance, Mitigation, and/or Minimization Measures

Because it is unlikely that significant paleontological resources will be encountered during construction of
this project, no formal mitigation and monitoring plan is necessary.  However, if paleontological resources
are discovered during construction, the paleontologist (or paleontological monitor) will recover them.
Construction work in these areas will be halted or diverted to allow recovery of fossil remains in a timely
manner.  Fossil remains collected during the monitoring and salvage portion of the mitigation program will
be cleaned, prepared, sorted, and cataloged. Prepared fossils, along with copies of all pertinent field
notes, photos, and maps, will then be deposited in a scientific institution with paleontological collections.

2.2.5 HAZARDOUS WASTE/MATERIALS

Regulatory Setting

Hazardous materials and hazardous wastes are regulated by many state and federal laws.  These include
not only specific statutes governing hazardous waste, but also a variety of laws regulating air and water
quality, human health and land use.

The primary federal laws regulating hazardous wastes/materials are the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).  The purpose of CERCLA, often referred to as Superfund, is to clean up
contaminated sites so that public health and welfare are not compromised.  RCRA provides for “cradle to
grave” regulation of hazardous wastes.  Other federal laws include:

- Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) of 1992
- Clean Water Act
- Clean Air Act
- Safe Drinking Water Act
- Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
- Atomic Energy Act
- Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
- Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

In addition to the acts listed above, Executive Order 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution Control,
mandates that necessary actions be taken to prevent and control environmental pollution when federal
activities or federal facilities are involved.

Hazardous waste in California is regulated primarily under the authority of the federal Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, and the California Health and Safety Code.  Other California
laws that affect hazardous waste are specific to handling, storage, transportation, disposal, treatment,
reduction, cleanup and emergency planning.

Worker health and safety and public safety are key issues when dealing with hazardous materials that
may affect human health and the environment.  Proper disposal of hazardous material is vital if it is
disturbed during project construction.

Affected Environment

An Initial Site Assessment (ISA) was conducted (Ninyo & Moore Geotechnical and Environmental
Services, 2005) for all build alternatives to identify, to the extent practical, contaminated, and potentially
contaminated areas and hazardous waste problems within and adjacent to the Department right of way
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and proposed project area.  Sources of hazardous waste include the presence of active gas stations or
old stations, automotive repair businesses, dry cleaning businesses, any industrial activity, car recyclers,
landfills (permitted or unpermitted), and naturally occurring asbestos, which can be found in certain types
of geologic formations.  The ISA included a field reconnaissance of the subject area and adjoining
properties, and a review of historical records, maps, telephone directories, aerial photographs, and
regulatory databases.

Ninyo & Moore performed an environmental records search for properties located within the project study
area (a search radius of ¼ mile on either side of the project site) which included the following federal and
state databases:

Federal Databases

CERCLIS/NFRAP Database (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act/No Further Remedial Action Planned) – database that is a compilation of facilities which
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has investigated or is currently investigating
for a release or threatened release of hazardous substances pursuant to the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980.  NFRAP refers to facilities
that have been removed and archived from its inventory of CERCLA sites.

ENRS Database (Emergency Response Notification System) – Records and stores information on
reported releases of oil and hazardous substances.

NPL Database (National Priorities List) – United States Environmental Protection Agency’s database of
uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste facilities that have been listed for priority remedial actions
under the Superfund Program.  This database is updated quarterly.

RCRA Generators Database (Resource Conservation and the Recovery Act) – Maintained by the
USEPA, lists facilities that generate hazardous waste as part of their normal business practices.

RCRA CORRACTS/TSD Database (Resource Conservation and the Recovery Act, Corrective
Action Sites/Treatment, Storage and Disposal) – The USEPA maintains a database of RCRA facilities
associated with TSD of hazardous materials that are undergoing “corrective action.” A “Corrective action”
order is issued when there has been a release of hazardous waste or constituents into the environment
from a RCRA facility.

RCRA Non-CORRACTS/TSD Database (Resource Conservation and the Recovery Act, Non-
Corrective Action Sites/Treatment, Storage and Disposal) – A compilation by the USEPA of facilities
that report storage, transportation, treatment, or disposal of hazardous waste.  This database does not
include RCRA facilities where corrective action is required.

State Databases

Cal Sites Database – Maintained by the State of California Environmental Protection Agency,
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), this database contains information on Annual Workplan
Properties (AWP), and both known and potentially contaminated properties.  Two-thirds of these
properties have been classified, based on available information, as needed No Further Action by the
DTSC.  The remaining properties are in various stages of review and remediation to determine if a
problem exists.

LUST Database (Leaking Underground Storage Tank) – Database of reported leaking underground
storage tank facilities as maintained by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).
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Spills-1990 Report – The California RWQCB report of sites that have records of spills, leaks,
investigation, and cleanups.

SWLFs Database (Solid Waste Landfill) – This database consists of open and closed solid waste
disposal facilities and transfer stations.  The data comes from the Integrated Waste Management Board’s
SWIS (Solid Waste Information System) database.

UST Database (Underground Storage Tank) – The UST Information System is maintained by the
SWRCB (State Water Resources Control Board), which may include the owner and location of the USTs.
This database may also include registered ASTs (Aboveground Storage Tanks).

Delineation of Study Area

The ISA also addressed the right-of-way located along US-101 from White Oak Avenue to Woodman
Avenue, along I-405 from Victory Boulevard to Ventura Boulevard, as well as (15) properties associated
with the connector improvement project.  The ISA report divides the I-405 and US-101 project area into
five segments discussed below:

Segment A extends from Woodman Avenue on the east to Sepulveda Boulevard on the west.  Land uses
surrounding this segment consist mostly of residential but there are non-residential as well.  Non-
residential properties include commercial and office buildings, gasoline stations, and medical office
buildings. The eastern section of the Department R/W (near Woodman Avenue) includes unpaved areas.
The remainder of the R/W also contains unpaved areas, but these areas are behind sound walls on both
the east and westbound US-101. The area behind the sound walls includes unpaved areas, the Los
Angeles River, or residential areas.

Segment B extends east to west from Sepulveda Boulevard to Balboa Boulevard.  Like Segment A, this
segment is comprised mostly of residential uses.  There are, however, non-residential properties
including gasoline stations, office and medical buildings, and retail uses. The Department R/W consisted
primarily of paved areas extending to a sound wall on both east and westbound US-101. The areas
behind the sound walls included of unpaved areas, the LA River, or residential areas.

Segment C also runs east to west and goes from Balboa Boulevard to White Oak Avenue.  This segment
is characterized by residential uses, both single and multi-family.  Non-residential properties include
gasoline stations, commercial and office properties, and medical buildings. The Department R/W
consisted primarily of paved areas with a soundwall and unpaved areas beyond the walls on both the east
and westbound US-101. The Department R/W near White Oak is unpaved. The area behind the sound
wall consisted of unpaved areas, the LA River, or residential areas.

Segment D extends north to south from Victory Boulevard to Burbank Boulevard.  Properties surrounding
this segment on the west include the Sepulveda Recreational Area, a National Guard Training Facility,
and the Tillman Water Reclamation Plant.  Land uses to the east include residential, commercial, offices,
and retail shops.  A light industrial facility (Chevron-Texaco Van Nuys Terminal) and gasoline stations lie
east of the site.  The Department right of way consists of unpaved areas on both northbound and
southbound I-405.

Segment E also runs north to south and goes from Burbank Boulevard to Ventura Boulevard.  In general,
residential areas consisting of single-family residences and apartment complexes, and the Sepulveda
Dam and a golf course adjoin this segment to the west.  To the east are additional residential areas, office
and commercial properties, and the Sherman Oaks Galleria.  The Department R/W consisted of paved
areas with sound wall on both the north and southbound I-405. The areas behind the sound wall included
unpaved areas (north of US-101), residences, or commercial areas.
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15 Additional Parcels of Study.  Fifteen additional parcels were studied, which are located along US-
101 freeway between Balboa Boulevard and the I-405 freeway, and along the I-405 freeway between
Victory Boulevard and the US-101 freeway.  The following table lists and provides details regarding the
parcels.

Table 30.  Description of 15 Parcels of Study

Parcel Address Description
A 16936 Burbank Boulevard Multi-family residences

B 16900 Burbank Boulevard
Commercial building that is currently occupied by
Amber's Donut Shop, Hobby People, Assist U Sell, and
offices

C No address Vacant land
D 5545 McLennan Avenue Single-family residence
E 5546 McLennan Avenue Single-family residence
F No address Vacant land
G No address Vacant land

H No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

I No address Portion of a golf course and vacant land associated with
the Sepulveda Dam Recreational Area

J No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

K No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

L No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

M No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

N No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

O No address Vacant land associated with the Sepulveda Dam
Recreational Area

No evidence of releases or environmental concerns were noted on the (15) parcels.  The site
reconnaissance revealed that Parcels H, I, J, K, M, N, and O were observed to be vacant/recreational use
land associated with the Sepulveda Dam Recreation Area.  The Encino Golf Course was observed on the
southern portion of Parcel I.  A commercial/office building, which included a donut shop, a retail shop, and
a real estate office was observed on Parcel B.  Apartment complexes were observed on Parcel A, and
single-family residences were observed on Parcels D and E.  Parcels C, F, G, and L were observed to be
vacant land.

Groundwater Sampling.  Groundwater sampling and testing in the Sepulveda Dam area will be
performed during the Planning, Specifications, and Estimates (PS&E) Phase to determine the level of
contaminants.  If the water meets the surface water standards, it could be discharged into the Los
Angeles River per National pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit from the Regional
Water Quality Control Board.  If the water is contaminated, it will require treatment before disposal.

Environmental Consequences

Aerially Deposited Lead (ADL).  ADL may exist at the project location in unpaved areas within Caltrans
right-of-way.  The top (2) feet of soil in unpaved areas (up to 25 feet from edge of pavement) requiring
excavation can be considered contaminated and may require disposal at a Class I facility.  A Site
Investigation (SI) will be required for this project during the Plans, Specifications, and Estimates (PS&E)
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phase to determine the levels and extent of contamination and provisions will be made for handling and
disposal of the contaminated soils.  The areas of primary concern are soils along routes with historically
high vehicle emissions due to large traffic volumes, congestion, or stop and go situations.  Most ADL due
to vehicle emissions was deposited prior to 1986 when nearly all lead was removed from gasoline in
California.

Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) and Lead Based Paint (LBP).  ACM and LBP may be present
at on-site buildings and single-family residences.  Prior to demolition of any on-site buildings/single-family
residences (that might be acquired), ACM and LBP surveys will be required.    If ACMs and/or LBP are/is
detected, these materials must be removed and disposed of at an appropriate disposal facility by a
licensed contractor prior to demolition.

Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) in Structures that Require Modification.  There is also a
concern that ACM may be present in the structure that requires modification, relocation, or any work that
impact existing structures.  It is recommended that testing be done during construction to determine the
presence of ACM.  Testing of expansion joints at every approach and departure slabs being replaced is
recommended.  If the presence of ACM be determined by testing, the material will be disposed of at an
appropriate disposal facility.

Thermoplastic/Paint Striping Containing Lead and Chromium.  There is concern that yellow
thermoplastic/pain striping that needs to be removed may contain lead and chromium at concentrations
that are considered hazardous.  If yellow thermoplastic/paint striping removed by itself, the residue must
be disposed of at a Class I facility.  In areas where the yellow traffic stripes are being removed along with
asphalt or concrete, the lead concentration may be diluted in the project so that disposal at a Class I
facility may not be necessary.  We will be able to estimate the lead and chromium levels when data
(length of yellow stripes and volume of asphalt to be removed) becomes available to determine whether
the waste can be relinquished to the contractor for possible recycling or need to be disposed of at a Class
I facility.

Potential for Detrimental Impacts During Construction Activities.  The purpose of the ISA is to
identify, to the extent feasible, hazardous and potential hazardous waste problems within and next to the
right-of-way, and proposed project area.  Based on the results of historical research, review of
environmental databases, regulatory agency inquiries, and site reconnaissance, properties were
evaluated and classified as High, Moderate, or Low with regard to the potential for detrimental impacts
during construction activities for this project.

High – Property with known or probable contamination within the area of the project.  An example
of a property in this category would be a leaking underground storage tank (UST) site where
remediation had not been started or was not yet finished.

Moderate – Property with potential or suspected contamination within the area of the project.
Examples of properties in this category would be leaking UST sites in final stages of remediation
or in post-remediation monitoring.  A second example would be a property with known use and
storage of hazardous materials which had received violation notices from an inspecting agency or
where visual evidence of inadequate chemical and storage practices (such as significant staining)
were observed but where no environmental assessments had occurred.

Low – Property which uses or store hazardous materials but with no significant violations, known
releases, or evidence of inadequate chemical handling practices.  Example properties would be
UST or dry cleaning facilities with no documented releases or where remediation or previous
releases had been completed.

Of the parcels/properties that were evaluated, the following (5) properties of High or Moderate risk
emerged, as presented in the following table.
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Table 31.  Identified Properties of Concern

Property Name/Address Description of Site Operations/Primary
Reasons for Risk Classification Data Source Risk Classification

Segment A (US-101)

Fashion Square Car Wash/
4625 Woodman Avenue

(approximately 0.10 mile SE of
the US-101 freeway

Car Wash, with underground storage tanks -
release to groundwater; status of "remedial

action"

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Segment D (I-405)

Chevron-Texaco Van Nuys
Terminal/15359 Oxnard

Street/approximately 0.10 mile
NE of the I-405 freeway

Petroleum bulk station, this facility was listed
on the Leaking Underground Storage Tank

(LUST), Resource Conservation Databases, as
well as the Recovery Act Generator

(RCRAGN) database maintained by the United
State Environmental Protection Agency and

the SPILLS database, maintained by the
California Regional Water Quality Control

Board

Reconnaissance,
Database, and

Historical
Documentation

High

Chevron/5600 Sepulveda
Boulevard/approximately 0.10

mile NE of I-405 freeway

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline to the soil

only, this facility is listed on the LUST database

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Shell Service Station/5556
Sepulveda

Boulevard/approximately 0.10
mile southeast from the I-405

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline to the soil

only, this facility is listed on the LUST database

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Segment E (I-405)

Unocal 76 Station/15410
Ventura

Boulevard/approximately 0.10
mile NW from the I-405

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline and is

currently listed on the LUST database as
undergoing "remedial action"

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

While the ISA indicated the aforementioned (5) properties as high and moderate risk properties, these
properties are not within the footprint of the project, do not pose any potential for detrimental impacts
during construction activities, and will not be acquired for Caltrans right-of-way.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Now that Alternative 1 has formally been selected as the Preferred Alternative, a more focused and in-
depth approach to assessing the potential for detrimental impacts during construction activities will be
performed upon project approval.  Further evaluation of these types of risks will include subsurface
exploration, sampling, and/or other forms of testing to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any potential
hazardous waste impacts.

Limitations.  The information presented in the ISA is based on the project scope of work, and relies on
information provided by others in the description of historical conditions and a review of regulatory
databases and files.  Ninyo & Moore observed properties adjoining the I-405 and US-101 freeways from
public rights-of-way only, and did not conduct interviews with individual/property representatives.

No ISA can completely eliminate uncertainty regarding the potential for hazardous materials conditions in
connection with a property.  Performance of this ISA is intended to reduce, but not eliminate, uncertainty
regarding the presence of hazardous materials conditions.  The available data do not provide definitive
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information relative to past uses, operations, or incidents at the site or adjacent properties.  The existence
of site contamination that was not identified during this ISA is possible and cannot be adequately
assessed without additional research beyond the stated scope of work.  Now that Alternative 1 has been
formally selected as the Preferred Alternative, the project will advance to the next phase where further
evaluation of these types of risks will include subsurface exploration, sampling, and/or other forms of
testing.  The complete ISA is available for public review by request.

2.2.6 AIR QUALITY

Regulatory Setting.  The Clean Air Act as amended in 1990 is the federal law that governs air quality.
Its counterpart in California is the California Clean Air Act of 1988.  These laws set standards for the
quantity of pollutants that can be in the air.  At the federal level, these standards are called National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).  Standards have been established for six criteria pollutants that
have been linked to potential health concerns; the criteria pollutants are: carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), particulate matter (PM), lead (Pb), and sulfur dioxide (SO2).

Under the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, the U.S. Department of Transportation cannot fund,
authorize, or approve Federal actions to support programs or projects that are not first found to conform
to State Implementation Plan for achieving the goals of the Clean Air Act requirements.  Conformity with
the Clean Air Act takes place on two levels—first, at the regional level and second, at the project level.
The proposed project must conform at both levels to be approved.
Regional level conformity in California is concerned with how well the region is meeting the standards set
for carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), and particulate matter (PM).  California is
in attainment for the other criteria pollutants.  At the regional level, Regional Transportation Plans (RTP)
are developed that include all of the transportation projects planned for a region over a period of years,
usually at least 20.  Based on the projects included in the RTP, an air quality model is run to determine
whether or not the implementation of those projects would conform to emission budgets or other tests
showing that attainment requirements of the Clean Air Act are met.  If the conformity analysis is
successful, the regional planning organization, such as the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG), and the appropriate federal agencies, such as the Federal Highway
Administration, make the determination that the RTP is in conformity with the State Implementation Plan
for achieving the goals of the Clean Air Act.  Otherwise, the projects in the RTP must be modified until
conformity is attained.  If the design and scope of the proposed transportation project are the same as
described in the RTP, then the proposed project is deemed to meet regional conformity requirements for
purposes of project-level analysis.

Conformity at the project-level also requires “hot spot” analysis if an area is “non-attainment” or
“maintenance” for carbon monoxide (CO) and/or particulate matter.  A region is a “non-attainment” area if
one or more monitoring stations in the region fail to attain the relevant standard.  Areas that were
previously designated as non-attainment areas but have recently met the standard are called
“maintenance” areas.  “Hot spot” analysis is essentially the same, for technical purposes, as CO or
particulate matter analysis performed for NEPA and CEQA purposes.  Conformity does include some
specific standards for projects that require a hot spot analysis.  In general, projects must not cause the
CO standard to be violated, and in “non-attainment” areas the project must not cause any increase in the
number and severity of violations.  If a known CO or particulate matter violation is located in the project
vicinity, the project must include measures to reduce or eliminate the existing violation(s) as well.
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Affected Environment

The ensuing discussion is from the project Air Quality Assessment dated January 15, 2008.

Local Regulatory Setting.  The proposed project is located in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB).  The
SCAB is comprised of parts of Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino counties and all of Orange
County.  The basin is bounded on the west by the Pacific Ocean and surrounded on the other sides by
mountains.  To the north lie the San Gabriel Mountains, to the north and east the San Bernardino
Mountains, to the southeast the San Jacinto Mountains and to the south the Santa Ana Mountains.  The
basin forms a low plain and the mountains channel and confine airflow which trap air pollutants.

The primary agencies responsible for regulations to improve air quality in the SCAB are the South Coast
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB).  The
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is an important partner to the SCAQMD, as it is
the designated metropolitan planning authority for the area and produces estimates of anticipated future
growth and vehicular travel in the basin which are used for air quality planning.  The SCAQMD sets and
enforces regulations for non-vehicular sources of air pollution in the basin and works with SCAG to
develop and implement Transportation Control Measures (TCM).  TCM measures are intended to reduce
and improve vehicular travel and associated pollutant emissions.

CARB was established in 1967 by the California Legislature to attain and maintain healthy air quality,
conduct research into the causes and solutions to air pollution, and systematically attack the serious
problem caused by motor vehicles, which are the major causes of air pollution in the State.  CARB sets
and enforces emission standards for motor vehicles, fuels, and consumer products.  It sets the health
based California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) and monitors air quality levels throughout the
state.  The board identifies and sets control measures for toxic air contaminants.  The board also
performs air quality related research, provides compliance assistance for businesses, and produces
education and outreach programs and materials.  CARB provides assistance for local air quality districts,
such as SCAQMD.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) is the primary federal agency for regulating air
quality.  The EPA implements the provisions of the Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA).  This Act establishes
national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) that are applicable nationwide.  The EPA designates
areas with pollutant concentrations that do not meet the NAAQS as non-attainment areas for each criteria
pollutant.  States are required by the FCAA to prepare State Implementation Plans (SIP) for designated
non-attainment areas.  The SIP is required to demonstrate how the areas will attain the NAAQS by the
prescribed deadlines and what measures will be required to attain the standards.  The EPA also oversees
implementation of the prescribed measures.  Areas that achieve the NAAQS after a non-attainment
designation are redesignated as maintenance areas and must have approved Maintenance Plans to
ensure continued attainment of the NAAQS.

The CCAA required all air pollution control districts in the state to prepare a plan prior to December 31,
1994 to reduce pollutant concentrations exceeding the CAAQS and ultimately achieve the CAAQS.  The
districts are required to review and revise these plans every three years.  The SCAQMD satisfies this
requirement through the publication of an Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP).  The AQMP is
developed by SCAQMD and SCAG in coordination with local governments and the private sector.  The
AQMP is incorporated into the SIP by CARB to satisfy the FCAA requirements discussed above.  The
AQMP is discussed further in Section.  Table 32 lists the current attainment designations for the SCAB.
For the Federal standards, the required attainment date is also shown.  The Unclassified designation
indicates that the air quality data for the area does not support a designation of attainment or non-
attainment.
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Table 32.  Designations of Criteria Pollutants for the SCAB

Pollutant Federal State

8- Hour Ozone (O3 )
Severe-17

Non-attainment
(2021)

Non-attainment

Respirable Particulate Matter
(PM10)

Serious
Non-attainment

(2006)
Non-attainment

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
Non-attainment

(2015) Non-attainment

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Attainment/Maintenance
(2000) Attainment

Nitrogen Dioxide
(NO2)

Attainment/Maintenance
(1995) Attainment

Sulfur Dioxide
(SO2)

Attainment Attainment

Lead Attainment Attainment
 Visibility Reducing Particles n/a Unclassified

Sulfates n/a Unclassified
Hydrogen Sulfide n/a Attainment

Vinyl Chloride n/a Attainment
Notes:
1. The Federal 1-hour Ozone (O3) standard was rescinded effective June 15, 2005 with the implementation of the
8-hour standard.  Prior to this the SCAB was designated Extreme Non-Attainment for the 1-hour O3 standard with
attainment date of 2010.
2. EPA changed the PM2.5 24-hour standard from 65 to 35 µg/m3 with an effective date of December 2006.  Until
new area designations become effective in early 2010 based on the new standard, project-level conformity
determinations must still consider the 1997 PM2.5 standards because these are the standards upon which the
current PM2.5 non-attainment designations are based.

Table 32 shows that the U.S. EPA has designated SCAB as Severe-17 non-attainment for ozone, serious
non-attainment for PM10, non-attainment for PM2.5, and attainment/maintenance for CO and NO2.  The
basin has been designated by the state as non-attainment for ozone, PM10, and PM2.5.  The federal
designations of Severe-17 and Serious affect the required attainment dates as the federal regulations
have different requirements for areas that exceed the standards by greater amounts at the time of
attainment/non-attainment designation.

The SCAB is designated as in attainment of the State and Federal SO2 and lead as well as the state CO,
NO2, SO2, lead, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride.  In July 1997, U.S. EPA issued a new ozone NAAQS
of 0.08 ppm using an 8-hour averaging time.  Implementation of this standard was delayed by several
lawsuits.  Attainment/non-attainment designations for the new 8-hour ozone standard were issued on
April 15, 2004 and became effective on June 15, 2005.  The SCAB was designated severe-17 non-
attainment, which requires attainment of the Federal Standard by June 15, 2021.  As a part of the
designation, the EPA announced that the 1-hour ozone standard would be revoked in June of 2005.
Thus, the 8-hour ozone standard attainment deadline of 2021 supersedes and replaces the previous 1-
hour ozone standard attainment deadline of 2010.

The SCAQMD is requesting that U.S. EPA change the non-attainment status of the 8 hour ozone
standard to extreme.  This will allow the use of undefined reductions (i.e. “black box”) based on the
anticipated development of new control technologies or improvement of existing technologies in the
attainment plan.  Further, the extreme classification could extend the attainment date by three years to
2024.

On April 28, 2005 CARB adopted an 8-hour ozone standard of 0.070 ppm.  The California Office of
Administrative Law approved the rulemaking and filed it with the Secretary of State on April 17, 2006.
The standard became effective on May 17, 2006.  California has retained the 1-hour concentration
standard of 0.09 ppm.  To be redesignated as attainment by the state the basin will need to achieve both
the 1-hour and 8-hour ozone standards.
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The SCAB was designated as moderate non-attainment of the PM10 standards when the designations
were initially made in 1990 with a required attainment date of 1994.  In 1993, the basin was redesignated
as serious non-attainment with a required attainment date of 2006 because it was apparent that the basin
could not meet the PM10 standard by the 1994 deadline.  At this time Basin has met the PM10 standards
at all monitoring stations except the western Riverside where the annual PM10 standard has not been
met.  However, on September 21, 2006, the U.S. EPA announced that it was revoking the annual PM10
standard as research had indicated that there were no considerable health effects associated with long-
term exposure to PM10.  With this change the basin is technically in attainment of the federal PM10
standards although the redesignation process has not yet begun.

In July 1997, U.S. EPA issued NAAQS for fine particulate matter (PM2.5).  The PM2.5 standards include an
annual standard set at 15 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3), based on the three-year average of
annual mean PM2.5 concentrations and a 24-hour standard of 35 µg/m3, based on the three-year average
of the 98th percentile of 24-hour concentrations.  Implementation of these standards was delayed by
several lawsuits.  On January 5, 2005, EPA took final action to designate attainment and non-attainment
areas under the NAAQS for PM2.5 effective April 5, 2005.  The SCAB was designated as non-attainment
with an attainment required as soon as possible but no later than 2010.  EPA may grant attainment date
extensions of up to five years in areas with more severe PM2.5 problems and where emissions control
measures are not available or feasible.  It is likely that the SCAB will need this additional time to attain the
standard

Note that, although there is now a PM2.5 standard, adequate tools are not currently available to perform a
detailed assessment of PM2.5 emissions and impacts at the project level.  Analysis of PM2.5 impacts is
complex because it is both directly emitted from sources, like CO, and formed in the atmosphere from
reactions of other pollutants, like ozone.  Further, there are no good sources for the significance
thresholds for PM2.5 emissions at this time.  Until tools and methodologies are developed to assess the
impacts of projects on PM2.5 concentrations, the analysis of PM10 will need to be used as an indicator of
potential PM2.5 impacts.

On September 21, 2006, the U.S. EPA announced that the 24-hour PM2.5 standard was lowered to 35
µg/m3.  Attainment/non-attainment designations for the revised PM2.5 standard will be made by December
of 2009 with an attainment date of April 2015 although an extension of up to five years could be granted
by the U.S. EPA.

The SCAB has not had any violations of the federal CO standards since 2003.  Therefore, the SCAB has
met the criteria for CO attainment.  The SCAQMD formally requested the U.S. EPA to redesignate the
Basin as attainment for CO.  The U.S. EPA designated the basin as an attainment/maintenance area for
CO on June 11, 2007.

The federal annual NO2 standard was met for the first time in 1992 and has not been exceeded since.
The SCAB was redesignated as attainment for NO2 in 1998.  The basin will remain a
maintenance/attainment area until 2018, assuming the NO2 standard is not exceeded.

0 shows that SCAB is designated as in attainment of the SO2 and lead NAAQS as well as the state CO,
NO2, SO2, lead, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride CAAQS.  Generally, these pollutants are not
considered a concern in the SCAB.

Criteria Pollutants.  Since the passage of the Federal Clean Air Act of 1970 (FCAA) and subsequent
amendments, the US EPA has established and revised the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS).  The NAAQS was established for six major pollutants or criteria pollutants.  The NAAQS are
two tiered: primary, to protect public health, and secondary, to prevent degradation to the environment
(i.e., impairment of visibility, damage to vegetation and property).  The six criteria pollutants are ozone
(O3), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide
(SO2), and lead (Pb).  Table 33 presents the state and national ambient air quality standards.
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Ozone (O3).  Ozone is a toxic gas that irritates the lungs and damages materials and vegetation.  Ozone is a
secondary pollutant; it is not directly emitted.  Ozone is the result of chemical reactions between other
pollutants, most importantly hydrocarbons and NO2, which occur only in the presence of bright sunlight.
Pollutants emitted from areas cities react during transport downwind to produce the oxidant
concentrations experienced in the area.

Particulate Matter (PM10 & PM2.5).  Particulate matter includes both aerosols and solid particles of a wide
range of size and composition.  Of particular concern are those particles between 10 and 2.5 microns in
size (PM10) and smaller than or equal to 2.5 microns (PM2.5).  The size of the particulate matter is
referenced to the aerodynamic diameter of the particulate.  The PM10 criteria is aimed primary at what the
U.S. EPA refers to as “course particles.”  Course particles are often found near roadways, dusty
industries, construction sites, and fires.  The PM2.5 criteria, which are directed at particles less than 2.5
microns in size, are referred to as “fine particles.”  These particles can also be directly emitted and they
can also form when gases emitted from power plants, industries and automobiles react in the air.  The
principal health effect of airborne particulate matter is on the respiratory system.  Studies have linked
particulate pollution with irritation of the airways, coughing, aggravated asthma, irregular heartbeat, and
premature death in people with heart or lung disease.

Carbon Monoxide (CO).  Carbon monoxide is a colorless and odorless gas, which, in the urban
environment, is associated primarily with the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels in motor vehicles.
Carbon monoxide combines with hemoglobin in the bloodstream and reduces the amount of oxygen that
can be circulated through the body.  High carbon monoxide concentrations can lead to headaches,
aggravation of cardiovascular disease, and impairment of central nervous system functions.  Carbon
monoxide concentrations can vary greatly over comparatively short distances.  Relatively high
concentrations are typically found near crowded intersections, along heavily used roadways carrying
slow-moving traffic, and at or near ground level.  Even under the most severe meteorological and traffic
conditions, high concentrations of carbon monoxide are limited to locations within a relatively short
distance (300 to 600 feet [90 to 185 meters]) of heavily traveled roadways.  Overall carbon monoxide
emissions are decreasing as a result of the Federal Motor Vehicle Control Program, which has mandated
increasingly lower emission levels for vehicles manufactured since 1973.

Nitrogen Oxides (NOX).  Nitrogen oxides from automotive sources are some of the precursors in the
formation of ozone and secondary particulate matter.  Ozone and particulate matter are formed through a
series of photochemical reactions in the atmosphere.  Because the reactions are slow and occur as the
pollutants are diffusing downwind, elevated ozone levels are often found many miles from the source of
precursor emission.  The effects of nitrogen oxides emission are examined on a regional basis.

Lead (Pb).  Lead is a stable compound, which persists and accumulates both in the environment and in
animals.  In humans, it affects the blood-forming or hematopoletic, the nervous, and the renal systems.  In
addition, lead has been shown to affect the normal functions of the reproductive, endocrine, hepatic,
cardiovascular, immunological, and gastrointestinal systems, although there is significant individual
variability in response to lead exposure.  Since 1975, lead emissions have been in decline due in part to
the introduction of catalyst-equipped vehicles, and decline in production of leaded gasoline.  In general,
an analysis of lead is limited to projects that emit significant quantities of the pollutant (i.e. lead smelters)
and are not applied to transportation projects.

Sulfur Oxides (SOx).  Sulfur oxides constitute a class of compounds of which sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
sulfur trioxide (SO3) are of greatest importance.  The oxides are formed during combustion of the sulfur
components in motor fuels.  Relatively few sulfur oxides are emitted from motor vehicles since motor fuels
are now de-sulfured.  The health effects of sulfur oxides include respiratory illness, damage to the
respiratory tract, and bronchia-constriction.
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Table 33.  Ambient Air Quality Standards

Federal Standards2

Pollutant Averaging Time State
Standards1,3 Primary3,5 Secondary3,6

1 Hour 0.09 ppm
(180 µg/m3) -- --

Ozone (O3)
8 Hour 0.070 ppm

(137 µg/m3)
0.08 ppm

(157 µg/m3) Same as Primary

24 Hour 50 µg/m3 150 µg/m3 Same as PrimaryRespirable Particulate
Matter (PM10)8

AAM6 20 µg/m3 -- Same as Primary
24 Hour -- 35 µg/m3 Same as PrimaryFine Particulate Matter

(PM2.5)8
AAM6 12 µg/m3 15 µg/m3 Same as Primary

1 Hour 20 ppm
(23 mg/m3)

35 ppm
(40 mg/m3) None

8 Hour 9.0 ppm
(10 mg/m3)

9 ppm
(10 mg/m3) NoneCarbon Monoxide (CO)

8 Hour
(Lake Tahoe)

6 ppm
(7 mg/m3) -- --

AAM6 0.030 ppm
(56 µg/m3)

0.053 ppm
(100 µg/m3) Same as PrimaryNitrogen Dioxide

(NO2) 1 Hour 0.18 ppm
(338 µg/m3) -- --

AAM6 -- 0.030 ppm
(80 µg/m3) --

24 Hour 0.04 ppm
(105 µg/m3)

0.14 ppm
(365 µg/m3) --

3 Hour -- -- 0.5 ppm
(1,300 µg/m3)

Sulfur
Dioxide

(SO2)

1 Hour 0.25 ppm
(655 µg/m3) -- --

30 day Avg. 1.5 µg/m3 -- --
Lead7

Calendar Quarter -- 1.5 µg/m3 Same as Primary

Visibility Reducing
Particles 8 hour

Extinction coefficient of
0.23 per km – visibility ≥

10 miles
( 0.07 per km -- ≥30

miles for Lake Tahoe)
Sulfates 24 Hour 25 µg/m3

Hydrogen Sulfide 1 Hour 0.03 ppm
(42 µg/m3)

Vinyl Chloride7 24 Hour 0.01 ppm
(26 µg/m3)

No
Federal

Standards

1. California standards for ozone, carbon monoxide (except Lake Tahoe), sulfur dioxide (1 and 24 hour), nitrogen dioxide,
PM10, PM2.5, and visibility reducing particles, are values that are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled or
exceeded.

2. National standards (other than ozone, PM10, PM2.5,, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic mean) are not
to be exceeded more than once a year. The ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest eight hour concentration in a
year, averaged over three years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24 hour standard is attained when the
expected number of days per calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150 µg/m3 is equal to or less than
one. For PM2.5, the 24 hour standard is attained when 98 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are
equal to or less than the standard. Contact U.S. EPA for further clarification and current federal policies.

3. Concentration expressed first in units in which it was promulgated. Equivalent units given in parentheses are based upon a
reference temperature of 25˚ C and a reference pressure of 760 torr. Most measurements of air quality are to be corrected to
a reference temperature of 25˚ C and a reference pressure of 760 torr; ppm in this table refers to ppm by volume, or
micromoles of pollutant per mole of gas.

4. National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety to protect the public
health.

5. National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known or
anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.

6. Annual Arithmetic Mean
7. The ARB has identified lead and vinyl chloride as 'toxic air contaminants' with no threshold level of exposure for adverse

health effects determined. These actions allow for the implementation of control measures at levels below the ambient
concentrations specified for these pollutants.

8. On September 21, 2006 EPA published a final rule revoking the annual 50 µg/m3 PM10 standard and lowering the 24-hour
PM2.5  standard from 65 µg/m3.  Attainment designations are to be issued in December, 2009 with attainment plans due April,
2010.

-- No Standard
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Affected Environment/Environmental Conditions

Climate.  The climate in and around the project area, as with all of Southern California, is controlled
largely by the strength and position of the subtropical high pressure cell over the Pacific Ocean.  It
maintains moderate temperatures and comfortable humidity, and limits precipitation to a few storms
during the winter "wet" season.  Temperatures are normally mild, excepting the summer months, which
commonly bring substantially higher temperatures.  In all portions of the basin, temperatures well above
100 degrees F. have been recorded in recent years.  The annual average temperature in the basin is
approximately 62 degrees Fahrenheit.

Winds in the project area are usually driven by the dominant land/sea breeze circulation system.
Regional wind patterns are dominated by daytime onshore sea breezes.  At night the wind generally
slows and reverses direction traveling towards the sea.  Wind direction will be altered by local canyons,
with wind tending to flow parallel to the canyons.  During the transition period from one wind pattern to the
other, the dominant wind direction rotates into the south and causes a minor wind direction maximum
from the south.  The frequency of calm winds (less than 2 miles per hour) is less than 10 percent.
Therefore, there is little stagnation in the project vicinity, especially during busy daytime traffic hours.

Southern California frequently has temperature inversions which inhibit the dispersion of pollutants.
Inversions may be either ground based or elevated.  Ground based inversions, sometimes referred to as
radiation inversions, are most severe during clear, cold, early winter mornings.  Under conditions of a
ground-based inversion, very little mixing or turbulence occurs, and high concentrations of primary
pollutants may occur local to major roadways.  Elevated inversions can be generated by a variety of
meteorological phenomena.  Elevated inversions act as a lid or upper boundary and restrict vertical
mixing.  Below the elevated inversion, dispersion is not restricted.  Mixing heights for elevated inversions
are lower in the summer and more persistent.  This low summer inversion puts a lid over the South Coast
Air Basin (SCAB) and is responsible for the high levels of ozone observed during summer months in the
air basin.

Monitored Air Quality.  Air quality at any site is dependent on the regional air quality and local pollutant
sources.  Regional air quality is determined by the release of pollutants throughout the air basin.
Estimates for the SCAB have been made for existing emissions ("2003 Air Quality Management Plan",
August 1, 2003).  The data indicate that mobile sources are the major source of regional emissions.
Motor vehicles (i.e., on-road mobile sources) account for approximately 45 percent of volatile organic
compounds (VOC), 63 percent of nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions, and approximately 76 percent of
carbon monoxide (CO) emissions.

The SCAQMD has divided the SCAB into 38 air-monitoring areas with a designated ambient air
monitoring station representative of each area.  The project area is represented by measurements made
at the Reseda monitoring station.  The Reseda station is located approximately 5 miles northwest of the I-
405 and I-101 interchange.  The pollutants measured at the Reseda station include ozone, CO, PM2.5 and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2).  The next nearest is the Burbank station located approximately 8.4 miles to the
east.  PM10 and sulfur dioxide (SO2) monitoring data are measured at this station.  The air quality data
monitored from 2004 to 2006 is presented in Table 34.

The monitoring data presented in Table 34 were obtained from the CARB air quality data website
(www.arb.ca.gov/adam/).  Federal and State air quality standards are also presented in the table.
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Table 34.  Air Quality Levels Measured at the Reseda/Burbank Monitoring Stations

Pollutant California
Standard

National
Standard Year %

Meas.1 Max. Level
Days State
Standard

Exceeded2

Days National
Standard

Exceeded2

Ozone 0.09 ppm None 2006 100 0.158 34 6
for 1 hr. 2005 97 0.138 30 2

2004 98 0.131 54 2

Ozone 0.070 ppm3 0.08 ppm 2005 100 0.109 -- 17
for 8 hr. For 8 hr. 2005 97 0.113 -- 12

2004 98 0.115 -- 30

CO 20 ppm 35 ppm 2006 98 4.8 0 0
For 1 hour For 1 hour 2005 98 5.1 0 0

2004 97 5.0 0 0

CO 9 ppm 9 ppm 2006 98 3.5 0 0
For 8 hour For 8 hour 2005 98 3.5 0 0

2004 97 3.5 0 0

NO2 0.18 ppm None 2006 99 0.073 0 n/a
(1-Hour) For 1 hour 2005 96 0.086 0 n/a

2004 99 0.083 0 n/a

NO2 0.03 ppm 0.053 ppm 2006 99 0.018 n/a No
(Annual) AAM4 AAM4 2005 96 0.020 n/a No

2004 99 0.021 n/a No

Particulates None 35 µg/m3 2006 -- 44.0 n/a 0
PM2.5 For 24 hr. 2005 -- 39.5 n/a 0

(24 Hour) 2004 -- 56.2 n/a 0

Particulates 12 µg/m3 15 µg/m3 2006 -- -- -- --
PM2.5 AAM4 AAM4 2005 -- -- -- --

(Annual) 2004 -- 15.7 No Yes

Particulates 50 µg/m3 150 µg/m3 2006 88 71 10/-- 0
PM10 For 24 hr. For 24 hr. 2005 100 92 5/30 0

(24 Hour) 2004 97 74 6/38 0

Particulates 20 µg/m3 None 2006 88 -- Yes n/a
PM10 AAM4 2005 100 33 Yes n/a

(Annual) 2004 97 37 Yes n/a

SO2 0.04 ppm 0.14 ppm 2006 96 0.004 0 0
(24 Hour) For 24 Hr. For 24 hr. 2005 97 0.006 0 0

2004 89 0.009 0 0

SO2 None 0.03 ppm 2006 96 0.001 n/a No
(Annual) AAM4 2005 97 0.002 n/a No

2004 89 0.003 n/a No
1. Percent of year where high pollutant levels were expected that measurements were made
2. For annual averaging times a yes or no response is given if the annual average concentration exceeded the applicable standard. n/a indicates that
there is no applicable standard.  For the PM10 24 hour standard, daily monitoring is not performed.  The first number shown in Days State Standard
Exceeded column is the actual number of days measured that State standard was exceeded. The second number shows the number of days the
standard would be expected to be exceeded if measurements were taken every day.
3. This concentration standard was approved by the ARB on April 28, 2005 and is expected to become effective in early 2006.
4. Annual Arithmetic Mean
-- Data Not Reported or insufficient data available to  determine the value.
Source: CARB Air Quality Data Statistics web site www.arb.ca.gov/adam/ accessed 05/16/07
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The monitoring data presented in Table 34 shows that ozone and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) are
the air pollutants of primary concern in the project area.

The State 1-hour ozone standard was exceeded between 30 and 54 days each year between 2004 and
2006 at the Reseda station.  The Federal 1-hour ozone standard was exceeded between 2 days in 2004
and 2005, and 6 days in 2006.  The Federal 8-hour ozone standard was exceeded between 12 and 30
days each year.  The recently adopted State 8-hour Ozone standard has also been exceeded but the
CARB website is not currently reporting the total number of days.  There does not appear to be a
noticeable trend in either maximum ozone concentrations or days of exceedances in the area.

Ozone is a secondary pollutant; it is not directly emitted.  Ozone is the result of chemical reactions
between other pollutants, most importantly hydrocarbons and NO2, which occur only in the presence of
bright sunlight.  Pollutants emitted from upwind cities react during transport downwind to produce the
oxidant concentrations experienced in the area.  Many areas of the SCAQMD contribute to the ozone
levels experienced at the monitoring station, with the more significant areas being those directly upwind.

The Federal 24 hour standard for PM2.5 was not exceeded between 2004 and 2006 at the Reseda
monitoring station.  The annual average PM2.5 concentration has exceeded the Federal standards in
2004, but not the State standards.  (PM2.5 data for 2005 and 2006 are not available).

The State 24-hour concentration standards for PM10 have been exceeded between 30 and 38 days each
year between 2003 and 2005 at the Burbank monitoring station.  PM10 has also exceeded the State
standards in 2006, but the number of days of exceedance is not known.  The Federal standards for PM10
were not exceeded.  The State annual average standard has been exceeded for the past three years.
There does not appear to be a noticeable trend in either maximum particulate concentrations or days of
exceedances in the area.  Particulate levels in the area are due to natural sources, grading operations,
and motor vehicles.

According to the EPA, some people are much more sensitive than others to breathing fine particles (PM10
and PM2.5).  People with influenza, chronic respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, and the elderly may
suffer worsening illness and premature death due to breathing these fine particles.  People with bronchitis
can expect aggravated symptoms from breathing in fine particles.  Children may experience decline in
lung function due to breathing in PM10 and PM2.5.  Other groups considered sensitive are smokers and
people who cannot breathe well through their noses.  Exercising athletes are also considered sensitive,
because many breathe through their mouths.

CO is another important pollutant that is due mainly to motor vehicles.  Currently, CO levels in the project
region are in compliance with the State and Federal 1-hour and 8-hour standards.

The monitored data shown in Table 34 show that other than ozone, PM10 and PM2.5 exceedances as
mentioned above, no State or Federal standards were exceeded for the remaining criteria pollutants.

Sensitive Receptors.  Generally, sensitive receptors are facilities or land uses that include members of
the population sensitive to the effects of air pollutants, such as children, the elderly, and people with
illnesses.  Residential land uses in the vicinity of the project are located along both sides of I-101 and
mostly on the west side of I-405 from I-101 extending south pass Ventura Boulevard.  The Encino
Hospital, other health care facilities, as well as a number of churches are located within a mile of the I-
405/I-101 interchange.  There are a number of schools located in the vicinity of Sepulveda Boulevard and
Ventura Boulevard; some are located less than a quarter of the mile from the I-405/I-101 interchange.

Environmental Consequences as a Result of Proposed Project Implementation

Summary.  Compliance with the Transportation Conformity requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act
(FCAA) is demonstrated.  A regional air quality analysis is performed to demonstrate that the project will
not adversely impact regional air quality.  A local air quality analysis is performed to demonstrate that the
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project will not adversely impact local air quality in the immediate vicinity of the project.  The report also
discusses potential impacts from Diesel Particulate Matter which has been listed by CARB as a toxic
substance and presents measures to reduce PM10 emissions during construction.  The potential for
release of Naturally Occurring Asbestos (NOA) during construction is also discussed.

The project is located in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB).  The South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) are responsible for regulating air
pollutant sources in the Basin.  The SCAQMD prepares the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) which
specifies measures to meet the state and national ambient air quality standards (SAAQS and NAAQS).
To show that the project will not adversely impact the region’s air quality it must be shown that the project
will not result in the transportation system exceeding the air pollutant budgets in the AQMP.

The 2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and 2006 Regional Transportation Improvement Program
(RTIP) prepared by the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) are regional plans for
future improvements in the areas transportation system.  These plans must demonstrate that the air
pollutant emissions associated with the transportation plan do not exceed the emissions budgets in the
approved AQMP.  The proposed project is a part of the 2004 RTP and 2006 RTIP.  Therefore, the project
will not result in an exceedance of the transportation air pollutant emissions budgets and will not
adversely impact regional air quality.

Local impacts, also known as “hot spots” are assessed for CO, PM10, and PM2.5.  The CO impacts are
assessed using the “Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol” (Protocol) developed by the
Institute of Transportation Studies at the University of California Davis for Caltrans.  The protocol contains
a series of flow charts with criteria to determine that the project will result in local CO concentrations that
exceed the state and national AAQS.  The flow chart questions and responses are presented in Section
4.2.  The analysis shows that CO concentrations in the area affected by the project would not worsen air
quality, and would be expected to comply with the CO NAAQS.  Therefore, the project will not result in an
adverse local CO impact.

A PM2.5 and PM10 hot-spot analysis is not required for projects that are not a project of air quality concern
(POAQC).  In the South Coast Air Basin, it is the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
Transportation Conformity Working Group (TCWG) that makes the determination whether the project is or
is not a POAQC.  The required “PM Conformity Hot Spot Analysis – Project Summary for Interagency
Consultation” was submitted to the TCWG for consideration at their May 22, 2007 meeting.  The project
was determined not to be a project of air quality concern because the facility is not projected to have a
significant number of diesel vehicles (i.e. less than 10,000 per day), and because project would not result
in any increase in the number of diesel trucks that would utilize the facility.  The redistribution of traffic is
minor and would occur primarily near residential areas that have very little truck traffic and little effect on
truck movements.  Therefore, the project will not result in an adverse local PM2.5 or a PM10 impact.

Impacts from Mobile Source Air Toxics MSAT are also examined.  The analysis shows that the estimated
VMT under each of the alternatives are nearly the same, varying by less than 2.2 percent, it is expected
there would be no appreciable difference in overall MSAT emissions among the various alternatives.
Also, regardless of the alternative chosen, emissions will be lower than present levels in the design year
as a result of EPA's national control programs that are projected to reduce MSAT emissions by 57 to 87
percent between 2000 and 2020.

Regional Air Quality Analysis

Rules and Implementation.  The authority requiring projects to undergo a regional emissions analysis
originates from section 176 (c) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.  The law is codified as title 23
of the United States Code (23 U.S.C) and is known as the Federal Transit Act.  The regulations cited to
implement 23 U.S.C is contained in title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulation parts 51 and 93 (40 CFR
51 and 40 CFR 93).  Parts 51 and 93 are commonly recognized as the Transportation Conformity Rule.
On August 15, 1997 the Federal Register, published a public notice in which the US EPA requested to
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streamline the 40 CFR 51 & 93.  The final rule issued by the US EPA modified 40 CFR 51 and 93, and
classified the Transportation Conformity Rule as 40 CFR 51.390 and 40 CFR 93.100 – 93.128.

The Transportation Conformity Rule requires a regional emissions analysis to be performed by the MPO
for projects within its jurisdiction.  For the Basin, the MPO is the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG).  The regional emissions analysis includes all projects listed in the Regional
Transportation Plan (Plan or RTP) and the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP or RTIP).
The RTP is a planning document spanning a 25-year period and the TIP implements the Plan on a 6-year
increment.  Both the Plan and TIP must support an affirmative conformity finding to obtain FHWA
approval.  Projects that are included in the regional analysis are listed in the TIP and referenced in the
Plan.  Projects in a Plan and TIP that have been approved by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) are considered to have met the conformity requirement for regional emissions analysis.

The currently approved RTP and TIP is the 2004 RTP and the 2006 RTIP.  The 2004 RTP was adopted
by SCAG on April 1, 2004 as Resolution #04-451-2.  FHWA approved the 2004 Plan on June 7, 2004.
The RTP was amended on July 27, 2004.  A Draft 2006 RTIP was released in June 2006 and was
formally approved by the SCAG on July 27, 2006.  The 2006 RTIP was approved by the federal agencies
on October 2, 2006.

In order to obtain FHWA approval of the Plan and TIP as conforming, the following tests, demonstrating
affirmative findings with respect to the Transportation Conformity Rule, were applied to the 2004 RTP.

- Regional Emissions Analysis (Sections 93.109, 93.110, 93.118, and 93.119)
- Timely Implementation of TCMs Analysis (Section 93.113)
- Financial Constraint Analysis (Section 93.108)
- Interagency Consultation and Public Involvement Analysis (Sections 93.105 and 93.112)

Likewise, the approval of the 2006 RTIP is contingent upon satisfying all relevant CFR sections
applicable:

- Consistency with SCAG’s 2004 RTP  (Section 450.324 of the US DOT-Metropolitan Planning
Regulations)

- Regional Emissions Analysis (Sections 93.109, 93.118, and 93.119)
- Timely Implementation of TCMs Analysis (Section 93.113)
- Financial Constraint Analysis (Section 93.108)
- Interagency Consultation and Public Involvement Analysis (Sections 93.105 and 93.112)

Project Inclusion in Approved RTP & RTIP.  The proposed project is included in the 2006 RTIP and
referenced in the Plan.  It is listed in Section II of Volume II of the 2006 RTIP, state highway section, Los
Angeles County.  The following project information is excerpted from the 2006 RTIP:

- Lead Agency – Caltrans
- Project ID # - LA0D77
- Air Basin -  SCAB
- Model # - L393
- Program Code – CAN40
- Route – 405
- Begin Post Mile – 39.4
- End Post Mile – 40.5
- Description – City of L.A. – At Route 405 and US 101 interchange.  Construct freeway

connector from southbound Route 405 to northbound and southbound US-101 and add
auxiliary lane from Burbank Boulevard to northbound US 101 connector (EA #199610, PPNO
2787)

As previously mentioned, the MPO performs the regional analysis as part of the submitted Plan and TIP.
The regional analysis requirement is deemed satisfied and conforming to the Transportation Conformity
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Rule upon FHWA approval of the Plan and TIP.  Projects in the approved TIP and Plan meet the regional
analysis criterion by reference to the two documents.

Construction-Related Emissions.  Construction activities associated with the proposed project would be
temporary and would last the duration of Project construction.  The discussion below has concluded that
Project construction would not create adverse pollutant emissions for any of the alternatives under
consideration.  Short-term impacts to air quality would occur during minor grading/trenching, new
pavement construction and the re-striping phase.  Additional sources of construction related emissions
include:

- Exhaust emissions and potential odors from construction equipment used on the construction
site as well as the vehicles used to transport materials to and from the site; and

- Exhaust emissions from the motor vehicles of the construction crew.

Project construction would result in temporary emissions CO, NOx, ROG, and PM10.  Stationary or mobile
powered on-site construction equipment includes trucks, tractors, signal boards, excavators, backhoes,
concrete saws, crushing and/or processing equipment, graders, trenchers, pavers and other paving
equipment.  The amount of worker trips to the site is unknown at this time.  However, given the high
volume of traffic in this area, the addition of worker trips will be inconsequential.  Based on the
insignificant relative amount of daily work trips required for Project construction, construction worker trips
are not anticipated to significantly contribute to or affect traffic flow on local roadways and are therefore
not considered significant.  During the demolition phase some asphalt concrete (AC) pavement and curbs
and gutters would have to be removed.

In order to further minimize construction-related emissions, all construction vehicles and construction
equipment would be required to be equipped with the state-mandated emission control devices pursuant
to state emission regulations and standard construction practices.  After construction of the Project is
complete, all construction-related impacts would cease, thus resulting in a less than significant impact.
Short-term construction PM10 emissions would be further reduced with the implementation of required
dust suppression measures outlined within SCAQMD Rule 403.  Note that Caltrans Standard
Specifications for construction (Section 10 and 18 [Dust Control] and Section 39-3.06 [Asphalt Concrete
Plants]) must also be adhered to.  Therefore, Project construction is not anticipated to violate State or
Federal air quality standards or contribute to the existing air quality violation in the air basin.

Section 93.122(d)(2) of the EPA Transportation Conformity Rule requires that in PM10 non-attainment and
maintenance areas (for which the SIPs identify construction-related fugitive dust as a contributor to the
area problem), the RTIP should conduct the construction-related fugitive PM10 emission analysis.  The
2003 PM10 SIP/AQMP emissions budgets for SCAB include the construction and unpaved-road
emissions.  The 2006 RTIP PM10 regional emissions analysis includes the construction and unpaved road
emissions for conformity finding.

Mitigation of PM10 During Construction

The approved 2003 Particulate Matter SIP contains provisions calling for mitigation of PM10 emissions
during construction.  Pursuant § 93.117, the Department, the project sponsor, is required to stipulate to
include, in its final plans, specification, and estimates, control measures that will limit the emission of PM10
during construction.

The PM10 emissions is a composite of geologic and aerosol variety.  The prime concern during
construction is to mitigate geologic PM10 that occurs from earth movement such as grading.  The agency
who sponsored the PM10 SIP is SCAQMD with concurrence from the California Air Resource Board.
SCAQMD has established Rule 403 that addresses the mitigation PM10 by reducing the ambient
entrainment of fugitive dust and Rule 402 which requires that air pollutant emissions not be a nuisance
off-site.  Fugitive dust consists of solid particulate matters that becomes airborne due to human activity
(i.e. construction) and is a subset of total suspended particulates.  Likewise, PM10 is a subset of total
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suspended particulates.  The Handbook states that 50% of total particulate matter suspended comprise of
PM10.  Hence, in mitigating for fugitive dust, emissions of geologic PM10 are reduced.

During construction of the proposed project, the property owner/development and its contractors shall be
required to comply with regional rules, which shall assist in reducing short-term air pollutant emissions.
SCAQMD Rule 402 requires that air pollutant emissions not be a nuisance off-site.  SCAQMD Rule 403
requires that fugitive dust be controlled with the best available control measures so that the presence of
such dust does not remain visible in the atmosphere beyond the property line of the emission source .
Two options are presented in Rule 403: monitoring of particulate concentrations or active control.
Monitoring involves a sampling network around the project with no additional control measures unless
specified concentrations are exceeded.  The active control option does not require any monitoring, but
requires that a list of measures be implemented starting with the first day of construction.  This project will
be in full compliance with both Rule 402 and Rule 403.

Local Air Quality Analysis

Overview of Local Analysis.  The local analysis is commonly referred to as project level air quality or
“hot spot” analysis.  The primary focus is the operational impact on air quality created by the proposed
improvement.  Unlike a regional analysis, a local analysis is constrained in scope and is limited to a
particular project.  The criteria pollutants analyzed do not consist of all pollutants in non-attainment.  The
analysis is restricted to carbon monoxide, PM10, and PM2.5.  The analysis years consist of the year
opening to traffic and the ultimate horizon year referenced in the approved Plan rather than a series of
present and future years.  The approach to the local analysis is tiered and is dependent on the status of
the carbon monoxide SIP: the CO analysis can be qualitative, quantitative, or computational.  The PM10
and PM2.5 analysis is qualitative in scope.

Similar to the regional analysis, the Transportation Conformity Rule also applies to the local analysis.
Sections of pertinence are 40 CFR 93.115 to 93.117, 93.123,and 93.126 to 93.128.  In California, the
procedures of the local analysis for carbon monoxide are modified pursuant §93.123(a)(1).  Sub-
paragraph (a)(1) states the following:

Local Analysis: Carbon Monoxide Operational Impact

CO hot-spot analysis. (1) The demonstrations required by §93.116 (“Localized CO and PM10 violations”)
must be based on a quantitative analysis using the applicable air quality models, data bases, and other
requirements specified in 40 CFR part 51, Appendix W (Guideline on Air Quality Models).  These
procedures shall be used in the following cases, unless different procedures developed through the
interagency consultation process required in §93.105 and approved by the EPA Regional Administrator
are used:

The sub-paragraph allows for an alternative.  In California, the procedure for performing a CO analysis is
detailed in the Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol (Protocol) developed by the
Institute of Transportation Studies at the University of California, Davis.  David P. Howekamp, Director of
Air Division of the US EPA Region IX, in October of 1997, approved the Protocol.  The US EPA deemed
the Protocol as an acceptable option to the mandated quantitative analysis.  The Protocol incorporates
§93.115 – 93.117, §93.126 – 93.128 into its rules and procedures.

§93.123(b)(1) requires that the PM10, and PM2.5 analysis be quantitative.  However, §93.123(b)(4) waives
such analysis until the EPA releases modeling guidance and announces such guidance in the Federal
Register.  Since no modeling guidance has been released to date, §93.123(b)(4) offsets the
implementation of §93.123(b)(1) and only a qualitative analysis is required.

In March 2006, the EPA released guidance on PM10, and PM2.5 analyses, titled Transportation Conformity
Guidance for Qualitative Hot-spot Analysis in PM2.5 and PM10 Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas.
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This guidance supersedes previous FHWA and Caltrans PM10 guidance.  The analysis for PM10 and PM2.5
hotspots was performed under the March 2006 EPA Guidance.

The scope required for local analysis is summarized in Section 3, Determination of Project Requirements,
and Section 4, Local Analysis, of the Protocol. Section 3 incorporates §93.115 and the procedure to
determine project requirements begins with the Figure 1: Requirements for New Projects. The sections
cited is followed by a response, which will determine the next applicable section of the flowchart for the
proposed project.

The project is not in a CO non-attainment area and the South Coast Air Basin is currently classified as
being in attainment/maintenance for CO.  The project was redesigned as in “attainment: after the 1990
Clean Air Act, and the Sepulveda Basin has show continued attainment for CO.  On June 11, 2007, the
SCAB was redesigned as in attainment/maintenance for the CO NAAQS.  The project has the potential to
worsen air quality by way of; 1) an increase in cold starts, 2) increase in traffic volumes, and 3) worsening
of traffic flows.  The project will not significantly increase the percentage of operation in cold start,
however, the project is projected to see an increase in peak AM/PM volumes.  The project may also
worsen flow on intersections and freeway ramps in the project study area by way of increased delays.

CO protocol modeling was performed using the CALINE4 computer model developed by Caltrans, and
worst case meteorology was assessed.  Worst-case projections of carbon monoxide concentrations
(expressed in Parts Per Million, or ppm) indicate that the existing CO concentration levels are projected to
comply with the 1-hour NAAQS of 35ppm, but exceed the 8-hour standard of 9ppm.  The future CO
concentration levels for 2015 and 2030 with and without the project will be in compliance with the 1-hour
and 8-hour NAAQS.  Because the future concentrations are projected to be below the air quality
standards, the project will not result in a significant local air quality impact.

Projections show CO concentrations in 2015 and 2030 to be significantly lower than the existing CO
levels, due to the anticipated decrease in the future vehicular emission rates and background
concentration levels.  In general, the background CO concentration and the vehicular air pollutant
emission factors are projected to decrease steadily in the future years due to newer, cleaner, vehicles.
While the local traffic volumes are projected to increase in the future, this is more than offset by the
decrease of background levels and lower emission factors.

Local Analysis: PM2.5 and PM10 Operational Impacts

Clean Air Act section 176(c)(1)(B) is the statutory criterion that must be met by all projects in
nonattainment and maintenance areas that are subject to transportation conformity.  Section 176(c)(1)(B)
states that federally-supported transportation projects must not “cause or contribute to any new violation
of any standard in any area; increase the frequency or severity of any existing violation of any standard in
any area; or delay timely attainment of any standard or any required interim emission reductions or other
milestones in any area.”  To meet statutory requirements, the March 10, 2006 final rule requires PM2.5
and PM10 hot-spot analyses to be performed for projects of air quality concern.  Qualitative hot-spot
analyses would be done for these projects before appropriate methods and modeling guidance are
available and quantitative PM2.5 and PM10 hot-spot analyses are required under 40 CFR 93.123(b)(4).  In
addition, through the final rule, EPA determined that projects not identified in 40 CFR 93.123(b)(1) as
projects of air quality concern (POAQC) have also met statutory requirements without any further hot-spot
analyses (40 CFR 93.116(a)).

A PM2.5 and PM10 hot-spot analysis is not required for projects that are not a POAQC.  In the South Coast
Air Basin, it is the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Transportation Conformity
Working Group (TCWG) that makes the determination whether the project is or is not a POAQC.  The
TCWG is a forum to support interagency coordination to help improve air quality and maintain
transportation conformity in Southern California.  The group meets on a monthly basis to facilitate an
inclusive air quality planning process and to fulfill the interagency consultation requirements of the
Federal Transportation Conformity Rule.  Membership of the Southern California TCWG includes federal
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(US EPA, US EPA Region 9, FHWA, FTA), state (CA Air Resources Board, Caltrans), regional (Air
Quality Management Districts, SCAG, etc.), and sub-regional (County Transportation Commissions)
agencies and other stakeholders.

The required “PM Conformity Hot Spot Analysis – Project Summary for Interagency Consultation” was
submitted to the TCWG for consideration at their May 22, 2007 meeting.  The notice posted on the
TCWG website that this project (#LA0D77) is not a POAQC.  Both the Hot Spot Analysis form and the
TCWG determination are included in the Appendix.

The project was determined not to be a project of air quality concern because the facility is not projected
to have a significant number of diesel vehicles (i.e. less than 10,000 per day), and because project would
not result in any increase in the number of diesel trucks that would utilize the facility.  The redistribution of
traffic is minor and would occur primarily near residential areas that have very little truck traffic and little
effect on truck movements.  The “Transportation Conformity Guidance for Qualitative Hot-Spot Analyses
in PM2.5 and PM10 Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas,” (U.S. EPA & FHWA, March 2006) provides
examples of projects that are not an air quality concern.  The first example is consistent with this
proposed project, and the example is described as “Any new or expanded highway project that primarily
services gasoline vehicle traffic (i.e., does not involve a significant number or increase in the number of
diesel vehicles), including such projects involving congested intersections operating at Level-of-Service
D, E, or F…”  The project is not projected to increase the number of diesel vehicles on I-405, the
connector ramps, or intersections within the project area, and accordingly, the TWCG determined that this
project is not a project of air quality concern.

Additional Air Quality Topics

Mobile Source Air Toxics.  In addition to the criteria air pollutants for which there are National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), EPA also regulates air toxics.  Most air toxics originate from human-
made sources, including on-road mobile sources, non-road mobile sources (e.g., airplanes), area sources
(e.g., dry cleaners) and stationary sources (e.g., factories or refineries).

Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs) are a subset of the 188 air toxics defined by the Clean Air Act.  The
MSATs are compounds emitted from highway vehicles and non-road equipment.  Some toxic compounds
are present in fuel and are emitted to the air when the fuel evaporates or passes through the engine
unburned.  Other toxics are emitted from the incomplete combustion of fuels or as secondary combustion
products.  Metal air toxics also result from engine wear or from impurities in oil or gasoline.

The EPA is the lead Federal Agency for administering the Clean Air Act and has certain responsibilities
regarding the health effects of MSATs.  The EPA issued a Final Rule on Controlling Emissions of
Hazardous Air Pollutants from Mobile Sources.  66 FR 17229 (March 29, 2001).  This rule was issued
under the authority in Section 202 of the Clean Air Act.  In its rule, EPA examined the impacts of existing
and newly promulgated mobile source control programs, including its reformulated gasoline (RFG)
program, its national low emission vehicle (NLEV) standards, its Tier 2 motor vehicle emissions standards
and gasoline sulfur control requirements, and its proposed heavy duty engine and vehicle standards and
on-highway diesel fuel sulfur control requirements.  Between 2000 and 2020, FHWA projects that even
with a 64 percent increase in VMT, these programs will reduce on-highway emissions of benzene,
formaldehyde, 1,3-butadiene, and acetaldehyde by 57 percent to 65 percent, and will reduce on-highway
diesel PM emissions by 87 percent, as shown in Figure 30 (Federal Highway Administration,
Memorandum: Interim Guidance on Air Toxics Analysis in NEPA Documents, February 3, 2006).

As a result, EPA concluded that no further motor vehicle emissions standards or fuel standards were
necessary to further control MSATs.  The agency is preparing another rule under authority of CAA
Section 202(l) that will address these issues and could make adjustments to the full 21 and the primary
six MSATs.
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California’s vehicle emission control and fuel standards are more stringent than Federal standards, and
are effective sooner, so the effect on air toxics of combined State and Federal regulations is expected to
result in greater emission reductions, more quickly, than the FHWA analysis shows.  The FHWA analysis,
with modifications related to use of the California-specific EMFAC model rather than the MOBILE model,
would be conservative.
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Figure 27.  VMT vs. MSAT Emissions

Source: Air Quality Assessment: SOUTHBOUND I-405 TO US-101 CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, page 49, January
15, 2008.
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Additional efforts are being undertaken by the CARB to control diesel particulate matter (PM).  The CARB
has found that diesel PM contributes over 70 percent of the known risk from air toxics and poses the
greatest cancer risks among all identified air toxics.  Diesel trucks contribute more that half of the total
diesel combustion sources.  However, the CARB has adopted a Diesel Risk Reduction Plan (DRRP) with
control measures that would reduce the overall diesel PM emissions by about 85% from 2000 to 2020.  In
addition, total toxic risk from diesel exhaust may only be exposed for a much shorter duration.  Further,
diesel PM is only one of many environmental toxics and those of other toxics and other pollutants in
various environmental media may over shadow its cancer risks.  Thus, while diesel exhaust may pose
potential cancer risks to receptors spending time on or near high risk diesel PM facilities, most receptors’
short-term exposure would only cause minimal harm, and these risks would also greatly diminish in the
future operating years of the project due to planned emission control regulations.

From 2000 to 2010, CARB staff predicts diesel PM emissions and risk would decrease by only about 20
percent if the recommended measures are not implemented.  This reduction would result from the
implementation of existing federal and state regulations and the attrition of older diesel-fueled passenger
cars and light-duty trucks from the on-road fleet.  The EPA has proposed new, lower emission standards
for heavy-duty trucks for 2007 and lower sulfur limits for diesel fuel (on-road vehicles only) in 2006.  The
benefits of these proposed rules are not included as existing measures because they have not yet been
adopted.

The recommended measures can be grouped as follows: measures addressing on-road vehicles,
measures addressing off-road equipment and vehicles, and measures addressing stationary and portable
engines.  These measures include the EPA’s 2007 new heavy-duty truck standards and the 2006 low-
sulfur fuel limits.  Figure 31 illustrates the impact of each of these groups of measures on projected diesel
PM emission levels for 2010 and 2020.  As shown, off-road recommended measures have the largest
impact.  Of the off-road recommended measures, the retrofit measures result in over 90 percent of the
diesel PM reductions associated with all of the off-road measures.
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Figure 28.  Projected Percent Reduction in Diesel PM Cancer Risk from Year 2000 Levels With and
Without CARB Risk Reduction Plan (RRP) Implemented

Source: Air Quality Assessment: SOUTHBOUND I-405 TO US-101 CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, page 51, January
15, 2008.
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Unavailable Information for Project Specific MSAT Impact Analysis

This study includes a basic analysis of the likely MSAT emission impacts of this project per FHWA
guidance (Federal Highway Administration, Memorandum: Interim Guidance on Air Toxics Analysis in
NEPA Documents, February 3, 2006).  However, available technical tools do not enable us to predict the
project-specific health impacts of the emission changes associated with the project.  Due to these
limitations, the following discussion is included in accordance with CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1502.22(b))
regarding incomplete or unavailable information:

Information that is Unavailable or Incomplete. Evaluating the environmental and health impacts from
MSATs on a proposed highway project would involve several key elements, including emissions
modeling, dispersion modeling in order to estimate ambient concentrations resulting from the estimated
emissions, exposure modeling in order to estimate human exposure to the estimated concentrations, and
then final determination of health impacts based on the estimated exposure.  Each of these steps is
encumbered by technical shortcomings or uncertain science that prevents a more complete determination
of the MSAT health impacts of this project.

Emissions. The EPA and California tools to estimate MSAT emissions from motor vehicles are not
sensitive to key variables determining emissions of MSATs in the context of highway projects.  MOBILE
6.2 has been developed by the EPA to predict on-road vehicular emissions.  EMFAC (either EMFAC2002
or the recently released EMFAC2007 version) has been developed by the California Air Resources Board
to predict vehicular emissions in California.  While both MOBILE 6.2 and EMFAC are used to predict
emissions at a regional level, they have limitations when applied at the project level.  Both are trip-based
models--emission factors are projected based on a typical trip length of around 7.5 miles, and on average
speeds for this typical trip.  This means that neither model has the ability to predict emission factors for a
specific vehicle operating condition at a specific location at a specific time.  Because of this limitation,
both models can only approximate emissions from the operating speeds and levels of congestion likely to
be present on the largest-scale projects, and cannot adequately capture emissions effects of smaller
projects.  For particulate matter (PM), the MOBILE6.2 model results are not sensitive to average trip
speed; however, PM emissions from the EMFAC model are sensitive to trip speed, so for California
conditions, diesel PM emissions are treated the same as other emissions.  Unlike MOBILE 6.2, the
EMFAC model does not provide MSAT emission factors; off-model speciation of EMFAC’s Total Organic
Compounds output must be used to generate MSAT emissions.  The emission rates used on Both
MOBILE 6.2 and EMFAC are based on a limited number of vehicle tests. These deficiencies compromise
the capability of both MOBILE 6.2 and EMFAC2002/2007 to estimate MSAT emissions.  Both are
adequate tools for projecting emissions trends, and performing relative analyses between alternatives for
very large projects, but neither is sensitive enough to capture the effects of travel changes caused by
smaller projects or to predict emissions near specific roadside locations.

Dispersion.  The tools to predict how MSATs disperse are also limited.  The EPA's current regulatory
models, CALINE3 and CAL3QHC, were developed and validated more than a decade ago for the
purpose of predicting episodic concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) to determine compliance with the
NAAQS.  The CALINE4 model used in California is an improvement on the CALINE3 based EPA models,
but like them, it was built primarily for CO analysis.  CALINE4 has not been specifically validated for use
with other materials such as MSATs and is difficult to use for averaging periods of more than 8 hours or
so (health risk data for MSATs are typically based on 24-hour, annual, and long term (30 to 70 yeas)
exposure).  Dispersion models are appropriate for predicting maximum concentrations that can occur at
some time at some location within a geographic area but cannot accurately predict exposure patterns at
specific times at specific locations across an urban area to assess potential health risk.  The NCHRP is
conducting research on best practices in applying models and other technical methods in the analysis of
MSATs.  This work also will focus on identifying appropriate methods of documenting and communicating
MSAT impacts in the NEPA process and to the general public.  Along with these general limitations of
dispersion models, FHWA is also faced with a lack of adequate monitoring data in most areas for use in
establishing project-specific MSAT background concentrations.
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Exposure Levels and Health Effects.  Finally, even if emission levels and concentrations of MSATs
could be accurately predicted, shortcomings in current techniques for exposure assessment and risk
analysis preclude us from reaching meaningful conclusions about project-specific health impacts.
Exposure assessments are difficult because it is difficult to accurately calculate annual concentrations of
MSATs near roadways, and to determine the portion of a year that people are actually exposed to those
concentrations at a specific location.  These difficulties are magnified for 70-year cancer assessments,
particularly because unsupportable assumptions would have to be made regarding changes in travel
patterns and vehicle technology (which affects emissions rates) over a 70-year period.  There are also
considerable uncertainties associated with the existing estimates of toxicity of the various MSATs,
because of factors such as low-dose extrapolation and translation of occupational exposure data to the
general population.  Because of these shortcomings, any calculated difference in health impacts between
alternatives is likely to be much smaller than the uncertainties associated with calculating the impacts.
Consequently, the results of such assessments would not be useful to decision makers, who would need
to weigh this information against other project impacts that are better suited for quantitative analysis.

Summary of Existing Credible Scientific Evidence Relevant to Evaluating the Impacts of MSATs.
Research into the health impacts of MSATs is ongoing.  For different emission types, there are a variety
of studies that show that some either are statistically associated with adverse health outcomes through
epidemiological studies (frequently based on emissions levels found in occupational settings) or that
animals demonstrate adverse health outcomes when exposed to large doses.

Exposure to toxics has been a focus of a number of EPA efforts.  Most notably, the agency conducted the
National Air Toxics Assessment (NATA) in 1996 to evaluate modeled estimates of human exposure
applicable to the county level.  While not intended for use as a measure of or benchmark for local
exposure, the modeled estimates in the NATA database best illustrate the levels of various toxics when
aggregated to a national or State level.

The EPA is in the process of assessing the risks of various kinds of exposures to these pollutants.  The
EPA Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) is a database of human health effects that may result from
exposure to various substances found in the environment.  The IRIS database is located at
http://www.epa.gov/iris.  The following toxicity information for the six prioritized MSATs was taken from
the IRIS database Weight of Evidence Characterization summaries.  This information is taken verbatim
from EPA's IRIS database and represents the Agency's most current evaluations of the potential hazards
and toxicology of these chemicals or mixtures.  The five organic-based MSATs listed below are also listed
as toxic air contaminants by the California Air Resources Board.

Benzene is characterized as a known human carcinogen.

The potential carcinogenicity of acrolein cannot be determined because the existing data are inadequate
for an assessment of human carcinogenic potential for either the oral or inhalation route of exposure.

Formaldehyde is a probable human carcinogen, based on limited evidence in humans, and sufficient
evidence in animals.

1,3-butadiene is characterized as carcinogenic to humans by inhalation.

Acetaldehyde is a probable human carcinogen based on increased incidence of nasal tumors in male
and female rats and laryngeal tumors in male and female hamsters after inhalation exposure.

Diesel exhaust (DE) is likely to be carcinogenic to humans by inhalation from environmental exposures.
Diesel exhaust as reviewed in this document is the combination of diesel particulate matter and diesel
exhaust organic gases.  The particulate matter fraction of diesel exhaust (Diesel PM) has been identified
by the CARB as a toxic air contaminant due to long-term cancer risk.

Diesel exhaust is also connected with chronic respiratory effects, possibly the primary noncancer hazard
from MSATs.  Prolonged exposures may impair pulmonary function and could produce symptoms, such
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as cough, phlegm, and chronic bronchitis.  Exposure relationships have not been developed from these
studies.

There have been other studies that address MSAT health impacts in proximity to roadways.  The Health
Effects Institute, a non-profit organization funded by EPA, FHWA, and industry, has undertaken a major
series of studies to research near-roadway MSAT hot spots, the health implications of the entire mix of
mobile source pollutants, and other topics.  The final summary of the series is not expected for several
years.

Some recent studies have reported that proximity to roadways is related to adverse health outcomes --
particularly respiratory problems.  Much of this research is not specific to MSATs, instead surveying the
full spectrum of both criteria and other pollutants.  The FHWA cannot evaluate the validity of these
studies, but more importantly, they do not provide information that would be useful to alleviate the
uncertainties listed above and enable us to perform a more comprehensive evaluation of the health
impacts specific to this project.

Relevance of Unavailable or Incomplete Information to Evaluating Reasonably Foreseeable
Significant Adverse Impacts on the Environment, and Evaluation of impacts based upon
theoretical approaches or research methods generally accepted in the scientific community.
Because of the uncertainties outlined above, a reliable quantitative assessment of the effects of air toxic
emissions impacts on human health cannot be made at the project level.  While available tools do allow
us to reasonably predict relative emissions changes between alternatives for larger projects, the amount
of MSAT emissions from each of the project alternatives and MSAT concentrations or exposures created
by each of the project alternatives cannot be predicted with enough accuracy to be useful in estimating
health impacts.  (As noted above, the current emissions model is not capable of serving as a meaningful
emissions analysis tool for smaller projects.)  Therefore, the relevance of the unavailable or incomplete
information is that it is not possible to make a determination of whether any of the alternatives would have
"significant adverse impacts on the human environment."

Below, a quantitative analysis of MSAT emissions in the project area is provided.  This analysis
acknowledges that the project may result in slightly increased exposure to MSAT emissions in certain
locations compared to no project conditions.  However, the analysis shows that exposure to MSAT
emissions in the future will be less than current conditions.  The concentrations and duration of exposures
are uncertain, and because of this uncertainty, the health effects from these emissions cannot be
estimated.

MSAT Emissions in the Project Area.  As discussed above, technical shortcomings of emissions and
dispersion models and uncertain science with respect to health effects prevent meaningful or reliable
estimates of MSAT emissions and effects of this project.  However, even though reliable methods do not
exist to accurately estimate the health impacts of MSATs at the project level, it is possible to qualitatively
assess the levels of future MSAT emissions under the project.  Although a qualitative analysis cannot
identify and measure health impacts from MSATs, it can give a basis for identifying and comparing the
potential differences among MSAT emissions-if any-from the various alternatives.   Based on the FHWA
MSAT analysis guidance (Federal Highway Administration, Memorandum: Interim Guidance on Air Toxics
Analysis in NEPA Documents, February 3, 2006) the project would be considered as having a low
potential for MSAT effects in that it is intended to improve operations of the I-405/SR-101 interchange
without adding substantial new capacity or without creating a facility that is likely to meaningfully increase
emissions.  The analysis presented below shows that the project would not be expected to substantially
change VMT over no build conditions and therefore, not substantially alter MSAT emissions in the project
area.

For each alternative, the amount of MSATs emitted would be proportional to the vehicle miles traveled, or
VMT, assuming that other variables such as fleet mix are the same for each alternative.  VMT in the
project area for traffic on the mainline I-405 and I-101 and the ramps for each project alternative were
calculated using the annual average daily traffic volumes (AADT) from the traffic study prepared for the
project and the length of each road segment.  The specific traffic volumes and lengths used to calculate
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the VMT’s presented below are shown in the appendix.  Table 35 presents the VMT for the No Build
conditions and all 12 build alternatives for the year 2015.  The absolute and percentage change in VMT
over existing conditions and 2015 No Build conditions are presented in the table as well.  The VMT for
existing conditions was calculated to be 1,534,005 miles

Table 35.  Year 2015 Vehicle Miles Traveled

Change Over Existing Change Over No Build
Alternative VMT VMT Percent VMT Percent

No Build 1,773,529 239,524 15.6% -- --
1 1,774,437 240,432 15.7% 908 0.1%
1a 1,773,419 239,414 15.6% -110 0.0%
1b 1,772,199 238,194 15.5% -1,330 -0.1%
2 1,791,361 257,356 16.8% 17,832 1.0%
2a 1,790,343 256,338 16.7% 16,814 0.9%
2b 1,789,123 255,118 16.6% 15,594 0.9%
3 1,792,427 258,422 16.8% 18,898 1.1%
3a 1,791,409 257,404 16.8% 17,880 1.0%
3b 1,790,190 256,185 16.7% 16,660 0.9%
4 1,810,439 276,434 18.0% 36,909 2.1%
4a 1,809,420 275,415 18.0% 35,891 2.0%
4b 1,808,201 274,196 17.9% 34,672 2.0%

VMT for Existing Conditions is 1,534,005
shows the same data as 0 except for the year 2030.

Table 36.  Year 2030 Vehicle Miles Traveled

Change Over Existing Change Over No Build
Alternative VMT VMT Percent VMT Percent

No Build 2,207,308 673,303 43.9% -- --
1 2,214,759 680,754 44.4% 7,451 0.3%
1a 2,213,492 679,487 44.3% 6,184 0.3%
1b 2,211,974 677,969 44.2% 4,666 0.2%
2 2,227,518 693,513 45.2% 20,210 0.9%
2a 2,226,251 692,246 45.1% 18,942 0.9%
2b 2,224,733 690,728 45.0% 17,425 0.8%
3 2,241,809 707,804 46.1% 34,500 1.6%
3a 2,229,561 695,556 45.3% 22,253 1.0%
3b 2,228,044 694,039 45.2% 20,735 0.9%
4 2,253,246 719,241 46.9% 45,938 2.1%
4a 2,251,979 717,974 46.8% 44,671 2.0%
4b 2,250,461 716,456 46.7% 43,153 2.0%

VMT for Existing Conditions is 1,534,005

Table 35 and 36 show that, except for Rejected Alternatives 1a and 1b in 2015, the VMT estimated for
each of the Build Alternatives is slightly higher than that for the No Build Alternative.  This is primarily due
to increased lengths of ramps with the project.  This increase in VMT would lead to higher MSAT
emissions for the action alternative along the highway corridor.  The emissions increase is offset
somewhat by lower MSAT emission rates due to increased speeds; according to CARB’s EMFAC2007
emissions model, emissions of all of the priority MSATs except for diesel particulate matter decrease as
speed increases.  The extent to which these speed-related emissions decreases will offset VMT-related
emissions increases cannot be reliably projected due to the inherent deficiencies of technical models.

Because the estimated VMT under each of the Alternatives are nearly the same, varying by less than 2.2
percent, it is expected there would be no appreciable difference in overall MSAT emissions among the
various alternatives.  Also, regardless of the alternative chosen, emissions will likely be lower than
present levels in the design year as a result of EPA's national control programs that are projected to
reduce MSAT emissions by 57 to 87 percent between 2000 and 2020.  Local conditions may differ from
these national projections in terms of fleet mix and turnover, VMT growth rates, and local control
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measures.  However, the magnitude of the EPA-projected reductions is so great (even after accounting
for VMT growth) that MSAT emissions in the study area are likely to be lower in the future in nearly all
cases.

Naturally Occurring Asbestos (NOA).  Asbestos is a term used for several types of naturally occurring
fibrous minerals that are a human health hazard when airborne.  The most common type of asbestos is
chrysotile, but other types such as tremolite and actinolite are also found in California.  Asbestos is
classified as a known human carcinogen by state, federal, and international agencies and was identified
as a toxic air contaminant by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) in 1986.  All types of asbestos
are hazardous and may cause lung disease and cancer.

Asbestos can be released from serpentinite and ultramafic rocks when the rock is broken or crushed.  At
the point of release, the asbestos fibers may become airborne, causing air quality and human health
hazards.  These rocks have been commonly used for unpaved gravel roads, landscaping, fill projects and
other improvement projects in some localities.  Asbestos may be released to the atmosphere due to
vehicular traffic on unpaved roads, during grading for development projects, and at quarry operations.  All
of these activities may have the effect of releasing potentially harmful asbestos into the air.  Natural
weathering and erosion processes can act on asbestos bearing rock and make it easier for asbestos
fibers to become airborne if such rock is disturbed.

Serpentinite may contain chrysotile asbestos, especially near fault zones.  Ultramafic rock, a rock closely
related to serpentinite, may also contain asbestos minerals.  Asbestos can also be associated with other
rock types in California, though much less frequently than serpentinite and/or ultramafic rock.
Serpentinite and/or ultramafic rock are known to be present in 44 of California's 58 counties.  These rocks
are particularly abundant in the counties of the Sierra Nevada foothills, the Klamath Mountains, and Coast
Ranges.  The California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology has developed a
map of the state showing the general location of ultramafic rock in the state.  This map indicates that over
half of Los Angeles County has ultramafic rock occurrences.  It is not clear from the map if there are
occurrences of ultramafic rock in the vicinity of the project .

While unlikely, if naturally occurring asbestos, serpentine, or ultramific rock is discovered during grading
operations Section 93105, Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations requires notification of the
AQMD by the next business day and implementation of the following measures within 24-hours:

- Unpaved areas subject to vehicle traffic must be stabilized by being kept adequately wetted,
treated with a chemical dust suppressant, or covered with material that contains less than
0.25 percent asbestos

- The speed of any vehicles and equipment traveling across unpaved areas must be no more
than fifteen (15) miles per hour unless the road surface and surrounding area is sufficiently
stabilized to prevent vehicles and equipment traveling more than 15 miles per hour from
emitting dust that is visible crossing the project boundaries

- Storage piles and disturbed areas not subject to vehicular traffic must be stabilized by being
kept adequately wetted, treated with a chemical dust suppressant, or covered with material
that contains less than 0.25 percent asbestos; and

- Activities must be conducted so that no track-out from any road construction project is visible
on any paved roadway open to the public

- Equipment and operations must not cause the emission of any dust that is visible crossing
the project boundaries
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Concluding Comments About Air Quality.  This project-level Air Quality report addresses all
pertinent aspects of conformity and adheres to the Transportation Conformity Rule and currently the
proposed project is listed in the FHWA approved 2004 RTP and 2006 RTIP.  In any event, an in-depth
discussion of project conformity to the FHWA approved 2004 RTP and 2006 RTIP is provided.  The
design, concept, and scope of the project have not changed significantly and the project will not interfere
with the timely implementation of transportation control measures from the SIP.  The essential role of SIP
in regional analysis is documented in this report.  A comprehensive analysis of potential air pollutants has
concluded that the proposed project alternatives do not pose any significant operational impact on the
ambient air quality in the project vicinity.  The analysis shows that it is unlikely that the project will cause
CO concentrations greater than those modeled in the SCAB CO Attainment Plan and therefore will not
result in an exceedance of the CO NAAQS.  Based on the most recent 3-years of PM10 data at the
Reseda air monitoring station, it is unlikely that the proposed project will cause the ambient PM10 to
exceed NAAQS.  SCAG’s Transportation Conformity Working Group determined that the proposed
project alternatives are not a “project of air quality concern,” and that PM2.5 and PM10 local impacts will not
occur.  A discussion of fugitive dust control measures is provided, and it is recommended that the
measure be included as project commitments prior to construction.  The analysis shows that the project
would not be expected to cause any new violations, worsen existing violations, or delay timely attainment
of the NAAQS.  The analysis shows MSAT emissions in the project area will decrease in future years and
that the project would not result in an increase in MSAT emissions compared to no project conditions.
Control measures have been identified for naturally occurring asbestos should rock containing asbestos
be uncovered.

The proposed project is fully funded and is in the Southern California Association of Governments 2004
Regional Transportation Plan, which was found to conform by the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) on April 1, 2004 and FHWA and FTA adopted the air quality conformity finding on
June 7, 2004. The SCAG 2004 RTP was amended with Amendment 1 on July 27, 2004. The project is
also included in the SCAG’s financially constrained 2006 Regional Transportation Improvement Program,
page 4. The Southern California Association of Governments 2006 Regional Transportation Improvement
Program was found to conform by FHWA and FTA on October 2, 2006. The design concept and scope of
the proposed project is consistent with the project description in the 2004 RTP, the 2006 RTIP and the
assumptions in the SCAG’S regional emissions analysis.

2.2.7 NOISE

Regulatory Setting .The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the broad basis for analyzing and abating highway traffic noise
effects.  The intent of these laws is to promote the general welfare and to foster a healthy environment.
The requirements for noise analysis and consideration of noise abatement and/or mitigation, however,
differ between NEPA and CEQA.

California Environmental Quality Act

CEQA requires a strictly baseline versus build analysis to assess whether a proposed project will have a
noise impact.  If a proposed project is determined to have a significant noise impact under CEQA, then
CEQA dictates that mitigation measures must be incorporated into the project unless such measures are
not feasible.  The rest of this section will focus on the NEPA-23 CFR 772 noise analysis.

National Environmental Policy Act and 23 CFR 772

For highway transportation projects with FHWA (and the Department, as assigned) involvement, the
federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970 and the associated implementing regulations (23 CFR 772) govern the
analysis and abatement of traffic noise impacts.  The regulations require that potential noise impacts in
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areas of frequent human use be identified during the planning and design of a highway project.  The
regulations contain noise abatement criteria (NAC) that are used to determine when a noise impact would
occur.  The NAC differ depending on the type of land use under analysis.  For example, the NAC for
residences (67 dBA) is lower than the NAC for commercial areas (72 dBA).  The following table lists the
noise abatement criteria for use in the NEPA-23 CFR 772 analysis.

Table 37.  Noise Abatement Criteria for Use in the NEPA-23 CFR 772 Analysis

Activity
Category

NAC, Hourly A-
Weighted Noise

Level, dBA Leq(h)
Description of Activities

A 57 Exterior

Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary
significance and serve an important public need and where the

preservation of those qualities is essential if the area is to
continue to serve its intended purpose

B 67 Exterior
Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active sport areas,
parks, residences, motels, hotels, schools, churches, libraries,

and hospitals.

C 72 Exterior Developed lands, properties, or activities not included in
Categories A or B above

D -- Undeveloped lands.

E 52 Interior Residence, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, schools,
churches, libraries, hospitals, and auditoriums
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The following figure lists the noise levels of common activities to enable readers to compare the actual
and predicted highway noise-levels discussed in this section with common activities.

Figure 29.  Noise Levels of Common Activities

In accordance with the Department’s Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol for New Highway Construction and
Reconstruction Projects, August 2006, a noise impact occurs when the future noise level with the project
results in a substantial increase in noise level (defined as a 12 dBA or more increase) or when the future
noise level with the project approaches or exceeds the NAC.  Approaching the NAC is defined as coming
within 1 dBA of the NAC.

If it is determined that the project will have noise impacts, then potential abatement measures must be
considered.  Noise abatement measures that are determined to be reasonable and feasible at the time of
final design are incorporated into the project plans and specifications.  This document discusses noise
abatement measures that would likely be incorporated in the project.

The Department’s Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol sets forth the criteria for determining when an
abatement measure is reasonable and feasible.  Feasibility of noise abatement is basically an
engineering concern.  A minimum 5 dBA reduction in the future noise level must be achieved for an
abatement measure to be considered feasible.  Other considerations include topography, access
requirements, other noise sources and safety considerations.  The reasonableness determination is
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basically a cost-benefit analysis.  Factors used in determining whether a proposed noise abatement
measure is reasonable include: residents acceptance, the absolute noise level, build versus existing
noise, environmental impacts of abatement, public and local agencies input, newly constructed
development versus development pre-dating 1978 and the cost per benefited residence. 

Study Methods and Procedures

Selection of Receivers and Measurement Sites.  Noise sensitive receivers in the project area that are
subject to traffic noise impacts from freeway-generated noise were identified. Noise sensitive areas
typically include residences, schools, libraries, churches and temples, hospitals, recreation and sport
areas, playgrounds, hotels, motels and parks.

For this project, Caltrans Noise and Vibration Investigation Branch personnel performed a field survey of
the entire area within the limits of the project. The survey included visiting the project sites in order to
identify land uses within the project limits and to select the noise measurement sites.  The entire area
within the project limits was acoustically represented by 65 noise measurement site locations.
The noise measurement sites were selected taking into consideration the following general site
requirements:

1) Sites were acoustically representative of areas and conditions of interest. They were located at
areas of human use.

2) Sites were clear of major obstructions between source and receiver.  Microphone positions were
more than 3 meters away from reflecting surfaces.

3) Sites were free of noise contamination by sources other than those of interest. Sites were not
located near barking dogs, lawn mowers, pool pumps, air conditioners, etc.

4) Sites were not exposed to prevailing meteorological conditions that are beyond the constraints
discussed in the Technical Noise Supplement.

Measurement of Existing Noise Levels.  The existing noise environment in the project area was
determined by performing short-term (10-minute) and long-term (24-hour) noise monitoring.  24-hour
readings were taken at locations representative of residential area within an interchange in order to
determine the nosiest hour.  Sound level meters were placed at four representative sites (See Figures A
through I) and were left to run continuously monitoring and recording noise levels for a 24-hour period.
The short-term noise levels were recorded within each 24-hour noise monitoring for that particular area.
The noise level data collected was then analyzed and adjusted using the 24-hour noise readings to
determine the noisiest hour.

Additionally, three community background noise readings were taken within the project limits.
Background noise is the total of all noise generated within the community and is measured away from the
freeway where freeway traffic noise does not contribute to the total noise level. Background noise levels
are typically measured to determine the feasibility (noise reducibility of 5 dBA) of noise abatement and to
insure that noise reduction goals can be achieved. Noise abatement cannot reduce noise levels below
background noise levels.

Short-term noise readings were taken from 12/15/04 to 01/20/05 between the hours of 9:50 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. using Metrosonics Model db-3080 sound level meters (serial numbers 3120, 3126, 3127, 3193 and
3194) placed 1.5 meters (5 feet) above the ground on a tripod. Measurements were typically taken for
periods of 10 minutes at each location.  The short-term monitoring locations are shown in Layouts L-1
through L-16 and Figures A through I for Alternative 1, Alternatives 1 with Mitigation 1 & 2, and Alternative
2/3.  The same instrumentation was used for 24-hour noise readings.

During the short-term measurement, Caltrans staff attended the sound-level meter. All readings were
recorded only if no sound level contamination from sources other than the freeway traffic were present.
The noise levels measured during the measurement period were logged in the sound level meter’s
memory and later downloaded to a personal computer and printed.
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The calibration of the meters was checked before and after the field measurements using the Metrosonics
CL 304 calibrators (CL304-7456, CL304-7457, CL304-7458 and CL304-7459).  It was determined that no
adjustment in calibration was necessary.  Wind speed was observed using a Kestrel 1000 anemometer
during the short-term noise monitoring sessions.  No noise readings were recorded when the wind speed
exceeded a sustained 16 km/h (10 mph).  The temperature varied from approximately 18° - 35° Celsius
(65° - 95° Fahrenheit), and winds were light, having little effect on sound propagation over moderate
distances.  Traffic on Route 405 and Route 101 near the respective noise-monitoring site was counted
simultaneously when short-term noise measurements were being recorded.  Caltrans staff performed
traffic counts and vehicle classifications manually.  Vehicles were classified as automobiles, medium-duty
trucks, and heavy-duty trucks.  An automobile is defined as a vehicle with two axles and four tires and
primarily designed to carry passengers.  Small vans and light trucks are in this category as well.  Medium
trucks include all cargo vehicles with two axles and six tires.  Heavy trucks include all vehicles with three
or more axles.

Traffic speeds on I-405 and U.S.-101 were determined by traveling with the flow of traffic and observing
the vehicle speed on the speedometer. The posted speed limit on the mainline I-405 and U.S.-101 in the
project area is 105 km/h (65mph).

FHWA Traffic Noise Model 2.5.  The Federal Highway Administration’s Traffic Noise Model (FHWA
TNM) Version 2.5 is FHWA’s computer program for highway traffic noise prediction and analysis.  For the
traffic noise analysis presented in this report, FHWA TNM v. 2.5 computer program was used.  In order to
develop the analytical model, all relevant topographic features, including roadway lanes, receiver
locations, existing sound barriers and existing terrain in the area of potential impact, were digitized into a
three-dimensional, scaled reference coordinate system for both existing and future conditions.

Calibration of Noise Model.  Using the measured existing noise level data and corresponding traffic
counts, the FHWA TNM Version 2.5 was calibrated as necessary in order to correctly predict noise levels
at analysis locations.

Future Noise Level Prediction.  Analysis based on the traffic volumes and speeds, stated in the 1997
Highway Capacity Manual (6), indicates that maximum noise occurs at Level of Services (LOS) D-E at
85% of capacity and 100% of free flow speed. Using this information, it was determined that a traffic
volume of 1950 vehicles/hour/lane would be the worst noise hour traffic volume under design-year (2034)
conditions.  The traffic noise model was analyzed for the above-mentioned traffic volume to predict worst
hour noise levels for design-year conditions. The Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol requires that noise level
be predicted using traffic characteristics that will yield the worst hourly traffic noise impact on a regular
basis for future conditions.

Identification of Traffic Noise Impacts and Noise Abatement Considerations.  Results from computer
analysis for future-worst-hour noise levels were used to determine if traffic noise impacts would occur.
Traffic noise impacts occur when it is determined that the proposed project causes a substantial noise
increase or predicted traffic noise levels approach or exceed Noise Abatement Criteria. A noise increase
is substantial when the predicted noise levels after project completion exceed existing noise levels by 12
dBA - Leq(h).  A traffic noise impact also occurs when predicted noise levels after project completion
approach within 1 dBA - Leq(h), or exceed Noise Abatement Criteria.  Soundwall insertion losses were
calculated using the calibrated traffic noise models developed for each analysis site. According to the
protocol, a minimum of 5 dBA noise reduction (insertion loss) must be achievable at impacted receivers in
order for the proposed abatement to be considered acoustically feasible. Based on the analysis results,
preliminary noise abatement was recommended at locations where traffic noise impacts were identified
and the abatement measure was found to be feasible. The reasonableness cost allowance for the
acoustically feasible noise barriers was calculated following the procedure defined in TNAP. The
reasonable cost allowance is based on a base allowance of $26,000 per benefited residence (i.e.
residences that receive at least 5 dBA noise reduction for the soundwall) and additional dollars for the
following factors: absolute noise levels, change in noise levels, achievable noise reduction and the date
the residences were constructed.
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Affected Environment

Land Use and Sensitive Areas.  The existing land use within the project limits is comprised of
residential, school, commercial, church, park, motel, golf course, baseball fields, hospital, and
undeveloped land.  There are two schools located within the project limits.  The first school (Hesby Street
School) is situated along U.S.-101 on Hesby Street, between Morrison Addison Streets.  At the time of
the original noise study (May 2005) the school was observed to be abandoned, but during additional
noise studies conducted in May 2008, it was observed that the school was renovated and fully
operational.  The second school is the Emek Hebrew Academy (The Teichman Family Torah Center),
located on Magnolia Boulevard along I-405 with grades ranging from pre-school to 8th grade.  The school
consists of a soccer playground and a playpen facing I-405.  Adjacent to the school is a miniature golf
course, the Sherman Oaks Castle Palace, located on the northeast quadrant of I-405 and U.S.-101 with
frequent exterior human activity.  In addition, there are three parks (The Encino Golf Course, three
baseball fields, and a recreational park adjacent to the baseball fields) and a nursery located within the
project limits:  Encino Golf Course – located along northbound U.S.-101 between Balboa Ave and the Los
Angeles River, the baseball fields adjacent to a recreational park – located along the southbound U.S.-
101 between Hayvenhurst Ave and Libbet Ave, a nursery – the Sepulveda Garden Center is located
along the southbound U.S.-101 between Forbes Ave and Hayvenhurst Ave.

There are several commercial developments within the project limits—the Western Motel and a Denny’s
Restaurant, both situated adjacent to each other at the northwest corner of Burbank Blvd and Sepulveda
Blvd.  The motel consists of a building structure, and an outdoor swimming pool that is shielded by 2-story
motel building.  Surveys indicate that Denny’s Restaurant does not have an outside eating area.  A
hospital exists at the southeast corner of Balboa Ave and U.S.-101, and no frequent exterior human
activity has been observed.  In addition, there is an undeveloped piece of land belonging to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers that is classified as a “flood zone” along the southbound I-405 between U.S.-101 and
Burbank Blvd, and immediately north of the Los Angeles River along the northbound I-405.

Existing Traffic Noise.  The noise environment in the project area is dominated by traffic traveling the I-
405 and U.S.-101. There are three existing soundwalls along the southbound U.S.-101: a 3.05m (10 feet)
high soundwall from Balboa Ave to Hayvenhurst Ave., a 3.05m (10 feet) high soundwall from
Hayvenhurst Ave to Haskell Ave, and a 4.27m (14 feet) high soundwall from Haskell Ave to Sepulveda
Ave.  In addition, there are four proposed soundwalls along the N/B I-405 from 0.75km south of Ventura
Boulevard to 0.2km south of Burbank Boulevard as part of a separate project.  For the purposes of this
study, the said proposed soundwalls have been analyzed as existing soundwalls wherever applicable
when modeling the traffic noise for  this report.

The following Traffic Noise Measurements and Modeling Table summarizes short-term sound level
measurements taken in the project area and the noise modeling results for existing conditions. The
measurement and modeling results indicate that existing traffic noise levels for the residential area
typically range between 52 and 71 dBA-Leq(h). The 24-hour readings were taken at Sites #S-1^, #S-5^,
#S-7^, and #N-1^.  For Site #S-1^, which represents the area between Morrison St. and Haskell Ave
along the southbound U.S.-101, the noisiest hour occurred between 5:18 a.m. and 6:18 a.m.  For Site #S-
5^, which represents the area between Haskell Ave and Libbit Ave along the southbound U.S.-101, the
noisiest hour occurred between 11:37 a.m. and 12:37 p.m.  For Site #S-7^, which represents the area
between Libbit Ave and Balboa Blvd along the southbound Route 101, the noisiest hour occurred
between 10:29 a.m. and 11:29 a.m.  For Sites #N-1^, which represents the area between U.S.-101 and
Burbank Blvd along the northbound I-405, the noisiest hour occurred between 6:52 a.m. and 7:52 a.m.
Background noise levels were measured at two locations and ranged from 52dBA-.Leq(h) to 57dBA-
.Leq(h).
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Table 38.  Traffic Noise Measurements and Modeling Results
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Environmental Consequences

Future Noise Environment.  Future noise levels were predicted using traffic characteristics that would
yield the worst hourly traffic noise impact on a regular basis. As previously described, vehicles per hour
per lane at 105 km/h (65 mph) were used as the future traffic. The percentages of cars, medium trucks,
and heavy trucks use for modeling the present were assume the same for the future modeling.
Predicted increases in traffic noise under design-year conditions relative to existing conditions typically
are in the range of 1 - 2dBA.  These increases are attributed to the reconstruction of a new alignment of
the southbound I-405 to northbound US-101 Connector (Connector B), a partial realignment of the
southbound I-405 to southbound U.S.-101 Connector (Connector A), realignment of the on-ramp from
Burbank Boulevard to southbound I-405, a new on-ramp at Hayvenhurst Ave approaching northbound
U.S.-101, and widening the Balboa on-ramp from one lane to two lane approaching the northbound U.S.-
101.

Traffic Noise Impacts.  The previous Traffic Noise Measurements and Modeling Table shows the
locations where predicted traffic noise levels approach/exceed the Noise Abatement Criteria of 67 dBA-
Leq(h) for Activity Category B.  The Activity Category B land uses within the project limits under
consideration include residential properties, a motel, a hotel, a school, a hospital, church, and three
parks.  The Activity Category C land uses within the project limits include a restaurant, and a nursery that
have exterior frequent human use, and therefore, they were considered for potential freeway traffic noise
impacts.

It was predicted that the future reconstruction on a new alignment of the southbound I-405 to the
northbound U.S.-101 Connector (Connector B) and a partial realignment of the southbound I-405 to
southbound US-101 Connector (Connector A) would impact all the residential areas, school, amusement
park, and church adjacent to northbound I-405 within the project limits.

The Sherman Oaks Castle Park located on the northeastern quadrant of I-405 and U.S.-101 Interchange
is an area with frequent exterior human use.  The predicted worst-hour noise level at this location
exceeds the NAC of 67 dBA-Leq(h) for Activity Category B, and therefore, it was determined to have
traffic noise impact.  The Emek Hebrew Academy is located adjacent to Sherman Oaks Castle Park on
Magnolia Blvd, with a playground facing the freeway.  In addition to the soundwall recommended for
implementation under a separate Caltrans project, the school was evaluated and remained impacted by
the traffic noise due to this proposed project (Preferred Alternative and Rejected Alternatives 2/3).  All
residential properties and churches along the northbound I-405 between Magnolia Blvd and Burbank Blvd
have been evaluated and determined to have traffic noise impacts.

The Activity Category C land uses within the limits under consideration include commercial properties.
There are several commercial developments within the project limits however, the Sepulveda Garden
Center has outside areas with frequent human activity and therefore, it was analyzed for determining
noise impacts. The predicted worst-hour traffic noise level at the nursery was 68 dBA-Leq(h), which does
not approach or exceed the NAC and therefore is not impacted. The Denny’s Restaurant is another
commercial development that was not analyzed for traffic noise impacts because it did not have any
outside eating area.
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Abatement

Preliminary Noise Abatement Analysis.  FHWA regulations (23CFR772) state that noise abatement will
usually be necessary where noise impacts are predicted and only where frequent human use occurs, and
where a lowered noise level would be of benefit. As a matter of practice, abatement is considered for
places where people are exposed to highway noise for at least 1 hour on a regular basis. Potential noise
abatement measures include:

- Avoiding the project impact by using design alternatives, such as altering the horizontal and
vertical alignment of the project.

- Constructing noise barriers
- Acquiring property to serve as a buffer zone
- Using traffic management measures to regulate types of vehicles and speeds
- Acoustically insulating public use or nonprofit institutional structures

Caltrans is preparing a Noise Abatement Decision Report (NADR), in consideration of the topography,
land use, right-of-way, and existing traffic.  It is proposed that construction of soundwalls would be the
appropriate form of noise abatement measure for this area.  Soundwalls have been considered and /or
recommended at the following locations for various activity categories within the project limits.  The NADR
is still in preparation and will be finalized as Caltrans moves toward final design of the project.

Residential Areas.  The impacted residential areas have been considered for noise abatement. They are
represented by Site #S4 and #S6 along the southbound U.S.-101, and  Site #N5, along the northbound I-
405.  Site #S4 is considered impacted because the predicted traffic noise levels approach the NAC of 67
dBA-Leq(h).  Site #S6 and #N5 are also impacted because the predicted traffic noise levels exceed the
NAC of 67 dBA-Leq(h).  However, it was determined that increasing the soundwall height to maximum of
4.9m would not provide additional 5 dBA noise reduction for each sites.  All impacted residential areas
considered for abatement are listed in the previous Traffic Noise Measurements and Modeling Table.

Hotels/Motels.  The Western Motel is represented by Site #N5 within the project limits.  Noise impacts
were identified at this location.  However, proposing a soundwall or increasing the height of the
recommended soundwall under a separate Caltrans project (four proposed soundwalls along the N/B I-
405 from 0.75km south of Ventura Boulevard to 0.2km south of Burbank Boulevard) did not provide
additional 5 dBA noise reduction.  In addition, a Modeled Noise Level Site #N-5A located at the pool (an
area of frequent human use) in the motel’s property did not indicate any noise impact from predicted
noise levels.

Schools.  There are two schools within the project limits. Site #S2 represents the Hesby Street School,
located behind an existing 4.27m soundwall, along southbound U.S.-101 between Morrison Street and
Allison Street.  No traffic noise impact has been identified at this location.  The Emek Hebrew Academy is
a private school located on Magnolia Blvd along northbound I-405, and is represented by Site #N1.  With
the recommended soundwall under a separate Caltrans project (four proposed soundwalls along the N/B
I-405 from 0.75km south of Ventura Boulevard to 0.2km south of Burbank Boulevard), this school has
been evaluated and remains to have traffic noise impacts.

The predicted worst noise levels exceed NAC of 67 dBA-Leq(h) under this project.  As it stands, the
existing noise levels in this area exceed the aforementioned noise abatement criteria, but Caltrans has
proposed an increase in the height of the existing soundwall to 16 feet in an effort to bring this site into
compliance.  But, studies deemed this solution as infeasible as the increase in height would not provide
the additional 5dBA noise reduction needed to be in compliance with the NAC.  Any further increases in
wall height would require full replacement, which is neither feasible, nor prudent for the following reasons:

- A taller soundwall would require larger footings
- Larger footings would require additional acquisition of right-of-way
- A taller soundwall may not necessarily provide the needed attenuation to bring the site into

compliance with the NAC
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Further evaluation is needed to obtain a feasible and prudent solution to the noise impact issues to Emek
Hebrew Academy.  In the future, and as Caltrans moves toward final design of this project, these noise
abatement feasibility issues will be revisited.

Parks.  There are four parks located within the project limits:  The Sherman Oaks Castle Palace, the
Encino Golf Course, the three baseball fields, and the recreational park adjacent to the baseball fields.
The only park determined to have freeway traffic noise impacts is the Sherman Oaks Castle Palace.
Traffic noise impact [future predicted noise level of 70dBA] has been predicted at this location, as a result,
a 4.27m (14ft.) high soundwall along the edge of pavement on the northbound I-405 has been considered
and recommended.

Commercial and Industrial Developments.  Within the project limits, there is a nursery located along
southbound US-101 between Forbes and Hayvenhurst Avenues where frequent human use has been
observed.  No freeway traffic noise impacts have been predicted to occur at this commercial site.

Noise Abatement Feasibility and Reasonable Cost Allowances.  The recommended soundwall
considered for noise attenuation has been analyzed for feasibility based on the achievable noise
reduction. The insertion loss for the considered soundwall is 6 decibels (dBA) and therefore acoustically
feasible. The soundwall was further evaluated to estimate the reasonable cost-allowance required to
determine the overall reasonableness.

For any soundwalls to be considered reasonable from a cost perspective, the total estimated cost of the
soundwall must be equal to or below the total cost-allowance calculated for that wall. The cost
calculations of the soundwall should include all items appropriate and necessary for the construction of
the soundwall, such as traffic control, drainage modification, and retaining walls.

Preliminary information on the physical characteristics of potential abatement measures (e.g., physical
location, length, and height of soundwalls) has been assessed. The final design must meet the
requirements of Chapter 1100 of the Highway Design Manual (4). In particular, the minimum and
maximum height requirements must be in accordance with Section 1102.3 of the manual.

Based on the studies performed so far, Caltrans intends to incorporate noise abatement measures in the
form of soundwall with respective lengths and average heights of 4.27 m (14 ft). The following is a
discussion on recommended noise abatement.

Northbound U.S.-101

Since no traffic noise impact has been identified, noise abatement has not been considered.  Therefore,
no soundwall has been recommended along the Northbound.

Southbound U.S.-101

The area represented by Site #S4 and #S6 were evaluated and determined to have traffic noise impact
under Alternatives 1 & 2/3.  However, increasing the existing soundwall height to maximum of 4.9 would
not achieve a minimum noise reduction of 5 dBA in order for the proposed noise abatement measure to
be considered feasible.  Therefore, no soundwall was recommended.

Northbound I-405

Proposed soundwall SW1 (h=4.27m) was determined to provide 6 dBA noise attenuation for the areas
represented by sites #N2 (Sherman Oaks Castle Palace – a miniature golf course).    This proposed
soundwall was previously recommended under a separate Caltrans project (four proposed  soundwalls
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along the N/B I-405 from 0.75km south of Ventura Boulevard to 0.2km south of Burbank Boulevard),
however, due to a lack of funding the recommended soundwall was excluded from the project.  The
proposed soundwall SW1 would block the view from freeway of Sherman Oaks Castle Palace (Miniature
golf course) located on the northeastern quadrant of I-405 and U.S.-101 Interchange.  Therefore, the park
owner’s opinion and views (represented by Site #N2) must be considered before making a final noise
abatement decision.
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Southbound I-405

Since no traffic noise impact has been identified, noise abatement has not been considered.  Therefore,
no soundwall has been recommended.

However, calculations based on preliminary design data indicate that a noise barrier would reduce noise
levels by 6 dBA for the Sherman Oaks Castle Palace at a total reasonable cost allowance of $252,000.
The final decision for construction of noise barriers will be made upon completion of the project design
and the public involvement processes.

Construction Noise.  During the construction phases of the project, noise from construction activities
may intermittently dominate the noise environment in the immediate area of construction. Construction
noise is regulated by Caltrans standard specifications, Section 7-1.01I, Sound Control Requirements (7).
These requirements state that noise levels generated during construction shall comply with applicable
local, state, and federal regulations and that all equipment shall be fitted with adequate mufflers according
to the manufacturers’ specifications.

The table below summarizes typical noise levels produced by construction equipment commonly used on
roadway construction projects. As indicated, equipment involved in construction is expected to generate
noise levels ranging from 70 to 90 dBA at a distance of 15 meters (50 feet). Noise produced by
construction equipment would be reduced over distance at a rate of about 6 dBA per doubling of distance.
No adverse noise impacts from construction are anticipated because construction would be conducted in
accordance with Caltrans standard specifications and would be short-term, intermittent, and dominated by
local traffic noise. Implementing the following measures would minimize temporary construction noise
impacts:

- All equipment shall have sound-control devices no less effective than those provided on the
original equipment. No equipment shall have an unmuffled exhaust.

- As directed by the Engineer, the contractor shall implement appropriate additional noise
mitigation measures including, but not limited to, changing the location of stationary
construction equipment, turning off idling equipment, rescheduling construction activity,
notifying adjacent residents in advance of construction work, or installing acoustic barriers
around stationary construction noise sources.

Table 39.  Construction Equipment Noise

Equipment Maximum Noise Level, 15 m (50 ft) distance

Scrapers 89 dBA

Bulldozers 85 dBA

Heavy trucks 88 dBA

Backhoes 80 dBA

Pneumatic tools 85 dBA

Concrete pump 82 dBA

Source: Federal Transit Administration, 1995
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Concluding Comments about Noise.  Existing noise levels were recorded at 20 locations within the
project limits. The existing ambient noise levels recorded were between 52 and 71 decibels (dBA).  The
future predicted worst hour noise levels for these locations were calculated using The Federal Highway
Administration’s Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM) Version 2.5.

The future noise levels after the completion of the project are expected to increase by 2 dBA.  Several
areas of land use categories B have been identified as being impacted by freeway noise. Noise
attenuation measures in the form of soundwalls have been recommended for the impacted areas.  A
soundwall has been proposed with a height of 4.27m to provide noise reduction of 6 dBA to an
amusement park (The Sherman Oak Castle Palace).  The overall length of recommended soundwalls is
approximately 185 m (606 ft).   The Caltrans Noise Abatement Decision Report (NADR), completed May
16, 2008, is available for review upon request.
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2.3 BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

The Biological Environment section of the IS/EA is broken into the following subsections:
· Natural Communities
· Wetlands and Other Waters
· Plant Species
· Animal Species
· Threatened and Endangered Species
· Invasive Species

General Description of the Existing Biological and Physical Conditions

Study Area. The study area is surrounded by U.S.-101 on the south and west sides, I-405 on the east
side, and the Sepulveda Dam on the north side.  The Los Angeles River intersects the project area in the
western portion and is completely concrete lined.  North of the Sepulveda Dam is the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve, to the northwest is agricultural land, and heavy urbanization borders the east and south
sides.

Current land use within the Sepulveda Basin include recreational activities, designation of wildlife habitat,
agriculture as well as utility and military facilities.  Recreational activities include golf courses, ball fields,
tennis courts, model airplane fields, cricket fields and walking and bike paths.  These activities are used
by an estimated 365,000 people per year.  Additionally, 225 acres have been set aside and dedicated for
a wildlife area.  This wildlife reserve provides wildlife habitat and recreational opportunities to residents
along a network of paths within riparian, shrub, and herbaceous plant communities.

Biological Conditions in the Biological Study Area (BSA). The surveyed BSA for this project is made
up of several natural community habitats as well as open space and disturbed areas.  Habitats found
directly within the project area include a riparian/wetland area that runs along the southeastern edge of
the project, an oak woodland community located at the north side of Burbank Blvd., and an open, hilly
area at the southern point of the project made up of primarily ruderal vegetation.  At the northeastern
portion of the project, the area is highly disturbed with non-native and ruderal vegetation being the
primary vegetation type.  The plant species that were identified in the project area are listed later in this
chapter.

Due to this area being designated as a wildlife refuge, there is a high level of diversity of birds found
within the project area as well as adjacent to it.

Biological Study.  The basis for this biological discussion is the project Natural Environment Study
Report (NESR), dated June 2007.

2.3.1 NATURAL COMMUNITIES

This section of the document discusses natural communities of concern.  The focus of this section is on
biological communities, not individual plant or animal species.  This section also includes information on
wildlife corridors and habitat fragmentation.  Wildlife corridors are areas of habitat used by wildlife for
seasonal or daily migration.  Habitat fragmentation involves the potential for dividing sensitive habitat and
thereby lessening its biological value.

A list of many of the birds occurring in the Sepulveda Basin Preserve was obtained from the San
Fernando Valley Audubon Society and is listed later in this chapter.  Many of these birds are found year
round, while the remainder of the species use the Preserve as an important migratory corridor.  Among
the birds sighted is the state and federally listed least Bell’s Vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus) and burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia), a state species of special concern.  Species frequently seen in the project site are
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the redtail hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), great egret (Ardea alba), Canada goose (Branta canadensis), and a
variety of smaller finches, warblers and sparrows.

Critical Habitat, as defined under the Federal Endangered Species Act, is discussed in the Threatened
and Endangered Species section 2.3.5. Wetlands and other waters are discussed in section 2.3.2.

Affected Environment

Natural Communities of Special Concern. Components of a natural community of special concern
listed in the California Natural Diversity Database, Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest, was observed within
the project area.

Southern California Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest is a native plant community of concern that is listed in
the Natural Diversity Database search for the project area.  This plant community generally exists within
the canyon bottoms in the area and throughout the Santa Monica Mountains.  Loss of this habitat can be
attributed to development pressures along this urban mountain range.

During several surveys of the area, (73) Coast live oak trees were found along the northern border of
Burbank Blvd and within the project footprints of Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, respectively.  Larger
communities of coastal live oaks were noted on the southern side of Burbank Blvd. between Burbank and
the Sepulveda Dam.

Environmental Consequences

Project Impacts.  Impacts to coast live oak riparian forests, as a result of this project, would be limited to
the area north of Burbank Blvd.  Of the 73 trees located in that area, approximately 25 to 30 would have
been directly impacted by Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 and would have effectively caused the
fragmentation of this small riparian forest. Impacts to coast live oaks from Preferred Alternative 1 will be
limited to the area that runs along I-405 at the southeastern edge of the project area.  The number of
oaks affected is estimated to be less than 10 depending on the final design of this alternative.

Cumulative Impacts.  Impacts from Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 to the Coast Live Oak forest
community would have been limited to the area north of Burbank Blvd.  These impacts could have been
fully mitigated as to not contribute to any cumulative impacts to the overall Coast Live Oak community.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Avoidance and Minimization Efforts. The removal of coast live oak trees will be avoided to the greatest
extent possible.  However, should it be necessary to remove oak trees for the construction of the project,
the number of trees removed will be minimized to the least amount necessary.

Oak Woodland Replacement. Oak woodlands are an important biological resource in California that
provide habitat for numerous wildlife species.  These trees provide shelter and nesting sites for birds and
mammals, basking sites for lizards, food source for numerous species, as well as a shade source for
creeks and streams which influences water temperatures and hydrology patterns.  Oaks also filter
pollution, decrease erosion and create oxygen and remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

California is losing its oak woodlands at an alarming rate to land development and conversion to
agriculture.  Since 1945 over one million acres of oak woodland has been lost in California.  A 2001
estimate shows the 30,000 acres of oaks per year are lost statewide, compared to only 60,000 acres for
an entire decade in the mid 1980’s to mid 1990’s.  Southern oak woodlands once covered much of the
foothills and plains of the Southern California ecoregion and the Los Angeles Basin and San Fernando
Valley were once noted for their vast savannas of coast live oak, and valley oak.  Today, more than 85
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percent of coastal sage scrub communities, which include oak woodlands, have been lost to urban and
agricultural development.  The vast majority of oak savannas in the Southern California region have been
destroyed.

Should the removal of oak trees be necessary due to the 405/101 Interchange Project the loss will be
mitigated offset through replacement planting.  Based on the total amount of oak trees impacted and
available on-site locations, favorable areas within the right of way will be selected by the District Biologist
and Landscape Architect.  Any required replacement beyond the space available in the right of way will
be planted off-site, in coordination with an agency or organization that has yet to be determined.

Senate concurrent Resolution No. 17-Relatve to Oaks, adopted by the California legislature, requests that
state agencies assess their impacts to oak woodlands containing blue, Engleman, valley or coast live oak
species and to preserve and protect to the maximum extent feasible or provide replacement plantings
when these species are removed.  By offsetting the impacts to oak woodlands as described above,
Caltrans will also conform to the spirit of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 17.
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2.3.2 WETLANDS AND OTHER WATERS

General Regulatory Setting.  Wetlands and other waters are protected under a number of laws and
regulations.  At the federal level, the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344) is the primary law regulating
wetlands and waters.  The Clean Water Act regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters
of the United States, including wetlands.  Waters of the United States include navigable waters, interstate
waters, territorial seas and other waters that may be used in interstate or foreign commerce.  To classify
wetlands for the purposes of the Clean Water Act, a three-parameter approach is used that includes the
presence of hydrophytic (water-loving) vegetation, wetland hydrology, and hydric soils (soils subject to
saturation/inundation).  All three parameters must be present, under normal circumstances, for an area to
be designated as a jurisdictional wetland under the Clean Water Act.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act establishes a regulatory program that provides that no discharge of
dredged or fill material can be permitted if a practicable alternative exists that is less damaging to the
aquatic environment or if the nation’s waters would be significantly degraded.  The Section 404 permit
program is run by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) with oversight by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).

The Executive Order for the Protection of Wetlands (E.O. 11990) also regulates the activities of federal
agencies with regard to wetlands.  Essentially, this executive order states that a federal agency, such as
the Federal Highway Administration, cannot undertake or provide assistance for new construction located
in wetlands unless the head of the agency finds: 1) that there is no practicable alternative to the
construction and 2) the proposed project includes all practicable measures to minimize harm.

At the state level, wetlands and waters are regulated primarily by the Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG) and the Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCB).  In certain circumstances, the Coastal
Commission (or Bay Conservation and Development Commission) may also be involved.  Sections 1600-
1607 of the Fish and Game Code require any agency that proposes a project that will substantially divert
or obstruct the natural flow of or substantially change the bed or bank of a river, stream, or lake to notify
CDFG before beginning construction.  If DFG determines that the project may substantially and adversely
affect fish or wildlife resources, a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement will be required.  CDFG
jurisdictional limits are usually defined by the tops of the stream or lake banks, or the outer edge of
riparian vegetation, whichever is wider.  Wetlands under jurisdiction of the USACE may or may not be
included in the area covered by a Streambed Alteration Agreement obtained from the CDFG.

The Regional Water Quality Control Boards were established under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality
Control Act to oversee water quality.  The RWQCB also issues water quality certifications in compliance
with Section 401 of the Clean Water Act.  Please see the Water Quality section for additional details.

Project-Specific Regulatory Requirements

The Federal Clean Water Act and California Fish and Game Code 1602.  A Section 401 of the Clean
Water Act Water Quality Certification from the California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
may be required since proposed construction activities include two new bridges over the Los Angeles
River.  A Section 404 of the Clean Water Act permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) will
likely be needed since proposed construction activities are anticipated to result in the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the United States. A 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement from the
CDFG may be necessary since proposed construction activities are anticipated to divert, obstruct, or
change the natural flow, bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake.

The proposed project is not located within the coastal zone, therefore, coordination with the California
Coastal Commission will not be required.

Federal Endangered Species Act Consultation Summary. Due to the presence of least Bell’s vireo, a
Federally endangered species, informal consultation with Fish and Wildlife Service will be required for this
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project.  A request for a species list was received from the Fish and Wildlife Service on May 11, 2006.
This request effectively started the informal consultation process. In an effort to have the most updated
species information for this area, a second request for a species list was sent January 2008, A current list
is being prepared for Caltrans, however, according to Steve Kirkland of FWS, no additional species have
been included for this area.  Informal consultation was completed with FWS as of June 9th, 2008.  During
the consultation process, Caltrans District biologist Maureen Doyle spoke with Steve Kirkland of FWS on
April 18, 2008, May 19th, 2008 and again in June 2008 regarding the level of impacts to the least Bell’s
vireo in this area.   Based on information from Mr. Kirkland and through identification of avoidance and
minimization measures that will be utilize during the construction of this project, a “no effect”
determination was reached by Caltrans.  A letter was sent to the Ventura Office of the Fish and Wildlife
Service on June 9, 2008 detailing how this determination was reached.

California Endangered Species Act Consultation Summary. The California Department of Fish and
Game received an invitation to participate during the initial scoping of the project from May 22, 2006
through June 30th, 2006.  Initial comments were received from DFG identifying their concerns with the
now Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3.  They did not have any comments or concerns with the Preferred
Alternative 1.  Additionally, due to the presence of least Bell’s vireo, a State and Federally listed
endangered species; coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is required under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (FESA).  Compliance with FESA will satisfy the California Endangered Species
Act (CESA) under Fish&Game Code Section 2080.1. Ongoing coordination with the Department of Fish
and Game will continue throughout the permitting phase of the project which occurs during Caltrans’
PS&E phase.

Wetlands and Other Waters Coordination Summary. Because the potential impacts of the proposed
Alternatives fall within an area designated as a retention basin, and because those impacts are estimated
to be greater than 0.5 acres, the Department believes that this project will fall within the jurisdiction of the
Army Corps of Engineers and would require a Section 404 Permit and a Section 401 Water Quality
Certification. Also,   Army Corp regulation 33 USC 408 states that there shall be no temporary or
permanent alteration, occupation or use of any public works including but not limited to levees, sea walls,
bulkheads, jetties and dikes for any purpose without the permission of the Secretary of the Army.  Under
the terms of 33 USC 408, and proposed modification requires a determination by the Secretary that such
proposed alteration or permanent occupation or use of a Federal project is not injurious to the public
interest and will not impair the usefulness of such work. The Corps decision on any permit request would
occur after the Section 408 determination but prior to determining whether any easement may be
approved. The evaluation of a Section 404 application can and should proceed concurrently with the
evaluation of other factors relevant to the final decision of the Corps.  Coordination with the Department of
Fish and Game is also anticipated per Fish and Game Code 1600.

Wetlands Delineation and Field Review.  Caltrans is required to delineate wetlands, identify impacts
and evaluate avoidance alternatives in the environmental phase of project development, which is to be
performed upon selection of a preferred alternative and by the time the final environmental document is
circulated.  Executive Order 11990, “Protection of Wetlands,” May 24, 1977, requires federal agencies to
make a wetlands finding which determines whether or not there is a practicable alternative to construction
located in wetlands, whether all practicable measures to minimize harm to the wetlands have been
included in the federal action, taking into account all economic, environmental, and other pertinent factors
that have a bearing on practicability.  Caltrans is required to obtain a 404 permit prior to advertisement for
construction.  This law and Section 404 permit program of the Clean Water Act of 1977 play an important
part in the preliminary engineering phase.  Timing of the field review should be arranged usually in late
winter, spring, or early summer to identify wetlands plant species.
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Agency Coordination. The Department met with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on June 19, 2007 to
provide a project status update and presentation. The discussion ranged from the various project
alternatives to the project’s various design and environmental constraints. The Department also provided
the Corps with the following project technical studies for their review and comment:

- Floodplain Study and Mitigation Proposals
- Natural Environment Study Report
- Bioacoustics Study
- Historic Properties Study Report
- A few days later, Caltrans submitted to the Corps the project's Traffic Noise Investigation

Study.
- The Department received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated October

9, 2007.
- The Department replied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ October 9, 2007 letter with

a letter dated December 27, 2007.
- The Department was contacted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on January 9,

2008. The Corps indicated that they had misplaced the Floodplain Study and Mitigation
Proposals presented to them on June 19, 2007 and proceeded to request an electronic
copy via email. The Department provided the Corps with the requested electronic copy
via email, same day.
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Affected Environment

The Department conducted a Wetland Delineation on May 08, 2008. The Wetland Delineation Report is
included in the Appendices section of this EA/IS. This delineation provides the necessary information to
the resources agencies, so that the ‘No Net Loss Policy’ may be accurately implemented. The completed
report and determination will be subject to concurrence by USACOE which will occur during the 404
permitting process at the next phase of the project (Caltrans’ PS&E Phase).

The project area (selected Alternative 1) is located immediately southeast of the Sepulveda Dam
structure, and south of Burbank Boulevard. The connectors, from the southbound I-405 to the US-101 will
span over spillway of the dam and channelized portion of the Los Angeles River (Waters of the U.S.). The
Wetland Delineation determined that within the northeast corner of the project area, there currently exists
both a State and Federal Wetland.

The CALTRANS project biologist Ms. Maureen Doyle spoke with Mr. Mark Cohen of the USACE
Regulatory Division on February 26, 2008 regarding the appropriate permit to pursue pursuant to Section
404. Mr. Cohen indicated that it was too early to make any definite determination as to which level of
Section 404 permit would be required. He indicated that there were “several things that needed to
happen” before CALTRANS and the USACE Regulatory Division could discuss the appropriate level of
404 permit that would be needed, as well as, any associated mitigation.

Input from the USACE was an important factor in identifying Alternative 1 as the LEDPA, and why
CALTRANS selected Alternative 1 as the Preferred Alternative, and the build alternative that will be
pursued for implementation. The USACE made its position and sentiment clear; Alternative 1 is more
prudent and less environmentally damaging than Alternatives 2 and 3. All correspondence with the
Department and the USACE can be found within the Appendices section of this document.

The three parameters necessary for an area to be considered a federal jurisdictional wetland are hydric
soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydrology.  All three parameters must be met according to the Army
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual for the area to be designated a Federal Wetland. The
Wetland Delineation determined that the impact area surveyed is a Federal Wetland as it meets all three
wetland parameters. The Wetland Delineation also determined that the impact area surveyed is a State
wetland since the area meets the hydrophytic vegetation parameter.  The dominant vegetation within that
indicated delineation area is primarily mature mulefat shrubs and perennial ryegrass. Furthermore, the
area does appear to function as a wetland, and supports a diversity of bird and mammal species.

Environmental Consequences

The Wetland Delineation determined that Preferred Alternative 1 (new connector from the southbound I-
405 to the westbound US-101) would impact/destroy approximately 2.46 acres of State and 2.46 acres of
Federal Wetlands, as denoted by Figure 30 (“polygon wetland area”). The dominant vegetation within that
indicated delineation area is primarily mature mulefat shrubs and perennial ryegrass.

Army Corps of Engineer regulation 33 CFR 330 requires an Individual Permit for any affected acreage
greater than .50 acres. Caltrans will therefore prepare the appropriate application and request an
Individual Permit during the 404 permitting process at the next phase of this project.

A Wetland Delineation was not done for Alternatives 2 and 3 because the project footprint was located
within the retention Basin itself.  The retention area of the Basin is considered by the USACE to be waters
of the US and therefore jurisdictional.  Impacts to Waters of the US for Alternatives 2 and 3 were
calculated based on the project footprint and encroachment into the basin.  Impacts from Alternative 2 are
estimated to be 39.25 acres.  Impacts from Alternative 3 are estimated to be 38.56 acres.
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Figure 30. Wetland Delineation – Soil Pit Locations in Project Study Area

Map created by Joel Bonilla/District 7 Division of Environmental Planning
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Determination of Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA).  In an analysis of key balancing factors, Caltrans has
not only formally selected Alternative 1 as the “Preferred Alternative,” but also the Least Environmentally Damaging Practical Alternative, or
LEDPA.  The following table illustrates this analysis and provides a comparison to previously considered build alternatives.

Table 40.  Identification and Justification of the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA)

Balancing Factors NO BUILD
Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alterative 3 LEDPA: ALTERNATIVE 1

Impacts to Threatened
and Endangered Species No Effect

No Effect Determination
(in coordination with Steve

Kirkland of USFWS)
Likely to Adversely Effect Likely to Adversely

Effect

Alternative 1 is the least
biologically disruptive Build

Alternative
Acreage of State and

Federal Wetland
Destruction

0 acres 2.46 acres 2.46 acres 2.46 acres
Alternative 1 poses no more
impact to wetlands than the

other Build Alternatives

Encroachment Upon the
Floodplain and Flood

Control Basin
ZERO

Encroachment

Least Encroachment of the
Build Alternatives: L=1660ft

W=42ft

Same as Alternative 1, plus
an additional encroachment

of L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an additional
encroachment of

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least
encroaching Build Alternative

Project Purpose and
Need

FAILS to meet
the project

Purpose and
Need

BEST meets the project
Purpose and Need

Meets the Purpose and
Need, but fails to remove the
weaving segment on the SB

I-405

Meets the Purpose and
Need, but fails to

remove the weaving
segment on the SB I-

405

Alternative 1 BEST meets the
project Purpose and Need

Biological Impacts ZERO Biological
Impacts

Least Biological Impacts of
the Build Alternatives

because it does not encroach
upon the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve

Encroaches upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Encroaches upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,880ft
W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least
biologically disruptive Build

Alternative

Encroachment Upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve
ZERO

Encroachment ZERO Encroachment

An encroachment upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve of: L=2,850ft
W=500ft

An encroachment upon
the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve of
L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 poses zero
encroachment upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Least Impact to Section
4(f) Resources

ZERO Impacts
to Section 4(f)

Resources

Impacts ONE Section 4(f)
Resource: the Sepulveda

Dam

Impacts TWO Section 4(f)
Resources: the Sepulveda
Dam and the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Reserve

Impacts TWO Section
4(f) Resources: the

Sepulveda Dam and the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Alternative 1 poses the least
impacts to Section 4(f)
Resources, of the Build

Alternatives

Project Impact Footprint
(right-of-way

encroachment upon
USACE land)

ZERO Impact
Footprint

Smallest Impact Footprint of
the Build Alternatives:

L=1660ft  W=42ft

Same as Alternative 1, plus
an encroachment upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve of: L=2,850ft
W=500ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserve
of: L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 has the smallest
impact footprint, of the Build

Alternatives

Public Comment Record Some support Received the most support By far the most opposition By far the most
opposition

Alternative 1 received the most
support

Cost (Socioeconomic
Considerations) Not a factor: $0 Not a factor: $112,320,000 Not a factor: $152,100,000 Not a factor:

$115,440,000
Not a factor: Alternative 1 is the
least expensive Build Alternative
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Concurrence with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, on this LEDPA decision, shall occur during the
Section 404 permitting process, during the PS&E phase of this project.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

To mitigate for impacts to the small wetland area west, and adjacent to the shoulder of the I-405 freeway,
Caltrans proposes to provide funding to the Bull Creek Restoration Project and Sepulveda Wetlands Park
Project, with funding specified at roughly twenty percent of the total budget for each project.  These
proposals are, however, subject to change at any time, after further coordination of a final mitigation plan
in cooperation with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG), and the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) during the permitting
phase of the project.

Furthermore, the Department will continue the dialogue with Mr. Mark Cohen of the USACE Regulatory
Division regarding the appropriate permit to pursue/apply for pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act. The Department will also apply for a Water Quality Certification with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, as well as, a Streambed Alteration
Agreement with the California Department of Fish and Game pursuant to Fish and Game Code 1602.
These permits will be applied for after the completion of this NEPA/CEQA document, during the PS&E
phase of the project. During this permitting process, the mitigation for the identified wetland impacts will
be refined and likely increased as the Department coordinates/negotiates with the aforementioned
agencies in order to obtain the aforementioned permits.

Previously rejected Alternatives C and D are avoidance alternatives that would have avoided the
aforementioned wetland impacts. However, as previously discussed in this EA/IS, the Department
rejected Alternatives C and D on the basis of not being reasonable, per the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), nor prudent per Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act. Alternative C would
have required the full acquisition of 329 residential properties. Alternative D would have required the full
acquisition of 2,422 residential properties. It can therefore be stated that the community disruption and
environmental impacts posed by Alternatives C and D are of extraordinary magnitude when compared
to all the previously-mentioned alternatives, and thus CALTRANS rejected Alternatives C and D on the
basis of not being reasonable, nor prudent. Please refer to Chapter 1 of this EA/IS for the full project
alternatives analysis.

Wetlands Only Practicable Finding

E.O. 11990 mandates that an agency avoid, to the extent possible, the long and short term adverse
impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands, and to avoid direct or Indirect support
of new construction in wetlands wherever there is a practicable alternative Table 41 shows why Preferred
Alternative 1 is the Wetlands Only Practicable Alternative pursuant to E.O. 11900.

To mitigate wetland impacts:
Caltrans PROPOSES to provide funding to the Bull Creek Restoration Project at roughly twenty percent
of the total budget.  This proposal may be subject to change after coordination with USACE, CDFG, and
RWQCB during permitting phase of the project.

Also, Caltrans PROPOSES to provide funding to the Sepulveda Wetlands Park Project at roughly twenty
percent of the total budget.  This proposal may also be subject to change after coordination with USACE,
CDFG, and RWQCB during permitting phase of the project.

Based on the above considerations, it is determined that there is no practicable alternative to the
proposed construction in wetlands and that the proposed action includes all practicable measures to
minimize harm to wetlands that my result from such use. Furthermore, pursuant to E.O. 11990, Caltrans
intends and commits to achieving a no net loss of wetlands.
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Table 41.  Wetlands Only Practicable Finding Pursuant to E.O. 11990

Balancing Factors NO BUILD Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alterative 3
Only Practicable

Alternative:
ALTERNATIVE 1

Acreage of State and Federal
Wetland Destruction 0 acres 2.46 acres 2.46 acres 2.46 acres

Alternative 1 poses no
more impact to wetlands

than the other Build
Alternatives

Encroachment Upon the
Floodplain and Flood Control

Basin
ZERO Encroachment

Least Encroachment of the
Build Alternatives:
L=1660ft  W=42ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an additional
encroachment of

L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an additional
encroachment of

L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least
encroaching Build

Alternative

Project Purpose and Need FAILS to meet the project
Purpose and Need

BEST meets the project
Purpose and Need

Meets the Purpose and
Need, but fails to

remove the weaving
segment on the SB I-

405

Meets the Purpose and
Need, but fails to

remove the weaving
segment on the SB I-

405

Alternative 1 BEST meets
the project Purpose and

Need

Biological Impacts ZERO Biological Impacts

Least Biological Impacts of
the Build Alternatives
because it does not
encroach upon the

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve

Encroaches upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,850ft
W=500ft

Encroaches upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve: L=2,880ft
W=560ft

Alternative 1 is the least
biologically disruptive

Build Alternative

Encroachment Upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve
ZERO Encroachment ZERO Encroachment

An encroachment upon
the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve of:
L=2,850ft  W=500ft

An encroachment upon
the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve of
L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 poses zero
encroachment upon the
Sepulved Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Least Impact to Section 4(f)
Resources

ZERO Impacts to Section
4(f) Resources

Impacts ONE Section 4(f)
Resource: the Sepulveda

Dam

Impacts TWO Section
4(f) Resources: the

Sepulveda Dam and the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Impacts TWO Section
4(f) Resources: the

Sepulveda Dam and the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve

Alternative 1 poses the
least impacts to Section

4(f) Resources, of the
Build Alternatives

Project Impact Footprint
(right-of-way encroachment

upon USACE land)
ZERO Impact Footprint

Smallest Impact Footprint
of the Build Alternatives:

L=1660ft  W=42ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserve
of: L=2,850ft  W=500ft

Same as Alternative 1,
plus an encroachment
upon the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserve
of: L=2,880ft  W=560ft

Alternative 1 has the
smallest impact

footprint, of the Build
Alternatives

Public Comment Record Some support Received the most
support

By far the most
opposition

By far the most
opposition

Alternative 1 received the
most support

Cost (Socioeconomic
Considerations) Not a factor: $0 Not a factor: $112,320,000 Not a factor:

$152,100,000
Not a factor:

$115,440,000

Not a factor:
Alternative 1 is the least

expensive Build
Alternative
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2.3.3 PLANT SPECIES

Regulatory Setting. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and California Department of Fish and
Game (CDFG) share regulatory responsibility for the protection of special-status plant species. “Special-
status” species are selected for protection because they are rare and/or subject to population and habitat
declines.  Special status is a general term for species that are afforded varying levels of regulatory
protection.  The highest level of protection is given to threatened and endangered species; these are
species that are formally listed or proposed for listing as endangered or threatened under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (FESA) and/or the California Endangered Species Act (CESA).  Also, please
refer to the Threatened and Endangered Species section in this document for additional information
regarding these species.

This section of the document discusses all the other special-status plant species, including CDFG fully
protected species and species of special concern, USFWS candidate species, and non-listed California
Native Plant Society (CNPS) rare and endangered plants.

The regulatory requirements for FESA can be found at United States Code 16 (USC), Section 1531, et.
seq.  See also 50 CFR Part 402.  The regulatory requirements for CESA can be found at California Fish
and Game Code, Section 2050, et. seq.  Department projects are also subject to the Native Plant
Protection Act, found at Fish and Game Code, Section 1900-1913, and the California Environmental
Quality Act, Public Resources Code, Sections 2100-21177.

Affected Environment

Special Status Plant Species. Special status plant species that were listed in the CNDDB, or in the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service species list, including Nevin’s barberry (Berberis nevinii) and the San Fernando
Valley spine flower (Chorizanthe parryi var. fernandina), which are both associated with coastal scrub
habitat, were studied and are discussed below.  The proposed project is currently not expected to affect,
or impact, these special status plant species.

Discussion of Nevin’s Barberry. Nevin’ barberry (Berberis nevinii) is a state and federally endangered
herbaceous shrub of the Berberidacea family.  This species is historically found in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal scrub and riparian scrub habitats. As a result of the presence of coastal scrub habitat
near the project location, one of the species habitat associations, Nevin’s barberry was studied in greater
detail.

A record search of the CNDDB did not list occurrences of this species in the project area and existing
records were found to be located further north of the project. Additionally, general surveys of the area did
not result in the observation of this species in the project footprint.

Discussion of San Fernando Valley Spine Flower. The San Fernando Valley spineflower (Chorizanthe
parryi var. fernandina) is a state endangered and federal listing candidate species and is considered rare,
threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS).
This species is an annual herb from the buckwheat family associated with sandy or gravelly soils in
coastal sage and alluvial fan sage scrub communities.

A record search of the CNDDB did not list occurrences of this species in the project area and existing
records were found to be located further north of the project . Additionally, general surveys of the area did
not result in the observation of this species in the project footprint.
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Environmental Consequences

Project Impacts (Nevin’s Barberry). Although coastal scrub habitat is present, the proposed project is
not expected to affect this plant, due to its anticipated absence from the project area.

Cumulative Effects (Nevin’s Barberry). Cumulative effects resulting from the proposed project area not
anticipated for this species because the proposed project will not affect this species.

Projects Impacts (San Fernando Valley Spine Flower). Although coastal scrub habitat is present, the
proposed project is not expected to affect this plant, due to its anticipated absence from the project area.

Cumulative Effects (San Fernando Valley Spine Flower). Cumulative effects resulting from the
proposed project area not anticipated for this species because the proposed project will not affect this
species.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Avoidance and Minimization Efforts (Nevin’s Barberry). Avoidance and minimization efforts are not
proposed at this time due to the anticipated absence of this species from the project impact area.  Future
re-evaluation of the project should consider any new occurrence information that may be available for this
species.

Compensatory Mitigation (Nevin’s Barberry). Compensatory mitigation is not proposed for this species
because the proposed project will not affect this species.

Avoidance and Minimization Efforts (San Fernando Valley Spine Flower). Avoidance and
minimization efforts are not proposed at this time due to the anticipated absence of this species from the
project impact area.  Future re-evaluation of the project should consider any new occurrence information
that may be available for this species.

Compensatory Mitigation (San Fernando Valley Spine Flower). Compensatory mitigation is not
proposed for this species because the proposed project will not affect this species.
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2.3.4 ANIMAL SPECIES

Regulatory Setting. Many state and federal laws regulate impacts to wildlife.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries and the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) are responsible for implementing these laws.  This
section discusses potential impacts and permit requirements associated with wildlife not listed or
proposed for listing under the state or federal Endangered Species Act.  Species listed or proposed for
listing as threatened or endangered are discussed later in this chapter.  All other special-status animal
species are discussed here, including CDFG fully protected species and species of special concern, and
USFWS or NOAA Fisheries candidate species.

Federal laws and regulations pertaining to wildlife include the following:

- National Environmental Policy Act
- Migratory Bird Treaty Act
- Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

State laws and regulations pertaining to wildlife include the following:

- California Environmental Quality Act
- Sections 1600-1603 of the Fish and Game Code
- Section 4150 and 4152 of the Fish and Game Code

Affected Environment
During several surveys of the project area, signs of several species of mammals were found.  These
signs included scat, fur, tracks, remains and actual sightings.  The following table identifies those species
that were observed during these surveys.  Also included in the table is a list of bird species obtained from
the San Fernando Audubon Society.  Many of these species are rarely in the area or are only present
seasonally during migration and as such; this bird list is only intended to show the high diversity of
species potentially found within the Preserve.  Table 42 lists occurrences of wildlife species in the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve as obtained from the San Fernando Valley Audubon Society.  Those
species that are Federally and State Listed with a high probability of occurring within the project limits are
discussed in the next section of this document.

Environmental Consequences
Although there may be temporary disruptions or impacts during the construction phase, there are not
anticipated to be any permanent direct or indirect impacts to these species as a result of this project.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures
Standard avoidance and minimization practices will be followed as outlined in the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act.
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Table 42.  Wildlife Species Identified in the Biological Study Area

Common Name Scientific Name Common Name Scientific Name

Mammal Species Mammilia Bird Species Aves

Virgina Opossum (remains) Didelphis virginiana Common Merganser Mergus merganser

Coyote (scat) Canis latrans Red Breasted Merganser Mergus serrator

Rabbit (remains) Silviagus sp Ruddy Duck Oxyura jamaicensis

Ground Squirrel (observation) Spermophilus beecheyi Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura

Osprey Pandion haliaetus

Bird Species Aves White Tailed Kite Elanus leucurus

Red Throated Loon Gavia stellata Northern Harrier Circus cyaneus

Common Loon Gavia immer Sharp Shinned Hawk Accipiter striatus
Pied Billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps Cooper's Hawk Accipiter cooperii

Horned Grebe Podiceps auritus Red Shouldered Hawk Bueto lineatus

Eared Grebe Podiceps nigricollis Swainsons Hawk Bueto swainsoni

Western Grebe Aechmophorus occidentalis Red Tailed Hawk Bueto jamaicensis

Clark's Grebe Aechmophorus clarkii Ferriginous Hawk Bueto regalis

American White Pelican Pelecanus erythrorhynchos Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos
Brown Pelican Pelecanus occidentalis Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Double Crested Cormorant Phalacrocorax auritus American Kestrel Falco sparvarius

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus Merlin Falco columbarius

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus

Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias Prairie Falcon Falco mexicanus

Great Egret Ardea alba California Quail Callipepla californica
Snowy Egret Egretta thula Virginia Rail Rallus limicola

Cattle Egret Bubulcus ibis Sora Porzana carolina

Green Heron Butorides virescens Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus

Black Crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax American Coot Fulica americana

White Faced Ibis Plegadis chihi Black Bellied Plover Pulvialis squatarola

Swan Cygnus sp Semipalmated Plover Charadrius semipalmatus
Gadwall Anas strepera Baird's Sandpiper Calidris bairdii

Eurasian Wigeon Anas penelope Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos

American Wigeon Anas americana Dunlin Calidris alpina

Canvasback Aythya valisineria Long Billed Dowitcher Limnodromus scolopaceus

Ring Necked Duck Aythya collaris Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago

Greater Scaup Aythya marila Wilson's Phalarope Phalaropus tricolor
Lesser Scaup Aythya affinis Bonapartes Gull Larus philadelphia

Common Goldeneye Bucephala clangula Ring Billed Gull Larus delawarensis

Buffelhead Bucephala albeola California Gull Larus californicus

Hooded Merganser Lophodytes cucullatus Western Gull Larus occindentalis

Greater White-fronted Goose Anser albifrons Killdeer Chandrius vociferus

Snow Goose Chen caerulenscens Mountain Plover Chandrius montanus
Ross' Goose Chen rossii Black Necked Stilt Himantopus mexicanus

Canada Goose Branta canadensis American Avocet Recurvirostra americana

Wood Duck Aix sponsa Greater Yellowlegs Tringa melanoluca

Green Winged Teal Ansa crecca Lesser Yellowlegs Tringa flavipes

Mallard Anas platyrhynchos Solitary Sandpiper Tringa solitaria

Northern Pintail Anas acuta Spotted Sandpiper Actitius macularia
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Blue Winged Teal Anas discors Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus

Cinnamon Teal Anas cyanoptera Western Sandpiper Calidris mauri

Northern Shoveler Anas clypeata Least Sandpiper Calidris minutilla

Common Name Scientific Name Common Name Scientific Name
Bird Species Aves Bird Species Aves
Caspian Tern Sterna caspia Bushtit Psaltriparus minimus
Common Tern Sterna hirundo Red Breasted Nuthatch Sitta canadensis

Forster's Tern Sterna forsteri Bewick's Wren Thyromanes bewickii

Black Tern Chlidonias niger House Wren Troglodyres aedon

Black Skimmer Rhynchops niger Marsh Wren Cistothorus palustris

Rock Dove Columba livia Ruby Crowned Kinglet Regulus calendula

Band Tailed Pigeon Columba fasciata Blue-gray Gnatcatcher Polioptila caerulea
Spotted Dove Streptopelia chinensis Western Bluebird Sialia mexicana

Mourning Dove Zenaida macroura Mountain Bluebird Sialia currucoides

Common Ground Dove Columbina passerina Hermit Thrush Catharus guttatus

Barn Owl Tyto alba American Robin Turdus migratorius

Great Horned Owl Bubo virginianus Varied Thrush Ixoreus naevius

Burrowing Owl Athene cunicularia Wrentit Chamaea fasciata
Short Eared Owl Asio flammeus Northern Mockingbird Mimus polyglottos

Lesser Knighthawk Chordeiles acutipennis California Thrasher Toxostoma redivivum

Vaux's Swift Chaetura vauxi American Pipit Anthus rubescens

White Throated Swift Aeronautes saxatalis Cedar Waxwing Bombycilla cedrorum

Black Chinned Hummingbird Archilocus alexandri Phainopepla Phainopepla nitens

Costas Hummingbird Calypte costae Loggerhead Shrike Lanius ludovicianus
Anna's Hummingbird Calypte anna European Starling Sturnus vulgaris

Rufous Hummingbird Selasphorus rufus Least Bell's Vireo Vireo bellii

Allen's Hummingbird Selasphorus sasin Cassin's Vireo Vireo cassinii

Belted Kingfisher Ceryle alcyon Plumbeous Vireo Vireo plumbeus

Acorn Woodpecker Melanerpes formicivorus Hutton's Vireo Vireo huttoni

Nuttall's Woodpecker Picoides nuttallii Warbling Vireo Vireo gilvus
Downy Woodpecker Picoides pubescens Tennessee Warbler Vermivora peregrina

Northern Flicker Colaptes auratus Orange Crowned Warbler Vermivora celata

Red Breasted Sapsucker Saphyrapicus ruber Lucy's Warbler Vermivora luciae

Olive Sided Flycatcher Contopus cooperi Nashville Warbler Vermivora ruficapilla

Western Wood Pewee Contopus sordidulus Yellow Warbler Dendrocia petechia

Pacific Slope Flycatcher Empidonax difficilis Magnolia Warbler Dendrocia magnolia
Black Phoebe Sayornis nigricans Yellow Rumped Warbler Dendrocia coronata

Say's Phoebe Sayornis saya Black throated Gray Dendrocia nigrescens

Ash Throated Flycatcher Myiarchus cinerascens Townsend's Warbler Dendrocia townsendi

Tropical Kingbird Tyrannus melancholicus Hermit Warbler Dendrocia occidentalis

Cassin's Kingbird Tyrannus vociferans Palm Warbler Dendrocia palarum

Western Kingbird Tyrannus verticalis Black & White Warbler Mniotita varia
Eastern Kingbird Tyrannus tyrannus Common Yellowthroat Geothlypis trichas

Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris Wilson's Warbler Wilsonia pusilla

Tree Swallow Tachycineta bicolor Northern Waterthrush Seiurus noveboracensis

Violet Green Swallow Tachycineta thalassina Yellow Breasted Chat Icteria virens

N. Rough Winged Swallow Stelgidopteryx serripennis Summer Tanager Piranga rubra

Cliff Swallow Hirundo pyrrhonota Western Tanager Pirange ludoviciana
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Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica Black Headed Grosbeak Pheucticus melanocephalus

Western Scrub-jay Aphelocoma californica Blue Grosbeak Guiraca caerulea

American Crow Corvus brachyrhyncos Lazuli Bunting Passerine amoena
Common Raven Crovus corax Indigo Bunting Passerina cyanea

Mountain Chicadee Parus gambeli Green Tailed Towhee Pipilo chlorurus

2.3.5 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Regulatory Setting. The primary federal law protecting threatened and endangered species is the
Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA): 16 United States Code (USC), Section 1531, et seq.  See also
50 CFR Part 402.  This act and subsequent amendments provide for the conservation of endangered and
threatened species and the ecosystems upon which they depend.  Under Section 7 of this act, federal
agencies, such as the Federal Highway Administration, are required to consult with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) to ensure that
they are not undertaking, funding, permitting or authorizing actions likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of listed species or destroy or adversely modify designated critical habitat.  Critical habitat is
defined as geographic locations critical to the existence of a threatened or endangered species.  The
outcome of consultation under Section 7 is a Biological Opinion or an incidental take permit.  Section 3 of
FESA defines take as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect or any
attempt at such conduct.”

California has enacted a similar law at the state level, the California Endangered Species Act (CESA),
California Fish and Game Code, Section 2050, et seq. CESA emphasizes early consultation to avoid
potential impacts to rare, endangered, and threatened species and to develop appropriate planning to
offset project caused losses of listed species populations and their essential habitats.  The California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) is the agency responsible for implementing CESA.  Section 2081
of the Fish and Game Code prohibits "take" of any species determined to be an endangered species or a
threatened species.  Take is defined in Section 86 of the Fish and Game Code as "hunt, pursue, catch,
capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill." CESA allows for take incidental to
otherwise lawful development projects; for these actions an incidental take permit is issued by CDFG.
For projects requiring a Biological Opinion under Section 7 of the FESA, CDFG may also authorize
impacts to CESA species by issuing a Consistency Determination under Section 2080.1 of the Fish and
Game Code.
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Regional Federal and State Listed Species. The following table lists the regional sensitive species that
were identified using the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB).  Further evaluation of species
that may have habitat present in the project area is discussed immediately below in the following section.

Table 43.  Sensitive Species - Regional Federal and State Listed

Scientific Name Common
Name Status General Habitat

Description
Habitat
Present/Ab
sent

Rationale

Vireo bellii pusillus Least Bell’s
Vireo FT, ST

(Nesting) Summer
resident of
Southern Ca. in low
riparian in vicinity
of water or in dry
river beds below
2000 ft

P

Habitat associated with this species
is not present within the project site.
This species is know to be present
adjacent to the impact area, but was
not observed during general
surveys.

Athene cunicularia Burrowing Owl SSC

Subterranean
nester, dependent
upon burrowing
mammals, mot
notably, the
California ground
squirrel

P

Habitat associated with this species
may be present within the project
limits.  This species is historically
known to be present in this area
and during general surveys, signs of
possible presence were found.

Polioptila
californica

Coastal
California
gnatcatcher

FT,
SSC

Permanent resident
of coastal sage
scrub

A
The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Clemmys
marmorata pallida

Southwestern
pond turtle

FSC,
SSC

Permanent to
nearly permanent
water source,
vegetation mats or
mud banks

A
The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Phrynosoma
coronatum
blainvillei

San Diego
horned lizard SSC

Coastal sage
scrub, chaparral in
arid areas; friable
swallow sandy soils

A The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species

Berberis nevinii Nevin’s
Barberry FE , SE

Chaparral,
cismontane
woodlands, riparian
and coastal scrub

A
The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Dudleya
multicaulis

Many-stemmed
dudleya

CNPS
1B

Heavy often clayey
soils or grassy
slopes A

The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Malacothamnus
davidsonii

Davidson’s
bush mallow

FSC,
CNPS
1B

Coastal scrub,
riparian woodland,
chaparral,; sandy
washes

A The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Chorizanthe parryi
Fernandina

San Fernando
valley
spineflower

FC, SE Coastal scrub,
sandy soils A

The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species,
possibly extirpated

Calochortus
plummerae

Plaummer’s
mariposa lily

CNPS
1B

Rocky sandy
areas, usually
granitic or alluvial
material, many
habitat types

A The habitat within the project limits
is not suitable for this species.

Absent [A] means no further work needed.  Present [P] means general habitat is present and species may be present.  Status:
Federal Endangered (FE); Federal Threatened (FT); Federal Proposed (FP, FPE, FPT); Federal Candidate (FC), Federal Species of
Concern (FSC); State Endangered (SE); State Threatened (ST); Fully Protected (FP); State Rare (SR); State Species of Special
Concern (SSC); California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
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Regional Federal and State Listed Species with Highest Probability of Occurrence

Special status animal species that were listed in the CNDDB or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service species list,
including Least Bell’s Vireo, were further studied to determine the potential impacts that the project may
have and are discussed below.  The proposed project is currently not expected to affect these special
status animal species.

Prior Discussion of Bald eagle and Swainson’s hawk have been deleted from this section. The Bald
eagle, a State Endangered species, has been delisted from the Federally Threatened and Endangered
Species List as of August 08, 2007 and is not part of the current CNDDB list of species likely to occur in
this area.  Swainson’s hawk, a State Threatened species, is also not included as part of the current
CNDDB list of species likely to occur in this area.  No impacts to either of these species are anticipated
due to this project.

Discussion of Least Bell’s Vireo. Least Bell’s Vireo (Vireo bellii pusilla) is a state and federally listed
endangered species. These birds are small, measuring only 4.5 to 5.0 inches long (11.5-12.5 cm).  The
have short rounded wings, short straight bills and have a faint white eye ring.  The feathers of this vireo
are mostly gray above and pale below.  Least Bell’s Vireo’s are typically found in the dense deciduous
shrubs along riparian habitats as well as in ravines and along forest edges.  The range of the least Bell’s
Vireo is along the southern coastal areas of California as well as parts of Colorado, Indiana and Mexico.
This species is threatened by cowbird parasitism, habitat degradation and increases in agricultural land
use.

A search of the CNDDB revealed a 2004 occurrence of this species north of the project location in an
area adjacent to Woodley Park.  Also, a 2007 study done for the US Army Corps of Engineers identified 5
nesting pair of LVB along the Los Angeles River and a single pair and two transient LBV within the Oak
Woodland area located northwest of the dam structure. During several field surveys of the project area,
however, this species was not observed.  Additionally, the dense deciduous shrubs favored by this bird
are not found within the project footprint for the Selected Alternative 1.  No Federally identified Critical
Habitat is present in or adjacent to the project location.

Discussion of Burrowing Owl. The burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a California species of special
concern.  This owl is one of the smallest owls ranging in size from 7 – 10 in (19-25 cm) in height and is
brown with spots on back and bars on the front.  The burrowing owl is a ground nesting bird of prairie and
grassland habitats, typically using the burrows of ground squirrels.  Suitable habitat for this bird includes
low ground cover and adequate roosting sites. Burrowing owls are found in most states, but over the last
several decades has shown a rapid decline in numbers in California.  This decline in numbers is due
primarily to an increase in urbanization and development, resulting in a the loss of quality habitat.

A search of the CNDDB did not reveal any historic occurrences of this species. However the San
Fernando Audubon Society lists the burrowing owl as having a historic presence within the Sepulveda
Basin Preserve.  A preliminary, non-protocol, survey of the area did reveal suitable habitat at the very
southern point of the project area, however the presence of owls could not be determined.  Additional
protocol surveys will need to be done to definitively determine the presence or absence of burrowing owls
within the project site.

Environmental Consequences

Project Impacts (Least Bell’s Vireo). Due the to lack of suitable habitat found within the project site as
well as directly adjacent to the project area, it is not likely that the proposed alternatives would have a
direct impact on this species.

A study was recently done by Caltrans to analyze highway noise and anticipated impacts to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife. This study showed that there would be a temporary, but substantial increase in
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noise levels during the construction phase of this project associated with pile driving and other high noise
signature equipment, but a small increase overall from an increase in traffic noise, post construction.
Using information from this study and applying the interim guidelines developed in a recently published
report on the effects of highway noise on birds, it is anticipated that there would be little to no effect, direct
or indirect, on any least Bell’s vireo associated with this project.

Cumulative Effects (Least Bell’s Vireo).  Because direct impacts to this species are anticipated to be
very minimal or none at all, there will be no cumulative effects.

Project Impacts (Burrowing Owl).  The potential burrowing owl habitat is located directly in the path of
two of the proposed alternatives at the southern most corner of the project area. Either of these
alternatives, if chosen, may impact this habitat.

Cumulative Effects (Burrowing Owl).  Although there may be potential impacts to the habitat of this
species, mitigation can be done to minimize any cumulative impacts.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Avoidance and Minimization Efforts (Least Bell’s Vireo).  Standard avoidance and minimization
practices will be followed as outlined in the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

Compensatory Mitigation (Least Bell’s Vireo).  Presence of least Bell’s vireo was not determined within
the project site, and is not anticipated to occur within the project limits.  Prior to any construction activities,
a protocol level survey for will be done to verify absence of this species. However, if pre-construction
surveys reveal least Bell’s vireos within the project limits, Caltrans will enter into Formal Section 7
Consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service and obtain concurrence from the Department of Fish and
Game in accordance with DFG Code 2080.1.

Avoidance and Minimization Efforts (Burrowing Owl).  If burrowing owls are determined to be present
within the project area, passive translocation will be employed during the non-breeding season to
encourage nesting in an area away from the project location.  This passive translocation technique will be
used in accordance to the guidelines outlined by the Department of Fish and Game.

Compensatory Mitigation (Burrowing Owl).  Presence of burrowing owl was not determined within the
project site, therefore compensatory mitigation will not be required.  However, if owls are found prior to
construction, mitigation will be required according to Department of Fish and Game guidelines.

2.3.6 INVASIVE SPECIES

Regulatory Setting.  On February 3, 1999, President Clinton signed Executive Order 13112 requiring
federal agencies to combat the introduction or spread of invasive species in the United States.  The order
defines invasive species as “any species, including its seeds, eggs, spores, or other biological material
capable of propagating that species, that is not native to that ecosystem whose introduction does or is
likely to cause economic or environmental harm or harm to human health."  Federal Highway
Administration guidance issued August 10, 1999 directs the use of the state’s noxious weed list to define
the invasive plants that must be considered as part of the NEPA analysis for a proposed project.

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures.  In compliance with the Executive Order on
Invasive Species, E.O. 13112, and subsequent guidance from the Federal Highway Administration, the
landscaping and erosion control included in the project will not use species listed as noxious weeds.  In
areas of particular sensitivity, extra precautions will be taken if invasive species are found in or adjacent
to the construction areas.  These include the inspection and cleaning of construction equipment and
eradication strategies to be implemented should an invasion occur.
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2.3.7 BIOACOUSTICS AND HIGHWAY NOISE IMPACTS TO THE BIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT

Noise Study.  In November 2006, a noise study was conducted to determine the effects that the Route
405 / 101 connector project may have upon the wildlife inhabitants in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve Area.  This report addresses increase in traffic noise resulting from the project as well as noise
during construction that may cause an adverse impact on the wildlife in the area.

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and California Department of Transportation policies do not
address noise impact on wildlife species. However, because the United States Endangered Species Act
prohibits activities that would adversely affect habitats and the survival of endangered species, this study
was done to specifically assess impacts to the Wildlife Reserve that may occur from this project.

All relevant studies were done to determine existing and future noise and sound levels before, during and
after construction of the project alternatives.  A field noise investigation was conducted to determine
existing noise levels and gather information to develop and calibrate the noise model that was used for
predicting future traffic and construction noise levels.  Existing noise levels were recorded at several
locations throughout the wildlife reserve.  The analysis locations are acoustically representative of the
area of concern.  The existing ambient noise levels recorded ranged from 49 to 60 decibels (dBA).
Additionally, sound level readings, pertinent field data, and construction equipment noise emission
characteristics were used to develop the noise model for the area.  The noise model was then used to
predict expected traffic noise levels as well as equipment noise during construction activities.

The traffic and construction noise analysis indicated that construction activities, particularly the use of
impact pile drivers, would substantially increase noise levels in the area.  These increases, from 19 to 30
dBA, would be intermittent and temporary.  Construction noise abatement measures can effectively
reduce the noise impact during construction activities, and can consist of noise-suppressing sound
blankets, use of alternative equipment, and ensuring that all the equipment is in good working order.

Based on the studies so far conducted, it has been determined that the ambient noise levels in the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve will increase 1 to 4 dBA due to traffic noise from the new freeway
connector and on/off ramps and may experience temporary but substantial noise increase during the
construction phase of the project.  The levels of construction noise will depend on the type of equipment
being used and can reach very high levels when equipment with high noise signatures are used.
Construction noise abatement measures will be necessary if such equipment is used in order to reduce
expected construction noise levels in the area.  The final decision to implement construction noise
abatement will be made upon completion of the project design and requirements based on the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) guidelines and the Endangered Species Act.

Bioacoustics Report.  In September, 2007, a report was published which reviews literature and provides
input on several important issues with regard to the effects of highway construction and traffic noise on
birds.  This report was prepared for the Department of Transportation by Robert J. Dooling and Arthur N.
Popper of Environmental BioAcoustics LLC.

Three classes of potential effects on birds from highway noise were identified and include: (1) stress,
resulting in physiological and behavioral effects; (2) damage to avian hearing from acoustic over-
exposure; and (3) masking of important bioacoustic and communication signals.
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Also identified within the report are suggested interim compliance guidelines and a science-based
approach, using human and avian data from both the laboratory and the field, to address potential
impacts of noise on bird species.  The following is an excerpt summarizing  the findings of this reports as
well as a summary of the suggested interim guidance:

- Stress and physiological effects
- There are no studies definitively identifying traffic noise as the critical variable affect to

bird behavior near roadways and highways.
- There are well documented adverse effects of sustained traffic noise on humans

including stress, physiological and sleep disturbances, and changes in feelings of well
being.

- Traffic/construction noise below the bird’s masked threshold has no effect

- Acoustic over-exposure

- Birds are more resistant to both temporary and permanent hearing loss or to hearing
damage from acoustic overexposure than are humans and other animals that have been
tested.

- Birds can regenerate the sensory hair cells of the inner ear, thereby providing a
mechanism for recovering from intense acoustic over-exposure, a capability not found in
mammals.

- The studies of acoustic over-exposure in birds have considerable relevance for
estimating hearing damage effects of highway noise, non-continuous construction noise,
and for impulsive construction noise such as pile drivers.

- Masking

- Continuous noise of sufficient intensity in the frequency region of bird hearing can have a
detrimental effect on the detection and discrimination of vocal signals by birds.

- Noise in the spectral region of the vocalizations has a greater masking affect than noises
outside this range.  Thus, traffic noise will cause less masking than other environmental
noises of equal overall level but that contain energy in a higher spectral region around 2-
4 kHz (eg., insects, vocalizations of other birds).

- Generally, human auditory thresholds in quiet and in noise are better than that of the
typical bird which leads to the following:
- The typical human will be able to hear single vehicle, traffic noise, and construction

noise at a much greater distance from the roadway than will the typical bird, therby
providing a valuable, common sense, risk criterion.

- The typical human will be able to hear a bird vocalizing in a noisy environment at
twice the distance that a typical bird can.

- From our knowledge of (i) bird hearing in quiet and noise, (ii) the Inverse Square Law, (iii)
Excess Attenuation in a particular environment, and (iv) species-specific acoustic
characteristics of vocalizations, reasonable predictions can be made about possible
maximum communication distances between two birds in continuous noise.

- The amount of masking of vocalizations can be predicted from the peak in the total power
spectrum of the vocalization and the bird’s critical ratio (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio) at that
frequency of peak energy.

- Birds, like humans and other animals, employ a range of short term behavioral strategies,
or adaptations, for communicating in noise resulting in a doubling to quadrupling of the
efficiency of hearing in noise. (Dooling and Popper, 2007)

Interim Guidelines for Determining Effects.  Based on laboratory data, this report recommends several
guidelines – two dealing with hearing damage and threshold shift, on dealing with masking, and a fourth
dealing the stress and annoyance.  These guidelines are: (1) Noise levels less than 110 dBA continuous
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are extremely unlikely to cause hearing damage or permanent threshold shift in birds.  (2) Continuous
noise levels below 93 dBA are unlikely to cause even temporary threshold shifts in birds.  This value,
based solely on bird studies, is in harmony with much of the human literature. (3) At further distances
from the highway, once the level of highway noise falls below the ambient noise level (particularly in the
region of 2-4 kHz), there is little or no additional masking of communication signals beyond what already
occurs from natural ambient noise.  (4) In the  absence of empirical data from birds, levels of highway
noise known to annoy humans provide a useful interim guideline for the potential to cause physiological
stress and behavioral disturbance in birds.

Two common sense guidelines also arise from review of the data on masking.  First, the typical human
listener can hear highway noise at distances 2-4 times greater than can the typical bird.  It follows that
highway noise from either traffic or construction activity that is just barely audible to humans at any given
distance, almost certainly cannot be heard by birds at the same distance.  Second, the converse is also
true, if a human listener can barely hear a bird singing against a background of highway noise, masking
data suggest that another bird would have to be half again as close to that singing bird in order to hear it
(Dooling and Popper, 2007).

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures. The traffic and construction noise analysis
indicated that construction activities, particularly the use of impact pile drivers, may significantly increase
noise levels in the area.  Construction noise abatement measures can effectively reduce the noise impact
during construction.  The abatement measures will consist of noise-suppressing sound blankets, use of
alternative equipment, and ensuring that all the equipment is in good working order.
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2.4 CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

Traffic Impacts Related to Construction Activities.  It is expected that detailed construction staging
plans will be completed for the project, and that a detailed analysis of how traffic will be impacted during
the construction phase of the Preferred Alternative will be provided by Caltrans once these plans are
available.  The purpose of this section is to provide an overview or discussion of the expected traffic
impacts related to construction activities.  Similar projects have been constructed along Interstate 405
and other freeways within the Los Angeles metropolitan area in the recent past, and it is believed that this
project will have similar impacts.

Construction of the planned improvements will probably require the narrowing of traffic lanes and a loss of
shoulder areas for a prolonged period, thereby reducing the effective capacity of the freeway segments
and/or ramps where construction is taking place.  This can result in overall traffic delay increases by as
much as 10 percent or more during peak traffic periods.  The impact on traffic delays is particularly
significant when construction starts, due to spectator slowing and the need for the average driver to
adjust to changes in the roadway.  However, within one-to-two weeks after construction starts, regular
commuters usually become accustomed to driving through a construction zone and the amount of traffic
delays caused by construction decreases accordingly.  The following table details preliminary lane
closure plans for the Preferred Alternative.

Table 44.  Preliminary Lane Closure Plans During Construction

Duration Segment
Lane

Number Work Description
Alternative 1

  Stage 1
One

weekend
Northbound

US-101 6 Tie-in southbound I-405 connector to Northbound US-101.

  Stage 2A 3-4 months
Southbound

I-405 4
Tie-in southbound I-405 to US-101 northbound/southbound
connectors.

  Stage 2B 1-2 months

Southbound
I-405 on-
ramp at
Burbank

Boulevard On-ramp
Full on-ramp closure to tie-in southbound I-405 to US-101
connector and tie-in with the re-aligned on-ramp.

  Stage 2C
One

Weekend

Southbound
I-405 to US-

101
Connector Connector

Tie-in southbound I-405 connector to existing southbound US-101
connector.

  Stage 3A 1-2 months

Southbound
I-405 on-
ramp at
Burbank

Boulevard On-ramp Full on-ramp closure - tie-in to southbound I-405.

  Stage 3B
One

weekend
Southbound

I-405 3 Southbound I-405 onramp tie-in to southbound I-405.

Water Quality Impacts Related to Construction Activities. Pursuant to the Clean Water Act (Section
402), Caltrans has obtained from the SWRCB a NPDES permit that regulates storm water discharges
from Caltrans facilities. The permit requires Caltrans to maintain and implement an effective Storm Water
Management Plan (SWMP) that identifies and describes the BMPs used to reduce or eliminate the storm
water runoff discharge of pollutants to waters of drainage conveyances and waterways.  The SWMP is
the framework for developing and implementing guidance to meet permit requirements for Caltrans’ storm
water discharges.
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With respect to storm water quality, avoidance and minimization are accomplished by implementation of
approved BMPs, which are generally broken down into four categories: Pollution Prevention, Treatment,
Construction, and Maintenance BMPs.  Certain projects may require installation and maintenance of
permanent controls to treat storm water.  Selection and design of permanent project BMPs is primarily
refined in the next phase of the project: the Project Specifications and Estimates phase.

During construction activities, Caltrans has a comprehensive program for preventing water pollution via
the preparation and implementation of the aforementioned SWPPP and WPCP. Caltrans has also
developed and obtained the SWRCB approval of numerous BMPs for preventing water pollution during
construction. Caltrans construction BMPs, SWPPP, and WPCP also incorporate the requirements of the
SWRCB NPDES permit. This is all implemented jointly by both Caltrans, and the contractor hired to
construct the project, prior to construction.

Potential for Exposure of Workers to Geologic/Soils Hazards During Construction.  There are
currently no special considerations of provisions recommended as a result of this project and the geologic
conditions in the area, although, workers are subject to implementation and practice of general safety
practices within constructions zones.

Potential for Detrimental Hazardous Waste Impacts During Construction Activities.  The purpose of
the ISA is to identify, to the extent feasible, hazardous and potential hazardous waste problems within
and next to the right-of-way, and proposed project area.  Based on the results of historical research,
review of environmental databases, regulatory agency inquiries, and site reconnaissance, properties were
evaluated and classified as High, Moderate, or Low with regard to the potential for detrimental impacts
during construction activities for this project.  Of the (84) properties that were evaluated, the following (5)
properties of High or Moderate risk emerged, as presented in the following table.
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Table 45.  Identified Properties of Concern

Property Name/Address Description of Site Operations/Primary
Reasons for Risk Classification Data Source Risk Classification

Segment A (US-101)

Fashion Square Car Wash/
4625 Woodman Avenue

(approximately 0.10 mile SE of
the US-101 freeway

Car Wash, with underground storage tanks -
release to groundwater; status of "remedial

action"

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Segment D (I-405)

Chevron-Texaco Van Nuys
Terminal/15359 Oxnard

Street/approximately 0.10 mile
NE of the I-405 freeway

Petroleum bulk station, this facility was listed
on the Leaking Underground Storage Tank

(LUST), Resource Conservation Databases, as
well as the Recovery Act Generator

(RCRAGN) database maintained by the United
State Environmental Protection Agency and

the SPILLS database, maintained by the
California Regional Water Quality Control

Board

Reconnaissance,
Database, and

Historical
Documentation

High

Chevron/5600 Sepulveda
Boulevard/approximately 0.10

mile NE of I-405 freeway

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline to the soil

only, this facility is listed on the LUST database

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Shell Service Station/5556
Sepulveda

Boulevard/approximately 0.10
mile southeast from the I-405

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline to the soil

only, this facility is listed on the LUST database

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Segment E (I-405)

Unocal 76 Station/15410
Ventura

Boulevard/approximately 0.10
mile NW from the I-405

Gasoline station that has experienced an
unauthorized release of gasoline and is

currently listed on the LUST database as
undergoing "remedial action"

Reconnaissance,
Database Moderate

Air Quality and Construction-Related Emissions.  Construction activities associated with the proposed
project would be temporary and would last the duration of Project construction.  The discussion below has
concluded that Project construction would not create adverse pollutant emissions for any of the
alternatives under consideration.  Short-term impacts to air quality would occur during minor
grading/trenching, new pavement construction and the re-striping phase.  Additional sources of
construction related emissions include:

- Exhaust emissions and potential odors from construction equipment used on the construction
site as well as the vehicles used to transport materials to and from the site; and

- Exhaust emissions from the motor vehicles of the construction crew.

Project construction would result in temporary emissions CO, NOx, ROG, and PM10.  Stationary or mobile
powered on-site construction equipment includes trucks, tractors, signal boards, excavators, backhoes,
concrete saws, crushing and/or processing equipment, graders, trenchers, pavers and other paving
equipment.  The amount of worker trips to the site is unknown at this time.  However, given the high
volume of traffic in this area, the addition of worker trips will be inconsequential.  Based on the
insignificant relative amount of daily work trips required for Project construction, construction worker trips
are not anticipated to significantly contribute to or affect traffic flow on local roadways and are therefore
not considered significant.  During the demolition phase some asphalt concrete (AC) pavement and curbs
and gutters would have to be removed.
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In order to further minimize construction-related emissions, all construction vehicles and construction
equipment would be required to be equipped with the state-mandated emission control devices pursuant
to state emission regulations and standard construction practices.  After construction of the Project is
complete, all construction-related impacts would cease, thus resulting in a less than significant impact.
Short-term construction PM10 emissions would be further reduced with the implementation of required
dust suppression measures outlined within SCAQMD Rule 403 presented in Section 5.5.  Note that
Caltrans Standard Specifications for construction (Section 10 and 18 [Dust Control] and Section 39-3.06
[Asphalt Concrete Plants]) must also be adhered to.  Therefore, Project construction is not anticipated to
violate State or Federal air quality standards or contribute to the existing air quality violation in the air
basin.

Section 93.122(d)(2) of the EPA Transportation Conformity Rule requires that in PM10 non-attainment and
maintenance areas (for which the SIPs identify construction-related fugitive dust as a contributor to the
area problem), the RTIP should conduct the construction-related fugitive PM10 emission analysis.  The
2003 PM10 SIP/AQMP emissions budgets for SCAB include the construction and unpaved-road
emissions.  The 2006 RTIP PM10 regional emissions analysis includes the construction and unpaved road
emissions for conformity finding.

Mitigation of PM10 During Construction.  The approved 2003 Particulate Matter SIP contains provisions
calling for mitigation of PM10 emissions during construction.  Pursuant § 93.117, the Department, the
project sponsor, is required to stipulate to include, in its final plans, specification, and estimates, control
measures that will limit the emission of PM10 during construction.  Such control plans must be contained
in an applicable SIP.

The PM10 emissions is a composite of geologic and aerosol variety.  The prime concern during
construction is to mitigate geologic PM10 that occurs from earth movement such as grading.  The agency
who sponsored the PM10 SIP is SCAQMD with concurrence from the California Air Resource Board.
SCAQMD has established Rule 403 that addresses the mitigation PM10 by reducing the ambient
entrainment of fugitive dust and Rule 402 which requires that air pollutant emissions not be a nuisance
off-site.  Fugitive dust consists of solid particulate matters that becomes airborne due to human activity
(i.e. construction) and is a subset of total suspended particulates.  Likewise, PM10 is a subset of total
suspended particulates.  The Handbook states that 50% of total particulate matter suspended comprise of
PM10.  Hence, in mitigating for fugitive dust, emissions of geologic PM10 are reduced.

During construction of the proposed project, the property owner/development and its contractors shall be
required to comply with regional rules, which shall assist in reducing short-term air pollutant emissions.
SCAQMD Rule 402 requires that air pollutant emissions not be a nuisance off-site.  SCAQMD Rule 403
requires that fugitive dust be controlled with the best available control measures so that the presence of
such dust does not remain visible in the atmosphere beyond the property line of the emission source .
Two options are presented in Rule 403: monitoring of particulate concentrations or active control.
Monitoring involves a sampling network around the project with no additional control measures unless
specified concentrations are exceeded.  The active control option does not require any monitoring, but
requires that a list of measures be implemented starting with the first day of construction.

Rule 403 requires that “No person conducting active operations without utilizing the applicable best
available control measures included in Table 1 of this Rule to minimize Fugitive dust emissions from each
fugitive dust source type within the active operation.”
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Rule 403 requires that “Large Projects” implement additional measures.  A Large Project is defined as
“any active operations on property which contains 50 or more acres of disturbed surface area; or any
earth-moving operation with a daily earth-moving or throughput volume of 3,850 cubic meters (5,000
cubic yards) or more three times during the most recent 365 day period.  Depending on the scheduling of
grading of the project may be considered a Large Project under Rule 403.  Therefore, the project will be
required to implement the applicable actions specified in Table 2 of the Rule.  As a Large Operation, the
project would also be required to:

- Submit a fully executed Large Operation Notification (SCAQMD Form 403N) to the SCAQMD
Executive Officer within 7 days of qualifying as a large operation;

- Include, as part of the notification, the name(s), address(es), and phone number(s) of the
person(s) responsible for the submittal, and a description of the operation(s), including a map
depicting the location of the site;

- Maintain daily records to document the specific dust control actions taken, maintain such
records for a period of not less than three years; and make such records available to the
Executive Officer upon request.

- Install and maintain project signage with project contact signage that meets the minimum
standards of the Rule 403 Implementation Handbook, prior to initiating any earthmoving
activities.

- Identify a dust control supervisor that is employed by or contracted with the property
owner/developer, is on the site or available on-site within 30 minutes during working hours,
has the authority to expeditiously employ sufficient dust mitigation measures to ensure
compliance with all Rule requirements, and has completed the AQMD Fugitive Dust Control
Class and has been issued a valid Certificate of Completion for the class.

- Notify the SCAQMD Executive Officer in writing within 30 days after the site no longer
qualifies as a large operation.

Rule 403 also requires that the construction activities “shall not cause or allow PM10 levels exceed 50
micrograms per cubic meter when determined by simultaneous sampling, as the difference between
upwind and down wind sample.”  Large Projects that cannot meet this performance standard are required
to implement the applicable actions specified in Table 3 of Rule 403.  Rather than perform monitoring to
determine conformance with the performance standard, which will not reduce PM10 emissions, the project
shall implement all applicable measures presented in Rule 403 Table 3 regardless of conformance with
the Rule 403 performance standard.  This potentially results in a higher reduction of particulate emissions
than if these measures were implemented only after being determined to be required by monitoring.

Further, Rule 403 requires that that the project shall not “allow track-out to extend 25 feet or more in
cumulative length from the point of origin from an active operation.”  All track-out from an active operation
is required to be removed at the conclusion of each workday or evening shift.  Any active operation with a
disturbed surface area of five or more acres or with a daily import or export of 100 cubic yards or more of
bulk materials must utilize at least one of the measures listed at each vehicle egress from the site to a
paved public road.  All measures applicable to the construction activities associated with the project
should be implemented to the greatest extent feasible.

Noise Impacts Related to Construction.  During the construction phases of the project, noise from
construction activities may intermittently dominate the noise environment in the immediate area of
construction. Construction noise is regulated by Caltrans standard specifications, Section 7-1.01I, Sound
Control Requirements (7). These requirements state that noise levels generated during construction shall
comply with applicable local, state, and federal regulations and that all equipment shall be fitted with
adequate mufflers according to the manufacturers’ specifications.

The table below summarizes typical noise levels produced by construction equipment commonly used on
roadway construction projects. As indicated, equipment involved in construction is expected to generate
noise levels ranging from 70 to 90 dBA at a distance of 15 meters (50 feet). Noise produced by
construction equipment would be reduced over distance at a rate of about 6 dBA per doubling of distance.
No adverse noise impacts from construction are anticipated because construction would be conducted in
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accordance with Caltrans standard specifications and would be short-term, intermittent, and dominated by
local traffic noise. Implementing the following measures would minimize temporary construction noise
impacts:

- All equipment shall have sound-control devices no less effective than those provided on the
original equipment. No equipment shall have an unmuffled exhaust.

- As directed by the Engineer, the contractor shall implement appropriate additional noise
mitigation measures including, but not limited to, changing the location of stationary
construction equipment, turning off idling equipment, rescheduling construction activity,
notifying adjacent residents in advance of construction work, or installing acoustic barriers
around stationary construction noise sources.

Table 46.  Construction Equipment Noise

Equipment Maximum Noise Level, 15 m (50 ft) distance

Scrapers 89 dBA

Bulldozers 85 dBA

Heavy trucks 88 dBA

Backhoes 80 dBA

Pneumatic tools 85 dBA

Concrete pump 82 dBA

Source: Federal Transit Administration, 1995

Maintenance of Access During Construction.  There will be short-term (temporary) access problems
(pedestrian and vehicular) which will result from construction of the proposed project.  Thus, these
construction impacts are not considered permanent, and are therefore, below the level of significance as
defined by CEQA.  Funds have been allocated in order to provide a Traffic Management Plan (TMP),
which will be developed and incorporated as part of the project design and prior to the onset of
construction to minimize disruption to the existing traffic flow conditions.

A TMP typically serves to notify the motoring public and affected parties of construction dates, activities,
and alternate routes (if proposed as part of a project), in an effort to reduce the volume of traffic through
the area.  The TMP may also provide motorists with alternate routes around any congestion-related
delays.  The TMP will consist of the following elements to minimize construction related traffic and access
disruption:

1) Temporary traffic controls and signing shall be utilized
2) The implementation of traffic control procedures will be in conformance with the Caltrans

Traffic Manual
3) A minimum of two through travel lanes in each direction will be provided
4) Public information center
5) Additional project signing
6) Advertising in local and regional newspapers
7) Staff attendance at local neighborhood and business association meetings to inform

residents and merchants/landowners of project progress

Any bus stops located in the vicinity of the interchange will have to be relocated temporarily during
construction since pedestrians will not be allowed in construction areas.  The Department will order the
resident construction engineer to post notifications prior to each bus stop relocation.  The Department will
coordinate its efforts with the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA), Los Angeles Department of
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Transportation (LADOT), and all other appropriate transit agencies with operations in the area.  A
pedestrian traffic detouring plan shall be developed and implemented in order to ensure the safety of
pedestrians, as well as to minimize pedestrian traffic disruption.

Additional Public Safety Measures During Construction.  Whenever the Contractor’s operations
create a condition hazardous to traffic or to the public, the Contractor will furnish, erect, and maintain
fences, temporary railing, barricades, lights, signs, and other devices, and take such other protective
measures that are necessary to prevent accidents or damage or injury to the public.

- The contractor shall also furnish flaggers as are necessary to give adequate warning to traffic
or to the public of any dangerous conditions to be encountered.

- Construction equipment shall enter and leave the highway via existing ramps and crossovers
and shall move in the direction of public traffic.  All movements of workmen and construction
equipment on or across lanes open to public traffic shall be performed in a manner that will
not endanger public traffic.

- Pedestrian openings through falsework shall be paved or provided with full width continuous
wood walks and shall be kept clear.  Pedestrians shall be protected from falling objects and
curing water for concrete.  All pedestrian openings through falsework shall be illuminated.

- No material or equipment shall be stored where it will interfere with the free and safe passage
of public traffic, and at the end of each day’s work and at other times when construction
operations are suspended for any reason, the Contractor shall remove all equipment and
other obstructions from that portion of the roadway open for use by public traffic.

- The Preferred Alternative would take approximately 3 years to construct.  Caltrans would
stage the work in order to minimize the impact to the traveling motorists as well as the non-
motorists. Alternative 1 would not pose impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve or
Woodley Park.

- Construction work on local streets would require taking (reducing) lanes during the day
although access in each direction would still be maintained. At this time, it is not possible to
gage how long this would remain.  Caltrans does not detour traffic into residential
neighborhoods.

- Construction often requires night work. CALTRANS would conform to all City of Los Angeles
noise ordinances. At this time, it is not possible to gage how long night work would be
required.

- Construction work would be done in stages (in pieces rather than all at once) to allow non-
motorists access through the project site during construction.  Pedestrian crossings would be
maintained through the construction zone.

Caltrans Public Awareness Campaign During Construction of the Preferred Alternative.  Prior to
the start of construction, Caltrans and/or a Caltrans public relations consultant shall oversee and be
responsible for implementation of the following elements of the project’s Public Awareness Campaign:

- Coordinate and implement a pre-construction community meeting, as well as, other
construction information meetings as necessary

- Create, operate, and maintain a 1-800 hotline that interested individuals can call to find out
the latest construction information, as well as, to ask questions and file complaints

- Create and implement newspaper ads, radio ads, and press releases to announce new
detours, road closures, work schedules, staging, and other pertinent construction information

- Mail construction notice flyers to all residences within a 1 to 2 mile radius of construction
zones

- Caltrans will assign a resident engineer to oversee the construction of the project.  The
resident engineer will also handle any questions and complaints.  Upon commencement of
construction, the resident engineer’s phone number will be made available.

- Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and
inspector to ensure that the contractor is implementing correct, accurate, clear, intuitive, and
conscientious construction signage throughout the entire project area to ensure motorist and
pedestrian safety and convenience
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- Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and
inspector to ensure that the contractor immediately eradicates the following within the
construction zones: i) homeless encampments  ii) illegal dumping iii) graffiti iv) and other
adverse quality of life issues that could negatively affect the community

- Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and
inspector to ensure that complaints are immediately addressed and the reported problems
immediately eradicated.
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2.5 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Regulatory Setting.  Cumulative impacts are those that result from past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions, combined with the potential impacts of this project.  A cumulative effect
assessment looks at the collective impacts posed by individual land use plans and projects.  Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor, but collectively substantial impacts taking place over a period
of time.

Cumulative impacts to resources in the project area may result from residential, commercial, industrial,
and highway development, as well as from agricultural development and the conversion to more intensive
types of agricultural cultivation.  These land use activities can degrade habitat and species diversity
through consequences such as displacement and fragmentation of habitats and populations, alteration of
hydrology, contamination, erosion, sedimentation, disruption of migration corridors, changes in water
quality, and introduction or promotion of predators.  They can also contribute to potential community
impacts identified for the project, such as changes in community character, traffic patterns, housing
availability, and employment.

CEQA Guidelines, Section 15130, describes when a cumulative impact analysis is warranted and what
elements are necessary for an adequate discussion of cumulative impacts.  The definition of cumulative
impacts, under CEQA, can be found in Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines.  A definition of cumulative
impacts, under NEPA, can be found in 40 CFR, Section 1508.7 of the CEQ Regulations.

Cumulative Impacts Related to Construction

Cumulative impacts have been identified that are related to TEMPORARY construction-related activities,
and in regard to noise, dust, and access, amongst other activities.  Caltrans has established minimization
measures and Best Management Practices (BMPs) to ensure compliance with all established standards
in the interests of maintaining a healthy environment in the surrounding project area.  Caltrans also
ensures that this project will  not be constructed simultaneously with any other Caltrans project on the I-
405 freeway, or simultaneously with any other City of Los Angeles or County of Los Angeles roadway
improvement projects in the vicinity of the project area. Other Caltrans improvement projects on Interstate
405 are listed below, complete with construction dates, which may be preliminary, and subject to change
at any time.
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Other Caltrans Improvement Projects on Interstate-405

EA 19590 | Southbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 29.2/32.1
From I-10/I-405 Interchange to Waterford Street
Add auxiliary lane, add carpool lane
Construction: 4/2005-9/2008

EA 1667U | Southbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 31.9/39.7
From Waterford Street to I-405/US-101 Interchange
Construct southbound carpool lane
Construction completed

EA 19100 | Northbound Interstate 405 Auxiliary Lane
Mile Marker 37.0/39.0
Add auxiliary lane from Mulholland Drive
Construction completed

EA 20120 | Northbound Interstate 405 Gap Closure
Mile Marker : 38.7/39.4
Carpool gap closure with structure
Construction: 3/2005-8/2008

EA 19130 | Northbound Interstate 405 to Southbound US Route 101 Widening
Mile Marker: 39.0/39.4
Widen northbound I-405 to southbound US-101 connector
Construction completed

EA 19962 | Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 38.8/40.1
Construct carpool lane from Greenleaf to Burbank Boulevard
Construction completed

EA 12030 | Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 17.14
Construct carpool lane from National Boulevard to Greenleaf Street
Construction: 12/2008-4/2013

EA 1178U | Southbound & Northbound Interstate 405 Carpool Lane
Mile Marker: 25.9/29.5
Construct carpool lane from Route 90 to Interstate 10
Construction: 10/2004-3/2010
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To further avoid significant and cumulative construction-related impacts, Caltrans shall:

- Implement a Public Awareness Campaign for the I-405/US-101 Connector Improvement
Project as previously mentioned in the construction impacts section.  Caltrans and/or a
Caltrans public relations consultant shall actively oversee and be responsible for
implementation of this campaign.

- All city street improvements/mitigation as discussed in Section 2.1.5 (Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities) is expected to be completely within Caltrans
and City of Los Angeles right-of-way, and therefore, right-of-way impacts to adjacent
residential and business properties is not required, nor expected.

- All city street improvements/mitigation as discussed in Section 2.1.5 (Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities) would be properly phased and staged
during implementation to ensure that the area does not experience significant, simultaneous,
or cumulative construction-related impacts.

- Caltrans and the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) shall continue to refine
the city street improvements/mitigation as discussed in Section 2.1.5 (Traffic and
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities), and shall jointly ensure that all associated
impacts are avoided, minimized, and mitigated to the maximum practicable extent in any
necessary environmental reevaluation/addendum, to avoid any significant cumulative and
construction-related impacts.

Cumulative Impacts in Relation to Climate Change

Regulatory Setting.  While climate change has been a concern since at least 1988, as evidenced by the
establishment of the United Nations and World Meteorological Organization’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), the efforts devoted to greenhouse gas  (GHG) emissions reduction and climate
change research and policy have increased dramatically in recent years.  In 2002, with the passage of
Assembly Bill 1493 (AB 1493), California launched an innovative and pro-active approach to dealing with
GHG emissions and climate change at the state level.  AB 1493 requires the Air Resources Board (ARB)
to develop and implement regulations to reduce automobile and light truck GHG emissions; these
regulations will apply to automobiles and light trucks beginning with the 2009 model year.

On June 1, 2005, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-3-05.  The goal of this
Executive Order is to reduce California’s GHG emissions to:  1) 2000 levels by 2010, 2) 1990 levels by
the 2020 and 3) 80% below the 1990 levels by the year 2050.  In 2006, this goal was further reinforced
with the passage of Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32), the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006.  AB 32 sets the
same overall GHG emissions reduction goals while further mandating that ARB create a plan, which
includes market mechanisms, and implement rules to achieve “real, quantifiable, cost-effective reductions
of greenhouse gases.”   Executive Order S-20-06 further directs state agencies to begin implementing AB
32, including the recommendations made by the state’s Climate Action Team.

Climate change and GHG reduction is also a concern at the federal level; however, at this time, no
legislation or regulations have been enacted specifically addressing GHG emissions reductions and
climate change.

The Project Within the Context of Climate Change.  According to a recent white paper by the
Association of Environmental Professionals , “an individual project does not generate enough greenhouse
gas emissions to significantly influence global climate change.  Global climate change is a cumulative
impact; a project participates in this potential impact through its incremental contribution combined with
the cumulative increase of all other sources of greenhouse gases.

The Department and its parent agency, the Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency, have taken
an active role in addressing GHG emission reduction and climate change.  Recognizing that 98 percent of
California’s GHG emissions are from the burning of fossil fuels and 40 percent of all human made GHG
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emissions are from transportation, the Department has created and is implementing the Climate Action
Program at Caltrans (December 2006).

One of the main strategies in the Department’s Climate Action Program to reduce GHG emissions is to
make California’s transportation system more efficient.  The highest levels of carbon dioxide from mobile
sources, such as automobiles, occur at stop-and-go speeds (0-25 miles per hour) and speeds over 55
mph.  Relieving congestion by enhancing operations and improving travel times in high congestion travel
corridors will lead to an overall reduction in GHG emissions.

The Department recognizes the concern that carbon dioxide emissions raise for climate change.
However, modeling and gauging the impacts associated with an increase in GHG emissions levels,
including carbon dioxide, at the project level is not currently possible.  No federal, state or regional
regulatory agency has provided methodology or criteria for GHG emission and climate change impact
analysis.  Therefore, the Department is unable to provide a scientific or regulatory based conclusion
regarding whether the project’s contribution to climate change is cumulatively considerable.

The Department continues to be actively involved on the Governor’s Climate Action Team as ARB works
to implement AB 1493 and AB 32.  As part of the Climate Action Program at Caltrans (December 2006),
the Department is supporting efforts to reduce vehicle miles traveled by planning and implementing smart
land use strategies:  job/housing proximity, developing transit-oriented communities, and high density
housing along transit corridors.  The Department is working closely with local jurisdictions on planning
activities; however, the Department does not have local land use planning authority.  The Department is
also supporting efforts to improve the energy efficiency of the transportation sector by increasing vehicle
fuel economy in new cars, light and heavy-duty trucks.  However it is important to note that the control of
the fuel economy standards is held by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and ARB.
Lastly, the use of alternative fuels is also being considered; the Department is participating in funding for
alternative fuel research at the University of California Davis.
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CHAPTER 3 | COMMENTS AND COORDINATION

Early and continuing coordination with the general public and appropriate public agencies is an essential
part of the environmental process to determine the scope of environmental documentation, the level of
analysis, potential impacts and mitigation measures and related environmental requirements.  Agency
consultation and public participation for this project have been accomplished through a variety of formal
and informal methods, including:  project development team meetings, interagency coordination
meetings, Scoping meetings, etc.  This chapter summarizes the results of the Department’s efforts to fully
identify, address and resolve project-related issues through early and continuing coordination.

Scoping

What is Scoping?  Scoping is a process designed to examine a proposed project early in the
Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) analysis and review process.
Scoping is intended to identify the range of issues raised by the proposed project and to outline feasible
alternatives or mitigation measures to avoid potentially significant environmental effects. The Scoping
process inherently stresses EARLY consultation with local agencies, responsible agencies, review
agencies, trustee agencies, cooperating agencies, tribal governments, elected officials,
interested/affected individuals, any other stakeholders, and any federal agency whose approval or
funding of the proposed project will be required for completion of the project.

Scoping is considered an effective way to bring together and resolve the concerns of other agencies and
individuals who may potentially be affected by the proposed project, as well as other interested persons,
such as the general public, who might not be in accord with the action on environmental grounds.

Scoping Procedures for the Proposed Project.  At this time, the environmental document for this project is
an EA/IS, not an EIS/EIR. The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations do not require an EA/IS to undergo formal Scoping
procedures. However, consistent with Caltrans’ early involvement philosophy, and in light of the project’s
vital importance, scoping procedures were undertaken.

The hope was to ensure that the concerns of ALL stakeholders were known early in the process and
incorporated into the environmental analyses and CEQA/NEPA/Section 4(f) document. During the
Scoping period, the Department solicited comments and input from all stakeholders and attempted to
ensure their early involvement in the project development and environmental process.

Scoping was conducted from May 22, 2006 to June 30, 2006. Public Scoping Notification ads were
placed in the following newspapers on the following dates:

Los Angeles Times:  June 1, 2006
Daily News: June 1, 2006
La Opinion: June 1, 2006
Studio City Sun: June 8, 2006
Sherman Oaks Sun: June 8, 2006
Note: Publication dates varied because the Studio City Sun and the Sherman Oaks Sun do
          not publish daily.

Public Scoping Notification letters were mailed (postmarked May 30, 2006) to every individual, official,
business, and agency listed in the project mailing list. To view the project mailing list, please refer to the
Appendices section of this document. In addition to the Public Scoping Notification Letters, residents in a
half-mile radius of the proposed project area were also mailed a Scoping Notification newsletter
(postmarked May 30, 2006). All told, Public Scoping Notification letters and newsletters were sent to
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approximately 1,126 property owners, residents, local businesses, pertinent public agencies and federal,
state, and local elected officials.

Consistent with the aforementioned goals of Scoping, the aforementioned Scoping notification newspaper
ad, letter, and newsletter solicited project participation from all stakeholders and encouraged the
interested public to submit written comments, questions, and concerns to:

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director
Division of Environmental Planning
California Department of Transportation
100 South Main Street, MS-16A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

The Scoping Notification newspaper ad, letter, and newsletter also invited the public to the Public Scoping
Meeting held on Wednesday, June 14, 2006, from 6:00 to 8:00 PM, at Valley Beth Shalom located at
15739 Ventura Boulevard, in the community of Encino, in the City of Los Angeles.

Please refer to the Appendices section of this document to view the said Scoping Notification newspaper
ads, letters, and flyers, as well as, for copies of the formal written comments received from the public
during the Scoping period. The Department’s responses to those comments will be provided in the
Appendices section of the final draft of this environmental document (after the public comment period and
public hearing).

The following table provides a brief summary of Scoping Comments:
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Table 47.  Summary of Scoping Comments
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Consultation and Coordination

PID Phase of the Project.  The Project Initiation Document (PID) phase of the project is the time during
which the project’s feasibility, schedule, cost, impacts, and design alternatives are studied at a preliminary
and a conceptual level. Coordination with the project’s primary stakeholders begins during this phase. In
this case, it was at this time that Caltrans engineers first began coordination with the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). In a letter dated December 15, 2000, the USACE conceptually approved this
project. Please refer to the Appendices Section of this document to view the letter.

Value Analysis Phase of the Project.  Value Analysis (VA) or Value Engineering (VE) is a function-
oriented, structured, multi-disciplinary team approach to solving problems or identifying improvements.
The goal of any VA Study is to: Improve value by sustaining or improving performance attributes (of the
project, product, and/or service being studied) while at the same time reducing overall cost (including
lifecycle operations and maintenance expenses).

During this phase of the project, a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary team was assembled to study the
existing alternatives alongside the Department, as well as to propose new design alternatives, and if
necessary, drop existing design alternatives. This phase was conducted during: August 5, 6, 7 of 2003
and August 19, 20, 21 of 2003.

The stakeholders whom were invited and attended were representatives of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the City of Los Angeles.  Below is the Value Analysis attendance grid.

Table 48.  Value Analysis Attendance Grid
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Pre-Scoping Phase of the Project.  Prior to the Scoping phase of the project, the Department met with
various stakeholders to discuss the proposed project, the upcoming Scoping period for the project and its
public participation invitation to all stakeholders and interested individuals. The emphasis of the dialogue
was to begin gathering comments on the project’s potential impacts to the Sepulveda Dam, the
Sepulveda Basin, the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, Woodley Park, and the neighboring communities.

- The Department met with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on October 26, 2005.
- The Department met with the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks on

March 23, 2006.
- The Department met with the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge Steering Committee

Members, first onsite at the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, then at City of Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks offices.

- The Department provided a project briefing to the field deputies and the representatives from
the offices of pertinent elected officials on June 12, 2006.

Scoping Phase of the Project.  During the Scoping phase of the project, the Department conducted the
outreach efforts discussed previously in the Scoping Procedures Section of this document. The following
outreach efforts were also performed:
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- On June 5, 2006, the previously discussed Scoping Notification letter and newsletter were
hand-delivered to approximately 30 residences on and around La Maida Street, which is
located immediately southeast of the I-405/U.S.-101 interchange. These residences were
also personally invited to the June 14, 2006 Public Scoping Meeting. These residents would
have been the most likely to be directly and indirectly impacted by rejected Alternative 4 of
the proposed project.

- The previously discussed Scoping Notification letter and newsletter were also placed at a
number of repository locations in the area along with a repository drop letter. These
repository locations primarily included all local public libraries.

- The Department provided a project briefing to the field deputies and the representatives from
the offices of pertinent elected officials prior to the June 14, 2006 Public Scoping Meeting.

Post-Scoping Phase of the Project. After conclusion of the Scoping phase of the project, the
Department performed the additional outreach efforts:

- The Department provided a project briefing to City of Los Angeles Council member Tony
Cardenas on June 27, 2006. The emphasis of the dialogue was on the project’s potential
impacts to the Sepulveda Dam, the Sepulveda Basin, the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge,
Woodley Park, and the neighboring communities.

- The Department provided a project briefing to the United Chambers of Commerce on August
21, 2006.

- The Department provided a project briefing to the field deputies and the representatives from
the offices of pertinent elected officials on January 17, 2007.

- The Department met with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on June 19, 2007 to provide a
project status update and presentation. The discussion ranged from the various project
alternatives to the project’s various design and environmental constraints. The Department
also provide the Corps with the following project technical studies for their review and
comment:

a) Floodplain Impact Report and Mitigation Proposals
b) Natural Environment Study Report (biological impact report)
c) Bioacoustics Study (noise impact report to Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve)
d) Historic Property Survey Report
e) Engineering Design Drawings for Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and 4
Traffic Noise Investigation Report was also submitted in June 2007

- The Department received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated October 9,
2007.

- The Department replied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ October 9, 2007 letter with a
letter dated December 27, 2007.

- The Department was contacted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on January 9, 2008.
The Corps indicated that they had misplaced the Floodplain Study and Mitigation Proposals
presented to them on June 19, 2007 and proceeded to request an electronic copy via email.
The Department provided the Corps with the requested electronic copy via email, same day.

- On February 26, 2008, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers inquired via email about the status
of the draft EA/IS. Caltrans provided the status update, same day.

- The Department received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated February 25,
2008 regarding its status as a cooperating agency.

- The Department replied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ February 25, 2008 letter with a
letter dated March 17, 2008.

- The Department received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated March 28,
2008 regarding its status as a cooperating agency.

- The Department replied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ March 28, 2008 letter with a
letter dated April 21, 2008.

- The Department received a letter from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated April 23,
2008 regarding the project’s Section 4(f) Evaluation.
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The aforementioned correspondence can be viewed in the appendices section of this document.

Pre-Public Comment Period Meeting with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The Department provided a project briefing to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on April 3, 2008. At that
time, the Department provided to the Corps the following pre-draft items:

- The Section 4(f) Evaluation
- The biological impact portion of the draft EA/IS
- The floodplain/hydraulic impact portion of the draft EA/IS

Draft EA/IS Public Comment Period and Public Hearing.
The public comment period and public hearing timeline was as follows:
Start of 45 day public comment period: April 14, 2008
Elected Official/Field Deputy Briefing: May 7, 2008
Public Hearing: May 14, 2008
End of public comment period: May 28, 2008
Preferred Alternative selected: June 2008

The Caltrans Division of Public Affairs issued a press release for this project on May 14, 2008.
The following Public Notice newspaper ad appeared in the following newspapers, on the specified dates:
Daily News: April 14, 2008
Jewish Journal: April 18, 2008
Telemundo: April 17, 2008
LA Watts Times: April 17, 2008

The following Announcement of Public Hearing newspaper ad appeared in the following newspapers, on
the specified dates:

Daily News: May 7, 2008
Jewish Journal: May 9, 2008
Telemundo: May 8, 2008
LA Watts Times: May 8,2008

At the start of the 45 day public comment period, the Department sent the draft version of this EA/IS to all
of the project stakeholders discussed in the aforementioned Scoping section, as well as the numerous
new individuals that were added to the project mailing list database during and after the Scoping period.
To view the project mailing list, please refer to the appendices section of this document.

The Department solicited questions, comments, and concerns from all stakeholders regarding the
proposed project and its potential environmental and community impacts, as discussed in the draft EA/IS.
The Department held a public hearing so that all stakeholders could voice their questions, comments, and
concerns in person. All written comments received during this Public Comment Period, as well as verbal
comments made at the public hearing, were considered formal comments and become part of the public
record. The Department responded/addressed all formal comments in this final draft EA/IS.
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CHAPTER 4 | LIST OF PREPARERS

Caltrans District 7, Division of Environmental Planning
Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director
Aziz Elattar, Office Chief
Eduardo Aguilar, Branch Chief (CEQA/NEPA)
Mine Struhl, Associate Environmental Planner (Section 4f, Section 6f)
Eddie Isaacs, Environmental Planner (CEQA/NEPA, PR, Section 6f)
Joel Bonilla, Environmental Planner (CEQA/NEPA, GIS)
Anthony R. Baquiran, Environmental Planner (CEQA/NEPA, Community Impact Assessment)
Grant Nierenberg, SA (CEQA/NEPA)
Dale Jones, District 7 Headquarters Coordinator (HQ Reviewer)
Iris Malsman, District 7 Legal Counsel (Legal Reviewer)

Project Development Team/Specialists:
Caltrans District 7, Division of Environmental Planning

Paul Caron, Branch Chief (Biology)
Maureen Doyle, Project Biologist
Kelly Schmoker, Project Biologist
Dawn Kukla, Branch Chief (Paleontological Services)
Gary Iverson, Branch Chief (Cultural Resources)
Kelly Ewing-Toledo, Associate Architectural Historian
Alex Kirkish, Associate Archaeologist
Cheryl Henderson, Branch Chief (QA/QC Reviewer)

Caltrans District 7, Division of Project Development
Derek Higa, Design Manager
Itti Tewinpagti, Project Engineer

Caltrans District 7, Division of Project Management
Edward Andraos, Office Chief
Ashraf Habbak, Project Manager

Air Quality Assessment Consultants
Mestre Greve Associates:

Fred Greve
Matthew B. Jones

Caltrans District 7, Office of Right of Way
Dan Dunn, Senior Right of Way Agent (Relocation Impact Study)
Dorothy Straum, Right of Way Agent (Relocation Impact Study)
Cynthia Stroud, Right of Way Agent (Relocation Impact Study)

Caltrans District 7, Office of Environmental Engineering and Feasibility Studies
Andrew Yoon, Senior Transportation Engineer (Air Quality Reviewer)
Ayubur Rahman, Senior Transportation Engineer (Hazardous Waste)
Jin S. Lee, Senior Transportation Engineer (Traffic Noise Investigations)
Upa Patel, Transportation Engineer (Hazardous Waste)
Andy Woods, Transportation Engineer (Air Quality)
Roland Cerna, Transportation Engineer (Traffic Noise Investigations)
Arnold Parmar, Transportation Engineer (Traffic Noise Investigations)
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Caltrans District 7, Office of Landscape Architecture
Patti Watanabe, Senior Landscape Architect (Visual Impact Assessment)
Keith Sellers, Landscape Architect (Visual Impact Assessment)

Caltrans District 7, Headquarters Engineering Geology
Cuong Yip, Engineering Geologist

Caltrans District 7, Office of Traffic Operations
Kirk Patel, Senior Transportation Engineer (Caltrans Traffic Study Reviewer)
Ashraf Hanna, Transportation Engineer (Caltrans Traffic Study Reviewer)

Traffic Study Consultants
IBI Group:

David Chow
Lydia LaPoint

Caltrans District 7, Office of Engineering Services/Hydraulics
Dave Bhalla, Senior Transportation Engineer (Location Hydraulics Study)
Loi Lam, Transportation Engineer (Location Hydraulics Study)

Caltrans District 7, Storm Water Unit
Shirley Pak, Senior Transportation Engineer
Maria Agustin, Transportation Engineer
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CHAPTER 5 | DISTRIBUTION LIST
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ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE CHECKLIST

This checklist identifies physical, biological, social and economic factors that might be
affected by the proposed project. ln many cases, background studies performed in connection
with the projects indicate no impacts. A NO IMPACT answer in the last column reflects this
determination. Where there is a need for clarifying discussion, the discussion is included in
Section Vl following the checklist. The words "significant" and "significance" used throughout
the following checklist are related to CEQA, not NEPA, impacts.

Less Than
Significant

With Less Than
Mitigation Significant No

lncorporation lmpact lmpact

I
tr
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I

tr
tr
tr
T

T
tr
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tr

tr
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T
T

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

l. AESTHETICS -- Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but
not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic highway?

c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings?

d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the
area?

Selected Alternative 1 requires the construction of new connector/bridge structures that will infringe upon the
Sepulveda Dam spillway. The new structures would create some visual distraction, especially to motorists using the
southbound l-405 and northbound US-101 freeways. Mountain views in the distance would remain intact, but the
new, man-made structures would obstruct some views of existing, mature vegetation. Caltrans and the FHWA
mandate that a qualitative/aesthetic approach will be taken to mitigate for visual qualiÇ loss in the project area.
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ll. AGRICULTURE RESOURCES: ln determining
whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant
environmental effects, lead agencíes may refer to the
California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site
Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the Califomia
Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in
assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland. Would
the project:

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide lmportance (Farmland), as shown
on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?

b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act contract?

c) lnvolve other changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use?

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

wirh
Mitigation

lncorporation

Less Than
Significant No
lmpact lmpact

tr
tr

T
T

tr
tr

T
tr

lll. AIR QUALITY - Where available, the significance
criteria established by the applicable air quality
management or air pollution control district may be
relied upon to make the following determinations. Would
the project:

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation

Less Than
Significant No
lmpact lmpact

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?

c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-
attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient
air quality standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?
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lV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES -- Would the project:

Potentially
Signifìcant

lmpact

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural communiÇ identified in
local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?

c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?

d) lnterfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?

0 Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

Selected Alternative 1 will have impacts to the small wetland area west, and adjacent to the shoulder of the l-405
freeway. Caltrans proposes to mitigate for these impacts by providing additional funding to the Bull Creek Restoration
Project and Sepulveda Wetlands Park Project. Funding is specified at roughly twenty percent of the total budget for
each project. These proposals are, however, subject to change at any time, after further coordination of a fìnal
mitigation plan in cooperation with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG), and the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) during the permitting phase of the
project.

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation

Less Than
Significant No
lmpact lmpact
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Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No

lmpact lncorporation lmpact lmpact

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES -- Would the project:

a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined in

s15064.5?

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to

s15064.5?

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?

d) Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

Selected Alternative 1 will result in an adverse effect to the National Register eligible Sepulveda Dam under Adverse
Effect Criterion 2(i), 2(ii), 2(iv) and 2(v). Specific design measures will be implemented during the design phase of
the project to mitigate adverse effects to the National Register eligible Sepulveda Dam.
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Vl. GEOLOGY AND SOILS - Would the project:

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation

Less Than
Significant No

lmpact lmpact
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a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving:

i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on
the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning
Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based
on other substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 42.

ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?

iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?

iv) Landslides?

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable,
or that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-
1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating
substantial risks to life or property?

e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste
waer?
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Vll. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS -would the project:

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation

Less Than
Significant

lmpact

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involvíng the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?

c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within
one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?

d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment?

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip,
would the project result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area?

S) lmpair implementation of or physically interfere with
an adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?

No
lmpact

tr
tr
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Vlll. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY -- Would the
project:

Less Than
Potentially

Significant
lmpact

a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements?

b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level (e.9., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned
uses for which permits have been granted)?

c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would
result in flooding on- or off-site?

e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed
the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage
systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

S) Place housing within a 1O0-year flood hazard area as
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
lnsurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map?

h) Place within a '1 0O-year flood hazard area structures
which would impede or redirect flood flows?

i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a
result of the failure of a levee or dam?

j) lnundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

Selected Alternative 1 calls for the construction of connector bridges to cross the spillway outlet area of the
Sepulveda Dam in order to connect to the US-101. A portion of the earthfill embankment of the dam adjacent to
northbound US-101 will be modified to accommodate the change. These encroachments would not substantially
affect the dam's operations, but will require mitigation measures to replace the dam's storage volume. Mitigation
measures for the selected alternatives are strictly based upon reservoir water surface elevation criteria, irrespective
of downstream channel conditions. The project has been conceptually approved by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Los Angeles District) which has regulatory responsibility for the Dam, and the reservoir lands. lt is
possible that other solutions could be provided by the USACE in the forthcoming phases of this project. For specific
information, please refer to section 2.2.1 tilled Hydrology and Floodplain within the Physical Environment section of
the environmental document.
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lX. LAND USE AND PLANNING - Would the project:

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation
No

lmpact

tr
tr

a) Physically divide an established communiÇ?

b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project
(including, but not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

c) Conflict with any appllcable habitat conservation plan
or natural community conservation plan?

X. MINERAL RESOURCES - Would the project:

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state?

b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?
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Xl. NOISE - Would the project result in:

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Signifìcant

lmpact

a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?

c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without
the project?

d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or working in the project
area to excessive noise levels?

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip,
would the project expose people residing or working in
the project area to excessive noise levels?

The noise study for Selected Alternativel determined that the following locations were identified as being impacted by
freeway noise. A soundwall has been recommended along the portion of freeway, adjacent to locations impacted by
freeway noise. The recommended soundwall considered for noise attenuation has been analyzed for feasibility based
on the achievable noise reduction.

Northbound U.S.-101

Since no traffic noise impact has been identified, noise abatement has not been considered. Therefore, no soundwall
has been recommended along the Northbound.

Southbound U.S.-101

The area represented by Site #S4 and #56 were evaluated and determined to have traffic noise impact under
selected alternatives 1.

Northbound l-405

Proposed soundwall SW1 (h=4.27m) was determined to provide ô dBA noise attenuation for the areas represented
by sites #N2 (Sherman Oaks Castle Palace - a miniature golf course). The proposed soundwall SW1 would block the
view from freeway of Sherman Oaks Castle Palace (Miniature golf course) located on the northeastern quadrant of l-
405 and U.S.-101 lnterchange. Therefore, the park owner's opinion and views (represented by Site #N2) must be
considered before making a final noise abatement decision.
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Southbound l-405

Since no traffic noise impact has been identified, noise abatement has not been considered. Therefore, no soundwall
has been recommended.

For site specific information please refer to section 2.2.7 litled Noise, wthin the environmental document.

Xll. POPULATION AND HOUSING - Would the project:

a) lnduce substantial population growth in an area,
either directly (for example, by proposing new homes and
businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?

b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?

c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating
the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No

lmpact lncorporation lmpact lmpact

XIII. PUBLIC SERVICES

a) Would the project result in substantial adverse
physical ¡mpacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new
or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:

Fire orotection?

Police protection?

Schools?

Parks?

Other public facilities?

Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No

lmpact lncorporation lmpact lmpact

X

X

X

X
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XIV. RECREATION -

Potentially
Significant

lmpact

Less Than
Significant

with
Mitigation

lncorporation

a) Would the project increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of
the facility would occur or be accelerated?

b) Does the pQect include recreational facilities or
require the construction or expansion of recreational
facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment?

XV. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC - Would the project:

a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either
the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio
on roads, or congestion at intersections)?

b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of
service standard established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location
that results in substantial safety risks?

d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature
(e.9., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.9., farm equipment)?

e) Result in inadequate emergency access?

f) Result in inadequate parking capacity?

S) Conflict wíth adopted policies, plans, or programs
supporting alternative transportation (e.9., bus turnouts,
bicycle racks)?
Please refer to section 2.1.5 titled Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities of the

Less Than
Significant No
lmpact lmpact
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XVI. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS -
Would the project:

a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board?

b) Require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

c) Require or result in the construction of new storm
water drainage facilities or expansion of existinE
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the
project from existing entitlements and resources, or are
new or expanded entitlements needed?

e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that it has
adequate capacity to serve the project's projected
demand in addition to the provider's existing
commitments?

f) Be served by a landfillwith sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project's solid waste
disposal needs?

S) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?

XVII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE -
a) Does the project have the potentialto degrade the
quality of the environment, substantially reduce the
habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant
or animal or eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory?

b) Does the project have impacts that are individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable? ("Cumulatively
considerable" means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with
the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?

c) Does the project have environmental effects which
will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings,

With the rejection and elimination of Alternatives 2 and 3, and the selection of Alternative 1, the project does not pose
significant biological impacts. Furthermore, Alternative 1 would not eliminate any examples of major periods of
California history or pre-history. With the implementation of the proposed traffic and construction-related impact
minimization and mitigation measures, as well as the proposed construction scheduling and phasing, the proposed
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project would not pose significant cumulative impacts. The proposed project does not pose substantial adverse
effects on human beings.
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1 | APPLTCATTON OF SECTTON 4(Ð

1-1 Introduction

The environmental review, consultation, and any other action required in accordance with applicable
Federal laws for this project is being, or has been, carried-out by the Department under its assumption of
responsibility pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327.

Section 4(f) was created with the establishment of the United States Department of Transportation
(USDOT) in 1966. Codified in federal law at 49 U.S.C. $303, Section 4(f) of the United States
Department of Transportation Act of 1966 declares that "it is the policy of the United States government
that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and
recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites."

Section 4(f) specifies that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other DOT agencies cannot
approve the use of land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl
refuge, or any significant historic site unless the following conditions apply:

- There is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land; and
- The action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from use.

Each project proposal must include a 4(f) avoidance alternative.

Section 4(f) further requires consultation with the Department of the lnterior and, as appropriate, the
involved offices of the Department of Agriculture and Housing and Urban and Development in developing
transportation projects and programs that use lands protected by Section 4(f). lf historic sites are
involved, then coordination with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) is also needed.

On March 12,2008, FHWA/Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published their final rule on Section 4(f).
It became effective on April 11,2008. This final rule modifies the procedures for granting Section 4(f)
approvals as follows:

1. Clarifies the factors to be considered and the standards to be applied when determining if an
alternative for avoiding the use of Section 4(f) property is feasible and prudent.

2. Clarifies the factors to be considered when selecting a project alternative in situations where all
alternatives would use some Section 4(f) property.

3. Establishes procedures for determining that the use of a Section 4(f) property has a de minimis
impact on the property.

4. Updates the regulation to recognize statutory and common sense exceptions for uses that advance
Section 4(f)'s preservation purpose, as well as the option of applying a programmatic Section 4(f)
evaluation.

5. Moves the Section 4(f) regulation out of the agencies' National Environmental Policy Act regulation,
"Environmental lmpact and Related Procedures," into its own part with a reorganized structure that
is easier to use.

This Section 4(f) evaluation has been prepared pursuant to the FHWA regulations for Section 4(f)
compliance codified at 23 CFR Section 774. Additional guidance has been obtained from the FHWA
TechnicalAdvisory T 6640.8A (1987), the FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2005), and the FHWA
Western Resource Center Section 4(f) Checklist (1997).

1-2 Section 4(f) "Use"

A Section 4(f) use occurs when one or more of the following conditions are met:
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Land is permanently acquired for a transportation project by partial or full acquisition (i.e., "direct use").

Temporary occupancy of the protected resource is considered adverse in terms of the preservationist
purposes of Section 4(f) (i.e., "temporary occupancy").

Even though there's no permanent incorporation of land, the project's proximity impacts are so severe
that the protected activities, features or attributes that qualify the resource for protection under Section
4(f) are substantially impaired (i.e., "constructive use").

1-2.1 Direct Use

As the term implies, the action involves the direct use of Section 4(f) lands by permanent incorporation of
such lands into a transportation facility. This may occur as a result of a partial or full acquisition of a fee
simple interest (right-of-way acquisition), or permanent easements. Permanent easement use differs
from fee simple use in that the easement may not necessarily change the landscape permanently.

1 -2.2 T emporary Occu pancy

During the construction phase of the highway project, a temporary easement such as a staging or access
area may be needed. Once the easement is no longer needed, the Section 4(f) resource must be
restored to the condition in which it was originally found. Temporary easements, right-of-entry, or short-
term arrangements may be considered Section 4(f) use if the land is subject to temporary or permanent
adverse changes, such as contour alterations or removal of mature trees and other vegetation. A
temporary occupancy may not be considered a Section 4(f) use if all of the following conditions exist:

- Duration of occupancy must be temporary, i.e., less than the time needed for construction of
the project, and there should be no change in ownership of the land.

- Scope of the work must be minor, i.e., both the nature and magnitude of the changes to the
4(f) resource must be minlmal.

- There are no anticipated permanent adverse physical impacts, nor will there be interference
with the activities or purposes of the resource, on either a temporary or permanent basis.

- The land being used must be fully restored, i.e., the resource must be returned to a condition
which is at least as good as that which existed prior to the project.

- There must be documented agreement of the appropriate Federal, State, or local officials
having jurisdiction over the resource regarding the above conditions.

1-2.3 Gonstructive Use

Constructive use [23 CFR774.15] involves the evaluation of indirect or "proximity impacts" to a 4(f)
resource. No actual use or "take" is involved. A constructive use occurs when the project's proximity
impacts (i.e., noise, vibration, visual, access, and/or ecological impacts) are so severe that those
protected activities, features or attributes that qualify the resource for protection under Section 4(f) are
"substantially impaired." Substantial impairment occurs only when the protected activities, features or
attributes are substantially diminished by the proposed project.

FHWA policy has determined that constructive use may occur when:

- The projected noise level increase attributable to the project substantially interferes with the use
and enjoyment of a noise-sensitive facility of a resource protected by Section 4(f), such as
hearing the performances at an outdoor amphitheater, sleeping in the sleeping area of a
campground, enjoyment of a historic site where a quiet setting is a generally recognized feature
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or attribute of the site's significance, enjoyment of an urban park where serenity and quiet are
significant attributes, or viewing wildlife in an area of a wildlife and waterfowl refuge intended for
such viewing. [23CFR 77415@)(1)]
The proximity of the proposed project substantially impairs esthetic features or attributes of a
resource protected by Section 4(f), where such features or attributes are considered important
contributing elements to the value of the resource. Examples of substantial impairment to visual
or esthetic qualities would be the location of a proposed transportation facility in such proximity
that it obstructs or eliminates the primary view of an architecturally significant historical building,
or substantially detracts from the setting of a park or historic site which derives its value in
substantial part due to its setting. [23CFR 774.15(e)(2)l
The project results in a restriction on access, which substantially diminishes the utility of a
significant publicly, owned park, recreation area, or historic site. [23 CFR774.15(eX3)]
The vibration impact from operation of the project substantially impairs the use of a Section 4(f)
resource, such as projected vibration levels that are great enough to physically damage a historic
building or substantially diminish the utility of the building, unless the damage is repaired and fully
restored consistent with the Secretary of the lnterior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, in other words, the integrity of the contributing features must be returned to a
condition that is substantially similar to that prior to the project. [23 CFR 774.15(e)(4)l
The ecological intrusion of the project substantially diminishes the value of wildlife habitat in a
wildlife or waterfowl refuge adjacent to the project substantially interferes with the access to a
wildlife or waterfowl refuge, when such access is necessary for established wildlife migration or
critical life cycle processes, or substantially reduces the wildlife use of a wildlife and waterfowl
refuge. [23 CFR 774.15(e)(5)].
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2 | PROPOSED AGTTON-PROJECT NEED AND DESCR|PTTON

2-1 Purpose and Need of the Proposed Project

The existing non-standard connector experiences extensive congestion, delays, and queue
lengths throughout the day. The purpose of the project is to improve safety, operation, capacity,
and traffic flow through the interchange by replacing the existing 20 mph single-lane connector,
with a new 50 mph two-lane connector.

Discussion of Purpose

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), along with the Offices of Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa and U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman have identified this interchange as in
need of improvement to relieve congestion and improve safety, operation, capacity, and traffic
flow.

The l-405/US-10'1 interchange is critical to the effective operation of the entire freeway system in
the San Fernando Valley and the Los Angeles region as a whole. The SB l-405 to the NB US-
101 connector is considered one of the busiest in the nation. The purpose of this project is to:

- To transfer through-vehicle trips to the regional highway system.
- To provide congestion relief in order to improve traffic flow.
- To provide a balanced circulation system and reduce out of direction travel.
- To improve the operational and safety design to meet current standards to the

greatest extent possible.
- To enhance the safety throughout the project area while minimizing environmental

and socio-economic impacts.

The following discussion summarizes the present and future conditions of the existing l-405/US-
101 project area that constitutes the need for action. Several project alternatives have been
developed to meet the purpose and need. lf no improvements are made, the l-405/US-101
project area will continue as a "bottlenecK' condition during peak hour traffic.

lmprovements to Safety, Operation, Gapacity, and Traffic Flow. ln the existing condition, the
SB l-405 to NB US-101 connector is considered to be one of the busiest in the world, and
experiences heavy congestion, long delays, and high accident rates. Undesirable conditions on
the SB l-405 freeway in the vicinity of the US-101 connector are attríbutable to a number of
factors, including high volumes, low ramp design speed, and limited ramp capacity. All of the
proposed build alternatives result in improved conditions on the freeway mainline, and produce
similar operational improvements. The existing single-lane connector from SB l-405 to NB US-
101 has a sharp, non-conventional curve with a design speed of 20 miles-per-hour. Replacing
the existing connector with a two-lane, 50 mile-per-hour ramp is expected to improve flow through
the area and reduce the spillback from the ramp queue on to the l-405 freeway mainline. This
connector improvement is included in all of the proposed alternatives.

A weaving segment is a length of highway over which traffic streams cross paths through lane-
changing maneuvers, formed between merge and diverge points. ln all build alternatives, the
new configuration would eradicate the weaving segment between the existing Burbank Boulevard
on-ramp and the US-101 connector diverge. Weaving areas are attributable to significant
disruption in traffic flow, particularly with high metering volumes, as opposing movements
compete for merge space. Elimination of the weaving segment will provide improved average
speed and level of service, as well as enhance safety, operation, capacity, and flow along the SB
l-405 freeway in this area.
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Discussion of Need

The l-405 freeway carries an average of 1 15,000 to 160,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the
Sepulveda Basin, and the US-101 carries an average of 160,000 to 165,000 vehicles per day in
this area. The connector between the SB l-405 freeway and the US-101 carries over 50,000
vehicles per day, with just over half of those vehicles heading to the NB US-101 freeway and the
remaining heading to SB US-101 . The existing connector is a non-standard, single-lane structure
with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and the facility is not sufficient to handle the
traffic demand. As previously mentioned, vehicles form a queue at this location that frequently
backs up onto the l-405 mainline, with a weaving segment between the existing Burbank
Boulevard on-ramp and the US-101 connector diverge that contributes to high accident rates.

Accident Rates. Accident data and three-year average accident rates for segments of l-405 and
US-101 within the project study area are discussed in Section I .2.2 of the environmental
document. The total accident rate record for the time reveals actual accident rates higher than the
state average for similar facilities [1.45 accidents per million vehicle miles (MVM) compared to
state averages of 1.09 accidents per MVM respectivelyl.

Capacity and Transportation Demand. A Traffic Analysis Report (lBl Group, 2007) was
prepared that analyzed (19) access and freeway connector ramps in the project area. The SB l-
405 connector ramp to the NB US-101 was flagged as it currently operates at capacity, and will
likely require improvements as travel demand and congestion is only expected to increase in the
coming years. The existing connector is designed to carry a capacity of 1,500 vehicles per hour
(veh/hr), but AM peak period volume through the connector exceeds that number al1 ,792 veh/hr,
and PM peak is approaching capacity at 1,374 veh/hr. lf no improvements are made to this
interchange, volume is projected to approach 2,073 vehlhr during the AM peak, and 1,590 veh/hr
during the PM peak in the year 2015. Year 2030 projections show AM peak volumes
approaching 2,580 veh/hr and PM peak volumes approaching 1,979 veh/hr.

ln addition, basic freeway segments within the study area have been analyzed using capacity and
Level of Service (LOS) concepts from the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000, Chapher 23 -
Basic Freeway Segments. The measure used to provide an estimate of level of service is
density, where density is calculated from the average vehicle flow rate per lane and the average
speed. Failure, breakdown, congestion, and LOS F occur when queues begin to form on the
freeway. Density-expressed as pc/mi/ln, or passenger cars per mile, per lane-tends to
increase sharply within the queue and may be considerably higher than the maximum density
value listed above. Please refer to Section 1.2.2 of the environmental document for a summary
of LOS levels on the study area freeway mainline facilities.

2-2 Proposed Project Description

The Department has considered nine (9) alternatives. At the time of circulation of the draft
environmental document, Alternative 4, and Alternatives A-D had already been rejected, and four
(4) alternatives remained under consideration; the No-Build Alternative, and Alternatives 1-3. Of
the four alternatives carried forward, Alternative t has been identified as the Preferred Alternative
that Caltrans intends to implement, and the No-Build and Alternatives 2 and 3 have since been
rejected and eliminated from further consideration.

This section will elaborate on the four alternatives that were considered. Also, listed in this
section are the five alternatives that were analyzed and previously rejected, Alternative 4 and
Alternatives A through D.

The three "Build" Alternatives (1,2 & 3) that were under consideration at the time of circulation of
the draft environmental document each shared the following common features:
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Replacing the existing 20 mph single-lane connector from the SB l-405 to the NB
U.S.-101 with a new 50 mph two-lane connector bridge that encroaches upon and
spans over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam
Eliminating the existing erratic and conflicting traffic weaving patterns between the
Burbank Blvd on-ramp and the SB l-405 mainline as well as the traffic weaving
patterns with SB l-405 mainline traffic attempting to access the US-101 connectors
Realignment and reconstruction of the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB l-405
and/or the US-101
Realignment and reconstruction of the current U.S. Army Corps of Engineers service
road (northwest side of the interchange) for the operation and maintenance of the
Sepulveda Dam
Each poses an adverse impact to the historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a Section 4(f)
resource.

THE "NO.BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No Build" or "Do Nothing" alternative calls for the existing connector, from the SB l-405 to
the NB U.S.-101 , to remain as is. The No-Build alternative would do nothing to improve the
present day, or projected congestion and congestion related problems, thereby leading to a
progressive deterioration of the issues identified in the Need and Purpose of this project.
Therefore, the Need and Purpose of this project would remain unaddressed and its objectives
unrealized.

ALTERNAT¡VE 1 (THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE)

This alternative calls for a new, elevated, connector bridge structure that spans over the spillway
of the Sepulveda Dam, from the SB l-405 to the NB U.S.-101 . lt will eliminate the sharp turn
radius curve of the existing connector, thereby accomplishing the project's Need and Purpose.

The Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB l-405 would need to be reconstructed to pass beneath
the new connector structure. Furthermore, to implement this new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp
structure, both of the existing connectors from the SB l-405 to the U.S.-101 would need to be
removed, and traffic from Burbank Boulevard would lose access to both directions of the U.S.-
101.

Additionally, with both of the existing connectors from the SB l-405 to the U.S.-101 requiring
removal, this alternative will also require the construction of a new connector from the SB l-405 to
the SB U.S.-101 , in order to maintain that particular access.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
These are the estimates for costs associated with this alternative only, which are subject to
change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $34,900,000.
- Structure ltems: $46,300,000.
- Right-of-Way Cost: $200,000.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Size and Location of lmpact Area/Volume:
The Preferred Alternative will require an additional 5.12 acres of highway easement adjacent to
existing facilitíes. 10.20 acres of temporary construction easement will be required for
construction staging, storage of equipment, and other related activities. The new elevated
structure in the design of this alternative will occupy approximately 3.08 acres on existing
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USACE-managed land. The footings that support the new elevated structure will occupy
approximately 0.45 acres of a permanent easement.

Encroachment on the reservoir will only occur on the south end of the Sepulveda Dam, and
occupy approximately 49,014 ft'. Additionally, the new structure will occupy 1.07 acres of the
upstream dam embankment and 0.59 acres of fill. The length and width of the structure that
spans over the dam will be 550 and 42 feet, respectively. Dimensions of the structure that
encroach into the spillway will be 1660 feet in length, with varying widths from 42 to 14 feet. 1670
feet of USACE service road will be realigned due to the connector encroachment, with all 1670
feet of the realigned road on structure.
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ALTERNATIVE 2

Like Alternative 1, this alternative would have called for a new, elevated, connector bridge
structure spanning over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam, from the SB l-405 to the NB U.S.-
101 . However, unlike Alternative 1 , this alternative would have maintained access from Burbank
Boulevard to the U.S.-101 via the construction of a constricted loop on-ramp, but at the cost of
encroaching onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge (within the flood control basin). The
structure would have been located immediately north of Burbank Boulevard, and west of the l-
405.

The constricted on-ramp loop design would have also required the reconstruction of the Burbank
Boulevard/l-405 over-crossing bridge would have been required in order to meet vertical
clearance requirements. This would have resulted in an additional increase in temporary
construction-related traffic congestion. At the same time, this alternative would not have required
the removal of the existing connector from the SB l-405 to the SB U.S.-101 and would not have
carried the added burden of constructing a new connector structure.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
There are the estimates for costs associated with this alternative only, which are subject to
change and revision:

- Roadwayltems:$42,700,000.
- Structure ltems: $69,100,000.
- Right-of-Way Cost: $200,000.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Size and Location of lmpact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 0.28 Acres of the spillway outlet area, 1.07
acres of the upstream dam embankment, 0.79 acres of footing easement, 0.59 acres of fill, 0.16^

acres of the downstream embankment into the basin north of Burbank Boulevard, and 76,950 ft"
of the dam reservoir. The south end (49,014 ft3) and northeast section (27,936 ft3¡ of the
Sepulveda Dam would have been affected. Length and width of the structure on the dam would
have totaled 550 and 41 feet, respectively. The encroachment of the new connector structures
onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would have been 2,850 feet long by 500 feet wide,
which is approximately 7% of lhe225-acre Wildlife Reserve.

Basis for Rejection: Like Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would have posed an adverse impact to the
historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a protected resource pursuant to Section a(fl of the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act. However, unlike Alternative 1, Alternative 2 would have also
impacted the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, which is also a Section 4(f) protected resource.
Since Alternative 1 was deemed by CALTRANS to be feasible, prudent, and least harmful in light
of the preservation purpose of Section 4(f), Alternative 2 was rejected.
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ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternative 3 is identical to Alternative 2, except that this alternative sought to eliminate the need
for the reconstruction of the existing Burbank Boulevard/l-405 over-crossing. To accomplish this,
the design of the on-ramp loop specified a larger radius, thereby increasing the encroachment
onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge to 2,880 feet fong by 560 feet wide, which is
approximately 8% of hhe 225-acre Wildlife Reserve.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadwayltems:$26,400,000.
- Structure ltems: $57,300,000.
- Right-of-Way Cost: $100,000.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Size and Location of lmpact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 0.25 acres of the spillway outlet area, 1.07
acres of the upstream dam embankment, 76,950 ft' of the dam reservoir, 0.80 acres of footing
easement, 0.59 acres of fill, and 1.90 acres of the downstream embankment into the basin north
of Burbank Boulevard. The south end (49,014 ft3) and northeast section (27,936 ft3¡ of the
Sepulveda Dam would have been affected. The length and width of the structure on the dam
would have totaled 550 and 4'l leet, respectively. The encroachment of the new connector
structures onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would have equaled 2.92 acres of lhe 225
totalacreage (1.30%).

Basis for Rejection: Like Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would have posed an adverse impact to the
historic Sepulveda Dam, which is a protected resource pursuant to Section a$ oÍ the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act. However, unlike Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would have also
impacted the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, which is also a Section 4(f) protected resource.
Since Alternative 1 was deemed by CALTRANS to be feasible, prudent, and the least harmful
alternative in light of the preservation purpose of Section 4(f), Alternative 3 was also rejected.
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The Five (5) Previously Rejected Alternatives

ALTERNATIVE 4:

This alternative is similar to Alternative 1, except it sought to completely avoid the impacts posed
by Alternative 1, as well as, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3. Unlike Alternative 1, this
alternative would have retained access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101 by allowing
traffic to use a new on-ramp to the SB l-405 (as required by Alternative 1 ) to access the U.S.-101
via the existing connectors from the SB l-405 to the U.S.-101 (rather than removing these
connectors as is required by Alternative 1). This would have been accomplished by constructing
the new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the SB l-405 so that it would also connect with the
existing connectors at its terminus (unlike Alternative 1).

Since this alternative would have retaíned access to the U.S.-101 from Burbank Boulevard, it
would not require an encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge (as is required by
Alternatives 2 and 3). However, the consequence of not closing and removing the existing
connectors (as required by Alternative 1) is that this alternative would not only require the
construction of a new connector from the SB l-405 to the SB U.S.-101, but also face the added
challenge/burden of having to "go around" the existing connectors, and therefore, would have to
be more than five times as long as the same connector required per Alternative 1. Consequently,
this would have required (3) full and (10) partial right-of-way acquisitions of residential property on
the southeast side of the interchange.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $56,235,672.
- Structure ltems: $83,834,200.
- Rightof-Way Cost: $5,747,200.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Size and Location of lmpact Area/Volume:
This alternative would have occupied approximately 5.04 acres of the spillway outlet area, 0.45
acres of permanent footing easement and 0.59 acres of fill, in addition to 0.98 acres of the
upstream dam embankment, and 49,014 ft'of the dam reservoir. The dam reservoir would have
been affected only on the south end of the Sepulveda Dam. Length and width of the structure on
the dam would have measured 550 and 4l feet, respectively.

Basis for Rejection:
Alternative 4 would have made the eastbound U.S.-101 less safe by creating a new weave
segment on the eastbound U.S.-101 between the interchange, and the Van Nuys Boulevard off-
ramps. ln other words, traffic from the output of the new connector from the southbound l-405 to
the eastbound U.S.-101 would have needed to criss-cross past eastbound U.S.-101 mainline
traffic seeking to exit at the Haskell Boulevard off-ramps, This defeats the safety component of
the project's Purpose and Need. Therefore, Alternative 4 was rejected for its incompatibility with
the project's Purpose and Need.
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ALTERNATIVE A

Alternative A involving slip-ramps was considered during the Project lnitiation Phase (Project
Study Report process). this alternative was withdrawn from further study because the use of slip-
ramps does not conform to FHWA policy. This alternative would connect the new Burbank
Boulevard on-ramp to the U.S.-101 via slip ramp connections to the new connectors, thereby
retaining Burbank access to the US-101 .

Slip ramps are not in conformity with Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) design standards.
FHWA states that: 1) Local connections within interchanges - especially on freeway-to-freeway
ramps - violate driver expectancy and introduce additional decision points in an area where the
information processing task is already complex. They also create a high potential for traffic
queuing back onto the through freeway lanes (which defeats the Need and Purpose of this
project). ln addition, such ramps seldom provide for full directional services, thus creating the
possibility of wrong-way movements by drivers who wish to return or continue in the same
direction. 2) lt is poor public policy as well as poor engineering practice to allow additional access
to existing freeway ramps. 3) FHWA does not support any type of slip ramp.

Additionally, Section 502.3 of the Highway Design Manual (HDM) states that "local traffic service
interchanges should not be located within freeway-to-freeway interchanges unless geometric
standards and level of service will be substantially maintained."

Project Alternative Gost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $44,169,213
- Structure ltems: $48,279,800.
- Right-of-Way Cost: $68,008,337.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Basis for Rejection:
Since Alternative A would have called for slip ramps to connect to the NEW connectors, per
FHWA, this would have created a high potential for traffic queuing back onto the through freeway
lanes. For this reason, Alternative A defeats the purpose of the project's "Need and Purpose."
Hence, Alternative A was rejected on the basis of its incompatibility with the project's Need and
Purpose.
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ALTERNATIVE B

Alternative B is a hybrid between Alternative I and Alternative 4. This alternative would maintain
the connector ramps from Burbank Boulevard onto Highway 101 in the northbound and
southbound directions. The flyover ramp from the southbound 405 to the southbound 101 is
eliminated and the need to acquire up to 30 homes on the southeast side of the interchange
would not be necessary. A new, elevated structure will be built over the Sepulveda Dam Spillway
from the southbound 405 to the northbound 101 to eliminate the sharp radius curve on the
existing connector. As with Alternatives 1 and 4, no impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge would occur.

Like Alternative 4, Alternative B calls for the existing connectors to remain as is. The
consequence of not closing and removing the existing connectors (as required by Alternative 1) is
that this alternative (like Alternative 4) would have also required the construction of a new
connector from the SB l-405 to the SB U.S.-101.

The new connector, however, would not have met grade and vertical clearance standards. lt
would not have been feasible to design connector "A'to pass over the new Burbank Boulevard
on-ramp, and subsequently under the NB US-101 mainline, in order to tie into the SB US-101
mainline.

Project Alternative Cost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $41,960,752.
- Structure ltems: $45,865,810.
- Right-of-Way Cost: $791 ,829,108.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Basis for rejection:
Alternative A is not feasible,
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ALTERNAT¡VE C

This alternative would have avoided all encroachment upon land managed and operated by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (i.e. Sepulveda Dam), as well as the floodplain and Section 4(f)
resources on that land. Unlike Alternatives 1,2,3,4, A, and B, this Alternative would not have
called for a new connector bridge from the SB l-405 to the NB U.S.-101 that would encroach
upon and span over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.

lnstead, Alternative C would have called for the complete relocation of the improved SB l-
405/U.S.-101 connectors to the northeast, southeast, and southwest of the existing connectors,
thereby completely avoiding any encroachment upon the northwest side of the interchange,
where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers land is located.

This non-conventional configuration would have required that both new connectors "connect" to
the U.S.-101 freeway from the south side, and would have consequently posed righlof-way
acquisition impacts to the northeast, southeast, and southwest corners of the interchange. Right-
of-way acquisitions for this alternative would have involved (329) total properties.

Project Alternative Gost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $128,881,234
- Structure ltems: $214,895,731.
- Right-oÊWay Cost: $791,829,108.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Basis for rejection:

Compared to Alternatives 1,2,3, 4, A and B, Alternative C would have posed:
- The largest project impact footprint
- The largest and most disproportionate right-of-way acquisition impact requirements
- The most adverse temporary and permanent community disruption impacts

When compared to Alternatives 1 ,2, 3,4, A and B, the community impacts posed by Alternative
C would have been of extraordinary magnitude. Therefore, the Department has concluded that
continuing to pursue Alternative C as a viable option is not reasonable, nor prudent.

Per the Council on Environmental Quality (CEO), as part of its oversight of implementation of
NEPA, CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Sec. 1502J4 requires that all reasonable alternatives be
examined. ln determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on
what is "reasonable". The Department has concluded that Alternative C is not a reasonable
alternative, and therefore, not fit for further consideration.
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ALTERNATIVE D

This alternative would have also avoided all encroachment upon land managed and operated by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (i.e. Sepulveda Dam), as well as the floodplain and Section
4(f) resources on that land. Unlike Alternatives 1,2,3,4, A, and B, this Alternative did not call for
a new connector bridge from the SB l-405 to the NB U.S.-101 that would have encroached upon
and spanned over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.

lnstead, Alternative D called for a complete relocation of the new SB l-405/NB U.S.-101
connector toward the far northwest, completely "going around and behind" U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers land. This configuration would not have required alteration of the existing SB l-405/NB
U.S.-101 connector, and therefore, it would have remained as is.

The new SB l-405/NB U.S.-101 connector would have originated from the SB l-405, just south of
Saticoy Street, and connected to the NB U.S.-101 just east of Tampa Avenue via a S.2-mile long
fly-over connector bridge structure. Consequently, this alternative would have required (2422) full
right-of-way property acquisitions. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge would not have been
impacted, nor any other part of the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin.

Right-of-Way Gost Estimates:
These are the estimates for Right-of-Way costs associated with this alternative only, which are
subject to change and revision:

- Roadway ltems: $67,314,401.
- Structure ltems: $329,982,051.
- Right-of-WayCost: $3,360,600,304.
- Mitigation Cost: $5,000,000.

Basis for rejection:
Compared to Alternatives 1,2,3,4, A, B and C, Alternative D would have posed:

- By far, the largest project impact footprint of ALL alternatives.
- The largest and most disproportionate right-of-way acquisition impact requirements.
- The most adverse temporary and permanent community disruption impacts.

When compared to Alternatives 1,2,3,4, A, B and C, Alternative D would have also posed
community impacts of extraordinary magnitude, which are avoidable by simply eliminating
Alternative D from further consideration. Therefore, the Department has concluded that
continuing to pursue Alternative D as a viable option is neither reasonable, nor prudent.

Per the Council on Environmental Quality (CEO), as part of its oversight of implementation of
NEPA, CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Sec. 1502J4 requires that all reasonable alternatives be
examined. ln determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on
what is "reasonable". The Department has concluded that Alternative D is not a reasonable
alternative, and therefore, not fit for further consideration.
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3 | DESCRTPTTON OF SECTTON 4(f) RESOURCES

As noted above, resources subject to Section 4(f) consideration include publicly owned lands consisting
of a public park/recreation area; public wildlife and waterfowl refuges of national, state, or local
significance; or historic sites of national, state, or local significance, whether publicly or privately owned.
As recommended in the FHWA Section 4(f) Checklist, all NRHP-eligible historic sites within the Area of
Potential Effects (APE) and all public parks, recreational facilities, and wildlife refuges within
approximately 0.5-mi (0.8-km) of any of the project alternatives were included in this evaluation.

All the Section 4(f) resources that are evaluated in this section are located within the Sepulveda Basin.

The Sepulveda Basin:

The 405/101 Connector project encroaches upon the Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Basin and
Recreation Area (Basin). The Basin is located at the junction of the l-405 and US-101 Freeways in the
San Fernando Valley (Valley), City of Los Angeles (City), and is managed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The Basin encompasses 2,097 acres, and provides flood protection to properties
within the Los Angeles River drainage area.

The primary purpose of the dam and its associated Basin is to provide flood protection. The Basin is also
designated as a regional park in the Los Angeles City General Plan, and is zoned as open space. The
area's land use is governed by its 1981 Master Plan, which specifies the recreational uses of the
proposed project site and its alternatives. Portions of the Basin are currently used for recreational
activities, wildlife habitat, agriculture, as well as utility and military facilities.

The Corps leases 1,527 acres to the city of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks for
recreational purposes. Recreational facilities include a wildlife area, Woodley Park, Beilenson Park, three
golf courses, Hjelte Sports Field, tennis courts, Balboa Recreation Center, a dog park, cricket fields, the
Japanese Garden Center and numerous playing fields, picnic areas and other amenities. The Sepulveda
Basin includes the largest recreation area in the Valley.

Table 3-1 lists major land uses in the Basin. Figure 3-1 illustrates the land uses in the Basin. Two
parcels in the eastern portion of the Basin have been dedicated for a wildlife area. Several small farms
are present within the Basin. Public utilities including the Donald C. Tillman Water Reclamation Plant
(Tillman) are also located within the Basin.
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Sepulveda Basin Land Users Type of Use Acres Used

National Guard

Navy

Air National Guard

Armory

Reserve Training 60 Acres

City of Los Angeles, Dept. of Public Works Tillman 80 Acres

City of Los Angeles, Fire Departmenl Fire Station 9 Acres

Agricultural Lessees Agriculture 390 Acres

City of Los Angeles, Department of
Recreation and Parks

Recreation and Parks

Sepulveda Golf Course

Woodley Golf Course

300 Acres

200 Acres

Balboa Sports Center

Baseball Fields

Franklin Field

Victory Blvd. Field

White Oak Ave. Field

Hayvenhurst Ave. Field

Woodley Ave. Park

Model Airplane Center

Garden Center

Bicycle Trail

Valley Youth Center

Woodley Golf Course & Bike Trail
Parking Lot

Miniature Golf Course

Wildlife Refuge Park & Management
Center

80 Acres

33 Acres

I Acres

23 Acres

13 Acres

80 Acres

31 Acres

16 Acres

1l Acres

15 Acres

7 Acres

6 Acres

48 Acres
(currently 225
Acres)

Sourcer Sepulveda Basin Master Plan, 1981.

Figure 3-2 illustrates the Section 4(f) resources within 0.5-mile of the project alternatives.

Public Parks and Recreation Areas

ln order to qualify as a Section 4(f) resource, a park or recreation area must meet the following criteria:
It must be publicly owned
It must be open to the public
Its major purpose must be recreation
It must be significant as a park or recreation area
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One public park has been identified in the proposed project area. Detailed description of this resource is
provided below.

3-1.1 Woodley Park - Description and Significance of Property

A. Type/Location/Size
Woodley Park is a public park located east of Woodley Avenue, and south of Victory Boulevard, in the
northeast corner of the Basin immediately adjacent to Tillman. The size of the park is approximately 80
acres.

B. Access/Facilities/Usage
Vehicular and pedestrian access to the park is from Woodley Avenue. The park includes the following
existing facilities:

- Turfed park area
- Picnic sites
- Barbecue pits
- Cricket fields
- Children's play area
- Baseball diamond (unlighted)
- Apollo 3 flight field
- Archery Range
- Restrooms.
- Woodley Park is open from dawn to dusk.
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Figure 3-1. Generalized Land Use - Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area
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3-2. Section Resources

Map created by Joel
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C. Relationship to Similar Facilities in the Area
Woodley Park is part of the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area.

D. Ownership/Jurisdictíon
Woodley Park is developed jointly by City of Los Angeles R & P Department and USACE under Code 710
cost-sharing program.

E. Significance
The availability and function of this park plays an important role in meeting the recreational objectives of
the community.

Why a 4(f) Resource:
Woodley Park is managed by the USACE and operated by the City of Los Angeles, and is open to the
public. lt serves as a significant recreation area for the surrounding community because of its picnic and
play areas, cricket fields, baseball diamond and archery range. Thus, it meets all four criteria for the
protection of Section 4(f) parks and recreation areas, and is considered a Section 4(f) resource.

3-2 Wildlife Refuges

ln order to qualify as a Section 4(f) resource, a wildlife or waterfowl refuge must meet the following
criteria:

- lt must be publicly owned
- lts major purpose must be that of a refuge
- lt must be significant as a refuge

One wildlife refuge has been identified in the proposed project area. Detailed description of this resource
is provided below.

3-2.1 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Description and Significance of Property

A. Type/Location/Size
The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve (Reserve) is located east of Woodley Avenue, and south of Victory
Boulevard, stretching from south of Woodley Park to south of Burbank Boulevard.

The Reserve is currently 225 acres, the result of several phases of development. lt was initially
established as a 48-acre riparian area in 1979, and went through several expansions over the years. The
latest addition was in 1998 funded by the USACE.

B. Access/Facil ities/Usage
Vehicular and pedestrian access is from Woodley Avenue. The following are included in the reserve:

- Restrooms
- Amphitheatre
- Haskell Creek and Riparian Woodland Habitat
- Wildlife Lake and lsland with Shoreline Habitat
- Canada Geese/Migratory Waterfowl Forage Area (no entry)
- Hummingbird Hill (Native Plant Garden)
- Expansion Area (undergoing natural plant succession)
- South Area with Coastal Sage Scrub and Riparian & Mulefat Scrub

The Reserve is open to the public, with the exception of the designated foraging areas. Various activities
take place during various times of the year such as walks, group hikes and educational field trips for local
schools. Figure 3-3 illustrates the various functions of the Reserve.
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G. Relationship to Similar Facilities in the Area
The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is part of the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area.

D. Ownershi p/Jurisdiction
The land is managed by the USACE, who currently leases it to the City. The area is rehabilitated by local
interests. Serving as an advisory to the City is the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Areas Steering Committee,
whose members include the Audubon Society, Canada Goose Project, California Native Plant Society,
Friends of the LA River. Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains, and the Sierra
Club.

E. Significance
The area was developed as a restored natural habitat for birds and small animals with native vegetation.
Its major purpose is as a refuge. However, public is allowed as visitors.

Why a 4(f) Resource:
The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is managed by the USACE and operated by the City of Los
Angeles. lts major purpose is as a refuge, and it is significant, as it is the only wildlife refuge in the
surrounding community. Thus, it meets all three criteria for the protection of Section 4(f) wildlife refuges,
and is considered a Section 4(f) resource.
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Figure 3-3. Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve
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3-3 Historic Sites

ln order to qualify for protection under Section aO, a cultural resource must meet the following criteria:
It must be of national, state or local siqnificance.
lf it is not on or eliqible for listing on the National Reqister of Historic Places (NRHP), its protection must
be considered appropriate by the Federal Hiqhwav Administration (FHWA).

Archaeological Resources. According to the Archaeological Survey Report (Caltrans, December 2006),
the results of the records search and field investigation has revealed that there are no recorded
archaeological resources within the Area of Potential Effect (APE). Therefore, this Section 4(f) Evaluation
does not include any archaeological resources. However, the following provisions would be included that
address unanticipated discovery of archaeological resources:

- lf cultural materials are discovered during construction, all earth-moving activity within and
around the immediate discovery area will be diverted until a qualified archaeologist can
assess the nature and significance of the find.

- lf human remains are discovered, State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 states that
further disturbances and activities shall cease in any area or nearby area suspected to overlie
remains, and the County Coroner contacted. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
5097.98, if the remains are thought to be Native American, the coroner will notify the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC).

One significant architectural resource has been identified in the proposed project area. Detailed
description of this resource is provided below.

3-3.1 Sepulveda Dam

Description and Significance of Property
Sepulveda Dam is a single purpose flood control project constructed and operated by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District. Construction of the project was completed on December 30,
1941 . Sepulveda Dam is the western-most of the Corps of Engineers projects in the Los Angeles County
Drainage Area (LACDA) flood control system. The flood control elements include the dam and a dry-land
reservoir. The dam is a "compacted earthfill structure with a concrete spillway and outlet structure near
the cented' and the reservoir has a storage capacity of 17,300 acre-feet at "crest of spillway gates raised."
(Sepulveda Basin Master Plan EIS/EIR 1981).

The purpose of the project is to collect flood runoff from the uncontrolled drainage areas upstream, store
it temporarily, and release it to the Los Angeles River at a rate that does not exceed the downstream
channel capacity. The project has eight outlet passages, of which, only four have gates. Because the
other four passages have no gates, Sepulveda Dam cannot "shut off'flow to the Los Angeles River.

The Sepulveda Flood Control Dam was found eligible for listing in the NRHP. ln a letter dated March
14,2007 , the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred that the Sepulveda Dam is eligible for
the NRHP under criteria A and C, at the local level, with 1941-1949 as the period of significance. Under
criterion A, the dam's construction coincides with a major shift in the operation of flood relief in the Los
Angeles Basin from a local venture to its being federally funded and managed. Under criterion C, the
Sepulveda Dam was designed in a straightforward engineering approach prevalent in Southern
California. lt is a compacted earth fill dam constructed during a time when accelerated changes in

construction equipment allowed for larger and faster excavations. The work also involved a massive pile
driving operation, reportedly one of the largest such jobs undertaken in the region at the time. The dam is
also notable for the PWA Moderne design of the outlet works and spillway.
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Why a 4(f) Resource:
Goordination with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) confirmed the historic significance of
Sepulveda Dam, which is eligible for listing on the NRHP. Because of its significance and eligibility, it is
considered a Section 4(f) resource.
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4 | TMPACTS TO SECTTON 4(f) RESOURGES

As discussed in Section 1, the use of Section 4(f) properties typically occurs when: 1) land is permanently
acquired for a transportation project by partial or full acquisition (i.e., "direct use"), 2) temporary
occupancy of the protected resource is considered adverse in terms of the preservationist purposes of
Section 4(f) (i.e., "temporary occupancy"), or 3) the project's proximity impacts are so severe that the
protected activities, features or attributes that qualify the resource for protection under Section 4(f) are
substantially impaired (i.e., "constructive use").

The following sections describe how the proposed alternatives would affect Section 4(f) resources. A
summary of potential effects is provided in Table 4-1.

The analysis of potential impacts on Section 4(f) resources below includes:

- A discussion of how the proposed project alternatives would affect each Section 4(f)
resource, and whether the effects would result in a "use" of the resource.

- An evaluation of any feasible and prudent alternatives to avoid use of the Section 4(f)
resource. An avoidance alternative is prudent and feasible if it avoids using the Section 4(f)
property and does not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially
outweighs the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property. ln assessing the
importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, it is appropriate to consider the relative
value of the Section 4(f) property to the preservation purpose of the Section 4(f) statute.

1. An avoidance alternative is not feasible if it cannot be built as a matter of sound
engineering judgment.

2. An avoidance alternative is not prudent if (23 CFR774.117):
o Compromises the project so that it is unreasonable given the purpose and

neeo;
. Results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
o After reasonable mitigation, still causes:

O Severe social, economic, or environmental impacts;
O Severe disruption to established communities;
O Severe environmentaljustice impacts; or
O Severe impacts to other federally protected resources;

. Results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an
extraordinary magn itude;

. Causes other unique problems or unusualfactors; or

. lnvolves multiple factors listed above that while individually minor,
cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude.

- A discussion of measures to minimize harm to Section 4(f) resources where a potential "use"
has been identified. When a Section 4(f) resource must be used, all planning to minimize
harm, including development of mitigation measures, must be undertaken in coordination with
the agency owning and/or administering the resource.

4-1.1 Woodley Park - Application of Section 4(f) Griteria for Use

Direct Use
The proposed project alternatives would not require any permanent use (permanent
acquisition/easement) of Woodley Park.

Temporary occupancy
The proposed project alternatives would not require any temporary occupancy of Woodley Park. There
will be no temporary construction easements, access areas and detours on Woodley Park.
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Constructive Use
For the reasons described below, no constructive use would occur:

Access - The proposed project alternatives would not affect vehicular or pedestrian access to the park.
There would be no construction related impacts to accessibility of the park.

NoiseNibrafion - Alternalive 2 and 3 includes construction of a new loop on-ramp that connects to
Burbank Boulevard to the west of the current ramp intersection. Under Alternative 2 and 3, the new
structure will be approximately 650-feet and 665-feet away from the park, respectively. Woodley Park is
used for activities that do not require quiet surroundings. Also, the existing park is located in a busy
urban area, surrounded by a busy traffic corridor.

According to the supplemental noise study conducted by Caltrans to analyze and highway noise impacts
to the biological environment (please see Chapter 2 of the |S/EA), the existing traffic noise level in the
northernmost section of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge/southernmost section of
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Table 4-l: Potential Effects on Section 4(f) Resources

Resource Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Remarks

Use Use Use

D* T" c* D T c D T c

Woodley Park No use.

Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve X X

Direct Use -
Alternative 2: 2.64 acres (1 .17% of the 225 total acreage)

Alternative 3: 2.92 acres (1 .30% of the 225 total acreage)

Sepulveda Dam X X X

Direct Use -
Alternative 1: 4.93 acres of the spillway outlet area, 0.45 acres
of permanent footing easement, 1.07 acres of upstream dam
embankment.

Alternative 2: 0.28 acres of the spillway outlet area, 0.79 acres
of permanent footing easement, 1.07 acres of upstream dam
embankment, 0.16 acres of downstream dam embankment.

Alternative 3: 0.25 acres of the spillway outlet area, 0.80 acres
of permanent footing easement, 1.07 acres of upstream dam
embankment, 1.90 acres of downstream dam embankment.

D=Direct, T=Temporary, C=Constructive
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Woodley Park currently is 56 decibels. After project implementation, if Alternatives 2 or 3 were to be
selected and therefore generate additional traffic noise from the south due to the new on-ramp, the noise
levels would rise 1 decibel, to 57 decibels. That noise impact is well below the Noise Abatement Criteria
(NAC) threshold for parks: 67 decibels.

Short-term noise and/or vibration impacts associated with construction activities would be temporary and
intermittent. Because these impacts would be limited in duration, they could not reasonably be
considered so substantial as to impair the activities, features, or attributes that qualify the park under
Section 4(f).

Aesfhefics - There would be no effects to the aesthetic quality of the park. Views to or from the park are
not a feature or characteristic of the property.

BiologicalResources (Vegetation and Wildlife) - The proposed project alternatives would not impact any
biological resources within the park.

Air Quality - A comprehensive analysis of potential air pollutants has concluded that the proposed project
alternatives do not pose any significant operational impact on the ambient air quality in the project vicinity.
The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)'s Transportation Conformity Working Group
determined that the proposed project alternatives are not a "project of air quality concern," and that PMz s

and PMls local impacts will not occur. A discussion of fugitive dust control measures is provided as part
of this project and the measure is included as project commitments prior to construction of this project.
The analysis shows that the project would not be expected to cause any new violations, worsen existing
violations, or delay timely attainment of the NAAQS. The analysis shows Mobile Source Air Toxic (MSAT)
emissions in the project area will decrease in future years and that the project would not result in an
increase in MSAT emissions compared to no project conditions. Control measures have been identified
for naturally occurring asbestos should rock containing asbestos be uncovered.

Water Quality - The proposed project will not have any specific impacts to water quality in park. ln
general, the proposed project calls for an encroachment into the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin.
Therefore, the receiving water is the Sepulveda Basin Reservoir, a component of the Los Angeles River
Watershed. The proposed project is larger than 1 acre, and therefore, will require implementation of
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) pursuant to the Clean Water Act (Section 402). Please
refer to Chapter 2 of the IS/EA for a more detailed discussion of Water Quality and Storm Water Runoff.

4-1.2Woodley Park - Avoidance Alternatives

Because none of the proposed alternatives would result in a use of Woodley Park, no analysis of
avoidance alternatives is required.

4-1.3 Woodley Park - Measures to Minimize Harm

Since no Section 4(f) use would result from the proposed alternatives, no measures to minimize harm
would be needed.

4-2 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

4-2.1 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Application of Section 4(f) Griteria for Use

Alternatives 2 and 3 propose to acquire land by permanent easement in Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve (Reserve) to be incorporated into the proposed transportation facility. As such, this action would
result in direct use of the Section 4(f) resource.
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Under Alternative 2, the proposed alignment over the Reserve would cover approximately 2.64 acres of
Ihe22Stotalacreage(1.17o/o).TheareacoveredunderAlternative3is2.92acres(1.30%). These
easements will not alter the land use of the location; the primary uses of open space and recreation would
be maintained.

The access roads will most likely be located at the two loops at Haskell on/off ramps, and adjacent to the
l-405, completely within the Caltrans righlof-way. The contractor will determine the location of equipment
storage.

Within the Reserve, a number of coastal live oak trees and walnut trees located north of Burbank Blvd,
and approximately 18 acres of an area that has been designated as a migratory forage corridor directly
adjacent to the l-405 will be permanently impacted by Alternatives 2 and 3. The proposed alternatives
may have both permanent and temporary impacts to sensitive species such as burrowing owl (Athene
cunicularia) and least Bell's Vireo (Vireo bellií), as well as to other bird species that utilize this area as an
important stopping point along their migratory routes. The proposed project may result in permanent
habitat loss, which would be subject to minimization measures and compensatory mitigation. Although
the project is anticipated to be completed in one season, some impacts primarily those due to an increase
in noise to nesting birds and the local avian populations, are anticipated to be temporal prolonged
impacts.

4-2.2 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Avoidance Alternatives

The following avoidance alternatives were evaluated as defined in 23 CFR 774.17 (effective as of April
11,2008), and consideration for the six factors as identífied on page 34 to determine whether an
alternative is prudent were documented.

No-Build Alternative
The No Build alternative would result in the connectors between the freeways remaining as they are. The
Sepulveda Dam would remain as is without further encroachments on the spillway, earthen embankment
and reservoir. No direct use would occur.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Not applicable since there will be no modifications to the current connector.

2. Is the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: No-Build Avoidance Alternative fails to meet the needs that the proposed

project intends to address. The project's purpose and need would remain unfulfilled, and the
project's objectives unrealized. This avoidance alternative compromises the project to a degree
that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of its purpose and need;

o Unacceptable safety or operational problems; The existing connector is a non-standard, single-
lane structure with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and the facility is not sufficient to
handle the traffic demand. The accident rate on the existing connector from the southbound l-
405 to the westbound U.S.-101 is nearly four times higher than the State average for similar
facilities. lt would not be acceptable or prudent for the California Department of Transportation
and the Federal Highway Administration to ignore this operational problem and instead choose to
do nothing (i.e. the No-Build Alternative). Under this avoidance alternative, the current
unacceptable safety and operational problems would continue, and possibly worsen;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: The No-Build Alternative doesn't require any mitigation,
therefore this factor is not applicable;

o Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs; This factor was considered, but was
found to be not applicable to the No-Build Alternative;

. Other unique problems: This factor was considered, but was found to be not applicable to the No-
Build Alternative:
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. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor was considered, but was found to be not
applicable to the No-Build Alternative.

Based on the analysis above, the No-Build alternative is not prudent because it doesn't meet the
project's stated purpose and need, and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems.

Alternative I
This alternative would avoid the Reserve, however would still result in use of a Section 4(f) resource, the
Sepulveda Dam.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative 1 can be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment; therefore is considered feasible.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: Alternative 1 does meet the project's purpose and need and does not

compromise the project;
o Unacceptable safety or operational problems: Under Alternative 1, traffic from Burbank Boulevard

would lose access to the US-101 . However, this loss of access does not result in any
unacceptable safety or operational problems;

o Problems after reasonable mitigation: After reasonable mitigation, Alternative 1 would not still
cause severe social, economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established
communities; severe environmentaljustice impacts; or severe impacts to other federally protected
resources;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs.'Alternative t has the smallest impact
footprint, and would not result in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an
extraordinary magnitude;

. Other unique problems: Alternative 1 does not cause any other unique problems or unusual
factors;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: The factors listed above does not cumulatively cause
unique problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative 1 is feasible and prudent.

Alternative 4
Like Alternative 1, this alternative would also avoid the Reserve, but result in use of the Sepulveda Dam,
another Section 4(f) resource. ln addition, this alternative proposes the largest footprint, and would
require acquisition of up to 30 homes. This alternative was withdrawn from further study because it would
compromise safety due to the addition of a new weave segment on the eastbound US-101 between the
connector and Van Nuys Boulevard. Therefore, it would not be compatible with the project's purpose and
need.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative 4 can be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment; therefore is considered feasible.

2. ls the avoidance alternatÍve prudent?
. Purpose and Need: Alternative 4 would compromise safety due to the addition of a new weave

segment on the eastbound US-101 between the connector and Van Nuys Boulevard. As such,
Alternative 4 does not meet the project's purpose and need;

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems: As discussed above, Alternative 4 would result in
an unacceptable safety problem;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: Alternative 4 would require a substantialacquisition of
residential property. After reasonable mitigation, Alternative 4 would still cause severe social,
economic impacts and severe disruption to established communities;

o Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs: This factor was considered, but was
found to be not applicable to Alternative 4;
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. Other unique problems: This factor was considered, but was found to be not applicable to
Alternative 4;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative 4 as the factors
discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative 4 is feasible, but lgl_Wdgl
Alternative A
This alternative was withdrawn from further study because the use of slip-ramps does not conform to
FHWA policy.

1. ls úhe avoidance alternative feasible?
While Alternative A can be built, it is not supported by FHWA because it would require the
implementation of a slip ramp.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
o Purpose and Need: Alternative A would compromise the project because the slip ramp would

create a high potentialfor traffic to back up onto the freeway lanes. As such, Alternative A
compromises the project and does not meet the project's purpose and need;

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems: As discussed above, Alternative A would result in

an unacceptable safety and operational problem;
. Problems after reasonable mitigation This factor was considered, but was found to be not

applicable to Alternative A;
. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs.' This factor was considered, but was

found to be not applicable to Alternative A;
. Other unique problems: Alternative A would require a slip ramp that is not supported by FHWA;

therefore would cause a unique problem or unusual factor;
. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative A as the factors

discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative A is feasible, but lgl_p¡gdql

Alternative B
Even though this alternative would avoid the Reserve, it was determined to be was flawed and physically
impossible to implement.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative B cannot be built as a matter of sound engineering. The new connector proposed by
Alternative B would not be able to meet grade and vertical clearance standards. lt is not feasible for the
new connector "A" to pass over the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to the NB US-101, and then under the
NB US-101 mainline to tie in to the SB US-101 mainline. Alternative B is not feasible.

2. Is the avoidance alternative prudent?
The six factors are not discussed since Alternative B is not feasible.

Alternative G

As discussed in Section 2-3, this alternative would completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by moving
the 405/101 lnterchange Connector to southeast and then southwest from the existing location. lt would
not result in a use of the Section 4(f) resource. However, it would require full and partial acquisition of
approximately 50 privately owned properties, and displace a substantial number of families or
businesses. ln addition, it would result in a serious disruption of established travel patterns on local
streets in the area. The cost of this avoidance alternative has been estimated at seven hundred million
dollars. Given the very high costs for acquisition of right-of-way, relocation costs, lost tax base for the
City, disruption of local traffic and the substantial adverse community impacts to an entire community,
Alternative C is not a prudent alternative.
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1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative C is feasible.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: Alternative C would compromise the project so that it would be unreasonable

to proceed given the project's purpose and need. lt would not provide a balanced circulation
system, improve the operational design, or enhance safety while minimizino environmental and
socio-economic imoacts.

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems: Alternative C would result in a serious disruption of
established travel patterns on local streets in the area. As such, it would result in unacceptable
operational problems;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: After reasonable mitigation, Alternative C would still cause
severe social, economic and environmental impacts and severe disruption to established
communities;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosts; Considering the very large footprint,
construction of Alternative C would cost significantly more than the rest of the alternatives;
approximately 423 percent more than Alternative 1,3OT percent than Alternalive 2, and 411
percent more than Alternative 3. Even though not a factor in elimination of this alternative,
Alternative C would result in additional construction costs of an extraordinary magnitude;

. Other unique problems: Alternative C has an unconventional and undesirable geometric, and
implementing it would cause additional unique problems;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative C as the factors
discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative C is feasible. but not prudent.

Alternative D
As discussed in Section 2-3, this alternative also would completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by
moving the 405/101 lnterchange Connector northwest from the existing location. lt would not result in a
use of the Section 4(f) resource. This connector would be approximately 5.2 mile long. lt would require
full and partial acquisition of approximately 100 privately owned properties, and displace a substantial
number of families or businesses. ln addition, it would result in a serious disruption of established travel
oatterns on local streets in the area. The estimated cost of this avoidance alternative would be one billion
dollars. Given the very high costs for acquisition of rightof-way, disruption of local traffic and the
substantial adverse community impacts to an entire community, Alternative D is not a prudent alternative.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative D is feasible.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: Alternative D would compromise the project so that it would be unreasonable

to proceed given the project's purpose and need. lt would not provide a balanced circulation
system, improve the operational design, or enhance safety while minimizinq environmental and
socio-econom ic im oacts.

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems: Alternative D would result in a serious disruption of
established travel patterns on local streets in the area. As such, it would result in unacceptable
operational problems;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: After reasonable mitigation, Alternative D would still cause
severe social, economic and environmental impacts and severe disruption to established
communities;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs: Considering the very large footprint,
constructing Alternative D would cost significantly more than the rest of the alternatives;
approximately 489 percent more than Alternative 1, 355 percent more than Alternative 2, and 475
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percent more than Alternative 3. Even though not a factor in elimination of this alternative,
Alternative D would result in additional construction costs of an extraordinary magnitude;

. Other unique problems: Alternative D has the most unconventional and undesirable geometrics,
and implementing it would cause additional unique problems;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative D as the factors
discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative D is feasible. but not prudent.

4-2.3 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Measures to Minimize Harm

All possible planning to minimize harm include the following (please refer to Chapter 2 of the IS/EA for a
more detailed discussion):

- Provide funding to other proposed projects that are identified in the Reserve (Bull Creek
Restoration Project and Sepulveda Wetlands Park Project).

- Develop and implement a restoration plan for the Sepulveda Basin forage area.
- Planting of native trees along the length of the new 405 connector.
- Plant at a minimum ratio of 5:1
- Primary species would be coast live oak and California walnut.
- Off-site: ln-lieu fee transfer to the SMMC to be applied to restoration efforts within the San

Fernando Valley watershed but outside the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

4-2.4 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Goncluding Statement

Based on the above considerations, Alternative I is a feasible and prudent alternative to the use
of land from Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

4-3 Sepulveda Dam

4-3.1 Sepulveda Dam - Application of Section 4(0 Griteria for Use

All three Build Alternatives propose to acquire land by permanent easement on the Sepulveda Dam to be
incorporated into the proposed transportation facility. The three proposed alternatives will encroach into
the Sepulveda Dam by constructing elevated structures that cross the dam spillway outlet area to connect
to northbound and southbound US-101 . A portion of the earthen embankment of the dam adjacent to
northbound US-101 will be modified to accommodate the change. A retaining wallwould be erected to
minimize the volume loss of the reservoir as a result of realigning the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
service road. Additionally, alternatives two and three propose a new structural on-ramp and off-ramp
north of Burbank Boulevard that will cross the dam maintenance access road at grade on the earthen
embankment. As such, this action would result in direct use of the Section 4(f) resource.

Alternative I
This alternative would remove the existing connector ramps from the southbound l-405 to northbound and
southbound US-101 , along with the existing southbound l-405/US-101 on-ramp from Burbank Boulevard.
New two-lane US-101 connector ramps (structures) would be constructed over the Sepulveda Dam
spillway connecting southbound l-405 with northbound (connector B) and southbound (connector A) US-
101 , and Burbank Boulevard with southbound l-405. The elevated connectors that pass through the dam
spillway will be approximately fifty (50) feet high, the same approximate height as the Sepulveda Dam
gates. The USACE servíce road adjacent to northbound 101 will be realigned to accommodate the new
connector which would drop down on top of the earthen embankment as it merges with northbound 101 .
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The proposed encroachment on the embankment is approximately 550 feet long and 39 feet wide. A
retaining wall will be built along the earthen embankment (northbound US-101) to mitigate for a loss of
volume in the reservoir due to the realigned service road.

This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(i) as the dam embankment along northbound US-101 will be excavated for footings for the descending
ramp structure, the retaining wall and the realigned USACE access road (1.07 acres). This alternative
would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(i) because it
would entail the physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property. This alternative would
constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(ii) as the elevated
structures to be built through the dam spillway (4.93 acres) and upon the earthen embankment, as well as
the proposed retaining wall, are alterations of the property that is not consistent with the Secretary of the
lnterior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR part ôB) and applicable guidelines.
This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion
2(iv) as the addition of elevated freeway connector ramps through the dam spillway, and the utilization of
the earthen embankment for the descending freeway connector ramp, change the character of the
Sepulveda Dam's use (flood control) and physicalfeatures within the dam setting that contribute to its
historic significance. The earthen embankment, spillway and reservoir are character defining features of
the Sepulveda Dam. This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under
Adverse Effect Criterion 2(v) by introducing a visual element (elevated connector ramps) into the spillway
area and on top of the embankment that diminishes the integrity of the property's significant historic
features. The Dam is eligible because it was designed in a straightfonruard engineering approach
prevalent in Southern California at the time. The earth fill dam was constructed during a time when
accelerated changes in construction equipment allowed for larger and faster excavations. The work also
involved a massive pile driving operation, reportedly one of the largest undertaken in the region at the
time. The dam is also notable for the PWA Moderne design of the outlet works and spillway.

Alternative 2
This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Seoulveda Dam under the same Adverse
Effect Criteria as were listed for Alternative 1. Under this alternative only Connector B (S/B l-405 to N/B
US-101) would be constructed through the dam spillway. Under Alternative 2 there would be additional
adverse effects as a result of the construction of new structures that connect to Burbank Boulevard
approximately 120 yards west of the current ramp intersection. The new on ramp would extend north from
Burbank Boulevard, and loop around to join the l-405 southbound just after the Burbank Boulevard
Overcrossing. This alternative will require 22,000 cubic feet of the dam reservoir and 0.79 acres of footing
easement in the Wildlife Refuge for the ramp structure. Both the on and off ramps would cross over and
sit on top of the earthen embankment of the dam north of Burbank Boulevard requiring 0.15 acres of
embankment. The earthen embankment, spillway and the reservoir are character defining features of the
Sepulveda Dam.

Alternative 3
This alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the Sepulveda Dam under the same Adverse
Effect Criteria as were listed for Alternatives 1 and 2. This alternative has the same general alignment as
Alternative 2, except that the Burbank Boulevard loop on ramp would be of a standard design requiring an
additional 50 feet of encroachment onto the reservoir Wildlife Refuge. The earthen embankment and the
reservoir are character defining features of the Sepulveda Dam.

4-3.2 Sepulveda Dam - Avoidance Alternatives

The following avoidance alternatives were evaluated as defined in 23 CFR 774.'17 (effective as of April
11,2008), and consideration for the six factors as identified on page 34 to determine whether an
alternative is orudent were documented.
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The project area is a built environment, with little room for geometrical improvements. As clearly
demonstrated below, each of the following alternatives has been fully evaluated and determined not to be
prudent.

No-Build Alternative
The No Build alternative would result in the connectors between the freeways remaining as they are. The
Sepulveda Dam would remain intact without further encroachments on the spillway, earthen embankment
and reservoir. No direct use would occur, however the project's purpose and need would remain
unfulfilled and the project's objectives unrealized. The No-Build Alternative is considered not prudent
because it fails to meet the needs which the project was designed to address.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Not applicable since there will be no modifications to the current connector.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: No-Build Avoidance Alternative fails to meet the needs that the proposed

project intends to address. The project's purpose and need would remain unfulfilled, and the
project's objectives unrealized. This avoidance alternative compromises the project to a degree
that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of its purpose and need;

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems; The existing connector is a non-standard, single-
lane structure with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and the facility is not sufficient to
handle the traffic demand. The accident rate on the existing connector from the southbound l-
405 to the westbound U.S.-101 is nearly four times higher than the State average for similar
facilities. lt would not be acceptable or prudent for the California Department of Transportation
and the Federal Highway Administration to ignore this operational problem and instead choose to
do nothing (i.e. the No-Build Alternative). Under this avoidance alternative, the current
unacceptable safety and operational problems would continue, and possibly worsen;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: The No-Build Alternative doesn't require any mitigation,
therefore this factor is not applicable;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs; This factor was considered, but was
found to be not applicable to the No-Build Alternative;

. Other unique problems: This factor was considered, but was found to be not applicable to the No-
Build Alternative;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor was considered, but was found to be not
applicable to the No-Build Alternative.

Based on the analysis above, the No-Build alternative is not prudent because it doesn't meet the
project's stated purpose and need, and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems.

Alternative G
As discussed in Section 2-3, this alternative woufd completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by moving
the 405/101 lnterchange Connector to southeast and then southwest from the existing location. lt would
not result in a use of the Section 4(f) resource. However, it would require full and partial acquisition of
approximately 50 privately owned properties, and displace a substantial number of families or
businesses. ln addition, it would result in a serious disruption of established travel patterns on local
streets in the area. The cost of this avoidance alternative has been estimated at seven hundred million
dollars. Given the very high costs for acquisition of right-of-way, relocation costs, lost tax base for the
City, disruption of local traffic and the substantial adverse community impacts to an entire community,
Alternative C is not a orudent alternative.

1) ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative C is feasible.

2) ls the avoÍdance alternative prudent?
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. Purpose and Need: Alternative C would compromise the project so that it would be unreasonable
to proceed given the project's purpose and need. lt would not provide a balanced circulation
system, improve the operational design, or enhance safety while minimizinq environmental and
socio-econom ic im oacts.

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems; Alternative C would result in a serious disruption of
established travel patterns on local streets in the area. As such, it would result in unacceptable
operational problems;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: After reasonable mitigation, Alternative C would still cause
severe social, economic and environmental impacts and severe disruption to established
communities;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosfs.' Considering the very large footprint,
construction of Alternative C would cost significantly more than the rest of the alternatives;
approximately 423 percent more than Alternative 1,307 percent than Alternalive 2, and 411
percent more than Alternative 3. Even though not a factor in elimination of this alternative,
Alternative C would result in additional construction costs of an extraordinary magnitude;

. Other unique problems: Alternative C has an unconventional and undesirable geometric, and
implementing it would cause additional unique problems;

. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative C as the factors
discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative C is feasible. but not prudent.

Alternative D
As discussed in Section 2-3, this alternative also would completely avoid the Sepulveda Dam Basin by
moving the 405/101 lnterchange Connector northwest from the existing location. lt would not result in a
use of the Section 4(f) resource. This connector would be approximately 5.2 mile long. lt would require
full and partial acquisition of approximately 100 privately owned properties, and displace a substantial
number of families or businesses. ln addition, it would result in a serious disruption of established travel
patterns on local streets in the area. The estimated cost of this avoidance alternative would be one billion
dollars. Given the very high costs for acquisition of righlof-way, disruption of local traffic and the
substantial adverse community impacts to an entire community, Alternative D is not a prudent alternative.

1. ls the avoidance alternative feasible?
Alternative D is feasible.

2. ls the avoidance alternative prudent?
. Purpose and Need: Alternative D would compromise the project so that it would be unreasonable

to proceed given the project's purpose and need. lt would not provide a balanced circulation
system, improve the operational design, or enhance safety while minimizinq envíronmental and
socio-economic impacts.

. Unacceptable safety or operational problems; Alternative D would result in a serious disruption of
established travel patterns on local streets in the area. As such, it would result in unacceptable
operational problems;

. Problems after reasonable mitigation: After reasonable mitigation, Alternative D would still cause
severe social, economic and environmental impacts and severe disruption to established
communities;

. Additional construction, maintenance, or operationalcosús: Considering the very large footprint,
constructing Alternative D would cost significantly more than the rest of the alternatives;
approximately 489 percent more than Alternative 1, 355 percent more than Alternative 2, and 475
percent more than Alternative 3. Even though not a factor in elimination of this alternative,
Alternative D would result in additional construction costs of an extraordinary magnitude;

. Other unique problems: Alternative D has the most unconventional and undesirable geometrics,
and implementing it would cause additional unique problems;
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. Cumulative impacts of multiple factors: This factor is not applicable to Alternative D as the factors
discussed above are not individually minor.

Based on the analysis above, Alternative D is feasible. but not prudent.

4-3.3 Sepulveda Dam - Measures to Minimize Harm

The following mitigation measures was presented in the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) that was
submitted to SHPO under separate cover, pursuant to Section 106 PA Stipulation Xl, 36 CFR 800.6(a),
and 800.6(b)(1):

A. Prior to the start of any work that could adversely affect any characteristics that qualify the Sepulveda
Flood Control Dam as an historic property, Caltrans shall ensure that the recordation measures
specified in section A of this stipulation are completed.

1. Caltrans shall take large-format (4" by 5" or larger negative size) photographs showing the
Sepulveda Dam in context as well as details of its historic engineering features. Photographs
shall be processed for archival permanence in accordance with the Historic American
Engineering Record (HAER) photographic specifications. Caltrans shall ensure that all
documentation is completed before construction commences on the Sepulveda Dam. Views
of the Sepulveda Dam shall include:

(a) Contextualviews showing the Sepulveda Dam in its setting;

(b) Elevation views;

(c) Detail of views of significant engineering and design elements.

2. Caltrans shall make a reasonable and good faith effort to locate historic construction
drawings for the Sepulveda Dam. lf these drawings are located, Caltrans shall
photographically reproduce plans, elevations and selected details from these drawings in

accordance with HAER photographic specifications. lf they are legible in this format, reduced
size (8 %" by 11") copies of construction drawings may be included as pages of the report
cited in subsection A.3 of this stipulation rather than photographed and included as
photographic documentation. lf historic construction drawings for the Sepulveda Dam cannot
be located, the requirements of this paragraph shall not apply.

3. A written historical and descriptive report for the Sepulveda Dam will be completed. This report
will provide a physical description of the Sepulveda Dam, discuss its construction and its
significance under applicable NRHP criteria, and address the historical context for its
construction following the format and instructions in the September 1993 National Park
Service (NPS) HAER Guidelines for Preparing Written Historical and Descriptive Data
guidelínes for written documentation.

4. Upon completion, copies of the documentation prescribed in subsection A.3 of this stipulation
shall be retained by Caltrans District 7, deposited in the Caltrans Transportation History
Library in Sacramento, the City of Los Angeles Public Library, and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Library.

B. Caltrans shall prepare a website, or adapt its current website, to make the information from the
HABS/HAER report available to the public for at least five (5) years. The information will also be
made available to the Caltrans Transportation Library in Sacramento, and the USACE Library in
Washington D.C. for inclusion on their website.
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C. Caltrans shall produce a documentary (motion picture or video) that addresses the history of the
Sepulveda Flood Control Dam, and its place in the history of flood control in the Los Angeles basin.
The motion picture or video shall be of broadcast quality, of sufficient length for a standard 30-minute
broadcast program, and shall be made available to local broadcast stations, public access channels
in the local cable systems, and requesting schools/libraries; and one copy shall be submitted to the
Caltrans Transportation Library in Sacramento.

D. Caltrans will make every effort to incorporate the following measures in the design phase of the
project:

1. The bents or piers of the elevated connector structures that cross through the dam spillway
should be similar in shape to the Streamline Moderne gates (outlet structure) of the dam.

2. The elevated connector structures should have as low a profile as current safety/design
guidelines will allow in order to reduce the visual impacts and views of the dam.

3. All new concrete material should match in color and texture that of the dam outlet structure.

4-3.4 Sepulveda Dam - Section 106 Gonsultation

ln the case of historic properties, the officialwith jurisdicfion is the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) as defined in 23 CFR 774.17.

Consultation with the SHPO and other cultural resources stakeholders is described in Section 2.1.8,
CulturalResources and in the Section 106 documentation (Historic Property Survey Report [HPSR]and
Finding of Effect IFOEI). The following is a summary:

January 2OO1 - The HPSR for this project was completed by Caltrans and sent to SHPO for concurrence
on the Determination of Eligibility for the Dam.

March 14,2007 - The SHPO concurred with the results of the HPSR, and agreed with Caltrans'
determination that the Sepulveda Dam is eligible for the NRHP.

February 2008 - The Finding of Effect (FOE) was completed by Caltrans and sent to SHPO for
concurrence on the Adverse Effects.

March 31, 2008 - SHPO concurred on the FOE.

May 19, 2008 - The Draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was transmitted to the SHPO.

June 26, 2008 - The SHPO signs the MOA.

Copies of the concurrence letters from the SHPO are included in Section 4(f) Appendix A.

4-3.5 Sepulveda Dam - Least Harm Analysis and Goncluding Statement

23 CFR 774.3 states that if there is no feasible and orudent avoidance alternative. then the Administration
may approve only the alternative that:

1. Causes the least overall harm in light of the statute's preservation purpose. The least overall harm is
determined by balancing the following factors:

(i) The ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) property (including any measures that
result in benefits to the property);

(ii) The relative severity of the remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities, attributes, or
features that qualify each Section 4(f) property for protection;
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(iii) The relative significance of each Sectíon 4(f) property;

(iv) The views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property;

(v) The degree to which each alternative meets the purpose and need for the project;

(vi) After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not protected by
Section 4(f); and

(vii) Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives.

2. The alternative selected must include all possible planning, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to minimize
harm to Section 4(f) property.

Based on the above considerations, there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of land from
the Sepulveda Dam. As required by 23 CFR 774.3, all proposed build alternatives were analyzed to
determine the alternative that causes the least overall harm. The results are shown in Table 4-2.

It was determined that Alternative I includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the
Sepulveda Dam resulting from such use and causes the least overall harm in light of the statute's
preservation purpose.
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Table 4-2: Least Harm Analysis for sepulveda Dam - pursuant to section 4(fl
Balancing Factors Pursuant to

Section 774-3lcìllì NO BUILD Alternative Alternat¡ve I Alternative 2 Alterat¡ve 3
Least Damaging Alternat¡ve to

Sc¡:linn Álfì Flocn¡¡r¡oe

Project Purpose and Need
FAILS to meet the project

Purpose and Need
BEST meets the project

Purpose and Need

Meets the Purpose and Need,
but fails to remove the weavin¡

segment on the SB l-405

Meets the Puçose and Need,

but fails to remove the weavinl
segment on the SB 1405

Alternat¡ve I BEST meets the
project Purpose and Need

l. The ability to m¡tigate adverse
mpacts to ths Section 4(Ð property Not Applicable

Good. lmoacts to the
Seoulveda Dam would be less

difficult to mitigate than
impacts to the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserve
(Reference Section'1 06

Memorandum of Agreement in

Appendix S of the
Environmentel Docrment)

Difficult lmoacts to the
Seoulveda Basin Wildlife

Reserve have been deemed
"unmitigatable" by some.

Additionally, th¡s alternative
would carry the same impacts

to the Sepulveda Dam as
Alternative 1.

Difficult. lmoacts to the
Seoulveda Basin Wildl¡fe

Reserve have been deemed
"unmitigatable" by some.

Additionally, this alternative
would cany the same impacts

to the Seoulveda Dam as
Alternative 1

Alternative'l

l. The rolative severity of the
ema¡ning harm after mitigation, to
:he protected activities, attributes, ot
'eatures that qual¡ry thê Section 4(Ð
rroperty for protection.

Not Applicable

The ¡mpacls to the Sepulveda
Dam, after mitigation, have

been deemed less than
significant by CALTRANS

It appears that even with
m¡t¡gation, the ¡mpacts to the

Seoulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve would not be

mitigatable to a level below
sionifiance

It appears that even with
mitigat¡on, the ¡mpacts to the

Seoulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve would not be

mitigatable to a level below

Alternativ€ I

¡. The r€lat¡ve s¡gnificance of the
¡ection 4(f) property. Not Applicable

The Sepulveda Dam is locally
and regionally significant

The Sepulveda Dam is locally
and reg¡onally s¡gnifìcant. The

Seoulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve is locally and
reg¡onally signifìcant.

The Sepulveda Dam is locally
and regionally signifìcant The

Seoulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve is locally and
regionally significant.

Alternative I

[. The views of the official(s) w¡th
urisdiction over the Section 4(f)
)roperty.

Not Applicable
USACE concerned about

mpacts to the Sepulveda Dam

USACE strongly opposed to
the impacts that Alternative 2
would pose to the Sepulveda

Rasin Wildlifp Rcecnrc

USACE strongly opposed to
the impacts that Alternative 3
would pose to the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Reserue

Alternat¡ve I

i. The degree to which each
rltsrnative meets the purpose and
ìeod for the poect.

Not Applicable

Alternat¡ve I ¡s the best
alternative from a freeway

operat¡ons standpoint.
Alternative 1 best meets the

ouroose and need.

\lternative 2 does not meet thr
purpose and need as well as

Alternative I

Alternative 3 does not meet th(
purpose and need as well as

Alternative 1

Alternat¡ve't

i. After reasonable mit¡gat¡on, the
nagnitude of any adverse impacts tc
?sources not protected by Section
(f)

Not Applicable

No significant ¡mpacts to flood
volume capacity of the

reservoir (reference

Hydrology/Floodplain Section
2.2.1 o1 the environmental

dnar rmênl\

Significant fl ood volume
capacity of the reservoir

(reference

Hydrology/Floodplain Section
2.2.1 of the environmental

rlncilmcnlì

Significant fl ood volume
capac¡ty of the reservoir

(reference

Hydrology/Floodplain Section
2.2.1 of the env¡ronmental

dôcilmcnlì

Alternative I

¡. Substantial differences in costs
rmong the alternat¡ves.

Not Applicable Not a factor: $l 1 2,320,000 Not a factor: $152,100,000 Not a factor: $115,440,000

NOt a lactor:
Alternative I ¡s the least
¡nansiwa Rrril¡l Àllorn¡f ivo
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5 | SECTTON 4(f) CONSULTATTON AND COORDTNATTON

Chapter 3 of the lS/EA discusses consultation and coordination with the Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) and the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (City), who are the officials
with jurisdiction for Woodley Park and Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, in detail. The following
discussion includes a summary.

Consultation and coordination with the USACE and the City began during the project initiation phase and
has been ongoing. Representatives from the USACE and the City were invited and participated in Value
Analysis of the project in August 2003. Prior to scoping, Caltrans held three meetings with the USACE,
the City and the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area Steering Committee (Committee) in 2005 and 2006. The
goal of these meetings was to discuss the proposed project and solicit comments on potential impacts to
the Basin. Public Scoping Meeting was held on June 14,2006. Two additional meetings were held with
the USACE to further address their concerns about the project. ln addition to the meetings, there has
been continuous correspondence between parties about various aspects of the project.

Section 4-3.5 of this Section 4(f) Evaluation includes correspondence and concurrence with SHPO, the
official with jurisdiction for Sepulveda Dam. No USACE concurrence will be sought for Sepulveda Dam.
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6 | SECTTON 6(FX3) CONSTDERATTONS

Section 6(0(3) of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (LWCF Act) (16 USC Section 4601-4)
contains provisions to protect federal investments in park and recreation resources and the quality of
those assisted resources. The law recognizes the likelihood that changes in land use or development
may make park use of some areas purchased with LWCF funds obsolete over time, particularly in rapidly
changing urban areas, and provides for conversion to other use pursuant to certain specific conditions:

Secfion 6(0@ - No properiy acquired or developed with assrsfance under fhrs secfrbn shall, without the
approval of the Secretary, be conveñed to other than public outdoor recreation uses. Ihe Secretary shall
approve such conversion only if he fÌnds it to be in accord with the then existing comprehensive statewide
outdoor recreation plan and only upon such conditions as he deems necessary fo assure the substitution
of other recreation properfies of at least equal fair market value and of reasonably equivalenf usefu/ness
and location.

This requirement applies to all parks and other sites that have been the subject of LWCF grants of any
type, and includes acquisition of parkland and development or rehabilitation of park facilities.

A search of the California Department of Parks and Recreation (CDPR) LWCF grants database found
that Sepulveda Dam Recreation Area Development received a grant from LWCF in the amount of
$244,983.00 during the 1968/1969 fiscal year (Project Number 06-00061). CDPR was contacted on
February 15, 2008. Richard Rendon, LWCF Project Officer, indicated that the grant was used for 160
picnic units, sanitation facilities, parking, roads, walks, lighting and playfields in Woodley Park. The
portion of the LWCF grants list that includes the Sepulveda Dam and correspondence with CDPR is
included in Appendix B.

Findings
Woodley Park is a Section 4(f) resource included in this evaluation. lt has been determined that the
proposed project alternatives do not result in a use of the Woodley Park. As no conversion of LWCF
properties would occur under any of the Build alternatives, the requirements of Section 6(f) of the LWCF
Act would not apply.
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sEcTroN 4(F) APPENDTX A

CONCURRENCE LETTERS FROM THE OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION ON
SEPULVEDA DAM
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California Department of Parks and Recreation Br2st2o06

Office of Grants and Local Serulces

Projcct Namo
Land & Water Conservalion Fund

Agency
Projocl
Number

0640060

0æ0061
0ô,00062

0640063

06-00064

06-00065

06-00066

06-00067

0È.00068

06-00089

06-00070

0Ê00071

0Ê00073
0È00075
06-00077

r 967/68

06{0025
06-00027

06-00028

06-00029

06-00030

0Ë00031

0û.00034

06-00035

0ê00037
06-0004 r

0s{0042
06-00045

06-00046

06-00047

06-00048

06-00049

06-00050

06-00051

06-00052

Gr¡nt
Amounl

$389, I 30

$244,983

s66, I 83

$160,222

s40s,450

$176,534

$256,000

$35,1 90

$201,548

$180,400

s'172,380

$57,500

$151,408

924,327

$246,64 r

$4,636,752

s204,1 04

$74,1 91

$'132,973

5166,667

$62,2s6

$35,77s

s372,233

s3ss,342
$9'l ,261

$60,000

$38,34s

$300,000

s300,000

$180,000

$s1,000

$ 
,l8.360

524,744

$17,576

$30,600

92.559,427

MOJAVE RIVER WLDLF AREA ACQ

SEPULVEDA DAM REC AREA DEV

POCKET AREA/GARCIA BEND PARK

AMERICAN RIVER PARKWAY ACO

EL DORAOO PARK DEV

SYCAMoRE F|_AT DEV (FEATHERLY)

PEÍIT PARK ACQ

TOLANO PARK DEV

VALENCIA PARK(MARTIN LUTH.KING

DOS PICOS PARK OEV

KERN RIVER STATE PARK DEV

TRUCKEE RIVER REG PK

METRO MINI-PARKS ACO E DEV
DOG ISLAND FISHING ACCESS DEV

CORRP

SYCAMORE FLAT DEV (FEATHERLY)

OCEAN BEACH OEV

SANTA ROSA PARK ACO

HANSEN OAM DEV

ROYAL OAKS PARK ACQUISITION

BARTLETT PARK DEV

SAN PEORO PIER DEV

LOPEZ RESERVOIR DEV

MOOESTO RESERVOIR ACO

SAILOR 8AR PARK

KESWICK IAKE ANGTING DEV

JOHN MCLAREN PARK DEV

SUGAR PINE POINÍ SP

GLEN HELEN REGIONAL PARK DEV

PASO NOGAT PARK ACQ

MILL CREEK DEV

CARPINTERIA VALLÊY PARK DEV

WEST VALLEY RESERVOIR ACCESS

FOX GROVE ANGLING ACCESS DEV

Wildlife Conservation Board

City of Los Angeles, Recreat¡on & Parks

Clty of Sacramento

County of Sacramento

City of Long Beach, Pa*s, Rec I
County of Orange

City of Omard

County of Venlura

City of San Diego, Parks

County of San Diego, Parks &

County of Kem

Truc*ee-Donner R.P.D.

City & Counly of San Francisco RPD

Wildlife Conservation Boa¡d

Depârtment of Parks and Recreation

Sub Total: 1968/69

County of Orange

City of San Diego, Parks

County olVenlura

Cfty of Los Angeles, Recreation & Parks

County of Monterey

County of Tulare

Wìldlife Conservalion Board

County of San Luis Obispo

County of Stanislaus

County of Sacramonto

Wíldl¡fe Conservalion Board

C¡ty & County of San Francisco RPD

Deparlmenl of Parks and Recreation

County of San Bemardino

Pleasant H¡ll R.P.D.

County of Tehama

Gounty of Santa Barbara, Parks

Wildl¡b Conservation Board

Wildlife Conservation Boarú

Sub Total: 1967/68
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"Rendon, Richard" <RREND@parks.ca.gov>

O2l15l2OO810:08 AM

Good morning Eddie,

Attached is one .pdf copy(not very good) of the original 6(fX3) Boundary Map and one .pdf copy
of the same area, which should hefp you out for your analysis. Also, here is the written project
scope for the original project: Development of 16O picnic unlts, sanitary facllltles, parking,
rctads, walks, llghting and playflelds.

lf you need anything else, please let me know. I will be leaving at 12:15 today and will be back in
the office on Tuesday, February l9th.

Thanks,

Richard

Richard Rendón, LWCF Project Officer
California State Parks
Office of Grants and Local Services
1416 gth Street, Room 918
Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (9r6) 651-7600
Fax: (916) 653-6511

From¡ Eddie Isaacs [mailto:eddle_isaacs@dot.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2008 3:13 PM
To: jecks@parks.ca.gov; Rendon, Richard
Subject: 1968 Sepulveda Dam 06-00061 Land and Water Conservation Fund

Hello Richard,

My name is Eddie lsaacs and I am an Environmental Planner from Caltrans District 7 in Los
Angeles.
lam working on the Section 4(f) document for the l-4o5/US-101 Connector Project.

Jeanne Eckstrom referred me to you for this grant information request.

This competitive Land and Water Conservation Fund grant was allocated to the CiÇ of Los
Angeles'
Recreation and Parks Department in 1968 for $244,983 to improve the Sepulveda Dam
Recreation Area
as part of project 06-00061. lts status is complete and was for development. According to
computer records
Jeanne had as part of the project, it paid for 16O picnic unites, sanitation facilities, sewers,
playfields, líghting,
parking, roads and walkways. I would appreciate it if you could please send a written project
scope, a Section 6(f)
boundary map via email or to my mailing address or fax number below:
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Eddie lsaacs
Caltrans Dlstrict 7
Division of Environmental Plannlng
100 South Main Street MSI6A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Fax (213) 897-0685

I wlll call you ln a moment to discuss thts projec't with you.

Thank you for your help,
Eddie

Eddie lsaacs
Environmental Planner-Maintenance Biologlcal Services
Calibmia Coastal Commission Lialson
Caltrans Dlstrlct 7 Environmental Planning

(21 31 897 -2829 Edd ie_lsaacs@dot.ca.gov f¡S'ünff l. pdf 06{n0fi -2 pdf
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St¡tt OFCIUFORI$¡-SUSINESS.TRÁXSPORTAT|OU ¡ND HOUSINC ¡CEwCY ARNOLD SCI{WARZENEGGER Goffi

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OFTTIE DIRECTOR
II2O N STREET
P. O. BOX 942873

SACRAMENTO,CA 9øßffi1
PHONE (91ó) 6s+s266
FAX (91ó) 65+6608
TTY (916)6534086

January 14,2005

"Cal¡mnc improv¿s nobílÍty across Califonia"
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Flex your pwer!
k mergy cffcictu!

, TITLE VI
POLICY STATEMENT

The Califomia Departnent of Transportation under Title VI of the Civil Righs Act of
1964 and related statutes, ensures that no person in the State of California shall, on the

$ounds of race, color, national origtn, sex, disability, and age, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination
under any progrÍrm or activity it administers.

4itl@
WILL KEMPTON
Director
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APPENDTX D I SUMMARY OF RELOCATTON BENEFITS
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RELOCATION ASSISTANCE ADVISORY SERVICES

The California Department of Transportation (the Department) will provide relocation advisory assistance
to any person, business, farm or non-profit organization displaced as a result of the Department's
acquisition of real property for public use. The Department will assist residential displacees in obtaining
comparable decent, safe and sanitary replacement housing by providing current and continuing
information on sales price and rental rates of available housing. Non-residential displacees will receive
information on comparable properties for lease or purchase.

Residential replacement dwellings will be in equal or better neighborhoods, at prices within the financial
means of the individuals and families displaced, and reasonably accessible to their places of
employment. Before any displacement occurs, displaces will be offered comparable replacement
dwellings that are open to all persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex or national origin, and are
consistent with the requirements of Title Vlll of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. This assistance will also
include supplying information concerning federal and state assisted housing programs, and any other
known services being offered by public and private agencies in the area.

RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION PAYMENTS PROGRAM

The links below are to the Relocation Assistance for Residential Relocation Brochure:

http ://www. dot.ca. gov/hq/row/pubs/residential_engl ish. pdf
http ://www.dot.ca. gov/hq/row/pubs/res idential_span ish.pdf

THE BUSINESS AND FARM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The links below are to the Relocation Assistance Program for businesses and/or farms:

http ://www. dot.ca. gov/hq/row/pubs/business_farm. pdf
h ttp ://www. d ot. ca. g ov/h q/row/p u bs/b u s i n ess_s p. pdf

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

49 CFR Part24.209-No relocation payment received by a displaced person under this part shall be
considered as income for the purpose of the lnternal Revenue Code of 1954, which has been
redesignated as the lnternal Revenue Code of 198ô (Title 26, U.S.Code), or for the purpose of
determining eligibility or the extent of eligibility of any person for assistance under the Social Security Act
(42 U.S. Code 301 ef seg.)or any other federal law (except for any other Federal law providing low-
income housing assistance).

Persons who are eligible for relocation payments and who are legall! occupying the property required for
the project will not be asked to move without being given at least 90 days advance notice, in writing.
Occupants of any type of dwelling eligible for relocation payments will not be required to move unless at
least one comparable "decent, safe and sanitary" replacement residence, open to all persons regardless
of race, color, religion, sex or national origin, is available or has been made available to them by the state.

Any person, business, farm or non-profit organization, which has been refused a relocation payment by
the Department, or believes that the payments are inadequate, may appeal for a hearing before a hearing
officer or the Department's Relocation Assistance Appeals Board. No legal assistance is required;
however, the displacee may choose to obtain legal counsel at his/her expense. lnformation about the
appeal procedure is available from the Department's Relocation Advisors.
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The information above is not intended to be a complete statement of all of the Department's laws and
regulations. At the time of the first written offer to purchase, owner-occupants are given a more detailed
explanation of the state's relocation services. Tenant occupants of properties to be acquired are
contacted immediately after the first written offer to purchase, and also given a more detailed explanation
of the Department's relocation programs.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

To avoid loss of possible benefits, no individual, family, business, farm or non-profit organization should
commit to purchase or rent a replacement property without first contacting a Department of Transportation
relocation advisor at:

State of California
Department of Transportation, District # 7
100 South Main Street
Los An geles, Cal ifornia 90012-7 028
213-897-4811
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APPENDTX E I ENVTRONMENTAL GOMMTTMENTS RECORD
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DISTRICT 7 DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS RECORD
Interstate-40S (San Diego Freeway) to the Southbound lnterstate-101 (Ventura Freeway) Connector lmprovement project
EA 07-199610 | 07-LA-405 [pM 39.4/40.5] / 07-LA-101 [pM 17.0/19.4]

BIOLOGY

1-Jan Wetland/Riparian/Uplands Mitigation Biology/
GeneralisUPM/

Resident
Engineer

PS&E To mitigate for ¡mpacts to the small wetland area west, and
adjacent to the shoulder of the l-405 freeway, Caltrans
PROPOSES to provide funding to the Bull Creek Restoration
Project at roughly twenty percent of the total budget. Subject to
change after coordination with USACE, CDFG, and RWQCB
during permittinq phase.

t-z Endangered Species Biology/
Resident
Engineer

Construction lf Burrowing Owls are determined to be present within the project
area, passive translocation will be employed during the non-
breeding season to encourage nesting in an area away from the
project location. This passive technique will be used in
accordance to the guidelines outlined by the Department of Fish
and Game.

t-J Weüand/Riparian/Uplands M¡tigation Biology/
GeneralisUPM/

Resident
Engineer

PS&E To mitigate for impacts to the small wetland area west, and
adjacent to the shoulder of the l-405 freeway, Caltrans
PROPOSES to provide funding to the Sepulveda Wetlands Park
Project at roughly twenty percent of the total budget. Subject to
change after coordination with USACE, CDFG, and RWQCB
dur¡no oermitt¡no ohase.

1-4 lnvasive Species Considerat¡ons
(coordination WLandscape Architecture)

Landscape
Architecture/

Biology/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E ln compliance with the Executive Order on lnvasive Species, E.O.
13112, and subsequent guidance from the FHWA, the landscaping
and erosion control included in the project w¡ll not use species
listed as noxious weeds. ln areas of particular sensitivity, extra
precautions will be taken if invasive species are found in or
adjacent to the construction areas.

t-3 Bioacoustic Minimization Measures Design/
Resident
Engineer

Construction Construction activities, part¡cularly the use of impact pile drivers,
may significantly increase noise levels in the area. Construction
noise abatement measures will consist of noise-suppressing
sound blankets, use of alternative equipment, and ensuring that all
equipment is in good working order.

t-o Clearing and grubbing Resident
Engineer/
Biology

Construction ln order to avoid/minimize impacts to nest¡ng birds or tree roosting
bats, CALTRANS will require that all vegetation/tree clearing and
grubbing be performed outside the time period of February 15
through September 15.
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11 Biological contamination Resident
Engineer

Construction Maintenance and Construction equipment shall be checked and
maintained daily by contractor so as to prevent leaks or other
potential contamination problems. Contractor maintenance
equipment and repair items are to be stored in an area that is
currently paved, and that will not impair the road in any way or
impact the biological diversity of the area.

1-B Vehicle operational checks Resident
Engineer

Construction At the start of each workday before moving mechanical equ¡pment,
contractor and maintenance personnel shall look under it for
an¡mals (reptiles, amph¡b¡ans, and mammals) that may use the
eouioment for cover.

Burrowing owl surveys Biology/
Resident
Engineer

Pre-construct¡on CALTRANS will conduct burrowing owl focused surveys prior to
construct¡on, and in coord¡nation with the California Department of
Fish and Game, will dev¡se avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation measures, if needed.

z-l lnvasive species considerations (coordination
w/Biology)

Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E ln compliance with the Executive Order on lnvasive Species, E.O.
13112, and subsequent guidance from the FHWA, the landscaping
and erosion control included in the project will not use species
listed as noxious weeds. ln areas of particular sensitivity, extra
precautions will be taken if invasive species are found in or
adiacent to the construction areas.

2-2 Erosion Control
2-3 Special Architectural Treatnenb Landscape

Architecture/
Design/

Resident
Fnoineer

PS&E Retaining walls will be visually compatible with the surrounding
community. Native vegetation will be planted in disturbed areas
and wildlife areas where soace allows.

2-4 Special Architectural Treatments Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Architectural detailing will be specified; pilasters, wall caps,
interesting block patterns, color, and materials to match existing
color palette of surrounding area.

2-5 Special Architectu ral Treaünents Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Fnoincer

PS&E Visual interest will be created to reduce the apparent height of
walls.

2-6 Special Architectural Treatrnents Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Slope pavement at undercrossings will be enhanced with texture
to deter graffit¡.

2-7 Special Architectural Treatmenb Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Where needed, vine plantings will be used on walls to deter graffiti
to enhance visual quality.
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2-8 Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Where slope pavement is not possible, vegetation will be planted
at undercrossings as appropriate.

2-9 Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Native vegetation will be planted in disturbed areas and wildlife
areas where space allows.

2-10 Landscape
Architecture/

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Ornamental vegetation will be utilized as necessary.

3-1 Unearth Human Remains/Cultural Materials
Provisions

GeneralisU
Cultural/
Resdent
Engineer

Construction lf human remains/cultural materials are discovered during
construction, all earth moving activity within and around the
immediate discovery area and contact shall be made with the
Caltrans Division of Environmental Plann¡ng. Construct¡on shall
be diverted until a qualifìed archaeologist can assess the nature
and significance of the find.

3-2 Unearth Human Remains Provisions Generalisl
Cultural/
Resident
Engineer

Conskuction lf human remains are discovered, State Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5 states that further disturbances and act¡v¡ties shall
cease in any area or nearby area suspected to overlie remains,
and the County Coroner contacted. Pursuant to Public Resources
Code Section 5097.98, if the rema¡ns are thought to be Native
American, the coroner will notify the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC) who will then notify the Most Likely
Descændent (MLD). At this time, the person who discovered the
remains will contact Gary lverson, Caltrans District 7, Heritage
Resource Coordination at (2'1 3)880-201 0.

3-3 Other Requirements set forth in the MOA and or
SHPO consultation

Cultural/Design
/Resident
Enoineer

PS&E The bents or piers of the elevated structures that cross through the
spillway should be similar in shape to the Streamline Modern gates
of the Seoulveda Dam.

34 Other Requirements set forth in the MOA and or
SHPO consultation

Cultural/Des¡gn
/Resident
Engineer

PS&E The elevated structures/connectors should have as low a profile as
current safety/design guidelines will allow in order to reduce the
visual imoacts and v¡ews of the dam.

3-5 Other Requiremenb set forth in the MOA and or
SHPO consultation

Cultural/Design
/Resident
Enoineer

PS&E All new concrete should match in color and texture to that of the
dam outlet structure.
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4-1 Paleontology/
Resident
Engineer

Construction lf paleontological resources are discovered during construction,
the paleontologist (or paleontological monitor) will recover them.
Construction work in these areas will be halted or diverted to allow
recovery of fossil remains in a timely manner. Fossil remains
collected during the monitoring and salvage portion of the
mitigation program will be cleaned, repaired, sorted, and
cataloged. Prepared fossils, along with copies of all pertinent f¡eld
notes, photos, and maps, will then be deposited in a scientific
institution with paleontological collections.

5-1 Maintenance of pedestrian/bicycle access and
ADA Complaince

Design/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E/
Construction

The accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists shall be taken
into consideration and mainta¡ned during both the design and
construction phases of the project. Spec¡al attention must be paid
to maintaining EQUAL access for all persons, particularly, the
disabled, the elderly, and minority and low-income populations.
Full compliance with ADA standards must be maintained and
implemented via the Transportation Management Plan (TMP) for
all temoorarv AND oermanent desion modifications.

5-2 Temporary Detours/Traffic Controls Resident
Engineer

Construction Temporary traffic controls, signing, barriers, and flagmen should
be employed as necessary and appropriately for the efficient
movement of traffìc (in accordance with standard traffic
engineering practices) to facil¡tate construction of the project
improvements while maintaining traffic flows and minimizing
disruption to traffic.

5-3 Street and Ramp Closures Design/
Resident
Engineer

Construction Construction activities shall be staged ¡n such a manner to
minimize the need for street and/or ramp closures. To the greatest
extent possible, such closures (when required) should be made
during off-peak and/or overnight periods. ln advance of, and
during closure periods, appropriate public communication and
temporary signage shall be used to warn motor¡sts of the closure.
Alternative routes shall be clearly marked, and associated signage
maintained at all times.

54 Equipment, cÆntractor yard, and restrict¡ons on
construction activities

uesrgn/
Resident
Enoineer

P5&E/
Construction

Ensure continuous refinement, implementation, and consistency of
Construction Staging/Lane Closure Plan to ensure optimum traffic
flow through proiect area.

5-5 Utilities, Emergency, and Community Services Design/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E/
Construction

ln accordance with Caltrans design guidelines, utility
infrastructures that are impacted by project construction would be
relocated before construction, during construction, protected in
place, or abandoned. The utilities that must be relocated as part
of project construct¡on would be relocated in such a manner as to
minimize any disruption of service those utilities provide, pursuant
to Section 8.1-10, Ut¡lity and Non-H¡ghway Facilities of the
Standard Specifìcations issued by Caltrans. Project impacts to
utility service systems during construction and operation would
thus be reduced to a less than significant level.
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Utilities, Emergency, and Community Services Design/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E/
Construction

lmpacts to fire, police, and emergency serv¡ce response times
would be minimized by implementation of a Traffic Management
Plan (TMP) that would contain detiailed plans of access routes and
detours during construction. The TMP should be reviewed and
approved by the Los Angeles County Fire Department and any
potentially affected fire or law enforcement agency. Caltrans
would maintain contacts with the community, police, and fire
protect¡on services through public ouheach during the construction
phase.

5-7 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacls on
Surounding Local lntersections

Des¡gn/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Add an additional left turn lane from westbound Burbanr<
Boulevard to southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue.

5-8 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Sunounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Add a right turn lane from eastbound Burbank Boulevard to
southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue.

5-9 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Res¡dent
Enoineer

PS&E Northbound US-101 off-ramp at Hayvenhurst Avenue - add left
turn lane to southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue.

5-10 Measures to Mitigate Trafftc lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Construct new northbound US-1 01 on-ramp from Hayvenhurst
Avenue-

5-11 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Sunounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Add an additional left turn lane from southbound Hayvenhursl
Avenue to southbound US-1 01 on-ramp.

5-12 Measures to Mitigate Trafftc lmpacts on
Sunounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Add additional lane on southbound US-101 on-ramp at
Hayvenhurst Avenue

5-1 3 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Sunounding Local I ntersections

Des¡gn/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Add additional lane to eastbound Magnolia Boulevard at
Hayvenhurst Avenue

5-14 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Provide a traff¡c signal at the new intersection of the new
connector, the southbound l-405 off-ramp, and Burbank
Boulevard.

5-1 5 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Modify the Burbank Boulevard roadway at the above location to
provide adequate right-turn and left turn storage to the new
connector.

5-16 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Provide a traffic signal at the new intersection of the new
connector/southbound l-405 off-ramp at Burbank Boulevard.

5-17 Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local I ntersections

Des¡gn/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Modify the Burbank Boulevard roadway at the above location to
provide adequate r¡ght-turn and left-turn storage to the new
connector.

5-1 I Measures to Mitigate Traffic lmpacts on
Surrounding Local I ntersections

Design/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Provide three lanes on the reconfigured southbound l-405 off-ramp
at Burbank Boulevard.

5-19 Measures to Mitigate Traffìc lmpacts on
Surrounding Local lntersections

Design/
Resident
Engineer

PS&E Provide adequate improvements along Burbank Boulevard to
accommodate increased traffic. This includes Burbank
BoulevardMoodley Avenue, and Burbank Boulevard/Hayvenhurst
Boulevard intersections.
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5-20 Maintenance of access to public transportation Design/Residen
t Engineer

PS&E/
Construction

Coordination w¡th local transportation authorities and access to
public transportation shall be mainta¡ned throughout PS&E and
construction of the project. Any relocat¡on of transit stops shall be
within reasonable distance of original point of access, and signage
for any temporary changes to services shall be maintained
throughout the life of the p@ect for proper comprehension and
legibility at all times.

5-21 Measures to minimize debris, litter, and pollution Resident
Engineer

Construction At the end of the day when operations are complete debris or trash
shall be removed from the work area and properly disposed of by
contractor. All personnel working within the project area will follow
all litter and oollution laws.

6-1 General Hydraulics/Desi
gn/

Resident
Enqineer

PS&E The project proposes realignment of the USACE serv¡ce road by
construct¡ng a retaining wall that will allow excavating the
upstream embankment to restore storage volume removed by
realiqnment USACE service road.

o-z General Hydraulics/Desi
gn/

Resident
Engineer

PS&E Extension of existing Burbank Boulevard Bridge: Burbank
Boulevard is closed during major storm events due to raising water
in the basin (the lowest elevation is at Los Angeles River). The
space under the bridge will compensate for the volume loss of the
basin due to the project. This proposal will avoid closure of
Burbank Boulevard during major storm events, however, it is not
cost effective, and also requires study and cooperation with the
Citv of Los Anoeles.

6-3 General Hydraulics/Desi
gn/

Rightof-way/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Acqu¡re residential private properties: acquiring some properties at
r¡sk, at the southeast corner of the basin, Mclellan Avenue and
Burbank Boulevard, where the front yards are still lower than the
Probable Maximum Flood water surface elevation (712feet\.

6-4 General Hydraulics/Desi
gnl

Resident
Enoineer

PS&E Dredging of silt from basin to restore the volume of storage
removed by additional roadway embankment.

Floocling during construction Resident
Engineer

Construction lf flooding occurs during construction of the project the contractor
shall be responsible to protect the workplace from adverse effects
of flooding by means such as plastic sheeting, fiber rolls, berms,
minimizing earthwork during the rainy season and slope
stabilization to minimize sediment fro clogging the protected
drainage inlet BMPs, gravel bags, berms with greater porosity and
structural integrity to allow runoff into drainage inlets while
retaining sediment, and pumping of flooded temporary low spots
created bv construction activities.

6-6 Equipment storage location Resident
Fnoineer

Construction Construction equipment shall be stored outside and away from the
Los Anoeles River and its tributanes
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7-1 Resident
Engineer

Construction All equipment shall have sound-control devices no less effective
than those provided on the original equipment. No equipment
shall have an unmuffled exhaust. All equipment shall be properly
maintained to assure that no additional noise, due to worn or
improperly maintained parts, would be generated.

7-2 KesrOent
Engineer

Construction As directed by the Resident Engineer, the contractor shall
implement appropriate additional noise minimization measures
including, but not limited to, changing the location of station
construction equipment, turning-off idling equipment, rescheduling
construction activity, notifying adjacent residents in advance of
construction work, and/or installing acoustic barriers around
stationary construction noise sources.

7-3 Design/Noise/P
roject

Management

PS&E A soundwall has been PROPOSED to mitigate for the increase in
noise levels at the Sherman Oaks Castle Palace (a miniature golf
course). An offer has been extended to management of the
facility, but the decision and implementat¡on of the measure are
still pending and in coordination at this time.

8-l Resident
Engineer

Construction To reduce project air quality impacts to the greetest extent
feasible, the contractor shall implement a fugitive dust control
program pursuant to the provisions of SCAQMD Rule 403.

8-2 Resident
Enoineer

Construction All construction vehicle tires shall be washed at the time these
vehicles exit the oroiect site.

8-3 Resident
Enoineer

Construction All ¡mporUexport soil carried by haul kucks shall be covered by a
tarp or other means.

8-4 Resident
Engineer

Construction Any intensive dust generating activity such as gr¡nding concrete for
existing roads must be conholled to the greatest extent feasible.

8-5 Resident
Engineer

Construction To minimize construction-related emissions, all construction
vehicles and construction equipment shall be equipped with the
state-mandated emission control devises pursuant to state
emission regulations and standard construction practices, and be
properly tuned and maintained in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications.

8-6 Res¡dent
Engineer

Construction All contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment
so as to minimize exhaust emissions. During construction, trucks
and vehicles in loading and unloading queues shall turn their
engines off, when not in use, to reduce vehicle emissions.
Construction emissions shall be phased and scheduled to avoid
em¡ss¡ons peaks and discontinued during second-stage smog
alerts.

8-7 Res¡dent
Engineer

Construction Electricity from power poles, rather than temporary diesel or
gasoline powered generators shall be used to the greatest extent
feasible.

8-8 Resident
Enoineer

Construction All construction vehicles shall be prohibited from idling in excess of
ten minutes. both on-and-off-site.
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8-9 Resident
Engineer

Construction Heavy-duty construction equipment shall use alternative clean
fuels, such as low sulfur diesel or compressed natural gas with
oxidation catalysts or particulate traps, to the greatest extent
feasible.

8-1 0 Resident
Enoineer

Construction All utilized solvents and coatings shall be consistent with
SCAQMD rules and reoulations.

9-1 Hazardous
Waste

PS&E Now that Alternative t has formally been selected, further
analyses should be performed under the protocols of a Phase ll
site investigation to address the potential impacts of contaminated
soils or ground water. Prior to implementation of the Phase ll
program, and Phase ll Workplan shall be prepared prior to
commencement of field activities to identify the locations of each
boring, sampling intervals, sample analysis, and methods to be
utilized.

9-2 Hazardous
Waste/Resident

Engineer

Construction Should any contam¡nants be discovered during testing, standard
protocols for the protection of construction workers, and
neighboring properties shall be implemented pursuant to state
regulatory measure include but not limited to Cal OSHA standards.
Project construction would be conducted with a contingency plan
¡n place in the event that unknown hazardous materials are
unexpectedly encountered during construction.

1 0-1 Stomweter Management Plan (SWMP)Mater
Pollution Control Program (WPCP)

Design/
Water Quality/
Stormwater/

Resident
Engineer

t 5&E/
Construction

NPDES Construction General Permit No. C4S000003 requires
Caltrans to maintain and imolement an effective Storm Water
Management Plant (SWMP) that ident¡f¡es and describes the Best
Management Practices (BMPs) used to reducæ or eliminate the
stormwater runoff discharge of pollutants to waters of drainage
conveyances and waterways. The SWMP shal be used as the
framework for developing and implementing guidance to meet
permit requirements for Caltrans' storm water discharqes.

10-2 Total Maimum Daily Load CIMDL) Requiremenb Des¡gn/Water
Quality/

Stormwater/
Resident
Enoineer

PS&E/
Construction

Project engineers shall consider and implement treatment controls
for the project and consult w¡th the District NPDES Storm Water
Coordinator to minimize nitrogen loadings associated with runoff
from storm drain systems to the greatest extent possible.

10-3 f,ermanent litofm wa¡er uonrot Measures
including Operations and Ma¡ntenance lnfomat¡on

DesignMater
Quality/

Stormwater

PS&E Caltrans shall design permanent project BMPs during the PS&E
phase of the project to prevent water pollution. Consideration and
implementation of pollut¡on prevention, treatrnent, construction,
and maintenance BMPs is required to the greatest extent possible.
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APPENDTX F I FHWA POLTCY ON SL|P RAMPS
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FHWA POLICY REGARDING SLIP RAMPS

"Holm, feff < FHWA>" <Jeff.Hol¡n@fhwa.dot.gov> on I I I I 6IZOOOo+:¡Ìffi-FFi-

To: Elaheh_Yadegar@dot.ca.gov (tPM Return requested) (Receipt notification requested),
lD-Bamfield@dor.ca.gov (lPM Retum requened) (Receipt notification requested), "-ôdy, Robert
<FHWA>n <RobersC¡dy@fhwa.dot.gov> (lPM Rerum requeste4 (Rèceipt notlficaúon requested)
Yoginí-Patel@dolca.gov llfV leturn requested) (Receipt notification iequested), 'Schlicht, nà¡ert 

'

<FHWA> " <Robert.Schlicht@ftrwa.dot.gov> (lPM Retum requested) jneceipt notlficatión requesed)
Re: FHWA Policy for the SIip Ramps EA 19961K,4Q5ll Ol connecrorsSubiectr

Bob cady asked that r respond to your question coacerning slip ïamps.
Our Federal-Aid policy Guide st,aÈes the following:
FTom FAPG
June 17 , L998, TransmiEt.al 23

.|A-DDITIONAL AceESS POIÌùIS TO EXISTING FIILL ACCESS-CONTROLIJED INTERCHAITGE RAMPS(23 CFR 6',30)

a. LocaL connections within interchansgs -- especÍally on freeway-t.o-freewayramps -- víolate driver expecÈancy and introducã addirional aecision-Ñ;;¿;-í"an area where the informaE,ion processing cask is already complex. the| alsocreaEe 1 itig! pot'ential for Eraffiq gueuing back onto rûe thlough freäwaylanes. rn addition, =ngl.f?mps seldom provld.e for ful1 directioãal senriäe,thus creacing the possibi].ity of .wrorrg-way movements by d.rivers who wish toreturn or continue in t,he same directsion.
b.--,r! is_poor pu-blic policy as.well as poor engíneering pracÈice t.o a1]owaddiEional access-to exisEing freeway rarnps. Iñ many cãsés, the ad.d.iÈionaLaccess ramps would provide Eraffic se:r¡icè t.o indiviäual developments.
_Intserchanges on Ehe IncersÈate sysÈ,em and normally on ot,her frãeways aredesigned Eo provide access to l-ocál areas -- not tä individual aãveiopmen¡s orparcels - Ramps Eo and from freeways shouÌd connect, to 1ocal area roadneEworks which in turn perform the function of land. seruice to individualgenerat.ors, rl

Basically, E.he our guídance frowns on any ty¡le of slip ramp.

Don't forget cT Design Manual Section 502.3, 2 d also frowns upon using them.

.Teff Ho1m, P.E.
Design/Traf fic Operations Engineer
FHWA California Divison
Phone r 916-498-5021
FAX:9L6-49e-5008
E-mai1 : Jeff .HolmOfhwa.dot.gov

>>> Elaheh yadegar@dot,.ca.gov aI/16/OO 0g:37A.tvl >>>
JD/Bc,b
one of Ehe comments from calErans Environment.al Branch is to add areference Eo the FIIWA policy for the slip-ramps as part of E,he psR-pDS.

rs there any written policy stating t.hats slip-ramp connecting a ramp to aconnecEor is against FHWÀ poticy?

Thanks,
Elaheh
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APPENDIX G I SCOPING NEWPAPER ADVERTISEMENT AND LETTER
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APPENDTX H I STATE GLEARTNGHOUSE AGKOWLEDGMENT OF
REVIEW COMPLIANGE
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GER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Gov¡won's Orntce o/PLemlruc Allu Rrsn¡ncu
Sr¡re Ct n¡nrNGHousEAND PI^aNNING UNIT

May29,2008

Eduardo Aguilar
Califomia Department of Transportatioru District 7

100 South Main Sreet, MS-I6A
Los Angeles, CA900I2

Subject: Southbound Interstate 405 to the rffestbound U.S. Highway-lol Comector Improvement Project

SCH#: 2008041100

Dear Eduardo Aguilar:

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Joint Docunìent to selected state agencies for review.

On the enclosed Document Details Report please note that the Clearinghor.rse has listed the state agencies

that reviewed your document. The review period closed on May 28, 2008, and the comments from the

responding agency (ies) is (are) enclosed, Ifthis commentpackage is not irr order, please notify the State

Clearinghouse immediately. Please refe¡ to the project's ten-digit State Clear.inghouse number in future

correspondence so that we may respond promptly.

Please note tllat Section 21 104(c) ofthe Califomia Public ResouÌces Code states that:

"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive comments regarding those

activities involved i¡ a project which are within an area ofexpertise ofthe ageucy or which ate

required to be carried out or approved by the agency. Those corn¡nents shall be supported by

specific documentation."

These comments are forwa¡ded for use in preparing your final enviro¡nrental documelrt. Should you need

mo¡e information or clarification ofthe enclosed commeuts, we reconr¡¡end that yon contact the

commenting agency directly.

This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse Leview requû'ements fol draft

envi¡onmental docurnents, pursuant to the Califomia Environmental Quality Act. Please coutact the State

Clearinghouse at (916) 445.0613 ifyou have any questions regardilg the environmeutal review process.

Sincetely,

CYNt'Itr BRYA¡rr
DrREcrûR

1400 l0th Street P,0, Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044

(916) 445-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 www'oPr.ca'gov

fui"r
Di¡ector, State Clearinghouse

Enclosures
cc: Resources Agency
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Document Details Report
State Clearinghouse Data Base

scH# 2008041,t 00
Protectfitle Southbound lntoÍstats 405 to the Westbound U.S. Highway-'l01 Connector lmprovement Project

Lead AgEncy Calkans #7

Type JD Jo¡nt Document

Descilptlon NOTE: Joint Oocument comprlsed of Negative Declaration and Environmental Assessment.

The Califo¡nia Department of Transportation (Caltrans) proposes various alternatives to lmprove the

connector from the southbound San Diego Freeway (l-405) to the westbound Ventura Freeway (U,S.

Highway-1 0'l ). A new, upgraded 50 mph two-lane connector would replace the existing 20 mph

single-lane connector. The proposed project would require right-of-way from the U,S. Army Corps of

Engin€ers related to the operation of the Sepulveda Dam.

Lead Agency Gontact
Name Eduardo Agullar

Agency California Department of Transportation, District 7

Phone (213)897-8492 Fax
email

Address 100 South Main Street. MS-164
Clty Los Angeles Slafê CA Zlp 90012

ProJect Location
County Los Angeles

Clty Los Angeles, CiÇ of
Reglon

Cross Sfreefs Sepulveda Boulevard, Burbank Boulêvard (l-405/US-101)
Parcel No,
Townsh¡p 1N Rangø 15W Section Base 83

Proxlmlty to:
Highways US 101

Alrpotts Van Nuys Airport
Rallways

Waterways LA River, Sepulveda Dam, Haskell Creek
Scåoo/s Many

Land Use

Project lssues Aestheticfuisual; Alr Quality; Archaeologic-Historic; Biological Rosources; Cumulative Effects;

Drainage/Absorplion; Economics/Jobs; Flood PlairVFlooding; Geologic/Seismic; Growth lnducing;

Landuse; Noise; Population/Housing Balance; Public Services; Recreat¡on/Parks;
Schools/Univetsities; Solid Waste; Toxic/Hazardous; Traffic/Circulation; Vegetation; Water Quality;

Wetland/Rioâr¡an: Wildlife

Rev¡ewlng Resources Agency; Regional Water Quality Conkol Board, Region 4; Department of Parks and
Agencles Recreation; Nativ€ American Heritage Commisslon; Central Valley Flood Protection Board:

Department of Fish and Game, Region 5; Department of Water Resources; California Highway Patroli

Caltrans, Division of Aeronautics; Air Resources Board, Transportation Projects; State Water

Resources Control Board, Clean Water Program; State Lands Commission

Date Recelved 0411712008 Starl of Revlew 0411712008 End of Review 0512812008

Note: Blanks in data fields result from insufficient information provided by lead agency.
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NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
er5 cAPtToL MAL|_ FOOü 364
SACFAMEI{TO, CA 96814
(916) 6ss326r
Fax (9r6) 057-A990
Web Sltg M.nrhc.6-dôv
emall: dB_¡aho@pâcboll,nst

April 30, 2008

Mr. Eduardo Aaguilar
GALIFORNIA DEPARTNENT OF TRÀN8PORTATION
100 S. Main Street, MS 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

citauon formd to assl€il with tho Sacrêd Lânds File seerch reque€t USGS 7.5-minute auadranole cÌtation
wm name. toltnÊhtD. renoêendsecf¡on: .

' The NAHC advises the use of Nalive Ame¡ican Monitors to emure ÞroD€r ident'ficãtion and care oiven cultural

lear
-2L og
e

l
l

I
rì

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

The Native American Heñtaç Commission is the stâte agency designated to protect California's Native
American Cultural Rêsources. The Califomia Envi¡onmental AualÚ Aót (CE[¡¡ requirbs that any projoct that
causes a substantíal adverse change in the signifcanca of an histodcal resource, that lncludes arôÉaeòlogical
resources, is a'significant efiecf req a
Code of Regulations 915064.5(b)(c (
slgn¡ficant ¡mpact on lhe environmen
conditions within an arêa affected by
ln order to comply with this provision
impact on these resources within the
aPs_ê89 the project-related impacb on histodcal resources, the Commission recommende lhe following adion:{ Contact the apPropriate Californla Historic Rosourceo lnformation Center (CHRIS) for possible 'recõrded sitee' in
locations where the development will or might occur.. Contact information for the lniormation Center nearest you is
available from the statê office of Historic Preservation (916/6s3-7228)/ hBdA4uatq¡p¿eßw.gg'. The recórd
search will dete¡mine:

{ t ore€enr

the ssional report detail¡ng

' The final report containing site forrns, site signÍfcancê, and mfigation measurers should be eubmitted
immediately to the planning degadment All informaüon regarding site locations, Native Ame¡ican human
rema¡ns, and assoc¡ated funerary objecÈ should be in a separate confidential addendum, and not be made
available for pubic disdoeure.

' The fnal writfon repott should be submitbd within 3 months after work has been completed b the appropriatetø Center.
v Con commission (NAHO) for

search of the project area and infomation on ûibal contacts in the projec't
lculfural resourc€ info¡mation. Pleaee provide this ofüce with the follow¡ns

resourceB that may be discovered. The l,lAHC recommends that contac{ be made with Nalive American
on potential project impact (APE). ln some cases, the existence of

r f"HJJ't:i ,"¿"ff1iffji,Lub€urrace existence.

(Ð.

Lead agencies should indude in thdr mitigation plan provisions for the díspociüon of recovered artifacts, in
consultalion wiür culturdly afiliated lHive Americans.

RECEIVED
MAY - 6 2008

STATE OLEARING HOUSE
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r/ Lead agencies should include prov¡sions for discovery of Native American human remalns or unmarked cemeteries
in their mitigation plans.

' CEQA Guidelines, Secüon 15064.5(d) requires the lead agency to work with the Native Amedcans idenlified
by this Commlss¡on if the inital Study idantifies the presence or likely presence of Native American human
remains wihin the APE. CEQA Guidelines provide for agreemenb with Nativ€ American, identified by the
NAHC, to assure the appropriate and dignified treatment of Native American human remains and any associated
grave liens.

It Health and Safety Code $7050.5, Public Resources Code 95097.98 and Sec. Sl5ft!4.5 (d) of the Califomia Code
of Regulations (CEQA Guidelines) mandato procedures to be followed, induding trat consùuction or excavation be
stopped in the event of an accidental diecovery of any human remains in a location other than a ded¡cated cemetery
until the county corone¡ or medical examiner can determine whether the remains are thos€ of a Native Amerlcan.
Note th€t 57052 of theHealth & Safety Code states_that disturbanc€ of Nativ€ American c€met€des ie a felony.

Please feel free to contact me at (91ô) 6536251 ifyou have any queslions,

Attachment List of Native American Contacts

Cc: StateClearinghouse
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC HEARING

for the southbound San Diego Freeway
(lnterstate-405) to the nonhbound Ventura

Freeway (US Highway-101 ) Connector

The Califomia Department of lransportat¡on (Caltrans)
proposes vadous altemat¡ves to improve the conneclor
Íiom the southbound San Diego Freeway (lnterstate.
405) to the northbound Ventura Freeway (U.S.
H¡ghway-1o1). A new, upgraded 50 mph two-lane
connector would replac€ the existjng 20 mph single-
lane connector. The proposed project would require
righl-of-way from the U.S. Amy Corps of Enginees
related to lhe operabon of the Sepulveda Dem.

A public hearing will be held to allow any interested
individuals an opportunity to discuss certain des¡gn
features of the projecl with Caltrans staff before the
final desiqn and altemative is selected.

available for viewing and download at
http J/rvww,dot,cå.gov/dist07/rôsources/envdocs/.
The E¡/lS is also available for review and copying at
the Caltrans DiskÍct 7 Division of Environmentål
Planning (100 S. Main Street, Los Angeles) on
weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The EAr/lS is
also available at the Los Angeles Public Library - Van
Nuys Br¿nch located on 6250 Sylmar Avenue Van
Nuys, CA 91401 and at tìe Sherman Oaks Branch
L¡brary located at 14245 Moorpark Steet, Sherman

Wednesday May 14, 2008 from 5;30pm{:30pm at
Valley Beth Shalom located at 15739 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino. CA 91436.

lf you cannot attend, please submit your written
comments no later üìan May 28, 2008 to:

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Direcior
Califomia Departnent of Transportat¡on
Divis¡on ot Environmentâl Planning (40511011
100 South Main Street MS 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

lndividuals who require special accommodation
(Arnerican Sign Language ¡nterpreter, accessible
seating, documentation in altemative formats, etc.) are
requested to contact the Department's Public Affaiß
Office at 213-897-3656 at least 2't days prior to the
scheduled hearing date. TDD users may contact the
Califomia Relay Service TDD line at 1-800-73s2929 or
Voice Line at 1-800-735-2922.

Aguilar at (2131 897-U92. Thank you fo¡. your interest





APPENDIX J I PUBLIC NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF DRAFT EA/IS
AND PUBLIC HEARING
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7
IOO MAIN STREET, MSI6A
LOS ANGELES, CA 9OOI2
PHONE (213) 897-0703
FAX (2r3) 897-0685
TTY (2f3) 897-4937

Fleti your power!
Be energt eflìcient!

April 14,2008

Responsible Agencies, Review Agencies, Trustee
Agencies, Cooperating Agencies and Individuals
Interested in the improvement of the connector
from the southbound San Diego Freeway
(Interstate-405) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. Highway-10 1)

07-LA-405 P}/d39.4140.5
07-LA-101 PM t7.0119.4
Southbound I-405 to the
Westbound U.S.-101 Connector
Improvement Project
EA 199610

Draft Environmental Assessmentltnitial Study Now Available

The California DeparLment of Transportation (Caltrans) proposes various alternatives to improve the
connector from the southbound San Diego Freeway (Interstate-405) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. Highway-101). A new, upgraded 50 mph two-lane connector would replace the
existing 20 mph singleJane connector, The proposed project would require right-of-way from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers related to the operation of the Sepulveda Dam.

In conformity with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Califomia Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), and Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act, Caltrans has studied
the effects that the proposed project may have on the environment and community. The results of
these studies are contained ìn an environmental document known as a draft Environmental
Assessment/Initial Study (EA/IS). The purpose of this notice is to inform the public of its
completion and availability to any interested individuals.

Furthermore, a hearing will be held to allow any interested individuals an opporlunity to discuss
certain design features of the project with Caltrans staff before the final design and alternative is
selected. The public hearing will be held on Wednesday May 14,2008 from 5:30pm-8:30pm at
Valley Beth Shalom located at15739 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA91436. hrdividuals who require
special accommodation (American Sign Language interpreter, accessible seating, documentation in
alternative formats, etc.) are requested to contact the Caltrans Public Affairs Office at 213-897 -3656
at least 21 days prior to the scheduled hearing date. TDD users may contact the California Relay
Service TDD line at 1-800-735 -2929 or Voice Line at I-800-735-2922.

Enclosed is a copy of the draft EA/IS for your review. Please submit any written comments no later
than May 28,2008 to: Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director

California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (405/101 Connector)
100 South Main Street MS 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

For additional info¡mation, or for an additional copy of the draft EA/IS (hard copy and/or CD),
please contact Mr. Eduardo Aguilar at (213) 897 -8492. Thank you for your interest in this
transportation improvement proj ect.

,:"- La-
OSINSKI

Deputy Dishict Director

" Caltrans improves nobility across California "
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice of Availability of Draft Environmental

Document and Announcement of Public Hearing
for the southbound San Diego Freeway

(lnterstate40S) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (US Highway-1 01 ) Connector

The Califomia Department of Transporlation (Caltrans)
proposes various altematives to improve the connector
from the southbound San Diego Freeway (lnterstate-
405) to the westbound Ventura Freeway (U.S.
Highway-1o1) A new, upgraded 50 mph twolane
connector would replace the existing 20 mph single-
lane connector The proposed project would require
right-of-way from the U S. Amy Corps of Engineers
relaled to the oDeration of the Seoulveda Dam

Caltrans has stud¡ed the effects that the proposed
project may have on the environment and æmmunity
The results of these studies are contained ¡n an
environmental document known as a drâft
Environmental AssessmenUlnitial Study (E¡/lS). The
purpose of this not¡ce is to inform the public of its
completion and availability to any interested
individuals

The E¡./IS is available for review and copying at the
Caltrans D¡strict 7 Division of Environmental Plannino
('100 S Main Skeet, Los Angeles) on weekdays from
8:00 a m to 4:30 o m The env¡ronmental document is
also available at the Los Angeles Publ¡c Librâry - Van
Nuys Branch located on 6250 Sylmar Avenue Van
Nuys, CA 9140'l and at the Sherman Oaks Branch
Library located al 14245 Moorpark Skeet, Sherman
Oaks.9'1423.
Do you have any comments regarding the EA/lS? Do
you disagree with the fìnd¡ngs of the studies? Would
you care to make any other comments about the
project? Please submit any M¡tten comments no later
than May 28, 2008 to:

Mr Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director
Cal¡fom¡a Department of Transportâtion
Division of Environmental Planning (405/f01)
100 South N¡a¡n Street MS 1ôA
Los Angeles, CA 9001 2

Caltrans will begin accepting comments on Apr¡l 14,
2008.

hearing will be held to allow any interested
individuals an opportunity to d¡scuss ærtain des¡gn
features of the poecl with Caltrans staff before the
fìnal des¡gn and altemative is selected The publ¡c
hearing w¡ll be held on Wednesday May '14, 2008
from 5:30pm{:30pm ât Valley Beth Shalom located
at 15739 Venlura Blvd., Encino, CA 91436.
lndividuals who require special accommodation
(American Sign Language interpreter, accessible
seating, documentat¡on in alternative formats, etc ) are
requested to contact the Departrnent's Public Affairs
Office al 213-897-3656 at ieast 2'l days prior to lhe
scheduled hearing date. TDD users may contact the
Caiifom¡a Relay Service TDD l¡ne at l-800-735-2929 or

For additional information, please contact Mr. Eduardo
Agu¡lar at (2'l3l 897-U92. Thank you for your ¡nteresl
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC HEARING

for the southbound San Diego Freeway
(lnterstate405) to the northbound Ventura

Freeway (US Highway-101) Connector

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
proposes various alternaùves to improve the connector
from the soulhbound San Diego Freeway (lnterstate.
405) to lhe norlhbound Ventura Freeway (U.S.
Highway-101). A new, upgraded 50 mph two-lane
connector would replace the ex¡sting 20 mph single-
lane connector The proposed project would require
right-of-way from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
related to lhe operat¡on of the Sepulveda Dam.

be held to allow any interested
individuals an opportun¡ty to discuss certain design
features of the projecl wilh Caltrans staff before the
final design and altemative is selected.

available for viewing and download at
http://www.dot.câ. gov/d¡st07/resources/envdocs/.
The E¡'/lS is âlso availâble for review and coping at
the Callrans District 7 Div¡sion of Environmental
Planning (100 S Main Street, Los Angeles) on
weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m The E¡,/lS is
also âvailâble at the Los Angeles Public Library - Van
Nuys Branch loc€ted on 6250 Sylmar Avenue Van
Nuys, CA 91401 and at the Sherman Oaks Branch
Library locâted al '14245 Moorpark Sùeet, Sherman

Wednesday May 14,2008 ftom 5:30pm{:30pm at
Valley Beth Shalom located at 15739 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino. CA 91436.

lf you cannot attend, please subm¡t your written
commenls no later than May 28, 2008 to:

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy D¡strict Director
Cal¡fom¡a Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Pfann¡ng (405/101)
'100 South Main Skeet N4S 1ôA
Los Angeles, CA 90012

lndividuals who reouire soecÌal accommodation
(Americ¿n Sign Language interpreter, âccessible
seating, documentation in alternat¡ve formats, etc.) are
requested to contact the Deparlfnent's Public Affa¡rs
Office at 213-897-3656 at least 2'l days prior to the
scheduled hearing date. TDD users may contact the
Califomia Relay Service TDD line at 1-800-73S2929 or

For additional information, please conlact Mr. Eduardo
Agu¡lar at (2131 897-U92. Thank you for your interest
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DATE/TIME:

LOGATION:

Southbound l-405 to Northbound US-101 Gonnector
lmprovement Project

Public Hearing
AGENDA

Wednesday May 14,2008 @ 5:30 PM to 8:30 PM

Valley Beth Shalom
15739 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA

t
I
I
I
T

6:00 PM Laura Muna-Landa, Arellano Associates, Preslding Officer
. Welcome/Opening Comments
. Purpose of the Public Hearing
¡ Public Hearing Procedure

6:15 PM Eduardo Aguilar, Division of Environmental Planning
. Purpose and Need ofthe Project
. Project Alternatives
. Environmental Process

6:45 PM Ashraf Habbak, Division of Project Management
. Project Funding Status
. Project Funding Sources
. Project Schedule

6:50 PM Laura Muna-Landa, Arellano Associates, Presiding Officer
. Public Gommentsffestimony
. Question and Answer Session

8:15 PM Laura Muna-Landa, Arellano Associates, Presiding Officer
. Glosing Comments

http ://www.dot.ca. gov/d istO7/resou rces/envdocs/
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FACT SHEET

"Caltrans lmproves Mobilíty Ácross California"

PROJECT PURPOSE
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) proposes to improve the interchange of the San Diego
Freeway (l- 405) and the Ventura Freeway (U.S. l0l). The purpose of the proiect is to improve safety, operation,
capacity, and traffic flow through the interchange by improving the connector. Caltrans proposes to replace the
existing connector, from the southbound (SB) 1405 to the westbound (WB) U.S. l0l with an upgraded connector
consisting of a new two-lane, 50 mph bridge spanning over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam.

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
No Build Alternøtive - The "No Build" or "Do Nothing" alternative calls for the existing connector, from SB l-405

to NB U.S.- 101, to remain as is.

Alte¡notive I - This alternative calls for a new, elevated, connector bridge structure that spans the spillway of the
Sepulveda Dam, from SB l-405 to NB U.S.-101. lt will eliminate the sharp turn radius curve of the existing
connector. The Burbank Boulevard on-ramp to SB l-405 would need to be reconstructed to pass beneath the new
connector structure. To implement this new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp structure, both of the existing connectors
from SB l-405 to the U.S.-l0l would be removed, therefore, traffic from Burbank Boulevard would lose access to
both directions of U.S.-101. Additionally, with both of the existing connectors from SB l-405 to U.S.-l0l requiring
removal, this alternative will also require the construction of a new connector from SB l-405 to SB U.S.-l0l, in

order to maintain that particular access.

Alternotive 2 - This alternative calls for a new, elevated, connector bridge structure that spans the spillway of the
Sepulveda Dam, from SB l-405 to NB U.S.- I 0 I . However unlike Alternative I , this alternative maintains access from
Burbank Boulevard to U.S.-l0l via the construction of a constricted loop on-ramp, which encroaches onto the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge (within the flood control basin) located immediately north of Burbank Boulevard,
immediately west of l-405. Since the loop design is constricted to minimize the encroachment onto the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Refuge, in order to properly implement the on-ramp loop, a reconstruction of the Burbank
Boulevard/l-4O5 over-crossing bridge would be required. This would result in an additional increase in temporary
construction related traffic congestion. Also unlike Alternative l, since the new Burbank Boulevard loop onramp
(which also provides access to SB l-405) encroaches upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge rather than on the
existing connectors, this alternative does not require the removal of the existing connector from SB l-405 to SB

U.S.- l0l. ln other words, unlike Alternative l, this alternative does not carry the added burden of having to
construct a new connector from SB l-405 to SB U.S.- l0l .

Alte¡notive 3 - This Alternative is identical to Alternative 2, except that this alternative seeks to eliminate the need

for a reconstruction of the existing Burbank Boulevard/l-405 over-crossing. To accomplish this, a non-constricted
on-ramp loop would need to be implemented, thereby encroaching an additional 60 feet onto the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Refuge (within the flood control basin).

RIGHT OF WAY IMPACTS
The proposed project will not impact residential homes since a recently rejected Alternative 4 is no longer being
considered.

CURRENT SCHEDULE
It is anticipated that Caltrans will choose an alternative by June 2008. Funding for this project has not yet been

authorized.

WHERE DO I SEND MY WRITTEN COMMENTS?
You can send your written comments until May 28. 2008 to:

Ronald J. Kosinski, Deputy District Director, Division of Environmental Planning, California Department of
Transportation, District 7, 100 S. Main Street, MS l6A, Los Angeles, CA 90012
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTTONS

"Caltrans Improves Mobility Across Califomia"

WHAT rS THE r-405/U.S. r0 r PROJECT?
The California Department of Transportation (the Department, or "Caltrans") proposes to replace the
existing connector, from the southbound San Diego Freeway (lnterstate-405) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. Highway-l0l), with an upgraded connector. The new 50-mph two-lane connector would replace
the current 20-mph single-lane connector. This would be accomplished by constructing a new bridge structure
crossing over the spillway of the Sepulveda Dam. The Department has considered nine (9) alternatives, eight
(8) of which are variations on this connector improvement proposal. Currently, four (4) alternatives remain
under consideration, including the No-Build Alternative. The proposed project location is within the San

Fernando Valley community of Sherman Oaks, in the City of Los Angeles, in the County of Los Angeles.

wHY rs THE PROPOSED PROJECT NEEDED?
The l-405 freeway carries an average of I 15,000 to 160,000 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the Sepulveda
Basin, and the U.S.-l0l carries an average of 160,000 to 165,000 vehicles per day in this area. The connector
between the southbound l-405 freeway and the U.S.- l0l carries over 50,000 vehicles per day, with just over
half of those vehicles heading to the northbound U.S.-l0l freeway and the remaining heading to southbound
U.S.-101. The existing connector is síngle-lane structure with an operational speed of 20 miles-per-hour, and
the facility is not sufficient to handle the traffic demand. Vehicles form a queue at th¡s location that frequently
backs up onto the l-405 mainline, with many weaving areas along the connector route, which contribute to
high accident rates.

\trHY IS CALTRANS INVOLVED?
As the steward of the State's highwaytransportation system, of which lnterstate 405 and U.S. Highway l0l are
a part, Caltrans identifies and recommends all traffic operational improvements necessary to relieve traffic
congestion, improve safeÇ, and ensure that the said facilities are operating at an acceptable "Level of Service."

vvHY DOES CALTRANS PERFORM ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES?
Caltrans project development and maintenance activities must comply with a multitude of state, federal and
local laws and regulations. Since the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 and the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in I 970. Caltrans has maintained staff to ensure compliance with
these rules. Other environmental regulations require that specific act¡vities be performed and detailed
procedures be followed. This places a tremendous responsibility on Caltrans environmental staff to ensure that
all laws and regulations are followed during the course of project development and system maintenance.

ARE ANY PROPERTTES PROPOSED FOR ACQUTSTTTON?
No! This project will not require the acquisition of any private property.

WILL ANY OF THE BUILT ALTERNATIVES RESULT IN THE CLOSURE OF
FREEWAY ON. OR OFFRAMPS?
Alternative I would result in the loss of access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S. Highway l0l. Mitigation
on the local city streets would be included.

WHEN WILL THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE BE SELECTED?
The preferred alternative will be selected by June 2008.
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PÂNËL MEMEERS:

}fÀNNÀ, TRÀ.FFTC ENC'INEER

À.SHRJAI I{.ÀIBÀX , P .8. , PMP, SENIOR

TR¡}¡SPOR:TÀTION ENC'INEER, PROJECT ¡4}A¡'ER

pÀLrf¡ D. GARON, Bnã}¡Cfi CHrEF. MOtNlfÀrN

ÀR.EÀ PROJECTS, EIOI,OGICÀú SCIENCI'S
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PR.ESIDINC' OTTICER
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ÉN9:IRONMEN'ITÀI PL.ANNINO
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1 5158 P,M.

2 IIEDNESDÀY, I.IAY 14, 2OO8

3 ENCINO, CÀIIFORI.¡U
Á

5

6 MS, MUI{A-LANDA: Good evening, We're going to
7 go airead a¡d get started here, If you could tale a
R corf ¡ì orco

9 I would like to cali this neeting to order at
10 5:02 P,M, I r+ould lrke to we].cone you to the Caltrans
11 pnblic heuing for the Southbound Inte¡state 405 to the
12 Northbound U.S, 101 con¡ector inprovenent project,
13 lfy nane is laura Muna-landa, and I wrII be the
14 presid:ng officer for the public hearing this evening,
15 Basically ny role this evening is to keep this public
16 hearing noving in an orderly urd fai¡ fashion ard try to
11 keep rt as infornal as pssible,
18 I would like to thant seve¡al representatives
19 that æe here this evening fron sone elected offices:
20 Tinothy lippnan fron assenbly person Juha Brownley's
2l office; l*frchael Tu (phonetic), with councilnan B¡ad

22 Sherna¡'s office; a¡d lhtthew Schupbach '*ith councilna¡
23 ,Jack Ï{eiss's office f¡on the fifth drst¡ict,
24 I would like !o kind of give you a litt1e
25 backEound of what we've been doing in this process,

À-o-E-N-D-À

BY MS. MUNÀ-I,à}¡DÀ:

WEICOME/OPENING COMME}TTS

PI'RPOSE Oli THË ÞUBÍIC HITJÀRING

PUEIIC HENING PROCEDUru

EY: MR..ÀGUTI.ÀR

PI'RPOSE .À}¡D NEED OF THE PROJECT

PnoJÉcÎ À',t¡EENÀ:fI-qEs

EÑqIRONME¡Î':Iåú PROCESS

EY: MR. ÀZIU EI,ÀTTÀR

PROJECT FU¡IDING S!¡À5US

PROJECT FI'NDTNG SOI'RCES

PROJEET SCHEDI.'IE

BY: MS . MT,NÀ-I,à}TDÀ

PrrDrrc coMMEñ¡s/ItsEIMoì[f

QrrEsErot{ å}rD À}fswER sEssroN

CLOSINé COMMEÀ¡IIS
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1 We're in the nidst of a 45-day public connent period for
2 this project, which beqan on þril 14, 2008t a¡d ii wili
3 end on I'fay 28, 2008, Itrs aaticipated that the
4 preferred alte¡native fo¡ this project r+ill be selected
5 in ,June of this year,

6 I would iike to share r+ith you a littie bit
? about how we advertised for this project, We ra¡ a

I public notice newspaper ad, which advertised ihe public
t hearing and the public connent period,
10 It appeared rn the following newspapersl rrlhe

11 Daily Newsr on þriI 14, 'rIhe ,Iewish ,Jou¡nalrr on

72 þril 18; rrTelenundo'r on þril 17; and the "[,4, Yf¿tts

13 Tinesrr on þril 17,

1{ Additionally, Caltrans Division of Pubiic
i5 Affairs issued a press release on þnl 14, I.te also had

16 a second public notice that appeared at several
I7 newspapers advertising this evening's prrblic hearing,
18 and it appeared in 'rThe Daily News'r on I'fay 7, I'Ihe

19 ,Jewish Journal" on }fay 9, rrTelenundo" on I'lay 8, and the
20 n[,4, Watts Tines" on I'fay 8,

2I We have envi¡onnental docunent availability
22 letters that were sent to federal, state, county and

23 local elected officials as well as olher public and

24 priuate organizations urd individuals, these notices
25 were sent drrecilv via U,S, nail,

SYLVTA BECKER & ASSOCTATES (323) 8s7-1010
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1 I'le also had a pro¡ect newslette¡ that nany of
2 you nay have received announcing the public hearing,
3 Ànd thal was sent to over 2,000 indrvrduals on a

4 database that we conprised throughout the course of the

5 project,
6 fte draft environnental docunent is also
? availabLe for viewing, aad it is dorvnioadable in the

I Caltrans website, I also believe we have linited copies

9 over here available for your use, And I believe that
10 werre willing to give those out as long as we have then

11 available,
L2 I would like to also Let you know that
13 tonight's proceedings æe being recorded by a shorthand

1{ court reprter thatrs down here.

15 So when you cone in to spea}, if you could,
16 please, definitely use the nicrophone even if your volce
17 is the kind of voice that carries, It aids her in
18 trying to get aII of your connents noted, Àlrd also if
19 you could speal slowly so that she can record your

20 connents accord:ngly,
2I The purpose of the pub[c hearing tonight is to
22 receive public testinony and to answer Eestions
23 regarding the project alternatives, the d¡aft
24 environnental docunent and to give hearing attendees the
25 opprtunity to present thei¡ connents gg¡¡orn'inn rha

10

PAGE 138
please turn these back in to the front desk so r+e can

try to orgurize those ald get then ready for this
evening to respond,

After conpleting the connent card and you turn
those in, werll organize those, We wiÌI only be cal[ng
people to speal if you've turned in a connent card, So

please nale sure, if you have a desi¡e to speat, you

conplete that connent card,

After -- the connent period'iill begin after a

brief presentation by the Caltra¡s staff,
In our public connent period, werre liniting

your coments to tr,¡o ninutes, please, Ànd we will have

to enfo¡ce this tine consLraint so that we have enough

tine fo¡ everyone to shue their connents,

If uryone has a very detailed Eestion and --
it nay be in your besl inlerest if you drrect the

Eestion to any of the appropriate Calt¡a¡s staff
nenbers, 0f course, that in no neans linits you to
asking the çestion up front in the connent cæd,

Please also keep in nind ihat we nay not be

able to get to urswer all connents -- excuse ne, ÀLl
questions this evening, But please be assu¡ed that they
will be a¡swered in the environnental docunent,

Ail the connent cards, ury statenents for the
record and Eestions will becone part of the official

i1
T2

1J

15

IÞ

I7
18

20

2T

22

23

¿+

¿x
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i propsed project,
2 Caltrans is hoid:ng t}ris public hearing prior
3 to selecting the preferred alternative or naling any

4 connrt¡ent on the project, No decision will be nade

5 until the conplete prrblic record has been reviewed,

6 The public record consists of all the fo¡nal
'/ connents subnitted here this evening at the hearing as

I vell as any coments subnitted in writing to Caltrans by

9 lhy 28 in respnse to the draft environnental docunent,

10 l.lhen you cane in this evening, you should have

i1 ¡eceived several docunents -- a public agenda -- neeting
L2 agenda, a project fact sheet a¡d a¡ add:tional docunent,

13 it's called "t'reEentiy Àsked Questions," a connent and

14 question cæd, and then also Ì¡e have the alternatives
15 depicted on naps here, And those are off to the side as

16 well,
1? If you haven't ¡æeived ury of those docunents,

18 theyrre available right outside the roon here,

19 fhe connent cæd is what we're going to use

20 tonight to keep things noving in ur orderly fashion,
2I the¡e's basically three things you can do this evening,

22 You ca¡ check the box indicating you wish to speal, or
23 you can have a çestion urswered, or you cur have a

24 statenent filed for the record.
25 lle ask that, after you conplete these, you

10
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¡ecord for this project, If you have any follow-up

Eestions, you can also subnit connent cards iater this
evening or subnit the çestions to Caltra¡s directly,

I{e will not, aqain, be tahng ury connents fron
the fioor without a connent card, If we run out of
tine, please keep in nind that 8:30 is our closing tine
that werve connitted to rcith the Tenple Valley Beth

Shalon, Ànd we will try to answer as nany Eestions as

pssibie,
If you have any statenents that you would like

to subnit to us, you cæ also tu¡n those in at the front
registration table, aad werll give those equal weight as

nuch as we do oral testinony,
0nce again, the connent period will renain open

untrl I'hy 28, Ànd ury w¡itten connents -- this rs
included on the infomation received tonighi -- can be

sent directly to I'h, Ron Kosinski, the Caltrans Division
of Environnental P1arning, Ihe nailing add¡ess is 100

South I'fain Street, los Angeles, California, 90012, His
address, as I nentioned, is also directly on the

docunents we handed out as well as the counent card,
Ä11 the infornation on this project is

available for inspection at the Calt¡ans district
office, which is that sæe address I gave you, And you

can also inspect and see docr.ments at lib¡aries in the
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study area as weII as the Caltrans websrte, which is
printed on the botton of the agenda and othe¡ handout

naterials,
With that, I would iike to turn it over to Ed

Aguilar, who is r+ith the Division of Environnental

Planning, He will be providrng a b¡ief presentation,

MR, ÀGUIIÀR: Good evening, Ì'fy nane is Ed

Àguilar, Irn with the Caltra¡s Division of
Environnental Planning, Àt Caltrars it is our

respnsibility to ensure that the projectrs
environnental and connunity inpacts a¡e identified a¡d

assessed --
UNIDENTIFIED: Could you please speal louder,

please,

MR, AGUILÀR: Àbsolutely, IüI right, IrlL
sta¡t ove¡. l,fy nane is Ed Aguilar, I'n with the

Caitrans Division of Environnental Planning, Àt

Caltrans, it is our respnsibility to ensure that the

project inpacts are identified and assessed during the

project's process,

Pursua¡t to the National Envi¡onnental Poiicy

Àct, the California Envi¡onnental Policy Act, and

Section 4F of the Departrent of Transportation, Caltrans

has prepued a d¡aft envÍronnental assessnent-initiai
study-Section 4E evaluation, Ihis is what is

10
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1 involving injuries is neariy four tines higher than the
2 state average,

3 Therefore, the purpose of the project is to
4 inprove lhe safety, operation, capacity and traffic flow
5 through the interchange by replacing the existing 20

6 nile per hour single lane connector with a new 50 nile
7 per hour, two-Iane connector, Íhis will be acconplished
B by constructing a ner+ bridge structure spanning ove¡ the

9 spillway of the Sepulveda dan,

10 Caltrans has considered nine alternatives,
11 Currently four alte¡natives renain under consideration,
12 including the no-build alternative,
13 letrs tale a closer look at each of the
14 propsed alternatives, I,le'Il start off with the fou¡
15 alternatrves thal are still on the table urd under

16 consideration,
11 I'irst, we have the no-build alternative, Do

18 nothing, The connector will ¡oain as is, It would

19 renain unaltered, fhe t¡affic condrtions would renain

20 as they are not+ a¡d continue to dete¡io¡ate over tine,
2I Next we have alternative one. Alte¡native one

22 calls fo¡ a new 500 -- 550-foot long, 4l-foot wide, two

23 lane, 50 nile per hour connector bridge that will span

24 above and over the spillway of the Sepulveda dÐ,
25 Let's tale a look at the pros and cons of
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collectively called the envi¡onnental docunent,

Over the years, Caltrans considered nine

alternatives, each of which ca¡ríed adverse inpacts and,

therefore, invoked strong opinions fron various

staleholders,
Caltrans rlill have a tough task of having to

veigh the traffic data, the engineering data, the

envi¡onnental inpact data a¡d the entire public connent

record in order to fornally pick the preferred

alternative, Ihat rr,ill be done next nonth,

11 So now letrs tale a close¡ look at the proposed

12 project, We'Ii start by drscussing the project's
13 purpose and need, In other words, why do tltis,
I4 I{eIl, the connector fron the souttrbound 405 to

the westlound 101 is one of the busiest in the nation

and is not sufficient to ha¡d1e the cunent de¡and, It
experiences heavy congestion, long delays and gueue ins
and high accident rates,

lhis is due to seve¡al factors -- very high

t¡affic volrues, low connector design speed, Iinited
connecto¡ capacity a¡d traffic constructions knovn as

weavrng,

Collectively, this is ail resulta¡t in high

accident ¡ates that exceed the state average, 0n the

connector itself, for exanple, ihe rate of accidents
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I alternative one, I{erll begin with the upside,

2 hlternative one is the best alternative fron a freeway

3 operation stan@oint, It is the only one of four
4 alternatives still under consideration that elininates
5 the existing weaving conflict experienced at Burbanl

6 on-ranp traffic attenpting to øiss-cross past 405

7 nainiine traffic seeking to access the 10i connectors,

I Since this weave conflict contributes to hrgh

9 accident rates in th-is area, the elinination of it is a

10 big plus for aLternative one,

11 Änother upside for alternative one is that it
12 has the snallest project footprint and would therefore
13 require no residential right-of-way acEisition and

14 would not reEire any encroacbnent upon the Sepulveda

i5 basenent wildlife pÌeseffe,
16 (þplause, )

11 MR, Ä6UIIÀR: So now letrs tale a look at the

18 dorsiside of alternative one, Because alternative one

19 has the snallest project footprint, it carries the

20 væious engineering constraints a¡d linitations, the

2l nost profound being the loss of access to the 101 in
22 both directions to Burbanl Bou1er¿rd,

23 fherefore, that nales it the worst alternative
24 f¡on a local crty streets standpoinl, Itrat is why the

25 City of los Àngeles Depætlent of Trursportation is
IJ
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I oppsed to alternative one, fhe cost of alternative one

2 rs estinated to be $12i nillion,
3 Let's talk about alternative two now, Like
4 alternative one, alternative two also calls for a¡ new

5 connector bridge that will span over this spillway of
6 the Sepulveda dan,

7 Unlike alternative one, however, alte¡native
I two routine access fron Burbanl Bouleva¡d to the 101,

9 this wrII be acconplished by building a constricted new

10 on-ranp which would enc¡oach upn the Sepulveda basin
11 ¡+ildhfe preserve

12 The size of this engoachnent would be

13 2,850 feet long -- '*hich is approxinately 7 percent of
14 the 225-age t+ildlife reserve,
15 Letrs discuss the downsrde of aiternative trvo,

16 0bviously the big d¡ar+back here is that alternative tr+o

I7 reEires a¡ enc¡oachnent upn Ia¡d which rs set aside
18 fo¡ the U,S, Arny of Corps of Engineers and is a¡ oasis
i9 for wildlife as well in los Angeles,

20 For this reasonr nany environnental groups and

2l the U.S, Àrny Corps of Engineers are oppsed to
22 alte¡native two,

23 The othe¡ downside of alternative two is that
24', fron a freeway operation stanþint, it is not as good

25 as alternative one because, unlike allernative one,

14
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1 The downside, howevel, is that, unlike
2 alternative two, alte¡native three reErres an

3 addrtional 60-foot encroachnent onto the Sepulveda

4 basenent wildlife preseruer which on a percentage basrs
5 bunps up the encroachnent 15 percent of the 225-acre
6 wildlife teserve,
1 Like alternative tlco, alternatrve th¡ee is
I oppsed by nany environnental groups and the U.S, Arny
9 Corps of Engineers, A¡rd lrke alternative two,

10 alternative th¡ee retains access for Burba¡t Bouler¡¿¡d

il to both duections of ihe 101, Íhe cost of alternative
12 three is estinated to be 5124 nillion,
13 Befo¡e I nove on to discuss the five rejected
I4 alternatives, I would like lo briefly discuss the street
15 inprovenents that would at the very least be included as

15 part of this connector project, regardless of which

i7 alternative is selected.
18 Nunber one, Caltrurs would construct a netl

19 northbound on-ranp to the 101 at Hayverùurst. Nr:¡ber

20 two, Caltrans will provide adequate street inprovenents
2I along Hayvenhurst to acconnodate the addrtional traffic,
22 Nunber three, Calt¡a:rs r+ould nodrfy Burbank

23 Bouler¡a¡d to provide adeEate right turn and left turn
24, bridge space onto lhe soutirbound 405 on-ranp, Ànd

25 included at this location, Caltrans would also provide a. 
-tñ
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1 alternative two does not elininate the afo¡enentioned
2 weaving conflict experienced at Burbanl on-ranp traffrc
3 attenpting to criss-cross past 405 traffic seeking an

4 access to 101 connectors,

5 Another dovnside of alternative two is that it
6 rcouirps t.hc ¡eeonstruction of the drstinct Burbank

7 Bouleva¡d bridge overcrossing that spans over the 405

I resulting in a¡ additional $30 nillion in const¡uction
9 expenses,

10 Now, letrs look at the upside of alternative
11 two, Alternative two, routine access fron Burbanl

12 Boulevard to the 101, alternative two would not reErre
13 any residential nght-of-ray acçisition, And because

14 of the constricted loop on-ranp at Burbaú Boulevud,
15 alternative two would ¡educe the width of the
16 interchange into the wildlife reserve by 50 feet,
I7 The cost of alternative two is estinated at
18 5160 nr1lion,
19 [et's talk about alternative three now,

20 Alternative three is identical to alternative two except

2L that alternative th¡ee would not regire the

22 construction of the existing Burbank Boulevard

23 overcrossing that spans over the boulevard, That brings
24 alternative three lo cost an estinated 30S nillion less
25 than alternative two.

t3
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netv traffic srgnal,

So now, as I nentioned earlier, Caltra¡s has

considered nrne alternatives, I.te have just looked at
the four alternatives that a¡e still on the table a¡d
under consideratron,

Àt this tine, we'll now briefly look at the
five alternatives that have already been considered but
raia¡ta¡{

l{erll start off with rejected alternative four,
Caltrans c¡eated alternative four to avoid ali of ihe
aforenentioned inpacts, fhis alternative would have

retained access fron Burbanl Bouleu¿rd to the 101 while
at the sæe tine would have fully avoided any

enmoachnent approach upn the Sepulveda basin witdlife
p¡eseNe,

lilternative four would have acconplished this
by sinply nol renoving either of the existing connectors
on the southbound 405 to the 101 and instead would have

sinply created a conneclion between those existing
connectors ud a new Burbæl Bouler¡ard on-rarp thereby
retaining access fron Burbarù Bouleva¡d to the 101,

But doing this, this project inpact inprovenent
would have been shifted to the southeast side of the
rnterchange where it would have required three full
acEisitions a¡d len partial acgisitions of ¡esidential
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I n¡nm¡irr

2 This, however, is a¡ un¡easonable alternative.
3 Four rias rejected. Alte¡native fow rlas rejected
4 because it violales the projectrs puryose and need,

5 which is to inprove safety, operation, capacity and

6 traffic flow through the interchange,

? Next slide,
I We're still looking at alte¡native four he¡e,

9 As you notice by the slide, alternative four is not

10 conpatible with the purpose of the project because it
il would create a new weaving disruption, which currently
12 does not exist on the eastlound i01 between the output

13 of the new connector a¡d the Vut Nuys Bouleu¿rd

14 off-ranp,
15 In other words, alternative four will nale the

16 eaståound i01 Less safe a¡d inc¡ease its level of
1? operation, In fact, al.ternative four was the worst

18 alte¡native f¡on the inprovenent operation stanþint
19 befo¡e it ças elininated,
20 Next let's look at rejected alte¡native À,

2L Itris alternative was a creative effort on the put of
22 Caltrurs to avoid all the aforenentroned inpacts,
23 Íhe do'rnside of this alternative, however, and

24 its fatal flaw, is that it utilizes what a¡e called slip
25 rarps. A slip ranp is aa on-ranp, such as the on-ranp

IU
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elininated for further consideration,

Next we have rejected alternative C, fhis
aiternative rias a necessary avordance alternative, It
r+ould avoid ary inpact to a:ry Section {E protected
resources on U,S. Àrry Corps of Engineers land. And

unlike any of the previously nentioned aiternatives,
this alte¡native wouÌd have zero inpacts to the
Sepulveda dan,

However, alternative C was elininated on the
basis that it is not reasonable, It would require the
fuII acEisition of 329 residential properties,

lherefore, it cur be stated that the inpacts
posed on alternative C are an extraordrnary nagnitude

conpared to the previously nentroned alternatives, Íhus

Caltrans rejected alte¡native C on the basrs that it is
not ¡easonable nor prudent.

Ànd lastly, we have rejected alternative D,

Iike alte¡native C, alternative D t+as a necessary

avoidance alte¡native, It r+ould avoid aay inpact to
Section 4t'protected resources on U,S, Arny Corps of
Engineers land, Ànd like alternative C, this
alternative would have zero inpacts to the Sepulveda

dan,

However, it lras elininated on the basis that it
is not reasonable because it '¡ould require ihe full
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1 of Bu¡banl Bouleuard, that connects directly to a

2 connector as shown on the slide in order to retain
3 access to the 101,
ti

5

6

1

the problen is that our partners at the Fede¡al

Highray of Adninist¡ations statenents to the (inaudibie)

violate driver expectancy and introduce additional
decision points in an area where the infornation
processing task rs already conplex,

The feds also state that slip ranps create a

high potential for t¡affic Eeuing back onto the freeway

banls, which in this case is the southbound 405

nainland, Ihis defeats the purpose of the project which

is to reduce traffic fron backing up æd Eeuing on the

405 nainland, Fo¡ this reason, alternative À tias

rejected,
Next we have rejected alternative B, Ihis

alternative'¿as a creative effort on the part of the

City of Los Angeles Departlent of Transportation, Íhei¡
goal in eeating this alternative was to avoid all the

aforenentioned inpacts,
rr-r^-1"*'t^1" aiternative B is flawed fron anvruur Lu¡¡aLrrI f

engineering standpoint. It is not possible to build
alternative B due to the grading differences that would

exist between the propsed and existing structures,
therefore, Iike alternative A, alternative B was also
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acgisition of. 2,422 residential properties. Therefore,
it would be stated that the inpacts posed in alte¡natrve
D are of extraordinary nagitude when conpared to the
other alternatives, And thus, Caltrans rejected
alte¡native D on the basis that it is not ¡easonable no¡

prudent,

I{e have now discussed all nine alternatives
that Caltra¡s considers as part of its project, As

nentioned, next nonth Caltrans wiII have the tough task
of choosing one alternative fron the list of four
alternatives that a¡e still on the table for
consideration.

Calt¡a:ls will either pick the no-build
alternative, alternative one, alternative two or
alternative three.

Caltrurs will then very carefully weigh the
entire public connent record -- all of tlp traffic data,
all of the engineering data, and of cou¡se all of the
environnental inpact data,

Caltrans will then decide whether the inpacts
psed as a selected alternative rvill have a significaat
adverse affect on the envi¡onnent,

If Cait¡a¡s deternines that the selected
alternative would pse a siErificant adve¡se effect on

the environnent, Caitrans wouid then nove to n..n*. * 
0,,
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1 environnental inpact report pursuurt to the California
2 Environnental Quality Àct a¡d an environnental inpact
3 state¡ent pursuant to the National Environnental Policy
4 Àct,
5 If, horcever, Calt¡a¡s deternines that the

6 inplenentation of the selecled alte¡native would not
7 pose a significant adverse affect to the environnent,
I Caltrans would nove tow-¿rd the preparation urd
9 inplenentation of a negative declaration pursuant to the
i0 California Environnental Quality Act and a finding of no

11 siErificurt inpact pursuari to the Natu¡al Environnental
12 Po[cy Act,
13 At this tine, I need to state that, whicheve¡

14 palh Caltra:rs tales, everyone that subnrts a formal

i5 connent to Caltra¡s reqædrng this project will receive
16 a mitten notice fron Caltrans announcing this decision.
1'/ At this tine, we'II now have Project }bnager

18 Àsiraf Habbaï say a few words about the fund:ng status
19 of this project ud its schedule, lhanl you,

20 MR, IIABBÀK: ftrurl you, Ed, very nuch for your
2I presentatron, Good evening,

22 þin, ny nane rs Àshraf Habba¡, I'n the
23 project narager, i just raated to basicaliy nention
24, that this project has been funded for the pro¡ect reprt
25 environnental docunent phase, using regional 
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We're cailing you in the order we ¡eceived,

Thete's a nicrophone nght here at the f¡ont, If you

would please cone up, And I'll call your nane, But

also, before you slart spealing, if you would please

state the nane clearly fo¡ the benefrt of our reprter
here,

So with that, I'd like to sta¡t first with
Muriel Kotin, follor+ed by I'lanuel Ca¡¡e¡a a¡d Te¡i
Rednan,

MS, K0TIN: Good evening, tr{y næe is l'fu¡iel
Kotin, I an president of San !'ernando Valley Àutobahn,

fhe Sepulveda basin wildhfe ¡eserve is an

absolute refuge for people. It's very inprtant to
r+ildlife, But this is an incredrbly inprtanl place for
the ciiizens of, not only the Sa¡ Fe¡na¡do Vailey, but
the region, I thrrù yourll be hearing fron nore people

about that today,

Ànnually, we bring about 3,000 schoolchild¡en
on field trips to lhe Sepulveda basin, Ând other
organizations and sone schools independently bring their
children there, Colleges as 'lell do field stud:es
there,

Itrs an æazing place, Perhaps even nore
neaningful, if there could be even nore neaningfut than
that, is the fact that this is a place where people cone

24
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transportation inprovenent prograr funds fron our

regional transprtation plurning agencyr the M,T,À,

Ànd at this line no funding has been identified
for the next phases, which is desig aad construction,

Basically, like Ed nentioned, we aaticipate by

next nonth that ve would be selecting the preferred
alternative, Ànd by doing that, that will conclude the
phase of this project, the project approval,
environnental docunent, ard basically until funding is
identified,

Ihen, once fund:ng has been identified, wili
provide with the next phase of design and construction,
rf one of the building alternatives have been selected,

Ihanl you very nuch,

(Àpplause, )

MS, MUNA-LAI,IDÀ: I would Like to also announce

that, since we began, t+e had two additional elected
representatives anive, lexi Richards, who is with
counsel nenber I{endy Greuelrs office a¡d Ellen Isaacs,

who is with assæbly nenber I'lrke Feuer's office, ftanl
you for joining us,

Àt this pint I would iike to sta¡t our public
connent period, Ylirat Ïrn going to do is basically
announce the first three spealers, Ànd I'11 cue you up

so you know where you're in the order process, 
,.)
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1 fo¡ a short ncation -- naybe an hour, naybe two hours,
2 fron the city, f¡on the hub-bub a¡d nad¡ess of the city,
3 niere are photographers there, artists, peopLe

4 jogging, people just enjoying natu¡e, They uen't
5 necessarily bird watchers like ne,

6 I urge Caltrans to not adopt alternative two or
? th¡ee, It would not only tale anay part of the -- part
I of the wrldLife reservef but it would spil the
9 trançility and peacefulness,

10 It would be nuch harde¡ to be able to have a

11 group of 15 kids that a¡e viewing the birds or the fish
12 or the turtles or whatever with the d:stractions of cars
13 screeching æound on-ra.nps and coning off an on-ræp,
14 So please, I urge you to either adopt
i5 alternative one or the no-build, Íhanl you,

16 (þplause, )

fi MS. },ÍUNA-I¿I,IDA: I'fanuel Carrera followed by

18 Teri Rednan,

19 l.lR, CÀRRX&\: Good evening, I'ly nane is I'fanuel

20 Carrera, and Irn a resident of Vaa Nuys,

2l It is inconceir¡able that the unique and

22 irreplaceable wildlife resewe be partially paved over
23 fo¡ nore freeway on and off-ranps, There is nothing
24 else like a reserue in the ualley certainly and probably
25 not in the city,

25
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1 It is too special and precious to lose to nore

2 conc¡ete for cars, regardless of the traffic problen

3 situatron,
4 I go there several tines a week for exercise

5 and relaxation, It is free a¡d close to ny hone in Van

6 Nuys, In a city with so little open space and parks, it
7 is sinply unconscionable that it is under threat,
I It is a place of beauty urd trangrlity in a

9 frenzied crty that desperately needs spiritual healing
i0 and solace, There nust be a better vay,

11 We ol+e it to our child¡en and their child¡en to
12 use our ueativity and intel[gence to leave then a

13 legcy we can be proud of, Íhe only acceptable

14 alternative is alte¡native nunber one, But a no-build
15 alte¡native vould be even better,
16 Please, Caltrurs, thinl progressively ard

I7 inaginatively before ¡endering a decision, Ihanl you,

18 (Àpplause.)

19 MS, MUNÀ-LAI'IDA: Following Teri Reùan wiII be

20 Aaron Green, Snowdy Dodson and K¡is Ohlencanp,

21 MS, RlDl'lAl,l: I spea.k today as u¡ educato¡, I
22 teach environnental science at Brentwood school. And

23 werve cone all the ÌJay over the hill, as we say, to the

24 wildlife basin in Sepulveda because of the beauty, It's
25 a naqificent place,
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1 dolla¡s æd grve us sone alternative nea¡s of
2 transprtation, Save your hundreds of nillions of
3 dollars and fix the potholes so tte can get better
4 nileage, the¡e's lust so nany better ways to do this,
5 I feel a little bii iike rrfhe Loraxrr -- okay?

6 Ànd lrn sure that everybody knows story of "Ihe Lorax,'l

7 And itrs a novie that I show every year in ny

8 envi¡onnental science class.
t And I got to tell you the truth, Ät the end of

10 the novie, I cry every yeæ, Because where do we have

11 the right as huna¡s to tale over aII the protoplasns of
L2 the world?

13 Renenber the iittle story of the fishies that
I4 had to leave tàe pond because of the fluff, fiuff, plop,
15 flop, and you know, they had nowhere to go? I nean, you

16 cut the wildlife preserue snaller a¡d snaller a¡d
17 snaller, urd these birds will have no piace to go,

18 Íhese a¡e birds, na:ry of whon nrgrate fron
19 South Anenca all the v.ay up to hlaska, Thinf about

20 what a niracle that is, a 3,000-nrle journey, If they
2I donrt have places like Sepulveda basin to stop over and

22 recharge and ¡est -- a¡d sone of the¡ actually roost
23 there -- they will cease to exist,
24 Íhey will be lÍke the little fishies in I'fhe

25 Lorax" vith thei¡ suitcases in thei¡ hands with no place

28

1 Ànd I speak because I wonder what kind of
2 legcy we're leaving fo¡ our kids, You know, I'n
3 sitting he¡e listening to these different alternatives
4 a¡d sayrng, ny God, what year is this? ls this 1955?

5 Is this the only way that we can approach the

5 problen of traffic and congestion in Los Angeles? Build
7 nore freeways, and they shall cone, Build nore

I freeways, you're going get nore cars,
9 lt's inevitable, I'bre freeways will attract
10 nore ca-rs, wiII attract nore people, wiil put nore

1i people in ca¡s r+hich will lead to the sane dann problen

12 in ten years f¡on now, Okay? I nean whatrs the pint?
13 You know, I teach envi¡onnenLal science, It's
I4 a tough thing to teach today because, as the ice caps

15 nelt a¡d there's -- the price of oil is -- what? 120

16 bucks a ba¡rel o¡ sonething like that -- I nea¡ these

17 kids are used to having -- look what kind of legacy

18 we're leaving,
19 lle talk about resource shortage, I{e talk aboul

20 shortage as sonething as basic as water, i{e're talking
2L about over population, These kids know lhat they're
22 going to be lucky to have the kind of lifestyie that
23 we've en¡oyed, that ny generation has really exploited,
24 And so the last spealer said there's got to be

25 a better way, Look, save your hundreds of nillions of 
^n¿I
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1 left to go.

2 Please, Caltrans, 'llerre in 2008, You can do

3 better, TaIe the hund¡eds of nillions of dollus a¡d
4 give us sonething better, nore progressive, Donrt do it
5 for ne, Do it for these guys, Thanls,

6 (þplause, )

7 MS, MUI,IA-LANDÀ: Aaron Green,

I MR, GREEN: Good evening, I'ly nane is Àa¡on

9 Green. I an witl WCÀ, the VaIIey Industry and Connerce

10 Àssociation,
11 turd I just rtnt to start out by saying that
12 WCA has supported a¡d continues to support the

13 increased construction of -- frnally needed

14 transportation construction he¡e in the San Fernando

15 Valley,
i6 I '¿as at a¡other hearing sinila¡ to this one

17 about a nonth ago on the I'fetro long range transprtation
18 project, Ànd we spke about -- I spoke about lhe need

19 to add¡ess the 101 and the 134 freeways, a vital
20 corridor that we have he¡e in the San Ferna¡do Valley,
2I I{e thin} that this vital artery needs to be

22 add¡essed as soon as pssible, And VICÀ æd our staff
23 and ou¡ nenbers have looked at these three options, Ànd

24 with these tlree options on the table, t+e think that
25 alte¡native one is going to be the best option, 

ñ^
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i You knoh', the no-build option is not an optron,
2 lo do nolhing about the fact that werve got a 2O-year

3 old piece of infrastructure here -- it's a 20-year-old
4 ranp, It's just not going to work,

5 There are congestion issues, There are safety
6 issues, Ànd the anount of pllution a¡d hours of wo¡k

7 lost every day æe in the thousa¡ds as a result of this
8 old grant, Ànd we think it ca¡ be inproved upn,
9 So with that said, we thint that option one is
10 the best one, It's the nost feasible for locai
11 residents, for Ca1trans, for the Arny Corps of
12 lngineers, and ultinately for Sacranento, the law nalers
13 rn Sacranento a¡d in Washington who are going to end up

14 funding this project,
15 @tions two a¡d three, as r,¡e heard already, are

16 nore expensive, And you know, as anybody who night have

17 been readrng the papers recently, California is not
18 flush this year with extra cash, So getting a tirifty
19 project night be aùrantageous,

20 Geiting cooperation fron the Arny Corps of
2l Engineers is going to be essential, And options two and

22 th¡ee are probably not going to encourage that, So with
23 the acknowledgenent that sonething needs to be done, we

24 wouid really lihe to supprt -- agin, of the th¡ee on

25 the table, option nunber one,

30
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inc¡eased traffic glut and air pllution,

The wildlife reserve is one of the few

renaining wild wetla¡ds in the San ['ernando VaIIey,
which vas historically covered with ecologicaliy rich
narshes, pnds, streans and ¡ivers,

fhe eastern portion of the wildlife preserve is
open habitat with scattered plant species, especially
conducive fo¡ birds of prey, and is a nesting a¡ea for a

vast rariety of bird species,

Ihis is also the nain Canada goose foraging
a¡ea in the wildlife reserve, The sane a¡ea is
currently one of the least drstu¡bed by hr.rnans in the
wildlife preserve.

The portion along Burbanl Bouleva¡d has nany

nature oaÌ, and walnut trees, nany of which were planted

using funds given as nitigtron for chenicai spiJ.Is in
the basin,

The addition of freeway on a¡d off-¡anps in lhe
eastern prtion of the wildlife rese¡ve would fraqent
the habitat, nost likely ruinrng it for rafte¡ or Canada

goose foraging, create dead zones under the overpasses

and probably lead to a huge increase of honeless people

due to the overpasses,

The sense of wild nature that is available
would be seriously reduced, and that sense of getling
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1 You know, fron a pJ.anning, finurcial and

2 logistical perspective, sonething has to be done about

3 this project. And you know, we would real.ly like to
4 ¡einforcef as Has discussed, that a¡ on-ranp westiound

5 to the 10i at Hayvenhurst needs to be part of thrs and

6 that additional street inprovenents need to be part of
7 this.
I Àgain, to do nothing is not a solution, ThanÏ

9 you very nuch,

10 (Applause, I

11 MS, D0DSON: Hello, Irn Snowdy Dodson, Irn the

L2 president of the Locai Chapter of the California Native
13 Plaat Society, Ànd we're aginst d:sturbing the

14 wildlife area, in that we are in favor of eithe¡ the

15 no-buiid alte¡native or alternative one,

16 And we a¡e aginst alternatives h+o a¡d three,
l7 If we have to sta¡t dininishing the pathetrcally few

18 t+ildlife a¡eas that we have in o¡der to acconnodate nore

19 growth, then we're going in the wrong direction,
20 Instead of acconnodating the concept of
2I unlinited traffic growth, Calt¡urs and the l,A,
22 Departrent of Transportation should be plaming for a

23 future that is geared to nass tra¡sit,
24 lle should look to plurning that lessens our

25 freeway carbon footprint, not one that acconnodates an 
.,JI
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1 out in nature, that rs such a key conpnent fo¡ the
2 child¡en a¡d our educalion ptograt, wouid be rnpacted,
3 Disturbance of the soil due to the actual
4 construciion rights of way and buffer zones and access

5 to the construction zone would likeIy set back ou¡ weed

6 control efforts to sgare one, obliterating neæly 20

7 yeus of effort and sigificant investlents by the
8 Califo¡nia Native Plant Society, the Wildlife Reserve

9 Consortiun, the Crty of l,os Ange1es, urd the Àrny Corps

10 of Engineers, Thuù you so nuch,

11 (þplause, )

12 MS, MJNA-I,AMA: F'ollowing Snowdy Dodson wiil
13 be l',fük Osokow, Rosenarie l,lhite and Seth Shterr,
i4 MR, 0Ht[N1(\l'{P: l'{y næe is K¡is Ohlen}anp, Ànd

15 I find that alternatives two ard three a¡e neithe¡
16 reasonable nor prudent because they will cause the
I7 destruction of the hones of nore tha¡ 240 species of
18 birds who have called this area hone for centuries and

19 several generations,

20 i have led nature walks through the Sepulveda

2L basin area every nonth for the last 30 years,

22 During that tine I have seen this a¡ea evolve
23 fron growing co¡n a¡d other farn crops to afaì. fields,
24 to a natural narsh Ia¡d. to a lale a¡d then we all as

25 environnentalists in the connunitv oot toqether aad ve
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1 developed this wtldlife area, We established thrs
2 wildlife a¡ea. I.le put our own sweat into this wildlife
3 area,

4 Every plant in this core 60 acres that they're
5 talking about -- not the 225 aces -- but the core

6 60 acres that would be the orÍginal vildlife area, that
7 alte¡natives tr+o a¡d th¡ee wiil cut out 25 percent of,
I was planted -- every plant in there was planted by the

9 Native Plant Society a¡d the Àudubon Society and other

10 environnental groupsr where they'd cone up fron seeds

11 fron plants that vrere planted,

12 fhe Corps of Engineers tried lo ptant it
13 originally with a 5 percent success rate, So they gave

I4 up and volunteers took over,

15 This is a unique habitat, a¡d it is siill
i6 changing, It's changing every year, We're adding new

17 species every year -- the (inaudible), an endangered

18 species, is no'¿ found in this a¡ea, And in the last two

19 years, it has been breedrng there,
20 lhere a¡e nore changes coning every year,

2L Àcorn woo@ecke¡s a¡e coning rn, Phainoplas are coning

22 in, There are bi¡ds that are threatened, sensitive
23 species that a¡e just now starting to show up because

24 the oals are just getting nature enough to provide

25 habitat urd food for then, Don't stop this now. I{e
7t
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nuch less costly ard probably no¡e effective were not

considered by Caltrans in this proposal,

Sinp1e things like putting speed bunps in the

t¡avel lane on the south 405, putting srg'nage,

controiling the speeding through better law enfo¡cenent,
One of the things that the environnental

assessnent initial study pints out is that over

40 percent of the accidents in that a¡ea are caused by

speeding -- sonething that should be able to be brought

under control by proper Ia'¿ enforcenent -- speed bunps

and other nuch less costly neasures, thal spendrng a

hund¡ed nillion dolla¡s pius to build these erpensive

ranp designs,

So those are things that I want to bring to
your attention, I'n hoping that you all get a copy of
the environnental assessnent initral study and porc oveÌ
it a¡d looh for er¡ors such as that, things that have

been left out, totally igored by Caltrans that seen to
have a pension for warting to build sonething thatrs a

brg project, rather tha¡r taling a nore ¡easoned and

controlled approach to this,
Ihat's ali I have to say, Ihurl you very nuch,
(þpiause, )

Ì.fi,, SHTEIR: HeIIo, Good Evening, }f næe is
Seth Shteir, IIn a vice p¡esident of the Sa¡l t'ernando
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1 need this, Ihanl you.

2 (lpplause, )

3 !R, 0S0K0W: Good evening, everybody. l,fy nane

4 is }la¡h Osokow, IIn one of the board of directors of
5 the San Fe¡nando VaIIey Audubon Society, a¡d lrn also a

6 reti¡ed biologist, Irn a naster bird ba¡der with the

7 U,S, Geological Survey Bird Bandrng laboratory, tud
I I've cone here to oppose alternatives bvo a¡rd th¡ee of
9 this project proposal,

10 Those two propsals in particulu would

11 absolutely destroy Sepulveda basin wildlife refuge, It
12 would fraEent it in a way that, as others have

13 indicated already, destroying areas of hawk forage and

14 goose forage, nesting bird areas, et cete¡a,

15 I would also like to focus on sone other

16 things, other tha¡ the actual danage to the wildlife,
I7 Ànd that has to do with the costs a¡d the way this
i8 project is being presented,

19 The C,D, that rras sent to ne by Caltrans

20 contains a 385-page docr:nent, I read a lot of it,
2L could¡rt get through the entire docunent, But I drd

22 read a big portion of it,
23 It contains substa¡tial errots, Àttd I would

24 like to point out to everybody here that naay of the

25 alternatives that are possible to conceive that would be

35
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1 Valley Audubon, And ny day job is an elenentary school

2 teacher.
3 Änd I'n here ionight to adanantly oppse
4 aiternatives two and three, As a teacher over the past
5 'l 'l voer.q- Trr¡e introduced hund¡eds of child¡en to
6 wildlife a¡d wildlife viewing through trips through the
7 Sepulveda basin,
8 And I thtnl it's inportant to note that, when

9 you talk about the Sa¡ ['erna¡do Valley, there a¡e over a
10 nillion people living in a ten-nile rad:us of the

11 Sepulveda basin wildLife refuge,

12 That's really significant because, without the

13 refuge, a lot of kids won't be getting the experiences

14 of outdoors urd nature that they rea1ly need to grow aad

15 b'econe advocates,

16 As vice president of the Sul Fernando Valley
1? Àudubon, I'n egally opposed to this, And I'n eEaIIy
18 opposed because I know the biodrversity of the basin, I
19 know that there is 240 nesting species of birds there,
20 and we also lead environnental education prograns and

2L nalks,
22 So in conclusion, I would like to urge Caltrurs
23 to elininate alternatives two and three because widening

24 the interchange under these two alternatives rs a

25 short-sighted approach ihat will have grave 
1rJI
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1 environnental costs, Ihaú you,

2 (þp1ause, )

3 MS, MUNÀ-LÄNDA: Rosena¡ie I'lhite. Following

4 Rosena¡ie llhite would be ,Ioyce Batten, Gerald Silva and

5 Chuck lùndale,
6 MS, I{IIITE: Irn going to try not to yell into
? this thing, even though I have an urge to do that,
B I'n Dr, Rosenuie I'lhite, I actually an the

t head of the Ca¡ada goose project, The Caaada goose

10 project stuted in 1992. Ànd I have data on all of the

li nigratory Canada geese that are coning into the

L2 Sepulveda basin f¡on Alaska, Canada and all the iny dovn

13 to the Pacific t'Iyway and can use that data to prove

14 that we really do need this habitat,
15 Ànd now I'n going to interject sonething else
16 that I really want you to hear, Irn a cHnical
17 psychologist, I'n a suicidoligst, Irn a trauna expert,
i8 I'n an expert on depression, I'n part of the disaste¡
19 response tean of the Red Cross, and I've seen it all --
20 Katrina urd aII of the earthçales and the fires,
2l And I wa¡t to tell you sonething. In ny

22 studres whrch have been published about suicide and

23 depression, the one factor -- the one factor that is
24 uniforn is the absence of hope,

25 Àrrd hope is enbodied in nature, Ànd when a
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VaIIey Âudubon Society,

And like everyone else tonight, Irn opposed to
options two and three, But I have a Eestion about

option one, '¿hich seens to be the nost reasonable of the

alternatives, And that is, how is it gorng to be

funded? Is state noney going to be involved? How nuch

federal noney will be forthconrng?
Today I hea¡d that the gap in the Californra

budget is about $50 billion. And nobody seens to know

how to rectify the situation,
Ànd ny wonder is is this really the best use of

ou scarce funds when teachers are getting pinl slips,
nental health services are being cu¡bed a¡d other
sigificant prcg¡ans are on the chopping block?

I would like to know exactly how the funds are
going to be forthconing, turd until I heu that, I thinf
I'n for the no-build option, Ihanl you,

(þp1ause, )

MS, MUNA-],ÀÌ,IDA: Gerald Silva, Eoilowino l'{r,

Silua, we have Chuck lùndale and Lisa Reveen,

MR, SI[VÀ: Good evening, Ladres a¡d Gent]enen,

Irn president of the Honeowners of Encino, I want to
say that t+e have a huge respect for the Sepulveda basin,
Ì{e would have defended the Sepulveda basin,

Ànd I have to ask a cruestion for sone of the
40
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I chitd can go out ard plant a seed a¡d watch that seed

2 cone up tiuough the ground, whal a ni¡acle. Ànd grow

3 urd becone a plant aad a flowe¡ and a tree,
4 Ànd that is the beauty, and that is the

5 inprturce of this wildlife area because we donrt have

5 the open space and ve're gorng to have less of the open

7 space,

I So I'n addressing Caitrans now, I can show

9 you, again, 20 yeæs of data on Canada geese coning down

10 into that area and on that lale, À¡d I will use that
11 data because Canada geese æe protected under the
12 Mrgralory Bird Treaty between Canada, the United States

i3 and I'lexico,

14 Bul over and above that, I'n spealing to you

15 fron ny heæt, And I trani you to know that everybody in
16 this roon a¡rd this valley and this city knows about that
I7 place and uses it and values it,
18 And we cannot -- we cannot destroy it -- any

19 part of the 200 ac¡es that we have, So please, I an for
20 alternalive one, And I a¡ aginst alternative two urd
2I three, Ihanl you,

22 (Applause, )

23 MS, BAITIN: Good evenrng, everyone, l'{y næe

24 is ,Ioyce Batten, Irn a 45-yeæ resident of the San

25 t'erna¡do Valley and also a nenber of the Sa¡ Fernando
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1 youngsters here, I'ihe¡e were you when we fought the

2 racetrack? To keep that out of the basin? Ànd where

3 were you when kriloa¡ one (phonetrc) went in and took a

4 huge chunl of the basin and it was basically Glenn

5 Bailey and Honeowners of Encino that fought them?

6 Ànd where when you when killenur two (phonetic)
'/ went in a¡rd took a huge anount of the basin? And where

8 vere you when we fought to keep the portron of the basin
9 that they ræted to put the wetla¡ds in? You know,

10 tìat's prine target,
1i So I'n just telling you, You're not going to
12 wa¡rt to hear it, But environnentalists are going to
13 have to hsten ca¡efully to what I have to say -- and

14 I'n sure Caltra¡s will as well,
15 Currently tìere a¡e four alternatives under

L6 construction -- consideration, not construction,
1? Includrng the no-buiid -- the existing non-standard

18 connecto¡ experiences extensive congestion and delays

19 and killing waits tiroughout the day,

20 fhe purpose of thrs project is to inprove
2I safety, operation, capacity a¡d traffic flow through

22 that interchalge, And it replaces the 20 niie an hour

23 ranp with a 50 niie an hour ranp,

24', Honeowners of Encino has consistently worked

25 against developnent and aginst expansion, Ànd I can

4T
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I assure you that the reason for supprting alternative
2 th¡ee -- a¡d I'II get to that in just a nonent -- is fo¡
3 safety, Hunan life,
4 There are -- they have a 34 percent increase in
5 fatalities and injuries in that iittle section, That's

6 inprtant, krd I t+-¿nt you to thinï about that before --
7 before you set your priorities up,

I The E,LR,, that is Caltrans, shows this grade

9 inc¡ease at the interchange, Now, we also understa¡rd --
10 and ihis is not explicit in the reprt -- that Haskell

11 on and off-¡anps would not be nodrfied, So thatrs one

12 of the prerequisites for our concern,

13 Let ne add¡ess each of these briefiy. ['irsl,
14 no-build, fhe no-build alternative would provide no

15 additional inprovenents to the freeway, It's not going

16 to have any capacity, but it would not elininate the
17 dangers tl¡at are present,

18 0f the renaining three options, each calls fo¡
19 the replacenent of the 20 nÍle a¡ hou¡ section by the

20 50 nile an hour section,
2I Now, there are siEificant diffe¡ences between

22 tr+0, three, and fou¡, fnat is, alternativeiy to the À,

23 B and C, if you rarrt,
24 First, with respect to alternative À, we oppse

25 alternative À because it would elininate the access to
Át
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1 to the traffic, while they tale that Burbanl bridge,
2 destroy it a¡d reluild it? Yourre talking about

3 protecting the environnent, That would be a drsaster,
4 Ànd that leads ne to the conclusion which is
5 alternative C, We supprt alternative C for several
6 reasons, It's cheaper, rt taïes no -- it tales not a
7 huge æount of space fron the basin, but increases the
I safety a¡d we thinl, r+ithout having to rebuild the
9 bridge,
10 And finally, it does not have the problen of
11 the addrtional traffic shown on Sepulveda,

12 Ihant you for your tine urd attention,
13 (þplause, )

14 MS, MUNA-LÀI'IDÀ: I would like to also announce

15 that Ka¡ trfattoo of the assenbly nenber Lloyd Leviners
16 office has joined us, Thanf you for coning,

1? Iollowing Chuck Àlndale wrll be lisa Reveen and

18 Wälter [anb, fhan]. you,

19 MR, Àl,l'DALE: I'n Chuck tilndal.e. I an a forner
20 resident of Sa¡ta lbnica, urd I now live out here in
2I North Hills, I've d¡iven through that intersection
22 probabiy a couple of thousand tines over the last 30

,?, \rô1rc T In ¡ratfrr frni I i r¡ rr,i lh ì ILJ lçqùr ¿ 4 y¡EUUI r@¿¿14 r¿L¡r ¿L.

24, Ànd I've also been converting into the
25 Sepulveda basin for about that long, Itrs an excellent,
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1 the 101 freeray f¡on Burba¡k. À¡rd there a¡e thousands

2 of. Encino ¡esidents that daily have to access, They

3 cone f¡on Costco, Ihey cone fron the eastern portion of
4 Van Nuys urd so on,

5 So this Eick supprt for alternalive A would

6 be a disaster because a huge anount of traJfic would

7 have to burgeon onto Sepulveda and would cone onto
I Ventura Boulerard, ur already grid-locked area,

9 So your alternative À would not be acceptable,

10 nor would the alternative -- no projects alte¡native --
11 MS. MUI'IA-I¿NDA: If you could l+o¡k to conclude

12 your connents, please,

13 l'lR. SILVÀ: Say agin,
14 MS. I,ÍIJNA-LANDÀ: I'n sorry, If you could worL

15 to conclude your connents,

16 MR, SIIVAr Okay, I will,
Li Now, let ne connent -- two short paragraphs,

18 It's inprtant, please, Now, with respect to the

19 alternative -- the next two alternatives, You'll want

20 to hea¡ those, fheyrre brief puagraphs, But please,

2L With respect to alternative B, we oppse

22 alternative B because its substa¡tial rnøease in costs

23 and nost inportantly would regire the ¡econstruction of
24 the Burbæl bridge,
25 Do you have aay idea what that's going to nean
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1 excellent site, Ànd we had our neeting at the Santa

2 I'bnica Àudubon Society last night, took an infornai
3 poll, I,le 'riere against options two and three, aad one

4 and two we we¡e okay with,
5 Hollever, I would like to nale the connent, I
6 live notv on Devonshire, which is just a little bit south

7 of the 118 freevay,
I Now, fron Devonshire, we which has u entrance
9 onto north and south 405 freeway, but we cannot tale the

10 405 a¡d get onto the 118, Also on ihe 118 we cannot get

11 off onto the 405 and get off at Devonshire.

12 So tle have to tale alternative routes, which

13 for us is prinarily either Woodley or Sepulveda

14 Bouleuard, if we wa:lt to get onto the 118 or cone use

15 that place to get to ou¡ house,

16 Änd itrs a slighi nuisa¡ce, It's no big deal
l7 Än extra two ninutes naybe, naybe not even that nuch,

18 But it's really not a big deal,

19 So in that sense, I would say options two and

20 thaee, in o¡der to tale a big bite out of the Sepulveda

2I basin in order to nale it a iittle bit easier naybe for
22 the people using Burbanl ranting to get on the i01, I
23 would say live with it, Itrs not that big a deal, I
24, thinl that's all I have to say,

25 (þplause,) 
,.
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1 MS, REVXEN: Hi, I'n lisa Reveen, I se¡ve on

2 the l,aÏe Balboa Neighborhood Council, but I'n here as a

3 resident of lale Balboa, I live just across the street
4 fron the '¿rLdlife a¡ea, Ànd I know everyone's opinion
5 tonight,
6 Às far as the gentlenaa said about closing the

7 Burbanï on-Ìanp, I thini thatrs why we have the weaving

I problen and the accidents because of the people entering
9 the free'lay fron Bu¡bæL So closrng that is actually a

10 good thing in ny opinion,
11 fhere a¡e two entra¡ces just north of Bu¡ba¡I

12 on Victory Bouleva¡d a¡d also on Sepulveda Bouier¡ard as

13 well as going south on Sepulveda. So lhat's aII I have

I4 to say, I'n against two a¡d th¡ee, Thank you.

15 (þplause, )

16 MS, MUNA-I,AI{DÀ: Followinq fiãlter [æb wiII be

PAGE 178
1 bulldozers and flattened the Sa¡ta }bnica nountains and

2 put in a ten-Iane freeway in each direction, we could
3 probably get up there in a lot less trne,
4 But I donrt thinl any of us wants to do that o¡
5 live in a world where we're naling those kinds of
6 decisions, So as fu as I cur tell, I'n still not sold
? that we need to do anything,
8 Obviously, the safety issue to ne trunps the
9 convenience, I would like to continue to investigte
10 sone of the other issues that have been brought that
11 could nitigte the no-build,
12 But obviously, of the th¡ee other solutions,
13 we've got one that's cheaper, safe¡ a¡d honors a
14 connit¡ent that we nade to ourselves Lo preserve thrs
15 precrous a¡d ever boiling, open space wrldlife habitat,
16 Ànd to ne. it seens like a no-brainer decision,
L1 Thanl you,

PAGE 177
1 that had been set aside very specificaily as a wildLife
2 preserve,

3 And I just couldn't sit by and reading the

4 papers -- as werve all done probably nany tines -- you

5 know, two nonths fron now, that the decision had already
6 been nade and that the powers that be had talen yet
7 another chunl of consistently doing away with open space

I in the nane of convenrence,

9 And with all respect to the gentlena¡ fron
10 Encino, as I was listening to these options, I, in ny

11 notes, seen to thinl that option one -- alternative one

12 was cheaper than the other two and also didnrt have the

13 safety issue because of the lack of weaving, So I lust
I4 wanted to clarify that,
15 The decision nade on this project tonight
i6 clearly transcends local plitics and traffic issues,

11 Ïiris decision to ne sigals whether r+e as a society æe
18 capable of addressing the kinds of chailenges that we

19 are clearly now basrng on a global scaIe,
20 Ànd we just caart keep giving in to whin afler
2I whin after whin of added convenience, llhen ny wife a¡d
22 I drove up here today, we got stuck in traffic, a lot of
23 traffic because we had cone up fron Cu1ver Crty irhen we

24 cane up the 405,

25 Ànd it occured to ne that, if we just took

A7
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1 solutron, Ànd I thinÏ that people can find sone ans\{ers

2 here.

3 The thing is I d¡ove through there today, and

4 rt is -- it is really bad, lhat one ranp, Ànd there's a

5 my to do il without taling any land away, If we got
6 good engineers, we can do it, Ànd I know that r+e can do

7 it, lle have the ninds to do it,
I So anyw-ayr I just ra:rt say that, you know,

9 there's a iot of birds that are dying aad ducks dying
10 over at Lale Balboa, So if you people care about the
11 wildlife, you would be caring about [a]e Balboa itself,
12 And I can teli you that right now, thatrs a
13 large area in the basin, Ànd we need to clean the whole

14 place up, I donrt know why therers nobody here doing
15 anything about it, Yourre conpJ.aining about having
16 this, findrng an alternative to getting around,

1? So foiks, please step up to the plate and give
18 then alternatives, I thinl the best u.ay is straight up
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i MS, MJÌ,IÀ-I,ÀNDÀ: Sha¡on I'o¡d next followed by

2 Ronald Kulberg, Ànd ou¡ last spealer is Don Neunæk,

3 UNIDENTIFIED: I have a ca¡d too,

4 MS, MUM-LÀNDÀ: Ihatrs okay, Werll get you

5 in, Sorry about that,
6 MS, E'ORD: We've all talked tonight about what

? would happen to the Sepulveda wildlife refuge,

I You haven't been able to see what we have been

9 trying to tell you, Ihese pictures, if you have a

10 chance, please cone a¡d look at then because they were

11 talen over a period of at least 12 years, because one of
12 the little girls in this picture was barely two yeus
13 old, Ànd she just turned 14.

i4 She is ny granddaughter, And this was the

15 first place that I ever took her to teach her about

i6 wildlife, krd she has grown up there,

17 fhis -- the building of these two nulti la¡e
18 rurps -- first of all, I can't even fathon doing

19 50 niles an hou¡ on a t¡ansition tanp, Ànd the noise

20 r+ould conpletely destroy the trançility of that uea,
2I But no¡e thur anything, we all know how nury

22 years it will tale to build such ranps, Iihile that
23 building is being done, the dirt wiÌl choke the lale,
24 It will kiii the fish, It will kiti the crawfish, It
25 will kiII the toads. the ve¡v food that the heron,

PAG¡] 18 2

1 Ànd it's going to go futher than Hashell, It has to
2 get to Ventura, So this plÐ -- any plan, nobody spoke

3 up that in -- you hnow, Ventura and Hayvenhurst, that's
4 already, you know, a t¡affic problen,

5 And all that extra Ventura traffic that they
6 have to d¡ive around, this plan doesn't address, So I
7 thought it was suppsed alleviate traffic, not push it
8 sonewhere else,
9 Next is, you know, you got a 50 nrle a¡ hou¡

10 ranp, lfeli, it caa only go 50 niles an hour if the 10i

11 is not congested, So why don't they teII us, you know,

12 what percentage of the day is the traffic going to go up

1 ? i0 rnr¡anl

14 Because you autonatically thinl at, you know,

15 24 hours a day, it's going to go 50 niles an hour, which

i6 is not right, So theyrre nissing that infornation,
I7 lt's not going to go 50 niles an hour 2417,

18 The other thing is, once you push traffic onto

19 the street because of closed Haskell or you're closing
20 the 101 access and stuff, now the t¡affic has to deal

2I with pedestrians, bicyclists, Iocal school buses,

22 erergency vehicles -- ail that nor' you have to deal

23 with,
24 So you know, one gentlenan says no big problo
25 two ninutes to go out of yourray, But what about all

52
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egrets and othe¡ birds eat,

It wili be no place for nesting birds, It
certainly won't be anyplace for sone5ody who wants to go

and ¡ecreate or teach their children about the wrldhfe
because you would have to wear a dust nask,

By the tine that construction is conpleted, the

entire area will be dead, It will kiII the vegetation,

It rrill kill it, It wiII be a place where non native
a¡d inu¿sive plants will go in, Ànd I'n totally aginst
any building in two -- on propsition -- whatever you

w-ant to call it, ñ¡¡be¡s two and th¡ee,

And lrn either for a no-build or nunber one,

Ihant you,

(AppIause, )

MR, I$!BIRG: I'n Ronald Kulberg, a fellow
¡esident, And I'n kind of neutral, if we're going to
build, because therers sone unanswered questions that I
have,

Basically, you know, the thing is supposed to
allevrate traffic, WeII, they said there's sone

nitigtion to what theyrre going to do to Hayvenhurst

a¡d whatnot, But they drdn't nention that therers also

going to be no access to HaskeII a¡ynore,

So all that traffic that used to use Haskell,

whether you like it or not, lus to go sonewhere else,
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1 these things now you have to not run into a¡d kiII or,
2 you know, slow down the other things?

3 So basically ny concern is I need no¡e

4 info¡nation because it really dæsn't cover everything,
5 You know, theyrre just taLking about what they w-art to
5 talk ùout and nitigate what they want to nitigte, And

? that's not fair,
I Ànd I knor+, you know, we're not taling aay

t houses away not+, So rt's a1I us agarnst wildlife, which

10 I thought !¡e '*ere suppsed to protect wildlife because,

11 if we don't protect this, then let's go build sone nore

12 roads a¡d passes through Santa I'bnica lbuntains to
13 alleviate the traffic, I{here does it stop? Ihank you,

I4 (Àpplause. l

15 MS, I{ul{A-tANDA: Following Don Neunark we have

16 Todd Royal a¡d Donna Pea¡nan,

n If anyone else would like to speal and you

18 havenrt subnitted a card, please do so at this tine,
19 Thank you,

20 MR, NEtll'fARK: Cæ I nove this nike?

2I MS, MUNA-LAÌ{DÀI Yes.

22 l'ß,, MUI'IÀRK: 0kay, Irn here not to be for a¡d
23 aginst ury of these suggestions, I'n here to bnng up

24 a fourth alte¡native because I thini that's '¿hat we're
25 really headed for here. 
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fhere needs to be sone sort of a conpronise, I

understa¡d that there's an environnental rssue here,

Ærd I fully supprt that, By the sane token, I see the

need fo¡ sonething to be done in lhis area, So I've
already suggested to this the engineers over there,

And they're going to look Ínto it, they pronise

ne, In the neantine, I want to sorl of present it to
all of you so you can see what you rmnt to think about

ihis, I'n going to bring this nike over so you can get

sone general idea of what Irn talking about,

Good, Okay, I'11 just use this for right now,

Well, this one probably would get ne -- this one over

here, 0kay, I don't know if you can all see this, if
you looked at the alternatives, I'hybe you have a sheet

Iike this thal they gave you,

Bul if you look at the space between the

se¡vice road, which belongs to the Àrny Corps of
Engineers -- and they're not wiiling to relingish
that -- therers this actual downslope that goes fron
that service road down to the freeway below,

Ànd that space is actually the exit ræp for
the -- to get onto Burbuù Bouleva¡d right now fron
the -- headrng southbound, I believe,

fhat sa¡e exit could now be turned a¡ound a¡d

used as the on-ranp, And thereby, it t'¡ould save a lot

PAGE 186
1 wildlife and less of a dependent -- not taling array aay

2 land that you see here now that they're showing,

3 This represents 300 feet, by the way, Ihere's
4 300 feet. Ànd it's approxinately 1,200 feet rn the
5 shorter one, I don't know what the longer one is. So

5 thai gets reduced to around 600 feet,
7 So it's a conpronise, It's not perfect, It's
I not exactly zero, But it's a lot less of an inpact than
9 what's there now, Ànd I really hope that Caltrurs tales

10 a look at that as a fourth aLternative because that nav

11 solve a lot of the problens, Tharù you,

12 (þptause, )

13 MS, MUNA-LÀI,IDÀ: Todd Royal followed by Donna

i4 Pea¡nan -- and I'n going to ness this nane up because I
15 can't ¡ead it -- Stephen Vodantis. Vodantis, Sorry,
16 Ànd then our last speaÏer is trlathew Tehulsky, Thani

fl you,

18 MR. R0YÀL: fhad you very nuch, Hi, I'fy nane

19 is lodd Royal, Irn actually a ¡esident of Studio City,
20 Änd I cane out because also I served on the Boa¡d of the
2I Studro Neighborhood Council,
22 I gess ny biggest concern has been in Studio
23 City we're working with -- right now the 'rhoie thing
24 with the university M,T,À, project, Ànd I'n sure, as !¡e

25 all renenber, when tj¡e M,T,A. ras originally conceived,

56
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1 of noney because thatrs already there, includrng the

2 retainrng walls aad everything else that's there, turd

3 they would be able to follow this right up to a certain
4 point where they have to neet this radius.
5 Now, this ¡adius is very inprtant because it's
6 the nininun size radius that's needed in order to be

? able to get onto the freeway, And it's actually
8 engineered, Ànd itrs a state -- Caltra¡s ordinance,

9 So if you tooL this area a¡d noved it into this
10 upper area or soneplace far away and just had a very

ii gradual -- using this existing exit for an entra¡ce and

12 bring it up here aad grab -- go ov$ nost of the service
13 road, you would have about a 600-foot area by about a

14 hundred foot wide at the upper end to turn a¡ound and be

15 able to get onto this soulhbound traffic, which would

16 give people nerging in nore tine to nerge in without

11 disrupting the traffic flow, Ànd nost of this is
18 aiready there, tùl you have to do is reve¡se it,
19 So you're basically buiid:ng a few pylons,

20 which that will be a problen for the birds, But if they

2I do it on lhe off-season, you night say, then those

22 pylons would be naling noise and a little bit of dust,

23 Þfost of that would go over the service road and

24 then the rest is a grading issue over on the other side

25 of the service road, r+hich r+ould be less of an inpact to..
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1 it was supposed to be -- help transportation and

2 supposed to help us -- fuel efficrency, You nane it,
3 Now ve in Studio City have seen that the M,T,À,

4 has becone a developnent orgaaization, So ny big
5 Eestion to you Eys at Callrans is, if yourre going to
6 grab this land not+, are you going to turn it into a

7 developnent organization also?

I Àre you going to build condoniniuns? Are you

9 going to build office towers? Because that is what

10 we're seeing right now in Studio City. tud
li respectfully, it is being shoved down our throats,
12 I don't wa¡t to see a land graph, I have to
13 agree with the folks who say you don't wurt to see the
14 djfferent things fron environnental inpacts, I don't
15 want lo see it fron a developnent stan@oint,
16 I don't want to see the land that is going to
11 be taïen away fron us -- our precrous land, Because it
18 seens to ne that, once t+e say one thing, with -- tverre

19 going to have a subsegenl systen, that v¡hat I'erre not
20 seeing rs that all of a sudden werre noÌr being told that
21 the M.T,A,, açin, is a developnent orgurization,
22 Can you, Caitrans -- car you -- the drfferent
23 officials around there, carì you say to us that you're
24 only going to be building freeways aad you're not going

25 to be enøoaching on our o\in spaces to begin selling
¿t
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1 these things off, fhis is a great certain.
2 Again, ve are seeing this in Studio City right
3 now, I would really respectfully request of each of you

4 tonight to -- r+hen the whole thing with the M,T,A,, the

5 universal pro¡ect, theyrre talkrng about taling away and

6 building over four nillion sçare feet of office space,

? a¡d the M,T,A, \{as never, everr ever conceived to be a

I developnent orgarrization -- so you as Caltrans -- aqain,
9 I respctfully regest of you and ask to answer that

10 question,

11 Are you only going to be in the freeway

12 building business and not aay luxury condo, townhouse

13 and apartlent building business? Thank you,

14 (þptause, )

15 MS, PEAR!ßN: Irn Donna Pea::nan, I used to
16 live near there in [a]e Balboa for nost of ny life,
fi l'fi boyfriend told ne about the tine the

18 Sepulveda basin r+as a lot larger tha¡l it is now before
19 BurbæI Bouler¡a¡d went tluough, It conpletely changed

20 the Sepulveda basin, t'ree flight airpianes used to roan

2I way up in the sky along wilh the birds.
22 0f course, as a conplete wildlife a¡ea then

23 also, the changes -- it really hurt the wiidhfe a¡d
24 really hurt the basin, I'n worried tlnt anything other
25 thur aiternative one night hurt the Sepulveda bæin.
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1 One of ou¡ prograns is to bring literally
2 thousa¡ds of schoolchild¡en into this resewe every
3 year, Werre just one orqanization, I know there are
4 othe¡ organizations that bring nany other students inio
5 the resewe,
6 Àtternatives two and three would seriously scar
7 the wilderness eithe¡ -- the wildlife teserue. So I
I would strongly urge Caltrans not to entertain options
9 two a¡d tluee,

10 In fact, wherever we have wilderness and

i1 wildlife reserves, we should -- that should be a ha¡d
12 line, Ànd we should neve¡ cross thal line because, as

13 everyone knows, wilderness space and open space is
14 dwindhng, not just in this country but all over the
15 wo¡Id,
16 0f all the alternatives, only one is to ny nind
I7 even to be considered, If Caltrans thrds that they
18 nust build, then only alte¡natrve one would be

19 acceptable,

20 I thirù, even better tha¡ alternative one, is a

2L no-build option urd to put the noney in nore c¡eative
22 solutions, Iike nass trursit o¡ other things that would

23 nitigte the traffic problen, Thanl you,

24 (þp1ause, )

25 MS, MUNA-I¿I'¡DA: Follor+ing I'hthew Tehulshy -- I
60
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1 I an especially concerned about the frog
2 population, The frogs are declining in the world. And

3 there's frogs in the wildlife, I heæ then, I'n a

4 chæpion fo¡ the frogs urd toads,

5 I'n thinling naybe aaother alternative, Irn
5 not sure, I realiy don't want to hurt the basin, It's
? the only large wildlife a¡ea in Vaa Nuys,

I I'hybe a¡other aiternative nay be good because

9 we donrt have the noney, Änd as I sæd, that one guy,

i0 hers talking about naybe -- naybe it's a project fo¡ the

11 C,R,À. So I donrt want to have anything where the

12 C.R,À, is going to cone on in a¡d be along with
13 Caltrurs,
14 I reaiize it's drfficult to go fron the 405 urd
15 101, !'fy connuter exp¡ess flight ?3 does have a hæd

16 tine going fron one to the other, So I fhinï there's
1? got to be urother aite¡native.
18 I'n not sure about one, I thint that needs to
19 be studied nore, Send it to the connittee, Ihanl you,

20 (Àpplause, )

2I MS, MUNA-I,ÀNDÄ: Stephen -- with a nane that I
22 canrt pronounce,

23 MR, VODINTIS: l,fy næe is Stephen Vodantrs,

24 I'n the education coordinator fo¡ the resource

25 conse¡vation district with the Sa¡ta lbnica nountains,
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have a ca¡d here fron lrene Sandler,

Did you aiso vant to speal in addrtion to a

Eestion?
MR, TEHULSKY: 0h, yeah. trlrne r+ill be very

short, 0kay, I'n l'{athew Tehulsky, I'n with the

Àudubon Society, Às a nenber, I've been elected as a

photographer for about 30 years,

Ànd I w¡ote an æticle fo¡ their newsletter
which cane out, krd I rant to read the tiree
puagraphs, Ard that will be ny testinony, No fu¡ther
connents,

rrOn l,fa¡ch 7 , 2004, I went on

a rfirst Sunday of the nonthr bird

'¡"¿1k with the Su¡ I'ernaado Valley
Audubon Society at the Sepuiveda

Basin liildIife Reserve -- a 225-acre

wetland habitat in Van Nuys,

California, That is a haven for
about 240 species of bi¡ds throughout

the year,

"Âlong the t¡ail to the lale,
we saw the G¡eat-tailed Grackle, [æk
Sparrow, Red-winged Blackbird, Anna's

Hunnin@ird, Rlby-cowned K:nglet,
Song Spærow, Red-shafted ['licker,
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I Brown-headed Cowbird, Cass:.n's

2 Yrngbird, Belted Kngfisher, and

3 lburning Dove -- ali within ten
4 ninutes.'l
5 Tlìen I talk about other stuff, And I close by

6 sayingr
'l t'So there you have rt -- one walk

I on one Sunday at one park in Ànenca,

9 Àrìd within a ten-nile ¡adrus of the

10 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Fese¡ve

11 1,5 nil[on people reside,
12 'rWho says people in wildiife
13 ca¡not live side by side?"
14 So that's our pride and ¡oy of what we have in
15 the rest of the country is our ability out here to keep

16 wide open spaces, Ànd that's the great west that we

17 have, Ànd we wanl to preserve it, So like everybody

i8 else, we don't want to have a freeway running lhrough

19 Sepulveda Basrn I{ildlife Rese¡ve, Thæ} you,

20 (þplause, )

2I MS, MUNA-I,AÌ.IDÀ: Following l,ls, Sand1er, we'Il
22 go into the Eestion prtion, unless anyone else would

23 like to subnÍt a spealer card,

24 MS, SINDLER: lly nane is I¡ene Sandler. I have

25 for the past four or five yeus worked toward a safer
62
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t hard copy or get the drsk, Donrt give up,

2 îoilow the noney, Where does the noney cone

3 fron? Does it cone fron M,I,A, r or drd Caltra¡s get the
4 noney? llho watches that noney? lliro watches the

5 finances?

6 Once they get pernission to build, who

7 conlracts that buildrng out? I{hat krnd of leverage have

I you to nale sure how long this project will tale?
9 They're going to tale dorn the Slirball bridge,
10 Theyrre going to taÏe down the Mulholla¡d bridge when

11 they do the I-405 project, hhat do you thinl rs going
12 to happen rn this othe¡ a¡ea?

13 (þpiause, )

14 MS, MJNA-I¿NDÀ: With no olher spealer cuds,
15 we'I1 go ahead and begin the Eestion-and-answer portion
16 of our neeting,
17 MR, ÀGUILAR: OLay. E'ust, I'11 add¡ess lhe
18 last spea-ker, She nentioned the Environnental

19 Assessnent Initial study. Àt this tine it has not been

20 E,I,R, E,LS,
2I l'or those of you who are not fæilia¡ with the
22 level of envi¡onnental docunents, there ue three
23 ievels, The lowest level is the calegorical exenption,
24 categorical exclusion, Ihe niddle level, which rs what

25 we wrote fo¡ this project, is initial

PAGE 193
Sepulveda a¡d a safer 405,

I notrce that only Caltrans is sitting on the
dais, You're nissing the los Àngeles Departlent of
Education -- of Traasp¡tation, Ând your education

would cone through having both groups there, I would

suggest you have another neeting and you invite both
groups,

Yourre not up here anslrerlng questions, And

yourre not naÌing a presentation, But lrn sure that
people would love to hear fron you,

You have to sone good ideas, You know what

sone of the inpacts will be of these pro¡ects, Þfaybe

you should cone up urd discuss then a¡d hor+ -- if this
will affect Ventura Boulevard, et cetera,

It's up to you people to organize yourselves,

not to just cone to one neeting and say gooôye, Go to
neetings, orgnaize neetings, talk to Gerry Silver about

neetings, Tale a look at this ùaft E,I,R,, urd notice
that when it talks about aite¡native one, two, and

three, everything is nitigtable or no adverse inpacts,
fhese a¡e the findings, You ca¡ talk untrl

yourre blue in the face, fhese æe the findrnqs, How

can you disprove the findrngs?
Your goose is cooked before yourve begun, I

suggest that you really, really tale the tine, get the
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1 study-environnental assessnent, Íhe highest level
2 is the environnental inpact reprt --
3 UNIDENTIFIED: Can you please use that
4 nicrophone? Irn hard of hearing, And it's really bad.

5 l'{R, AGUILÀR: 0kay, I aplogize,
6 TJNIDENTIEIED: You can conect it, But then
? you just slide back,

I l''lR, ÀGUILAR: Okay, trII right, So let ne

9 sta¡t over.

10 t'or those of you who are not faniliar wrth the
11 three leve1s of envr¡onnental docunent, you have the
12 lowest level, which is lhe categorical
13 exclusion-categorical exenption,

IA You have the niddle level, which is what we

15 wrote for this project, That is the iniiial
16 study-environnental assessnent, Ànd you have the
I7 highest level, which is a¡ environnental inpact
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1 you can read it and write to us and drsagree or agreer

2 nale your connents so that we will either fix the

3 docunent o¡ add¡ess your connents and answer your

4 çestions before the docunent is frnalized.
5 So that's the purpose of this process, I{e have

6 by no nea¡s nade any deternination at this point, Wer¡e

7 going to do it in conjunction with you Eys.
I Earlier a spealer nentioned Haskell, This

9 project does not propose any changes to Haskell, It
10 will close it in either drrection, So Haskell will
11 renain as is if this project were to be inpLenented,

12 Ànd there was a connent regarding the new

13 conneclo¡, Ihe new con¡eclor -- Eddre, can you put

I4 alternative one up, please?

15 There was a connent about the connector being
15 two lures and operating at 50 nÍles per hour, Ànd if
l7 the 101 were to be grid-Iocked, cars would not be noving
18 at 50 niles an hou¡, Ihails correct, But you also got

19 to consider that the purpose of the connector is
20 storage,
2L So let's say the connector does becone a

22 parking lot during ¡ush hour, Ihe parking lot will be

23 on the connector, which is 560-feet long, two J.anes,

24 So the ca¡s will be parked on the connector a¡d
25 not on the southbound 405 nain line causing the back up
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1 address that in miting in the final docunents as 'r.'e go

2 bach within our traffrc data, within our projects and

3 provide a very detailed response.

4 The purpose of this project is very precise,
5 It's to Ínprove the safety and operation through the
6 intercha¡ge going on southbound 405 a¡d going to the
7 westlound i01.
I So we described that, and the effort of tine
9 a¡d effort to provide a good solenn responser we'II have

10 to defer and answer that çestion in the final docunent,

11 Ànd with that, I'11 have ktuaf Hama, our

12 traffic engineer at Caltrans, add¡ess two traffic
13 ¡elated çestions,
I4 Þfi., HÀNI{A; Tharùs, Ed,

15 Good evening, everyone, Ify nane is Àshraf

16 Hanna, I'n the t¡affic engineer fo¡ this project and

17 also fo¡ routes 101 and the 405,

18 l'{y teal and I were responsible for studying a1l
19 aspects of the traffic part of this project, the
20 alternatives and which ones would actually nale us

2I experience -- all of us who use that interchange --
22 experience u inprovenent every day,

23 UNIDENTIFIED: Sorry, liho are you?

24 MR, ÌlANl{A: }fy nane is spelled À-s-h-r-a-f ,

25 Last nane is Ha:ma, H-a-n-n-a,
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1 and rea¡-end collisions, et cetera, et cetera, and the

2 weaving,

3 So even if itrs not operating at 50 nrles per

4 hour during rush hour, it will still serve a purpose to
5 inprove safety and decrease congestion,
6 tet's see, lle had a connent fron Kathy

7 lewisLi, She mites, "À very concerned honeowner,

I having lived at this address since 1973, I{e finally --
9 ve will finally be getting our sound waII at the {05 a¡d

10 the Royal 0aÏ Àvenuerr, i believe it says,

i1 'T{e have been pronised a sound '*all, I.lill it
12 be 18 feet in height as pronised?rl

13 Ihe dinensions of sound valls a¡e typically
1{ 18 feet vhen theyrre outslde Caltrans standa¡ds, llhen

15 they're within Calt¡a¡s right-of-way, they're typically
16 16 feet,
1.l And the æea that Kathy Lewiski is desuibing
18 would get a sound rqall But it would be part of the
19 other project, It would be part of the 405 carpooi

20 project for the i01, So she wiII be getting a sound

2L t+all that is pæt of a drfferent project,
22 Teri or Îo¡i Rednan writes: "If you build nore

23 freeways, you wiII attract nore cars, l'lhat is being

24 done to abate traffic on our streets and freeways?"

25 That is a tough çestion, We would nost [kely,.
0/
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1 Before I answer the questions that I have here,
2 I t+ould like to just taÏe a ninute of your tine, I need

3 to renind you that traffic is going to keep coning to
4 this interchange whether we do sonething or not,
5 Ïraffic, as it is right now and probably
6 because you're all residents in the area, you know how

7 nuch delay that you have to go through, trying to øoss
I this busy interchaage,
9 I{e did a very conprehensive study,

10 Alternatives one, two and tiree are expected to save you

11 and all the others who use this intercha¡ge every year

12 between $29 and $38 nillion every single year, savings

13 in travel delay, inproving the envrronnent, less
14 poilution, less cost of fuel a user experiences because

15 of longer transprtation, A¡rd bette¡ response to
16 energencies, when sonebody needs to get to the hospital
n in a tineiy nanner, even a fraction of a ninute can nean

18 the personrs life,
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fhe Eestion is fron Ch¡is Van Beveren or
Beveran -- I'n sorry if I read the næe wrong,

Ífre Eestion is, rrln ny experience, the traffrc
on 101 northbound, itrs stop-a.nd-go during peaÏ travel
tines. If the connector is built, cars fron 405 south
wiII ¡ust be going faster when they try to nerge, To

ne, this seerûs nore [kely to cause accidents tha¡ as

now exists. Cou1d you connent,rl

The only connent that I ca¡ give you is let's
exanine how the westbound 101 on-ranp to southbound 405

operates right now and if it is a safe connector or not,
Itrs crawling at a very, very low speed nost of

the day, À¡ld would this rende¡ this on-ræp, a safe

on-ranp? Il does not
People going at low speeds, when they see a

back-up connector or when they hit a traffic jan,

d¡ivers tend to do all kinds of things -- næeuvering,
cutting off, getting out of the line, dnving on the

shoulde¡, tuid I deal with problens like this every

single day of the week,

So if ihis new connecto¡ would provide a desig
speed linit of 50 niles, it's going to inprove -- as Ed

was just nentioning, it's going to rnprove storage,
It's going to elinÍnate one of the basic facto¡s that
cause accrdents, which is the weaving issue on the
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1 westlound confusion and congestion, Ihe drsappeanng
2 la¡e on lhe weståound 101 approaching the Hayvenhurst is
3 deadly, "
4 I thÍnk that's the question,

5 In con¡unction with this Eestion, there was a
5 connent fron one of you folks before about the
7 inprovenents that we are planning to achieve with this
I project,
9 I{e spke about adding a new westlound on-ranp

10 fron Hayvenhurst, Caltrans is plurning on widening the
11 westbound off-ranp to Hayveúurst by adding one nore

12 lane,
i3 Ànd also we are plurning on widening the
14 eastlound on-ranp fron Hayvenhurst by also adding one

15 lane a¡d nost inportanily -- which is going to answe¡

16 this Eestion -- there rs going to be a¡ auxi[ary lane
li between Hayvenhurst and Ba1boa that's going to be

18 constructed on the '¿estbound 101 that's going to address
19 any weaving issues that going to conpronise safety, is
20 going to be add¡essed by instaJ[ng, by constructing
2l this new auxiliary lane,
22 Às you all know, the auxiiiuy lanes are a very
23 low cost and high efficient nea¡ of nitigting weaving,
24 storage on off-ranps that sonetines back up onto the
25 nain line and you start blocking lane nunber five, Iane 

"n
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1 freeway -- side swiping, rear ending, it's going to
2 provide a better novenent for the people going fron the
3 souti¡bound 405 gorng to vrestlound 10i,
4 Às you all night know, a few years ago we

5 installed reflectors to prohibit northbound 405 traffic
5 fron exiting at Haskell a¡d that also did a huge

7 inprovenent to the situation at the interchange.

I Once we cleæed that interchange in a nore

9 tinely na¡nerr we are definitely going to experience a

10 better level of service and a better operational and

11 safety environnent for everyone that uses that
12 connecto¡,

13 And iet ne renind you again, Al1 the pople
14 using that connector, with the inploentation of
15 alternatives one tluough thræ, will be saving each

16 single year fron $29 to $38 nillion to the benefit of
17 ali the people tint live in the a¡ea or the people who

18 use that interchange,
i9 Second Eestion is fron llayne Ïlhite, The

20 Eestion is "After all of thrs, there rs no effort
2l indicated that would be a solution to the congestion on

22 the 101 east or west, This insa¡e on-ranptt -- Jtt
23 Eessing he's refer¡ing to the new connector -- rrthat

24 puts the no¡thbound interchange, the nunber one lane of
25 that 101 westiound is still a contributor io 101

?1
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1 nunbe¡ four, and suddenly lane nunber -- the one

2 adjacent to it on the inside is being blocked because

3 people don't want to vait in line and suddenly the
4 foliowing lane is being blocked, and then you end up

5 r+ith a bottleneck that backs up the nain line for niles
6 and niles backwards,

7 So that's the nitigtion that we are proposing
I and that we iniend to do,

9 The last Eestion is fron Irene Sandler asking
10 about the capacity of -- I'n not going to a¡swer the
11 fundrng, fne project nanag$ is here, Ànd he's the
12 nost capable person to answer this çestion,
13 As far as capacity, Irn not really sure what

14 kind of capacity is she refening to, But if she ca¡
15 redirect her question and send it to Call¡ansr attentÍon
16 freeway operations, She cal put ny nane on it,
I7 Àttention ny nane or aaybody e1se,

18 We'Il gladly answer her to her satisfaction,
19 And naybe if she ca¡ explain better r+hat rras the
20 capacity that she was referring to, naþe I cu a¡swer
2I her right now,

22 If you are -- pardon ne?

23 UNIDENTIFIED: Íhe 500 car storage,
24 MR, I{ÀNI{A: The 500 car storaqe on the
25 connector? 

??
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UNIDENTII'IED: fnat's the capacitv I was

referring to,
Ì'R, ll¡\Nl.lÀ: Tne storage rssue is a by-product

of a nev on-rarrpr new off-ranp or a new connector,

neaning sonetines or rlaJìy tines you experience a backup

on the nain line just because one of the off-ranps has
1^,., ^r-^---^rvw ùLvrégr,

If you are -- letrs get an exanple, Ihe Sunset

off-ranp fron northbound {05, that sone of you folks
were nentioning Lhat new project that we'¡e doing right
now for the H,O,V. iaae, lhat Sunset off-ræp has a very
high denand, It se¡ves U,C,I'À, It se¡ves so nany

¡esidential -- everything,
That Sunset off-ranp has a very low storage

capacity, Ànd we end up, due to this storage problen,

having a very low level of service on the nain line,
just because the people trying to get off at Sunset

block two lures or no¡e.
Ànd this scenario happens all over, not only

jusi -- I just cited Sunset as an exanple, So as fa¡ as

the storage, the storage is going to serve the nain line
southbound {05 in case there rs a block downstrean that
connector on the westlound 101,

Ihis way we do not have to block the nain line
405, ard people going through on southbound {05 cut nove
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people fron the connector trying to nerge to the na:.n

line.
Ihis is one of the najor causes of accidents in

that area, So that new connector is going to address

this issue and is going to elininate that r+eaving point,
So coning back to your question, when people

cone down fron the new connector to the westiound,

they're not going to experience that sane issue anynore

because that issue is being gone,

So now they ca¡ nerge right onto Lane nunbe¡

five or la¡e nu¡ber six of nain line westlound 101 and

then they have anple space and anple distaace to start
nerging to the inside of the freeway læes nunber four,
three, two and one.

So did I ans\{er your Eestion, or I drdn't get

it right?
UNIDENTIFIED: (Nods, )

MR, IIANl,lÀ: No? Okay. Hold on a second,

please, One second, She's not done yet.
Go aipad, Àre you talking about --
UNIDENTIFIED: lhe westbound 101.

MR, llANÌ,IÀ: Are you talking aboul existing or
r+ith the project?

UNIDENTIFIED: I{ith the project,
MR, ltANl,lÀ: 0kav,

16
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i easier,
2 So in every project that we study in our

3 office, we insist on having the naxinun storage that we

4 can get thal is pssibly being offered, whether we have

5 right-of-way, whether we can purchase city right-of-way,
6 whether we cul do anything pssible to increase storage,
? I.lhy? Because thÍs -- solving the storage

I problen is going to soive a¡ issue on the nain line
9 freeray in the vicinity of that ranp or connætor,
10 lias that your question?

11 UNIDENTIFIED: Yes, I'lhat happens when they
12 actuaily cone to the freeray off the storage 50 niles a¡
13 hour?

14 l.R, HINNÀ: Coning dorin to r+estbound 101?

15 UNIDEMIEIED: Yes, Is there a special lane,

16 or are they innedrately nerging?

l7 MR, HANl,lA: Now, that is a very good çestion,
18 And I was hoping sonebody would ask it because one of
19 the nain features, that naybe naay of you ovulooked of
20 this project, itrs going to elininate the weaving that
21 r+e are cunently having between southbound 405 and the
22 Haslell off-ranp,
23 We have about 633 feet betr+een the pint of the

24 existing connector a¡d the off-ranp, I.Ie have a serrous

25 issue with people trying to get off to Haskell and

/3
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1 UNIDENTII'IED: Do the ca¡s cone right onto a

2 freeway lane innediately that other cæs could be in
3 because they're going west on the 101?

4 lR, HANl,lÀ: If you are asking about if rce're

5 addrng a lane --
6 UNIDINTIFIED: On-ranp lane --
7 MR, ltÀNl,lÀ: We're not widening tle 101, So the
I answer, we are coning to la¡e nunber six or lane nunber

9 seven on westbound 101,

10 IJNIDENTIFIED: So cars will be coning at speed,

11 In that area people are coning fron a stop or possibly a

12 line-up of 500 cars, And they're nerging onto --
13 MR, I{INNÀ: In that particular area, the

14 westbound 101 is too wide, Westbound 101 in that area
15 by tie Sepulveda dan and by Haskell, the 101 is seven

16 lanes, Ihe westbound,

11 lt's a very wide area, So we're not
18 anticipating -- by a¡y neurs of desiE or operational
19 standards, we're not articipating that within that
20 segent up to Hayvenhurst werre going to have any

2I problens for the nerging of ca¡s fron the new connector

22 to the nain line due to the fact that the nain line
23 in that particular area is wide enough urd also because

24 we have already prohibited no¡thbound 405 t¡affic fron
25 nerging right, 
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So we dedrcated that a¡ea for 101 traffic and

for the southbound 405 traffic,
Yes, sir, Piease,

UNIDENTIFIID: I{e heard earlie¡ that optrons

two a¡d th¡ee -- (inaudible) --
COURT REP0RIER: I'läit a second,

UNIDXNTIFIID: Much louder, I thoughl we heard

earlier that optÍons two and three did not solve the

weaving, Ànd you seen to be saying that they will wlth
these ne'¡ auxiliary lanes? Is that what you're tellÍng
us?

MR, HÀNl.lÄ: No, Irn talking about the weaving

between the connector and Haskell. Rrght now the

existing connector fron southbound 405 to Haskell has

about 533 feet, little under '/00 feet, Thatrs going to
go, We're going to have that issue gone,

TNIDENTIFIED: Okay, So the weaving that we

hea¡d about ea¡lier would not be nitigted by options
two or th¡ee? Ihat --

Ì.1R, HÀNNÀ: The weaving that we were spea}rng

about rlas the weaving f¡on Burbanl traffic onto

southbound 405 irying to weave in '¡ith the othe¡ traffic
getting on the connector, fhat's a drffe¡enl a¡ea.

We're add¡essing the 101 now; right? Go ahead,

UNIDENTIFIED: To vour point about the

78
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1 they have their own nodel, Ihey have their oirn

2 forecast, Tiiey have their own nathenatical egations,
3 tuÌd that's the figre that they give Caltrans,
{ M,T,A,, everybody else, that every hour of delay in
5 travel tine wiII cost 11 and, as I said, is going to go

6 up to i9,
? Go ahead,

8 UNIDENTIFIED: Question over here, I have a

9 çestion,
10 !ß, HINNÀ: Yes,

11 Ìfi,, SIIVER: Yeah, Irn Cærry Silver,
12 honeowners --
13 l'!R, lllNl'lA: Sorry, Iheyrre not letting ne have

14 any nore tine, If you have nore çestions, feel free to
15 send then to ne, and I'Il a¡swer then to your

16 satisfaction,
n UNIDENTIFIED: Could we get one Eick çestion
18 in, please?

19 Could you nale any projection as to how nany

20 huna¡ lives or serious in¡uries would be saved by that

PÄGE 209
1 $28 nillion o¡ whateve¡ you said in terns of savrngs,

2 hov nany people do we drvide that by to understand what

3 the per capita inpact would be? It seems to be --
4 l'{R, HÄNNA: Okay, I don't know how nany people

5 reside in this area, So I ca¡not do the nath, But I
6 can tell you that nuch,

7 Every single hour that any one of us srts on

I ihe freevay or being delayed on the freeway costs $11,00
9 out of your otln pocket, Ànd that's not ny figure,
i0 lhat's the ksocration of Governnents in Southern

11 California, fhat's the nunler they predicted,

12 Ànd this nu¡ler is going to go up fron 11 to i9
13 very soon, So inagine you are driving let's say a
L4 ten-nile d:stance, and you're suppsed to be drivrng
i5 that ten-nrle drstance at 60 niles per hour; right? So

16 you should uoss it in ten ninutes driving a nile per

I7 ninute; right? At 60 niles,
18 Instead of spending ten ninutes to go to
19 whe¡ever you want to go, yourre spend:ng an hour and a

20 half. So you are being delayed an hour and 20 ninutes
2I going there urd possibly a¡other hour ald 20 ninutes
22 coning back,

23 So thatrs about $30,00 out of your own pcket
24 everyday just sitting in traffic, Ihatrs how the

25 Àssociation of Governnents of Southern California -- 
r^
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MR, ltANl,lÀ: I ca¡not do that predrction. But

what I ca¡ tell you is the accident rate that we have in
this a¡ea is four tines as nuch as the state averaoe,
Would that a¡swer the çestion?

UNIDENTIFIED: So yourre talkrng about nury
lives? Many serious injuries?

MR. HlNllA: fhatrs in¡uries, bodrly, fatal,
nonetary injuries to your car, to your property, This

inte¡section -- this interchange, the accident rate is
four tines as nuch as the state average,

UNIDENTIFIED: Iihat '*ill it be when you're
finished? Reduced siEtificaatly?

UNIDENTIFIED: flhatrs it going to change to?

llhat's it going to change to? I.lhatrs the anst+et? Fron

four, how nuch?

UNIDENTIFIED: How nuch bette¡ will it be?

C0URT RXPORTER: Hey, hey, hey --
MR, HÀBBA{ : I.fait, If you donrt nind, i just

wa:lt to answer quickly,
INIDENTII'IED: t'our lo what?

MR, llÀNNA: therers a drsplay on the table that
says traffic, where it says accidents, Ànd fo¡ each

alternative, you're going to see how itrs going to be

inproved by,

And this table is on-lÍne, So vou ca¡ nale a
81
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printout and you can look at it whenever you want,

MR, HABBITK: Okay, Very çickly, I wæt to
answer lreners çestion of the fundrng,

You were asking about -- you said -- you

nentioned here explain fundrng for design build, et

Now, as I nentioned before, basically we are in
the project progran for the environnentaL docunent

phase, Once that is done, we're supposed to nove to the

desig and then after design to construction,
I{e have funding only for this phase, I,le do not

have funding for desiEr o¡ construction, So basicaily,
I nean the sinple answer is there's no fund:ng at this
point,

Once fundrng is identified, then we can nove on

to design and then to construction if the -- one of the

build alternatives were selected, If not, then nothing
would happen then,

I hope that ans\{ers your Eestion then,

MS, MUl,h-tAl,lDÀ: I ¡ealize nany of you have

Eestions, Ànd at thÍs pint we have no other Eestion
ca¡ds,

But what we are connitted to doing is the

specialists with Caltrans will continue to stay here

until 8:30 -- okay, I'n told here, the biologist w-ants
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Your connents will be responded to, and they
will be responded to wrth all due srncerity,

So please, believe ne and believe ny

environnental planning staff, that ihey -- ldua¡do a¡d
all the other folhs at the Division of lnvironnental
Plarming -- æe going to be working hard to nale sure
that your connents are listened to and talen very
seriously,

Íhatrs all I rrart to say,

l'{S, MUNÀ-I¿NDÀI So with that, we're going to
conclude this portion of our public heæing, It is
?:58,

Às I nentioned earlier, all the specialists at
this table as well as around the roon will be here

tirough 8:30,

If you would like to ask specialized çestions,
they'Il be happy to answer those,

Àdd:tionaliy, we would like to renind you that
the public connent period closes on I'hy 28,

I.Ie ask that you please subnit aII connents

beyond tonight in writing to the address listed on both
the fact sheet a¡d the connent cud,

fu¡d we thanÏ you for your participatron,
IhanÏ you,

(þplause, )

14 
I
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to respnd to sone Eestions that were raised during

this spealing portron,
MR, CÀR0N: I'fy nane is Paul Caron, I'n the

Chief Dist¡ict Biologist for Caltra¡s. And biology
seens to have talen a proninent place in the debate

tonight, So I decrded to cone wander on up here,

One of the biggest issues obviously is inpacts

to the refuge. We a¡e ta.king thai very seriously, That

is not sonelhing that we a¡e discounting just because we

are a transportation organization,
I{erre also an environnental sterardship

orgurization, Sone nay be cynical alout thal, But it
is true. Íherers a biologist at Caltrans,

I.le have a group of biologists at Caltrans, And

t+e are out there studying the inpacts of this job on a
fairly regular basis,

One of the things that we're studying is whatrs

going to be the inpact to the foraging habitat of the
va¡ious bird species out there, I,le do know about the

',"ater fowl a¡ea that is pretty close to one of the

propsed connectors for alte¡natives t'r¡o and three,
I.le a¡e awa¡e of the Ripariur Coast Live OaI

Woodland habitat that nay or nay not be Ínpacted, ÀII
of that is going to be talen into account during lhis
processr a¡d aII of your voices are going to be hea¡d,
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(Whereupon the proceedrngs adjourned at 7:55
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS. TMNSPORTATION AND HOUSING ACENCY ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER. Govemor

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7
IOO MAIN STREET, MSlóA
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
PHONE (213) 897-0703
FAX (2r3) 897-0685
TTY (2r3) 897-4937

Flex your power!
Be energt eficíent!

April 14,2008

Responsible Agencies, Review Agencies, Trustee
Agencies, Cooperating Agencies and Individuals
Interested in the improvement of the connector
from the southbound San Diego Freeway
(Interstate-405) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. Highway-10 1)

07-LA-405 Pl/f39.4140.5
07-LA-101 PM t7.0119.4
Southbound I-405 to the
Westbound U.S.-1 01 Connector
Improvement Project
EA 199610

Draft Environmental Assessment/Initial Study Now Available

The California DeparLment of Transportation (Caltrans) proposes various alternatives to improve the
connectot from the southbound San Diego Freeway (Úrterstate-405) to the westbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. Highway-l01). A new, upgraded 50 mph two-lane connector would replace the
existing 20 mph single-lane connector. The proposed project would require right-of-way from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers related to the operation of the Sepulveda Dam.

In conformity with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), and Section 4(f) of the Deparhment of Transportation Act, Caltrans has studied
the effects that the proposed project may have on the environment and community. The results of
these studies are contained in an environmental document known as a draft Environmental
Assessment/Initial Study (EA/IS). The purpose of this notice is to inform the public of its
completion and availability to any interested individuals.

Furthermore, a hearing willbe held to allow any interested individuals an opportunity to discuss
cert¿iin design features of the project with Caltrans staff before the final design and altemative is
selected. The public hearing will be held on Wednesday l.f.zy 14,2008 from 5:30pm-8:30pm at
Valley Beth Shalom located ú15739 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA 91436. Individuals who require
special accommodation (American Sign Language interpreter, accessìble seating, documentation in
alternative formats, etc.) are requested to contact the Caltrans Public Affairs Office at213-897-3656
at least 21 days prior to the scheduled hearing date. TDD users may contact the California Relay
Service TDD line at 1-800-735 -2929 or Voice Line at I-800-735-2922.

Enclosed is a copy of the draft EA/IS for your review. Please submit any written comments no later
than May 28, 2008 to: Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director

Califomia Deparlment of Transportatton
Division of Environmental Planning (a05l101 Connector)
100 South Main Sheet MS 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

For additional information, or for an additional copy of the draft EAIIS (hard copy and/or CD),
please contact Mr. Eduardo Aguilar at (213) 897-8492. Thank you for your interest in this
transportation improvement proj ect.

,;^ /'
OSINSKI

Deputy District Director

" Caltrans improves mobility across California "
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The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is continuing to work with the
community to determine the most efficient ways to improve traffic flow on the connector from
the San Diego Freeway (l-405) at the Burbank Boulevard overcrossing to the northbound Ventura
Freeway (U.S. l0l). Caltrans is in the Environmental Phase of this project to improve the
connector. Please see inside this newsletter to find out more about a public hearing on the draft
environmental document and proposed design alternatives to be held May l4th at Temple Valley
Beth Shalom in Encino. Your partic¡pation and comments in this process are important and

encouraged. Read on to see how you can share your comments on this project.

The map above shows the area of the l405iU.S. 101 Connector Project. Caltrans has been working on the environmental
document, trying to minimize impacts while developing the best alternatives to improve traffic flow on this extremely busy freeway
connecror.
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l-405/U.S. l0l Connector Project - The Facts

l-405/U.S. l0 | Connector Project - The Public Hearing

"Caltrans lmproves Mobility Across Califo¡nia"

The California Department
of Transportation (Caltran s)

is studying options for a new
two-lane connector from the
southbound San Diego
Freeway (l- 405) at the
Burbank Boulevard
overcrossing to the
north bound Ventu ra Freeway
(U.S. l0l). The proposed
project location is in the San

Fernando Val ley commu n ity
of Sherman Oaks, in the City
of Los Angeles.

The existing connector is

subject to extensive
congestion, delays, and queue

lengths throughout the day.

The purpose of the project is
to improve safet¡ operation,
capacity, and traffic flow
through the interchange by

improving the connector.

Caltrans proposes to replace
the existing connector, from
the southbound l-405 to the
westbound U.S. l0l with an

upgraded connector. The
current single-lane connector
was built in the 1960's to
accommodate speeds of 20-
mph. A new 50-mph, two-lane
connector is needed to
accommodate increased

traffic and congestion. This
would be accomplished by

constructing a new bridge

structure crossing over the
spillway of the Sepulveda

Dam. The Department has

considered nine alternatives,

eight of which are variations
on this connector
improvement proposal.

Currentl¡ four alternatives

remain under consideration,
including the No-Build
Alternative.

Caltrans has prepared a Draft EnvironmentalAssessment/lnitial Study (EA/|S) for this project
and will host a public hearing on

Wednesday, þ1ay l4th
5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Valley Beth Shalom - 15739 Ventura Boulevard, Encino
At the public hearing, you will have the opportunity to view proposed plans and make

comments. Qualifìed personnel will be available to answer questions and discuss details

surrounding ongoing efforts to promote congestion relief along the l-405/U.S. l0l Connector.
A formal presentation will be made with the opportunity for the public to express views in

writing or through verbal comments.



l-405/U.S. l0l Connector Project - The Alternatives

"Caitrans lmproves Mobility Across Californìa"

At the start of the analysis, Caltrans
considered nine alternatives. Four
alternatives remain under
consideration, including the No-Build
Alternative. The following is a

summary of the alternatives under
consideration.
..NO.BU ILD'' ALTERNATIVE

The "No Build" or "Do Nothing"
alternative calls for the existing
connector, from SB l-405 to NB
U.S.-101. to remain as is.

ALTERNATIVE I

This alternative calls for a new,
elevated, connector bridge structure
that spans the spillway of the
Sepulveda Dam, from SB l-405 to NB
U.S.- l0l. lt will eliminate the sharp
turn radius curve of the existing

connector. The Burbank Boulevard

on-ramp to SB l-405 would need to
be reconstructed to pass beneath

the new connector structure. To
implement this new Burbank

Boulevard on-ramp structure, both
of the existing connectors from SB l-
405 to the U.S.- l0l would be

removed, therefore, traffic from
Burbank Boulevard would lose

access to both directions of U.S.- l0l .

Additionally, with both of the

existing connectors from SB l-405 to
U.S.- l0l requiring removal, this
alternative will also require the
construction of a new connector
from SB l-405 to SB U.S.- l0l. in

order to maintain that particular
access,

ALTERNATIVE 2

This alternative calls for a new,

elevated, connector bridge structure
that spans the spillway of the
Sepulveda Dam, from SB l-405 to NB
U.S.- l0l. However unlike Alternative
l, this alternative maintains access

from Burbank Boulevard to U.S.- l0l
via the construction of a constricted
loop on-ramp, which encroaches
onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge (within the flood control
basin) located immediately north of
Burbank Boulevard, immediately

west of l-405. Since the loop design

is constricted to minimize the
encroachment onto the Sepulveda

Basin Wildlife Refuge, in order to
properly implement the on-ramp
loop, a reconstruction of the
Burbank Boulevard/l-405 over-
crossing bridge would be required.
This would result in an additional
increase in temporary construction
related traffic congestion. Also unlike

Alternative l, since the new Burbank

Boulevard loop onramp (which also

provides access to SB l-405)

encroaches upon the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Refuge rather than on the
existing connectors, this alternative

does not require the removal of the
existing connector from SB l-405 to
SB U.S.- l0l. ln other words, unlike

Alternative l, this alternative does

not carry the added burden of having

to construct a new connector from
SB l-405 to SB U.S.- l0l .

ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternative 3 is identical to
Alternative 2, except that this

alternative seeks to eliminate the
need for a reconstruct¡on of the

existing Burbank Boulevard/l-405
over-crossing. To accomplish this, a

non-constricted on-ramp loop would
need to be implemented, therebY

encroaching an additional 50 feet

onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge (within the flood control
basin).

Caltrans welcomes public opinion and
You may send comments or que

Eduardo-Aguilar@dot.ca.gov ' 'rf ,,"":

A copy of the Draft EA/IS may be obtained as
http :i/www.d ot. ca.gov/d i st07/reso u rces/envdocs/

(2008-04- r r - souTHBouND TNTERSTATE 405 TO US t0 I CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT)
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The draft environmental document is completed
and ¡s being circulated to the public for review and

comment. A formal public hearing will be held on
Wednesday,Flay 14 at theValley Beth Shalom in

Encino. Funding for the project has not yet been

authorized.

The status of this project and other l-405 projects
may be obtained by visiting the website at
www.d ot. ca.gov/d i stO 7/m ove40 5/ Th e p roj ect's
environmental document may be viewed at
http:www. d ot. ca. gov/d i stO 7/resou rc es/
envdocs/
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June 9.2008

1l.S Fish ûnd lvildliù Servir:e

2493 Portr¡I¿ Roacl, Suite B

Ventula. CA 93003

,Attn: .St*:ve Ki rkl ancl

It'his lettur is being sent to thq U.,S. Fish ûncl Vy'iìcllìt'o Service for the purpose of cleclaring a ' No ijffect"
dcterminati*u tvifh regards to the least ìlell's vireo (LBV) as ii pertdns k¡ the I-405 i IIS-l0l lnrerciìaltgt pltr.iect

propose{l lry the Califolnia Depirrtmenl of 'Ì'ransportation (Caltrans). This letter desct'ibes the Proposed ¡llr:.iect. thc

FotenTial impacts, f he pro¡:osed rnitigalitx rnea$ures and thc $upporting doculnctrtation used in Caltr¿ns'

dctermi¡;riio¡¡.

The selccrpcl alternative tr¡r this pt'oject (Alternative 1 in the Draft IS/EA) calls fct a ncw, elevaled, connector bridge

struçtt¡re th¡Èt sp¿tns rrver the spillway of the Sepulver.la f)arn, f¡orn the SB I-405 tt¡ the NB US-1Ül' This prcrject will
be bujlt rÌsing he;ìvy equiprnent urcl u'ill iuvolve thc use ol"pile driving for constructjon of the pillals rreeded 1ìlr tl.re

elevation L)f the stÍuctrrt) over the dam irnd spillway.

Pgtentiil impncrs to thÊ I-EV analyzeel fbr this pr<rject arc liñrìtecl to tbe possiblo noise impacts cluríng construcLion.

as no l,BV hahitar will be re¡m:ved as a resulf of rhis project. Thc l.BV habitat wilh thc potential to be affected by

noise is tle oak q'oorllanrl sqrrb are¿r located norîlì ol Bmbnnk lllvd., wost of the dam and bordered on tlre easi by

ihe l,os "{ngeles Rivel.

1n 2û0?, Cultrans cunclucterj a noise s:r:dy for this areu ftnd determined that the peilentid decìbel lcvel r-lue to pile

rlriving $,ari eìitinilled ot L¡etwee:r 72 mrt75 dBA. 1'his level w&s esTjmâted wirhout corsider¿l.ion tcr anv nt¡isc

reduction ineírsilrefi fhat ivoulci be put in place at the time of coÌrstruction. Wjth f he tlse of lrc¡jse ir[tenuating devices,

s{ch ås süund blanket*, this dIlA level can be recluce<l by 20 decibels. That Íed$ction w'ould bring the clecibel levt:l

rJc¡rvn ¡r¡ within the current ambient noise level of that area which rv¿^s detetmined to bc bcfvveeÐ 55 to -5S dUA'

¡\ "a<¡ eft'ecr" clcterrni¡¡rtion câ3 be ilssun1ecl only rvhen im¡:acts arc mitigated to bejow significancc such lllat thcrc

rvili be no irnpacls tu lìsted species. (-"alrr-ans has demonstrateel that tÍe potentíal impact.s ltclrn tfiis ptoject cair and

wifi bc mitigated so that there rvill be no impircts, direct, indirect or cumulative, tcl the I.BV in this area.

Il you shcrulcl fiave auy quÊrtiùnñ regtu<ling this determin¡rlicln, please Mattreen Ðoyle, District lliologist, '¿azl'3-89'7 -

0404 or ?auJ Caron, Spnior Dist¡ict Biologist at ?13-897-0610

Since .'u "''

i,..-: '.'t'-?-?'.-r 
".._ 

,. tr,

l\4 aur*cn Doyle, lf, istr ict Iì i<llogist
CA Dept. of 1'lar:sportati<ln, District 7

Dìvisic¡n of lìrtvironnrcnlal Planning
100 5. ['lain .ltleet, ivlS 16A
Los Arrgeles, CIA 9001?

n.¡aur.cen*doYie @ dut.ca. gov

" C¡iltrnn,ç ìrnputvt s ttutb ii i tl- orross Ca Ii ftt rnit."
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Ms. EÌaheh yadegar
Department of Transportation
District 7 ..

tz) South Spring btreet
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Ms. yadegar:

This i-s in response to your retter of November 2g, 2oooconcerningr the Project study Report i;; the south Bound 405connector to the North Bounã us'101 irnpror"rnents at the sepulvecJaDam (Corps File No. EE1-30).

operations Branch has reviewed the reporc and haalcproved of the report and project. 
!çt/v!L c.¡I(¡ nas %!

rf you have any guestion:, please call Mr. Ted Masigat,Operations Branch, ât (2L3,t 452_¡¡g¡

Sincerely,

&t"/, ,f. ,tro
7^George L. Beams, p(e.
Ll'Chief, Construction-

Operations Division

ll



"Bass, Carvel H SPL"
<Carvel .H. Bass@spl01 .usac
e.army.mil>

0312212007 03:22PM

"Eduardo Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

RE: Sepulveda Dam Master Plan (UNCLASSIFtED)

Classification: TINCLASSfFIED
Caveats: NONE

Thanks, Ed, for your thoughtful response, very professional response to my
short comments. Let us say that I don't fu1ly appreciate or perhaps trust
the overall process - yet. T can't see how it would be an appropriate use of
Corps land to turn the VVildlife Lake area into part of the freeway although f
also appreciate the societal- issues and pressures. So, I'rTr just. popping of f
while the whole thing stews in the black box of the environmental
scoping/preview process. In other words, although someone can draw it on a
map, T don't like the 'alternatives' that would do that to that wildlife
lake. It is a desperate al-ternative which would use someone else's l-and. in a
18O-degree different way than the way the l-ocaf st,akeholders at Federal,
City, and local levels have shaped the present site. There is a disconnect
between agencies on those alternatives. But, f understand that Lhe process
is bigger than we are, and you've been doing a good job of carrying the
project - I can't complain about you, just t.he process and its uncertainties
for the future. Again, thanks, and we'11 have a chance to 'plan, more in the
future.

Carvel

- ----Original Message-----
From: Eduardo Aguì-lar lmailto: eduardo_aguilarGdot. ca. grov]
Sent: Thursday, Nlarch 22, 2001 L:20 PNI
To : Bass, Carvel- H SPL
Subject: SepuJ-veda Dam Master Pl-an

Dear Carvel,
I appreciate your response to our inquiry regarding the Sepulveda Dam Master
Plan Update.

We'd like to re-emphasize Lhat the Corps' input is critically important to
us, that is why we are seeking a more current versíon of the Sepulveda Basin
Master PIan. We did so during Scoping almost a year ago, and v/e are doing so
aqain. Slnce proqress has not been made, v/€'lJ- put it in a memo to fj-le and
move on.

The Scoping phase of a project is an important process designed to examine a
proposed project very early (i.e. before the environmental document is even
started) . It is an invitation to all- stakeholders to help bring to Caltrans,s
attention the very thing you wrote in your email: "f do no not think that
CALTRANS is aware of the issues at that location". Wel1, that was the very
purpose of Scoping and the numerous meetings Caltrans had with aÌl the
stakehol-ders during the Scoping period almost 1- year ago I

Fortunately however, Cal-trans is in receipt of the leLter from the Corps
submitted during t.he scoping period last year. If all this critical
information Lhat you are referring to is in Lhat. letter, like it very well
should be, then we have nothing to worry about because Caltrans is therefore
"aware of the issues at that location".

To

cc

bcc

Subject
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Secondly, officially choosing or eliminating alternatives prior to the
eompletion and circulat.ion of the draft environmental document defeats the
purpose of CEQA and NEPA, which require that project.s undergo a REAL and
objective Afternatives Analysis. Caltrans will follow the CEQA/NEPA/Section
4f /SecLion 106 process thoroughly.

Lastly, your final comment indicat,ing that "it will be interesting to see if
an intelligent proposal can be mader'.

Again, this was the very purpose of Scoping. It was an invitation for elected
officials and government agencies at EVERY 1evel, as well to ALL ol-her
stakehol-ders, to assist Caltrans in identifiying other feasible alternat.ives.
Only the CiLy of LA made that attempt, and it fail-ed because of a fatal fl-aw
in their proposed qeometrics. Therefore as it stands, Caltrans + over 2000
stakeholders have failed to come up with an "intelligent proposal',.

Regardless, Cal-trans will follow Lhe CEQA/NEPA,/Section 4flSection 106 process
thoroughly, and is committed to overcoming the various engineering and
environmental constraints in order to deliver to the stakeholders a mutuaflv
acceptable project.

Fw:
Dam
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Eddie
Isaacs/D0 I / Caltra
ns/CAGov

03/20/2001 09:1,'7
AM

Eddie fsaacs
Environmental Planner-Maintenance
Environmental Planning
(21,31 897-2829 Calnet 8-467-2829
Eddie_fsaacs@dot . ca. sov

"Bass, Carvel H
SPL U

<Carvel . H. Bass@sp
1 01 . usace . army . mi
f>

03/L6/2007 09:36
AM

Eduardo
Aguilar/ D 07 / Caltr ans,/ CAGov@DOT

cc

Subj ect
Response regarding Sepulweda
Master Plan (LINCLASSIFTED)

Biological Services Caltrans District 7

To
"Eddie fsaacs"
<eddie_isaacsGdot . ca . gov>

cc

Subj ect
RE: Update regarding Sepulveda Dam
Master Plan (UNCLASSfFTED)



Classif ication : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

There is no updated versì-on yet. ft's being discussed, is all.
Thank you for the notice on the environmental- documentatj-on. We actually

have some bigr problems with the alternatives that would affect the Wil-dlife
Lake area and I do no not think that CAI,TRANS is aware of the issues at that
locatj-on; otherwise the al-ternative(s) wouÌd be dropped now. Although we
have indicated that the those alternatives would result in impacts extremely
difficult for Caslt.rans to mitigate, \de have not had muchg effecc on your
scoping process with that situation. The Corps does noL think - and has said
so - that the alternatives involving Wildlife Lake area are good ones and it
is Corps land, so it wil-l be i¡rcrasr'ina rn caa if an inte1ligent proposal
can be made.

From: Eddie Isaacs lmailt.o:eddie_isaacs@dot.ca.gov]
Sent : Friday, March l-6, 200'l '7 :43 .AM
To: Bass, Carvef H SPL
Subject: Update regarding Sepulveda Dam Master plan

Hel1o Carvel,

My name is Eddj-e Isaacs and I am an EnvironmentaÌ Pl-anner/Biol-ogist with
Cal-trans District 7. I work with Ed Aguilar and Mine Struhl. T wanted to
provide you a quick updat.e on the 405/1,01, Connector Proier:t. as well as, to
make a request.

The draft Environmental Document for the Connector project is still a work in
progress. ft will be done a few months and we'11 circulate it to all the
stakeholders (including you), and then we'11- be hoJ-ding a public hearing.

f undersLand that the the original version of the Sepulveda Basin Mast,er plan
was published in 19Bl-, and that the updated version is currently :-n prog'ress.
To ensure that Lhe proposed project does not conflict wit.h the new Master
P]an (an analysis is currently in progress within the Environmental
Document), we hope, that it is not too much to ask, if we coul_d obtain a
draft version of the updated Master P1an.

Thank you for your assistance,
ts;cloae

Eddie fsaacs
Environmental Pfanner-Maintenancê Ri nl nai ca l eoryiss5 Caltrans District 7
Environmental Planning
(21"3) 891-2829 CalneL 8-461-2829
Eddie_fsaacsGdot . ca. gov
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Clas sif icati-on : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

Cl-asslfication: UNCLASSTFIED
Caveats: NONE
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O. Box 532711
LOS ANGELES, CALTFORNTA 900sJ-232s

June 30, 2006

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

Operations Branch

Mr, Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Dfuector lrf
CALTRANS, District 7
Division of Environmental Planning
100 South Main Street, MS 164
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

This letter concerns the CALTRANS proposal to build a new, two-lane connector,
in the vicinity of Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Project, from southbound Interstate 405
to the northbound U.S. Highway 101. For this proposal, CALTRANS is conducting a 30-
day comment period which ends June 30,2006, as described in public meetings, in the
CALTRANS newsletter "On the Move" and in Mr. Eduardo Aguilar's e-mail description
of "The Alternatives", both attached.

This letter provides comments from the u.s. Army corps of Engineers, Los
Angeles District.

Introduction:

A proposal at Sepulveda Basin would allow the physical juxtaposition, or overlay
in real space, of two entirely separate public missions: flood control (including
recreation) with freeway routing. General comments can be made to the proposed
plan/alternatives concerning current land use, natural resource conservation, and likely
effects from constructing a freeway overpass or connection on or above Corps land at
eastern Sepulveda Basin.

Presently, the 405i 101 freeways border Sepulveda Basin's levee at the same or at
lower elevations. The project as proposed would add a new, vertical over-layering to the
Basin: a new freeway/connector section would now be over, and supported from within,
the Basin, Short-term construction and future freeway activity in perpetuity would affect
the Basin in many ways, not all of which are predictable atthis time. CALTRANS has
provided arange of alternative scenarios, to solve the stated problem of freeway
congestion at the 405ll0l interchange. The general proposal would have one or more
new freeway connector segment(s), passing over a Corps levee(s) and/or other Corps
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property, and require placement of piers and other construction activities. This would
radically change the landscape, with both construction and perpetual project footprints
left over a relatively large arca.

Four (4) "Build" Alternatives have been suggested. CALTRANS has shown
these alternatives in public or agency scoping presentations during recent years and the
Corps has attended several briefings, ftom77 July, 2003 through Apri125,2006.
However, since 2003, CALTRANS has used 2-dimensional line drawings to show the
project alternatives and the Corps has informed CALTRANS that more specific
information is needed for project review. Nothing has yet been provided. Since no such
information has been provided, then Corps comments must be general; so little
information does not allow review of the 4 alternatives or ranking them. No estimates
have been provided showing acreage which would be directly or indirectly affected either
inside or outside Sepulveda Basin. No 2-dimensional "footprint" is provided to show
pier placement or the possible dimensions, or the 3-D shape, of any structural
alternatives. Because dimensions, masses, and volumes are not provided, it is impossible
to visualize the alternatives and hence to make specific comments.

General Considerations:

The proposal would affect many acres of City-leased recreation lands, aheady
spoken for. The proposal should be reviewed among Corps Real Estate specialists as to
its conforming to Corps Real Estate regulations and requirements. The proposal's Real
Estate issues and mechanics have not been discussed among the relevant agencies.

Major problems associated with freeway construction and their use in sensitive
areas include: trash; homeless encampments; graffiti; noise; environmental degradation;
loss of aesthetics; and possibly future damage to Corps structures; etc. Given the
assigned purposes for operating Sepulveda Dam (flood control, recreation, and resource
conservation), this proposal would add hardship to the Corps' accomplishing its
Congressionally-charged mission for future generations. Oil or other contaminant spills
and auto accidents could end up in the Basin where there is now no such problem.

Environmental coordination for this project, and the costs to compensate for any
loss of quality recreation experience and natural resources conservation, would be
complex and quite expensive. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
document, to be prepared by CALTRANS, must convincingly show either "... no
significant adverse effects to the human environment .,." or that the eventually chosen
Alternative is the "... least environmentally damaging practicable alternative" to meet the
project purpose. Each alternative must also be reasonable to the extent that that each
alternative meets the project's purpose and need. The review for several other
environmental laws, including Endangered Speoies and Migratory Waterfowl Acts, will
also be coordinated among the Army eòrps, the U,S. Fisli.and Wildlife Service (Ventura I
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offlrce), and CALTRANS, At this time it is not known as to whether the project can meet
any such requirements.

Response to Available Scoping Information:

Each of the four "Build" alternatives is described in terms of "impacts to the
Sepulveda Dam" with Alternative #'s 1-3 posing "right of way impacts ... [either] south
of [or] both north and south of Burbank Blvd," and Alternative #4 with "eliminate[d] .,

impacts to the Sepulveda Dam north of Burbank Blvd." Based on availøble inþrmation,
it appears that most project alternatives could severely, adversely impact some of the
existing, approved land use in the eastern Sepulveda Basin. Besides flood control, such
Congressionally-approved land uses include public recreation and natural resources
conservation.

Ensineering Division:

Regarding any Corps-owned land use or operations areas, several disciplines in
Eneineering Division provided preliminary comments to a CALTRANS technical team
when they made a presentation of the design options on 17 Ju1y,2003. At that meeting's
conclusion, Corps Engineering Division agreed to coordinate further when CALTRANS
had developed sufficient advanced technical design information that would
offset/mitigate identified impacts, specifically with respect to the bridge pier(s) that they
had planned to place in the Sepulveda Spillway and Outlet Chamel. To date, no
technical information has been made available for Corps engineers to reassess that would
alter the initial negative first reaction to the design options.

Construction-Operations Division :

In addition to Engineering Division's comments, the Construction-Operations
Division (Operations Branch) operates the Basin for flood control, recreation and other
approved land uses, and provides comments, below.

North o-f Burbank Blvd.

Any overlay to occur north of Burbank Blvd. would affect many acres of sensitive
natural area, both by construction (temporary and permanent impacts) and in the future
through perpetuity (permanent impacts). The subject land north of Burbank Blvd. is a
park, owned by the Corps and leased to City of Los Angeles for low-impact recreation
and including natural resources conservation. The Sepulveda Wildlife Lake and Wildlife
Area results from past mítígation reqrirements related to Tillman Water Treatment
Plant's construction. It is sensìtíve and rare høbìtnt, adjacent to a wetland/lake which is
used by migratory waterfowl. The designations "mitigation," "patk," "migratory
waterfowl," and "sensitive and rare habitat" are iurisdictional issues at both the State and
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Federal levels. The subject Corps-owned land north of Burbank Blvd. is regarded as
extremely ecologically "sensitive". During intense winter storms, the subject land north
of Burbank becomes a shallow lake, under water, and accessible only by boat or
helicopter. An major scenic overlook at Burbank Blvd./405 Fwy. would be obscured,
which now allows a view northward across the Wildlife Lake/Reserve (please see Figure
on the attached brochure, "The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve").

South of Burbank Blvd.

South of Burbank Blvd., the proposed subject area is close to the Dam's spillway
area which is designed to allow for high-water release when storm conditions warrant.
On the upstream side of the spillway is a Corps maintenance areawhich is adjacent to
high quality native habitat and the Los Angeles River. On the downstream side of the
spillway is an area used for Corps maintenance operations, for commercial film and
photo shoots, and for other miscellaneous activities. The downstream spillway area also
contains oak and other native trees, in an upland/ruderal habitat area.

If the overlay were to occur south of Burbank Blvd. thenthe similar concerns as
above apply as regards direct and indirect adverse effects to habitat, Also, the landscape
("viewscape") would be altered and could adversely affect the Corps' commercial
filming program at Sepulveda Basin.

Summary:

To summarize,the proposal would dramatically affect Corps-owned and/or City-
leased lands and, without considerable compensatory mitigation and/or re-design, ffiày
not be acceptable, The Corps has neither been approached with a request for project
concept approval nor received additional needed technical information. As this
CALTRANS Scoping Period ends, the public, including the Corps, has simply been
provided with insufficient information and analysis to date, to adequately respond.

We conclude with a renewed request for CALTRANS to provide the Corps with
the requested additional information. The information will be distributed to the
respective Corps specialists to review and, later, provide you with a comprehensive
response of our analysis. Please feel free to contact me at (2I3) 452-3961 or have your
staff call Ms. Katie Parks, Operations Manager, at (213) 452-3399.

\./
\ --l

\-----k--,

Alex C. Dornstauder
Colonel, US Army
District EngineerEnclosures



DEPARTMENT OF TIM ARIVTY
LOS ÄNGELES DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O. Box 532711

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90053.2325

June 1.2007

REPI.Y TO
AT-TENTION OP I

Construction-Operations Division

Mr. Eddie Isaacs

CALTRANS District 7

Environmental Planning
100 S. Main Street. MS16-A
Los .ô,ngeles, Califbmi a 9C012

Dear Mr. Isaacs:

This is in regard to the CAITRANS Interstate 405ruS Highway 101 Connector Project proposed
for development within the Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Basin.

We have conducted a preliminary review of the information provided in your email dated
April 24,2007 and in previous meetings over approximately six years, and have the following
comments:

a. Preliminary indications arc that several of the proposed freeway "connectors" will cross over
the Los Angeles River Channel immediately downstream of Sepulveda Dam FCB and possibly
impact the spillway apron and spillway channel as well. Specifically, all of the alternatives cross
over the Los Angeles River Charurel once and Altematives 1 and 4 appear to span the channel twice.
Further, all of the alternatives indicate that Connector "8" (defined as SB 405 / NB 101 Connector)
might also affect the hydraulic and structural integrity of the dam's spillway between stationing
30+00 and 40+00. This concern is especially significant when Caltrans speaks to the requirement of
various amounts of acreages in terms of "permanent footing easement". 'We 

request that Caltrans
provide more detailed (plan, profile, typical cross sections, etc.) information of the actual footprint
of their proposed structures relative to both the spillway and various LA River channel crossing
sites.

b. Altematives 2 and 3 encroach into the reservoir area and the proposed structures would
cause unspecified loss of reservoir storage space. Therefore, in addition to Los Angeles District
review of all alternatives, alternatives 2 and 3 are subject to South Pacific Division (SPD)
requirements for development proposals within Corps reservoirs (SPD Regulation 1110-2-1). The
loss of storage space due to altematives 2 and 3 is only one of several adverse impacts from the
proposal.
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c. Each of the four altematives proposed would affect Corps property to an undetermined
extent. Altemative I and 4 will affect the Corps Operations area, altematives 2 and 3 would
additionally affect the V/ildlife Lake areawhich the City and Corps cost-shared to develop. A
"reasonable range of alternatives" is mandated under the National Environmental Policy Act
CNEPA) which would include alternative methods to reduce traffic congestion which would not
directly affeú Federal property.

d. The information provided for each alternative's proposed easement/construction acreage
seems to include both Federal and other (including private) properties, which renders the
comparisons unclear regardingFederal land, Also, the areas of project impact (APE) for each
altemative is not provided. Please note the attached matrix which shows areas needing further
analysis and information provided. The Corps has serious concerns about this project's impacts and
its appropriateness at Sepulveda Flood Control Basin.

The Corps would like to aftarrge a meeting with you to discuss the comments listed above. The
meeting will give each agency an opportunity to address the issues. In this way we will all develop
a better understanding of the alternatives under consideration. This should also help in your
resubmittal to address each comment. Ms. Katie Parks, Operations Branch, is available to
coordinate a meeting. If you have any questions, please call her atQl3) 452-3399.

Chiet Construction-Operations
Division

Enclosure



DEP,/iRTMENT OF TRANS PORTATION
DISTRICT 7
IOO MAIN STREET, MSI6A
LOSANGELES,CA 9OOI2

PHONE (213) 897-0703
FAX (213) 897-0685
TTY (213) 897-4937

August 8,2007

Thomas H. Magness, Colonel, United States Army
Chief, Construction-Operations Divisions
Department of the Army
Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers

PO Box 532711
Los Angeles, CA 90053-2325

Response to Comments from June 1, 2007 Letter

Dear Colonel Magness:

The California Department of Transportation District 7 has reviewed the comment letter from

Mr. John A. Keever dated June I ,2007 regarding the 405/101 Connector Project and its

potential impacts to the Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Basin. Below are the responses to Mr.
Keever's letter items a. through d.

It is correct that the proposed freeway "connectors" will cross over the Los Angeles River
Channel downstream the Sepulveda Dam Flood Control Basin in Alternatives I ,2,3,4, A,

and B. We have attached aerial maps that include the freeway connectors of the eight build
alternatives. Altematives C and D are two additional alternatives that are going to be listed in

the Environmental Document that avoid any footprint on the Los Angeles River Channel. At
the June 19,2007 meeting at the Army Corps Office in Los Angeles, Caltrans provided

typical cross sections for Altematives I through 4 and prof,rles of the connectors for
Alternatives I through 3.

ln contrast, Alternatives C and D do not encroach upon the reservoir area with the proposed

connector structures. Alternatives l, 4, and A through D, unlike built altematives 2 and 3, do

not cause a loss of reservoir storage space. Please refer to the aerial maps and the ATcGIS

layouts as well as the Hydraulic Study attached to this response for further details.

The Army Corps's concern that we did not include a "reasonable range of alternatives"
mandated under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is addressed by Altematives

C and D. These two alternatives have been created by our Design Staff as substitute proposals

to improve the Interstate 405/tJSl0l tnterchange but not impact Corps Wildlife Area (as is

the case with Alternatives 2 and3) nor its Operations area (all Alternatives except C and D).

Altemative C would move the interchange southeast of its current location and Alternative D

would move the interchange northwest of the existing interchange.

FIex your power!
Be energy elJìcienl!
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"Calu'ans improves mobility across Calilornia"
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Colonel Thomas H. Magness
August 8,2007
Page2

d. The property information we provided in the attached Apnl24,2007 Response to Mr.
Carvell Bass' Concerns does not distinguish between Federal and other types of properties
since only Federal property is discussed in the document. Total square footage and
construction fooþrint of the Alternatives I through 4 was provided in that document. We will
include the Area of Project Impact (APE) in maps as part of the upcoming Draft
Environmental Document.

Attached for your review are 8 aerial maps depicting Altematives I,2,3,4, A,B, C, D as

well as two separate AToGIS layouts depicting each of the alternatives. Also included is a
copy of the June 1, 2007 letter from Mr. John A. Keever, a written description of the eight
build alternatives and the no-build alternative, the Hydrology Report, the Army Corps'
Checklist regarding Land Use and the Project Conceptual Proposal, and the Apn124,2007
Caltrans Response to the Checklist. In addition we have enclosed the email sent to Army
Corps staff, document with questions regarding landuse in the Sepulveda Basin Recreation
Area, and the property information spreadsheet submitted by Environmental Planning Staff
on June 8,2007 and resent on June 20 and July 3, 2007. To clariff, Alternatives 1,2,3,4 are
currently the proposed build alternatives, whereas alternatives A, B, C, and D are alternatives
that were considered but deemed infeasible. The no build alternative is also an option that is
being studied. If your staff has any comments or questions regarding the files Caltrans
submitted prior to the June 19,2007 meeting with the Army Corp.., which include the
I405ruSl0l Hydraulic Study and the Particulate Matter Conformity Hot Spot Analysis, we
would appreciate the opportunity to address them.

Lastly, please at your earliest convenience, provide the Department with a response to our
inquiry regarding current and future land use in the Sepulveda Basin Recreation Area. If you
would like further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at 213-897-0703.

Deputy District Director, Division of Environmental Planning
Caltrans District 7

CC: Mr. John A. Keever, Chief, Construction-Operations
Mr. Carvel H. Bass, Ecologist/NEPA Reviewer, Operations

" C a I lran s improves mo b i lity ac ros s Ca ldor n ia "



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARTvÍY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O, BOX 50271.1
LOS ANGgLES, CALIFORNIA 9T'063-2326

October 9.2007
REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF

Office of the
District Conlmander

Mr, Douglas R, Þ'ailing
Director, Caltrans Dishict 7
California Department of Transpoltation
100 South lr{ain Streer
Los Angeles, Califomia 90012

Dear Mr. Failing:

I understand that the Califomia Department of fransportation ("Caltrans") ha.s been
developing alternatives for a project to relieve congestion rnd d"luy p-bl"-, on Southbound
I-405 and US-l01 in þ vìcinity of Sepulveda Dam and has soughi tLe views of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers ('1ISACE") on its preliminary proposal.s. Caltrans has identified to us
several possible design alter¡atives that it is considèring in preparing to move forwa¡d with thisproject' y being óonsiderø by Calhans would requireCaltrans f USA-CEmanaged land. As you know,Caltrans demnation, and usÀCg has not io date agreecl to
permit Caltrans to make use of USACE managed lancl for its project. Further information is
needed bef ore such clecisions can be made.

On June 19, 2007 , representatives of Caltrans rnet with USACE to discuss those
proposals. In a letter dated August8,2007, Caltrans also provided additional information about
its proposal. Sincc the June meeting, this offioe has been meeting intemally for the purpose of
developing a team response to your proposal. 'V/e 

apologi ze for thc delay tii, hu, causecl in
re.sponding to youl proposal. I recognize that fhe work of Caltrans is important to the citizens of
Southeru California, and it is our desire to provide you with the infonnation you require.

Il anticipation of future meetings with Caltrans, I am rvriting this letter to summa¡ize
concerns that need to be addressed before LISACE can make decisiõrrs conceming proposed
altematives for this project zurd rcquest information that shoulcl facilitate futurc tn-.åtingr. Thcse
concems are spellecl out more fully in the enclosed mcnroranclum. I request that you provide a
detailed witten response to this lctter a¡rd memorandun that I can share with uoriou, experts
within the District upon rvhose guidance I will be relying in evaluating Caltrals, proposal.s.

As the District Commander, I un res¡ronsible for as.suring lhaf IISACIE ASSers ¿ìrc
propedy utilized. F'irst and foremost, it is my responsibility to nrake surc that USACE assef.s at
Sepulveda Dam are used in support of ilreprojcct purpose âs set forth by Congress, Secondly, I
aln rçsponsible for as.suring that actions taken at th.e project arc in aocordance with our overall
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master plan for the project area. Thirdly, I am responsible for ensuring proper environmental
stewarclship of Sepulvecla Dam resources, lr4y staif has reviewed youiptoposal in lig¡i oithru.
responsibilities,

ln consídering the alternatives that you have proptisecl, oru foremost concern is the proper
fturctioning of the existing flood control project and ãam safety. We cannot permit any project
on USACE managed land that would impair the ability of Sepulveda Dam to provicle flood
protection to cornmunities downstreanr. As explained in the ãnclose,l memorändum, there ar.e
specific engineering concerns that we request Caltrans adclress concerning the impact of its
proposals on the dam a¡d other featules ofthe flood control project,

Two of your proposed alternatives encroach on the Wildlife Reserye at Sepulveda Dam
and conflict with the master plan and exi.sting use of the basin. My prelimi.r*y uì"* is that
permítting such an encroachment would be contrary to the public interest. I strongly encourage
you to focus your efforts on other alternatives. As you knorv, the Wilcllife Reservã at Sepulváa
lasln was created jointly by USACE and the City of Los Angeles. The Wìldlife Reserve, one of
the few open-space areas in the San Fernando Valley, is impoltant to the community ancl
provìdes neecled habitat for rnigratory birds and other a¡imals.

According to the F'ederal-Aid Highrvay Act of 1968, the Secretáry of the Department of
Transportation may not approve any program or project which requires th" .rr" of any publicly
owned land from a wildlife ¡efuge of significance as determined by the federal official.s haviig
jurisdiction thereof unless l) there is no feasible and prudent alternativc to the use of such l¿urã,
and 2) such program includes all possible planrúng to minimize harm to sqch wilcllife refuge. In
the presentations that Caltrans has made to my staff to date, Caltrans has not i¡dicated ¡ow it
$'ould it address these requirements. 'Io the conlrary, Caltrans' proposals suggest that thcre are
fcasible and prudent altematives to the use of the Wildlife Reserve ior its proJãct.

I request that you evaluate the information provicled in this lette¡ ancl the enclosure.
l]9ase provide us any additional information that will help us adclress the issues iclentifie<l by t¡c
USACE team rnembers. We look forward to rvorking wilh you as \re move tor.vard finding á
solution. to issues aff'ecting Sepulveda Dam.
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CESPI.-CO.O October I,2007

MËMORANDIiM FOR District Conunander

SUBJEC'I': Team Concerns Related to Caltrans Proposal to l.jxpand I-405/ttS-101 Connector
at Sepulveda Dam

l. I)am Safety and Other Engineering Concerns.

Sepulveda Dzun was designed to collect and store flood runoff f'ronl the upstream drainage areas
and release the water at a non-damaging flow rate. We cannot pel¡it anl,project <¡n USACE
managed lancl that rvould impair the ability of Sepulveda Dam io provide fiooä protection to
comrnunities downstteam. Our specific engineering concems ut* lirt"d by sub-discipline in the
subparagraphs below.

a. Reseryoir Reeulation. Our specific concem.s related to reservoir regulatron are
discussed in depth in the South Pacific Division Regulation (SpD R) lll0-Z-l,.,Land
Development Proposals at Corps Resen oir Projects," dated I8 December 2001. This regulati.n
has been previously furnished to Caltra¡s staf! and additional copies a¡e availablc if neecled.
Any proposal should address the requirements of the regulation, including the following specific
items:

(1) compliance with the terms of existing real estate interests;

(2) the requirement to preserve effective reservoir storage capacity;

(3) ability ofthe proposed development to withstantl perioclic floodi¡g;

(4) prohibition on uses that could damage tlie reservoir due to floatable articles,
pollutants zurd clebris;

(5) the requirernent to maintain consislency rvith the reservoir rnaster plan;

(6) the requirement to pt'eserve the current operational flexibility of lhe pr6ject;

(7) tlie requirement to preserve fulue operational flexibility of the projectl

(8) prohibition on uses that rvould create a public safety hazañ.by inducing
people to enter the basin without having a sufficient m"ani of evacuation; and,

(9) consicleration of environmental irnpacts of developrnent proposals,

h. Ilydraulics zurd HyclrQ.lggy. Our specific hyclraulics ancl hyclrology corlcerlls include
the effect that any proposal woulcl h¿n e on flows as they enter the resôrvoir, árain througli i1, ancl
as tlrey approaoh and exit the outlet works and spillway. Any proposal shoulcl address these
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concerns and qtlantify atty anticipated inipacts. Proposals also nced to address impacts to
sediment transport and deposition, and impacts tliat local scour a¡ound proposed siruotures
would have upon reservoir project features,

c. Geotechnical. Geotechnical concems include showing analysis anclclesigns that
demonstrate that any loads placed on the cmbankment do not impair its ability to retain water.

d. Structural and CivilDesign, Structural ancl civil design concems include assurances
that any l'eatures proposed will not reduce the strucftual stability of any project feature under any
design loading condition, including seismic. Also, access must be maintainecl to all project
features for personnel and equipment for operation, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and fìood
fighting,

2, NEPA Concerns.

In deciding whether to permit the use of federal lands for Caltrans'proposed prcrject ancl, if so, t<t
what extent, USACE is required to cornply with the National Environmental Policy Act
("NEPA"). It is our understanding that Caltrans intends that the CEQA document that it prepares
rvill also fulfill the requirements of NEPA for the federal agencrles involved. However, NEpA
requires USACE to consider a "reasonable range of altematives" before deciding to take any
federal action. See42 U.S.C. 54321-4347;40 C.F.R. $1505.1. FromtheUSACEperspectíve,
the altematives deemed feasible by Caltrans and currently under consideration for thc CEQa
document do not include a "rea.sonable range of altematives" for NEPA purposes.

It was the turderstanding of USACE that Caltrans has dec.ided to assess approximately
nine alternatives in the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") document it is currently
preparing. The nine alternatives include the four design proposals that a¡e currently being
considered, a "no build" altemative, and four alternatives that have been disregarded becau.se
Caltrans considers them to be infeasible, Each of the proposed feasible alternatives woul<l have
an effect on USACE managed property.

All of the alternativcs deemed feasible by Caltrans, with the exception of the "no build"
alteurative, require the use of USACE managed land. Any NEPA document preparecl in
anticipation o:tIISACE action on this matter must address alternative methods to recluce tralTìc
congestion that do not involve, and alternatives that minimize, the use of F'ederal lancl, At the
meeting on Julie 19,2007, it appeared that Caltrans took the po.sition that no <¡ther alternatives
need to be c<¡nsiderecl clespitc the requirements of NEPA. Despite thís, in the letter.datcd August
8,2007, Caltrans added trvo additional alternatives that did not utilize Iand managed by tlSACE.
ljnfortutately, Calûans cleemed these additional alternatives infeasible due to the cost of eacl:
altern¿itive and the potential effects to private property.

In order to satisfy the NEPA requirements fbr this project. Caltrans must cany out a complete
NEPA analvsis of each of the alteuratives. l'his includes both those alternatives deerned feasible
and those deemed infeasiblc by Caltrans. In completing this analysiq Caltrans shoutd provide a
complete cost analysis for thosc alternatives deemecl feasible as well as those deerned inf'easible
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by Caltrans. The cost analysis should include not only a calculation of the fair market val'e of
any private land that Caltrans would need to obtain in ordu to cornplete its proposal, but also the
fair market valuc of the lancl of the United States.

Caltrans has deerned two alternatives to be infeasible dr¡e to llecleral Híghway
Administration policy. Caltrans should provide us with a writtcn cxplanatiori of thc policy at
issue and the specific reasons that the alternative.ç do not meet the requirements of thàt poiiry.

In addition, the evaluation of alternatives which involvc USACE managed properly must fully
assess our concerns described in this letter and in ow lelter dated June l, 2007 . We are very
concemed about potential impacts to USACE-managed lancl, including dam integrit¡ reseryoi¡
capacity, wildlife reserye impacts, and historic properties and cultrualiesources.-ln order to
assure that the most complete NEPA document is prepared, we suggest that USACE be inclucled
as a cooperating agency in the preparation of its NEpA document.

3. V/íldlife Reserve Concerns.

The wildlife reserve at Sepulveda Basin rvas created jointly by USACE and the City of Los
Angeles and is included in the Maste¡ Plan for Sepulveda Basin. The reserve, one of the few
open-space areas in the San Fernando Valley, is important to migratory birds and other animals,
During the meeting that took place on June 19, 2007,Calt¡ans representatives mentioned that it
was completing its "Section 4(f¡" analysis and that it was likely that the Department of
Transportation would detennine that there \ryas "no prudently feasible alternative" to utilizing the
wildlife reserve for the Caltrans proposal,

Various F'ederal Highrvay Administration laws and regulations state tliat it is a national policy
that special effort be made to preserve the natural beauty of the wildlife refuges. Accorâing to
tlre Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, the Secretary of the Department of Transportation shall
not approve any program or project rvhich requires the use of any publicly owned land frorn a
lvildlife refuge as determined by the federal officials having jurisdiction thereof unless l) there
is no feasiblc and prudent alternative to the usc of such lancl, and 2) such program includes all
possible planning to minimize harm to such wildlife refirge. We dorrbt th¿rt Caltrans can rnake
such a showing since even its present range of alternatives contains trvo lvhich ¡l'ould not
encroach upon the wildlife reserve.

It cloes not appear that anyone from either Caltrans or the Department of Transportation h¿rs
requested a letter fi'om this ofñce regarding our position as to the signilìcance ãf thr pubticly
owned wildlife reserve at issue. A search of our records has shown that rve have provicled ncl
written opinion on tliis issue.

W'e would like to rcview a copy of the "section 4(l)" analysis that oontaÍns the basi.s for the
determination that there is "no prudently feasible altemative" to utilizi¡g the rvilcllife reserve fbr
this proposal.
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4. Mitigation Concerns.

As the mallager of certain parcels of land owned by the United States, USACE is responsible for
maintaining that land in accordance with applicnble statutes, Exeoutive Orders and internal
operating regulatíons. Pursuant to Executive Order 1 1988, it is the policy of USACE to avoicl or
minimize adverse impacts associated with the use of a l'lood plain unless there is no practicable
alternatíve. Most of the alternatives proposecl by Caltrans would have ¿ur adver^se impact on the
flood plain. If one of those altematives is determined to be the only practicable alternative in this
mattet, then, USACE has a responsibility to rnake sure that steps are taken to design or nrodify
the proposed action so as to minimize the potential harm to the flood plain. In <lther words,
USACE must take steps to assure that any negative effects of that action are mitigated and
involve the public in that process.

Caltrans has proposed meetings with IISACII to cliscuss options for mitigating the
negative environmental effects of each of the proposals. We are of course willing to meet with
Caltrans to consider mitigation proposals. V[e are concerned, however, that Caltrans is looking
to USACE employees to design its mitigation plan. During the June lg,2007,meeting, USaCn
representatives asked the Caltrans representatives to describe their ide¿u for mitigating the
environmental impacts of the project. Caltrans responded that it had no plans or ideas for
mitigating the environmental impacts. Rather, the Caltrans representatives responded that they
lvere looking to develop those plans ì¡iith USACE representatives. In the letter from Caltraris
dated August 8,2007, Caltrans included ær attachment with a section entitled "Mitigation
Proposals." Although Caltrans included proposals to mitigate for the loss of flood storage
capacity that would result from its designs, Caltrans did not address any mitigation for the
negative environmental effects of the designs.

USACE employs only a limited number of envi¡onmental scientists to support such
undertakings. 'Ihese environmental scientists are trained to review plans and projects submitted
to USACE. USACE then approves or disapprove.s those plans or projects depen<ling on the
needs of the agency and our agerrcy regulations. The work of developing a mitigation plan
proposal generally lies with the project proponent. It is not the responsibility of {JSACìI
cnvironrnental scientists to design nritigation proposals for project proponents.

Givcn the importance of this project and its potential impaot upon oru existing projects, USACE
may be able to provide Claltrans infbnnat advice anci assistalce in developing its niitigation plan.
Horvever, any infonnal advice cannot òonstitute ¿rn endorsement o1'any particular alternativè 6r
ptejudgntent of the outcome of the decision rnaking process. In ordu to assure that the best use
is ma<le of USACE staff tirnc beforc any advice is given, it is requested that Caltrans submit a
written proposal to USACE that defines Claltrans' initial thoughts on how to mitigate the
potential negative envjr<¡runental irnpacts of the various alternatives. 'lhe Caltrans mitigatio¡
proposal can then act as a starting point for discussion on this matter. This systematic ap¡rroach
to the proposed meetings will reduce thc alnount o1'timc divertetl liorn the regulzu. cluties of
IJSA CE envilonmental scientists.
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5. Itegulatory Concerns,

Caltrans' proposed construction activities will require a Clean'Water Act Section 404 permit if
those activities involve dredging or filling in a water of the LlnitecJ States, This is not unlikely
when a proposed project is located in close proxirnity to a dam. No pernrit application or reque.st
for a jurisdictional determination has yet been received by our Regulatory Division. If a
regulatory permít is needed, an application should be frled with our Regulatory Divisio¡, To
avoid delay ancl/or duplication of work necessary to comply with NEPA and CEQA, we suggest
that Caltrans give consideration to whcther its proposed project will need a Section 404 permit as
soon as reasonably possible. In formulating alternatives, Caltrans should bea¡ in mind that in
order to obtain a permit, the applicant must demonstrate that it has selected the least
environmentally dzunaging practioable alternative,

Coordination with Regulatory Division point of contact Ma¡k D. Cohen prior to submittal of a
permit application is highly suggested. In addition, Caltrans, the Corps, and other agencies have
developed a Section 404/¡IEPA Integration Process which has been used to guide many high
profile projects across Southeru California. tJse of this Memorandum of Understan<ling or the
developrnent of a similar agreement could help to coordinate the process.

The USACE evaluation of any pennit request must take place prior to determining whether any
real estate interest will be granted, although the evaluation of a section 404 application can and
should proceed concurrently vi'ith the evaluation of other factors relevant to the final desision of
USACE. Caltrans should be aware that a real estate approval is not implied by the issuance of a
permit, nor is permit issua¡rce guaranteed by uny real estate approval.

ó. Real Estate Concems.

The Real Ëstate Division is currenily conducting a review of the Los Angeles Distriot's real
estate files to determine rvhether there are additional property issues that could effect our ability
to provide an easement for right-oÊrvay or any othcr real estate interest necessary for the project.
At a minimum, prior to granting an easement fbr right-oÊrvay to build on USACE mzuraged lzurd,
the District Engineer is required to make an administrative finding that the easement for righ;oÊ
way rvill not bc contrary to the public inferest.

7. Authority.

Only the Dishict Ciommander has the authority to bind the District in this matter, Àccording to
Engineering Regulation405-1-I2, {l-181c., a finding byúe District Engirieer that the grant "will
not be against the public interest" must prececle the grant. Comments or suggestions off.ered by
representatives clf the z\.gency should not be regarded as a final decision of the District Enginecr
on whether to grant an easement for right-oÊway

Very respectfully submi ttecl,

Proposal Review Team
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7

IOO MAIN STREET. MS16A
LOSANGELES,CA 9OOI2

PHONE (2t3)897-0703
FAX (213) 897-0685
'rIY Qt3)8e74937

Fløyour powerl
Be energg,t eficíenl!

December 27,2007

Thomas H. Magness, Colonel, United States Army

Chiet Construotion-Operations Divisions

Department of the ArmY
Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers

Deputy District Di¡ector

CC: Ms. Katie Parks, Operations Branch
Gene Fong, Regional Administrator, FTIWA

File: EA 19961

I-405/101 Connector
PM 39.5/40,3

PO Box 532711
Los Angeles, CA 90053-2325

Dear Mr. Magness:

I have been asked to respond to your letter dated October 9,2007 addressed to our District

óir."tot, Doug Failing. îh" itt,rãt you raised were extensive, however we appreciate your

patience in u*ãiting tñis respons". itir project is in the environmental study phase and not in

ihe final design phase. The iroject has been in this phase for the last four years, wåich is more

than normal. fhe coáperatiàn äftn. U.S. Army corps of Engineers to complete this phase is

vital and we truly appreciate your Personal involvement'

We believe that many of the current questions and concerns raised in your October th letter
s Study that was
asked mY staffto take
letter while Your

ú joint-NEPA/CEQA/Section 4(f) document,

which will be sent to all stakeholders in early 2008'

Please refer to the attachment for a detailed rel

this letter, as well as your Octobe¡ 9ù letter' to
As our federal partners on this Interstate imprc

with the USACE on any transfers of federal pr

of the environmental document.
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Colonel Thomas H. Magness
Decernber 27,2007
Attachment
Page I of1

USACE Comment; Caltrans cannot obtain federal land through condemnation.

CALTRANS Response: The California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) agrees.

The proposed, federally funded project is a joint endeavor with the Federal Highway
Administration (FTIWA), which was initiated by U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman, and has

the support of other elected officials. Any final righrof-way transfers will have the direct
involvement of the USACE and FFIWA.

USACE Comment: The USACE has not to date agreed to permit Caltrans to make use of the

USACE managed land for its project. Further information is needed before such decisions
can be made.

CÄLTRANS Response: CALTRANS has provided the USACE with all requested
information available. and will continue to do so.

Furthermore, CALTRANS has been proactive in involving the USACE very early in the

project development process. The purpose of early coordination with agencies like the
USACE is to ensure that CALTRANS develops a context-sensitive design and a mutually
acceptable project.

In August 2003, CALTRANS requested the USACE's participation in the project's multi-
agency, multi-disciplinary Alternatives Value Analysis Study. At that study, project
altematives were dropped (i.e. Altemative A) and others created (i.e. Alternatives 2 and 3

which encroach upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge). Understanding the importance
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) alternatives analysis process, CALTRANS
was seeking the USACE's input during that critically important project alternatives analysis

and new alternatives creation phase of the project. Mr. Carvel Bass and Mr. Bill 7'eigler
represented the USACE at the August 2003 Value Analysis Study, but did not raise many of
the concerns from the October 9,2007 letter, despite CALTRANS being clear that each of
the proposed project alternatives called for a new, improved connector from the southbound
I-405 to the westbound US-101, which required the use of USACE land.

The detailed concems contained in the USACE's October 9,2007letter were exactly the type

of input that Caltrans was seeking frorn the USACE during the August 2003 Value Analysis
Study, as well as during the month-long continued early coordination process of May/June
2006 (Scoping). During Scoping, the City of Los Angeles and other agencies were involved
in the process and actually proposed a new project alternative (Altemative B), which
attempted to minimize impacts that the cuÍent Alternative 4 poses to the City's residents on

the southeast side of the interchange.

USACE Comment: Two of your proposed altematives encroach on the Wildlife Reserve at

Sepulveda Dam and conflict with the master plan and existing use of the basin. My
preliminary view is that permitting such an encroachment would be contrary to the public
interest. I strongly encourage you to focus your efforts on other altematives.

CALTRANS Response: CALTRANS takes the importance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge very seriously. Three of the five proposed project alternatives do not encroach upon

" C al ¡ ra n,r imp t ov e.s nro b ility ttc ros s Calífo r n ia "



Colonel Thomas H. Magness

December 27,2007
Attachment
Page? of 7

the wildlife refuge (i.e. Alternative 1, Alternative 4, andthe No Build Altemative).
CALTRANS believes that the current Alternatives Analysis should be completed so that all

stakeholders can have a say in the decision-making process, such as:

o All pertinent elected officials
r All pertinent agencies

r All affected and interested individuals

Removing project altematives during the environmental, Section 4(f), engineering, and

alternatives analysis process, and denying other stakeholders an opportunity to view and

comment on the results of those analyses, is not appropriate because it denies the public the

opportunity to decide what is in its own best interest,

USACE Comment: The USACE requests that Caltrans address the impacts of its proposals to the dam
and other features of the flood control basin.

CÄLTRÄNS Response: The primary purpose of the Sepulveda Dam is flood conhol. The runoff from
152 square miles of watershed flows into the basin and is funneled into a flood control channel to
regulaûe the flow of the Los Angeles River, thereby preventing flooding along the river downstrearn of
the dam. The dam's operating criteria were based strictly upon reservoír water surface elevation,
irrespective of the downstream channel conditions, However, to address the project's volume-loss

impacts to the basin's flood control operations, five (5) mitigation proposals were presented in the

project's Floodplain Study Report, which was submitted to the USACE on June 19,2007. The USACE
has yet to comment on those mitigation proposals.

Furthermore, the spillway at Sepulveda dam was designed to pass, without danger to the dam or threat
of overtopping the dam. As stated in the above-mentioned Floodplain Study Report, since the Dam has

been in operation, the rese¡voir water surface elevation reached its all-time historical maximum of
705.1.0ieet (1927 NGVD) during floods of 16 February 1980, and it reached 702.53 feet on March 1,

1983. Please recall that at designed elevation 772feet, the spill gates begin to lower to discharge water
onto the spillway apron. Otherwise, the existing I-405 and US-101 connecto¡s would likely be

inundated ãs a result of water discharge from the spillway with the designed discharge rate. The

CALTRANS project alternatives propose to construct a connector bridge over the spillway apron, from
the southbound I-405 to the US-101. This proposal would have minimal impact to the dam operations.

USACE has also indicated concern regarding structural issues and scouring potential, CALTRANS
Headquarters Structural and Hydraulìc Structure teams will become more involved with the project as it
approaches the Project Specifications and Estimates phase.

USACE Comment: The Sepulveda Basin Master Plan and the proposed project alternatives.

CALTRANS Response: According to the Sepulveda Basin Master Plan and Final Environmental

Impact Report / Statement: "It is possible that changes in reservoir project operation will have to take

place in the future. The Sepulveda Basin is one element of a comprehensive flood control system for the

metropolitan Los Angeles area, and recent review has indicated that the ovcrall system rnay not provide

the high degree of flood protection set forth in Federal guidelines for urban areas. Consequently, the

operating plan for Sepulveda Darn could be modified at a future time to afford higher protection to

down st¡eam areas. This could result in more frequent inundation of Iand in the reservoir 'àrea," If this
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Colonel Thomas H. Magness
December 27,2007
Attachment
Page3 of1

happens, the chance for the spill gates lower to discharge water onto the spillway would be very Low.

Also, please refer to the following bulleted items:

. For each of the proposed alternatives, the new southbound I-405 to westbound US-101

connector bridge will not affect the Dam's structural integrity.

o For each of the proposed alternatives, the 15-foot wìde service road located along the north
side of the US-101 freeway, between the Haskell Ave. and Hayvenhurst Ave, would be re-
aligned to accommodate the proposed new southbound I-405 to westbound US-101

connector, The access would be maintained throughout the project, and the new re-aligned
service road would be constructed before ¡emoval of the existing service road.

o The rejected alternatives A and B include a "slip ramp" to maintain traffic access from the
Burbank Blvd. on-ramp to the eastbound and westbound US-101, As discussed in
correspondence from the Federal Highway Administration (FFIWA) to CALTRANS, "slip-
ramps" that connect to "freeway-to-freeway-connectors" cannot be used. Despite this fact,
Alternatives A and B were considered and evaluated due to the potential impacts that the

current Alternative 1 poses to the local roadway system (i.e. loss of access to the US-101

from Burbank Blvd.), as well as, the City of Los Angeles's desire to maintaín that access.

This situation, as well as, the referenced FIIWA design policy will be discussed further in the

draft joint-NEPA/CEQA/Section (4f) document.

USACE Comment: It is our understanding that Caltrans intends that the CEQA document

that it prepares will also fulfill the requirements of NEPA for the federal agencies involved.

CALTRANS Response: CALTRANS has always prepared joint NEPA/CEQA documents

on projects that involve a federal action, and has never attempted to write a CEQA document

in lieu of a NEPA document. This project proposal is no exception. CALTRANS has never

said, nor implied otherwise.

USACE Comment; From the USACE perspective, the alternatives deemed feasible by
Caltrans and cunently under consideration for the CEQA document do not include a

"reasonable range of alternatives" for NEPA purposes.

CALTRANS Response: Per the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), as part of its
oversight of implementation of NEPA, CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Sec. 1502.14 requires that

all reasonable alternatives be examined. In determining the scope of alternatives to be

consìdered, the emphasis is on what is "reasonable". Reasonable alternatives include those

that arc practical o¡ feasible from the technical or economic standpoint,

CALTRANS continues to pursue reasonable and prudent alternatives that are feasible.

Rigorously exploring and expending resources on alternatives that are not technically or

economically sound from an engineering standpoint, or which potentially create

environmental and community impacts gteater than the current 5 alternatives, ancVor that do

not conform to the Federal Highway Administration's design standards, is not "reasonable]"

"Cal¡rans inr¡trove.s ntobiliry ¿1c, o,\'s Odlifo] nk)"
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The rationale on why some alternatives were considered, rejected, deemed not reasonable,

and therefore, not pursued for implementation will be substantiated in the draft

NEPA/CEQAJSection 4(f) document.

USACE Comment: We are very concerned about potential impacts to USACE-managed

land, including dam integrity, reservoir capacity, wildlife reserve impacts, and historic

impacts and cultural resources. In order to assure that the most complete NEPA document is

prepared, we suggost that the USACE be included as a cooperating agency in the preparatlon

of its NEPA document.

CALTRANS Response: CALTRANS in consultation with FFIWA has always included, and

regarded the USACE, as a cooperating agency, Per the NEPA CEQ Regulations Sec. 1501'6'

the lead agency shall:
a) Request the participation of each cooperating agency in the NEPA process at the

earliest possible time.
Note: CALTRANS requested the USACE's participation as early as the August 2003

Value Analysis Study, a phase of the project during which alternatives were dropped,

and new alternatives created.
b) Use the environmental analysis and proposals of cooperating agencies to the

maximum extent possible.
Note: CALTRANS hæ sought the input of the USACE to the maximum exten[, as

early in the process as possible, several times (i,e. the Value Analysis, Scoping,

meetings, phone calls, emails, etc.).

c) Meet with a cooperating agency at the latter's request.

Note: CALTRANS has initiated contact with and met with the USACE every tirne

that the USACE has requested a meeting.

CALTRANS agrees that the USACE, as a Cooperating Agency, should increase its

involvement in the project and improve its participation in the process.

USACE Comment: During the meeting that took place on June 19, 2OO7, Caltrans

representatives mentioned that it was completing its Section 4(f) analysis and that it was

likely that Department of Transportation would determine that there was "no prudent or

feasible altemative" to utilizing the wildlife reserve for the Caltrans proposal.

CALTRANS Response: That is inaccurate. CALTRANS made no such statement, The

project alternatives analysis and NEPA/CEQA/Section 4(f)/formal public comment process ls

not yet complete. Therefore, CALTRANS does not know whether "there is no prudent or

feasible alternative" to encroaching upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. CALTRANS
will ensure that meeting minutes are prepared and circulated after future meetings in order to

prevent further mi s understan di n gs from occurrin g.

USACE Comment: According to the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, the Secretary of
CALTRANS of Transportation shall not approve any program or project which requires the

use of any publicly owned land from a wildlife refuge as determined by the federal officials

having juriidiction thereof unless 1) there is not feasible and prudent alternative to the sue of
such land, and,2) such program includes all possible planning to minjmize harm to such

t
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t
t
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wildlife refuge. We doubt that Caltrans can make such a showing since even its present range
of alternatives contains two, which would not encroach upon the wildlife reserve.

CALTRANS Response: Section a(f of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966

is the law that is the basis for this discussion, Since CALTRANS's Section 4(f) Evaluation is
not yet complete, it is premature to make any assumptions as it implies a lack of objectivity in
the analysis and application of the law.

Above all, CALTRANS has attempted to remain objective despite strong opinions,
objections, and/or support for each of the five (5) proposed altematives. CALTRANS has not
comrnitted, nor made a final decision as to which of the five (5) proposed altematives will
ultimately be selected. Such a decision will not be made until after the NEPA/CEQA/Section
4(t)lformal public comment process is completed.

Section 4(f) requires the application of the Feasible and Prudent Standard. Therefore, the
first test under Section 4(Ð is to determine which alternatives are feasible and prudent. An
alternative is feasible if it is technically possible to design and build that altemative. The
second part of the standard involves determining whether an alternative is prudent or not. An
alternative may be rejected as not prudent for any of the following reasonsl

. It does not meet the project purpose and need,
¡ It involves extraordinary operational or safety problems,
r There are unique problems or truly unusual factors present with it
o It results in unacceptable and severe adverse social, economic or other environmental

impacts,
r It would cause extraordinary community disruption,
r It has additional construction costs of an extraordinary magnitude, or
r There is an accumulation of factors that collectively, rather than individually, have adverse

impacts that present unique problems or reach extraordinary magnitudes.

CALTRANS's Section 4(f) Evaluation will be objectively prepared, and the Feasible and
Prudent Standard will be objectively applied.

USACE Comment: It does not appear that anyone from either Caltrans or FIfWA has

requested a letter from this office regarding our position as to the significance of the publicly
owned wildlife reserve at issue. A search of ou¡ records has shown that we have provided no
written opinion on this issue.

CALTRÄNS Response: CALTRANS is, and has becn, seeking the USACE's opinions/input
(written or otherwise) on all aspects of the project since August 2003, thcn again during the
May/June 2006 Scoping phase of the project.

Furthermore, CALTRANS has had meetings with the USACE and the City of Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks in which the importance of the Wildlife Refuge was
discussed. CALTRANS also attended a site visit, and a subseguent meeting, with the
Sepulveda Basjn Wildlìfc Refuge Steering Committee. The USACE's NEPA reviewer, Mr,
Carvel Bass, was present at all those meetings, CALTRANS has also thoroughly reviewed
the i 981 Sepulveda Basin Master Plan, and is refcrencing that document in the

" Cttlt t u n s i¡¡tq t oy e s mob il i! y ac ro s s C ol i ft¡ rn ia "
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NEPA/CEQA/Section 4(f¡ documents, The research and analysis of this sensitive area

continues and will be provided when the draft CEQA/NEPA/Section 4(f) document is

circulated for AgencylPublic comment.

USACE Comment: We would like to review a copy of the 'Section 4(f)' analysis that

contains the basis for the determination that there is "no prudently feasible alternative" to

utilizing the wildlife reserve for this proposal.

CALTRANS Response: The Section 4(Ð Evaluation is not complete, nor has the

determination section of that document been prepared. The said "no prudently feasible
alternative" to utilizing the wildlife reserye determination does NOT exist.

USACE Comment: The USACE must take steps to assure that any negative effects are

mitigated and involve the public in that process. Caltrans proposed meetings with the

USACE to discuss options for mitigating the negative environmental effects of each the
proposals. We are concerned, however, that Caltrans is looking to USACE employees to
design its mitigation plan. It is not the responsibility of the USACE environmental scientists

to design mitigation proposals for project proponents.

CALTRANS Response; CALTRANS never asked USACE employees to design its
mitigation plan. CALTRANS simply desires to work closely with the USACE to ensure that

the USACE's interests are protected. We would assume that if there are potential impacts o
USACE resources, USACE staff would be interested in working collaboratively with
CALTRANS specialists on possible mitigation measures.

NEPA CEQ Regulation Sec. 1501.6 states that;
¡ A cooperating agency shall assume on request of the lead agency responsibility for

developing information and preparing environmental analyses including portions of
the environmental impact statement concerning which the cooperating agency has

special expertise.
o Make available staff support at the lead agency's request to enhance the latter's

interdisciplinary capability.

Given the importance of the Wildlife Refuge and the Sepulveda Dam, CALTRANS highly
recommends that the USACE work closely with CALTRANS specialists to ensure that that

the final mitigation measures are designed to USACE standa¡ds, and that the USACE's
interests, including the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, are protected.

USACE Comment: Given the importance of this project and its potential impact upon our
existing projects, the USACE may be able to provide Caltrans informal advice and assistance

in developing its mitigation plan, In order to assure that the best use is made of USACE staff
time beforc any advice is given, it is rcqucsted that Caltrans submit a written proposal to the

USACE that defines Caltrans' initial thoughts on how to mitigate the potential negative

environmental impacts of the various altematives. Thc Caltrans mitigation proposal can thcn

act as a starting point for di.scussion on this matter.
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- . CALTRÄNS Response: On October 30,2007,the CALTRANS projeet biologist contacted
the USACE NEPA reviewer to again attempt mitigation discussions in order to jointly enstue' 
that the USACE's interests are protected. Ths NEPA reviower declined on the basis that "we

. don't have a basis of information yet, or ag¡eement, to discuss mitigation."'We wili follow

. your suggestion and provide a written proposal with our initial thoughts and request informal

' I 
Prepared by the CALTRANS I-405ruS-101 Project Developmont Team.

'T
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Eddie
! sa ac.s /D 07/Ca ltra ns /CAGov

1013112007 04:48 PM

To Eduardo Aguilar/DO7/Caltrans/CAGov@DOT

cc

bcc

Subject Mitigation for the 405/101 lnterchange project

To "Bass, Carvel H SPL" <Carvel.H.Bass@usace.army.mil>

cc

Subject RE: Mitigation for the 405i101 lnterchange projectfi

Correspondence yesterday (Tuesday, October 30, 2007) between Carvel Bass, NEPA Review for US
Army Corps, and Maureen, Biologist for 405/101 Connector Project.

Eddie lsaacs
Environmental Planner-Maintenance Biological Services
California Coastal Commission Liaison
Caltrans District 7 Environmental Planning
(21 3) 897 -2829 Eddie_lsaacs@dot.ca.gov

---- Forwarded by Eddie lsaacs/DO7lCaltrans/CAGov on 10/31/2007 04:47 pM -----

Maureen
Doyle I D07 I Caltrans /CAGov

1013012007 07:55 AM

Carvel,

Thank you for your response. I look forward to meeting with you to talk about more specific mitigation
plans. Until then, and until there is a consensus or agreement with regards to the project alternãtives, I

will work on pulling together some general ideas so that we have a good jumping off point.

Have a good day and I look forward to our next meeting.

Maureen Doyle
Environmental Planner NS
D7 Environmental Planning
Office: 213-897-0404
Fax: 2 1 3-897-0685

"Bass, Ca rvel H SPL" <Caruel. H. Bass@usace.a rmy. mil>

"Bass, Carvel H SPL'
<Carvel.H.Bass@usace.army To ,,Maureen Doyle', <maureen_doyle@dot.ca.gov>
.mil>

1OtgOt20O7 07:42 AM cc

Subject RE: Mitigation for the 405t101 tnrerchange project

I
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Thank you for the input, Maureen. While we can and should talk about this, we can't yet do much besides
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talk about general things. However, the master plan revision is not related to our task because there are
already known ways and areas where improvements could, theoretically, occur. At some time we can talk
about how and why this is so, but the main thing is that there are certain areas which would be appropriate
for any planning for mitigation. At this time, we should hold off on meeting about mitigation, however,
because the Corps hasn't yet accepted the proposal(s), and the Corps and Caltrans managers - I mean
the corporate managers - are still approaching the project. The Corps Colonel recently sent a letter to CT
Regional Director Mr. Failing, which lists Corps thoughts on the proposal and that is setting the tone at this
time for our (Corps) efforts regarding the proposal. One thing we don't yet visualize, based on Caltrans
documentation, is the actual 3-D footprint of each option, so we don not know the impacts, so we do not
yet theorize about the mitigation. We don't have a basis of information yet, or agreement, to discuss
mitigation. I will say that, obviously, the Wildlife Lake area (east of Woodley) is critical and sensitive; the
LA River corridor is critical and sensitive; the Operations Area south of Burbank is critical and sensitive, so
those would be geographical areas to think about until we talk. We would in general not want to invent
additionalareas than those, for ecologicalenhancement - that is just a rule of thumb based on present
and likely future land uses at SPVDA.

Carvel Bass, Ecologist
Operations Branch
213 452 3392

From: Maureen Doyle fmailto'ruur"un-doyle@dot.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, October 30,2007 7:26 AM
To: Bass, Caruel H SPL

Subject: Mitigation for the 405l10l Interchange project

Carvel,

As the Caltrans biologist for this project, I am currently working on developing mitigation options for
impacts that may result from the proposed 405/101 lnterchange project. I am looking at several mitigation
options such as on-site replanting of native species that may be directly impacted, removal of invasive
species and restoration of native habitat, as well as the transfer of funding to be put towards planned
habitat restoration in the area. ln order to develop mitigation options consistent with the vísion Corps has
for Sepulveda Basin, it would be useful to have some specific information on any future land use plans.

I understand that the Corps is currently updating their Master Plan for the Sepulveda Basin and all the
information is still in a draft form. However, any information about what the agency has planned for this
area would be very helpful, and allow me to develop a detailed, comprehensive mitígation plan.

Thank you for your time.

Maureen Doyle
Environmental Planner NS
D7 Environmental Planning
Offíce: 213-897-0404
Fax: 213-897-0685
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Offrc¡ ofthe Chiefof
Asæt Mauagsmçnt Division

M¡, Ronaid Kosinski
Dcputy Distict Dircctor
Caltrane, Distict 7
100 M¿in Suc4 MS16A
Los ^ô,ngoles, C.ô, 90012

Desr Mr, Kosinski:

I am wifing on behalf of thc Distist Cornnande¡ in response to yoru lctfi daæd

DecÞmbçr 27 ,2Q07, Thaú you for uHag tbe tlne to respond to ou¡ letter rcgarding tle
pmposal ro modify Southbound I-405 and US-101 in the vioinity of Se'pulvoda Dam. We hope

the Dietict Corn¡¡der's letter hæ prrrvidcd youwith ths ido¡sration you need roguding the

perspective of thc Unitcd St¿tes A¡my Corps of Eugíneecs (USACE ) on your preliminary
praposals and thst his lettsr wílI sewo a¡¡ a basis fo¡ ffrru¡e discussion, Vy'e are witi"g this lefior
to supplement fhe information contained in the Distict Commsnder's lettEr.

In the aftachmcnt to your lette¡ daæd Dccember 27,2007,you stated thst USACE wæ
provided with a copy of the Floodplaitr Sildy Repo{ at a meetÍng oo June 19,2Ù07. We do not

have a coy of the Floodplain Study Report a¡d can find no ¡ccord of receivine it. Pleæe provide

us with angtbÊr copy of the Floodplain Shrdy Rrport at yout ea¡liest convenience. Aìto, plcase

provide us wíth a list of the other doouments you believe have been provided to USACE. so that

rilo Qaú rçview our filos and vsrifl that we have tl¡em,

Thc atta¿hment to you¡ lsttçr drat¡/s somç conclusìons about rhe i¡nfacts yourproposals

wifl have on thc dam, For exarrple, on page two of tåe attachmarl, you state' "This proposal

would bave minìmal impact to the dam operations." Please note th¿t USACE has not made any

detsnriDåtion about the irnpact of yoru proposale, Orn eogileors have not to date been provided

wÍth suftioieil information to ¡eaoh any ænclusion about ¡f¡E ímFaøt of the proposals on dam

oocratiols or tbe dam itself, For that reasou, the sed h tho

enclosüe to the District Commander's letta, If at this time to

assist ou¡ engineers with making these dctsrEínations, ploase p¡ovide ìL W'e recopize your

project is analysos mey not yet be ñrlly developed.

lloweuer, æ thc potential t_o inpact on þ9 dam must be

reviewed fore USACE couJd gtanr use of tÏe laud at

Sepulveda Dam.

Wv interpret yow letter as inviting us to paÍícipâtê as å cooperating agency in the

preparadon of yåur ifq,+.nmfa,tScction 4(f¡ dooument. lfe accept yoru invitation to becomc a

@002/o03
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whg ths ¿rrtioou**t to en¡rrc that if wiI
ry9viqlÊn adequnto earvironmental soalyrie to support ¿ deoision whethor to grant tåo use of
U- Så!^Egjqgld l¡gq foryourprojec[ Irt additlon, withrvspcct to the Scotiõn 4(f) analysíe of
the EISÆIR" USACE isprapøring ¿witte¡ opiníonregarding tho signÍfiaance ofthç wl¿Ue
ncfi:ge at Sepulveda D¡m. We would also like the oFporh¡nity to rospond to thc Scction 4(g
dosumEnt bcforc it is finsliued. Please providc ur with your proposed timcline for prepararion of
the dr¡fr Sccti_on a(fl document so thai we måy engure that we send you ou¡ conminn prìor to
complvtion of thc draft rÊport

IVc look forwsd to reviewing you written proposal wittr your initial thoughts rcguding
th+ mitigation plans, Plcaee forward afly rçsponse to this letter to Ms. Katio Fa¡ks, Ope,¡ation¡
Bra¡cb P.O. Box 532711,l¡s Angeles, California 90053-2325- Ms. Parks' telephone number
is (213) 452.3X99,

Sincerel¡

ø oo3/003

).,
a-Þ\ÀJ-L-4/*- 4'* *#*-
TlercsaM. Kaplao
Chief, Assct Managernenf Ðir{slon
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Eduardo To "Parks, Katie B SPL" <Katie.B.Parks@usace.army.mil>
Aguilar/Do7/caltrans/cAGov cc ,,Eddie lsaacs,,<eddie_isaacs@dot.ca.go v>, Aziz
0212612008 05:46 PM Etattar/D07lCattrans/CAGov@DOf,

Mark.D,Cohen@usace.army.mil, Maureen
bcc

Subject southbound 405 to the US-'|01 Connector ProjectE

Hello Katie,
At this time, the environmental document for this job is an EA/IS, not an EIS/EIR.
NEPA/CEQA does not require an NOI/NOP at the staft of the draft EA/lS preparation.
We did conduct Scoping nonetheless (back in 2006), even though that is not required for an EA/lS.
We intend to conduct a public circulation (45 days) and a public hearing for the draft EA/IS.

EA/lS's typically require a minimum public circulation of 30 days (lS component per CEQA).We, however,
do 45 days.

We are in receipt of the letter from Ms. Theresa M. Kaplan dated 2125108.
We were surprised and disappointed that it claimed that the USACE had no record of receiving the
following project specialist studies :

o Natural Environment Study Report (biological impact report)
o Bíoacoustics Study
o Historic Preservation Study Report
o The Floodplain/Hydraulics Report -¡o ïraffic Noise lnvestigation

Those items were hand-delivered by me to Carvel Bass and you on June 19,2007, with the exception of
the Traffíc Noise lnvestigation, which was hand delivereO Oy ÊOOie lsaacs a iew days later. We were I
hoping to receive the USACE's critical input, particularly in regards to the Dam and the Wildlife Refuge.

I'm going to attempt to set up a new meeting for the very nearfuture. The draft EA/lS/Section 4(f) is t
approximately 99% complete.

Regards,
Ed

"Parks, Katie B SPL" <Katie.B.Parks@usace.army.mil>

"Parks, Katie B SPL"
<Katie.B.Parks@usace,army. To,'Eddielsaacs"<eddie_isaacs@dot.ca.gov>
mil>

02126t200803:31 pM cc "Eduardo Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Subject RE: Additional Hydraulics lnfo

Hello,

Can you tell me when the notice of intent was ¡ssued?

Katie Parks
(213) 452-33ee

t
t
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T-rY (213) 897-4937

March 17,2008

Office of the Chief ol' File: LA-405/l0i
Assct Managcment Divisjon EA 199610
Attn: Ms. Theresa M. Kaplan, Chief s/b I-405 to US-101
cc: Ms, Katie Parks Connector Proiect

Department o:f the Ar-my
Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers (USACE)
PO Rox 532711
L<rs Angeles, CA 90053-2325

Response to the USÄCE letter Dated tr'ebruary 25,2008

Dear Ms. Kaplan:

The California Department of Transportation (Department) is in receipt of your lettel dated
February 25,2008 regarding thc southbound Interstate-405/US Highway-l0l Connector
lmplovement Project. Per your request, attached to tÏjs letter is the Floodplain Impact Reporl.
Also per your requesl, below is the list of items providecl to the USACE on .Iune 19. 2007,
when thc Deparfment provided the USACE a presentation regarding the proposed project:

1) Floodplain hnpact Report
2) Natural Environment Study Reporl (biological impact report)
3) Bioacoustics Report (noise impact repofi to the Sepuìveda Ilasjn Wildlifc Reservc)
4) Historic Preservation Study Report

-5) Engineedng Design I)rawings fbr Alternatives 1, 2,3,4
ó) Note: the Traffic Noise Investigation was hand-delivered days later.

The Dcpartment is vcry plcased to continuc r.vorking with the USACIE, in its capacity as a

Cooperating Agency, and welcomes thc opporlunity to work even closcr with the LJ,SAC]:i on
this endeavor, its well as to continue soliciting input flom the USACE on all aspects of the
project. The De¡rartment accepts the USACE's invitation to prescnt this project, ancl answer
question.s about ìt, on M¿rrch 25"2008.

Deputy District l)ircc t or
Clal ì ibrn i a Departme n l- o l"l'ran sp<l ltat i o n

" ()ilt ru t t t i n p t ow,r nutlt í I i I)' u.e o,\,t CaI iþ rn i a "
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Of:fice of the

District Engi:neer

Mr, Douglas R. Failing
Dírector, Caltrans District 7
Cal ifomia Deportment of 'lransportation

100 South Main Strect
Los Angeles, Colifornia 90012

De¿¡ lvfr. Failing:

I am writing to follow up on o fegent conversÂtion bctwcen Calua¡s Scnior

Environmental Planner Ed Aguilar and US Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE') Operations

Manager Katie Parks regarding Ca.ltrans' proposed road constn¡ction project to expand

Southbouncl 1405 and US-101 in the vicinity of Sepulreda Dam. As you know, the proposed

project currently bcing considered by Caltrans will tequire ¿tn easement across land managcd by

ÙS4CE on behalf of the federal govemment. As I explained in my lctter dated Octobcr 9,20Q7,

USACE cannot !¡ant such ar e$ement unless and until my concems described in that lettcr are

resolved, In my letter and its attached memorandum, I detoiled a nurnber of o¡cos of concem that

have not bccn resolved betwcen our agencies. Those areas of concern include Dam Safety and

Othcr Engineering Concerns, NEPA Concenrs, W¡ldlifc Rcserve Concerns, Mitigation Concerns,

Rcgulntory Concerns, and Real Estate Conce¡ns,

Despite the mony specifrc USACE concerns jdentificd in my letter, Mr. Aguilar informed

Ms. Pnrks thst CultûÍs does not intend to provide USACE an opporturtity to review and

comnren! in its NEPA document before íts public release, As you know, Cnltrans'proposed
pro.iect rcquires extcnsive cnvironmental documentation before it can bc undertaken and bcforc

US4CE can exercise any authority to gûnt ûû eascment for this ptqpose. It was thc

understanding of USACE that Cnltans was in the process of preparing an Environmcntal hnpact
docu¡nentation requi rements of tìre

ose to prcpBre an Environmental

It was my hope that the environmental docuntent prcpared by Caltrans wouJd sûtisfy not

only thc environmcntnl requiremcnts of Cnltrans but also the environmental requitcmcnts of
USACE, In an effort to ovoid delays th¡t could result from the sequential preparation of multiple

environrnental documents ând/or multiple revisions to the Coltrans EA, USACE requested an

opportunity to revicw and providc cornment on the draft EA preparcd by Cnltraru prior to its
,élãur. for public comment. During Mr, Agrrilar's convcrsation with Katíe Parks on the morning

of March 24,2008,Mr. Aguilar statcd that Calrons hns decided thûl it will not provide USACE
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wirh thc opportsn¡ty to rcview and provide itrpLtt on the dr:nft environmetltal document prior to

the document's relense to the ptrblic'

. I am disappoinred witlr this decision and it runs contrnry to recent legislative and

'ease coordination among t'cclerol agenciçs' In
)pportunity to be included as n cooperating

locumentation for this project' It was our
\CE would work with Caltrans to publish a draft
'both ogencies. Such & Ptocess cannot be

unilaterolly acccleroted without adversely impacting thc c¡uality of the NEPA documçntation. ln

ifghtoirÌ,ã rclatively li¡nited and rcccnt cornmunications betwcen our agencies, USACE input to

dãte has not been commensruatc with fhe federal action we have been ¡sked to undertake ss a

rcsult of'rhis project, tù/ith Calnans' decision to withhold the draft EA from USACE príor to íts

puUti. rclcase, iiis rcasollable to assums tbag Caltrans and USACE do not hove thc snme

understnncling and expectetions of thç roles and responsibilitics of coopefating agcncies'

Becaue of this lack of mutunl understanding

coooeratinn ocencv in the Caltrons Eô' Whc

E was nol as B cooperoting agÈncy because Cshrans díd not obtnin

an agreemcnt from USACE on thc roles and rcsponsibiliries of each ßgcncy prior to rcleasing the

EA.

Furthermore, in our letters of Octobcr 2007 and February 2008, wc cxpressed our desire

to provide input for the draft Section 4(f) document prior to the relcase of your NEPA document

anå requested yout proposed timeline for completion of that documenl so that wc could submit

our Seótion O(Ð lcnèr in o timcly manrref. You¡ decision. to release thc NEPA document without

coorclinating wìth us for the timely preparation ond receipt of our Scction 4(Ð input increâses out

concern ObOutthc cOmpleleneSs of your environmentOl documcntation'

As soon as possible, please provide rne with the release dste and location of the d¡afr EA.

This officc will review the dialì EA nnd provide comments in tlre same rnariner as tbc genctal

public. Following that review, we will determine if thc EA meets our environurentol

ão"u-rototion nceds, or if we must pfcpa¡c our own environmental document. At this timc,

givcn the lack of coordination betwæn oru two agencies, I nm very concerned tbst thc EA will

be insuflicient for USACE pur:¡roses'

If you have any questions about this letter or need any additional in.fbrmation, plcase

contâct rné at (213) 452.3961, or your staff can contact Ms, Katic Parks, Operations.B¡¿nch at
p.O. Box S32il1, Los Angeles, Calif:ornia 90053-2325. Ms, Parks' telephone ntrmbçr is (213)

452-3399,

.l
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTzuCT 7
IOO MAIN STREET, MSI6A
LOS ANGELES, CA 9OOI2
PHONE (2t3) 897-0703
FAX (2r3) 897-0685
TTY (2r3) 897-4937

Flex your ¿oower!
Be energSt e/ficient!

April 21,2008

Thomas H. Magness, Colonel, United States Army
Chiel Construction-Operations Divisions
Department of the Army
Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers
PO Box 532711
Los Angeles, CA 90053-2325

Dear Mr. Magness:

File: LA-405/101
EA 199610
s/b I-405 to US-l0l
Connector Project

The California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) is in receipt of your letter dated
March 28,2008. CALTRANS understands the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
position and concern regarding the proposed project. CALTRANS has always regarded the
USACE as a Cooperating Agency, and has valued and pursued the USACE's involvement in
this project. That is why in June 2007, CALTRANS provided exclusively to the USACE, and
requested the USACE's review and input, on the following project information:

l) Floodplain Impact Report
2) Natural Environment Study Report (biological impact report)
3) Bioacoustics Report (noise impact report to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve)
4) Historic Preservation Study Report
5) Engineering Design Drawings fo¡ Alternatives 1, 2,3, 4
6) Traffic Noise Investigation

Also in June2007, CAITRANS accepted the USACE's request to consider alternatives that
would seek to avoid any impacts to USACE land. Thus, CALTRANS created and evaluated
Alternatives C and D.

In August 2003, CALTRANS requested and obtained the involvement of the USACE in the
project's Value Analysis, This was a phase of the project in which alternatives were
evaluated, created, and eliminated. CAITRANS then continued the coordination and
dialogue with the USACE during the Scoping phase of the project in May/June2006,

Furthermore, CALTRANS has fully accepted and participated in every USACE request for a
meeting, and has provided the USACE with all available information, at the earliesì possible
time. This includes the April 3,2008 meeting in which CALTRANS provided to the USACE
the biological and hydraulic sections of the NEPA/CEQA document, as well as, the Section
4(f) Evaluation. Please be advised that this information was based on all the aforementioned
information provided to the USACE in June 2007. The Corps did not provide review
comments.
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"Caltrans ímproves mobility across Cclifornin"
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Colonel Thomas H. Magness
April2l,2008
PageZ of2

By early 2008, the environmental document deadline \ryas approaching, and thus CALTRANS
District 7 was required to submit to CALTRANS headquarters and CALTRANS legal the
NEPA/CEQA/Section 4(f) Evaluations, which included the project history. The CALTRANS
Headquarters position was that CALTRANS had fulfilled its obligations as a lead agency,
and recommended that the NEPA/CEQA/Section 4(f) Evaluation proceed with public
eirculation.

CALTRANS regrets the USACE's decision to withdraw as a Cooperating Agency and
requests that the USACE reconsider that position. If you have any questions or comments,
please feel free to contact me at (213) 897-0686.

cc: Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director
Council on Environmental Quality
Federal Hi ghway Admini stration

Office Chief

" Collrans ímproves mobility across Caliþrnia"



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O BOX 532711

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90053-2325

4pri123,2008
REPLY TO

ATTENfION OF:

Office of the
District Counsel

Mr. Ronald J, Kosinski lUC
Deputy District Director
Division of Environmental Planning
California Department of Transportation, District 7
100 South Main Street, MS-16A.
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Mr, Kosinski:

In follow-up to our April 3, 2008 meeting, I am writing to clarifr the Corps' position on the
application of Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, as amended, to areas
within the Sepulveda Basin located at the junction of the I-405 and US-101 freeways in the San
Fernando Valley, City of Los Angeles, California. According to your Draft Section 4(f)/Section
6(f) Evaluation of March 2008, your agency concluded Woodley Park, the wildlife refuge, and
Sepulveda Dam are Section 4(f) resources.

As you aÍea aware, Section 4(f) only applies if the transportation project at issue will use
land from a significant publicly owned public park, recreation area, or wildlife or waterfowl
refuge, andany landfromahistoricsiteofnational, State,orlocalsignificance. 49 U.S.C,
$ 303(c). A publicly owned park, recreation area or wildlife and waterfowl refuge are presumed
to be significant unless the offrcial having jurisdiction over the site concludes that the entire site
is not significant. 23 C.F.R. ç 774.1 1 (c). An historic site is significant only if it is on or eligible
for the National Register of Historic Places, unless the Federal Highway Administration
determines that the application of Section a(f is otherwise appropriate, 23 C.F.R. ç 774,1 1(e).

Upon review of Corps policy and coordination of this issue with our Headquarters Offrce in
Washington, D.C., we agree Woodley Park, the wildlife refuge and Sepulveda Dam are Section
4(f) resources. Pursuant to 23 C.F.R. $ 77a3@) and Federal Highway Administration's Section
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4(f) Policy Paper dated Maroh 1,2005, in the event all alternatives use land from 4(f) resources)
a ' the alternative that results in the least overall harm in light of the statute's preservation purposs
, r must be selected. Should you have any questions concerning the informafion presented in this

", 

letter, please contact me at Ql3) 452-3946.

Sincerely,

":

":

:

¡l
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Lawrence N. Minch
District Counsel



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARTJTY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O. BOX53271l
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90053-2325

May 28,2008

ATTENTION OF

Offrce of the
District Commander

Mr, Ronald S, Kosinski [oâ
Depufy Dishict Director
Division of Environmental Planning
Califomia Department of Transportation
100 South Main Street, Suite MS 16A
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

Enclosed are the comments ofthe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps') on the Draft
Environmental Assessment/Initial Study ("E4") for your proposed construction of a new
Southbound Interstate-405 to the U.S. Highway-101 Corurector Improvement Project ("project,'),
dated April2008.

Based on our review of the EA, it is the Corps' understanding that each of the "build,,
alternatives would require three separate approvals from the Corps. Corps approval would be
required for (1) proposed alterations to the Dam, Q) the use of Federal land managed by the
Corps, and (3) impacts to waters of the United States. These approvals would be major Federal
actions for which we, as a Federal agency, would have independent legal responsibility to
comply with the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"). It is unJikely that the Corps
could approve any of the currentlyproposed alternatives without the completion of an
Environmental Impact Statement ('EIS').

The impacts of the proposed "build" alternatives apper to be significant in terms of both
context and intensity. The proposed alternatives all appear to require excavation and/or
modification of the Dam, with potential impacts to structural and hydraulic integrity. In addition,
all of the proposed "build" altematives would require substantial adverse impacis tó me historic
property of the Sepulveda Dam, and two of the alternatives would require substa¡rtial impacts to
the locally and regionally significant resource of the Sepulveda Bæin Wildlife Reserve.
Although each of the "build" alternatives described in the EA would substantially impact Federal
property, the EA does not address critical elements of the Corps' flood control, land
management, and regulatory responsibilities,

The Corps' responsibilities to maintain the safety of its flood control features, including
the Sepulveda Dam, are ofparamount importance. To that end, the Corps is required to comply
with the terms of 33 USC 408, a Federal law which requires that before allowing any alteration,
occupation or use of a flood conhol work, the Corps must determine that such use will not be
injurious to the public interest and will not impair the usefulness of such lvork. The "public
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interest" is a broad standard, which encompasses the full range of requirements set forth in
Federal environmental laws, as well as other Federal statutes and regulations. This determination
may onlybe made bythe Chief ofEngineers.

To date, no permit application has been submitted to the Corps for a Clean Water Act
Section 404 permit. As we stated in our previous letters, the Corps dècision on any permit
request must take place prior to our determination of whether any easement wiil be granted,
although the evaluation of a section 404 application can and should proceed concurrãntly with
the evaluation of other factors relevant to the final decision of the Cõrps, The final decision on a
Section 408 request, ho'wevet, must precede the final decision on a Seõtion 404 permit.

Because this proposed Project would have impacts upon as many as three areas - the
Dam, the Wildlife Reserve, and waters of the United States - Ihatare specifically protected by
several Federal laws, including Section 408, Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation
Act of 7966, as amended and codified at 49 IISC 3 03, the National Historic preservation Act,
and the Clean 'Water Act, the Corps believes that it is necessaryto explore additional prudent
altematives and firrther measures to minimize harm to the Federal project and the environment.

The Corps commends Caltrans fo¡ its efforts thus far in designing alternatives to meet the
transporlation needs gf the public. Thank you for providing the Corps an opporhrnity to review
and comment on the EA. Should you have any questions, please feel freeìõ contact me at (2I3)
452-3961, or your staff may contact Ms. Katie Parks,.Operations Branc\ at eI3) 452-3399 or
by mail a{ U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, P.O. Box 5327 11, Los Angeles, Càlifornia 90053-
232s.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U,S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

4{' G STREET I{W
wASHtNGTOt¡, D.C. 203t4_1000

CECW-PB ocT 2 3 2006

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR SUBORDINATE COMMANDS

STIBJECT: Policy and Procedural Guidance fo¡ the Approval of Modification and Alte¡ation of
Corps of Engineer Projects

1. REFERENCES:
ER 1165-2-119, dated 20 september 1982, Modifications fo completed projects
33 CFR 208.10, Local floodprotection works; maintenance and oþration of structures
and facilities

11 Y!9 408, Taking possession of,, use o{ or injury to harbor and river improvements
33 CFR 320.4, General policies for evaluating permit applications
Séction 404 ofthe Clean'WaterAct
Section l0 of the Riyer and Ha¡bors Act of 1899

2. PURPOSE. Recent events have demonstated the need to provide cla¡ification and additional
with proposals to modif, or alter completed
or federally maintained. Often requesß for

¡ontext of Section 404 permitting actions or for
modifications to existing Corpsprojects forthepurposes of O&M. Thiì -rmorãodo- add¡esses
the use ofthe appropriate authority and the proper level ofapproval for such proposals.

3, BACKGROLIND.

a' ER 1165-2-119 provides policy and guidance on the modification of completed Corps of
Engineers projects, and desc¡ibes the specific circumstances under which modiñcations can be
approved and accomplt:h{. 

fn general, proposed significant modification of a completed
project, involving new Federal consfuction or real estate acquisition, and any proposed
modification that would make the project serve new purposer, o, increase tftð ."oi" of seryices
to authorized purposes beyond that intended at the time ãf construction, or to extend services to
new beneficiaries (areas), requires autho¡ization by Congress. There may be instances where
reporting officers fìnd that proposed significant cl
in which case investigations may be undertaken tr
such project modifÌcations. To the extent practice
under existing authorities. Horvever, the circumsl
approved and made are limited, as discussed in the ER, and are briefly summarized below.

b. Forprojects constructed, operated and maintaingd by the Corps, the Corps may, âs part of
its operations and maintenance efforts, make reasonable.ú^og.r anã additions nee¿eá to'

^
b.

d.

f
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CECW-PB
SUBJECT: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer projects

properly operate the project or minimize main

Chief of Engineers also has limited disc¡etion I

constructed projects operated and maintained t
these projects usually requires congressional ar
to coÍect a design deficiency.

c. Gui¡lance on the responsibilities for the o
projects is found in 33 CFR 20g.10. This regul
operating and maintaining the structural sound¡

purpose, or fünctionin& cannot be approved by the;
forwa¡ded through the Division Commande¡ for the
explained hereinäfrer. That change ää""i ",o¡rlinary District O&M resp rrojeõt sion
Cornmande¡ to the Chief of , as discussed in the following f*ugrupt r.

d. Any proposed modification to an existing C
mainùained) that go beyond those modifications re
under 33 USC 408. 33 USC 408 states that the¡e ¡
occup
jetties
terms
suchpropo cupation,
the public i usefirlnerdeterminati ns to Fedr
delegated to the Chief of Engineers.
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suBJEcr: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer projects

4. POLICY.

y non-Federal interest for their own benefit also requires the chief sapproval under 33 USC 408,

5, PROCEDT]RES,

on_ will be provìded with any request for the approval of significant
u_l99ully or federaüy maintaineã corps projeófr"quiri"g the chief

i3 usc 408.

l' A r¡¿ritten request by the non-Federal interests for approval of theproject
mod ifi cati on/alte¡ation.

?. 
scription of .h: 

exisring projecr

4. ,or-"åïÍffedmodification
l' A {escríptíon of any relaúed ongoing Corps studíes/efforts in the watershed
6. A Public Interest Determinatiol
7. Appropriate NEpA docwnentation
8. Any Administrative Reco¡d
9, A discussion of indirest effects

10. A discussion of E.O. I lggg Considerations
1l. Technical Analysis

- Technical adequacyofthe design
- changes in water surface profires and flow díshibution- Assessment of anticipated local and system-wide resultantimpacts, i.e., impacts

on system integrity
- Upsteam of the proposed alterationi, including potential

impacts to gement and watcr contol management pla¡s
of Federal ß within the basín

- A discussion ofresidual risk

aion 404/10 permit d
SC 408 can be done
determination and o

úion on the usefi¡rness of the project, the Distict Engineer will
rnake a recommendation (with suppofing documentation) through the Division conim*ãr, to

I
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CECW-PB
SUBJECT: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration of
Corps of Engineer projects

the Chief
33 USC 4
following ^.,
allowed FoTHeUSACE revieu sr De

c' For locally operated and maintained Corps projects, the operations and maintenance for
any approved project modifications or alterations wil be the responsíbility of the non-f,ej"ial
sponsorand the Project Cooperation Agteement or other appropriate document must be upãutrato address non-Federal sponsor responsibilities for the uppt*rä.odifications.

6' of the
pre

ection 216 oftne 
modifications.

7' Conside¡ation will'be ciygn !o further delegation of the approval authority to a lower level as..1 T:-g"i" more experi.o."-*ith the t¡pes oi"-rrüg.r that are proposed for approval under 33 usc
408.

I
t FOR THE COMÌT{ANDER:
I
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luarcÇ!: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer projects
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COMMENTS OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, LOS ANGELES
DISTRICT, ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT/INTIAL STUDY
AND SECTION 4(Ð EVAIUATION FOR TIIE SOUTI{BOLIND INTERSTATE-4O5
(SAN DIEGO FREEWAY) TO THE U.S. HIGHWAY-I01 (VENTURA FREEWAÐ

CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, DATED APRIL 2OO8

The United States Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps") submits the following
comments on the draft environmental assessment/initial study and section 4(f) evaluation
for the Interstate-405 to Highway- I 01 Connector Improvement Project ("Project"), dated
April2008 ("84").

Although all of the proposed "build" altematives described in the EA would
substantially impact Federal property, the EA does not address critícal elements of the
Corps' flood control, land management, and rcgulatory responsibilities. The draft EA
appears to assume that the Corps' only criterion for evaluating whether to grant relevant
agency approvals is the extent of the Project's effects on the operation of Sepulveda Dam
and the Flood Control Basin. While the Corps does manage the Sepulveda Dam property
for flood control purposes, the Corps has additional responsibilities as the manager and
steward of Federal lands.

The Project would require three separate approvals ÍÌom the Corps; (l) approval
of proposed alterations to the Dam, (2) a grant of an easement to use Federal land
managed by the Corps, and (3) a permit for the Project's impacts upon waters of the
United States. Each of these approvals would require the Corps to evaluate the proposed
Project under one or more Federal statutes and regulations, and each approval would be a
major Federal action for which we, as a Federal agency, would have independent legal
responsibility to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"). These
comments focus primarily upon the areas of the EA most relevant to whether these
approvals could be granted.

The Corps' responsibilities to maintain the safety of its flood control features are
ofparamount importance. Corps review of your proposals is govemed by 33 USC 40g, a
Federal law which requires that, before allowing any alteration, occupation, or use of a
flood control work, the Corps must determine that such use will not be injurious to the
public interest and will not impair the usefulness of such work. The "public ínterest" is a
broad statrdard, which encompasses the full range of requirements set forth in Federal
environmental laws, as well as other Federal statutes and regulations. This d.etermination,
which may only be made by the Chief of Engineers, requires a searching evaluation.

Property acquired by the Corps for the safe and effective operation of a flood
control project must be managed in accordance with Federal regulation and policy, While
prohibiting any use of alteration of a structure that would compromise its integrity or
effectiveness for flood control is an absolute requirement, the Corps must also consider
numerous other factors in determining whether to grant an easement for use of Federal
land managed by the Corps, including environmental considerations,
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As we have noted in our previous conespondence, it had been the hope of the
corps that the environmental document prepared by your agency would support our
environmental requirements as well as those of Caltrans. 

'We 
think it likely, however, that

the Corps could not approve any of the cunently proposed altematives wiihout the
completion of an Environmental Impact Statement (',EIS,).

The impacts of the proposed "build" altematives described in the EA appear to be
significant in terms of both context and intensity. The proposed alternatives ai appear to
require excavation andlor modification of the Dam, with potential impacts to structural
and hydraulic integrity. In addition, all of the proposed "build" altemãtives would require
substantial adverse impacts to the historic property of the Sepulveda Dam, and two of the
alternatives would require substantial impacts to the locally and regionally significant
resotuce of th9 Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. More information should be provided
in the EA to identify altematives not discussed in the EA and explain why they were
discarded.

The following comments.first raise general concerns of the Corps applicable to
any project that proposes to make use of Sepulveda Dam or Sepulveda Basin. Then they
address: (1) the Project's potential impacts upon the dam's operation and the dam as an
historic property; Q) itspotential impacts upon the SepulvedaBasin Wildlife Reserve;
and (3) the formulation and consideration of altematives. We conclude with comments
pointing out miscellaneous errors or omissions that do not fit'r4/ithin the categories above.
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I. General Comments

1) Section 1.5 of the EA states that the Corps is required to give 'þermission" in
order for any portion of the Project to take place on land managed by the Corps. More
accutately, the Corps must grant an easement to Caltrans and/or the Federal Highway
Administration before construction could take place on Corps-managed lands. Before the
Corps may grant such an easement, the Corps is required to comply with the Federal
statutes and regulations governing its Civil Works projects and real estate activities.

2) The Corps is a project-funded organization and does not receive funds from
Congress that would enable us to perform the extensive reviews required to approve a
project of this nature. Pursuant to 10 USC 2695,the Corps is authorized to charge
administrative fees to fund the review of a request for an easement or other interàst in
land that is owned by the United States and managed by the Corps. Such administrative
fees would include the costs of conducting environrnental reviews of the proposed
project. If Caltrans intends to request an easement from the Corps for its proposed
project, as the draft EA indicates, it should enter into negotiations with the Corps to
develop a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") to cover these costs. To avoiã delays,
this should occur as soon as possible. Neither execution of an MOA, nor the receipt of
funds pursuant to it, obligates the Corps in any way to grant an easement or any other
interest in land sought by a project proponent.

3) Section 1.3.1 of the EA reads, in part, "After the public circulation period, all
comments will be considered, and the Department will select a preferred alternative and
make the final determination of the project's effect on the environment. In accordance
with the CalifomiaEnvironmental Quality Act, if no unmitigable significant adverse
impacts are identified, the Department will prepare a Negative Declaration (ND) or
Mitigated ND. Similarly, if the Department determines the action does not significantly
impact the environment, the Department, as assigned by the Federal Highway
Administration, will issue a Finding ofNo Significant Impact (FONSI) in accordance
with the National Envi¡onmental Policy Act (NEPA)." The EA does not describe the
process you intend to undertake should unmitigable significant adverse impacts be found
during this process. The EA should describe the process that will be undertaken should
unmitigable significant impacts be identified.

4) The EA does not include adequate information for the Corps to determine the
size of the easement Caltrans would request under each alternative. The areas of impact
are not consistent throughout the document, and it is unclear whether Caltrans would seek
to incorporate all impacted areas into its transportation facility. The EA should make
clear the total size of easement that Caltrans would request for each alternative.

5) The EA should include a description of the authorizations governing the operation
of the Sepulveda Basin, The Sepulveda Dam flood control project was authorized as part
of the fuvers and Harbors Act of 1936. The Corps of Engineers maintains Sepulveda
Dam and appurtenant flood control facilities. Under the authority of the Flood Control



Act of 1941, the Secretary of the Army granted the City of Los Angeles a license to
develop part of the sepulveda Basin for recreational purposes. That Act was
subsequently supplemented by the more encompassing Flood Control Acts of 1944 aú,
T946,whichprovided nationwide guidelines for recreational developments at Corps
projects. Under the authority of the Flood Control Act of 1944, as amended by the Flood
Control Act of 1946,lwo leases for recreational development were granted - one to the
City and one to a non-profit corporation. The Flood Control Act of 7944, as amended by
the Flood Control Acts of 1946,1954, 7960, and 1962, authorizes the Corps of Engineers
to construct, maintain, and operate public park and recreational facilities at water
resources development projects and to permit local interests to construct, maintain, and
operate such facilities.

6) Executive Order 11988 requires that we avoid, to the extent possible, the long-
and short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of
floodplains and avoid direct or indirect support of floodplain development wherever there
is a practicable altemative. E.O. 11988 is mentioned only in passing in the EA. The EA
should explain how the project would comply with E.O. l l98B.

7) The Corps must ensu¡e compliance with the requirements of 33 USC 408.
Under 33 USC 408, it is

"unlawful for any person to take possession of or make use of for any putpose, or
build upon, alterr...or ín any mønner whatever ímpair the usefutness of any.,.work
built by fie aniled States....ín whole or ín part,,,.to preventfloods...: provided,
That the secretary of the Army may, on the recommendation of the chief of
Engineers, grant permission for the temporary occupation or use of any of the
aforementioned public works when in his judgment such occupation or use will not
be injurious to the public interest: Provided further, that the Secretary may, on the
recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, grant permission for the alteration or
permanent occupation or use of any of the aforementioned public works when in the
judgment of the Secretary such occupation or use will not be injurious to the public
interest and will not impair the usefulness of such work." (Emphasis added.)

Assuming that Caltrans provides us with specific engineering data and information that it
regards as sufftcient to address fully our concerns regarding potential damage to
structural and hydraulic integrity, any alternative that involves building on or altering the
Dam itself would require review and approval by our Headquarters, The evaluation by
the Chief of Engineers of any proposed modification to the Dam would require a detailed
description of the proposed modification, apublic interest determination, a discussion of
indirect effects, and a detailed technical analysis ofdesign adequacy, including a
discussion of residual risk. We are attaching to these comments Corps policy guidance
addressing the implementation of Section 408.

8) The EA acknowledges that the Project would require a Clean Water Act Section
404 Permit. It states, "Because the potential impacts of the proposed Alternatives fall
within an area designated as a retention basin, and because those impacts are estimated to
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be greater than 0.5 acres, the Department believes that this project will fall wìthin the
jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers and would require a Section 404 Permit a¡d
Section 401 Water Quality Certification," (EA 2.3.2).It also states, "Caltrans is required
to delineate wetlands, identify impacts and evaluate avoidance alternatives in the
environmental phase of project development, which is to be performed upon selection of
a preferred alternative and by the time the fural environmental document is circulated."
(Id.) The EA's identification and characterizationof Corps Regulatory jurisdiction, and
irnpacts to our jurisdiction, should be expanded to satisfy Corps Regulatory purposes.
This basic information is required for further analysis of the Project for Section 404
issues.

9) As we noted in our previous letters, no Section 404 permit application or request
for a jurisdictional determìnation for this Project has been received by our Regulatory
Division. In addition, no pre-application meetings have occurred. Section 2.2.2 of theEÃ

' indicates that Caltrans does not intend to seek an Individual or Nationwide Permit until
the Project Specifications and Estimates phase of the project. Regulatory involvement is
encouraged early on in the project development process, especially for those projects
involving larger impacts, or projects that are complex or cont¡oversial in nature. When
the CEQA and NEPA processes are undertaken concurently, the selection of a preferred
altemative is premature without advance coordination with the Corps' Regulatory
Division, A permit may be issued under Section 404 of the Clean'Water Act only for the
least environmentally damaging practicable altemative that meets the project purpose
(LEDPA). Absent early involvement, viable alternatives, including a potential LEDPA,
may be prematurely dismissed.

Procedures for such coordination have been memonalized in a Memorandum of
Understandirrg for the NEPA and Clean Water Act Section  }4lntegration Process for
Federal Aid Surface Transportation Projects in Califomia (April 2006), to which Caltrans
is a signatory. More generally, such advance coordination is also required by the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU), Section 6002.

l0) The Corps decision on any permit request would occur after the Section 408
determination but prior to determining whether any easement request may be approved.
The evaluation of a Section 404 application can and should proceed concurrently with the
evaluation of other factors relevant to the final decision of the Corps.

II. Potential Impacts Upon Sepulveda Dam

1) Our letters to Caltrans of June and October 2007 statedthat we needed assurances
and detailed information demonstrating that any features proposed will not reduce the
structural stability of any dam feature under any design loading condition. We also
expressed concern regarding effects on the hydraulic integrity of the spillway. In
addition, access must be maintained to all dam features for personnel and equipment for
operation, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and flood fighting. The EA does not
provide detailed information on the structural, hydraulic, and access issues.



2) From the limited information that is provided in the Environmental Assessment
regarding the specific impacts to the dam embankment and spillway, the Corps is
concemed that the proposal appears to include cutting into andlor excavatingthe
embankment, The EA states,

"The elevated connectors that pass through the dam spilway will be
approximately fifty (50) feet high, the same approximate height as the
Sepulveda Dam gates. The USACE service road adjacent to northbound
101 will be realigned to accommodate the new connector, which would
drop down on top of the earthen embankment as it merges with
northbound 101 . The proposed encroachment on the embankment is
approximately 550 feet long and 39 feet wide. A retaining wall rvill be
built along the earthen embankment (northbound US-l01) to mitigate for a
loss of volume in the reservoir due to the realigned service road.... [T]he
dam embankment along northbound us-101 will be excavated for
footings for the descending ramp structure, the retaining wall and the
realigned USACE access road (1.07 acres). This alternative would...
entail the physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property.
Additionally, this altemative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the
Sepulveda Dam ... as the elevated structures to be built through the dam
spillway (4.93 acres) and upon the earthen embzulkment, as well as the
proposed retaining wall, are alterations of the property that are not
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties (36 cFR part 68) and applicable guidelines.
Moreover, this alternative would constitute an Adverse Effect on the
Sepulveda Dam under Adverse Effect Criterion 2(iv) as the addition of
elevated freeway connector ramps through the dam spillway, a¡rd the
utilization of the earthen embankment for the descending freeway
connector ramp, change the character of the sepulveda Dam's use (flood
control) and physical features within the dam setting that contribute to its
historic significance." (EA 2.1.7 , p. 85).

It also includes the following statement: ". .. [A]11 four (4) of the proposed project design
alternatives call for a direct encroachment on portions of the dam structure itsel{ and
therefore, may potentially/theoretically pose an adverse impact to its structural integrity
and a reduction to its flood volume storage capacity." (F,A2.2.1,p. gg)

The Corps cannot consent to any action which could impair the structural integrity
of Sepulveda Dam or interfere with its operation. Also, any structure that spans over the
dam without affecting the embankment must maintain space for access by personnel and
equipment. The specific dimensions of such space requirements should be coordinated
with Corps staff. The potential impacts to the spillway arc not clear from the information
provided, but these impacts would also require close evaluation by Corps personnel.
Please provide additional detailed information on the impacts to the dam and the
spillway.
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3) The Corps must ensure compliance with the requirements of 33 USC 408,
Assuming that Calt¡ans is able to demonstrate that its specific proposals would not impair
the structural integrity of Sepulveda Dam or interfere with its ópeiation, they appear to
trigger the need for a Section 408 review, as described in our general commLnti^above.

4) The EA reveals that each of the alternatives has the potential to impact the Corps,
Service Road. The Service Road is a critical operational feature of the dam and is
heavily used by personnel for the day{o-day operation and maintenance activities as well
as for the dam's periodic inspections. It is essential that any modifications to the Service
Road ensure that the Corps does not lose any existing use olthe road. The EA should
explain in detail the manner in which Caltrans proposes to modifythe Se¡vice Road,
including how it would provide access to the dam during construðtion of any
modification to the Service Road

5) Caltrans has previously been provided with a copy of SPD Regulation 1l l0-2-I
related to land development proposals at Corps ¡eseryoir projects. The EA should discuss
the plan for adhering to that regulation.

6) It is the Corps' understanding that tlre presence of freeway structures on Corps-
mänaged property may result in an increased homeless population because the homeless
often shelter undemeath freeway structures. The Corps is concemed that the possibility of
human habitation under freeway structures on Corps-managed property may result in
potential safety risks during flood season as well as damage to adjäceni natural resources.
The presence of freeway structures may attract increased vandalism and defacement of
Corps land a¡rd structures. Freeways often result in increased trash from a variety of
sources, particularly from litter from passing traffic. It is the experience of the Córps that
an increase in the homeless population and the presence of vandals can also lead tó an
inc¡ease in trash and debris. The EA does not discuss the increase in these elements or
how the increase will impact the Wildlife Reserve or dam operations area. The EA
should be amended to describe these elements and how they will affect the Wildlife
Reserve, dam operations area, and the other recreational elements of the basin. The EA
should also describe what, if any, mitigation measures are planned to alleviate these
impacts, and which agency or agencies would be responsible for the costs associated with
these issues.

7) The EA states that Alternatives 1,2, and3 would impact the dam's spillway,
embankment, and reduce the reservoir's project storage space by 49,014 cubic feet.-The
EA should explain the methodology used to compute the loss of 49,014 cubic feet of
storage for each altemative.

8) Section 2.1.7 of the EA, entitled "Cultural Resources," states that a Historic
Property survey Report, completed by caltrans in January 2007, concludes that
Sepulveda Dam, including the outlet works, structures, spillway, earthen embankment,
and reservoir, is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, a conclusion with
which the State Historic Preservation Officer concurs. The EA does not contain a full
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explanation of how Caltrans reached that conclusion, The Corps suggests that the EA
expærd the explanation and incorporate the following description of Sepulveda Dam's
historic status.

Sepulveda Dam (the Dam) is a structure that is eligíble for the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). A property is considered eligible for
listing on the NRHP if it meets rc or more of the following criteria:

The quality of signif,rcance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures,
and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association and

a) that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

b) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our
past; or

c) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master,
or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction; or

d) that have yielded, or may be likely to fleld, information
important inprehistory or history. (36 CFR g 60.4)

In addition to significance, a property must also have physical integrity to
be listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP. Integrity does not demand
absolute pudty, but the historic property must be a "preservable entity"
that still communicates what makes it significant.

The Dam has protected lives and propbrty, as well as permitted ttre
development of the very densely populated area around the Dam (i.e., the
San Fernando Valley, America's fi¡st suburb), which is a very important
region in the development of the State of California and the United States
as a whole. Without Sepulveda Dam, and the Los Angeles County
Drainage Area (LACDA) of which it is an element, the development of
Los Angeles as we know it could not have occurred. This makes the Dam
an integral part of Los Angeles history and therefore American history as
well, It satisfies criterion a.

The Dam's designers and builders (i.e., the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Los Angeles District) could be considered persons significant
in our past, satisfying criterion b.

Under criterion c, Sepulveda Darn evokes the distinctive characteristics of
the important Works Progress Administration ("WPA") period of
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American History (1935-1943). The particular architectural style is
known as PWA Moderne, which is closely associated with federal
architecture (Ewing-Toledo2007:23). One unique feature of the spillway
is the moveable panels to raise or lower its elevation ('Wormer 1985:117),

Being an excellent example of wPA period structures, it conveys a sense
of the importance of the period and the immensity of its impact for
American society. Unlike many WPA structures which were small bridges
not significant on their own, it is a very large and visua[y impressive
structure. Therefore, it serves a valuable ¡ole for researchers of Americari
history, For this reason, among others, the Dam satisfies criterion d.

Finall¡ the Dam is definitely a'þreservable entity" that still conveys what
makes it significant. Its appearance remains distinctive, and it maintains
its physical integrity and functionality.

9) In the Corps' opinion, the Project would result in significant impacts to the
historic qualities of Sepulveda Dam that could not be easily mitigated. Thus, it appears
that the Corps could not grmt an easement for the Project unless an EIS is prepared. In
support of this conclusion, the Coqps considered the fact that blocking the views of the
dam with the proposed connector would result in substa¡rtial impairment to the viewshed
and the historic character of the Dam, along with other impacts. The dam is iconic,
having appeared in many films and television advertisements. The dam is an important
example ofPWA Modeme architecture and of federal engineering. In addition,lhe Dam
and its setting comprise a visual document of Los Angeles, past.

l0) Furthermore, the connector structure itself would be anticipated to interfere with
aesthetic features of the Dam that provide important contributing elements. According to
the EA, it appears that the dam itself would be physically altered by the proposal. (EA
2.1 .7). As noted above, the Corps could not permit excavation of the embærkment or
other modifications that would interfere with the dam's structural integrity; assuming
they would not, these changes would likely affect the historical values of the Dam,
Although Caltrans proposes to coordinate the design of the connector with that of the
dam, the inclusion of the connector would still detract fiom the appearance of the dam.
While some mitigation through Historic Ame¡ican Buildings Survey / Historic American
Engineering Record ("HABS/HAER") would be possible, data recovery carurot fully
mitigate the impacts to the historic structure. For these reasons, it appears an EIS would
be required to fully assess the impacts proposed to the Dam. The EA should address this.

1 l) The Corps notes that the preliminary proposals to mitigate for loss of volume in
Section 2,2.1 would require additional review, For example, one mitigation proposal
includes "Widening the existing di¡t canal inside the basin between Route 405 and
Woodley Avenue (Haskell Channel). This proposal will fuIfillrequirements to ìncrease
storage volume inside the basin and no water impounded," Haskell Channel operates as a
riparian conidor which has been the subject of planting by local groups. Excavating
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Haskell Channel would require additional permitting and environmental compliance from
various agencies as well as additional mitigation,

ilr. Potential Impacts upon the sepulveda Basin wildrife Reserve

l) Please add the phrase "locally and regionally significært wildlife reserve" to the
firstparagraph of Section2.2.l of theEAonpage 85. Theparagraphwouldthenread:

"The Los Angeles River drains the vast watershed of the San Fernando
valley and surrounding mountains-finally emptying into the pacific
ocean at Long Beach. In years of heavy rainfall, this normally tame
watercourse becomes a mighty force, as was the case in l93g when
torrential rains caused the river to flood adjacent farms and homes.
Consequently, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers channelized the river
and built the Sepulveda Dam to capture and hold floodwaters for later
gradual release down the river. Except for infrequent but dramatic flood
episodes, this otherwise dry-land flood control basin, most of which is
leased from the corps by the city of Los Angeres Department of
Recreation & Parks, plays host to diverse uses today including athletic
fields, agriculture, golf courses, a fishing lake, parklands, á r.*ug"
treatrnent facility, ønd a locally and regionally significant wildlife'
r eserve." (Added language italicized.)

2) The EA should discuss more fully the ecological signíñcance of the Wildlife
Reserve. The Corps considers the Wildlife Rese¡ve to be locally and regionally
significant; in reaching this conclusion, the Corps looked at the purpose and use of the
wildlife area as well as the land surrounding the Witdlife Rese¡ve. The Corps provides
the following information regarding the significance of the wildlife refuge and requests
that it be incorporated into the EA.

The wildlife Reserve plays an important role regionally and
locally in providing wildlife habitat and opporhrnities for exploration of
that habitat in an extremely urbanized and built-out part of the Los
Angeles basin. Any loss of wildlife habitat from this area would be
extremely difficult to replace. The wildlife area was developed with the
following objectives; develop a wetlands system; enhance habitat for
wildlife; increase wildlìfe interpretive opportunities within the eastem
podion of the Flood Control Basin.

Improvements to the area have been made through several
initiatives. Both the corps and the city of Los Angeles have spent
substantial funds on the area through cost-sha¡ed improvements such as
creation of the wildlife lake, plantings, and restoration measures, Local
conservation and community groups have also made substantial
investments of time and resources. As a result of these improvements, the
sepulveda Basin wildlife Reserve is a unique area of open space and
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biodiversity located in the middle of an urban arca. rt is a riparian,
grassland, woodland, and aquatic habitat for numerous species of plants
and animals, including numerous species of resident and migratory birds.

This wildlife area is unique in the San Fernando Valley and was
specifically set aside as an area for both ecological development and for
viewing of wildlife by locals in an otherwise developed portion of
southem California. In addition to its functions in providing wildlife
habitat in the middle of an urban area, the Wildlife Reserve is also a place
for humans to recreate and commune with nature. The san Fernando
Valley Audubon chapter conducts numerous programs in the north reserve
area, leading activities for nearly five thousand children and adults
annually. In addition to these organized educational programs are
thousands of additíonal visits by individual bird watchers, photographers,
families with small children, and other nature lovers. The monthly
Sunday walks for San Fernando Valley Audubon Society bring about five
hundred visitors annually,

3) Some of the improvements to the Wildlife Reserve were undertaken as mitigation
for impacts of increased rec¡eation plans within the Basin. In addition, a court order
required the fonnation of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Areas Consortium, consisting of
local environmental groups, to oversee the spending of fines levied on two local
companies that spilled hazardous materials into Haskell Creek. The EA should include a
discussion of the impact of the proposal on these mitigation requirements.

4) The Size and Location of Impact fuea/Volume section of the EA states on pages
11 and 14 thatAltemative 2 \¡ulrll encroach on2.64 acres of the wildlife refuge whereas
Alternative 3 will encroach on 292 acres of the wildlife refuge. It appears thatthe2.64-
acre value and the 2.92-acre value account for the fooþrint of the proposed structure
only. The diagrams that accompany the description of Alternatives 2 and 3 show that a
large portion of the wildlife refuge will be su¡rounded by roadways on all sides creating a
de facto highway median out of a portion of the wildlife refuge. The EA should describe
the full acreage of the de facto highway mediarl in the Size and Location of Impact
Area,/Volume section and should evaluate its reasonably foreseeable impacts upon the use
of the areaby wildlife.

5) The Corps has performed a prelimìnary analysis of the impacted acreage of
Alternatives 2 and 3 which includes the de facto median area. Our calculations suggest
that the total area impacted, including the de facto median area, will be no less than 14
acres. Both the area taken for the connector sfructures themselves and the area
segmented from the remainder of the refuge as a median should be considered directly
impacted ateas for the purpose of the EA, and the EA should be amended to reflect the
full area of direct impact. Including the de facto median in the area of direct impact will
require additional analysis under Section 4(Ð (49 USC 303,23 USC 138), It is not clear
from the EA whether an easement would be requested over the entire segmented area, but
the de facto median or segmented area should be considered as proposed for use. Under
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Section 4(Ð, a site is considered used when land is taken by a project or the project has
significant adverse ait, water, noise, land accessibilitX aesthetic, or other envi¡onmental
irnpacts on or around the site. (See 23 CFR77 4.I1). Because the segmented area would
face proximity impacts and be isolated in a way that would substantially impair the
protected features and activities, the EA should address these impacts,

6) The Corps believes that the construction of multiJane ramps on the east side of
the Wildlife Reserve, close to the wildlife lake, would cause ineparabLe damage to the
reserve by fragmentation of the landscape and by pollution. The damage caused by ar',
light, noise, and ground pollution, due to construction and to indeflnite vehicle use,
would be likely to pollute the lake, damage and/or remove sunounding vegetation and
trees, fragment the habitat, eliminate a foraging area, and inc¡ease the invasion of non-
native or exotic plant species. The EA should include additional discussion of these
impacts and include a plan to mitigate for this damage,

7) The EA asserts that "although there may be temporary disruptions or impacts
during the construction phase, there are not anticipated to be any permanent direct or
indirect impacts to [wildlife species identified in the biological study area] resulting from
the project." (EA, 2.3.4). The EA should explain the basis for its conclusion that the
project will not have any permanent impacts upon the wildlife thatmake use of the
refuge. The e4planation should address with scientific evidence the Corps' concem that
the addition of freeway overpriss on- and/or ofÊramps in the eastern portion of the
Wildlife Reserve would seriously fragment the'current habitat, which, among other
impacts, would likely damage it for raptor or goose foraging. Currentl¡ the eastem
portion of the Wildlife Reserve is open habitatwith scattered Baccharls sp. especially
conducive for birds of prey and serves as a nesting a¡ea for avanety of bird species. This
is also the main Ca¡ada goose foraging area in the Iù/ildlife Reserve. The Corps is
concemed that the functions provided by the existing a¡ea would be damaged, and the use
of the area cut offfrom the rest of the reserve would result in less overall area for use by
the animal species that are currently within the area.

8) On page 3 8 of the EA, under the section entitled "sepulveda Basin Recreation
Atea," the last two sentences of the first paragraph read, "It features a lake with a bird-
refuge island, extensive native plant revegetation, and some of the best bird-watching
opporhrnities in the Los Angeles Basin. Migratory birds gather here in the fall and
winter, and are strongly attracted to water within the basin." This statement is not
cornpletely accurate. Please replace the last sentence with the following: "Migratory
birds gather here in the spring, fall and winter, and are strongly attracted to water withín
the basin. Included in the spring migratory birds is the least Bell's vireo, afederally
endangered species, which, according to suryeys in 2005, 2007, and 2008, breeds and
nests within one thousandfeet of rhe proposed project." (Added language italicized.)

9) The EA contains limited information on impacts to vegetation, though it notes
that twenty-five to thirty of the coast live oaks bordering Burbank Boulevard would
likely have to be removed. Some of these trees were planted using mitigation funds as
described in our comments above. In recognition of their value to the area, coast live oaks
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are protected under a City of Los Angeles ordinance. The EA should explain the impacts
to the functions provided by vegetation in the area, including but not limited to the
impacts upon coast live oaks.

10) The EA does not discuss the noise impacts to the wildlife refuge in Section 2.2.7,
mentioning fhe area only as "undeveloped land," and the 4(f) discussion mentions noise
impacts only briefly. The serenity and quiet provided for wildlife and for human visitors
are important attributes of the area. In the Corps' opinion, the wildlife refuge should be
evaluated as an area in which serenity and quiet are important characteristics, with a
Noise Abatement Criteria of 57 dBA, The Supplemental Traffic and Construction Noise
Sh:dy Report (November 2006) provided to the Corps suggests that substantial temporary
noise impacts from construction will occur, The study further suggests that overall noise
levels will rise in certain areas of the wildlife refuge. The EA should provide a detailed
discussion of noise impacts to the wildlife refuge and include information on how
Caltrans proposes to mitigate these impacts,

i 1) The ability to view wildlife in the San Femando Valley is an important value of
the Wildlífe Reserve that should be discussed in the EA. Los Angeles is considered 'þark
poor," as open qpace in the region is exhemely limited in comparison to other major
urban areas. The Sepulveda and Hansen Basins are the only accessible, designated,
protected wildlife viewing areas within the San Ferna¡rdo Valley. If Alternative2 or 3
were constructed, the viewing opportunities provided, along with the sense of "wild
nature" that is avulable, would be seriously reduced. As noted above, the Wildlife
Reserve is used by school goups and environmental organizations for educational
pulposes. A discussion in the EA of the effects of habitat fragmentation on wildlife
should also incorporate an examination of the potential impacts on the ability of human
users to view wildlife in the area.

12) The Sepulveda Dam Master Plan dated 1981 reflects on the Sepulveda Basin as a
regional park oriented to a population (i.e., noted as of 1981 as 335,000) and area of the
four districts surounding the basin: Encino-Tarzana, Reseda-west Van Nuys, van
Nuys-North Sherman Oaks, and Sherman Oaks- Studio City. According to the Master
Plan, "The area of the Sepulveda Basin correlates generally with criteria set by the City
of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks, calling for six acres of regional park
land for each 1,000 people. On the basis of the present regional population, 2,790 acres
should be provided." The EA should assess how the various altematives will affect the
Sepulveda Basin's ability to continue to ñrnction as a Regiorial Park and how Caltrans
plans to mitigate for its project's impact upon parks and wildlife viewing in the region.

l3) To a substantial extent, the impacts to the Wildlife Reserve noted in our
comments could be difficult to mitigate because there is no large parcel of land available
in the immediate area to add to the wildlife area as compensatory mitigation. The
mitigation proposals included in the EA are vague ancl do not appear to address the
Corps' specific concems. The EA should elaborate on the mitigation proposals and how
they would compensate for the values and functions of the wildlífe Reserve.
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14) Given that Altemative I does not directly impact the Wildlife Reserve while
Alternatives 2 and 3 substantially impact the Reserve, it is not clear how the EA reached
the conclusion that the estimated mitigation costs for Alternatives 2 and 3 would be
identical to the mitigation costs for Alternative 1. The EA should explain the basis for
the cost estimates provided.

15) All of the proposed build altematives have an adverse impact on the historic
property located in the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin; however, only two of the
altematives have an impact on the Wildlife Reserve. Based on this, it appears that there
is a feasible and prudent alternative to impacting the Wildlife Reserve and that the
altematives that impact on the Reserve may not be constructed in light of the provisions
of Section 4(f). The EA should either so state or explain how Caltrans has reached a
different conclusion.

1 6) The description of 'þros" for Altern ative 2 contains the statement, "Due to the
constricted loop on-ramp, the encroachment onto the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife refuge is
minimized to the maximum extent." While the proposed impact to the Wildlife Reserve is
less than that of Alternative 3, the EA presents an ahemative that avoids all impacts to
the Wildlife Reserve. The EA should cor¡ect the statement to reflect the relative impacts
of the altematives with respect to the Wildlife Reserve.

17) Section 2.2.1 of the EA reads inpart, "Environmental Coordination with the U.S.
Arrny Corps of Engineers has been ongoing since 2003, and the Department submitted to
the Corps the projectNahual Envi¡onment Study Report (biological study) and the
Floodplain Evaluation Report (including the 5 mitigation proposals) on June 19, 2007 for
their input review, and comment. As of the date of this Draft EAIIS, the Corps is still
reviewing those materials." This statement and a simila¡ statement in Section 2.3.2 are
not completely accurate. The Corps did not receive the Floodplain Evaluation Report
until March 2008. Further, Caltrans declined to share with the Corps the analysis
contained in the draft EA and a(Ð statement until Ma¡ch 2008.

Page 739 of the EA states incorrectly that the Floodplain Evaluation Report and
the Historic Preservation Study were provided to the Corps in June 2007. The Corps
received a number of documents from Caltrans in June 2007, including an agenda;
colored depictions of the proposed alternatives; a written description of the proposed
alternatives; a Natural Environmental Study Report; a Supplemental Traffic and
Construction Noise Study Report; and a "Summary of VA Altematives." The Floodplain
Evaluation Report was not among those reports. When, in a letter dated December 27 ,

2007, Caltrans stated that the Floodplain Evaluation Report had been provided to the
Corps at the June 2007 meeting, the Corps contacted Caltrans to obtain a copy of the
report and was told that it was not provided to the Corps in June 2007. The Corps' point
of contact at Caltrans attempted to send an electronic version to the Corps at that time,
but the electronic document sent to the Corps was not properly narned; Caltrans instead
provided a mislabeled second copy of the Location Hydraulic Study at that time, Thé
Floodplain Evaluation Report was not provided tô the Corps until March 17 ,2008.
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The Historic Preservation Study was not provided to the Corps at the June 2007
meeting. At the meeting, a representative of Caltrans advised the Corps that they were
almost finished preparing that portion of the report. The Corps requested a copy of the
report atthattime, but fhe request was denied because the document was not ready for
distribution.

The Corps has been objecting to the proposed encroachment into the Wildlife
Reserve since 2003. At the meeting that took place in June 2007 , the Corps requested
that Caltrans consider some altematives that did not require encroaching on the Wildlife
Reserve. Caltrans has added no feasible altematives that avoid the Wildlife Reserve.
Additional rejected altematives C and D were added to the list of infeasible options
following the June 2007 meeting. The goal of those proposals when formulated by
Caltrans was to avoid not only the Wildlife Reserve, but all lands managed by the Corps,
While the Corps would like to avoid impacts on both the Wildlife Reserve and the dam,
the Corps renews its request for the EA to recommend an alternative that avoids the
Wildlife Reserve.

IV. The X'ormulation and Consideration of Alternatives

1) The EA does not adequately describe the genesis of its purpose and need
statement. For example, the Corps is concemed that the selection of alternatives may
have been artificially conshained by the inclusion of a specific connector solution (i.e.,
replacement of the single,20-mph corurector with a two-lære, 50-mph connector) or by
economic considerations that improperly regard the Fede¡al lands as free. The EA should
include more information on the level of service and volume flow the project seeks to
achieve and any cost analysis that was employed in formulating or screening out
alternatiyes.

2) Very little information is provided about the alternatives' pedormance in
satisfying the purpose and need. Whiie some information is provided on reduction of
weaving segments and traffic delay cost savings, more information on the results that
each alternative is projected to achieve in meeting the purpose and need should be
included in the EA.

3) In June 2007, Caltrans met with the Corps to discuss the Project. At that time,
Caltrans explained that Altemative A was rejected because it included slip ramps, which
are generally not recommended by the Federal Highway Administration ("FHWA"). At
that time, Altemative 4, now described as "recently rejected," was still being promoted as
a feasible alternative. Caltrans did not disclose to the Corps that Alternative 4 included
slip ramps and was not recommended by the FHWA. The EA should explain why this
information was not provided to the Corps in June 2007. The EA should also address
what changes might be made to the design of A.lternative 4 or its alignment that would
allow its construction without slip rarnps.

4) ln the EA, Caltrans has provided some infbrmation on the alternatives dismissed
based on FHWA policy, as we requested in our October 2007 letter. The EA cites the
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FHWA policy and explains that slip ramps are discouraged. The EA also states that
"FHWA has already once denied Caltrans' request for a slip ramp design exemption."
The EA should include information conceming æry discussions that Caltrans has had
with FHWA of using slip ramps on this project or suggestions from FHWA concernins
potential altematives to slip ramps.

5) The Corps is concemed that alternatives that would be prudent under the Section
4(f) analysis may have been overlooked in scoping. Section 4(f) of the Department of
Transportation Act of 1966 predates NEPA and contaíns a prescriptive element. When
public land qualifìes for protection under Section 4(f), it pérmits the land's use for a
highway project only if there is no prudent and feasible alternative. In addition, the
concept of prudence is broade¡ tha¡r that of reasonableness under NEPA. In order to rule
out an avoidance altemative under Section 4(Ð, the alternative must be infeasible or
imprudent rather than unreasonable. As stated in FHWA guidance, "... [S]imply because
under NEPA an altemative (that meets the purpose and need) is determined to be
unreasonable, does not by definition mean it is imprudent under the higher substantive
test of Section 4(f). Therefore, it is possible for an alte¡native that was examined but
dismissed during the preliminary NEPA alternative screening process to still be a feasible
and prudent avoidance altemative under Section 4(f). Inotherwords, there is more room
to reject alternatives as uffeasonable under NEPA than there is to find those same
alternatives are imprudentunder Section 4(Ð." (FHVA Policypaper, 5). The EA should
clarify where alternatives were dismissed due to imprudence rather than
urueasonableness. To properly evaluate the prudence of altematives, the costs and
impacts of avoidance altematives should be compared to the ímpacts and costs of a
typical project of the kind in a comparable setting.

6) Section 4(f) requires that no use of a 4(f) resource be made unless there is no
feasible and prudent avoidance alternative and that all possible planning has been
undertaken to minimize irnpacts to the 4(f) resource. The EA should include additional
information on whether certain alternatives could be modified or refined further to reduce
impacts to the 4(f) resources at issue.

'7) The set of alternatives considered before the public scoping pÌocess occurred
appeil to include a wider range of possibilities than those included in the EA. The Corps
would like more information on the viability of the discarded altematives considered but
not discussed in the EA.

8) The Corps would like additional information concerning whether the impacts of
the build alternatives on the dam could be reduced by moving the alignment of the NB
101 connector to the south and/or east, potentially affecting the Haskell Avenue
interchange but avoiding the dam. In examining the alternatives considered in materials
developed before the EA or the public scoping, it appears that Caltrans considered
modifications or elimination of part or all of the Haskell Avenue Interchange to eliminate
weaving issues, The EA should address why this alternative was dropped from
consideration, and whether it could be used in combination with and/or to modifv
Alternative 1 to reduce impacts to the dam.

t
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9) The EA should provide more information on whether altemative ramp designs
could be used for the Burbank Boulevard ramp. In particular, the EA should address
whether there are other ramp designs, such as a roundabout or a single point urban
interchange, that would occupy space comparable to the existing right of way.

10) In our letter of October 2007, we noted that a calculation of the costs of each
altemative should include a calculation of the fair market value of Federal land. The cost
analysis provided does not include a calculation of the fair market value of the land of the
United States. Without this information, alternatives cannot be compared fairly.

V. Miscellaneous Comments

l) The phrase "five (4) alternatives" appears on page 7, Section 1.3 of the EA and
again on page 4 of the Section 4(f) portion of the document. This typographical error
should be corrected.

2) The Corps manages land owned by the United States in the Sepulveda Dam Flood
Controi Basin. The United States, not the Corps, owns the land and facilities.
Throughout the EA, there are references to land or facilities owned by the Corps. These
references are not accurate. Please correct this language within the document.

3) On page 38, under the section entitled "Sepulveda Basin Recreation A¡eà," the
EA reads in part, "The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is the only unpaved shetch of
the Los Angeles Rivet, which is also a source of reclaimed water for the area and the
Donald C, Tillrnan Water Reclamation Plant." This statement should be corrected. The
Tillman Water Reclamation Plant, and not the Los Angeles River, is a source of
reclaimed water for the a¡ea. The reclaimed water flows into the Los Angeles River. In
additioq the Sepulveda Basin does not contain the only unpaved stretch of the Los
Angeles River, though the stretch of the river does play an important role in the area,

4) The "Impacf' column for Alternative2 and Alternative 3 on Table g,located on
page 46 of the EA, should be amended by adding a sentence that reads, "Unlike
Alternative 1, this Alternative also poses right-oÊway impacts to the Wildlife Refuge, a
Section 4(f) protected property."

i
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DEPARTMËNT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANOËLES DISTRICT, GORPE OF ENGINEEBS

F,O BOX ã32111

LoS ANeËLË9, oALIFORNTA S00ð3.2r2ö

Junc 4,2008

REPLY ÏO

A1'l'r¡NÏrÖN 0Ë

Assct Mnnngernent Division

Irrfr, Ronald J. Kosiuski
Deputy [Jì stri ct Director
Þivi sion ol' Envitotrrnerttal P lanlri ng

Calitbrnia Departrncnt o:f Trnnsportation, District 7

100 SouthMnin $trcet, N4S.16A

Los Angeles, Celifornia 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinskir

Thie is iu rcsponsc to your lcttcr dntcd Mhy t, 2008. which wo rccçivçd Mny 20, 2008, reqttesting

thc U,S, Army Corps ol'Enginccrs' ("Corps") conrhrerìts on thc drttft Mcmor$ndum of Agroorncrrt
(MOA) l¡etwcen thc California Depnrtment of 'l'rattsportotion and tlrc State l:listotic Preservation Office
pursunnt to g f 06 of the Nntionnl þlistoric Prcse rvntion Act (NHPA), The druft MOA includcs mcffiurr's

to nritigate adverse irnpnots to the Sepulvedn Dnnt, a proper'ly cligiblo for listing on the Nntional Register

of [{istoric Plnocs, ss a rçsult ofCaltrans' proposcd construction ofa nçw Southbound Interstnte"405 to

tlre U.S. l{igftway"l.0 | ¡onnector (the "Projcct"). The Corps hæ reviewed the dr¡ft MOÂ nnd offcrs thc
'fol lowing çotrtntêltts,

l, Tho ÇurretrI MOA invitcs fho Corps to purticipate in the MO¡1, us u consulting party, Bccousc
the Corps muurges the land owned bythe Unitcd Stoto,c ln thc Sepulvedn Bnsin in wlrich purt ol'tlte
proposed Prqiect woulcl occur orrd, ns stoted in our letter dated Mny 28, 2008, ctlmmctttirtg on Caltrans'

draft EnvirounrcntalAssessment (EA) for thc Project, the Projcct appçsrs to require three sepnrute

npprovuls fronr the Corps. Such approvflls constitutc ntr "undertnking" ns tlcfinccl in 36 C"F,R^ $
800,16(y) tbr which thc Curps must individtrnlly conrply wíth tho roquiremcttts of $ 106 of the Nl-lPA.
ln lieu of scþorntc MOAs evidencing cnch ngcrtoy's corrrpliance with $ 106 of thc NFIPA, wc roqucst that

Caltruns revise the MOA to include botlr ngcncy's undcrtakings, tho potentinl to cttuse efTects on historic
pt'opcrtics. thc rncn$ures to nvoid, nrirrinrize or rnitigote such ¡tclvc¡sc cfftcts rolatcd to cnch urrdertakittg,

and the rolcs nnd responsibilities of cnch ¿tg$rlcy under the MOA; our Rgetlcy should bc inclutlccl ns a

s¡gnfltory to tlrç MOA, ns roviscd, pursusnt to 36 Ç.F.R' $ 800.6(c)(l).

2, Whilc the dralì MOA ststcs thut Cnltrnns hag dccicled thcrc nrc no oll,crnntivcs tr"r advorsoly

nilbcling the darrr, we hnvc not yet independently rerrchcd such docisiott, As our Çonuìleilts on Cnltrans'

drqll EA stntc, nn ,Elvironnrentnl Lnrpact Statcntcnt (ÉlS) is likely to be necessnry for ony grrutt of
npproval lior inrpncts to thp danr, nn cnocnrcnï for thc right oliway, and Çlenn Woter Act {i 404 perntit.
'l'here[orc, ut tlris tittc. wc cnnnot clcterrnirre rnitigntion tbr ns-ychunknown itnpnots of our prrtcntinl

npprovcls,
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3. Pursuant to 36 C.F,lt. $ 800,6(a)( lXìXI\), wc dosiro to havo tho Advisory Counoil on Historio
Prescrvstion nctivcly pnrticipntc in thc oonsultation und bc inoluded ns n signatory to thc M0d,

4, Recitnl :four of tlte dtntl MOA stntes thnt thc Corps oËr"ccs to Caltrons ns tho '1l,csd .Fcdcrnl
Agcncy" for the undeftnlcittg. lllhc Corps hns rrot ptovidcd Çnltrnns with ur agreenlent designatirrg
Crltrarrs ns tho "Lcnd Fcdcral Agcrrcy," pursurht to 36 C,F,R, $ 800.2(a)(2), to scrvc as tho agcncy
of{ìciul t0 nçt on our behnlf t'or thc purposc of ttrlfÌlling thc collective rcsponsibilitiçs undcr g 106" We
Erç ltot prcpared to do so at this timc,

Wc bclieve that it would be plctttuturc nt tltís timo to furthor nogotiatc or çxççutc an MOA
addrossing ntit¡got¡on rncÄsilrcs lbr inrpaots to the danr, when we hnve not yet beën nl¡le to unnlyze iully
the inrpncts of uny spooi:fic proposrl lbr acconrplishing Ctltrans' purposc, or to cxaminc indcpendcntly

whcther thçre are altcrn¿tivcs th¿rt would acoomplish fhe sanrç purposç whilc avoiding or reducirrg the
inrpocts. Wlrilc wo wish to continue to coordinnte with you in tlrc spirit of coopcrotion, wc cnnflot
consult on a MOA for historic prcscrvation urrtil wc hnve assçssçd irrrpnots ín nn EIS supporting the
rcquirod Fçdernl actions,

¡ I um forwarding a copy of this lcttcr to Mr. Gary lvcrson, Divisitu of Environmental Plnnning,Ð 
Cnlifornia Dcpartrncnt ofil'runsportution, .District 7, 1.00 South Main $treet, MS. l6A, Los Angeles,

r Califonria900l2; M.r, Milford Woyne .Donaldson, FÄ,IA, State Histori of
I Historic Pre$ervation,.P.O. Box 942896, Sacranrento. Californis 9429
r Advisory Gouncil on Historic Preservatiorr, Þirector, Offiee of Federn

Council on [.listoric Prescrvatiorr,t 100 Pcnnsylvanin Avenue NW, Suite 809,Old Post OflTcc Building
I Wæhington, DC 2004,
t

Should you hnve nny qucstions cortccrning tJrc intbnnation pt'esentecl in this lettcr, plcnse contuct

I Kntie B. .Purks, Asset Managcnrent Division, nt thc addross abovo or by telephone at (213) 452-3399.

I

f 
Sinccrely,

I
-71^r^r** 4^- W"--*^
Thelesn M. Knplrrn U
Chic{i .Asaot Munngcrnent Division
Los Angeles District
U.S^ Arrny Corps of Englnoers
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DEPARTMËNT OÍ" TFIE ARMY
LOS J\NGETES DTSTRTCT, CORÞS OT ENGINEERS
RECREATION RESOURCË MANAGEMËNT
cEsPL-Cô-O-R
P.0. Box 5327LL
LOS ANGETES, CALTFÖRNTA 90053

E"rom: Katie Parks
.l\sset, Management Dfvlsion
Phone ¡ 2L3/ 452-3399
Fax: 21,3-452-4195

![o: Ëddie f saacç
CAT,,TRANS (213) 897_068s

Subject: Comments on the draft Memorandum

fAT TRNISMISSTON COVËR SHEEf

ôf Agreement

See at,tachêd letter
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNf NG
IOO MAIN STREET, SUITE IOO

LOS ANGELES, CA 900I2.3606
PHONE (213) 897-0703
FAX (213) 891-2593
TTY (2r3)897-4937

Flex your power!
Be energt eflìcient!

J
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June 20. 2008

Ms. Theresa M. Kaplan
Chief, Asset Management Division
Los Angeles District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Dear Ms. Kaplan:

Thank you for your response regarding the Draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the
California Department of Transportation and the State Historic Preservation Office pursuant to Section
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) with regards to the Southbound I-405 to the US
Highway 101 Connector Project,

Regarding comment:

1 . 'We received an email Íiom John Killeen on May 27 ,2008 requesting that USACE be added as
signatory on the DMOA. We consulted with SHPO and agreed to add USACE as a signatory. I sent
John Killeen a revised copy of the DMOA on May 29,2008. Subsequent to this transmittal Caltrans
consulted with our Headquarters' Section 106 Liaison and the ACHP. The result of this consultation
found that it is not required that USACE be a signatory on the MOA. We agreed with this
determination and revised the MOA to include USACE as a consulting party.

While Caltrans recognizes USACE's request to be a signatory, at this point USACE has not
proposed any additional mitigation, nor do we foresee any additional mitigation required for
compliance with Section 106 at this time. After final design is complete Caltrans is willing to meet
with USACE cultural staff to discuss any further Section 106 issues.

Caltrans, as the Lead Federal Agency has made a formal determination and finding related to Section
106 compliance and the SHPO has concurred in our Finding of Adverse Effect. The environmental
documentation (IS/EA) includes avoidance alternatives to affecting federal land under management
by the USACE,

The ACHP was notified of our Finding of Adverse Effect in a letter and document dated March 5,
2008. In a letter dated April 9,2008 they declined involvement based on the information they were

2.
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provided (letter attached), They do however express that if we determine that their participation is
necessary to conclude the consultation process that they be notified. 'We have been in contact with
ACHP regarding the need for their continued participation in this project.

4. Caltrans is the "Lead Federal Agency" for the proposed Undertaking, a freeway connector project.
Caltrans is the lead agency for implementation of this federal transportation project.

We regret that the USACE refuses to participate in this MOA consultation. We sincerely believe that
there is adequate information contained in the Section 106 documentation for USACE to make an
informed decision related to cultural resources impacts.

Sincerely,

Division of Environmental Plaruring
Caltrans District 7, Los Angeles

cc: Ronald Kosinski, DeputyDistrict Director
Division of Environmental Planning
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April 9, 2008

Mr. Gregory P. King, Chief
Cultural and Communiry Studies Olfìce
Department o f Transportation
Division ol Environmental Analvsis
I 120 N Strcct
P,O, Box 942874
Sacranrento, C A 9427 4-0001

Re f: Propo.rerlSouthhontd Inlerstate 405 to US l0l [nprovement Project
Cit.¡, ¡,,,¿ Countv r{Los Angeles, Califoutiu

Dear Mr. King:

On Ìvfarch 5, 2008 tlre Advisory Council on Historic Prcservation (ACHP) received your notifìcation
regarcling the advcrse effects of the referenced undertaking. Based upon the information you provided,
vr'e have concluded that Appendix A, Criteriafor Couucil Involvenrcnt ín Reviewing Intlivicluul Sectiott
l0ó Cuses, of our regulations, "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR Part 800), does not apply to
this undertaking. Accordingly, we do not believe that our participation in the consultation to resolve
advc'rse eftècts is needed. Llorvever, if rve receive a request for participation from the State Historic
Prcscrvation Olfìcer (SHPO), Tribal Historic Preservation Offìcer, affected Indian tribe, a consulting
party, or other party, we may reconsider this decision. Additionally, should circumstances change, and
you cletermine that our participation is needed to conclude the consultation process, please notify us.

Pursuanl to 36 CF'R $800.6(bXl)(iv), you rvill need to file the fìnal Memorandum of Agreenrent (MOA),
tieveloped in consultation rvith the California SHPO, Indian tribes, and other consulting parties, and
related docunrentation at the conclusion of the consultation process. The fìling of the MOA with the
ACtIP and fulfrllment oIits stipulations are required to complete your cornpliance responsibilities under
Section 106 oithe National Iìistoric Prescrvation Act.

Thank you for providing us r.r'ith your notihcatìon of adverse elfect. If you have any questions or require
tìrrther assistance , please contact me at 202-606-8522 or via e-mail at clegardl¿Dachp.gov.

Sincerely.

FHWA Liaison
Office ol Federal Agency Progratrrs

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 803 o Washington, DC 20004
oL -- ^. a^a L^L OC^2 - tr^.,. 1^1 A^A AA/11 . -.|^^(^.¡hn ¡n,¡ ¡ ,^,,^,,^, ,.hn 
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APPENDTX R I LOGATION HYDRAULIC STUDY

APPENDICES I EnvironmentalAssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/lS) - June 2008



APPENDICES I Environmental AssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/lS) - June 2008



LOCATION HYDRAULIC STUDY FORM

!ist. 07 co' LA Rre. 405 K.p. 64.5/pM39.4/40.5
P4 t99610 n.iOg. N"._ N/A _
Floo dplain Description :

1. Description of Proposal (include un
soundwalls, etc. and design elements to minimize floodplain impacts)

2. ADT: Cunent_11_l-@0.f2004) Projecterr 162.000 (2030)

3. HydraulicData: - Base Flood eroo:____l8l__m3 / swsEroe 7l=2'- The flood of r.ro.d, irgr.ær. than eroo, (*): re2TNGVD
Q:__À{lA_m3ls WSE= N/A
Overtopping flood Q:2846 m3 / s --@712,-
Are NFIP maps and studies available? v¡S x 

-No_4. Is the highway location alternative within a regulatory floodway ?
YES NOX

5. Attach map-.w-rïh-:Tffill limits outlined showihg ail b,uildings or other improvements
within the base floodplain.

Potential Qroo backwater damages :

A. Residences?
B. Other Bldgs?
C. Crops?
D. Natural and beneficial

NO x _YES
NO- X 

-YESNO X YES

FLOODPLAIN VALUES? NO X YES

6. T¡pe of TrafÍic:

A. Emergency supply or evacuation route? NO_ yES X
B. Emergencyvehicle access? NO_ VgS--
L. PÍacúcable detour available? NO_ yES X
D. School bus or mail route? NO_¡BS---
7 - Estimated duration of traffic intem:ption for 10O-year event hours: 0 Hr.



trr, 8' Estimated value of Qrooflood damages (if any) _ moderate risk level.

A. Roadway
B hoperty

Toral

9. Assessment of Level of Risk Low X
Moderate
Hish .

ffii5iårålå",,:'::_:iy^0,"^'^gphase,additionalDesignstudyRiskAnarysisMay be tr.."rrury to determin?ã-.-rì"sn ¿r"_ative.

Signature - Dist. Hydraulic Engineer
(Item numbers 3,4,5,7,g\

Signature - Dist. project Engineer.
(Item numbers I,2,6,g)

tÏJ}tr"äJrlongitudinal 
encroachment, significant encroachmenr, or any supporr of

Floodplain development? NO---X--YES
rfyes' provide evaluation and discussion ofpracticability ofalternatives in accordancewith23 CFR 650.113

Information develop-ecl to comply with the Fecleral requirement for the LocationHydraulic Study shall be retaineá in itre project files.
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07-LA-405 KP 64..5 (PM 40.3)
07-LA r0l Kp27.2t29.6 (pM 17.0/18.5)
Realignnrent of S/B LA-405 Conncctor
to N/B and S/B LA -l0l
Floodplain Study
EA r 99ó t0

1. INTRODUCTION

The approved Project Study Report - Project Developmenr Support (PSR-pDS) for S/B I-
405 Connector to N/B US-101 with 3 alternatives, proposed diiplacemenr approximately
108,000 cubic meters of storage from Sepulveda Dam. Howevãr, during eró¡ect Report
(PR) phase and subsequent meetings with the U. S. Army Corps of Enginèers
(USACOE), they expressed concern that any displacements of basin stòrage wiil ìmpact
the Dam operations. Therefore, 4 revised alternatives with minimum basin stoiage
displacement have been proposed. Division of Environmental Planning has requested
Office of Engineering Services, Hydraulics Section to perform a Floodplain Studyior rhe
revised proposals.

2. SEPULVEDA DAM AND RESERVOIR

Sepulveda Dam is located across the Los Angeles River, 43 miles above the rnouth of the
river, and 6 miles above the confluence of Tujunga Wash and the Los Angeles River-
The dam is in the south-central portion of the San Fernando Valley, just northwest óf the
junction of the ventura Freeway (us-101) and the San Diego Freeway (I-405).

Sepulveda Dam consists of an earthfilled embankment with a reinforced concrete
spillway and outlet works. The components of Sepulveda Dam and Reservoir include:
dam, outlet works, control house, and spillway. Reservoir lands are used as flood control
behind Sepulveda Dam. It consists of 2,091 acres and extends from the San Diego
Freeway on the east and the Ventura Freeway on the south to Victory Boulevard on the
nofth and to about 0.2 miles beyond Balboa Boulevard on the west, with a strip of flood.
control land about 0.4 mile wide extending westward on either side of the Loi Angeles
River to V/hite Oak Avenue.

The primary pulpose for which Sepulveda Dam was constructed is flood control. Other
uses and benefits of the dam and reservoir such as recreation, agriculture and wildlife
mitigation are secondary. Sepulveda Dam regulates flow on the Lãs Angeles River, and
is designed to prevent flooding along the river below the dam.

The Los Angeles River is regulated by the outlet works, which consist of 4 gated, outlets
and 4 ungated outlets to maximum discharge of 16,500 cfs at a reservoir water surface
elevation of 770 feet, 1927 NGVD, the height of the spillway cresr wirh spillway gares
raised.

The spillway is a reinforced concrete ogee section of the overflow gravity type, which
has seven submersible drum gates operating as function of water surface elevation. For



reselvoir surface elevations between 710 and T12,thedischarge ovel.the top of the crest
gates increases very slowly. At elevations between l12 andJ15 feet,however, the rate of
discharge increases very rapidly with elevation, as the crest gates lower from 710 to 7OO
{eet' Water spilling over the raised crest gates would cascade down across the ogee onto
the spillway apron' This apron is a largè concrete slab with a gentle downward slope,
extending 694 feet downstream of the ogee.

3. PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES

To improve traffic movements from Southbound I-405 to US-l0l freeway, the project
proposed 4 alternatives: The 4 proposed alternatives will
Dam by constructing bridges to 

"rois 
the spillway outlet ar

us-101. A portion of the earthfill embankmenr óf rhe dam
be modified to accommodate the change. A retaining wall would be erected to minimize
the volume loss of the reservoir.

\,,'

)

u.^ l-t' Alternative 1: proposes new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp and, 2
,rl new connectors from SIB I-405 to N/B and S/B US-101.

^ \ This alternative will

^ r, ., | { spillway outlet area, ement
'"; ' in addition to approx

embankment, 0.59 acres of filr, and 49,014 ft3 of the dam reservoir-
. The dam reservoir will be affected only on the south end of the

sepulveda Dam. Length and width of the structure on the dam will
be 550 and 4I feet, respectively.

b. alternative 2: proposes new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp and off
ramp, new connector from s/B I-405 to NÆ us_101, and widening
existing S/B I-405 to S/B US-101 connector. This alternative will
occupy approximately 0.28 Acres of the spillway outlet arca, l.0J
acres of the upstream dam embankment, in addition,0.i9 acres of
footing easement,0.59 acres of fiIl,0.16 acres of the d.ownstream
embankment into the basin north of Burbank Boulevard., and
76,950 ft3 of the dam reservoir. The south end (a9,òì4 ft¡j ;;d
northeast section (27,936 ft3¡ of the sepulveda Dam would be
affected. Length and width of the structure on the dam will be 550
and 4r feet, respectively. 2.64 acres of the 225 total acreage
(1.r7vo) of the sepulveda Dam wildlife Refuge will be covered õy
Interstate 405 lHighway 101 connector structures.

c. alternative 3: proposes new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp and off_
ramp, new connector from s/B I-405 to NiB us-101, and widenine



existing s/B I-405 to s/B us-l0l connecror. This alternative will
occupy approximately 0.25 acres of the spillway outlet area, and
1.07 acres of the upstream dam embankment, l6,gs0 ft3 of the darn
reservoir, in addition to 0.80 acres of footing easement, 0.59 acres
of fill, and 1.90 acres of the downstream embankment into the
basin north of Burbank Boulevard. The south end (49,014 ft3) and
northeast section (21,936 ft'¡ of the Sepulveda Dam would be
affected. Length and width of the structure on the dam will be 55o
and 41 feet, respectively. 2.92 acres of the 225 total acreage
(1.30vo) of the Sepulveda Dam wildrife Refuge will be covered by
Interstate 405/Highway I0I connector structures.

d. Alternative 4: proposes new Burbank Boulevard on-ramp, new
connector from SÆ I-405 ro sÆ and N/B us-101. This alternative
will occupy approximately 5.04 acres of the spillway outlet area,
0.45 acres of permanent footing easement and 0.59 acres of fill, in
addition to 0.98 acres of the upstream dam embankment, and
49,014 ft3 of the dam reservoir. The dam reservoir wilt be affected
only on the south end of the Sepulveda Dam. Length and width of
the structure on the dam will be 550 and,4r feet, reipectively.

4. SEPULVEDA DAM AND PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES

The spillway at Sepulveda dam was originally designed to pass, without danger to the
dam or threat of overtopping the dam, a peak óutflow of 100J00 cfs from a hypotheticat
flood or Probable Maximum Flood. This is the greatest rate of discharge that could be
expected from the most severe combination of riinfall and runoff condiìions that could
reasonably occur. The revised Probable Maximum Flood, the computed maximurn
outflow would be 99,300 cfs.

The Standard Project Flood represents the runoff event that would. result from the most
severe combination of rainfall and watershed conditions that are considered. reasonably
characteristic for the region in question; the combined outflow through the ungateã
outlets and over the spillway would be 41,300 cfs.

Since the Sepulveda Dam has been in operation, the reservoir water surface elevation
reached its all-time historical maximum of 705.10 feet during floods of 16 February
1980' and reached702.53 feet on March 1't, 1983 (recall that thã designed elevation'l12
feet, the spill gates begin to lower to discharge water onto the spillway apron). Based on
a recent hydrologic study conducted in February 1988, the maximum flood for which
spillway flow will not occur is approximately the 

-so-y.- 
storm event.

th¡ alternatives proposed for the construction of a bridge is to connect the S/B I-405 to
N/B and spillway outlet *"u òf the dam. Alternatives 1 and. 4will encr r of the spillway outlet area approximately 4.93 acres
and 5'04 3 are 0.28 acres and 0.25 acres. These encroachments



will not substantially affect the dam's operations, since this area is not designated as the
reservoir and graded to drain toward the Los Angeles River on the southeast corner.

In order to merge with N/B US-101 , all4 alternatives will have to encroach on the dam
reservoir at the upstream slope of the dam embankment. To minimize reservoir volume
loss, the ACOE service road will be realigned and the retaining wall will be constructed.
The proposals will take approximately 1.07 acres of upstream embankment. In addition,
alternatives 2 and 3 will take an extra 0.15 acres ãnd 1.9 acres of the downstream
embankment of the basin north of Burbank Boulevard for the proposal of 2 new Burbank
on and off- ramps

5. MITIGATION PROPOSALS

The sole purpose of Sepulveda Dam is flood control and its operating criteria were based
strictly upon reservoir water surface elevation criteria, irrespectìve of downstream
channel conditions. Also, no water is impounded by the dãm for the purpose of
recreation.

In order to compensate for the volume loss by the proposed projects, the following
alternatives are proposed:

1- The project proposes realignment ACOE service road by constructing a retaining
wall that will allow excavating the upstream embankment to resrore storage
volume removed by realignment ACOE service road.

2. Extension of existing Burbank Boulevard Bridge: Burbank Boulevard is closed
during major storm events due to rising water in the basin (the lowest elevation is
at Los Angeles River). The space under the bridge will compensate for the
volume loss of the basin due to the project. This proposal will avoid closure of
Burbank Boulevard during major storm events; however, it is not cost effective,
and also requires study and cooperation with the city of Los Angeles.

3. Acquire residential private properties: acquiring some properties at risk, at the
southeast corner of the basin, Mclellan Avenue and Burbank Boulevard, where
the front yards are still lower than the Probable Maximum Flood water surface
elevation (712 feet).

6. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this report is to highlight the Sepulveda Dam operations and proposed
alternatives for mitigation of the dam storage volume removed by additional ìoadway
embankment, The project is under Project Report (PR) phase, no preferred alternativê
has been selected, and the project data presented in this report are just preliminary
estimates. The project has been conceptual approved by the U.S. Army Corps of
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Engineers (USACE), Los Angeles District, which has complete regulatory responsibility
for the Dam and the reservoir lands. It is possible that other solutions could bã provideã
by the USACE as the final alternative is selected.
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WETLAND DELINEATION REPORT

Route 4051101 Interchange
New alignment of S/B 405 connector to N/B and S/B 101

lntroduction
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) proposes a new alignment of the lnterstate 405
southbound connector to the northbound and southbound US-101 connectors. The project will cross the
Sepulveda Dam south of the actual dam structure in the City of Los Angeles (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Aerial of project area and surrounding areas

The area of the proposed project is part of the Sepulveda Basin. lt is located south of the dam structure
and the connectors will span over channelized portion of the Los Angeles River. A wetland delineation
was conducted to assess the current conditions at the northeast corner of the project (Section 3). One or
more of the proposed Alternatives could potentially impact this area. This delineation will provide
information to the resources agencies, so that the 'No Net Loss Policy' may be accurately implemented.
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1 History of Project Area
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed the Sepulveda Dam in 1941 for the purpose of flood
control. The dam was designed to collect waters from several drainages upstream, temporarily store it,

and then release it into the Los Angeles River at a rate that would not exceed the rivers capacity. The
river south of the dam was later channelized with concrete, more than doubling the capacity of the river
and decreasing the likelihood of flooding in areas that were quickly becoming urbanized. The
channelization of the Los Angeles River has eliminated the water source to areas outside to the channel
and into urban areas.

2 Project Setting
The project proposes a new alignment of the southbound l-405 connectors to the northbound and
southbound US-101 connectors. The area of impact is surrounded by US-101 on the south and west
sides, l-405 on the east side, and the Sepulveda Dam on the north side. The Los Angeles River
intersects the project area in the western portion and is completely concrete lined. North of the
Sepulveda Dam is the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve (Section 1), to the northwest is agricultural land,
and heavy urbanization borders the east and south sides.

2.1 Vegetation

The southeast corner of the project area, along l-405, is where two soil pits were dug as part of the
wetland delineation. The area identified as a potential wetland runs along a drainage area and is
composed of vegetation consistent with a riparian habitat. Table 1 lists those species that were identified
at the Soil Pit 1 location. Table 2 lists those species that were identified at Soil Pit 2.

Species Absolute
Cover

Dominant
Soecies

lndicator Status

2.1.1.1.1 Baccharis
salicifolia

50 YES FACW-

Rumex crispus 20 NO FACW-
Cvnodon dactvlon 30 NO FAC
Raphanus raphanistrum <1 NO UP
Brassica ni,ara <1 NO UP
Lolium Derenne 100 YES FAC
Phalasris minor 2 NO UP
Alnus qlutinosa 10 NO
Table '1: Soil Pit 1 Vegetation
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2.2 Species 2.3 Absolute
Cover

2.4 Dominant
Species

2.5 lndicator
Sfaúus

2.6 Bromus hordeaceus 2.7 10 2.8 
'VO

2.9 FACU-

2.10 Gonium maculatum 2.11 <1 2.12 
'VO

2.13 FACW

2.14 Avena fatua 2.15 <1 2.16 M 2,17 UP

2.18 Rumex crispus 2.19 10 2.20 
'VO

2.21 FACW-

2.22 Lolium perenne 2.23 75 2.24 vES 2.25 FAC

2.26 Baccharis salicifolia 2.27 50 2.28 vES 2.29 FACW-

2.30 Juglans californica 2.31 20 2.32 wO 2.33 FAC

2.34 Alnus glutinosa 2.35 15 2.36 NO 2.37

2.38 Baccharis pilularis 2.39 15 2.40 wO 2.41 UP

2.42 Table 2: Soil Pit 2 Vegetation

2.43 Hydrology
Before the Sepulveda Dam was built and the Los Angeles River was channelized, flooding from the river
most likely inundated the proposed project area with water. Due to the construction of the dam and the
channelized river, water no longer enters the adjacent areas south of the Sepulveda Dam. The wetland
delineation was performed at two (2) locations along the southeast corner of the proposed project area
due to the concave impression (ditch) in the soil that runs along l-405 from approximately the southern
most point of the project to Burbank Blvd. There are two storm-water outlets located in Caltrans right-of-
way that most likely empty into this ditch. These storm-water outlets are the likely source of water for this
wetland.

2.44 Soils
No soil records were found for this area; however, it is likely that some type of alluvial soils existed since
the area is located adjacent to the river. Once the river was channelized sediment was no longer
deposited into the area. Much of the soil is sandy loam in nature

3 Methodology
A routine wetland delineation was done by Caltrans biologist Maureen Doyle, with assistance from
Anthony Baquiran and Eddie Munoz on May 08, 2008. The delineation was done to determine whether
the area adjacent to l-405 along the southeast portion of the project area, constituted a jurisdictional
wetland. A field visit of the general area was conducted in the Spring oÍ 2002, and 2007 to determine the
vegetation and wildlife species in the area. Soil survey maps of the exact location were not found.

The wetland survey evaluated the vegetation, hydrology, and soils within the project area. Due to the
presence of mature mulefat and other hydrophytic plant species, hydrological indicators and hydric soils
were looked at to determine whether or not this area might be a jurisdictional and/or state wetland. The
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objective was to quantify whether the necessary hydrology and soils conditions exist to determine the
presence of a jurisdictional wetland.

4 Results

4.1 Soìl Pit 1

There was no water present in or around the soil pit, however the topography is a concave form along this
area. The pit was dug to 12 inches and showed two observable horizons. The soil was fine sandy clay
loam with some larger sands and rocks mixed in. There was presence of mottles in the soil and the
matrix color was indicative of hydric soil. Table 3 describes the soil profiles. The dominant vegetation
within the delineation area was primarily composed of mature mulefat, and perennial ryegrass. The soil
pit location is indicated on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Soil Pit 1 Location
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Soil pit 1Figure 2.1: Soil pit 1

The wetland delineation indicates that all of the three necessary parameters were present at the survey
area. Mulefat is a FACW species (occurs in wetlands 67-99Yo of the time according to the National
Wetland lnventory List) as well as perennial ryegrass. Hydrological indicators are present at the site and
the soil is hydric. Therefore, this site meets all three parameters for being a wetland.

Depth
inches

Matrix
Color

Matrix
Yo

Redox
Color

Redox
o/o

Redox
Tvoe

Redox
Loc

Texture Remarks

6 2.5yr312 70 10yr2l8 30 c M Crumb Med to
course
loamv

6 2.5yr312 80 10y16/8 20 c M Crumb Med
loamv

Table 3: Soil Pit 1 Profiles

4.2 Soil Pit 2

The second soil pit is very similar in characteristics as Soil Pit 1. There was no water present in or around
the soil pit, however the topography is a concave form along this area. The pit was dug to 13 inches and
showed two observable horizons. The soil was fine loamy clay with some larger rocks mixed in. There
was presence of mottles in the soil and the matrix color was indicative of hydric soil. Table 4 describes the
soil profiles. The dominant vegetation within the delineation area was primarily composed of mature
mulefat, and perennial ryegrass. The soil pit location is indicated on Figure 3.

Depth
inches

Matrix
Color

Matrix
Yo

Redox
Color

Redox
Yo

Redox
Tvoe

Redox
Loc

Texture Remarks

7 1oYR 3/2 100 Med Loamy
clav

6 2.5yr312 80 2.5Y 6/6 20 c M Med Loamy
clav
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Table 4: Soil Pit 2 Profiles

Figure 3: Soil Pit 2 Location
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I

Figure 3.1: Soil Pit 2

5 Discussion
The three parameters necessary for an area to be considered a federaljurisdictional wetland are hydric
soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydrology. All three parameters must be met according to the Army
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual for the area to be designated a federal wetland.
The definition for a federal wetland is as follows:

"Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally
include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas."

Under the federaljurisdictional definition, this area qualifies as a wetland.

The California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) uses the following definition:

'Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is
usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For purposes of this
classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following attributes: (1) at least periodically,
the land supports hydrophytes, (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil; and (3)
the substrate is non-soil and is saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time
during the growing season of year."
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Under this definition the area surveyed may be considered a state wetland since the area meets the
hydrophytic vegetation criteria. This area does appear to function as a wetland, and supports a diversity
of bird and mammal species.

6 Mitigation
Figure 4 shows a polygon area that has been identified as a wetland based on this delineation report.
The area of impact is approximalely 2.46 acres. Mitigation proposals for the impacts to this wetland area
are discussed in the Environmental Document for this project.
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Figure 4: Polygon of wetland area
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Level of Service (LOS) Analysis for the 2035 No-Build vs. 2035 Alternative I

Assumptions:

1- This analysis is done to evaluate the LOS utilizing all of the three design criteria, namely,
combining Density along with the corresponding Travel Speeds and Demand.

2- LOS based on Density would take into account weaving effects.
3- LOS based on Demand would take into account the maximum capacity of the mainline lanes.
4- LOS based on speed would take into account the projected speeds on the mainline based on

Density,
5- Posted speed limits on the existing and the proposed connectors and mainline \ilere used with

a reduction of 10 - 15 mph to obtain FFS on them during peak hours.
6- Same Density on the connectors and the mainline would yield a different speed between

them.
7- Travel distance proposed is 5 miles to include upstream and downstream the connector

including the connector itself.
8- Multilane Highways criteria for LOS and Density was used.

I- 2035 No-Build Condition

Segment Description Demand AM
Peak vphpl

Demand PM
Peak vphpl

Density AM
Peak oclmi/ln

Density PM
Peak pclmi/ln

LOS
AM Peak

LOS
PM Peak

sB 405- PM39.75-
40.28

3430 3658 1t2.0 103.5 F4 F4

SB 405 to rte 101

connector P]Û{39.754
2674 2II7 8L7 72.5 F4 F3

405 SB to WB 101

Connector
2664 2043 101.0 108.9 F4 F4

405 SB to EB 101

Connector
2333 2005 80.4 99.8 F4 F4

US _ 101 EB 2996 2500 75.7 63.7 F4 FI
us - 101 wB 2826 298r 60.5 1t.1 F1 F3
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II- 2035 Build Alternative I

Segment Description Demand AM
Peak vphpl

Demand PM
Peak vphol

Density AM
Peak pc/mi/ln

Density PM
Peak pclmi/ln

LOS AM
Peak

LOS
PM Peak

sB 405- PM 39.75-
40.28

3430 3652 104.6 99.4 F4 F4

SB 405 to rte 101

connector PN-Í39.754
1496 1262 39.6 35.7 E E

405 SB to WB 101

Connector
1332 1022 25.8 27.9 C C

405 SB to EB
Connector

101 2333 2005 61.0 r00.2 F1 F4

US _ 101 EB 2970 2483 15.1 63.3 F4 F1
us - 101 wB 2832 2985 62.7 72.6 F1 F3

IrI- ConclusionandRecommendations:

By 2035 and based on the foregoing discussion, the improvement in LOS (level of service)
associated with the Build Alternative I over the No-Build Alternative for the mainline and the
connectors are anticipated to be mainly due to:
L Widening the existing SB 405/ WB 101 connector from one to two lanes, and hence doubling

the capacity and a considerable decrease in the lane density and hence, a better LOS.
2- Constructing a longer SB 405/WB 101 connector with a lot more storage space on it, hence,

relieving the mainline SB 405 from the existing backups due to the short storage length on
the existing connector.

3- The wider and faster new SB 405/'vVB 101 connector allows for a better transition of vehicles
from the SB 405 to the WB 101, and hence, a better traveling speed and a better LOS.

4- The LOS at the SB 405/ US l0l junction would improve due to a decrease in demand by the
amount of the Burbank traffic detoured to local streets.

5- No further interference or weaving from the added demand on the EB 101 on ramp at
Sepulveda and originating from the Burbank IC due to an ample weaving length to the Van
Nuys off ramp.

6- Longer storage length onto the new SB 405lEB 101 connector, and hence, lesser interference
with the mainline SB 405 and therefore an improved LOS.

7 - Based on the above, the Office of Freeway Operations recommends the implementation of
Alternative I as presented due to its significant benefits in enhancing the operational capacity
of this critical interchanee.
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Minor Delay Cost Analvsis for the 2035 No-Build vs. 2035 Alternative I

Assumptions:

1- Average FFS considered is 40 mph.
2- Travel distance proposed is 5 miles to include upstream and downstream the connector

including the connector itself.
3- The main delay is going to occur upstream the connector before the vehicles channel

themselves to the mainline sB 405 and the EB and v/B 101 connectors.
4- Multilane Highways criteria for LOS and Density was used.
5- Interpolation was based on a lineal Density-Speed relationship.
6- No correction for lane widths or sight distance was done.
7 - A vehicle-hour of delay cost is equal to $ I 1.0.
8- AM peak and PM peak consist of 5 hours each, for atotal daily peak of 10 hrs.
9- There are 228 working days per calendar year.
10- Each daily hour of delay costs $2508 annually.

I- 2004 Existing Condition

Segment
Description

Demand
AM Peak

vph

Demand
PM Peak

vph

Density
AM
Peak

pclmi/ln

Density
PM Peak
pc/milln

Speed AM
Peak
Mph

Speed PM
Peak
Mph

Delay
AM
Peak

veh-min

Delay
PM

Peak
veh-min

405 SB-Burbank
to VC M.L. onlv

2306 2461 11.6 66.5 15 18 72.5 9.17

405 SB to WB 101

Connector
1792 L3t4 69.1 69.6 t7 l7 10.14 LO.I4

405 SB to EB 101
Connector

1570 t348 56.8 62.2 23 20 5.54 t.)

Total Daily Delay
veh-hours

9282 7768

Total Annual
Delay -$ Millions

23.2 19.4

)



II- 2035 No-Build Condition

Segment
Description

Demand
AM Peak

vph

Demand
PM Peak

vph

Density
AM
Peak

pclmi/ln

Density
PM Peak
pclmilln

Speed AM
Peak
Mph

Speed PM
Peak
Mph

Delay
AM
Peak

veh-min

Delay
PM

Peak
veh-min

405 SB-Burbank
t'oAC M.L. onlv

3430 3658 r12.0 103.5 8 10 30 22.5

405 SB to WB 101

Connector
2664 2043 101.0 108.9 10 8 22.5 30

405 SB to EB 101
Connector

2333 2005 80.4 99.8 13 11 15.5 20

Total Daily Delay
veh-hours

33,r70 30,615

Total Annual
Delay -$ Millions

83.19 76.8

ru- 2035 Build Alternative I

Segment
Description

Demand
AM Peak

vph

Demand
PMPeak

vph

Density
AM Peak
pc/milln

Density
PM Peak
pc/mifln

Speed
AM
Peak
Mph

Speed
PM Peak

Mph

Delay
AM
Peak

veh-min

Delay
PM
Peak

veh-min
405 SB-Burbank
toUC M.L. only

3430 3652 104.6 99.4 9 l1 26 20

405 SB to WB 101

Connector
2664 2043 51.7 55.8 26 23 4 5.5

405 SB to EB 101
Connector

2333 2005 61.0 r00.2 20 11 7.5 20

Total Daily Delay
vehicle-hours

79,556 20,729

Total Annual
Delay -$ Millions

49.04 51.9

IV- ConclusionandRecommendations:

By 2035 and based on the foregoing discussion, the net annual savings in travel delay cost
associated with the Build Alternative I over the No-Build Alternative are anticipated to be
approximately:
1- For Alternative I: (83,19 +76.8 - 49.04 - 5I.9) = $ 59.05 millions/year.
2- This alternative provides the maximum savings in travel time delay over all the other

alternatives as was previously discussed in another report.



3- In Alternative I, access to US 101 from the Burbank Blvd. on ramp is denied. This would
lead to local traffic detouring to neighboring on ramps utilizing other routes including
Sepulveda Blvd., Van Nuys Blvd., and Burbank Blvd.

4- Diverting the Burbank traffic heading for US 101 to other ramps would require a full analysis
of these ramps for possible mitigation to alleviate the expected increase in demand.

5- The mitigation plan which have already been considered with this alternative includes adding
a new westbound 101 on ramp from Hayvenhurst, widening the existing Hayvenhurst'WB
101 off ramp and the EB 101 on ramp, and adding an auxiliary lane between the new
Hayvenhurst on ramp to WB 101 and the existing off ramp at Balboa.
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I- INTRODUCTION

Routes 101 and 405 are part of the National Highway System (NHS) and serve as

Interstate/Inter-re gi on al lIntr a-r e gi on al and c ommute travel h i gh w ays.
In the limits of this project Route 101 traverses in east-west direction and route

405 in a nofih south one.
This study was done as a paft of the SB 405/101 Connectors Improvement Project

to evaluate the impact of Alternative I, which calls for denying access from the Burbank
Blvd. interchange to route 101 on the local streets in the vicinity of the interchange.

Alternative I as presented in the project repoft (PR) would prohibit vehicles
utilizing the Burbank Blvd. on ramp to SB 405 from connecting to either directions of
route 101.

By this, it is expected that this traffic would be detoured to local streets to be able
to connect to both east and west bounds route 101 through other neighboring on ramps.

II- BACKGROT.]NI)

As part of the Operational Analysis process for this project, it is required to
examine the severity and magnitude of delays in travel time that would be anticipated on
local streets due to the implementation of Alternative I.

A preliminary operational study was conducted to examine the traffic patterns
throughout the 4051ß1 interchange, this study went as far north as Victory Boulevard,
and as far south as Ventura Boulevard, and from Van Nuys Boulevard on the east to
Balboa Boulevard on the west.

This study included tachometer runs, manual traffic counts and traffic modeling
for the interchange and it's surrounding ramps and streets.

NEED AND PTJRPOSE

LARTS figures show that the area under study is experiencing an avetage traffic
growth rate of 1.05Vo to 1.207o annually.

Due to this fast growth rate, and the importance of providing acceptable freeway
operation for commuters by the year 2035, improvements are sought for this segment of
routes 101 and 405 to enhance the existing and future operations of these important
arteries.

A. Defïciency and Justification

The implementation of Alternative I as stated would prohibit the traffic currently
tttllizing the Burbank Boulevard on ramp to southbound 405 from connecting to route
101.

This traffic would have several options to detour as explained later in this report.

IIr-



B. Existing Conditions

¡" Route l0l in the vicinity of the 1011405 interchange is composed mainly of 5
SOV lanes in both directions with lane drops and lane additions.

* Southbound route 405 north and south of the 405/101 IC has 4 and 5 SOV lanes
and one HOV lane.

* Sepulveda Boulevard in the vicinity of the project is a 6-lane artery running north
south with multiple left-turn and righrturn only pockets.

'!' The EB 101 on ramp at Sepulvedais a2-lane metered ramp with an HOV bypass
lane.

* The EB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys is a 3-lane metered ramp with an HOV bypass
and a bus lane.

t The WB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys is a 3-lane metered ramp with an HOV bypass
and a bus lane.

t!. The WB 101 on ramp at Balboa is a 2lane merging to one metered ramp.
* The SB 405 on ramp at Victory is a l-lane on ramp.
{' The distance between the SB 4O5/Burbank Blvd. IC and the E8101 on ramp at

Sepulveda is approximately 0.8 miles.
{' The distance between the SB 4O5Æurbank Blvd. IC and the EB and WB 101 on

ramps at Van Nuys is approximately 2.0 miles.

'l' The distance between the SB 4O5Æurbank Blvd. IC and the newly proposed'WB
101 on ramp at Hayvenhurst is approximately 1.75 miles.

* The distance between the SB 405/Burbank Blvd. IC and the WB 101 on ramp at
Balboa is approximately 2.L miles

C. Existing and Future (2035) Traffic Demand - No Build Option - Peak Hours

a- EB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys is at 1198 and 980 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

b- EB 101 on ramp at Sepulveda is at 850 and LL57 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

c- WB 101 on ramp at Balboa is at 1248 and 1313 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

d- WB 101 on ramp at Haskell is at 385 and 8L2 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

e- SB 405 on ramp at Burbank is at 1103 and 718 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

f- The2002 AADT for southbound 405 connecting to route 101 was 49,200.
g- The 1998 AADT for the northbound 405 traffic off to Burbank Boulevard

was 74,200.
h- The 2002 AADT for the southbound 405 traffic off to Burbank Boulevard

was 13.200.
i- The Haskell Avenue off ramp from westbound 101 is being utlTtzed by 810

vph during morning peak with a 2003 AADT of 6400.
j- The Haskell Avenue on ramp to westbound route 101 had an AADT of 3400

in2003.



k- The 2003 AADT for the Sepulveda Boulevard on ramp to eastbound route
101 was 8300.

l- The 2003 AADT for the Van Nuys Boulevard on ramp to westbound 101 was
17,200.

m- The 2003 AADT for the Van Nuys Boulevard on ramp to eastbound 101 was
12,400.

n- The 2000 AADT for the Van Nuys Boulevard off ramp to eastbound 101 was
19.700.

o- The 2002 AADT for the eastbound Victory Boulevard on to southbound route
405 was 4600.

p- The 2002 AADT for the Haskell/Victory on to southbound 405 was 7500.

D. Future (2035) Traffic Demand - Alternative I - Peak Hours

q- EB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys is at L23l and 1002 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

r- EB 101 on ramp at Sepulveda is at 982 and 1243 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

s- WB 101 on ramp at Balboa is at 1469 and 1451 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

t- WB 101 on ramp at Haskell is at 385 and 811 vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

u- SB 405 on ramp at Burbank is at 662 and 43I vph for AM and PM peak
respectively.

IV- DETOUR ALTERNATIVES

The Burbank traffic connecting to route 101, and due to the implementation of
Alternative I could be detoured to the neighboring ramps as follows:
a- Drive south on Sepulveda Boulevard and connect to EB 101 through the

Sepulveda on ramp.
b- Drive north on Sepulveda and then west on Victory through the Victory

Blvd. on ramp to SB 405 and onto route 101 in both directions.
c- Drive east on Burbank Blvd. then south onto Van Nuys Blvd. to connect to

EB 101 through the Van Nuys on ramp.
d- Drive east on Burbank Blvd. then south onto Van Nuys Blvd. to connect to

WB 101 through the Van Nuys on ramp.
e- Drive west on Burbank Blvd. then south on Hayvenhurst to connect to the

new proposed WB 101 on ramp.
f- Drive west on Burbank Blvd. then south on Balboa to connect to the existing

on ramp to WB 101.
g- Drive north on Sepulveda, then west on Victory, then north on Haskell to the

Victory/Haskell on ramp to SB 405.
h- Detour options b, d, and g above would require motorists to deviate from

their original routes and add an unwalranted distance and delay to their
travel. Hence, they will not be studied or considered anv further.



V- METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS

A. General

The methodology and criteria for analysis utilized in this traffic report could be
summarized as follows:
1- For the proposed detour alternatives, traffic volumes for the year 2035 will be

used.
2- Delays on the ramps, due to added demand and possible backups to City streets,

would need to be evaluated.
3- Delays on the mainline freeway due to increased weaving and how would they

affect the LOS.
4- Travel time and travel time delays on City streets due to the detours and their

magnitude.
5- Net travel time delay for the detoured vehicles utilizing City streets versus

going through the 405/101 busy interchange.
6- Savings in travel time for vehicles onto the 405ll0l interchange due to a

decrease in the number of vehicles, which were detoured, to local streets.
7- The need to adjust the ramp meter cycles and street signal timing to cope up

with the new demand.
8- Storage problems at the new ramps and possible reconfiguration/reconstruction

of these ramps.

B. Tachometer Runs

9- For the proposed viable detour alternatives, a tachometer run was performed
during the month of May 2008 and on a weekday.

10- The average run time and speed for each detour option, considering the Burbank
Blvd. /SB 405 IC as the base starting point was:
a- To the EB 101 on ramp at Sepulveda = 3m and 4s and an average speed of

15.6 mph.
b- To the EB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys = 7m and 10s and an average speed of

16.7 mph.
c- To the new WB 101 on ramp at Hayvenhurst = 2m and 40s and an average

speed of 39.4 mph.
d- To the WB 101 on ramp at Balboa = 3m and 40s and an average speed of

34.3 mph.

C. Analysis

11- The demand on the Burbank Blvd. on ramp to SB 405 for 2035 - No Build =
1103 and 718 vph for AM and PM peak respectively.

12-The demand on this Burbank on ramp for 2035 and with Alternative I= 662 and
43L vph for AM and the PM peak respectively.

13- Therefore, the total detoured traffic 1n 2035 after implementing Alternative I =
44L and287 vph for the AM and the PM peak respectively.



14- Also, these figures in #13 above represent the reduction in traffic demand going
through the 405/101 interchange.

15- This detoured traffic will be distributed to the neighboring ramps leading to
EBl0l andWB101.

16-For the ramps leading to EB and W8101, the additional traffic in2035 due to
Alternative I over the No-Build would be:
a- EB10l on ramp at Sepulveda: 132 and 86 vph for AM and PM peak

respectively.
b- EBl0l on ramp at Van Nuys: 33 and 22 vphforthe AM and the PM peak

respectively.
c- W8101 on ramp at Balboa: 22I and 144 vphfor the AM and the PM peak

respectively.
d- W8101 newly proposed on ramp at Hayvenhurst: 55 and 36 vph for AM

and PM peak respectively.
e- Furthermore, and once the new Hayvenhurst on ramp would be completed,

it can be reasonably assumed that Balboa and Hayvenhurst would split the
W8101 traffic in half.

f- Therefore, the detoured traffic to'W8101 on ramps at Balboa and
Hayvenhurst would be = 138 and 90 vph for the AM and the PM peak
respectively for each.

g- The2035 No Build traffic volumes on Sepulveda Blvd. going south from
the SepulvedaÆurbank intersection and heading towards the E8101 on
ramp are 2389 and2786 vph during the AM and the PM peak respectively.

h- The 2035 No Build traffic volumes on Burbank Blvd. going west from the
Burbank/4O5 to the BurbankÆalboa intersections are 2100 and3647 vph
during the AM and the PM peak respectively.

i- For Van Nuys Blvd., and for the Van Nuys/Burbank intersection, the 2035
No-Build demand for traffic heading south from this intersection towards
route 101 is approximately 2929 vph and 2272 vph for the AM and the PM
peak respectively.

j- The 2035 peak traffic for the same segment with the build Alternative I
would be about 2994 vph and2356 vph for the AM and the PM
respectively.

k- Averaging added demand from both the ramp and the street analysis for Van
Nuys Blvd. Starting from the Burbank intersection and heading south
towards route 101, the net averuge demand due to Alternative I over the No-
Build would be about L17o and2.3%o for the AM and the PM peak hours
respectively.

D. Weaving

17- Weaving segments due to implementing Alternative I need to be checked for
possibly deteriorating the LOS on the mainline due to added weaving volumes.

18- The two most critical weaving segments would be the EB101 on ramp at
Sepulveda with the Van Nuys off ramp, and the newly proposed W8101 on
ramp at Hayvenhurst with the Balboa off ramp.



19- The second weaving segment between Hayvenhurst and Balboa would be
mitigated and eliminated through the proposed new auxiliary lane between these
two ramps.

20-The other segment between the S8405/W8101 connector and the Haskell off
ramp does not need to be checked at the present time for the purpose of this
study.

A-
off ramp at Van Nuvs Blvd. Due to Alternative 1

I-Sketch:

Ln#l 3150 vph (2035)

-}
3150 vph (2035)

Ln# 2

Ln# 3

VI-

1.

Ln# 4

E. Mitigation

The following mitigation was proposed for Alternative I:

2l- Add a new W8101 on ramp at Hayvenhurst.
22- Add a new auxiliary lane on W8101 from the new Hayvenhurst on ramp to the

Balboa off ramp.
23- Widen the existing W8101 off ramp at Hayvenhurst from two to three lanes.
24-Widen the existing E8101 on ramp at Hayvenhurst from two to three lanes.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the above, the Office of Freeway Operations concludes and
recoÍrmends the following:

By the year 2035, and by implementing Alternative I as presented, about L32 and 86
vph would be detoured during AM and PM peak from the Burbank on ramp to 58405
to the Sepulveda on ramp to E8101.

Auxiliarv Lane

Van Nuys off
ramp 2758 vph
(203s)

Sepulveda on ramp
1382 vph (2035)



2. This traffic represents an increase of about 57o and3Vo for Sepulveda traffic over the
No Build condition for both the AM and the PM peak hours respectively.

3. Similarly, by the year 2035, the westbound Burbank Blvd. would experience an
increase of about l37o and 57o in its demand during the AM and the PM peak hours
respectively due to implementing Alternative I.

4. The corresponding peak hour speeds are about 17 mph down from about 20 mph on
Sepulveda Blvd. on the segment from the Burbank Blvd. to the EB10l on ramp, and
about 30-33 mph on Burbank Blvd. versus the 40 mph posted speed limit.

5. Therefore, the average delay in travel time for the detoured vehicles on both
Sepulveda and Burbank would be about 30-80 seconds per vehicle during peak hours.

6. The vehicles being detoured to the EB 101 on ramp at Van Nuys will suffer a lesser
impact due to their small numbers compared to the ones going to Sepulveda.

1. Therefore, this expected travel delay due to Alternative I would not represent a major
deficiency, and the benefits expected from this improvement out weighs the setbacks.

8. As a mean of mitigation to minor added delay due to Alternative l, we would suggest
to LADOT to re-synchronize the signal timings along Sepulveda Boulevard.

VII- SYSTEM PLAI\IIING

The proposed project is consistent with the goals and objectives of the region to
provide adequate capacity for improved traffic movement.

VIII- TRÄFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN (TMP)

Implementing the construction elements, and detouring the existing ramps' traffic
during construction can be accomplished without long term closures of freeway or ramp
lanes by using K-rails. All construction works can be done behind the K-rail and some
elements of TMP would be required. Existing traffic lanes would be reduced during
construction except for short-term closures when traffic would be manageable.
Transportation Management Plan would be necessary for this project. Traffic control will
be accomplished through Planned Lane Closure specifications.

IX- DISTRICT CONTACTS

The following individuals should be contacted for information pertaining to this
Operational Analysis Report :

Name Organization/Branch Phone
Ashraf 'W. Hanna Lead Proiect Ensineer/Office of Freewav (2r3) 8e7-7er6

Operations. Location: 05-355
Kirk Patel Senior TR. Engineer/ Office of Freeway

Operations. Location: 05-368
(2r3) 897-r82s
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,f-# U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

CALIFORNIA DIVISION
650 Capitol Mall, Suite 4-100

Sacramento, C4.95814

June 4, 2008

IN REPLY REFER TO
HDA-CA

File # LA0D77
EA # 199610

Document # P58438

Doug Failing, District Director
Califomia Department of Transportation
District 7

100 South Main Street, Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90012-3606

Attention: Andrew Yoon, Senior Transportation Engineer

Dear Mr. Yoon:

On June 4,2008, the Califomia Department of Transportation (Caltrans) submitted to the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) a request for the project-level conformity determination for
the Southbound I-405 to US-l0l Connector Improvement Project pursuant to 23 U.S.C.
327(a)(2)(B)(ü)(1). The project is in an area that is designated Nonattainment or Maintenance for
Ozone, Carbon Monoxide (CO), Particulate Matter (PMro), and Fine Particle Particulate Matter
(PM zs).

The project level conformity analysis submitted by Caltrans indicates that the project-level
transportation conformity requirements of 40 C.F,R. Part 93 have been met, The project is
included in the Southern Califomia Association of Govemment's (SCAG) cunently conforming
2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), andthe 2006 Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (RffP). The current conformity determinations for the RTP and RTIP were approved
by FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) on October 2,2006. The design
concept and scope of the preferred altemative have not changed sigrrificantly from those
assumed in the regional emissions analysis.

As required by 40 C.F.R. 93.116 and 93.123, the localized CO, PM¡e, and PMz s analyses are
included in the documentation. The CO hotspot analysis was performed with the Caltrans'
Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol, The analyses demonstrate that the
project will not create any new violation ofthe standards or increase the severity or number of
existing violations.

I'IOVING THE
ATIERICAN
EGONOIUIY Z

APPENDICES I Environmental AssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/|S) - June 2008



Bas.ed on the information providod FHWA finds that the Conformity Determination for the I-
405 to US-lOl Connector Improvernent Project conforms to the State Implementation Plan (SIP)
in accordance with 40 C,F.R. Part 93.

If you have any questions pertaining to this conformity finding, pleaso contact Aimee K¡atovil,
FIIWA Air Quality Specialist, at (916) 498'5866.

Sincerely,

/sl K. Sue KÍser

,J,OVTNG THE
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cc: (email)
Mike Brady Caltra¡rs
Steve tuxenberg FHWA

AlkatoviYac
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U,S. ÂRMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

{4I G STREET NW
wASHtNGTOI¡, 0.c. 20314-t000

CECW-PB OcT 2 3 2006

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR SIJBORDINATE COMMANDS

ILIBJE9I: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approvat of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer Projects

I. REFERENCES:
ER I165-2-119, dated20 september 19gz Modifications to completed projects
33 CFR 208.10, Local flood protectíon works; maintenance *Joi"rution of stmctures
and facilities

11 9!9 408, Takingpossession o{, use of, or injury to hæbor and river improvements
13 cfR 320.4, Generat policies for evaluating p"rrit apprications
Séction 404 of the Clean Water Acf
Section 10 of the River and Ha¡bo¡s Act of lg99

4.

b.

c.
d.

e,

f.

2' PURPoSE' Recent events havc demonsfiated the need to provide clarification and additionalguidance on the policy and procedures for
Corps of Engineers projects that are either
modifications
morlifications of OeM. This memorandum addressesthe use ofthe fapproval for suchproposals.

3. BACKGROTÑD.

orps of
can be
ed

modification that would make the project se¡venewpurposes, or increase the scope of servicesto authorizedpuq)oses beyond that iniended at the time ãf coistuction, or to extend services to
by Congress. There may be instances where

approved and made are limited, as discussed in the ER, and a¡e briefly summarÞed below,

b' For projects constructed, operated and maintained by the Corps, the Corps may, as part ofits operations and maintenance efuofts, make reasonable cha:rges and additions needed to



CECW-PB
SUBJECT: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer projects

properly operate the project o¡ minimize mai:

projects, For Corps-
proposed Federal work at
exception of work required

ìê

,n Pnor

es

oÍa
Such

the
nge of
ect

'al, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

d. Anyp
maintained)
under 33 US



CECW-PB
suBJEcr: Policy and P¡ocedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineer projects

4. POLICY.

modification requested by any non-Federal ínterest for their own benefit also requires the Chief sapproval under 33 USC 40g.

5. PROCEDURES,

rovided- with any request for the approval of significant
federally maintained Corps projecfrequiring tt e Cru.f

1- A written request by the non-Federal interests for approvar of the project
mod ifi cati on /alteration.

2. tL^ ^--tr:-- ----

3. 
rhe existingproject

4. odification

l' A lescription of anyrelated ongoíng Corps studies/efforts in the watershed6, A Public Interest Dete¡¡nination
7. Appropriate NEpA docurnentation
8. Any Administrative Record
9. A discussion of indirect effects

10. A discussion of E.O. 1l9gg Conside¡ations
I l. Technical Analysis

on

on system integrity ultantimpacts' i'e'' impacts

- Upstream and downsfrearn impacts otential
impacts to existing floodplain mana
of Federal projects within the basin plnns

- A discussion ofresidual risk

b' If there is an associated Section 404110 perntt action, the required pubtic interest a¡dtechnical evaluations r:nder 33 USC 40g can bã don
completion of the public interest determination
impact of the proposed modification on tl.e use wi[make a recommendation (with supporting documel er to



CECW-PB
SUBJECT: Policy and Procedural Guidance for the Approval of Modification a¡rd Alteration of
Corps of Engineer projects

) for his consideration and approval under
the final Section 404/10 permit decisions
r 33 USC 408. A minimum of 30 days must be

c' Fo¡ locally operated and maintained Corps projects, the operatioru and maintenance for
any approved projeø modifications or alterations will be the responsibility of the non-Federal
sponsorand the Project Cooperation Agreement or othe¡ appropriate dociment must be updated
to address non-Federal sponsorresponslbilities for the uppiourå modifications.

6' If the desired modifications cannot be suitably pursued or approved under any of the
qreceding approaches, additional congre Section 216 of
the Flood Cont¡ol Act of 1970 is the app ch modifications.

7' Conside¡ation will be given to further delegation of the approval authority to a lower level as
y:^g"i" more experience with the types of changes that are påposed for approval *¿". g¡ USC
408.

FOR TTIE COMMANDER:

DON T. RILEY
Major General, USA
Director of Civil Works
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lunrcÇ!: Policy and Procedu¡al Guidance for the Approval of Modification and Alteration ofCorps of Engineor projects

DISTRIBUTION:
Comrnander, Great Lakes and Ohio RiverDivision (CELRD)

MD)



DEPARTTIEIIT OF THE ARIIY
soufH PActFtc Dtytstot{, c0Rps 0F Eltc[{EERs

333 Market Strset, Room 923
San Fra ncisco, Ca lifornia 94L05-2195

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

CESPD-MT-E (1110-2-l)

I I I)tC 200t

MEMORANDUM FOR

Commander, Alb uquerque District
Commander, Los Angeles District
Commander, S acramento District
Commander, San Francisco District

SUBJECT: SPD Regulation I lL0-2-1, Land Development Proposals at Corps Reservoir Projects

1. References:

a. Memorandum, CESPD-PD-R, 7 };/.ay 1992, subject: Policy of Corps Reservoir Lands.

b. Policy Guidance Letler No. 32, 28 April 1993, subject: Use of Corps Reservoir Flowage
Easernent Lands.

c. Memorandum, cESPD-ET-EW, 20May 1999, subject: Hydrologic and Hydraulic
Evaluation of Balancing Cut and Fill Volumes for Land Development Proposals at Corps
Reservoir Projects.

2. Enclosed is the completed CESPD Regulation llI}-z.t, Land Development Proposals at
Corps Reservoir Projects. This regulation accounts for previously issued USACE regulations,
interim policy guidance, SPD memorandums, internal correspondence and the latest analysis of
impacts by land developments proposals under consideration. It is a valuable tool. It establishes
SPD policy and procedures, including checklists and diagrams your districts must use in
evaluating land development proposals at Corps reservoirs within SpD,

3. Land' development within Corps reservoir projects continue to present new challenges, They
require a thorough analysis of negative impacts on flood storage space especially those that
effect critical features of the Spillway Design Flood and the Probable Maximum Flood, There
are an increasing number of developments being proposed within Corps project lands. There is a
balance between the requirements to adhere to established policy guidance, while at the same
time working with the developers.



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SOUTH PACIFIC DIVISION, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

333 Market Street, Room 923
CESPD-MT San Francisco. Californiag4105-2195

CESPD REGULATION
NO, 1rl!2-r

CESPD R IIIO-2-I

November 2001

Engineering and Design
LAND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS AT CORPS RESERVOIR PROJECTS

l. Purpose. This regulation establishes South Pacific Division (SPD) policy for evaluating land
development proposals within reservoirs and flood basins of the Corps, and for documenting the
results of the evaluation. Land development proposals are those by companies, organizations,
private parties, governments, agencies , or any other entities to construct buildings, roads, or other
facilities or in any other way to modifr the landforms, vegetation, surface characteristics, or use
of lands within a reservoir or basin operated by the Corps for flood control. The Corps has
responsibility to assure that the project pu{poses are not compromised, that the public is not
endangered, and that natural and cultural resources associated with project lands are not harmed.
The points and procedures for evaluation of development proposals in this regulation are to assist
in meeting these responsibilities and complying with applicable laws and directives.

2. Applicabilitv. This regulation is applicable to all SPD Districts and other field operating
activities within this command.

3. References.

a. EO 1 1988, Floodplain Management, 42F.R. 26951,24 May 1977 .

b. ER 1165-2-26,Implementation of Executive Order 11988 on Floodplain Management,

30 March 1984.

c. ER 405- 1- 12, Real Estate Handbook, 20 November 1985.

d. 8R200-2-2, Procedures for Implementing NEPA, 4 March 1988.

e. ER 1 1 10-2-240, Water Control Management, 24 lli/:ay 1990.

f EP 1165-2-314, Flood Proofing Regulations ,31March 1992.

This regulation supercedes: CESPDDE Memorandum, Subject: Interim Guidance for Evaluating
Development within Corps Reservoir Projects; Dated 7 Mray 92 and CESPD-ET-EW
Memorandum, Subject: Hydrologic and Hydraulic Evaluation of Balancing Cut and Fill
Volurnes for Land Development Proposals at Corps Reservoir Projects; Dated 20 }y'ray 99.



CESPDRIIIO-2-I
November 2001

5 Factots To B. Contider.d fot D.v.lopm.ntr in SPD Rer.ruoirc. A formula cannot be
developed to calculate the acceptability of a development project but numerous factors should be
considered in the evaluation of a land development proposal.

a' Real Estate Requirements. Proposed developments need to be evaluated to ensure they
do not conflict with the terms of real estate interests held for the project or constrain future
operational flexibilify of the project. Provisions to be put into new real estate out grant
instruments should include recognition of the fact that the water control plan is expected to
change in the future and that flood releases are based on the most current water control plan.
A decision to limit developments on project lands must be cons istent with the underlying
provisions of the applicable real estate interest held by the Government or the project sponsors.
Before making a final determination on the proposed development, the Offrces of Real Estate
and Counsel should be consulted.

b. Reservoir Storage.

(1) Developments that occur within an SPD reservoir (i.e,, on either lands held in fee or
on lands in which USACE or local sponsors may have ¡eal estate interests) will not be allowed to
reduce the reservoir's project storage space. This requirement includes the space for the
Spillway Design Flood (SDF). The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) design space is a critical
feature in the operation of a Corp reservoir project. The primary .onrid"rution in approving
excavations or landfill placements is the preservation of " project storage capacity" of the
project' "Project storage capacity" is herein defined to include all hydrôlogñ uná hydraulic
needs of the project, which encompasses the volume fo¡ the entire project, i.e., sedimentation,
hydropou,er, recreation, agriculture, water supply, and spillway deiign flood.

(2) Most developments require cut and fîll operations that change the original topography
of the flood control basin. Even if there is a balance of cut and fill, there may be an adverse
effect on flooding frequency within the basin due to the change in the area-capacity curve. The
cut and fill operations must not cause any properfy to be flooded more frequently than before the
development was in place. This can be done by ensuring that for every elevation on the modified
area-capacity curve, an equal or larger reservoir volume would be created by the development,
i.e', for any "ftll" volume, an equal or greater volume of "cut" must be removed at an elevation
below the fill. Impoundment areas such as lakes or spreading basins should be evaluated as "fill"
if they are not designed to release their water from the reservoir (i.e,, gravity flow, pumping or
recharge) prior to a flood.

(3) Cumulative degradation of project storage through land devebpment that does not
mitigate for this lost volume has an insidious effect on the hydrologic design and operation of the
project. Therefore, proposals for excavation and grading of the flowage eaìement fhat result in
loss of project storage will not be approved unless substitute flood storage is provided.
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(4) Normally, to account for losses in volumetric space caused by vertical development,
the best engineer practices would require devclopers to balance cut and frtt up to the elevation at
Maximum Reservoir tevel (MRL). Unfortunately, from the point of volumetric calculations and
legal control, real estate rights are not generally acquired for land between the elevation of the
guide acquisition line (or take line) and the elevation of the top of the dam. Clearly, for land
developments beyond our acquisition line we have no legal authority to regulate incursions in the
vertical space that would otherwise be available for floodwaters in á aeslgñ flood event. This
acquisition policy represents an attempt in bahncing hydrologic design rðquirements and
political realities of real estate acquisition.

(5) When reviewing proposed developments that at least partially occur on project-owned
lands, best engineering practices should be taken into account in considering any adverse irnpacts
to dam safety during a design flood. In such instances, when the proposed ðeveiopment would
interfere with the purpose for which the project easement or fee interèst was acquiied, the
Government has the authority to require volumetric mitigation for that portion of the
development proposal over which the Corps has real estate rights to the top of the MRL. (See
Appendix A, frgure 1)

(6) The Government has no jurisdiction for vertical space above un-acquired land.
However, as stewards of the project, the Corps can encouragè ttt" developer to mitigate for that
volumetric area (storage space) that is removed from the project storage space above the project
acquisition line by the proposed development. (See Appendix A, figure 2-and,3).

(7) In cases where there is a new development on lands that would be inundated by the
PMF, but over which the Corps has no real estate interests, or when a new PMF has been
developed, there exists a need to ascerLain the integrity of the Corps project and any dam safety
issues resulting from the routing of the PMF. In such cases, the following analysis should be
performed, in coordination with the Dam Safety Assurance Program. The PMF inflow flood
should be (mathematically) routed through the reservoir making the assumption that over such
lands, the storage space is not available. This assumption should reflect actual and reasonably
projected development throughout the life of the proþct. Such an analysis would relieve the
Dishict from a need to seek volume mitigation over lands over which we have no control, and
also ensure that 100 percent of the PMF can be safely passed over the spillway. This new
routing may result in a higher water surface elevation, and may indicate a deficient spillway. In
such cases, the Dam Safety Assurance Program should be engaged resulting in a study to
determine appropriate corrective action. Corrective action might take the fórm of either
enlarging the spillway, raising the dam, use of a parapet wall on top of the dam to meet freeboard
deficiencies, re-operation of spillway gates, acquiring rights over private land between the
elevation of the dam's spillway and the elevation of the top of dam, or a combination of these
altematives. In some cases, it may prove more acceptable to purclnse easement rights, as
opposed to raising the dam (or some other combination of solutions).
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c, Flood Damage to Property. In general, it is acceptable to have floodable types of
development at lower elevations in the flood control pool. Buildings that contain-utilities,
records and/or equipment should either be flood proofed or should have contingency plans
developed for evacuation of moveable items before the flood. A modihed version of the Los
Angeles' District Minimum Criteria for Reservoir Land Use Projects has been adopted for
regional use and is presented as Appendix B. Use of this table willprovide consistent criteria for
developers upon which to base their conceptual plans.

d. Flood Damage to the Reservoir.

(1) Floatables. If the development has storap tanks, vehicles, or any other article that
could float during a flood, each item must be adequately anchored to prevent it from becoming
dislodged due to buoyancy and/or swift currents. A floating object could get drawn into the
intake structure (act as a plug) and potentially cause loss of control of the project. They also
could get swept over the spillway, creating the potential fo¡ serious damage tó structures or
property downstream.

(2) Release of Pollutants. The water quality of water stored or released from Corps
reservoir projects is the responsibility of the Corps. If a development stores or handles
pollutants, leakage or accidental discharge into the flood waters could lead to environmental
problems, both within and downstream of the project. Operational constraints during this event
could include a need to hold polluted floodwaters until they can be treated or recovered. This
could create a dangerous situation in which scheduled releases cannot be made. This additional
operation constraint wor¡ld narow the range of options for water control decisions,

(3) Debris Build-up and Cleanup within the Flood Control Basin. Some development
proposals are large enough to affect the natural flow of sediment into the reservoir. This could
cause larger quantities of sediment and/or deb¡is to deposit in the reservoir where it had not been
anticipated. If debris impinges on inflow into the reservoir, the problem could cause additional
flooding. Also, the designs of the outlet works, spillway and embankment are based on the net
arca-capacity curve, which is developed based on the sediment distribution. Extreme changes in
sediment distribution may affect the operation of the project as designed. Additionally, the
build-up of debris or sediment in an area that tsed to be free flowing could lead to redirection of
flows that produce detrimental erosive forces. If the redirected flows were to impinge upon the
dam embankment, the safety of the dam could be compromised. Cleanup of the development
could be very costly. Therefore, flow paths must be examined to avoid these problems.

e. Existing and Planned Project Use. Many projects have Master Plans that guide the use of
resources and the orderly development of project lands, All development proposals should be
reviewed for consistency with the Master Plan to assure that the proposed devilopment will not
conflict with existing or planned uses. If the review indicates that the proposed development is
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either inconsistent with the Master Plan or may conflict with existing or planned uses, the Master
Plan will be updated or supplemented prior to approval of the proposed development.

f Induced Constraints to System Flexibility. Reservoir projects need operational flexibility
in order to deal with forecast errors, operatioral inefhciencies, and delays in meeting operational
objectives, emergencies, and unique situations. Flexibility is needed to allow the water control
manager to adapt the water control plan to special circumstances that may arise in the river
system. If a rising pool level in the reservoir were to approach a development where damages
could result, the water control manager should not be placed under pressure to release flood
waters that otherwise may have been held back to prevent further flooding of the downstream
system. In most cases, one of the primary purposes of the project is to provide flood protection
for these downstream areas. Real-time flexibility gives the water control manager the ability to
make modifications to the water control plan, and, if necessary, to make best use of the reservoir
and the overall reservoir system. Therefore; the proposed development must not adversely affect
the system operations.

g. Constraints to Future System Flexibility Water control managers must also deal with
future changes in the watershed (physiography and development), new hydrologic data and
technology, operational experience, changed downstream conditions (increased/decreased
channel capacity), changing emphases (e.g. environmental concerns, water quality, water
conservation, recreation, etc.). Many Corps reservoir projects are no longer able to provide the
degree of protection for which they were originally designed, due to one or more of the above
reasons. Re-regulation studies are undertaken to try to optimize the operational objective
function, i.e,, to determine how the project can best be operated to maximize the public benefit.
Developments that may appear to be acceptable under present conditions may not be acceptable
when considering futu¡e needs for operational flexibility. The future flexibility of the project
and the entire river system to meet authorized purposes should not be compromised by
inappropriate reservoir development.

h. Public Safety Problem Some development proposals result in an increase in the number
of people or animals within the reservoir. The size of a proposed development should be
evaluated. Facilities that can hold a large number of people might be denied for safety reasons.
Examples of large facilities that might not be allowed in flood control basins are: hospitals,
schools, libraries, museums, theaters, shopping centers, and amusement parks. A development
may also altract alarger number of people than it was designed for. For example, an
underground parking lot mayattract children as a play area or may attract transients as a sleeping
area. Because these developments were not originally intended to have people playing in, or
occupying them, contingencies would likely not have been set up to evacuate the people in the
event of a flood. Therefore, public safety would be at risk. Part of the liability could be
attributed to the Corps, adding risk and potential delays to water management decisions.
Flooding of electrical circuits and wiring may create special hazards to evacuation procedures.
Some developments create hidden dangers and must be carefully evaluated for potential public
safety problems.
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i, Environmental Stewardship. Environmental ramifications of any proposed development
must be fully explored zurd all requirements for assessing, coordinating, and reporting poriibl.
impacts must be followed, Some of the basic responsibilities for environmentãl stewardship at
Corps-operated reservoirs are described in reference 3i, though there are numerous other
pertinent directives dealing with requirements relating to NEPA, the Endangered Species Act,
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Clean Vy'ater Act, the Cleær AiiAct, the National
Historic Preservation Act, etc. Any land development proposal should be coordinated as soon as
possible with the Operations and Environmental elements so that the necessary steps to gather
information and to deal with environmental requirements and procedures r* Û. plameJout, as
some of these might be expensive and time consuming.

6 Çontinqencv Plan. A Contingency Plan should be developed for any development within
the flood conhol basin that is subject to hazardous conditions and damages fromã flood event.
A thorough technical analysis by the developers will force them to consider what emergencies
could arise within a flood control basin and determine what contingency measures are required to
deal with them. The agreement, which allows development, should state that it is the sole
responsibilify of the developer to evacuate the area. At projects where monitoring exists, the
District would attempt to make notifications to affected interests. The agreement should further
state that: "Prio¡ to commencement of construction, the developer will produce and finalize an
evacuation contingency plan." This will ensure that a procedure has been worked out
beforehand. The plan shall not be reviewed or require approval from the Corps; however, its
contents should include standard operating procedures for: regular patrols of the area (if
warranted); warning systems, their triggering mechanisms, their thresholds and minimum
warning times based on the hydrology of the watershed; mobilization of equipment and
manpower for evacuation of humans, animals and/or records, utilities and equipment; emergency
notifications þhone numbe¡ and personnel lists); access roads and escape routes; and clean-up
and repair.

7. Reporting. The evaluation of any land development within a flood control basin must be
well documented. The report must explain what factors were evaluated and what the ¡esults of
the evaluations were. The level of detail appropriate in the documentation will vary depending
on the specifics of the proposal, but must be sufficient to explain and support the
recommendation a¡rd decision. The completed evaluation package, including the proposal and
environmental documentation, is to be submitted to SPD for review to insure natiõnal and
regional consistency in policy application, prior to approval action by the District Commander.
A checklist of minimum requirements for a report is outlined in Appendix C, Evaluation Criteria
Checklist for Land Development Proposals.Øe

ROBERT L. DAVIS ---
col. (P), EN
Commanding

7
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4 Appendices
App A - Typical Cut and Fill Volumes for Land Development Proposals (Figures I thru 3)
App B - Minimum Criteria for Reservoir Land Use projects
App c - Evaluation criteria checklist for Land Development proposals
App D - Glossary



Appendix A - Typical cut and Fill volumes for Land Development proposals
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Appendix B -Minimum criteria for Reservoir Land use projects

* Frequency criteria shall be for a reservoir and watershed conditions of at least 50 vrs in the
future' Most current frequency curve may be used as guidance in estimating future
conditions. Note: Land uses at lower elevations may be developed at higheielevations

Before making a final determination on the proposed development, the Offices of Real Estate
and Counsel should be consulted.

Location

Figure

Level

(r)Elevation
Frequency
Ranee

Development
Constraints Acceptable Land Uses

Reservoir Up to lO-yr flood Subject to prolonged
inundation,
sedimentation, and
wave eroston

Structures are not
recommended. Nature trails
and open play fields are
acceptable,

2

l0-yr flood to the
50-yr flood

JuDJect to Irequen
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave eroslon

Open or tloodable structures
and field facilities that can
sustain inundation with
acceptable maintenance
costs. Concession stands
with portable contents, bridle
trails, shade and picnic
armadas, backstops,
goalposts, etc. a¡e considered
appropriate.

3

50-yr flood to the
100-yr flood

Subject to periodic
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave etoslon

Floodable structures and
multipurpose paved su rfaces
that can sustain inundation
with acceptable maintenance
cos ts.
Floodable restrooms and
picnic area a¡e considered
appropriate.

^

100-yr flood to the
Reservoir Design
Flood

Subject to infrequent
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave erosion

!'loodaroofed, closed
structures are permitted.
S tructures conducive to
human habitation are
orohibited.

River floodplains
5

Below the reservoir
I 00 yr flood
elevation and up to
the I 00-yr river
flood

Subject to frequent
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave eroslon

Open{ype or floodable
struchrres and freld facilities
that can withstand flood-
flow velocities for 100-yr
conditions and will not
impede the passage of flood
flows.

6

Above the reservoir
100 yr flood
elevation and up to
the I 00-yr river
flood

Subjectto frequent
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave eloslon

Structures are not
recommended. This a¡ea
must be reserved in an open
manner to provide for
conveyance of the I 00-yr
flood.

7

Above the reservoi¡
I 00 yr elevation and
above the I 00-yr
¡iver flood

Subject to varíable
flooding,
sedimentation, and
wave eroslon

Floodproofed, closed
structu¡es are permitted
along the floodway fringe.
All development must meet
Fede¡al regulatory floodway
regulations and be approved
bv the District Ensineer.

p,'l



Appendix B - Minimum criteria for Reservoir Land use projects

Maximum Reservoir Level

Note; Refer to Tâble B of Minimum criteria for Reservoir Land use projects for desøiption



Appendix C -Evaluation Criteria Checklist for Land Development Proposals

Each Question that is answered contrary to the guidance should have an
explanation.

L Corps Reservoir or Basin:

2a. Name of Development Proposal: 2b. Project No.:

2c. Project Manager: Telephone No.

2d. District Reviewers:

Environmental: Legal:

Operations:

Reservoir Regulation:

Real Estate:

Engineering:

3. General Project Description:

4. Summary commenl¡ecommendation for the proposed development:

5. Materials Reviewed: lReport(s) IPhn(s) lOther(s)

6. Titles atÅDate of ReviewedMaterials:

7. Will the proposed development be located within the reservoir (defined as all land below the
Maxirnum Reservoir Level?) XYes XNo lcannot be Determined

8. Do any of the potentially affected easements conflict with the approved water control plan?
lYes (explain)lNo - -f]Cannor 

be Determined

9a. Will there be any "cut and fill" operations in preparation for the proposed development?

IYes Iruo lCannot be Determined

9b. If "Yes", would they allow drainage by gravity?

nyes f]No ICannot be Determined

10. Is there any loss of storage atany elevation below the Maximum Reservoir Level?
nyes (Explain)flNo lCannot be Determined
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I l. Do any buildings, ponds, etc. remove or have the potential to remove (e.g., by sandbagging
to save expensive property) flood control volume from the corps project?

flyes nNo lCannot be Determined

12. lf located within the reservoir, what is the elevation frequency range (cunently) associated
with the location?

! below l0 yr ! to-so vr I so-100 yr ! greater rhan 100 yr

13. Do the facilities/structures of the proposed development comply with the attached Appendix
B "Minimum Criteria for Reservoir Land Use projects?,'

lves lNo ltf No, explain)

14.a. Do you have a copy of the title, leasehold, or easement?

lyes fJNo

l4b' Will the proposed development conflict with the Corps flowage easements or other Real
Estate interests? lyes(explain) lNo ncannot be Determined
( explain why)

1_5' Is there a proposal for sale or exchange of land, or change in easement between the
Government and the Developer? lyes n¡¡o 

-

16. Is a Categorical Exclusion (CATX) Required per ER 200-2-2?

Iyes f]No

17. Has the review been coordinated with Fish and Wildlife Service or the State Fish and Game

Department? lyes trNo

18. Are there any existing or potential endangered species identified? (If Yes, provide list)

nyes nNo

19. If Yes, what steps have or are being taken to mitigate for issues related to endangered
species (present or future)?

c-2



Appendix C -Evaluation Criteria Checklist for Land Development Proposals

20. What other environmental compliance requirements, if any, are to be met and what actions
have been taken to satisfy the requirements? (Èor example, cuitural resources, water quality, air
quality, permit requirements, FAA coordination, nonsource pollutant discharges, etc.)

21. Can any potential hidden constraints or dangers be identified (e.g., submergence of
electricalwiring underground parking, etc.)?!yes lNo [cannot bã Determined
22. Will there be impacts to reservoir operations or potential impacts regarding operation
constraints as a result of the proposed development (e. g., Ioss of reservoir storÀga c apacity,
increase of inflow volume into the reservoir, etc.)?

trYes n¡lo
23a. Are there any
develoÞment dæ to

possibilities of damage to the corps project as a result of the proposed
fl oatable obi ects/structures ?

nYes !No
23b. rf "Yes", is there a plan in place to mediate the problems with floatables?

flyes lxo
24a. will there be any pollutants stored within the proposed development?

lyes XNo
24b. If "Yes", what steps are being taken to minimize or eliminate contamination by pollutants?

25a. Will there be an increase in the quantity of debris/sediment inflow to the flood control
reservoir as a result of the proposed development?

!ves trNo lCannot be Determined

25b. If Yes, how much (what rate?)

26. Will the proposed development include facilities/struchrres that can hold large number of
pegnle (e.g., hospitals, schools, libraries, museums, theaters, shopping centers, airusementparks)? lyes nNo 

- - 
[Cu*ot be Determined

27 ' What are the proposed development's impacts to the future operational flexibility of the
dam?

28' Does the proposed development have any potential impact on ongoing studies (in-basin,
downstream, or re-operation studies)? f]ves XNo ncannot be Determined

29. Will any part of the proposed development conflict with Corps' project Master plans for the
area of proposed development? lves trNô 

- 

[cannot be Determined

t- _7.
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30. Recommendations:

31. Other Comments?

Submitted By: Date:

c-4



Appendix D - Glossary

4cquisition Guideline - often refened to as the Take Line or Guide Acquisition Contour, is
the contour line established with a reasonable freeboard allowance above the top pool
elevation for storing water for flood control, navigation, power, and inigation.

Coms Controlled - Used to refer to lands held in fee and/or Corps held easements

E¡lL- Any earth, water, or matlmade structure that, when placed on the reservoir land,
reduces the storage capacity ofthe reservoi¡.

Floodplain - The lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters, and
including, at a minimum, that area subject to flooding in any given year.

Maximum Reservoir Level (MRL)- The Maximum Reservoir Level is the elevation
resulting from the routing of the Spillway Design Flood, I

ProÞaþle Maximum Flood (PMF) - Is the flood that may be expected from the most severe
combination of critical meteorological and hydrologic óonditions that are reasonably possible
in the region. The PMF is calculated from the Probable Maximum precipitation (pMp). The
PIVÍP values encompass the maximized intensity-duration values obtained from sìorms of a
single type. Storm type and variations of precipìtation are considered with respect to location,
area coverage of a watershed, and storm duration. The probable maximum storm amounts
are determined in much the same way as are standard pioject flood amounts, except the
precipitation amounts are first increased to correspond to maximum meteoroloeicål factors
such as wind speed and maximum moisture content of the atmosphere. I

Proiect Storage Capacitv - As defined in this reference, project storage refe¡s to the
hydrologic and hydraulic needs of the project, which 

"nõo-purr.s 
the volume of the entire

project, i.e. sedimentation, hydropower, recreation, agricultural, water supply, reservoir
design, and spillway design.

Reservoir Desien Flood IRDF) - The Reservoir Design Flood is that flood, along with
associated antecedent conditions, that was originally used to determine the desig-n benefrts
and level of flood protection provided by the project. In most cases this is the event that
determined the original spillway crest, or the Ùoundary between the flood control pool and
storage provided primarily for dam safety issues.

$pillwav-De$ien Floqd (SDF) - Spillway Design Flood is the flood hydrograph used in the
design of a dam and its appurtenant works particularly for sizing the ipillway and outlet works,
and for determining maximum temporary storage and height ofãam råquirements.l

1 Reference EM I I 10-2-1420, Hydrologic Engineering Requirements For Reservoirs, dated 3l
October 1997



U.S, Department of Homeland Sccurity
FEMA Region IX
I I I I Broadway, Suite 1200
Oakland, CA. 9460'7 -4052

RECEIVED

APR 25 2OOB
April21,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski l4_
Deputy District Director
california Department of Transportation, Division of Environmental

Planning (405/1 0 I Connector)
100 Main Street, MS 164
Los Angeles, Californi a 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

This is in response to your request for comments on the Draft Environmental Assessment/Initial
Study for the San Diego Freeway (Interstate 405ll0l).

Please review the current effective Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) for the County of San
Diego (Community Number 060284), Map revised September 29,2006. Please note that the
County of San Diego, Califomia is a participant in the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP). The minimum, basic NFIP floodplain management building requirements are described
in vol. 44 code of Federal Regulations (44 cFR), Sections 59 through 65.

A summary of these NFIP floodplain management building requirements are as follows:

o All buildings constructed within a riverine floodplain, (i.e., Flood ZonesA, AO, AH, AE,
and Al through 430 as delineated on the FIRM), must be elevated so that the lowest
floor is at or above the Base Flood Elevation level in accordance with the effective Flood
Insurance Rate Map.

o If the area of construction is located within a Regulatory Floodway as delineated on the
FIRM, any development must not increase base flood elevation levels. The term
developmezl means any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate,
including but not limited to buildings, other structures, mining, dredging, fïtting,
grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations, and storage of equipment or
materials. A hydrologic and hydraulic analysis must be pefformed pript to the start of
development, and must demonstrate that the development would not cause any rise in
base flood levels. No rise is permitted within regulatory floodways.

www fema gov
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. All buildings constructed within a coastal high hazard uea, (any of the "V" Flood Zones
as delineated on the FIRM), must be elevated on pilings and columns, so that the lowest
horizontal structural membet, (excluding the pilings and columns), is elevated to or above
the base flood elevation level. In addition, the posts and pilings foundation and the
structure attached thereto, is anchored to resist flotation, collapse and lateral movement
due to the effects of wind and water loads acting simultaneously on all building
components,

. Upon completion of any development that changes existing Special Flood HazardAreas,
the NFIP directs all participating communities to submit the appropriate hydrologic and
hydraulic data to FEMA for a FIRM revision. In accordance with 44 CFR, Section 65.3,
as soon as practicable, but not later than six months after such data becomes available, a
community shall notify FEMA of the changes by submitting technical datafor a flood
map revision. To obtain copies of FEMA's Flood Map Revision Application Packages,
please refer to the FEMA website at http://www.fema.gov/business/nfip/forms.shtm.

Please Note:

Many NFIP participating communities have adopted floodplain management building
requirements which are more restrictive than the minimum federal standards described in 44
CFR. Please contact the local community's floodplain manager for more information on local
floodplain management building requirements. The San Diego County floodplain manager can
be reached by calling Cid Tesoro, Flood Control District Manager, at (858) 694-3672.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call Marshall Marik of the
Mitigation staff at (510) 627-7057.

Sincerely,

cc:

Cid Tesoro, Flood Control District Manager, San Diego County
Garret Tam Sing/Salomon Miranda, State of California, Department of V/ater Resources

Southern District
Marshall Marik, Floodplanner, CFM, DHS/FEMA Region IX
Alessandro Amaglio, Environmental Offrcer, DHS/FEMA Region IX

Gregor

www fema.gov
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U.S Departrnent
of Transportation

Federal Aviation
Admlnlstration

FAA LAX ADD PAGE ø2

FêdÊtâl AviÉliön Administratiçn
F,O, Box 02007
Los Anqeles, C/\ 90009-2002

Western-Facilic Reglon
Los Angeles AlrporÈ D¡sr¡a Omce

I4ay 27, 2008

Mr. Rona.l.d Kosj,n,skj_, DefJuLy Disl_ricL Dj.recto.r:Californla Department of Tran.sport:¡tion
DivisÍon of Environmental ntanñing (40S/j-01 Conncctor)100 South Main SE,reet; MS 16A
Los Angeles, CA gOOIz

Southbor¡nd Interetate-dO5 (San Dj.ego Froowny) To f.he Ít .{ High.øay_I 0J-(venÈura Free¡vay) Connector Inpróvenent project
D¡e_ft Environne¡tal Àe aaesmerrt/ Iní tial S tudy

Mr. Kosirrski :

I arn in receÍpt of your Draft Environmentar Assessment/rnitiar studyfo:: the Sout,hbound Interstate-4OS (San Diego Freeway) To Lhe L.t.S.Hiqhway-101 (ventura Ereeway) connector rmprovement prôjeÉt thatproposes varj-ous alte¡natives to improve tho conneÇto¡: fron thesouthbound san Di.ego Freeway (Interstate-405) to the westbourrd VenturaFteeway (U-S_ Highway-l01) .

It +q necessary uûdêr part 7? of the Fecler.r.l_ Avj,atron Regulations tonotlfy the T'ederat Avlatlon Admlnlstrâtion (¡.¡iA) of âny þroposar whichwouìd exôeëd certain e.l-ovations with rospect to the ground andneighboring ai-rports.. Va1,ìiuys Airport is located approximately 2,5rfij-les northwest of the 405/fú intärchanqe,

CFR Title 14 Part 11.L3 states that any person/organization whp intêndsto sponsor âny of the foJ.lowing construction oJ: afterat_j.ons ñust rrötifv't,he Admlni_. brator oJ: Lhe FAA:

¡ any çonst.ruction or arteration exceedinq 2oo tt above qround.
'l arra l

Any construction or al_l_e¡ation

¡ wlthln 20ì0oo ft of a pubríc use oï nrilitary airport which
exceeds a 100:I surface from any point on the ïunwav of each
¡ir-rr.-.r.{.-'..,Fl'.+l.-.--!.....-...---_-q¿!¡,v!u wruh at Leaet olle l:ut.rway trl,rre tharr 3,200 ft

r w1thin 10,000.fr- of a public use or military airport which
exceeds a 50;1 surface from any point on thã runway of eachai.rport w-ith its ],ongest ,l:unvray no mo.ìîe than 3,ZOQ fl

¡ within 5,000 ft of a pubrÍc use heriport which exceeds a z5:I
s urIÈ1cc

. any highway, raiLroad or othe:r: trave::se way whose prescribed
âdjusted heÍght wour-d exceed that al¡ove noled standards
when requ,est_ed by the pAA
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r âDV consttuëtion 9r alLeråtlion Located on a prrb] ic u¡e al.rSrorL <lrholiport regaf(t-lèss ot height o¡: .ì.r>cat:Lorr,

TO furfl-l-1 this reguiremenf, i.t is rlecessär.y to comprete irnci rêrluï-.rr a
::Ty :t Lhe l-orm 7460-\, Noti,ce of p.rr:posed"C,¡nsrructÍon or A_l.rerarro¡l.'I'nls ror:T.n.t6 found on the web al:, Þ.l.I,E:/_l nrç,,:faa.i.1 6{.)_,,!'ndf-. once eornplelleri ¡trr.r.so fçrw¡':':t iiÄ ;=.ffií;á'ni:;n"f,o:r oþstructiofi eva.ì.r.¡at-i.on to :

Feclera.l Awi.ati vrr,Actnrini str-a L.iu¡r
Southwest Regj.onal Office

Aj.r Traffic .Airspace Branch, À,SVü-I20
2Êj01 Meachan Blvct,

, Fort Worth, TX't6t31-4ZgA

Ädditional-ly, you nay coordinabe wíth the FÀÄf s vùesterîn-pê.cific RegionSystem Obstruction Speciallst Karen McDonalrJ to address arry potential
a I r s¡'re.-e nh.sf rr.ret i-an i-q-cr-tas . Ms - McDa¡:ar.d rnay ba contactecj at 310-125-6587 or karen.mcdonald,g€3q, Çoy.

rf you have arry queuLiurru 
'ega*rirrg tr¡is rnatter, prease fee.r f.ìîee cogj.ve me a calt a,E (3j.0) l.2ï-363|..

Environnental Protection Spec1alis.l.
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To: Mr. Ronald l(osinski, Deputy DistrlctManager

Compan;c GALTRAN€, DistrictT

Phone: 213.897fi08

Fex: 2134974698

Frcm: VicbrGloba

ïltfe: Ënvíronmental protection Specialist

Date: May27,2008
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Original comrnent letter has been sent via U,S, Mail.
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APPENDTX X I GALTRANS RESPONSE TO FOMAL GOMMENT
LETTERS REGARDING THE EA/IS

APPENDICES I EnvironmentalAssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/lS) - June 2008



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO USACE FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #1:
Comments noted.
CALTRANS believes that the recently provided guidance, and some of the recently provided comments, may
have been best provided by the USACE to CALTRANS during any of the various coordination sessions
between the two agencies (as described in the Consultation and Coordination Section of the EA/IS), including
but not limited to:

 The preliminary consultation that ended with the USACE granting conceptual approval to the
project in a letter dated December 15, 2000 (please view the letter in the Appendices section of this
document).

 The August 2003 Value Analysis phase of the project
 The May/June 2006 Scoping Phase of the project
 The June 2007 Meeting between CALTRANS and the USACE

Also, CALTRANS through its own research, has had to itself obtain more detailed and current information
about the resources within the USACE managed Sepulveda Basin, such as:

 The Status of the Least Bell’s Vireo and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher at Los Angeles County
Drainage Area Detention Basins and Flood Control Channels (dated July 2007 and prepared for the
USACE)

 A June 2001 Sepulveda Basin Master Plan Land Use Map, which was part of the Sepulveda
Wetlands Park Draft Concept Report as prepared by the City of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works

CALTRANS sought very early involvement and coordination with the USACE so as to tailor the EA/IS and
Section 4(f) Evaluation to the USACE’s needs to the maximum extent. CALTRANS remains committed to
working with the USACE in order to achieve a mutually acceptable project.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #2:
CALTRANS has selected Alternative 1. The proposed project would therefore not impact the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Reserve, nor pose an extensive encroachment onto the Sepulveda Flood Control Basin
Reservoir, as did rejected Alternatives 2 and 3. A Section 106 Finding of Effect, however, did determine that
Alternative 1 would have an adverse effect on the historic Sepulveda Dam. Determination of the significance
of the impact, according to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR §§ 1500-1508),
is a function of both context and intensity.

In regards to context, the Sepulveda Dam provides a locally significant flood control function. It is also
associated with events that have made a locally and regionally significant contribution to Los Angeles history,
and embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, and method of construction. However, any
notion that the Sepulveda Dam is iconic and/or Nationally Significant, is in error as it implies that the dam is
on the save level as: the Hollywood Sign, the Statue of Liberty, the Washington Monument, Mount
Rushmore, or the Golden Gate Bridge. As locally and regionally significant as the Sepulveda Dam is, it is
neither iconic, nor Nationally significant. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), pursuant to Section
106 of the Historic Preservation Act, concurred with this assessment.

CALTRANS has also considered the intensity of the effects to the uniqueness of the Sepulveda Dam and its
viewshed. As discussed in this EA/IS, Caltrans and FHWA commit to mandating that a qualitative/aesthetic
approach be taken to mitigate any visual quality loss in the project area to a level below significance.
CALTRANS invites the USACE to join in and ensure the success of this endeavor, rather than simply
assuming and allowing a significant impact to occur because an EIR/EIS and Statement of Overriding
Considerations has been prepared. Minimizing these impacts to a level below significance is possible, and
therefore should be the primary goal and full focus of CALTRANS, FHWA, and USACE resources.
CALTRANS, in full coordination with the USACE and FHWA, commits to implementing, at the very least,
the following measures:

 New retaining walls will be visually compatible with the surrounding community and architectural detail
and style of the Sepulveda Dam. Architectural detailing will be specified appropriately; pilasters, wall
caps, interesting block patterns, color, and materials to match existing color palette of surrounding area.

 Visual interest will be created to reduce the apparent height of walls
 Slope pavement at undercrossings will be enhanced with texture to deter graffiti
 The bents and piers of the new elevated connector structures that cross through the spillway would be

similar in shape to the Streamline Modern gates of the dam
 The new elevated connector structures that cross through the spillway would have as low a profile as

current safety/design guidelines will allow in order to reduce the visual impacts on views of the dam
 All new concrete would match, in color and texture, that of the dam outlet structure.

Furthermore, CALTRANS commits not to, nor attempt to, move past the PS&E phase of the project (i.e.
move toward construction) without first securing USACE approval of the new connectors’ architectural
design.

In regards to the intensity of the project’s impacts to the structural and hydraulic function of the Sepulveda
Dam, CALTRANS has determined that the project’s impacts would not result in a significant adverse impact
to the dam, nor pose a significant risk to public safety. CALTRANS’ top strategic goal is safety, and this
project is no different. Upon the securing of project funding, the engineering design of Alternative 1 will
commence as part of the next phase of the project, which is termed the “Project Specifications and Estimates
(PS&E)”.

During PS&E, CALTRANS will formally provide to the USACE the required information pursuant to 33
USC 408 (“Section 408”). Section 408 requires the submittal of both the completed NEPA document and the
completed detailed engineering of the selected alternative, which in this case is Alternative 1. These items are
not available during “environmental phase” (current phase), but rather, become available during the PS&E
phase.

Then, CALTRANS and the Federal Highway Administration would design the new connector from the
southbound I-405 to the westbound US-101, in close coordination with the USACE, ensuring the strictest



conformity to all three agencies’ engineering design and safety standards, as well as, minimizing impacts to
the maximum extent. Furthermore, CALTRANS commits not to, nor attempt to, move past the PS&E phase
of the project (i.e. move toward construction) without first securing USACE approval of the project’s
engineering design.

In regards to the USACE’s concern for the structural integrity of the Sepulveda Dam:
The Sepulveda Dam has a crest elevation of 723.7 ft with a freeboard of 7.3 ft. For portion of the dam west of
the access road, the elevation of the soil behind the dam is close to the crest elevation so the dam has a small
hydraulic head and the risk of slope failure is very small. The 16 inch diameter Cast in Drilled Hole (CIDH)
piles that are constructed through the dam will cross the potential failure plane and thus help to stabilize the
earthen dam. The concrete lining that is disturbed temporarily in order to drill the holes for the piles will be
repaired and the overall condition of the concrete lining will be improved so that the risk of water seeping
through the dam will reduced. The retaining wall will basically replace a portion of the soil slope with a
vertical face. This does not affect the global stability of the earthen dam and the stability of the retaining wall
is designed to the highest standard including traffic loads on the service road. Again, any portion of the
concrete lining that is temporarily disrupted during construction will be repaired and the overall condition of
the concrete lining will be improved.

In regards to the USACE’s concern for the storage capacity of the reservoir:
The storage capacity of the reservoir at the spillway crest is 17,425 Acre-feet. The CIDH piles will reduce the
storage capacity of the reservoir by approximately 0.048 Acre-feet or less than 3/10,000th of the reservoir
capacity. The retaining is mostly within the freeboard, but a level spot in front of the retaining wall will
increase the storage volume of the reservoir.

In regards to the USACE’s concern for the water flow down the spillway:
The columns for the new connector (designated Piers 4, 5, and 6) are at the lowest elevation in the spillway
about 500 ft from the spillway gates at a spillway elevation of approx. 680 ft., which is 43.5 ft below the crest
elevation. The placement of these piers should not impact the spillway gate operations.  We assume energy
dissipation is desirable at the tail end of spillways to slow the water down. To design hydraulically efficient
columns is not difficult but is it consistent with the energy dissipation goals? Perhaps it would appear to make
more sense to have the columns be part of an energy dissipation system to slow the water down before it
continues down the river.  Regardless, upon commencement of the PS&E phase of the project, CALTRANS
and the Federal Highway Administration would design the project in close coordination with the USACE,
ensuring the strictest conformity to all three agencies’ engineering design and safety standards, and to
minimize impacts to the most practicable extent, to a level below significance. And, since CALTRANS
commits not to, nor attempt to, move past the PS&E phase of the project (i.e. move toward construction)
without first securing USACE approval of the project’s engineering and architectural design, the USACE will
ensure that significant impacts to the Sepulveda Dam do not come to fruition.

CALTRANS has also considered the intensity of the public controversy associated with the proposed project’s
impacts to the Sepulveda Dam. It is almost non-existent. The vast majority of the negative formal comments
received during the EA/IS public comment period are associated with the adverse impacts that Alternatives 2
and 3 would have had upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. With the rejection and elimination of
Alternatives 2 and 3, CALTRANS has eliminated any public controversy associated with this project, as well
as, any potential impacts to State or Federal listed species.

Lastly, any continued assertions that CALTRANS’ comprehensive and extensive Alternatives Analysis is not
adequate, would be in error. CALTRANS has selected Alternative 1, which is not only the Least
Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA), but the only practicable alternative pursuant to
E.O. 11988 – Floodplain Management. Alternative 1 is the least environmentally disruptive build alternative
possible, given the numerous environmental, community, right-of-way, and engineering constraints. Any
insinuations that there exists an another practicable alternative, or another alternative that is less
environmentally damaging, less disruptive to the community, or more reasonable and prudent than Alternative
1, would be in error. CALTRANS stands by the project’s Alternatives Analysis as discussed in the EA/IS.
Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #21.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #3:
Comments noted. Per the USACE’s request, Caltrans has updated Section 1.5 of the EA/IS.
CALTRANS intends to request an easement from the USACE, and therefore intends to enter into negotiations
with the USACE to develop a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") to cover the USACE’s administrative
fees. This shall be done in the PS&E phase of the proposed project.

Per the USACE’s request, CALTRANS has updated and corrected Section 1.3.1 of the EA/IS. And per the
USACE’s request, CALTRANS has included in Section 2.1.1 of the EA/IS a description of the authorizations
governing the operation of the Sepulveda Basin.

The following are the easement requirements for selected Alternative 1:
Highway Easement = 5.12 acres
Temporary Construction Easement = 10.20 acres
Aerial Easement = 3.08 acres
Permanent Footing easement = 0.45 acres

Access for personnel and equipment for operation, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and flood fighting will
be maintained during construction of the project.  This will be done by constructing the new service road first
then “bridging over” to the existing service road.  Detailed plans for the staging of work will be provided
during the design phase for the Army Corp of Engineers approval.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #4:
Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain Management) directs all federal agencies to refrain from conducting,
supporting, or allowing actions in floodplains unless it is the only practicable alternative. As previously
discussed in CALTRANS RESPONSE #2, CALTRANS has not only proven that Alternative 1 is the LEDPA,
CALTRANS has proven that Alternative 1 is the only practicable alternative. As proven by the Alternatives
Analysis, Alternative 1 is the least environmentally disruptive build alternative possible, given the numerous
environmental, community, right-of-way, and engineering constraints.

Also, as previously discussed, CALTRANS has evaluated the risks and implications of Alternative 1 upon the
Sepulveda Dam, and CALTRANS has determined that the project’s impacts would not result in a significant
adverse impact to the dam, nor pose a significant risk to public safety. CALTRANS’ top strategic goal is
safety, and this project is no different. Upon securing funding, the engineering design of Alternative 1 will
commence as part of the next phase of the project (PS&E). Then, during PS&E, CALTRANS will formally
provide to the USACE the required information pursuant to 33 USC 408. Also during PS&E, CALTRANS
and the Federal Highway Administration would design the project in close coordination with the USACE,
ensuring the strictest conformity to all three agencies’ engineering design and safety standards, as well as,
minimizing impacts to the maximum possible extent.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #5:
33 USC 408 (“Section 408”) requires the submittal of both the completed NEPA document and the completed
detailed engineering of the selected alternative, which in this case is Alternative 1. These items are not
available during “environmental phase”, but rather, become available during the  “design” phase (PS&E) of a
CALTRANS project. In other words, the CALTRANS PS&E phase and the USACE Section 408 phase appear
to be intended to run concurrent. Otherwise, Section 408 would not require a completed NEPA document as a
prerequisite. It is clear that the USACE’s own protocols require that the environmental issues be addressed
first, in the NEPA document, subsequently followed by the engineering issues being addressed later and in
detail during the Section 408 process. Otherwise, Section 408 would require a concurrent and integrated
NEPA/Section 408 process. That is not the case. Therefore, CALTRANS will formally provide to the USACE
the required items, pursuant to Section 408, during the PS&E phase of the project.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #6:
Please refer to the following page.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #6 continued:
Section 2.3.2 of the EA/IS merely summarizes the regulatory setting that exists at the project location. It
acknowledges CALTRANS’ awareness of the regulatory setting, and CALTRANS’ intention to comply with
the requirements set forth by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Since the EA/IS is a NEPA/CEQA
document, it is not intended, nor cannot satisfy, the USACE’s Section 404 regulatory requirements. The
Department will begin the Section 404 permitting process after completion of the NEPA document; during the
PS&E phase of the project.

NEPA/Clean Water Act Section 404 Integration process is only required when the NEPA document being
prepared is an EIS, and when the required Section 404 permit will be an Individual Permit. At this time, the
NEPA document is not an EIS, and when CALTRANS project biologist Maureen Doyle spoke with Mark
Cohen of the USACE Regulatory Division on February 26, 2008 regarding the appropriate permit to pursue
pursuant to Section 404, Mr. Cohen indicated that it was too early to make any definite determination as to
which level of Section 404 permit would be required. He indicated that there were “several things that needed
to happen” before CALTRANS and the USACE Regulatory Division could discuss the appropriate level of
404 permit that would be needed, as well as, any associated mitigation.

Therefore, since at this time neither an EIS nor a Section 404 Individual Permit are on the table,
NEPA/Section 404 Integration process is not required. Regardless, the USACE was a major factor why
CALTRANS deemed Alternative 1 as the LEDPA, and why CALTRANS selected Alternative 1 as the
alternative that will be pursued for implementation. The USACE made its position and sentiment clear;
Alternative 1 is more prudent and less environmentally damaging than Alternatives 2 and 3.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #7:
As mentioned, at this time neither an EIS nor a Section 404 Individual Permit are on the table. Therefore
NEPA/Section 404 Integration is not required. Also as mentioned, the CALTRANS PS&E phase and the
USACE Section 408 phase appear to be intended to run concurrent, otherwise, Section 408 would not require
a completed NEPA document as a prerequisite. Thus CALTRANS intends to finish the NEPA document, then
during the PS&E phase, CALTRANS will submit to the USACE the items required pursuant to Section 408
while concurrently working with the USACE Regulatory Division to identify and apply for the pertinent
permit pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #8:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #2 for a discussion of the impacts to the Sepulveda Dam.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #8 continued:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #2 for a discussion of the impacts to the Sepulveda Dam.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #9:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #5.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #10:
Access for personnel and equipment for operation, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and flood fighting will
be maintained during construction of the project.  This will be done by constructing the new service road first
then “bridging over” to the existing service road.  Detailed plans for the staging of work will be provided
during the design phase for USACE approval.

CALTRANS certainly intends to comply with SPD Regulation 1110-2-1 related to land development
proposals at Corps reservoir projects. However, like Section 408, SPD Regulation 1110-2-1 requires a level of
engineering design, hydraulic design, and construction phasing/staging/planning that is not available until the
engineering design (PS&E) phase of a CALTRANS project. CALTRANS commits to submit a plan for
compliance with SPD Regulation 1110-2-1 concurrently during the Section 408 process, which would happen
during the PS&E phase of this project.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #11:
As mentioned, CALTRANS has selected Alternative 1. CALTRANS Maintenance Crews will be responsible
for the care and upkeep of new connectors and its appurtenant facilities, not just to maintain sanitary
conditions (i.e. removal of trash and debris), but also to conserve the public's investment in the highway
system and ensure the maximum benefit to the traveling public. If the USACE is interested, perhaps
CALTRANS and the USACE could enter into a Cooperative Agreement (during the Section 408 and/or
Section 404 process) whereby CALTRANS Maintenance Crews would also enter the spillway area and jointly
maintain the areas beneath the new freeway structures.

When CALTRANS surveyed the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, numerous homeless individuals were
detected already living inside the reserve. Since CALTRANS has rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, there is no
reason to believe that the proposed project would in anyway increase the numbers of the homeless individuals
whom already reside in the reserve and adjacent recreational areas.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #12:
The methodology used to compute the loss of storage was the Average End Method.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #13:
The Sepulveda Dam is a structure that is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). A
property is considered eligible for listing on the NRHP if it meets one or more of the following criteria:

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is present
in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
a) That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history; or
b) That are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past; or
c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the
work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or
d) That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #13 continued:
In addition to significance, a property must also have physical integrity to be listed on or eligible for listing on
the NRHP. Integrity does not demand absolute purity, but the historic property must be a “preservable entity”
that still communicates what makes it significant.

The Sepulveda Dam is a “preservable entity” that still conveys what makes it significant. Its appearance
remains distinctive, and it maintains its physical integrity and functionality.

The Sepulveda Dam was found eligible under Criterion A and C. The Sepulveda Dam was not found eligible
under Criterion B as the designers and or builders are not considered significant persons in our past history.
The Sepulveda Dam as not found eligible under Criterion D as this resource is not likely to yield information
important in history or prehistory as it is a contemporary structure. Criterion D is normally reserved for
archaeological properties or ruins.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #14:
In the preparation of Section 106 documents, particularly the Finding of Effect (FOE) document, CALTRANS
determined that this undertaking will have an adverse effect on the historic property (Sepulveda Dam).

Section 106 requires that CALTRANS involve certain parties to participate as consulting parties in the
consultation to resolve adverse effects to historic properties.  If a proposed project may affect federal or state
lands, the appropriate land-holding agency (USACE in this case) shall be contacted for information regarding
historic properties on their land and shall be formally invited to be parties to any subsequent actions.

In October 2005 contact was made with D. Stephen Dibble, Sr. Archaeologist for USACE, Los Angeles
District prior to preparation of the Historic Property Survey Report (HPSR). The results of that HPSR and
Determination of Eligibility (DOE) were sent to USACE May 3, 2007 with no response. In June 2007, a
meeting was held between CALTRANS and the USACE. At that time the FOE was in process. CALTRANS
Architectural Historian Kelly Ewing-Toledo informed the USACE at this meeting that the preliminary study
showed that all four build alternatives would most likely result in an adverse effect upon the historic
Sepulveda Dam. Ms. Ewing received no formal response as a result of that meeting. The FOE was sent to
USACE in February 2008. The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred with the findings on
March 31, 2008. Ms. Ewing received no response from the USACE regarding that document or its findings.
In March 2008, the USACE issued a letter of non-cooperation with Caltrans on this project. On April 4, 2008
in a meeting with CALTRANS, the USACE legal counsel verbally disagreed that the Sepulveda Dam was a
historic property and said they would issue a letter shortly stating their official opinion. Ms. Ewing was in the
process of completing the Draft Memorandum of Agreement (DMOA) at that point. On April 23, 2008
USACE agreed that Sepulveda Dam was 4(f) property, thus a historic property. To that point Ms. Ewing had
received no response or willingness to be involved on the part of the USACE regarding mitigation of adverse
effects for the historic property. The DMOA was sent to the USACE on May 1, 2008. On May 27, 2008 Ms.
Ewing received an email from John Killeen, USACE Archaeologist/Environmental Coordinator, regarding the
DMOA stating that it was imperative that the USACE be added as a signatory party on the DMOA. This
letter, and the above mentioned email, was the first time the USACE has expressed any opinion about project
effects to the historic property.

The FOE explains the Criteria of Adverse Effect and details how this project will affect the historic property.
The Draft MOA then details the mitigation measures to be completed by CALTRANS to mitigate for those
adverse effects.

The determination of the significance of the impact, according to the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) regulations (40 CFR §§ 1500-1508), is a function of both context and intensity. Please refer to
CALTRANS RESPONSE #2.

Filming has taken place on the spillway, with the Sepulveda Dam directly in the background. However, the
proposed project would not adversely impact that cinematic function since the distance between the new
connector and the dam structure itself (from that cinematic vantage point) would be 500ft, and therefore, the
new connector would not obstruct that cinematic vantage point. In other words, all types of previous filming
that has occurred on the spillway, with the Sepulveda Dam in the background, would remain possible after
implementation of the proposed by this project.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #15:
CALTRANS has rejected and eliminated the excavation of Haskell Creek as a mitigation option for loss of
flood capacity volume.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #16:
In light of the USACE’s and the community’s overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment
upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS agrees with the
USACE in regards to the significance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the significance of,
and difficulty of mitigating, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the reserve. CALTRANS will
only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative.

Due to the selection of Alternative 1, and rejection of Alternatives 2 and 3:
 CALTRANS will focus its resources only on the impacts posed by selected Alternative 1.
 Further discussion of the impacts posed by rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve, or the oaks located north of Burbank Boulevard, will no longer be necessary.
 Noise levels within the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve are not expected to exceed the Noise

Abatement Criteria (NAC) of 57dBA. Per the project’s noise technical study, the projected
increase in ambient noise after the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA
(decibel), which is well below any significant noise level impacts or increases.

 The potential for a lighting impact to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve has been eliminated.
 Sepulveda Basin, as a regional park, will continue to function at its current level
 Any biological mitigation necessary as a result of the biological impacts associated with

Alternative 1 will continue to be refined and developed as the project enters the Section 404
permitting phase after the completion of the NEPA phase (i.e. PS&E project phase).

Note: As discussed in the Consultation and Coordination of the EA/IS, CALTRANS provided to the USACE,
on June 19, 2007, the draft Natural Environment Study Report (the biological impact study report, which is
the basis for the biological impact portion of the EA/IS). At that time, CALTRANS requested that the USACE
review the study and provide its valuable technical input. The USACE’s May 28, 2008 formal comment letter,
regarding this EA/IS, is the first time that the USACE has provided to CALTRANS specific and detailed
technical comments regarding the project’s potential biological impacts.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #16 continued:
As mentioned, in light of the USACE’s and the community’s overwhelming concern and opposition to any
encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section
4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS
agrees with the USACE in regards to the significance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the
significance of, and difficulty of mitigating, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the reserve.
CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #16 continued:
As mentioned, in light of the USACE’s and the community’s overwhelming concern and opposition to any
encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section
4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS
agrees with the USACE in regards to the significance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the
significance of, and difficulty of mitigating, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the reserve.
CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #16 continued:
As mentioned, in light of the USACE’s and the community’s overwhelming concern and opposition to any
encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section
4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS
agrees with the USACE in regards to the significance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the
significance of, and difficulty of mitigating, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the reserve.
CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #16 continued:
As mentioned, in light of the USACE’s and the community’s overwhelming concern and opposition to any
encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section
4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS
agrees with the USACE in regards to the significance of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the
significance of, and difficulty of mitigating, the impacts posed by Alternatives 2 and 3 upon the reserve.
CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #17:
Selected Alternative 1, which does not encroach nor impact the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, is a
prudent and feasible alternative to Rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 (which would have required encroachment
impacts to the reserve).

CALTRANS stands by the Consultation and Coordination section of the EA/IS, as well as, all the
correspondence sent to the USACE regarding this matter. CALTRANS went to great lengths to provide the
specified information and component technical studies to the USACE nearly a year prior to the completion of
the draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation. By providing those materials early and exclusively to the
USACE, CALTRANS was soliciting the USACE’s early input so that EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation
could have been tailored to the USACE’s needs.

Additionally, according to CALTRANS Architectural Historian Ms. Kelly Ewing-Toledo, she completed the
Historic Property Survey Report (HPSR) in January 2007 (SHPO concurred March 14, 2007), and then she
submitted a copy of the document to Ms. Katie Parks (USACE) on May 3, 2007. In other words, the USACE
had a copy of the HPSR at the time of the June 19, 2007 meeting, even if CALTRANS had indeed failed to
hand-deliver that document to USACE the day of that meeting. Then at that meeting, Ms. Ewing-Toledo did
not advise the Corps that she was almost finished with that portion of the report, rather she informed the
USACE that the Dam was found eligible in the HPSR, and at that time she was working on completing the
Finding of Effect Report (FOE) for the project. Ms. Ewing-Toledo then stated that the FOE would most
likely show, that all four build alternatives, there would be an adverse effect on the historic Sepulveda Dam.

In August 2003, CALTRANS invited both the USACE and LADOT to participate in the alternatives
creation/elimination Value Analysis phase of this project. The USACE attended, but did not raise objections
to LADOT’s proposal to create a loop onramp within the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. That loop
onramp went on to become Alternatives 2 and 3. Had the USACE indeed objected and countered LADOT’s
proposal, Alternatives 2 and 3 would not have been created.

The USACE did not indicate concern over Alternatives 2 and 3 until the Scoping phase of the project back in
May/June 2006. Upon which time, LADOT’s continued opposition to Alternative 1 necessitated that
CALTRANS be fair and keep Alternatives 2 and 3 on the table for continued analysis. Understandably,
USACE staff was disappointed with CALTRANS for not eliminating Alternatives 2 and 3 at that time.
However, with the recent rejection of Alternatives 2 and 3, CALTRANS looks forward to increased
coordination and cooperation between the two agencies.

Lastly, there has never existed more than nine (9) project alternatives. The Value Analysis Study of August
2003 was a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary brainstorming session, out of which Alternatives 2 and 3 were
conceived (and Alternative A was eliminated). However, to believe that the Value Analysis Study is filled
with rejected alternatives would be in error. Since Mr. Carvel Bass and Mr. Bill Ziegler of the USACE
attended and participated in the Value Analysis Study (in particular Mr. Ziegler), the USACE should have a
copy of that study.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #18:
Cost was not a factor in the elimination of avoidance Alternatives C and D, nor Alternatives 2, 3, 4, A,
or B. Hence, any assertion that CALTRANS should compare the right-of-way cost of each alternative to the
fair market value of USACE land, serves no purpose as it would change nothing. Also, please refer to
CALTRANS RESPONSE #21.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #19:
Please refer to the “Supplemental Traffic Data” in the Appendices section of the final EA/IS. Fortunately,
Alternative 1 is both the LEDPA and the best alternative from a freeway improvement and operations
standpoint; therefore is best suited to meet the Purpose and Need. Unlike rejected Alternatives 2 and 3,
selected Alternative 1 eliminates the existing weave segment on the southbound I-405, between Burbank
Boulevard and the U.S.-101. Additionally, with the new, much larger, two-lane connector’s ability to “store”
stopped vehicles during heavy congestion (improved capacity), the southbound I-405 would experience less
congestion-related back-ups and queuing at the interchange. Simply by removing/alleviating these risk factors,
which are known to cause/contribute to accidents, CALTRANS can reliably postulate that safety would
improve after implementation of Alternative 1, thereby achieving the “improve safety” component of the
project’s Purpose and Need.  Please refer to the “Supplemental Traffic Data” to see how Alternative 1 would
improve operation and traffic flow through the interchange (i.e. “Level of Service”). Also, please refer to
CALTRANS RESPONSE #77.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #20:
CALTRANS thanks the USACE for catching that mistake. Rejected Alternative 4 does not contain slip ramps,
and therefore, that was not the basis for the rejection of Alternative 4. That mistake was an internal
misunderstanding between the CALTRANS Design team and the CALTRANS environmental team.

CALTRANS rejected Alternative 4 on the basis that it would make the eastbound US-101 less safe by
introducing a new traffic weaving segment between the interchange and the Van Nuys Boulevard off-ramp.
This would defeat the safety component of the project’s Purpose and Need. Per the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), an agency can eliminate an alternative from further consideration if fails to achieve the
project’s Purpose and Need. Furthermore, before its elimination, Alternative 4 offered the worst freeway
operational improvements when compared to Build Alternatives 1, 2, and 3.

The April 2008 draft EA/IS, in Appendix E, contains a written exchange that Caltrans had with Federal
Highway Administration regarding the use of slip ramps as part of this project. That exchange directly
resulted in the eventual elimination of Alternative A.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #20 continued:
The April 2008 draft EA/IS, in Appendix E, contains a written exchange that Caltrans had with Federal
Highway Administration regarding the use of slip ramps as part of this project. That exchange directly
resulted in the eventual elimination of Alternative A.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #21:
Quite to the contrary, during the Scoping period of May/June 2006, there only existed 5 (five) project
alternatives: No Build Alternative + Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and 4. After Scoping, and after continued
coordination with the USACE, CALTRANS added rejected Alternatives A, B, C, and D to show the full range
of alternatives that CALTRANS has considered over the years. In other words, after Scoping, the number of
project alternatives increased to nine (9) alternatives.

There has never existed more than nine (9) project alternatives. The Value Analysis Study of August 2003 was
a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary brainstorming session, out of which Alternatives 2 and 3 were conceived
(and Alternative A was eliminated). However, to believe that the Value Analysis Study is filled with rejected
alternatives would be in error. Since Mr. Carvel Bass and Mr. Bill Ziegler of the USACE attended and
participated in the Value Analysis Study (in particular Mr. Ziegler), the USACE should have a copy of that
study.

Any continued insinuations or assertions that CALTRANS’ comprehensive and extensive Alternatives
Analysis is not adequate, would be in error. CALTRANS has selected Alternative 1, which is not only the
Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA), but the only practicable alternative
pursuant to E.O. 11988 – Floodplain Management. Selected Alternative 1 is the least environmentally
disruptive build alternative possible, given the numerous environmental, community, right-of-way, and
engineering constraints. Any insinuations/assertions that there exists an another practicable alternative, or
another alternative that is less environmentally damaging, less disruptive to the community, or more
reasonable and prudent than Alternative 1, would be in error.

CALTRANS has carefully considered nine (9) alternatives, including the No-Build alternative. After nearly
ten years of study, CALTRANS has proven that Alternative 1 is the LEDPA, the only practicable alternative
pursuant to E.O. 11988, as well as, the most reasonable and prudent alternative:

 Alternative 1 has the smallest project impact footprint of any possible build alternative, and would result
in the least overall harm.

 Alternative 1 would result in by far the least biological impacts of any reasonable and prudent alternative
 Alternative 1 would result in the least residential right-of-way and community impacts of any possible

alternative
 Alternative 1 would result in the best freeway operational improvement, thereby achieving the best

congestion relief, and best commute savings as vehicles on the southbound I-405 would travel quicker
and more efficiently through the busiest interchange in the nation.

 CALTRANS and LADOT have coordinated extensively, and successfully identified mitigation to the
local City street impacts posed by Alternative 1.

CALTRANS rejected the No Build Alternative on the basis that it is unacceptable to the community, the City
of Los Angeles, elected officials, the Federal Highway Administration, and CALTRANS.

CALTRANS has rejected Alternatives 2 and 3 on the basis that Alternative 1 is a prudent and feasible
alternative to encroaching upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. This is consistent with the
requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act.

CALTRANS rejected Alternative 4 on the basis that it would make the eastbound US-101 less safe by
introducing a new traffic weaving segment between the interchange and the Van Nuys Boulevard off-ramp.
This would defeat the safety component of the project’s Purpose and Need. Per the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), an agency can eliminate an alternative from further consideration if fails to achieve the
project’s Purpose and Need. Furthermore, before its elimination, Alternative 4 offered the worst freeway



CALTRANS RESPONSE #21 continued:
operational improvements when compared to Build Alternatives 1, 2, and 3.

CALTRANS rejected Alternative A also on the basis that it is not compatible with the project’s Purpose and
Need. This alternative was a creative effort, on the part of Caltrans, to avoid impacts to the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve (caused by Alternatives 2 and 3), as well as, the impacts to the residential properties on the
southeast side of the interchange (caused by Alternative 4). However, to accomplish this, Alternative A
required what are termed “slip ramps”. A slip ramp is an onramp, such as the onramp from Burbank
Boulevard, that connects directly to a connector to retain an access that would otherwise be lost (i.e. from
Burbank to the U.S.-101). Unfortunately, the Federal Highway Administration states that the implementation
of slip ramps is “poor public policy” because slip ramps violate driver expectancy and introduce additional
decision points in an area where the information-processing task is already complex. They also stated that slip
ramps create a high potential for traffic queuing back onto the through freeway lanes, which in this case, is the
southbound I-405 mainline. This defeats the Purpose and Need of this project, which seeks to reduce the
traffic queuing and back-ups onto the southbound I-405. For this reason, Alternative A was rejected. As
mentioned, per the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), an agency can eliminate an alternative from
further consideration if fails to achieve the project’s Purpose and Need.

CALTRANS rejected Alternative B, which was a creative effort on the part of the Los Angeles Department of
Transportation to avoid the same impacts that Alternative A sought to avoid. Unfortunately, Alternative B was
fatally flawed from an engineering standpoint. It would not have been possible to build Alternative B, due to
the grade differences that would exist between the proposed and existing structures.

CALTRANS rejected Alternatives C and D on the basis of not being reasonable, per the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), nor prudent per Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act.
CALTRANS created Alternatives C and D, as necessary avoidance alternatives that would avoid any impact
to any Section 4(f) protected resources on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers land. Unlike any of the previously
mentioned alternatives, Alternatives C and D would have had zero impacts to the historic Sepulveda Dam.
Alternative C, however, would have required the full acquisition of 329 residential properties. Alternative D
would have required the full acquisition of 2,422 residential properties. It can therefore be stated that the
community disruption and environmental impacts posed by Alternatives C and D are of extraordinary
magnitude when compared to all the previously-mentioned alternatives, and thus CALTRANS rejected
Alternatives C and D on the basis of not being reasonable, nor prudent.

Cost was not a factor in the elimination of avoidance Alternatives C and D, nor Alternatives 2, 3, 4, A,
or B. Hence, any assertion that CALTRANS should compare the right-of-way cost of each alternative to the
fair market value of USACE land, serves no purpose as it would change nothing.

Furthermore, avoidance Alternatives C and D prove that going completely around USACE managed land to
completely avoid any impact to the Sepulveda Dam cannot be justified as reasonable by either the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), nor prudent by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act.
In accordance with NEPA, determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is
"reasonable". Hence, alternatives that are not “reasonable” can be eliminated from further consideration. In
accordance with Section 4(f), an alternative may be rejected as not prudent if it would cause extraordinary
community disruption. CALTRANS stands by the project’s Alternatives Analysis, as discussed in the EA/IS.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #22:
Rejected Alternative C would have shifted the connectors southeast to avoid the Sepulveda Dam, while not
impacting Haskell Avenue nor its on and offramps. Alternative C, however, would have required the full
acquisition of 329 residential properties.

The removal of the Haskell Av/westbound U.S.101 on and offramps, as part of this project, were considered
but were never adopted as alternatives. With the strong possibility of losing access from Burbank Bl to both
directions of the U.S.-101 (selected Alternative 1), compounded by also losing access from Haskell Av to the
westbound U.S.-101, the cumulative and disproportionate adverse traffic impacts to LADOT were deemed too
severe if both were to occur; the associated community impacts would have reached extraordinary magnitude.
Therefore to salvage Alternative 1, CALTRANS needed to discard any possibility of adopting the removal of
the Haskell Av/westbound U.S.101 on and offramps, as part of the new connector’s implementation.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #23:
Per the CALTRANS Division of Design, roundabouts and single point urban interchanges would actually
require more right-of-way at the project location than the proposed new connector (Alternative 1). Thus, if the
purpose of such an exercise is to reduce or eliminate right-of-way impacts to USACE managed land,
CALTRANS does not see the point of pursuing such an exercise. CALTRANS stands by its Alternatives
Analysis as previously discussed: Selected Alternative 1 is the least environmentally disruptive build
alternative possible, given the numerous environmental, community, right-of-way, and engineering
constraints. Any insinuations/assertions that there exists an another practicable alternative, or another
alternative that is less environmentally damaging, less disruptive to the community, or more reasonable and
prudent than Alternative 1, would be in error.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #24:
The only basis used for the elimination of alternatives was:  a) Incompatibility with the project Purpose and
Need  b) Incompatibility with Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act, and  c) Fatal
engineering flaw. Cost was not a factor in the elimination of avoidance Alternatives C and D, nor
Alternatives 2, 3, 4, A, or B. Hence, any assertion that CALTRANS should compare the right-of-way cost of
each alternative to the fair market value of USACE land, serves no purpose as it would change nothing. Also,
please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #21.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #25:
Comments noted. CALTRANS has made the requested corrections to the EA/IS.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO CDFG FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #26:
CALTRANS responses to CDFG’s comments regarding the draft EA/IS are included in the pages that follow.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #27:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s
continued opposition to this alternative. Unlike rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, Selected Alternative 1 does not
carry with it the numerous encroachment impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, or to the numerous
species that live within the reserve. The Alternative 1 impact area is of low biological habitat value and
inconsistent with the requirements of many of the endangered, threatened, or locally unique species and
sensitive habitats identified in CDFG’s comments. Impacts from selected Alternative 1 will be limited to the
drainage area that runs adjacent to the southbound I-405, as well as, the highly disturbed area located
immediately northeast to the Sepulveda Dam spillway. The biological impacts posed by selected Alternative 1
are sufficiently covered by the flora, fuana, and wetlands discussions of the final EA/IS and do not reach a
level of significance that would require further study.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #28:
CALTRANS would like to provide some clarification on California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA):
1) CALTRANS, or any other government agency, cannot prepare a Negative Declaration (ND) or

Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) without having first prepared an Initial Study (IS). The notion of
bypassing an IS in order to prepare a ND or MND is equivalent to recommending that an EIR be
bypassed so that a Findings/Statement of Overriding Considerations may instead be prepared. In other
words, an IS is the environmental study that substantiates whether a ND or EIR needs to be prepared.
And although an IS is not a necessary prerequisite to an EIR, it is a legally required prerequisite and
justification document that accompanies a ND or MND.

2) CEQA does not require that an IS identify a preferred alternative, whereas NEPA requires that both an
Environmental Assessment (EA) and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) rigorously explore a
reasonable range of alternatives rather than encouraging the unilateral selection of a preferred
alternative. Likewise, CEQA requires the same for an Environmental Impact Report (EIR).

That is why CALTRANS rigorously considered nine (9) project alternatives in the draft EA/IS, as well as,
ways to avoid and minimize project impacts to all affected resources. Also, during the Scoping phase and draft
EA/IS comment period, CALTRANS solicited the input from all pertinent elected officials, all pertinent
review and responsible government agencies, and the community. Then, before recently selecting Alternative
1, CALTRANS weighed the traffic data, the engineering data, the alternatives analysis data, the environmental
impact data, and the entire public comment record. CALTRANS can therefore state with confidence that
Alternative 1 is the least environmentally disruptive build alternative possible, given the numerous
environmental, community, right-of-way, and engineering constraints. There exists no other alternative that is
less environmentally damaging, less disruptive to the community, or more reasonable and prudent than
Alternative 1.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #29:
The “sufficient detail” that CDFG is referring to is available, and was available during the EA/IS comment
period. Unlike other EA/IS reviewers, CDFG did not request from CALTRANS the EA/IS component
technical studies. The NEPA/CEQA document technical studies are always available upon request. As an
important technical review and resource/regulatory agency, CDFG often makes such requests for additional
information.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #30:
With the selection of Alternative 1, the potential for lighting impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve
has been eliminated. Also, per the project’s noise technical study, the projected increase in ambient noise after
the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which is well below any significant
noise level impacts or increases. The interchange is currently the busiest in the nation, possibly even the
world.  CALTRANS does not expect the biological impacts posed by selected Alternative 1 to be significant.

Measures to minimize noise impacts during construction, as well as, measures to prevent trash and potential
spills are defined in the final EA/IS Environmental Commitment Record (ECR).



CALTRANS RESPONSE #31:
Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #29.
There will be no pile driving in any surface water body, including the concrete-lined Los Angeles River, or in
saturated soils. Due to the selection of Alternative 1, CALTRANS does not expect vibration or habitat impacts
to fish species (including Arroyo Chub) as a result of this project. Furthermore, through the use of noise
blankets during construction, noise levels can be reduced by at least 20 dBA (decibels), which would be
equivalent to the current ambient noise levels at the project site. Also, per the project’s noise technical study,
the projected increase in ambient noise after the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA
(decibel), which is well below any significant noise level impacts or increases.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #32:
General botanical surveys were conducted during the development of the draft EA/IS. With the selection of
Alternative 1, and a much smaller project footprint to assess, focused floral and faunal surveys can and will be
conducted within the scope and context of Alternative 1. These focused surveys will be conducted during the
PS&E phase of the project, prior to the application of the required Streambed Alteration Agreement from
CDFG, and other regulatory agency permits.

Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #32 continued:
General botanical surveys were conducted during the development of the draft EA/IS. With the selection of
Alternative 1, and a much smaller project footprint to assess, focused floral and faunal surveys can and will be
conducted within the scope and context of Alternative 1. These focused surveys will be conducted during the
PS&E phase of the project, prior to the application of the required Streambed Alteration Agreement from
CDFG, and other regulatory agency permits.

Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #32 continued:
General botanical surveys were conducted during the development of the draft EA/IS. With the selection of
Alternative 1, and a much smaller project footprint to assess, focused floral and faunal surveys can and will be
conducted within the scope and context of Alternative 1. These focused surveys will be conducted during the
PS&E phase of the project, prior to the application of the required Streambed Alteration Agreement from
CDFG, and other regulatory agency permits.

Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27 and #31.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #33:
Selected Alternative 1 does not pose any impacts to any bridges that may contain bat roosting or nursery
habitat. Furthermore, as discussed in the Environmental Commitment Record (ECR) of the final EA/IS,
CALTRANS will require that all vegetation/tree clearing and grubbing be performed outside the time
period of February 15 through September 15.

Regardless, surveys would be conducted at the appropriate time prior to the start of any construction activities
so as to ensure zero impact tree roosting bats. Therefore, impacts to bats are not expected as a result of
selected Alternative 1.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #34:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #34 continued:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #35:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27 and #30.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #36:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #27.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #37:
As discussed in the Environmental Commitment Record (ECR) of the final EA/IS, CALTRANS will require
that all vegetation/tree clearing and grubbing be performed outside the time period of February 15
through September 15.

Furthermore, bird protection pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act is identified in the draft EA/IS. With
the selection of Alternative 1, the project is anticipated to have minimal impacts to this resource. Standard bird
surveys will be performed prior to start of any construction activities.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #38:
Since selected Alternative 1 would not impact the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, impacts to listed plant or
animal species are highly unlikely. For that reason, CALTRANS does not anticipate the need for a 2081
Incidental Take Permit from CDFG.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #39:
With the selection of Alternative 1, CALTRANS has since completed the wetland delineation and report for
the Alternative 1 impact area. Please refer to the wetlands discussion of the final EA/IS, as well as, the
Appendices section of the EA/IS to view the wetland delineation report. Impacts to State and Federal wetlands
are identified and discussed.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #40:
CALTRANS will apply for a Streamed Alteration Agreement pursuant to Fish and Game Code 1602. This
will be done after the completion of the NEPA/CEQA document, and during the PS&E phase of the project.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #41:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #37.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #42:
With the Selection of Alternative 1, which does not impact the “Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, its buffers,
or any other areas considered as significant wildlife habitat”, CALTRANS does not anticipate a potential
impediment or breach to the Wildlife Conservation Board’s refuge improvement program.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #42 continued:
With the Selection of Alternative 1, which does not impact the “Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, its buffers,
or any other areas considered as significant wildlife habitat”, CALTRANS does not anticipate a potential
impediment or breach to the Wildlife Conservation Board’s refuge improvement program.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #43:
CDFG did not identify any specific, adopted thresholds of significance, particularly in regards to selected
Alternative 1, and therefore, CALTRANS cannot empirically gage, measure, nor substantiate CDFG’s
assertions/insinuations that Alternative 1 poses significant impacts. For that reason, CALTRANS cannot
accept CDFG’s recommendation that an EIR be prepared.

As discussed in CALTRANS RESPONSE #27, the biological impacts posed by selected Alternative 1 are
sufficiently covered by the flora, fuana, and wetlands discussions of the final EA/IS and do not reach a level
of significance that would require further study.

As discussed in CALTRANS RESPONSE #28, CEQA does not require that an IS identify a preferred
alternative, whereas NEPA requires that both an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) rigorously explore a reasonable range of alternatives rather than encouraging the unilateral
selection of a preferred alternative. Likewise, CEQA requires the same for an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). Therefore, since CDFG is asking that an EIR be prepared, CDFG may in a way be contradicting itself.

Lastly, as discussed in CALTRANS RESPONSE #29, the “sufficient detail” that CDFG claims to have
needed, is available, and was available, during the EA/IS comment period. Unlike other EA/IS reviewers,
CDFG did not request from CALTRANS the EA/IS component technical studies. The NEPA/CEQA
document technical studies are always available upon request. As an important technical review and
resource/regulatory agency, CDFG typically requests additional information rather than drawing major
conclusions based on what it has itself deemed insufficient information.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO RESOURCE CONSERVATION DISTRICT FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #44:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative. Unlike
rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, Selected Alternative 1 does not carry with it the numerous encroachment
impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, or to the numerous species that live within the reserve.

With the selection of Alternative 1, the potential for lighting impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve
has been eliminated. Also, per the project’s noise technical study, the projected increase in ambient noise after
the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which is well below any significant
noise level impacts or increases.

With the selection of Alternative 1, there would be no pile driving with the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve,
nor any pile driving in any surface water body, including the concrete-lined Los Angeles River, or in saturated
soils. Due to the selection of Alternative 1, CALTRANS does not expect vibration or habitat impacts within
the reserve. Furthermore, through the use of noise blankets during construction, noise levels can be reduced by
at least 20 dBA (decibels), which would be equivalent to the current ambient noise levels at the project site.
Therefore, CALTRANS does not expect any biological impacts posed by selected Alternative 1 to be
significant.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #44 continued:
As previously discussed, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

Also, as discussed in the Environmental Commitment Record (ECR) of the final EA/IS, CALTRANS will
require that all vegetation/tree clearing and grubbing be performed outside the time period of February 15
through September 15.

Furthermore, bird protection pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act is identified in the draft EA/IS. With
the selection of Alternative 1, the project is anticipated to have minimal impacts to this resource. Standard bird
surveys will be performed prior to start of any construction activities.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #45:
With the selection of Alternative 1, CALTRANS has since completed the wetland delineation and report for
the Alternative 1 impact area. Please refer to the wetlands discussion of the final EA/IS, as well as, the
Appendices section of the final EA/IS to view the wetland delineation report. Impacts to State and Federal
wetlands are identified and discussed.

Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESONSE #44.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #46:
As previously discussed, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #47:
The Alternative 1 impact area is of low biological habitat value. Impacts from selected Alternative 1 will be
limited to the drainage area that runs adjacent to the southbound I-405, as well as, the highly disturbed area
located immediately northeast to the Sepulveda Dam spillway. Furthermore, with the selection of Alternative
1, which results in a much smaller project footprint to assess, focused floral and faunal surveys can and will be
conducted within the scope and context of Alternative 1. These focused surveys will be conducted during the
PS&E phase of the project.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #48:
Selected Alternative 1 does not pose any impacts to any bridges that may contain bat roosting or nursery
habitat. Furthermore, as discussed in the Environmental Commitment Record (ECR) of the final EA/IS,
CALTRANS will require that all vegetation/tree clearing and grubbing be performed outside the time
period of February 15 through September 15.

Also, surveys would be conducted at the appropriate time prior to the start of any construction activities so as
to ensure zero impact tree roosting bats. Therefore, impacts to bats are not expected as a result of selected
Alternative 1.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #49:
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.
And as previously discussed, CALTRANS does not expect any biological impacts posed by selected
Alternative 1 to be significant.

The City of Los Angeles is neither a resource, nor a regulatory, agency. Furthermore, the City of Los Angeles
DOT is the reason why Alternatives 2 and 3 were created, and why those alternatives could not be rejected
until a full alternatives analysis was completed by CALTRANS, as discussed in the EA/IS. The City’s
position still remains in opposition of Alternative 1, and in support of either Alternatives 2 or 3. Therefore,
CALTRANS cannot place much weight on the City’s thresholds of significance, particularly in regard to the
preservation of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #50:
General botanical surveys were conducted during the development of the draft EA/IS. With the selection of
Alternative 1, and a much smaller project footprint to assess, focused floral and faunal surveys can and will be
conducted within the scope and context of Alternative 1. These focused surveys will be conducted during the
PS&E phase of the project, and certainly, prior to construction.

CALTRANS agrees, and therefore has rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, and eliminated those alternatives from
further consideration.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO CA NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #51:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #52:
Since Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected, that particular visual simulation will not come to fruition.
However, the “forest of oak trees” would have been planted by CALTRANS part of the proposed visual
impact mitigation. The intent would have been to shield the new structure from view.

Comment noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #53:
CALTRANS has rejected and eliminated the excavation of Haskell Creek as a mitigation option for loss of
flood capacity volume.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.



CALTRANS agrees. Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SIERRA CLUB FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #54:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #54 continued:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #55:
Storm water runoff from the new structures, associated with selected Alternative 1, would drain into the
highway drainage system, which drains into the underground storm water drainage system, which eventually
drains into the LA River, along with the storm water runoff from every freeway, City street, alley, driveway,
and yard within the entire watershed.

Pages 91-93 of the draft EA/IS certainly did discuss storm water runoff, as well as permanent and construction
BMPs that CALTRANS would implement. Pursuant to the Clean Water Act, Caltrans has a comprehensive
program for preventing water pollution during construction activities via the preparation and implementation
of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan.

CALTRANS has rejected and eliminated the excavation of Haskell Creek as a mitigation option for loss of
flood capacity volume.

As discussed in page 100 of the draft EA/IS, contaminated soil (typically contaminated with aerially deposited
lead) require disposal at a Class I Facility (Hazardous Waste disposal facility).

Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #56:
With the selection of Alternative 1, the projected increase in ambient noise after the implementation of
Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which is well below any significant noise level impacts or
increases.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #57:
CALTRANS does not fully understand this question. Please feel free to rephrase and resubmit it.
However, please bear in mind:
1) When traffic is gridlocked at the interchange, traffic on the southbound I-405 seeking to access the

westbound US-101, would be “stored” on the new, much larger 2-lane connector, rather than stuck on
the southbound I-405 and clogging-up the southbound I-405 mainline.

2) With the continued breakthroughs in electric car, hybrid car, hydrogen cell car, and other car
technologies, traffic congestion may continue in the long run.

3) As discussed on page 29 of the EA/IS, at first glance, TSM, TDM, and modal alternatives (including
rail and transit) may seem like reasonable and attractive strategies/alternatives for such a congested
interchange. However, such strategies are outside the scope of this particular project for the following
reasons:

a) Those strategies do not meet the proposed project’s Need and Purpose, specifically, the safety
component. The Department seeks to remove the tight, non-standard radius of the existing
connector from the SB I-405 to the NB U.S.-101. Currently, the accident rate at the project
location exceeds the state average.

b) The proposed project size (just north of Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101) and focus is too
small for any meaningful implementation and integration of TSM, TDM, and modal
alternatives.

c) TSM, TDM, and modal alternatives would best serve as stand alone projects to be
implemented not only at the interchange, but along both the entire I-405 and U.S.-101
corridors. The political will and funding must be adequate to allow Caltrans to successfully
pursue and implement an endeavor of such a magnitude.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO LA CITY RECREATION AND PARKS FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #58:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative. Unlike
rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, Selected Alternative 1 does not carry with it the numerous encroachment
impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, or to the numerous species that live within the reserve.

With the selection of Alternative 1, the potential for lighting impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve
has been eliminated. Also, per the project’s noise technical study, the projected increase in ambient noise after
the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which is well below any significant
noise level impacts or increases.

Also, with the selection of Alternative 1, there would be no pile driving with the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve. And due to the selection of Alternative 1, CALTRANS does not expect vibration or habitat impacts
within the reserve. Additionally, through the use of noise blankets during construction, noise levels can be
reduced by at least 20 dBA (decibels), which would be equivalent to the current ambient noise levels at the
project site. CALTRANS does not expect any biological impacts posed by selected Alternative 1 to be
significant.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #58 continued:
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #59:
Please refer to the Environmental Commitment Record (ECR) of the final EA/IS. All of the project’s
avoidance, minimization, and compensatory mitigation measures are listed in the ECR table. The ECR is
equivalent to the MMRF.

Comment noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO AUDOBON SOCIETY FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #60:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

CALTRANS has also rejected and eliminated the excavation of Haskell Creek as a mitigation option for
loss of flood capacity volume.

CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT’s continued opposition to this alternative. Unlike
rejected Alternatives 2 and 3, Selected Alternative 1 does not carry with it the numerous encroachment
impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, or to the numerous species that live within the reserve.

With the selection of Alternative 1, the potential for lighting impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve
has been eliminated. Also, per the project’s noise technical study, the projected increase in ambient noise after
the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which is well below any significant
noise level impacts or increases. Therefore, CALTRANS does not expect any biological impacts posed by
selected Alternative 1 to be significant.

















CALTRANS RESPONSE TO AUDOBON SOCIETY (2) FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #61:
Also, please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.
CALTRANS biologist Maureen Doyle, in coordination with Steve Kirkland from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, formulated a No Effect Determination (for selected Alternative 1) pursuant to Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act.

It is stated quite plainly that habitat is approximately 500 feet from the project impact area. No matter the
terminology used, the distance is clearly stated. Furthermore, through the use of noise blankets during
construction, noise levels can be reduced by at least 20 dBA (decibels), which would be equivalent to the
current ambient noise levels at the project site. Also, per the project’s noise technical study, the projected
increase in ambient noise after the implementation of Alternative 1 would be less than 1 dBA (decibel), which
is well below any significant noise level impacts or increases.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #62:
The ultimate avoidance measure is the selection of Alternative 1, which will not impact the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve, and the known sensitive habitats that are known to occur within that area. Per project
biologist Maureen Doyle, the marginal, highly disturbed, low quality, potential burrowing owl habitat located
near the spillway of the dam (outside the Reserve), as recently as last year, had large piles/mounds of
seemingly non-native dirt placed there, which recently (this year), appear to have been removed. This work
was not done by CALTRANS. The likelihood of burrowing owl in that area is highly unlikely. Furthermore,
per the California Department of Fish and Game’s California Natural Diversity Database, burrowing owl
habitat does not occur within the project area.

Regardless, CALTRANS will conduct burrowing owl focused surveys prior to construction, and in
coordination with the California Department of Fish and Game, will devise avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation measures, if needed.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #63:
CALTRANS stands corrected, and stands by its findings.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #64:
Comment noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #64 continued:

Comment noted.

Comment noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO DONNA ANDREWS’S FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #65:
1. Prior to the start of construction of selected Alternative 1, CALTRANS and/or a CALTRANS public

relations consultant shall oversee and be responsible for implementation of the following elements of the
project’s Public Awareness Campaign:
a) Coordinate and implement a pre-construction community meeting, as well as, other construction

information meetings as necessary
b) Create, operate, and maintain a 1-800 hotline which interested individuals would call to find out

the latest construction information, as well as, to ask questions and make complaints
c) Create and implement newspaper ads, radio ads, and press releases to announce new detours, road

closures, work schedules, staging, and other pertinent construction information.
d) Mail construction notice flyers to all residences within a 1 to 2 mile radius of construction zones
e) Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and inspector to

ensure that the contractor is implementing correct, accurate, clear, intuitive, and conscientious
construction signage throughout the entire project area to ensure motorist and pedestrian safety and
convenience

f) Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and inspector to
ensure that the contractor immediately eradicates the following within the construction zones: i)
homeless encampments  ii) illegal dumping iii) graffiti iv) and other adverse quality of life issues
that could negatively affect the community

g) Work in a coordination and advisory role with the construction resident engineer and inspector to
ensure that complaints are immediately addressed and the reported problems immediately
eradicated.

2. Selected Alternative 1 would take approximately 3 years to construct.  Caltrans would stage the work in
order to minimize the impact to the traveling motorists as well as the non-motorists. Alternative 1 would
not pose impacts to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve or Woodley Park.

3. Construction work on local streets would require taking (reducing) lanes during the day although access
in each direction would still be maintained. At this time, it is not possible to gage how long this would
remain.  CALTRANS does not detour traffic into residential neighborhoods.

4. Construction often requires night work. CALTRANS would conform to all City of Los Angeles noise
ordinances. At this time, it is not possible to gage how long night work would be required.

5. Construction work would be done in stages (in pieces rather than all at once) to allow non-motorists
access through the project site during construction.  Pedestrian crossings would be maintained through
the construction zone.

6. Please refer to item #1 above.
7. Please refer to item #1 above. Furthermore, on each construction project, CALTRANS assigns a resident

engineer who oversees the construction of the project.  The resident engineer will also handle any
questions and complaints.  Once the construction is about to being, the resident engineer’s phone number
will be made available by the means discussed in item #1 above.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO GERRY SILVER’S (1) FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #66:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS has selected Alternative 1.

As discussed in the EA/IS, CALTRANS and LADOT have coordinated extensively and successfully
identified mitigation to the local City Streets to ensure that any traffic impacts as a result of selected
Alternative 1 are mitigated to a level below significance.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SHARON FORD FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #67:
Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #66.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #68:
Selected Alternative 1 would not impact the habitat or waterways within the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve. Furthermore, the reason why CALTRANS identifies potential hazardous waste contamination in the
areas within and around the project site is to ensure that CALTRANS does not “stumble across” hazardous
waste contamination during construction, and inadvertently expose the environment and the community to
those hazardous materials. Fortunately, the hazardous waste initial site assessment has not yielded a potential
for hazardous waste contamination within the selected Alternative 1 project impact footprint. A Site
Investigation will continue the studies during the PS&E phase of the project and fully confirm it. Any notion
that the proposed project would expose the Los Angeles River, Haskell Creek, or any other waterway, to
hazardous waste is highly speculative, and most likely in error.

As discussed in the EA/IS, CALTRANS will obtain a Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California
Department of Fish and Game pursuant to Fish and Game Code 1602, a Water Quality Certification from the
Regional Water Quality Control Board pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, and a 404 permit from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Each of these agencies
impose stringent water quality protection measures that CALTRANS must implement during construction.

Pages 91-93 of the draft EA/IS certainly did discuss storm water runoff, as well as permanent and construction
BMPs that CALTRANS would implement. Pursuant to the Clean Water Act, Caltrans has a comprehensive
program for preventing water pollution during construction activities via the preparation and implementation
of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan.



Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #57.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO RON KAPLAN FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #69:
Selected Alternative 1 will address the two root causes of the problem:

a) Heavy queuing and congestion-related back-ups onto the southbound I-405 mainline as a result of the
existing outdated connectors

b) Aggravation of the aforementioned problem as a result of weaving (“criss-crossing”) between traffic
from Burbank Boulevard seeking to access the southbound I-405 mainline versus southbound I-405
mainline traffic seeking to access the U.S.-101 connectors.

The new, much longer, two-lane 50mph connector would alleviate the congestion and completely eliminate
the weaving on the southbound I-405, between Burbank Boulevard and the U.S.-101.

Furthermore, since southbound I-405 mainline traffic would need to access the new connector to the
westbound U.S.-101 starting at roughly in the vicinity of the Burbank Boulevard overcrossing, the reckless,
last-minute maneuver you describe will no longer be possible. CALTRANS thus anticipates that selected
Alternative 1 would alleviate the problem you describe.

In regards to the barriers you recommend, CALTRANS would need to conduct studies to determine whether
they would be appropriate at the specified locations.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO USACE (2) FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #70:
Comment noted.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO LILLIAN SALTER FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #71:
Selected Alternative 1 DOES NOT require any residential right of way acquisition.
Your home will not be impacted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO LADOT FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #72:
CALTRANS and LADOT are in continued negotiation and have been working closely to devise City street
traffic mitigation proposals as part of selected Alternative 1. LADOT has been present, active, and vocal in all
phases of this project. Based on all successful coordination thus far, CALTRANS can at this time commit to
implementing the following City street improvements, in order to mitigate to a level below significance,
selected Alternative 1’s City street traffic impacts:

1)Add an additional left turn lane from westbound Burbank Boulevard to southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue
2)Add a right turn lane from eastbound Burbank Boulevard to southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue
3)Northbound US-101 off-ramp at Hayvenhurst Avenue – add left turn lane to southbound Hayvenhurst Ave
4)Construct new northbound US-101 on-ramp from Hayvenhurst Avenue
5)Add an additional left turn lane from southbound Hayvenhurst Avenue to southbound US-101 on-ramp
6)Add additional lane on southbound US-101 on-ramp at Hayvenhurst Avenue
7)Add additional lane to eastbound Magnolia Boulevard at Hayvenhurst Avenue
8)Provide a traffic signal at the new intersection of the new connector, the southbound I-405 off-ramp, and
Burbank Boulevard.
9)Modify the Burbank Boulevard roadway at the above location to provide adequate right-turn and left turn
storage to the new connector.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #72 continued:
10)Provide a traffic signal at the new intersection of the new connector/southbound I-405 off-ramp at Burbank
Boulevard
11)Modify the Burbank Boulevard roadway at the above location to provide adequate right-turn and left-turn
storage to the new connector.
12)Provide three lanes on the reconfigured southbound I-405 off-ramp at Burbank Boulevard.
13)Provide adequate improvements along Burbank Boulevard to accommodate increased traffic.  This
includes Burbank Boulevard/Woodley Avenue, and Burbank Boulevard/Hayvenhurst Boulevard intersections



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #73:
The CALTRANS Division of Design is in receipt of this letter, and will use the enclosed information
accordingly. COMMENTS NOTED.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #74:
The CALTRANS Division of Design is in receipt of this letter, and will use the enclosed information
accordingly. COMMENTS NOTED.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO FEMA FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #75:
The CALTRANS Division of Design is in receipt of this letter.
Comments noted.
Also, please refer to CALTRANS Response #2.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SCAG FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #76:
Comment Noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO GERRY SILVER’S (2) FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

CALTRANS RESPONSE #77:
Fortunately, selected Alternative 1 is the best alternative from a freeway improvement and operations
standpoint, and therefore, is the best alternative suited to meet the project’s Purpose and Need. Unlike rejected
Alternatives 2 and 3, selected Alternative 1 eliminates the existing weave segment on the southbound I-405,
between Burbank Boulevard and the U.S.-101. Additionally, with the new, much larger, two-lane connector’s
ability to “store” stopped vehicles during heavy congestion (improved capacity), the southbound I-405 would
experience less congestion-related back-ups and queuing at the interchange. Simply by removing/alleviating
these risk factors, which are known to cause/contribute to accidents, CALTRANS can reliably postulate that
safety would improve after implementation of Alternative 1, thereby achieving the “improve safety”
component of the project’s Purpose and Need. Also, please refer to the “Supplemental Traffic Data” in the
Appendices section of the final EA/IS to see how Alternative 1 would improve operation and traffic flow
through the interchange (i.e. “Level of Service”).

Please note that CALTRANS does not “forecast” accident rates.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #77 continued:
In light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act,
Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected. CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1.

Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act mandates that if there is any prudent or feasible
alternative to encroaching upon a wildlife reserve, a transportation agency must select that alternative. In this
case, that alternative is selected Alternative 1.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #78:
Also, pleaser refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #77 and the “Supplemental Traffic Data” in the Appendices
section of the final EA/IS. Please note that CALTRANS does not “forecast” accident rates. Alternative 1
would improve the commute through the interchange by 4 to 6 minutes, depending upon one’s origin or
destination. In an emergency situation, obviously, 4 to 6 minutes can mean the difference between life and
death. And as discussed in CALTRANS RESPONSE #77, by improving safety, the implementation of
Alternative 1 will aid in the prevention of emergencies. Currently, the existing connector experiences accident
rates that are nearly four times higher than the state average.

Mr. Hanna indicated that the savings would be $38,000,000. CALTRANS feels that the safety improvement
that the project provides is of higher value. Please refer to the “Supplemental Traffic Data” in the Appendices
section of the final EA/IS.

CALTRANS RESPONSE #79:
Please refer to the “Supplemental Traffic Data” in the Appendices section of the final EA/IS. Also, please
refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #72.

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #61

CALTRANS RESPONSE #80:
The 45 day public comment period for this project:

 Began on April 14, 2008
 Ended on May 28, 2008

The public notice newspaper ad appeared in the following papers:
 Daily News: April 14, 2008
 Jewish Journal: April 18, 2008
 Telemundo: April 17, 2008
 L.A. Watts Times: April 17, 2008

Additionally, the Caltrans Division of Public Affairs issued a press release on April 14, 2008.



CALTRANS RESPONSE #80 continued:
A second public notice newspaper ad, advertising the project and the May 14th public hearing, appeared in the
following newspapers:

Daily News: May 7, 2008
Jewish Journal: May 9, 2008
Telemundo: May 8, 2008
L.A. Watts Times: May 8,2008

The draft environmental document and notices letters were sent to all pertinent federal, state, county and local
elected officials and government agencies, as well as, to private organizations and interested individuals.
Included were representatives of the Sherman Oaks Homeowner’s Association, Encino Neighborhood
Council, Homeowner’s of Encino, and other local organizations. These items were all sent via U.S. mail.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO JOYCE BATTEN FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SETH SHTEIR FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.





CALTRANS RESPONSE TO LAKE BALBOA NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO ENCINO NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO DENNIS HAGEN SMITH FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO LA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.
Comment Noted.



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO CAROL MAGID’S FORMAL COMMENT LETTER REGARDING THE DRAFT EA/IS

Please refer to CALTRANS RESPONSE #60.
The area behind the Sepulveda Dam (Sepulveda Flood Control Basin) is intended to flood during heavy rain
events so as to prevent the areas downstream of the dam (homes, businesses, etc.) from flooding.





APPENDTX Y I CALTRANS RESPONSE TO E-MA|LS FROM
SUPPORTERS OF THE WILDLIFE RESERVE

APPENDICES I Environmental AssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/lS) - June 2008



APPENDICES I Environmental AssessmenUlnitial Study (EA/lS) - June 2008



CALTRANS RESPONSE TO SUPPORTERS OF THE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE
RESERVE:

ln light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any encroachment upon the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by Section 4(f) of the U.S.
Depaftment of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.

OALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite the Los Angeles Department of
Transpoftation's (LADOT) continued opposition to this alternative. Unlike rejected Alternatives 2
and 3, Alternative 1 does not require an encroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve.





Eduardo
Aguilar/D07/Caltrans /CAGov

05107t2008 02:51 PM

Dear Mr. Kaplan,

Thank you for your question. We will respond.

"Ron Kaplan" <rkaplanl @socal.rr.com>

"Ron Kaplan "
<rkaplan 1 @socal.n.com>
05107t200811:27 AM

To "Ron Kaplan" <rkaplanl@socal.rr.com>

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Connectorfrom l-405 S. to 101-NB

To <Eduardo_Aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

Subject Connectorfrom l-405 S. to 10'l-N

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Not only is the transition from l-40s-S to 101-N very congested, it
leads to some dangerous practices by impailent drivers. Too
oftentimes, a driver in lane 2 of the transition road to 1 01 -S will go
up to the front of the line of cars making the transition from
l-405-S to 101-N and force their way into the front of the line. This
takes them some time, and creates a dangerous situation for cars
traveling south on the 405 in the no. 2 lane of the transition to
101-S.

Just as there were barriers put up preventing drivers making a
transition from 405-N to 101-N from making the dangerous quick
4-lane change to get off at Haskell Ave., could there not be some
similar barriers put up between lane 2 ol the transition from 405-5
to 101 -S and the transition road from 40s-S to 101-N-perhaps
somewhere at the southern end of these adjacent lanes?

I would very much apprec¡ate a reply to the proposal I present in
this e-mail.



Thank you.

Sincerely,
Ron Kaplan



"Gerald A. Silver"
<gsilver4@sbcglobal .net>

05/15/2008 08:50 AM

"Eduardo Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

"Tom LaBonge" <tlabonge@council.lacity.org>, "Lexi
Richards" <Lexi. Richards@lacity.org>, "Jack Weiss"
<weiss@council.lacity.org>, "Michael Tou"

HOME's Position re: 101/405

To

cc

DCC

Subject

May 15, 2008

Mr. Eduardo Aguilar
Division of En',¡ironmental Planning
Caltrans (Department of Transportation)
100 South Main Street. Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90012

SUBJECT: CALTRANS NEW CONNEüTOR SAN DIEGO-405 FREEWAYTO NOKIH US 1O1

CLI\RIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE NAIVIES:

We would like to clarif,r our position regarding the Alternatives to the 101/4O5 that
Homeowners of Encino supports. We understand that there are different numbering systems
used for the alternatives in the various documents released bv Caltrans. We would also like to
pose several questions regarding this project.

Currently, only three alternatives remain under consideration, these are labeled Alternatives
L,2, and.3, plus tlle No-Build.

The existing non-standard connector ex¡reriences extensive congestion, delays, and queue
lengths througþout the day. The purpose of the project is to improve safety, operation, capacity,
and traffÌc flow through the interchange by replacing the existiîg20 mph single-lane
connector, with a new 50 mph two-lane connector.

Your Draft Environmental Assessment (EA/IS) shows a significant increase in accidents and
injuries at tJle interchange. We have observed many vehicles stacking up in the south-bound
405 connector lane waiting to transfer to the 101 freeway north-bound. This creates a
significant accident potential, and a daily danger to residents using the freeway. This situation
must be remedied as soon as possible.

We understand that the Haskell on- and off-ramps would not be affected by this project.

We understand that three alternatives are being considered by Caltrans to address this
connector problem:

No Build
The no t¡uild choice would provide no additional improvements to the I-4O5/ lOl connector,
leaving the current accident situation. We oppose this option,

Of the remaininS three options, each calls for the replacement of the existing 2O mph
single-lane connector (from the southbound I-405 to the northbound U.S.-f Ol), with a new 50
mph two-lane connector bridge that encroaches upon and spans over the spillway of the
Sepulveda Dam. Each eliminates the existing erratic and conflicting traffic weaving patterns
between the Burbank Boulevard on-ramp traffic seeking to access the southbound I-405
mainline, versus the traffic attempting to access the U.S.-101 connectors from the southbound



I-405 mainline.

There are signifìcant differences between the cost and impacts of Alte¡natives 1, 2, and 3.
Homeowners of Encino føuors the thírd ø,lternøtiue, Alternøtfue 3 ,

Alte¡native l: We oppose Altemattue I , because it would eliminate access to the 101 freeway
from Burbank Blvd. While this alternative does not take any land in the Sepulveda Basin, it
cuts off major access to Encino, greatly increasing street traffìc. We understand the LA Dept. of
Transportation also opposes this alternative for the same reason.
Alternative 2: We oppose ALternatiue 2 , because of its substantial increase in cost, and
because it would require the reconstruction of the Burbank Blvd. bridge over the 405. Shutting
down this arterial to re-construct the Burbank bridge would create a horrendous traffic
night-mare during construction.
Alternative 3: We support Alternative 3 for several reasons. It would provide access from
Burbank Blvd. to the lol Freeway. It costs substantially less that Alternative 2 and would
only take a relatively small amount of land in the Sepulveda Basin. While we would normally
oppose any land takes in the Basin, the significant improvements to traffic flow, reduced
accidents and injuries, all weigh in favor of Alternative 3. This is our preferred choice,

QUESTION TIIAT NEED TO BE AI\TStr¡ERED:

1. Assuming that the new connector is constructed, please estimate the number of lives saved,
amount of injuries and property damage avoided by this project? In our view, Caltrans needs to
stress this issue in its presentations, since safety is a major and sigpifìcant justifìcation for the
project. It did not receive adequate explanation in your presentation at VBS on May 14, 2OO8.

2. Please expand on the issue of "emergency" access to hospitals, due to greater mobitity. Mr.
Hanna stated that a major benefìt of the new connector would be better access from the
freeway in emergencies. Please explain this in more detail. In our view, Caltrans needs to stress
this issue in its presentations, since access to emergency hospitals, such at the Encino
Hospital, etc. is a major and significant justification for the project. It did not receive adequate
explanation in your presentation at VEIS on May 14, 2OO8.

3. Mr. Hanna stated that there would be a $28,000,000 dollar savings to the community, as a
result of the new connector. Please expand on this issue, and how the amount was calculated,
and over what period. In our view, Caltrans needs to stress this issue in its presentations, since
cost saving is a major and signifìcant justification for the project. It did not receive adequate
explanation in your presentation at VBS on May 14, 2OO8.

4. Caltrans did not fully explain the increased traffic impacts on local City streets, including
Burbank Blvd., Sepulveda and Ventura Blvd., if access from Burbank Blvd. to the 10l freeway
is cut off. In our view, Caltrans needs to stress this issue in its presentations, since increased
traffic on City streets is a major and sigþifìcant concern. It did not receive adequate explanation
in your presentation at VBS on May 14,2OO8.

5. Caltrans did not explain the time frame for the construction of each Alternative. In particular
how long will it take to construct each Alternative, and how long would it take to rebuild the
Burbank bridge over the 405, if Alternative 2 is selected. In our view, Caltrans needs to stress
this issue in its presentations, since construction delays are a major and significant concern. It
did not receive adequate explanation in your presentation at VBS on May 14,2OO8.

6. Please explain in more detail tJle amount of outreach to the Encino, Van Nuys, Sherman
Oaks and Lake Balboa communities regarding this project. There appeared to be few members
of the public in attendance at the hearing (short of a group of Basin supporters), and little
understanding of the consequences of closing the Burbank access to the 1Ol freeway. How



were residents in adjacent communities informed of the Alternatives and the consequences of
each?

Thank you,

Gerald A. Silver

Pres. Homeowners of Encino



Susan Bernardo
<susansbernardo @yahoo.co
m>

05/19/2008 02:47 PM
Please respond to

susan.bernardo@omail.com

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

DCC

Subject Don't Harm the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve!!!

f qm on Encino resident qnd mom of two boys. Welove hiking in the wildlife
reserve ond qppreciolíng this noturol spoce, especíolly in light of how much of Los

Angeles'open spoceswe hove qlreody poved over or developedl
ft is totolly unnecessqry to qdd o rc¡mp trqnsitioning the 405 south to The 101

norlh in this atee. Burbonk Blvd is o sotisfqctory, guick route. An alternotíve
would beto odd q dedicoted left turn qrrow qt Burbqnk Blvd, to moke it eqsier for
folks lo ge'l onto the 101 north qt thqt enttonce.
Please - send a message to our kids that we care about the environment and want to preserve
some natural, "\ryild" spaces for local birds and animals - and the delight of people young and
old.

Thank you --

Susan Bernardo
A concerned Encino resident!

Suson Schaef er Bernordo



"Jane and Bob Anderson "
<janeandboband @roadrunne
r,com>

0512212008 07:05 AM

"Ed Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

History:

Subject 101 Onramp Suggestion

t* This message has been forwarded,

Hi Ed -- My name is Bob Anderson and we met at the She¡man Oaks Homeowners Association meeting on Tuesday
night. I had mentioned an idea about the timing of the metering lights for the l0l oruamp located at Sepulveda and
Greenleaf. The 101 portion of the onramp has two fairly long lanes, but these merge into a single lane immediately
following the metering lights. Currently, the metering lights both go "green" at the same time, forcing two drivers to
"drag race" for position. It's clumsy at best. If possible, it would sure seem better to me if the metering lights were
staggered so one went green, then the other. This would let the same amount of cars through in a given amount of
time, i.e., ifboth lights are going green every 10 seconds, then stagger them by 5 seconds so one goes green then 5
seconds later the other goes green, and so on. I think it would work well.

Also, you mentioned that you could give me contact information for the city street traffic folks. I would like to try
and get an automated stop sign (with photo ticketing) installed at my corner (Woodcliff Road and Rayneta) in
Sherman Oaks.

Thanks.

Bob Anderson

To

bcc



"Sandra Murcia "
<sandramurcia @gmail.com>

0512212008 06:31 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

"Rosi Dagit" <oaksrus@mac.com>

To

cc

bcc

Subject Request for NES - 405 to 101 Connector lmprovement
Project

Mr. Aguilar,

Our agency is planning to coÍxnent on the "Southbound Interstate 405 to the US Highway 101 Connector
Improvement Project - Draft EA/IS and 4(f) Evaluation" document. However, it would be helpful to have access to
the Natural Environment Study for the project, as I have some questions regarding the biological resources section of
the Draft EMS. Could you provide an electronic copy of the NES?

Thank you,

Sandra Murcia
Conservation Biologist
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains
Office: 818-597 -8621 xIO6
CeIl:909-262-4618
smu¡cia@rcdsmm.org



"Muriel Kotin"
<akotin @earthlink,net>

0512512008 02:53 PM

To "Eduardo Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

Subject Correct E-mail Address for Comments

Hi Eduardo,
f understqnd thqt several people who tried to e-moil lheir comments to you on the
SB 405 - WB l0t Connector found their messoges bounced.
Do you hove ony ideo whqt the problem ¡s?

Thonk you,

/Yluriel Kotin
310.457-5796



"Muriel Kotin "
<akotin @earthlink.net>

05126t200810:23 PM

To "Eduardo Aguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject SB-405 / WB-101 Connector Comments for SFV Audubon

Deor Mr. Aguilor,
Since the deodline f or comments on the proposed connector is lhis Wednesdoy, f
om e-mqiling you o copy (ottoched os o .PDF) of Sqn Fernqndo Volley Audubon
Socíety's comments. I will mqil the originol to Deputy District Director Ronold
Kosinski tomorrow morning.
f would oppreciote your ensuring thqt our comments are teceaved by Cqltrons.
Pleqse let me know if there qre any problems or you hove ony guestions.
Thcnk you,

Muriel Kotín, President
Sqn Fernondo Volley Audubon Society

(home) 3tO.457-5'/)$ connecror Comments EA-IS May 2008 sFVAS.pdf



Son Fernondo Valley Audubon Society
fncorporated os Colifornio Audubon Society 1913

For nature education and conservation of wildlife

P.O. Box7769 Von Nuys, CA 91409-7769

May 26, 2008

Mr. Ronold Kosinski, Deputy District Director
Divisíon of Environmentol Plonning

California Deportment of Tronsportotion, Dísfrict 7
100 South Moin Slree't, MS 16A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Deor Mr. Kosinski,

Thonk you for the opportunity 1o submít these comments on the EA/TS f or'¡he
proposed SB I-405 to WB U5-101 Conneclor Project on beholf of Son Fernondo
Valley Audubon Society (SFVAS). SFVAS is o 2,100 member environmentql
orgonizotion thot operoTes an extensíve environmentol educotionol progrom for
school children in the wildlife reserve. Our missíon is 1o protect hobitot ond
promote wildlife educotion. We urge Coltrons 'lo reject both Allernotive 2 and
Alternotive 3 becouse of the unocceptoble horm either of |hese Altørnotives would
inflíct on the Sepulvedc Bosín Wildlif e Reserve.

Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Socíety odomontly opposes ony project thot would
odversely impoct the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife Reserve. Alternotives #2 ond #3
would Permanently impoir the noturol resources of the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife
F,efuge wíth noisø ond light pollution, os well os signifícontly diminíshing its volue to
its humon visitors. SFVAS uîges Coltrons to odopt either Alterna'rive #1 or '¡he
No Build Alternotive. If Alterna|ives #7, #2, and#3 would require widening of
Hoskell Creek to moinloin flood control copocíty of Sepulvedo Bosin, SFVAS urges
Coltrons to odopt the No Build Alternotive.

This letter will first oddress why protecting the Sepulvedo Bosín W¡ldlife P.eserve
is so imporlont. Then ít will note significont ercots ond def íciencíes thot we hove
found in the EA/TS.



Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Society
T-405/US-707 Connector Comments Poge 2

The Sepulvedo Bosin Wildl¡fe Reserve is o unigue urbon wildlife refuge, shellering
fine examples of riporíon, grosslond, ond woodlond hobito'l. Over 240 species of
residen'l ond mígrotory birds f orage ond nest in the teserve. Addítíonolly there are
outstcnding communities of Colifornio notive plonts ond insects.

Thousonds of public school children, birdwotchers, photogrophers, joggers, wolkers
ond fomilies with smoll children visit the teseîve, f índing o neorby refuge from the
hubbub of thecity. Neíghbors,oswell qsnotureloversfromthe greoteroreovisit
frequently to heor the wind rustle through the cottonwood leoves or to morvel ot o

woding Great Blue Heron.

Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Society's outstonding Sepulvedo Bosin Environmentol
Educotion Progrom provides environmentol educotion for 3,000 schoolchildren, mony
from low income homes, every yeor. While ot the Wildlife Reserve, childnen enjoy
wotching White Pelicons, cormoronts, egîe'ls, herons ond howks through binoculors.
They study tiny plonkton from the loke under microscopes ond learn obout notive
plonts ond onimols. The troined noturolists introduce concepts like ecology,
reclaímed water, riporion hqbitot ond flood control.

In oddition to the guided noture wolks in the Wíldlife Reserve thot SFVA S off ers
students, scouting groups, ond the public, olher groups olso bring their students to
the reserve. These groups include public ond privote schools, colleges and
u n ivers ities, ond t eacher -lroining p rog roms.

Son Fernondo Volley Audubon urges thot Alternotives #2 and li3 be discorded.
Both of these Alternotives would permonently inTrude into the peace ond tronguilily
of the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife Reserve, in porticulor into the 60-acre heart of Ihe
P,eserve, the area near the lake where most strolls, bird wolks ond f ield trips toke
ploce. Alternotive# 2 would cover or cut off 17 ocres from'lhe îes't of the
Wildlíf e P.eserve with on on-romp ond on off-romp. Alternctive # 3 would coveî or
cut off 27.5 acres. Both Alternolives would couse noise ond light pollution to
intrude into the heort of Ihe Wíldlife P.eserve. The impoct on both wildlife ond
humqn users of therefuge is grim to contemplote. After the clongor ond
disruptions of o long construction períod, the guiet ond tronguility will bef orever
lost to the roor of 'lraffic.

Although Alternotive #l would elímínqte occess to The l1l f rom the intersec'lion of
Burbqnk Boulevord ond the 405,the improved Troffic conditions would benefit the



Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Society
T-405/US-107 Connector Commenls Poge 3

public by enhoncing sofety ond ollevioting troff ic congestion on the freewoy. Under
Alternotive#7, motorists would still be oble to occess the 101 of Bolboo Boulevord,
Hoyvenhurst Avenue ond Von Nuys Boulevord.

Tf traff ic onolyses show thot Alternotive #l will increase surfoce streel
congestion by on unocceptoble omount, Son Fernondo Valley Audubon endorses the
No Build Alternotive. We contend thot exponding the connector will not improve
theflow of fraffic on the heovily congested 405 ond 7Ol freeways sufficiently to
justify the destructive impocts of 'the other Alternotives.

SFVAS found no discussion of c significont issue ond severol enrors in the
EA/IS ond disogrees with some of its findings.

Widening of Hoskell Creek for Flood Copocity:
This possibility is only mentioned in one line of the EA/Ti, but it is exfremely
significont. If widening of Hoskell Creek to mitigote reduction to the flood control
function of the Sepulvedo Bosin is o necessory consequence of oll three
Alternotives, none of the Alternotives is occepTable. If Hoskell Creek is widened
anywhere within the WildlifePeserve, octuol ond developíng nesting hobitot of the
endongered Leqst Bell's Vireo would be deslroyed. Thís hobitot is importonl to
other sensitive species of migrotory songbirds, including theYellow-breosted Chol.

As indicotedin'theEA/I'S, Alternotives 7,2, ond 3 would all reduce'¡heflood
wa'fer copocity of lhe Sepulvedo Bqsín ond reguire mitigotíon meosures. One
proposed onpage 88 of theEA/TS is "Wideningtheexisitng dirt conol inside the
bosin beTween Route 405 ond Woodley Avenue (Hoskell Chonnel). This proposol will
fulf ill requirements to increose storage volume inside the bosin ond no woter
impounded."

Hoskell Creekis bordered by moture riporion trees along its bonks os it flows
south 5eÌween the Tillmon Woter Treotment Plont ond Woodley Pork, then
between Woodley Pork ond the turf gross section of the Wildlife Reserve, ond
then through the Wildlife Reserve, where ít seporotes the North ond West
Reserve ond finolly flows be'lween sections of the South P.eserve ond into the Los
Angeles River.

Over theyears, slortíng in 7979, public ogencies ond volunteers have plonted
hundreds of Freemont Cottonwood'lrees ond other riporion trees nex'l 'lo Hoskell
Creek. The most recent such plonting wos o mitigotion project by the Los Angeles



Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Society
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Depontment of Woter ond Power. Tn 7998, the section of Hoskell Creekbelween
the North ond West Reserve wos recontoured ond willows ond mulefot shrubs were
plonted on the bqnks. AT thot lime two bridges ocross Hoskell Creekfor
pedestrions ond pork service vehicles were built here ond o third bridge wos built
over Hoskell Creek neor The Los Angeles River in the South Reserve. The creek
widening would destroy thelhreebridges, os well os extensive riporion hobifot
thot supports nestingby threatened qnd endongered species.

Size of Wildlife Reserve ond Portion fmpocted:
The EA/TS inoccurotely minim izes the impocts of Allernatives 2 ond 3 on the
Wildllf e Reserve.

The mop on page 25 , Generalized Lond Use, shows os Wildlif e Areo (Reserve) only
the 48 ocre portion south of Burbonk Boulevord (the South Reserve) qnd the 60-
acreheart of the teserve (the North Reserve). Thot would imply thot those two
porcels comprised the entirety of the 225 ocre Wildlif e P.eserve, whereos they
totol only oround 108 ocres.

In foct, the225 ocres olso include opproximately 60 acres north of Burbonk
Boulevord , west of Hoskell Creek, ond eost of Woodley Avenue (the West Reserve)
thot wos odded to the teseîve in 1998. The West P,eserve is incorrectly lobeled
"Woodley Avenue Pork" on the mop.

The area wesT of Woodley Avenue to 'fhe Los Angeles River thot is south of the
Model Airplone Field is olso port of the officiol 225 ate Wildlifø Reserve.
Becouse model oirplones olmost incessontly fly over thot oreo, the wildlif e volue of
the orea is reduced , trees ond toll shrubs moy not be plonted there, ond people

moy not wolk there becouse of the donger of being hit by model plones, including

model jets. The oreo olso sees f airly frequent brush f ires coused by croshes of
the model plones.

Further, the mop shows oreos to the north of the North P.eserve os Pork ond

Archery Ronge. The "Pork" ereo does includethe Wildlife Reserve's porking lot,
omphitheoter and educotionol stoging ereo, os well os serving os o portion of
odjocent Woodley Pork. Only o smoll port of the areo labeled Archery Ronge is

archery range. The rest is officiolly port of The Wildlife P.eserve, olthough serving
primorily os port of Woodley Pork, londscoped with turf grosses ond scaTtered
trees, ond used primorily for sports ond picnics. (Viewpoint 1in iheEA/TS,lobeled
os "Focín9 Eost from Woodley Pork" ís in foct port of this portionof the Wíldlife



Son Fernondo Volley Audubon SocieTy
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Reserve, to the south of the omphitheoter.) Wehope thot the wildlife volue of
this oreo wíll be enhonced in the future by plonting of Californiq notive trees ond
shrubs, but fon now it does not hove the chorocter of o wildlif e îesetve.

Thus on on-romp ond off-romp os would be built if Allernqtive 2 or 3 were odopted
would hqve o much greater impocl on the Wildlife Reserve thon depicted in the
EA/TS.

Errors in Summory of fmpocts Toble:
The Summory of fmpocts toble bef ore numbered poges shows thot Alternotives 1,

2 and 3 would oll increos e noise 2 dectbels of ter constructí on. We do not believe
thot thís reflecis chonges to the noise level within the Wildlife Reserve by
Alternotives 2 and 3.

The some Summory of fmpocts toble shows thot oll three Alternotives would
impoct opproximotely 25-30 Coost Live Oak Riporion Trees. Alternotive 1 would
not hove such on impoct.

The some Summory of fmpocts toble shows thot oll three Alternotives have
Potentiol to impoct Burrowing Owl Hobitat. Alternotive l would not hove such qn

impoct.

Errors in Toble 41. Sensitive Species:
Dovidson's Bush Mollow is shown in the toble to not hove suitoble hobitot in the
project oreo. fn foct, this plonT is thríving on Hummingbird Hill, the Burbonk
Boulevord berm,just west of the tunnel under Burbonk Boulevord. This ís o short
distonce from the romps proposed f or Alternotives 2 ond 3.

Impocts on Wildlife:
Sensitíve Species thot hove been seen ín the exact areo of the Wildlif e Area tha'¡
would be removedby Alternotives 2 and 3 include White-toiled Kite, Northern
Harrier, Greot Egre't , GreaT Blue Heron, Snowy Egret , Peregrine Folcon, Golden
Eagle, Bold Eogle, Burrowing Owl, and Loggerheod Shnike. Although Golden Eagle,
Bold Eogle ond Burrowing Owl hove only been seen'there for short periods of time
in the lost two decades,lhis does not elimino'tethe importonce of this areafor
off-course migronts or wandering immoture birds thot hove pref erced this hobitot,
ond only this hobitot.



Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Society
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The area impocted by Alternalives 2 ond 3 olso serves os on essentiol buffer orea
f or ihe neorby breeding territory of Leost Bell's Vireo, Cooper's Howk, Yellow-
breosted chat , Y ellow Worbler , Double-cr ested cormoront, snowy Egret , Blue
Grosbeak, ond Block-crowned Níght Heron. Light ond noíse pollution f rom lhe on-
ond off-rqmp wíthin the Wildlif e Reserve moy reduce víobilíty of this breeding
territory.

As discussed in the Sectíon 4(f)/ 6(f) Evoluotion, poge 35:
"Within the Reserve, o number of coostol live ook trees ond wolnut trees locoted
north of Burbonk Blvd. ond opproximotely 18 ocres of on oreo thot hos been
designated os o migrotory foroge corridor directly odjocent to the I-405 will be
permonently ímpoctedby Alternotives 2 and 3. The proposed olternotíves moy
hove both permonent ond temporory impocfs to sensitive species such os burrowing
owl (Athene cunicularia) ond leost Bell's Vireo (Vireo be//i), os well os to other bird
species thot utilize this oreo os on importont stopping point olong their mígrotory
routes. The proposed project moy result in permonent hobitot loss, whích would be
subject to minimízotion meosures ond compensotory mitigotion. Although the
project is onticipoted lo be completed in one seoson, some impocts primorily those
due to on increoseinnoise to nesting birds ond the locol ovion populotions,ore
onticipoted to be temporol prolonged impocts."

The oreo is still in o stote of f lux ond is stíll moturing. There is the potentiol in

the very neor future f or odditionol "sensitive species" to not only be present, but
to breed in the oreo propo sed for construction.

An occident on of reewoy romp could couse hozordous moteriol to spill into the
Wildlife Reserve. Cleaning up o hozordous moteriol from the Reserv¿ would befar
more problemotic thot o cleon up from o símílor occídent on o hord-surfoced
roodwoy.

fnodeguote Mitiqotion Meosures:
The mitigotion meosures proposed on page 36 of the ?A/IS f or Alternotives 2 and
3 is built ore inadequote.

The proposol to fund othen proposed projects outside the Wildlif eP.eserve (Bull
Creek Restorotion Project ond SepulvedoWellands Pork Project) is unocceptoble.
Whilewelook forword to the Bull Creek Restorotion Project, thot project will be
locoted olmost two miles f rom the Wildlif e Reserve ond visits Io one will not
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typícolly involve o visit to the other. The Sepulvedo Wetlonds Pork is o proposol by
the Bureou of Sonitotíon thot wos discorded.

Off site mitigotíon lo SMMC restorotion projects wíthin the Son Fernondo Valley
Watershed would not be accep'fable. It is the Sepulvedo Bosín Wildlife Peserve
thot uníquely affords eosily occessible viewing of wildlif e ond o loke, thot is locoted
in the centrol Son Fernondo Volley, ond thot conbe visited without hiking steep
slopes.

The other mitigotion meosures mentioned ore minimol:

"Þevelop ond implement o resforotion plon f or the Seputvedo Bosin f orage erea."
Such reslorotíon is desiroble. However,if anelevated on- ond off-romp ore built
on ond odjocenT to lhe migrotory woterfowl f orage eree, it is unlikely thot
migrotory Conodo Geese will continue to use'lhe oreabecouse They will not hove
the long síght línes they require.

The other mitigotion meosures mentioned oll omount to plonting notive trees along
thenew connec'lor. This is o desiroble meosure,6ut does not constitute mitigotion
for horm to the Wildlife Reserve.

The Environmentol Significonce Checklíst:
The docum en't does not exploin why some check morks ore in red.
Mony items thot ore checked os Less Thon Signif icont fmpoct or Less Thqn
Significont With Mitigofion fncorporotion should havebeen checked os Potentiolty
Significont Impoct. These incorrect cotegortzotions ínclude most items in the
BToLoGTcAL REsouRcEs section, one in NorsE, ond oll ín MANDAToRy
FINDTNoS OF 5IGNIFICANCE.

fn closing,we urge Coltrons to discord Alternatives #2 ond #3 os these proposols
would permonently impoir the wildlif e reserve. Our orgonizotion believes thal
Alternotive #1 off ers the best opportunities f or preserving open space ond volley
communities ond ollevioting our troffic congestion problems. If Alternotive #1is
not feosible,we support the No Build Alternotive. However,ony of the three build
Alternotives, includíng AlTernative#1is unocceptoble íf it reguires widening of
Hoskell Creek.
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Sincerely,

Muriel 5. Kotin, President
Son Fernondo Volley Audubon Socieïy
6801 Los Olos Woy
Molibu, CA 90265
310.457-5796

Cc: l'¡qysp Antonio Villoroigoso
Cily Council Member Wendy Greuel
City Councíl Memben Dennis Zine
City Council Mernber Tom LaBonge
City Councíl Member Jack Weiss
City Council Menber Tony Cardenas
Crty Council Member Richard Alarcon
Crty Council Member Greig Smith
Ci'ly Council Member Eric Garcetti
Los Angeles County Supervisor Michael Antonovich
Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky
CaliÍornia Stote Assembly Member Mike Feuer
Caltfornia Stote Assembly Member Julio Brownley
Colifornio Stofe Assembly Member Lloyd Levine
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CarolMagid
<carolmagid @yahoo.com>
0512612008 08:47 PM

Please respond to
Carol Magid

.com>

eduardo_agui lar@dot.ca.gov

jackiewollner@hotmail.com

sepulveda dam

To

bcc

Subject

Please do everything possible to preserve wildlife preserve in Sepulveda Dam. With all the
construction in the Valley, there is very little wildlife habitat left for animals to live in and people
to enjoy. Also, is there something that can be done there about the flooding every time it rains
heavily? I'm not concerned about it being closed to traffic, but rabbits and other animals get
stranded and may not survive the floods.

Thank you and let us know that it won't be destroyed or impaired.

Carol Ann Magid
new email address: carol @carolmagid.com

Call (818) 781-2496 if your message is "timely!"



"E. Stanley Batten "
<esbatten @earthlink.net>

0512712008 03:27 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov.

Subject Proposed Caltrans Project, 405-101

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

f am writing in opposition t.o options 2 and 3 of Lhe proposed Caftrans
project to redo the transition between the southbound 405 and the
westbound (or northbound) 101. Both of these options would cause the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife area to be devastated and no longer provide
recreational and educational opportunities for Los Angeles residents and
visitors. Wildlife areas such as the Sepulveda Basin are too few and
far between in Southern California. Options 1, or the no-buifd option,
are the only accepLable proposals.

I had the opportunity to atLend the recent public meeting organized by
Caltrans at the Temple in Encino. At that event, a person on the
Caftrans staff identified himself as a professionaf biologist, and
implied that since Cal-trans had biologists on staff , our wildl-j-fe areas
would automatically be protected from devastation. Let me assure you
that this argument fool-ed no one. Biologist.s, like others, are not
immune from having vest.ed i-nterest.s in projects proposed by their
employers.

There is one positive step Caltrans can take in this area, aL much l-ess
cost to the taxpayer and aggravation to wildlife lovers everyi,uhere. your
agency can decide. once and for all_, whether the portion of Lhe 101
freeway J-eading from the San Fernando Valfey to Thousand Oaks, Oxnard,
ventllra, etc., is actual-ly west or north, and change all rel-evant signs
accordingly. Otherwise, confusion to residents but especially visitors
will continue.

Thank you.

Joyce Batten
22678 Cass Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 9l-364

To

cc

DCC



"Mark Osokow"
<hopebird@lafn.org>

051271200810:34 PM

"Aguilar, Eduardo" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Comments on Draft EfulS for I 405/U. S. 101 Connector
Proposal

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

Attached, please find a letter of comments pertaining to the Draft EA/IS for the I 405/U. S. 101
connector proposal. I have also attached my previous letter to you, referenced therein, on this subject.

Thank you for your cons¡deration.

Mark Osokow

hOpebird @ lafn.OrO 405_101 lnterchange_Original e_mailed.wps.doc EA_lS Comments.wps.doc
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cc
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Subject
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June 28. 2006

Mark Osokow
22035 Burbank Bl., #310
Woodland Hills, CA 9 1367

Eduardo Aguilar
Stat of California
Depaftment of Tran sportati on
Eduardo Aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

I recently became aware of a DOT (CALTRANS) proposal to reconfigure the ramp
structure at the junction of I 405 and U.S. 101. This proposal is of interest to me both as
a commuter and as a visitor to the Sepulveda Basin.

I am acutely aware of the traffic problems associated with the current configuration of
on/off ramps and transition segments affecting the southbound lanes of I 405 in the
vicinity of Burbank Boulevard south to U.S. 101. This is because I used this section of
highway on a daily basis for afternoon commuting for a period of more than eleven years,
ending in April 2006. More often than not, this section of highway would be backed up
causing as much as a fifteen minute delay. Ordinarily the delays were no more than five
minutes. It is difficult to ascertain the cause of the delay. Some have theorized that the
relatively sharp curve leading to U.S. 101 north causes the backup, No doubt, this causes
some slowing. However, the primary cause seems to be that there is simply more traffic
on the westbound 101 than that for which the highway was designed. This is evidenced
by the extended distance of slowing northbound, usually beyond the Reseda Boulevard
exit, more than two miles further north. The upshot of this is that traffic merging onto the
101 north at any time of day, but especially during the afternoon rush hour, must slow
down significantly in order to merge. I have considered the proposal to modify the ramp
configuration, including the various alternatives, and I have concluded that none of the
alternatives would significantly improve fraffic flow in the area. On the contrary, traffic
on Burbank Boulevard in the vicinity of the newly configured ramp entrance and exit
would likely be made much worse under some alternatives, thereby negating any
hypothetical improvement in ûaffic flow on I405 south, Therefore, proceeding with
construction of any of the altematives would be a waste of public funds that could be
better spent elsewhere.

As a frequent visitor to Sepulveda Basin for recreation and rejuvenation, I am especially
troubled by Altematives 2 and3, which contain as paft of their elements the construction
of elevated ramps cutting through the southeast section of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Area. This area has been undergoing ecological restoration now for more than eighteen
years. During this time, the area has witnessed a notable increase in both wildlife
species, especially birds, and human use around the periphery (primarily for wildlife



observation). Species, such as Blue Grosbeaks, found rarely at other locations in Los
Angeles County can be fairly common breeders here. An abundance of migrants and
over-wintering species are also here. From an ecological point of view, this area is
becoming a key link in the chain of migratory stopovers and wintering areas so important
to migratory birds while other links in the chain in Los Angeles County succumb to
development. The construction of ramps through the wildlife area would permanently
disrupt both the continuing restoration and the attractiveness of the area to both wildlife
and people. The ramps would divide portions of the wildlife area into sections that would
be too small to support witdlife. Dead zones would be created in the areas under the
ramps. These areas would soon be colonized by derelicts and illegal aliens, thereby
significantly adding to fear of crime (if not crime itselÐ. This would also add to the
danger of fires from campfires and actual damage to wildlife areavegetation by
trampling and disruption of wildlife breeding cycles, Unauthorized hunting of waterfowl
could also occur, as it once did in the past, The added noise from the traffic utilizing the
ramps in both directions would negate any remaining sense of peace that now exists in
the area. This noise would be much greater than that now originating from I405 south,
which is currently shielded by the Sepulveda Dam. The sweeping views of the basin and
the city beyond would be ruined. There will also be an increased probability of
hazardous materials spills from the ramps into the wildlife area, spills that would be
particularly difficult to clean up.

On balance then, there is no benefit to be gained by reconfiguring the interchange and
many costs -- economic, social, and ecological -- that cannot be mitigated. Therefore, the
proposal should be terminated.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Mark B. Osokow,
Commuter and Basin Visitor



Illfay 27,2008

Mark Osokow
22035 Burbank Bl., #310
Woodland Hills. CA 91367

Eduardo Aguilar
Stat of California
Department of Transportation
Eduardo Aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

The purpose of this letter is to follow up on my previous letter to you, e-mailed on June
28,2006, and on remarks I made at the public hearing on this issue on lll4ay 74,2008 in
Encino. In my previous letter, included as an attachment and herein incorporated by
reference, I briefly expressed my opposition to alternatives I,2, and 3 based on what I
perceive to be a lack of need and public benefit for this project and for the negative
environmental impact it will have. In particular, I am opposed to alternatives 2 and3,
based on the destruction of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve that will result. I am
also opposed to any alternative that would include widening, and therefore destruction of,
the riparian area of Haskell Creek.

Below, I elaborate on these issues in the wake of the circulation of the
Environmental Assessmenllnitial Study (EA/IS) for the project and the May 14 hearing.
These occuffences served to greatly amplify my concern and strengthened my opposition.
Here's why.

LACK OF PRO.IECT I\EED AND BENEFITS

Ostensibly, the need for this project is based on safety and traffic flow
considerations alone. No other needs were identified in the EA/IS. The EA/IS greatly
exaggerates both the need for the project and the benefits to be derived from it. (Please
refer to my previous letter for some background information.) For the purposes of this
argument, I accept the data presented as accurate, although future analysis might find
fault with it.

Accident Data

The EA/IS states that the accident rate atthe I405lU.S.101 interchange is much
higher than the statewide average. According to Table 1, this rate is L.45 accidents per
million vehicle miles (mvm) for the southbound 405 mainline interchange versus 1.08 for
the statewide average for what is claimed are "similar facilities." However, there are no
measures of statistical variability included with the data by which one could gain some
idea as to the statistical significance of such a comparison. It could very well be that the
statewide range is very broad, and the accident rate for the southbound I-405 falls within
one standard deviation or less of the statewide mean.



In addition, no other data is shown that would make the comparison more
meaningful. Such data might include figures for vehicle passage rates per day on similar
highways. It is logical to assume that accident rates may be correlated with traffic rates.
In other words, higher accident rates (as well as higher numbers of total accidents) would
occur on the most heavily traveled highways of similar design regardless of the nature of
"improvements" made to them, Given that the I405/101 interchange is the busiest in the
country, one might expect accident rates to be higher there on that basis alone.

However, there are other reasons for questioning the interpretation of the data
presented in the EA/IS. Comparing the accident rates on the I405 northbound and the
southbound I405 mainlines may be useful in this regard. Unfortunately, the EA/IS does
not include accident rate data for the I405 northbound, a serious omission. Nevertheless,
the lack of need for this project can be demonstrated by comparing the data for the
southbound I405 mainline with that for the southbound I405 to U.S. 101. Here we have
L'45 accidents per mvm on the I405 mainline versus 0,63 accidents per mvm in the
connector area, that is, a much lower accident rate. Thus, the connector appears to be
safer than the I405 mainline. CALTRANS is not proposing to rebuild the I405
mainline, even though the accident rate there is more than twice as high as that at the
connector area. Clearly, reconstruction of the connector is not warranted based on these
accident rate data. In fact, the accident rate for the connector area is the lowest for any of
the areas presented in the EA/IS, except for the southbound U.S. 101 to southbound I405
connector with which it is of the same order! It may very well be that the slow transition
speed reduces the accident rate by allowing drivers more time to consider the traffic and
react to it. It is ímportøfi to note, in thís regard, that no føtalíties have occuted in any
section of the interchange for which data was presented. Thus, promoting faster speeds,
assuming they would be achieved, through rebuilding the connector may actually result
in increased accident rates. In addition, any accidents that occur will be more likely to
result in injury or death as a result of increased speeds at impact.

It is also useful to examine the actual number of accidents occurring on various
segments of the interchange aÍea. The total number of accidents at the Burbank on-ramp,
for example, was eleven. This results in a slightly higher accident rate for this facility
when compared to the statewide data. However, the higher figure could be due to a few
unusual episodes caused by severe weather or other unusual occuffences. Without
additional data, it is impossible to know. The same argument pertains to the data
tabulated for other sections of the interchange. CALTRANS has simply not presented
sufficient data to justify such an expensive and destructive project based on accident d,ata.

Traffic Flow

The logic for the reconstruction of the interchange based on traffic flow data is
also faulty. The highest peak traffic volume noted for the connector is at the AM peak of
1792 vehicles per hour, whereas the connector was designed for 1500 vehicles per hour.
Thus, for almost the entire day, other than a few peak hours or less on weekdays, the
connector functions at better than design capacity. The peak flows could be reduced by
carefully considered alternative measures (discussed below). Therefore, there is little or
no justification for this enormously expensive and destructive project based on traffic
flow considerations,



Furthermore, since, after project completion, the northbound U. S. 101 would
continue to carry the same or greater traffic volume, this project would merely move the
traffic congestion further west on the U.S. 101 freeway as the increased traffic flow from
the connector attempts to merge onto the 101. The EA/IS does not consider this effect.

Less Costly, Destructive, and More Effective Alternatives Not Considered

CALTRANS has completely overlooked alternatives that do not involve major
highway reconstruction projects. However, there arc far less costly, disruptive or
destructive, and probably more effective alternatives available. One possible alternative
is discussed below.

A relatively simple and less costly alternative to any of the large construction
projects proposed would be to establish a "safety zone" in the vicinity of the interchange.
This would entail construction of overhead signage in the approaches to the interchange
cautioning drivers that they are entering a congested area with a reduced speed limit. The
speed limits could be flashed on the overhead signs and would be linked to automatic
traffic flow monitoring sensors. Speed monitoring sensors providing feedback to drivers
could also be included. Periodic traffic law enforcement would help establish the
system's function. Other improvements, such as dividing traffic lanes on the Burbank
Boulevard on-ramp, such that appropriate lanes could be directed to the U. S. 101
freeway, while another lane would be directed to the southbound I405. The lanes could
be controlled by traffic signals and would help to minimize weaving. Such systems
already exist on other highways throughout the state. In addition, a barricade could be
built to separate the exiting right lanes of the I 405 from the mainline to prevent cutting in
by impatient drivers.

The failure by CALTRANS to consider less costly alternatives may be
symptomatic of a certain bias within the organization towards large highway
construction-oriented projects. This possibility is worthy of internal CALTRANS
review. The potential savings to the state from all funding sources, including Proposition
B funding, is enormous. The savings to the environment is incalculable. Furthermore, I
believe CALTRANS is required to consider such alternatives under CEQA, NEPA, or
other laws or regulations.

T]NACCEPTABLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEOT]ENCES

In my earlier letter, I briefly touched on the value of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Area to both wildlife and people. I also briefly discussed some of the negative impacts
that will occur. While many of the issues I raised were discussed in the EA/IS, albeit
with a lack of insight or understanding, others were completely ignored. In the EA/IS,
CALTRANS has severely underestimated both the value of this Wildlife Reserve to both
wildlife and people, while also underestimating the harm that will be done to the reserve
if either altematives 2 or 3 are adopted or if Haskell Creek is widened.

Yalue of the Wildlife Reserve

This relatively small area of approximately 175 acres (see under Negative Impacts
below for explanation) supports over 240 species of birds (from rare to common),



including the endangered læast Bell's Vireo, and others that are in ecological trouble,
notwithstanding the presence or lack of a formal designation to that effect. Many other
species can be observed only here and at a few other locations in the San Fernando
Valley. This includes a long list of warblers, vireos, flycatchers, waders, ducks and
others. Howevet, not only is the area significant as a refuge for birds, it is a magnet for
birders, nature lovers, photographers, artists, students, scientists (including myself), and
others who have no other natural or semi-natural places to go for many miles around that
are as accessible and worthwhile. This accessibility is especially important for the
disabled. The well-maintained trail through the wildlife area provides the only access to
a natural areafor the wheelchair-bound in the entire San Fernando Valley and, perhaps,
the entire City of Los Angeles.

In addition, while these nature-oriented visitors tend to visit only the Wildlife
Reserve, other park visitors frequently visit the Wildlife Reserve as an added activity
following picnicking, cycling, jogging, and other park-oriented activities. Thus, the area
becomes heavily used, especially on weekends and holidays. One can see parents
pointing out a duck to a small child, who may be seeing one in real life for the first time.
For children, and for many adults, the sight of an Osprey or a Great Egret catching and
eating a fish, or a hawk sounding its scree as it flies overhead, is nothing less than
thrilling. Someone who sees a nest of Double-crested Cormorants is likely to remember
not only the sight but also the place. Of course, many people visit here just to enjoy the
tranquility of this publicly accessible oasis of peace in the San Fernando Valley, perhaps
to sit for a while as they overlook the calm waters of the lake.

The area is also an outdoor classroom for thousands of Los Angeles area children,
who participate in programs run by the San Fernando Valley Audubon Society and
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains. Here children learn
about many facets of nature -- from birds and plants to microscopic plankton and water
quality testing and its importance. They also learn what a flood control basin is and how
water reclamation is connected with the health of the wildlife lake. Haskell Creek. and
the Los Angeles River,

Negative Impacts

Area impacted

The CALTRANS approach in the EA/IS has been to treat the relatively small,
isolated reserve as if it is, or is part of, some vast complex in which it is acceptable to
sacrifice 7 to 757o of the acreage to what will become an expensive, noise generating,
graffiti-covered eyesore, that will provide little, if any, benefit to motorists or the
community-at-large. It must be noted that the CALTRANS claim of a225 acre reserve is
an overestimate, which includes park areas that are not dedicated to wildlife. There are
additional areas that may be, technically, included in the Wildlife Reserve that are
permanently unsuitable for wildlife use. The actual acneage, based on scale map
measurements, that can realistically be considered a wildlife reserve is approximately 175
acres. Thus, alternatives 2 and 3 will directly impact more than I07o of the Wildlife
Reserve by occupying 18 acres of the designated migratory foraging coridor (Section
4.2.1). Additional acreage will be negatively impacted by construction through the



reserve along its south side along the Sepulveda Dam and destruction of ripanan habitat
along Haskell Creek, depending on whether the creek is widened or not.

Alternatives 2 and 3 will negatively impact the Wildlife Reserve and all of its
functions in the following ways.

Visual and Noise Impact on Wildlifu Reserve Visitors

As noted above, the freeway on-ramp will become a noise-producing, graffiti-
covered eyesore. The post-construction photographic simulations of what the ramp will
look like from certain viewpoints in the basin are CALTRANS's optimistic view at best.

The eye sees in a manner different from that depicted in the photographs. We are
talking here of an area that will be no more than a few hundred feet away from any point
in the main portion of the Wildlife Reserve west of the wildlife lake. When one looks to
the east now, what one sees is a calm scene of a lake with birds feeding on it, fish
jumping, and insects buzzing around. In the background, one sees plants swaying in the
breeze. Birds are perched or nesting on shrubs and trees, flying by, or feeding on the
ground. Rabbits and ground squirrels cautiously enter open areas to look for food, while
keeping a wary eye out for hawks.

What one will see if the ramp is built through the reserve is an ugly concrete
elevated roadway over a barren dirt strip required for maintenance access. This barren
dirt strip will remain even after construòtion. At best, it may be partially vegetated by
invasive weed species, such as tumbleweed, which volunteer effort and funds are now
attempting to control. The sides and support columns for the roadway will quickly be
covered with graffiti, creating a dangeróus looking environment, where gangs rule.
Instead of birds flying, one will see trucks, and possibly cars, speeding along the ramp,
distracting one's vision from the formerly tranquil view. This will be made worse by the
distraction of increased road noise from many sources (discussed below). In addition,
one will see the so-called homeless (many criminals, alcoholics, or drug addicts) and
illegal aliens, who will find refuge under the ramp, thereby adding to the atmosphere of
danger and unwholesomeness.

The projected overall 2 dB increase in sound level caused by the ramp is
significant in itself, but it does not take into account the unexpected additional nolses
discussed below. At best, the increased noise level and unexpected noises will impair the
experience of tranquility for reserve visitors. The actual impact may be much greater and
could result in a reduction in visitor use, including that resulting from the perception of
the arca as having reduced desirability for outdoor education programs.

Visuøl and Noise Impact on Birds in the Wildlife Reserve

Noise impacts will include, sirens, screeching tires, horns honking, and, no doubt,
collisions, as well as the engines of trucks, cars and roaring motorcycles. As noted
above, the projected overall 2 dB incrcase in sound level caused by the ramp is
significant in itself, but it does not take into account the unexpected additional noises also
mentioned above. Not only will the ugliness, background movement, and noise detract
from visitor enjoyment of the area, the movement, noise, and, at night, additional light
pollution, as well as the presence of the structure itself and the loss of useable habitat,



will affect birds as well. In addition, to what has been discussed in the previous
paragraph, the movement will often cause birds to take unnecessary evasive action to
avoid predators. They will also often miss targeted flying prey, which will get lost in the
moving background. Others, especially during migration, will meet their deaths by flying
into the structure or into vehicles, perhaps in fog, sometimes causing accidents at high
rates of speed.

By rights, the area should fall under Category A of Noise Abatement Criteria used
in NEPA 23 CFR 772 analysis. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is a very special
area made even more important by its scarcity in the heavily urbanized San Fernando
Valley. The emphasis for this area should be on noise abatement rather than allowing
more projects to create more noise impacting it.

The EA/IS underestimates the impacts of the increased noise due to the project.
For the purposes of this argument, I accept the accuracy of the data presented, although
this might subsequently found to be faulty at a later date.

One serious flaw in the data presented is that in the noise study protocol, noise
receivers were placed near ground level (5 feet above ground surface). By such
placement, the receivers measured noise that was subject to ground attenuation. While
such measurements may be valid for estimating the impact on humans, they are not for
birds. Since nearly all of the birds present at Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve will fly
or perch at substantially greater elevations than 5 feet above ground, the analysis at that
level is deficient for determining impacts on birds. Birds flying or perched above that
level will be exposed to much gÍeater, unattenuated noise levels than the analysis
indicates, as well as being exposed to a wide variety of unexpected sounds.

These levels will cause disruption of avian communication, interference with the
detection of environmentalhazards (such as predators), interference with prey detection,
and generalized increases in stress -- just to name a few impacts. The result of this is that
birds may leave the area, fail to flock effectively for winter foraging, migration, or
predator avoidance, experience impaired body condition or increased mortality, and
experience reduced breeding success (as measured by the number of young fledged). The
actual effects depend upon the species and how it utilizes the resources of the Wildlife
Reserve. While approximately 15 to 20 species of birds have shown themselves to be
highly adaptable to noisy urban environments and may not be affected to any great
extent, all other species will be affected. There is a reason urban environments are
typically depauperate in avian species. Noise plays a major part in that.

Construction activities will exacerbate the noise problems greatly. The noise
from the construction site combined with the physical disruptions of the construction
itself will destroy the Wildlife Reserve north of Burbank Boulevard outright. 'While 

the
actual construction may or may not be completed in one season, as is claimed in the
EA/IS, the effects will be essentially permanent. This is not only due to noise, but also to
the presence of the structures themselves and the permanent clearing of vegetation
needed to provide maintenance access (see below).

Taken together, these processes will cause bioenergetic stress on the affected
species. The result will be fewer birds able to occupy the area than a simple reduction in
acreage might indicate. Owls and bats will be particularly affected, as the added noise
and glare of traffic lights and headlights will interfere with the quiet and dark adaptation
mechanisms needed for calibrating differential auditory and visual thresholds needed for



locating prey items.

Habitat Loss

As noted above, from 7 to I57o of the Wildlife Reserve acreage will be lost
permanently to the ramp and other modifications resulting from alternatives 2 and3.
This habitat presently suppolts many species of birds. Of note are Great Blue Herons,
Great Egrets, Red-tailed Hawks, White-tailed Kites, and Northern Harriers that forage for
gophers and other small animals in the area. Owls, including an occasional Burrowing
Owl, also utilize the area. Nesting species include Blue Grosbeaks and finch species,
among others. The loss of this area cannot be mitigated, as the connectivity of habitats
serving different functions for different species would be destroyed by the project.

The loss of a couple of dozen oak trees may seem trivial to CALTRANS analysts.
However, these oak trees were hand planted, as was virtually all of the native vegetation
in the reserve, and have grown into mature plants over a period of more than twenty
years. These oak trees and the neighboring vegetation support nesting hummingbirds,
foraging California Thrashers, which nest in the south reserve, and many other species.
They provide escape shelter for birds fleeing from human passers by. It would take ten to
fifteen years before oaks planted in their place could perform similar functions. This is
much longer than the typical lifespan of small, or even of most, large birds. To be sure,
it is longer than the expected lifespan of many current human visitors to the Wildlife
Reserve.
The construction of a new bridge carrying Burbank Boulevard over the I405 freeway
will create additional problems for wildlife. Additional noise will result, and wildlife will
have difficulty in crossing the area. Essentially, alternatives 2 and 3 carve up the
Wildlife Refuge into three (or four) small pieces that will have reduced viability as

wildlife habitat both individually and collectively. Wildlife needs space in which to
forage, escape from predators (including humans), generally to maneuver and for enough
security in which to nest. Forage itself requires the appropriate conditions for it to
flourish. Carving up the Wildlife Reserve into small pieces will destroy the forage, as

well as the functions dependent upon it. The result will be the proliferation of invasive
plant species with reduced value to wildlife.

As noted above, the habitat loss cannot be mitigated. All of the areas of the
Wildlife Reserve now functioning as such are undergoing environmental restoration,
which is in various stages. This includes all of the areas proposed by CALTRANS as

mitigation sites, including Bull Creek. Thus, CALTRANS mitigation effort is not needed
nor desired for these areas. The idea that CALTRANS would attempt to piggyback onto
environmental restoration projects already in progress, some for more than twenty years,
with the apparent object of eventually taking full or pafüal credit for their success under
the banner of mitigation is patently offensive. This is especially so in view of
CALTRANS's persistence in attempting to pursue a project in the Wildlife Reserve that
is overwhelmingly opposed by the community. There are no mitigation opportunities for
CALTRANS to claim at this location. At the aforementioned hearing, a CALTRANS
representative wishes to claim part of its function is "stewardship." Then, be good
stewards. Do not build alternatives that would impact the Wildlife Reserve and no
mitigation will be necessary. However, if after the alternatives impacting the Witdlife



Reserve are formally rejected CALTRANS then wishes to contribute to the restoration
effort, such efforts would probably be welcomed.

Impact to Haskell Creek

Plans to widen Haskell Creek as one part of a proposal to mitigate for loss of
reservoir storage capacity require further exploration. The wording of item 2 under
Section 2.2.L, "Mitigation Proposals," suggests that only the creek north of Burbank
would be affected by the widening. I base this assumption on the fact that Woodley Ave.
does not extend south of Burbank, and the statement refers to "between Route 405 and
Woodley Avenue." However, increasing the flow capacity here would also affect the
flow through the creek south of Burbank. Hence, the creek below Burbank Boulevard
may also require widening in order to accommodate the increased flow, but this was not
even mentioned in the EA/IS, let alone discussed. This would have a devastating impact
on this well-developed riparian habitat. This also might require re-alignment of the path
that now parallels the creek on the south side, depending on where the widening would
take place. It was also not mentioned that a portion of the concrete structure at the outlet
of Haskell Creek to the L. A. River would also have to be rebuilt to accommodate the
higher flows. All of this would require heavy equipment entering the area causing further
devastation. The path would have to be widened sufficiently to allow for two-way
passage of equipment. This also opens up the prospect of introducing (or re-introducing)
invasive plants (such as Arundo andTamarl¿ just to name a couple) that volunteer effort
and funding have been trying to control with some success.

The first sentence beginning with "mitigation proposals" states "operating criteria
were based strictly upon water surface elevation, irrespective of downstream channel
conditions." The quoted section is misleading. The operation of the flood gates at the
damwere calculated to take into consideration the existing flows in and the capacity of
the L. A. River, Higher flows in the river caused by higher discharges into it from
Haskell Creek will force storage capacity modifications to compensate for that increased
flow. The widening of the creek itself will not compensate for reduced capacity. This
will not only affect Sepulveda Basin, but may affect Hansen Dam Basin as well, since the
L. A. River below Tujunga Wash will also be running higher on average. The effects
may not be all that great, in terms of water volume. The EA/IS references 49,0L4 cubic
feet (a little more than one acre foot or roughly a third of a million gallons) of the dam
reservoir. However, the actual mitigation need may be much higher. Assuming Haskell
Creek is roughly one mile long, that translates to removing a strip of soil five feet wide
and one foot deep from both sides of the creek or some other equal amount with other
dimensions. This is sufficient to destroy the riparian area, which would take many years
to recover and might never recover all of its functions with the new dimensions allowing
more sunlight to penetrate to the ground surface, thereby altering the microclimate.

Impacts to the Spillway

The casualness with which the spillway acreage is discussed seems to reflect a
deep lack of understanding about how water control structures operate and what is
needed to maintain them. The proposal is to usutp virtually the entire spillway area. It is



not much larger than the 5 acres for which impact is admitted. In addition, while not part
of the Wildlife Reserve, some wildlife is found on either side of the spillway, The
spillway itself is rarely visited, except for filming and for construction. Areas on the east
side support oaks and abandoned ACE experimental vegetation plots, formerly planted
with Nisella (Stipa) pulchra and other natives, Study is needed.

Additional Impacts

Further hazards to the Wildlife Refuge would occur in the event of a spill of toxic
material resulting from a tanker accident. Any toxic materials spilled into the refuge
would be very difficult to clean up and would engender additional damage.

The risk of fire would also increase both as a result of vehicle fires and careless
smokers tossing cigarctte butts into the flammable vegetation below. As noted in my
previous letter, campers would take advantage of the shelter offered by the overhead
roadway. This would create additional risk of fire to the reduced area of the Wildlife
Reserve.

Also, there is a claim that "no water is impounded by the dam for the purpose of
recreation." This is false. Although the water source is usually the Tillman Plant effluent,
Lake Balboa is a recreational impoundment, which receives runoff and direct
precipitation. The Wildlife Reserve Lake is also an impoundment indirectly connected
with recreation. It too receives runoff and direct precipitation. While the dam does not
operate to produce recreational lakes directly, its operation certainly does impact
recreation.

ADDITIONAL SAFETY ISSTJES

The EA/IS specifies a maximum likely earthquake strength ol l .5 on the Richter
Scale. Presumably, the tamp, roadways and bridge would be built to withstand such an
earthquake. However, unfortunately, CALTRANS's record of elevated roadway safety
in earthquakes is less than sterling. During the 6.7 magnitude Northridge Earthquake, at
least three elevated highway sections collapsed, one involving loss of life. Had this
earthquake occurred during the active portion of a normal workday, instead of at 5:15
a.m. on a national holiday, many more lives would have been lost. The Loma Prieta
Earthquake also resulted in elevated highway collapse and involved the loss of a number
of lives. CALTRANS simply lacks credibility when it comes to earthquake safety.
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing analysis, neither the need for or the benetits to be derived
from the proposed project have been demonstrated. The environmental consequences of
alternatives 2 and 3 would be devastating to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, both
in terms of human and wildlife usage. Alternatives 7,2, and 3 would be permanently
damaging to the restored riparian area along Haskell Creek. No meaningful mitigation
for the impact is possible. In addition, reasonable alternatives were not considered.
Accordingly, the no-build alternative should be adopted as preferred.



Sincerely,

Mark B. Osokow,
Biologist, Commuter, and Basin Visitor
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May 26, 2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director
California Department of Transportat¡on
Divisio n of Envi ron m enta I Plan ning @O5/ 1O 1 Con necto r
10O South Main Street MS 164
Los Angels, CA 90012

Re: draft EAllS lor 4Oí/LO1 Connector

Dear Mr. Kosinki:

Los Angeles Audubon is a California non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation established in 1910. The mission
of Los Angeles Audubon is to promote the enjoyment and protection of birds and other wildlife
through recreation, education, conservation and restoration.

We take special interest in the impacts of the proposed 4O5/LOL connector on Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve and the biological resources therein. Los Angeles Audubon along with San Fernando
Valfey Audubon Society played a key role in the designation, restoration, and protection of the 225
acres of native habitat open space area designated as wildlife habitat and serye on the Steering
Committee with jurisdiction over this area.

We would like to make the following comments on the draft EAllS released April L4,2008 and thank
you for the opportunity:

1) The analysis of Environmental Consequences of the project on Least Bell's Vireo (Vireo bellii pusilla)
is inadequate, contradictory and inconsistent.

ln the discussion of Least Bell's Vireo the EAru lS states "Habitat for this species is found at
approximately 500 ft from where the new connector alignment is proposed.' 1 However in Table 4L
the EArzlS states .This species is known to be present adjacent to the impact atea, but was not
observed during general surveys,"2 Additionally, in Environmental Consequences the EA/IS states
"Due the to lack of suitable habitat found within the project site as well as directly adjacent to the
project area, it is not likely that the proposed alternatives would have a direct impact on this
spêcies."3 These statements are contradictory in that one finds the species habitat 50O feet using
one standard yet directly adjacent using another standard, and inconsistent in varying the location

' souTHBouND INTERSTATE-4O5 (SAN DrEGO FREEWAY) TO THE U.S. HTGIIWAY-101 (VENTTTRA FREEWAY)
CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT draftEAJIS, page 146;

'tbid,p. t45
'Ibid, p. I47



from which to analyze impacts, and varying where the new connector alignment is proposed as
'impact atea,' "project site" and "project atea" from which to analyze impacts. ln discussion or
analysis of impacts on an endangered species a scientific standard should be consistent especially if
that standard is integral to the description of the proposed project.

2) The analysis of Environmental Consequences of the project and the avoidance and minimization
efforts on Burrowing Owl (Atfrene cunicularia) are inadequate.

The EArzlS states the following: "Avoidance and Minimization Efforts (Burrowing Owl): lf burrowing owls
are determined to be present within the project area, passive translocation will be employed during
the non-breeding season to encourage nesting in an area away from the project location. This passive
translocation technique will be used in accordance to the gu¡delines outlined by the Department of
Fish and Garne.a

This effort is inadequate.

The Lead agency does not outline avoidance and minimization efforts if burrowing owls are
determined to be present within the project area during breeding or nesting season, nor what efforts
will be expended to discover Burrowing owls during the non-breeding or the breeding season other
than through vague reference to the level of "protocol'. A lead agency should specify whose protocol
will be used for these important surveys.

Lead a$ency also fails to mention the cumulative impacts of the loss of habitat for burrowing owls in
Los Angeles County that the project might increase, and how the lead agency might compensate for
that loss in Los Angeles County.

Lead a$ency also fails to disclose how much habitat in Los Angeles County is available for
translocation of Burrowing owls. Translocation of owls to a distant location cannot be considered true
minimization or mitigation of the impacts of destruction of habitat for Burrowing owls in Los Angeles
County.

3) The analysis of Environmental Gonsequences of the project on Swainson's Hawk (Buteo swainsoni)
is inadequate.

The EArzlS states uHowever, the San Fernando Audubon Society lists the bald eagle as having a historic
presence within the reserve. During surveys of the project area, no sight¡ngs of this bird were
observed.'

Presumably the writer means Swainson's Hawk and not Bald Eagle, and this is a typo or confusion by
the writer.

This analysis is inadequate as it is written.

4) The EAllS is inconsistent in descriptions of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve as "Sepulveda
Wildlife Basin,o'Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, "Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reseryen and'sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Area."

Such internal inconsistency can lead to confusion in the enforcement of any policies that relate to the EA/IS.

This should be standardized with the lesal name of the 225 acre natural area.

a Iurd, p. t4s



5) The EAllS is inadequate in describing jurisdiction of the Sepulveda Basln Wildlife Reserve.

The EA/IS states: "Serving as an advisory to the City is the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Areas Steering
Committee, whose members include the Audubon Society, Canada Goose Project, California Native
Plant Society, Friends of the LA River, Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains,
and the Sierra Club.s

However, two members of the Committee are Los Angeles Audubon and San Fernando Valley
Audubon Society. These are two certified chapters of Audubon and two distinct California non-profit
corporations with 501(cX3) tax exempt status.

6) Los Angeles Audubon opposes absolutely Alternatives 2 and 3 for this project due to unacceptable
impacts on the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge habitat and its wildlife.

The EA/IS states .Alternatives 2 and 3 of the proposed project do carry the potential to adversely
impact beneficial floodplain values such as the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge.'s

This risk is unacceptable to our organization.

Sincerely,

Garry George
Executive Director

GG:sc

' Ibid, p.28
'Ibid, p.87 Other Impacts
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eduardo_ag uilar@dot.ca. gov

bcc

Subject 405-101 ConnectorProposal

May 28,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director
California Department of Transportation, District 7
Division of Environmental Planning (14051101 Connector)
100 S. Main Street - Mail Stop 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Also transmitted by email to eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment 405-101 Connector Improvement Project

Dear Sirs:

These comments will supplement the comments previously submitted by the Los Angeles / Santa
Monica Mountains Chapter of the California Native Plant Society.

On page 73 (2.1.6) in the paragraph describing the "sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve Landscape
IJnit" you state that "Existing visual resources include established and newly planted willow,
cottonwood, and sycamore trees, various shrubs, nesting, and foraging areas for migratory
waterfowl and shorebirds." That is an incomplete description. The "various shrubs" represent the
dominant natural community - mule fat / coyote bush scrub (Baccharis salicifolia / Baccharis
emoryi and B. pilularis) - that regenerates itself without human help, and it is this emerging plant
community that will be disturbed by the on and off ramps proposed to be built in the Wildlife
Reserve. Furthermore, it is not just migratory waterfowl and shorebirds that ttlhze that area, but
resident raptors that forage and passerines (such as mourning doves) that nest there.

On page 76,Figure 21 is not an accurate "Post-Construction Visual Simulation" of the site, as the
ramps "disappear" into a forest of oak trees that would be partially displaced to accommodate the
ramps.

On page 78, Figure 23 is also not an accurate "Post-Construction Visual Simulation" of the site,
as the ramps "disappear" into a forest of oak trees that would be partially displaced to
accommodate the ramps.

On page 87 , paragraphs 4 and 5, you calculate the number of acres that would be covered by the
new connector structures. However, nowhere in the document do you discuss the acreage cut-off
from the Wildlife Reserve (by the connector structures) that would be rendered little value to
wildlife due to its isolation. CNPS strongly believes that the entire footprint of the project

To
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including the area between the connectors, the dam face and Burbank Blvd. plus the "work area"
around the site (that would be impacted during construction) be considered "sacrifice" zones and
not valuable wildlife habitat.

On page 88, Mitigation Proposals, item 2 states: "Widening the existing dirt canal inside the
basin between Route 405 and Woodley Avenue (Haskell Channel). This proposal will fulfill
requirements to increase storage volume inside the basin and no water impounded." First off,
Haskell Channel is better known as Haskell Creek - the centerpiece of the Wildlife Reserve. In
fact, the atea west of Haskell Creek was annexed into the Wildlife Reserve in order to make
Haskell Creek the center of the Reserve, not the edge, because this riparian corridor of
cottonwood and willow forest has the oldest, tallest and least disturbed areas within the Reserve.
Any widening of the existing channel would likely require removing existing trees and this
would not be acceptable. The implementation of this "mitigation" would destroy the only riparian
forest in the San Fernando Valley.

On page 136, Biological Conditions in the Biological Study Area, you state that "the area at the
southern point of the project [is] made up of primarily ruderal vegetation. Once again you ignore
the presence of representatives of the dominant natural community - mule fat / coyote bush scrub
(Baccharis salicifolia / Baccharis emoryi and B. pilularis) - that is the essence of this formerly
ruderal area now (albeit slowly) returning to a natural community. This area was bumed in a
wildfire a few years ago and the shrubs that were burnt to the ground have not yet reached their
former size.

On page 145, Table 41 Sensitive Species, states that for Davidson's bush mallow
(Malacothamnus davidsonii) "the habitat within the project limits is not suitable for this species."
That is incorrect. A population of Davidson's bush mallow is thriving on Hummingbird Hill, just
west of the tunnel under Burbank Blvd., adjacent to the location of the proposed connectors.

On page 36 of the "Draft Section 4(f)/Section 6(Ð Evaluation", ]ou describe the acreage the
proposed alignment would take from the entire reserve (225 total acres) as opposed to the area of
the "north" Reserve of 48 acres (as you do on page 87 of the DEA/IS). You state "These
easements will not alter the land use of the location; the primary uses of open space and
recreation would be maintained." That statement is in error. The primary purpose of that area is
wildlife refuge (not open space and recreation), as visitors are not even allowed to wander out
into that area (the seasonal goose foraging area); and even if it were "open space and recreation,"
who would want to recreate under or adjacent to freeway onramps?

On page 37 , 4-2.3 Measures to Minimize Harm, your list of possible measures includes the
Sepulveda Wetlands Park Project, a project that was previously rejected by the'Wildlife Areas
Steering Committee, a project with a main purpose to treat reclaimed water, not enhance the
wildlife values of the Sepulveda Basin. We also disagree with the suggestion for off-site
mitigation, as there are plenty of unmet needs within the Sepulveda Basin.

Finally, nowhere does this proposal even mention the importance and significance of this wildlife
area for the multitude of volunteers, school children, and Girl and Boy Scout Troops who have



spent countless hours for over two decades planting, weeding and caring for the plants; of the
members of the Wildlife Areas Steering Committee who have spent over two decades and
countless personal hours advising the City and the Army Corp of Engineers in the development
of a wildlife refuge that could survive the existing urban onslaught yet still provide what your
report calls "a high level of diversity of birds," or recognize the paucity of wildlife areas in the
flatlands of the San Fernando Valley and how unique and rare the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge is - a truly a world-class urban wildlife refuge.

The traffic will continue to increase. Will we continue to remove wildlife reserves ro
accommodate growth? Or will we take a stand here and now, and put Earth health ahead of
commute times. I am confident that the engineers at the California Department of Transportation
can figure out a way to improve the connectors for the 101-405 freeways without impacting the
existing Wildlife Reserve.

Sincerely,

Steve Hartman
Treasurer
California Native Plant Society
6117 Reseda Blvd. Suite H
Reseda, CA 91335
voice 818 881 3706
fax 818 881 3206
naturebase@aol.com
www.lacnps.org

Get trade secrets for amazing burgers. Watch "Cookino with Tvler Florence" on AOL Food.



"Sandra Murcia "
<sandramurcia @gmail.com>
0512812008 03:43 PM

To "Eduardo Aguila/' <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc "Rosi Dagit" <oaksrus@mac.com>

bcc

Subject RCDSMM Comment Letter - Caltrans 405 to 101 Connector
lmprovement Project

Mr. Aguilar,

Thank you for sending the NESR to me this morning for review. I have attached our Comment
Iætter for the I-405 to 101 Connector Improvement Project. If you would like me to address the
letter to you, I can send a revised version.

Please confirm your receipt of this comment letter. Thanks very much.

Sincerely,
Sandra Murcia
Conservation Biologist
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains

%
KE

FCDSMM [omment Letter - 405 to ] tl f,onnector - 5.28-08.pdf
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May 28,2008

Mr. Ronald J. Kosinski
Deputy District Director
Division of Environmental Planning
California Department of Transportation
100 S. Main Street. Suite MS 164
Los Angeles, C490072

RE: Southbound Interstate-405 to the U.S. Highway-l0l Con¡ector Improvement Project

Mr. Kosinski,

These comments on the proposed I-405 to Highway 101 connector improvement project are provided on
behalf of the Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains. We have reviewed both the
Draft EA/IS and Section 4 (F) Evaluation (dated April 2008) and the Draft Natural Environment Study
Report (NESR), dated June 2007 .

We are opposed to two of the three alternatives that remain under consideration: Alternatives 2 and 3.
Both altematives would result in significant impacts to wetlands, sensitive habitats and several special
status wildlife species of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. According to the City of Los Angeles
Recreation and Parks website, the 60-acre habitat north of Burbank Boulevard between the dam and
Haskell Creek was formally established as a wildlife area in 1988 and involved grading for the wildlife
lake and extensive planting of native annuals, shrubs, and trees.

It is important to consider the direct and indirect impacts of Alternatives 2 and 3 on wildlife species.
Direct impacts would involve the destruction of individuals or removal of habitat for numerous species,
including birds, mammals and reptiles. Additional habitat degradation would occur through grading or
excavation, increases in water or air pollutants, increased noise, light, or vibration, reduction in food
supplies or foraging areas, and interference with established wildlife movement Datterns on or between
habitat areas.

A Bioacoustics and Highway Noise Impacts study conducted for the project found that the ambient noise
levels in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve would increase signif,rcantly due to traffic noise from the
new freeway coffìectoÍ and on/off ramps and may experience temporary but significant noise increase
during the construction phase of the project.

RESOURCE CONSERVATION DISTRICT
OF THE

SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS
3OOOO MULHOLLAND HICHWAY, AGOURA HILLS, CALIFORNIA 9I3OI

MAIL: P.O BOX 638, AGOURA HILLS. CALIFORNIA 91376-0638
(818) 597-8627 FAX (818) s9t-8630



Birds

Over 200 birds have been documented by the San Fernando Audubon Society (SFV Audubon) within the
wildlife reserve. Many of these birds are found year round, while the remainder of the species use the
reserve as an important migratory corridor. Among the birds sighted are the state and federally listed least
Bell's vfteo (Vireo bellii pusillus) and burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), a state Species of Special
Concern. The NESR includes a comprehensive species list provided by SFV Audubon which includes
numerous migratory waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors, and passerines. The area is one of only five areas of
the San Fernando Valley that is regularly used by wintering Canada geese. Bird species flock to this
wildlife refuge due to the varied habitats which occur within it, including wetland areas, riparian
vegetation, and oak and walnut woodland. Alternatives 2 and 3 would have a far greater impact to bird
species due to the encroachment upon the sensitive habitats north of Burbank Boulevard, including
potential wetlands.

Wetlands

A formal jurisdictional delineation has not been conducted on the project site. It is imperative for the
NESR to include the results of the delineation, with temporary and permanent impact acreages of wetland
areas under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB), and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). 'Without these calculations,
mitigation cannot be addressed and necessary permits from the regulatory agencies cannot be identified.
As part of the permit application package, an Approved Jurisdictional Delineation Form will have to be
submitted along with the jurisdictional delineation.

Furthermore, we question the methods of the preliminary wetland delineation that was performed along
the east edge of the project site, since no information was provided on the results of the three parameter
test (soil, hydrology, and hydrophlic vegetation) that indicate the presence of a wetland.

The enc¡oachment onto the wildlife reserye by Alternative 2 and 3 would increase the discharge of storm
water pollutants into the wetlands, riparian areas, Haskell Creek and Reach 5 of the Los Angeles River, an
abeady impaired water body on the RWQCB's 303(d) list. The EA/IS states that all the alternatives
would have to encroach on the dam reservoir at the upstream slope of the dam embankment. However,
only Alternatives 2 and 3 would cross the Dam Maintenance Access Road at grade, encroaching upon the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge, inside the flood control basin, and reduce the flood volume storage
capacity of the Sepulveda Dam, posing an additional adverse impact to the dam.

Oak Trees

According to the EAIIS, a coast live oak woodland occurs along the north side of Burbank Boulevard
within the proposed site for Alternatives 2 and 3. Approximately 25 to 30 out of 73 trees would be
removed or encroached upon, causing severe habitat fragmentation of a woodland that connects to
Haskell Creek, which eventually drains into the Los Angeles River.

The NESR does not include an oak tree report or any information on the regulatory framework for oaks
and oak woodland protection within section 2.1 "Regulatory Requirements". The Los Angeles County
Oak Tree Protection Ordinance specifically calls project designs that allow for the retention of mature
oaks on a given property. This project is designed in such a way that the disturbance fooþrint impacts
almost half of the oak trees on the project site. This is in direct contrast to the goals of the ordinance.
Additionally, Significant Oak Woodlands are further identified as critical resources within LA County.
The Board of Forestry and Fire Protection's defines an oak woodland as those stands with a canopy cover



of l0% or greater (ll19106). The Board has regulatory authority over oakwoodlands at the local or state
level.

Sensitive Wildlife Species

Least Bell's Vireo

The NESR claims that least Bell's vireo was not determined within the project site, and therefore
compensatory mitigation will not be required. This assessment is inadequate, given that no federal
protocol surveys have been conducted for the least Bell's vireo on the project site.

Although the applicant does not expect this species within the project site, one individual was observed in
2004 adjacent to the project site. In order to adequately address impacts to this species, and determine the
need for a formal Section 7 Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the applicant
must conduct a protocol-level survey for this species according to the approved U.S. Fish and Wildlife
survey guidelines (eight surveys from April 10 to July 30). Given the close proximity of the site to
suitable riparian vegetation, and previous examples of vireos establishing within flood control basins, the
CDFG and USFWS is likely to require these surveys.

Burrowing Owl

The NESR states that habitat associated with this species may be present within the project limits since
the species is historically known to be present in the area and signs of possible presence were found
during the general surveys. The same NESR claims that the "Presence of burrowing owl was not
determined within the project site, therefore compensatory mitigation will not be required." This
statement is not only based on inadequate surveys, but is in direct contradiction to the first statement
regarding the presence of suitable habitat. Our suggestion is that protocol surveys be performed in order
to make a propff determination and avoid confusion.

By now, either spring or winter protocol surveys (or botþ should have been conducted for burrowing owl
on site in order to properly discuss impacts and mitigation. According to the Caliþrnia Department of
Fish and Game Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation, both spring and winter protocol surveys
should be conducted for burrowing owls or their sign within suitable habitat, unless the species is detected
on the first survey. Since suit¿ble habitat for burrowing owl occurs on sites, surveys should be conducted
within the project site and a 500-foot buffer, where possible and appropriate based on habitat. In addition
to protocol surveys, a 30 day pre-construction survey should be conducted if the species is not detected
but likely to occur on the project site.

Lastly, Section 4.4.2.3 concludes that Alternative 1 will have impacts to burrowing owl habitat, but does
not mention Alternatives 2 and 3, which could have similar impacts.

Other Species

Although the NESR recognizes the potential for bats to occur in the area, no focused surveys for bat
species have been conducted, which makes it impossible to assess impacts and establish mitigation. Local
occurrences of the silver-hairedbat (Lasionycteris noctivagans) and hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus) have
been documented in the vicinity of the project site.



Determination of Significance

The NESR contains a poor discussion on potential impacts and mitigation for the sensitive biological
resources potentially occurring within or adjacent to the project site (including least Bell's vireo,
burrowing owl, raptors, and wetlands). It does not present suff,rcient evidence for the conclusions it
reaches regarding significance of impacts. The City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds of Signifîcance
clearly def,rnes the following as having significant impacts on biological resources:

The loss of individuals, or the reduction of existing habitat, of a state or federal listed
endangered, threatened, rare, protected, or candidate species, or a Species ofspecial Concern
or federally listed critical habitat;
The loss of individuals or the reduction of existing habitat of a locally designated species or a

reduction in a locally designated natural habitat or plant community;
Interference with wildlife movemenlmigration corridors that may diminish the chances for
long-term survival of a sensitive species;
The alteration of an existing wetland habitat; or
Interference with habitat such that normal species behaviors are disturbed (".g., from the
introduction of noise, light) to a degree that may diminish the chances for long-term survival
of a sensitive species.

Alternatives 2 and 3 would result in all five of the above listed significant impacts to biological resources.
Therefore, we suggest that the NESR be revised to properly address impacts and that the applicant utilizes
the City of LA's CEQA threshold guidelines for biological resources to define significance of impacts.

Conclusion

After careful review of the Draft EA/IS and Draft NESR, it is clear that several focused surveys for
wildlife species (bats, least Bell's vireo, and burowing owl) and a jwisdictional delineation must be still
be conducted to accurately assess project impacts to biological resources, and to remain in compliance
with NEPA, CEQA, and other federal, state regulations (including the Endangered Species Act, Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, and Clean'Wate¡ Act). Due to the incomplete state of the Draft NESR, we recommend
that results of the additional surveys be obtained prior to selecting any project altemative.

Based on the information presented in the Draft NESR, we strongly urge Caltrans to remove Alternatives
2 and 3 from consideration for the proposed connector improvement project. Both alternatives would
seriously compromise previous efforts to restore native habitat north of Burbank Boulevard and result in
significant impacts to sensitive wildlife species on site due to degradation of wetlands and encroachment
on sensitive habitats, not to mention a lengthy and expensive permitting process with the regulatory and
resource agencies.

Thank you for the opporhrnity to comment on this project.

Sincerelv.

/""^,7,/,^4,L
Sandra Murcia
Conservation Biologist
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains

CC: Rosi Dagit, Senior Conservation Biologist
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sshteir@aol.com

0512812008 03:42 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

occ

Subject Public Comment for 405/1 0'1 Connector from Seth Shteir

Eduardo Aguilar, District 7 Environmental Plannrng
Caltrans
Los Angeles CA

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Several years ago, upon returning from the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area Reserve, my first and
second grade class wrote a poem from the point of view of a great blue heron. The last line read
"If you build a supermarket on my wetland, I'll be mad".

However, the recent threat to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area does not come from a shopping
center, but the expansion of the southbound 4O5/westbound 101 freeway connector.

Caltrans has proposed several possible alternatives including a "No build" proposal. Alternative
1 calls for the expansion of the connector and would address safety issues, but without significant
impact to the wildlife refuge. San Fernando Valley Audubon is not opposed to Alternative 1, but
is opposed to Alternatives 2 and3, which call for the development of 17 or 2I acres of the
wildlife area. Under Alternatives 2 and 3. the wildlife reserve land would be used to construct a
long on and off ramp so that traffic from Burbank Boulevard can exit the 405 or enter the 405 to
transition to the 101.

The proposals for development are in response to studies conducted by Caltrans that shows that
the southbound 4O5/westbound 101 connector is not safe and does not have sufficient size or
speed to facilitate traffic merging between these two freeways. Los Angeles' burgeoning
population suggests that the traffic problem on this artery will only worsen in coming years.

It's clear that Caltrans' proposal to expand the 405/rcI connector is guided by extensive research
and a sophisticated knowledge of engineering. Caltrans is attempting to alleviate traffic
congestion and ensure the safety of motorists- a job they have been mandated to do by the state of
California.

But such an expansion inside the wildlife area under alternatives 2 and 3 would not only
permanently damage the wildlife habitat below the onramp, but adversely impact the rest of the
refuge. The encroachment would cause increased noise and light pollution from the new
construction and trafftc.

The Sepulveda Basin wildlife area serves as a nesting and migratory refueling stop for over 200
species of birds and contains fine examples of riparian, grassland and oak woodland habitat. My



otganization, the San Fernando Valley Audubon Society, runs an environmental education
program that currently serves over 3000 children, many from low income homes. We also
conduct bimonthly bird walks for the public. Each year, other public and private schools, as well
as several local colleges bring students to the wildlife refuge. The proposed development would
jeopardize education initiatives, but also impair the experience of being in a nature preserve for
families, recreational walkers and joggers.

In the event the connector is expanded, one can't help wondering how it will do anything to
alleviate the persistent, heavy traffic on both the 405 and 101 freeways. It is possible that the
flow of traffic on the connector can be improved, but where will the cars go once they merge
onto between the 101 and 405? The traffic issues of the 405/rcI connector and freeways are

symptomatic of transportation problems all over the southland. Our grinding traffic jams are the
result of urban sprawl and a lack of public transportation. Expanding the connector is
tantamount to replacing the pipes in your home when the city water main is plugged. It is a
piecemeal approach to a regional problem.

There arelarger questions to consider, too. Does the value of an expanded connector outweigh
the value of open space? How can we quantify the enjoyment of children and adults visiting a

natural sanctuary in the city? Will the connector proposal be remembered as visionary planning
or will it be considered a mistake- another concrete lining of the Los Angeles River? Should we
continue to expand the freeway onto the refuge when the new connector is no longer adequate?

I plan to continue to teach my students about Califomia's natural heritage.
The wildlife area's diverse habitats and avian fauna will provide a wonderful, outdoor laboratory.
I can only hope that when we visit in the future, the only sound we hear is the wind rustling
through cottonwood leaves and not the din of a jackhammer.

Sincerely,

Seth Shteir. Vice President
San Fernando Valley Audubon Society
14355 Huston St..#225
Sherman Oaks, CA91423
818-995-6429
sshteir@aol.com

Stay informed, get connected and more with AOL on )¡our phone,



"Maryam Burcham "
<maryamburcham @roadrunn
er.com>

0511812008 08:31 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov>To

cc

bcc

SubjectPlease respond to,,
"Maryam Burcham

<maryamburcham@roadrunne
r.com>

Wildlife Reserve

Hello,

f do support the Wildlife Reserve strongly. f think putting o f reeway on- qnd off
rc¡mp Through the Wíldlife Reserve is obsolutely unocceptoble.
Ï qm sure 'lhere ore other ..belter olternofe plons thot would still reserve the
wíldlife.

Thqnk you for your support

Moryom Burchom



"arlgng"
<arlenebl@msn.com>

05/18/2008 11:29AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject 405/101 connector and the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge

I Strongly oppose olternotives 2 ond 3 whích would
place on on-romp ond of f -rsrnp in the Sepulv eda Bosin

Wildlif e P.ef uge. The only occeptable olternqtives are
olternotive 7 or the no build olternotive. The reserve is
importont to me os one of the only ploces in theVolley to see Birds ond
Wildlife in o sofe environment. f run there doily ond enjoy the escape
f rom congestion ond the opportunity to be close to birds qnd noturol
wildlife. The crones ond howks ond conodian geese ore beoutiful, qnd

the Sepulvedo bosin is qbout the only placeto seethese without
driving great distonces. ft olso provides a saf e place to run without
cors. Please do not put o connector through the Sepulvedo Bosin
Wildlife Refuge.



Susan Berk
<SusanBerk @pobox.com>

05/18/2008 04:40 PM

ed uardo_a g uilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject sepulveda wildlife refuge



"RUNNERGY'
<runnergy @sbcglobal .net>

0511712008 04:24 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Subject No additional on ramp, pleasel

To whom this concerns

Please do not puL an additional and unneeded. on ramp around. the territory of
the Woodley Basin Vùildlife area at the 405 FInIy and 101 FWy. This as wj-th all
the wildlife areas are a limited resourse. Cutting off any of t.his would
negetivley affect the nature animals and as well as the cummunity that
enjoys using the area for part of thier healthy lifestyle. I respecE your
concern for monitering traffic and conjustion, buL lets not hurt one group
of community to simply help another grroup.
Especally when it comes to traffic....r think anyone who come to L.A. and
travels/ commutes in L.A. county knew what they we getting themsel-ves into.
Traffic in L.A. is common knowledge by now.

To

cc

bcc

Thanks
JETI K.
Prrnn arm¡
fnternal Virus Database
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Michael Kukuchka
Ow ner/Photog ra pher/Ed ito r

MAK PHOTOGRAPHY



MichaelKukuchka
<mkukuchka @socal.rr.com>

0511712008 11:59 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

bcc

Subject Letter from a Lake Balboa Native, Distance Runner, and
Photographer, to Preserve the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

This letter is in response to a meeting, that was held regarding
the proposed Connector Project, from the southbound I-405 to
the westbound 101:

I urge Caltrans to adopt either Alternative 1 or the No Build
Alternative for this project. I strongly oppose alternatives 2
and 3 because they would disturb the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve.

My wife Ellen and I are current residents, I was born and
raised here in the Lake Balboa area, and have been running in
the Basin since 1988. This has been an oasis from the concrete
and steel of the city and makes it bearable to live here. It goes
without saying that I enjoy at the Wildlife Reserve, because of
its beauty and tranquility, I do my marathon training runs in
the Wildlife Reserve three of more times a week, since it a like
having a national park right outside my doorl In addition to
running in the Wildlife Preserve, I also conduct my Photography
Business there, bringing models and support crew, to create
lasting images that enhance the beauty of my clients in such a
natural setting. At least once a week, I just go there with
camera to hand to símply relax, and capture the wonders of
nature,

It would a sad day if this area was taken awayl

Sincerely,



Marilyn Judson
<marilynjudson @roadrunner.
com>

0511712008 12:23 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve - Recommend "No Action''
or Alternative No. 1

Dear Mr. Aguilar
Califomia Dept. of Transportation:

This is to register my strong opposition to Alternative Nos. 2 and 3 for construction of a new
connector from the 405 to the 101 freeways here in the San Fernando Valley. Please provide
further justification for this new connector, especially considering the rich bird and wildlife
suppofted by the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve in a part of the state with precious few such
refuges.

If a change in this part of the state's freeway system is absolutely not avoidable, please
recommend Alternative no. 1, which would involve a new connector from southbound 405 to
northbound 101 and would allow the Reserve to remain intact. Although this first altemative
does not allow traffic entering the southbound 405 from Burbank Blvd. to transition onto the
101, the cost to bird and wildlife of this additional convenience is not justified. Both Alternative
Nos. 2 and 3 would allow this convenience, but involve a bridge or expanded on-ramp directly
through the Reserve. This would greatly disrupt the habitats of many threatened and endangered
species that depend on the Reserve either for stopovers on their migratory routes or as their
year-round residence. Such destruction to habitat often pushes these types of fragile species
closer to extinction.

In all your decision-making, thank you for thinking about the kind of state we are leaving to our
children and our grandchildren.

Regards,

Marilyn E. Judson
Educator
in
Environmental Issues and Naturalist Topics

850 Princeton St.
Santa Monica, CA 90403 -2218
Phone: 370-453-1892
Cell: 310-804-5300
FAX: 370-453-9072

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Lou Ann Denison "
<LAnnD 4a nimals @charter. ne
t>

0511712008 01:12 PM

<edua rdo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

PLEASE SAVE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE

We join many other Californians who are very concerned about the negative effects
Alternatives 2 and 3 could have on the Sepulveda Basin wildlife Refuge.
We have so
few areas where families can go to enjoy wildlife now, that it is important to protect
what we have from such destructive impacts.
We understand that Caltrans is planning to build a new connector road from the
southbound l-405 to
the westbound US-101 . They are offering three alternative versions of the project plus a
No Build.

We strongly support Alternative 1 or the No Build Alternative because we are very
concerned about the threat to the Wildlife Reserue that would result from Alternatives 2
and 3 by placing an on-ramp and off-ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. The
refuge is such a small natural area , that each acre of wetland is precious. lt is one of
those places where our family can still go to enjoy and appreciate nature, Please don't
let it be destroyed!
Thank you.

Mr. and Mrs. James Denison
6931 E 11 TH ST
Long Beach, CA, 90815

To

cc

bcc

Subject



AnnGadfly@aol.com

0511712008 11:39 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

occ

Subject New connector roads in the Seoulveda Basin

To Whom it May Concern:

I understand Caltrans is planning to build a new connector road from the southbound I-405 to
the westbound US-101.

There are three alternative versions of the project plus a No Build. Although I would prefer a No Build alternative,
as my main concern is the damage to wildlife that the freeway ramps will create, I am told that Alternative One is an
acceptable solution.

Please do not approve Alternative 2 or 3.

Sincerely,

Ann Cantrell
Bird Watcher and Wildlife Lover
Long Beach, CA

ñffiiirìi*nu,', for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on family favorites at AOL Food.
(http://food. aol. com/dinner-ton ig ht? N Cl D=aolfodOO030OOO0OObO 1 )



"John"
<JohnAalto @roadrunner.com

0511712008 02:41PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Southbound l-405 to the Westbound 101

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Regarding the proposed Connector Project f rom the southbound l-405 to the westbound 101 :

I urge Caltrans to adopt either Alternative 1 or the No Build Alternative for this project. I

strongly oppose alternatives 2 and 3 because they would disturb the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve.

I have enjoyed running in the area for more than 20 years. I especially enjoy the Wildlife
Reserve because of its beauty and tranquility, because it is an escape from the noise and
stress of our very urban area. I go to the Wildlife Reserve at least once a week to run or walk
and enjoy a bit of nature. Please help preserve this vital area for all generations.

Thank you,
John Aalto
4534 Van Noord Ave
Studio City, CA 91604
iohnaalto @ roadrunner.com



Alpat62@aol.com

05/16/2008 11:32 AM

eduardo_ag uilar@dot.ca. gov

aKotin@earthlink.net

101-405 interchange

To

cc

Subject

Sir:

lf modifications to the interchange must be built, I am strongly in favor of alternative 1 and strongly
opposed to alternatives 2 and 3, both of which would severely impact the wildlife preserve. The preserve is
an oasis in a deser1...a home and breeding ground for many species of plants and animals in our very
urbanized valley. Yes, people and transportation of people are important, but so is our wildlife. lt is
biodiversity that makes life on eañh possible. To quote Chief Sealth (aka Seattle): "What is man without
the beasts? lf all the beasts were gone, men would die from a great loneliness of spirit. For whatever
happens to the beasts, soon happens to man. Allthings are connected.,,

Thank you for you consideration.
Alan Pollack, M.D.
Audubon'at-Home Chair
W ildlif e Habitat Steward/NW F

WonOeiing what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



"Cindy Lieurance "
<cindy@gpvideo.com>

05/16/2008 08:30 AM

.com>

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject No traffic ramps in Sepulveda Basin W.R.

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

I am writing to strongly oppose alternatives 2 and 3
connector, which would place an on-ramp and off-ramp
Basin Wildlife Refuqe.

T-405 /L0L
Sepulveda

The only acceptable alternatives are alternative #1 or the no build
alt.ernative.

vüird places truly are refuges, for peopJ-e as well as for the abund.ant
wildlife they host. vüe all need to get away from pavement, asphalt,
traffic and the busy-ness of our lives. As a race, we humans havepretty much used up all the space in this state. pl_ease act to
preserve one of the few wildlife refuges left in the san Fernando
Va11ey, an area that is so teeming with people and vehicles.

To me, it would be a horribre abominat.ion to destroy this area, and it
woul-d be very destructive to place these ranps in it. once destroyed,
there is no putt.ing it back. rt would. be a great and irreversible
loss to the val1ey and the st.ate of california if this valuable
remaining bit of habitat v/ere sacrificed for traffic ramps.

Thank you -

Cindy Lieurance

101 Parnassus Avenue #1

San Francisco CA 94LL1



these changes have been based upon natural laws - with a little help from a wide community of
human volunteers.

Permanently removing 10-20 percent of this core area (and disturbing a much greater area during
construction) would have significant direct impacts on the entire exisiing Wil¿life Area and all
future evolutionary changes therein. The wide variety of habitats that we have established is
directly responsible for the wide variety of species seen. And, each individual component of the
Wildlife Area is integral to the health and stability of the Area as a whole. Alternative s 2 + 3
would remove nearly all of the most mature Live Oaks within the Wildlife Area and more than
5OVo of the core grassland area.

But, this is not just about Biology, Ecology, or Habitat Restoration. It is also about the cultural
evolution that has taken place there. During the last 30 years we have had more than 10,(Ð0
people join San Fernando Valley Audubon Society sponsored bird walks, environmental
education programs, nature festivals, trash cleanups, weeding projects, and more. Many of those
people have been so impressed that they themselves have become dedicated volunteers, docents,
and active environmentalists. It has changed their lives ! They have evolved ! They have
become better individuals, and better citizens. And this process is still in its infancy. The
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area is a biological and cultural classroom where wildlife can thrive
and humans can be inspired. It is a place where nature was given a second chance and where
people are given a purpose. It is a process in itself - with benefits to all. please do not remove
this important part of the body and soul of the san Fernando vallev.

Sincerely,

Linda Jones
11116 Vanalden Avenue
Northridge, CA 91326



Ronald J. Kosinski - Deputy District Director LIL-
Division of Environmental Planning

Ca. Department of Transportation - District 7

100 S. Main Street - MS l6A

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

Regarding the proposed change to the 405-101 interchange, I am strongly opposed to
Alternatives 2 + 3.

During this public comment period you have already been made aware of the sensitive species
that will be impacted, the habitats that will be destroyed, and the human uses that will be
significantly altered in a negative fashion. Now I would like to bring to your attention that
Alternatives 2 + 3 would not merely extinguish organisms, ecosystems, and societal values (to
temporarily resolve what amounts to no more than a public nuisance), but they would extinguish
a biological and cultural process.

The original core of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area is the 50-60 acres west of the 4O5, north
of Burbank Boulevard, east of Haskell Creek, and south of the Archery Range. This is the ady
area within the Sepulveda Basin that is officially designated as "a wildlife management area" by
a Lease and Operating Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and the State of California
Department of Fish and Game (effective September 17, 1985). This area, and an additional 60-
70 acres (total combined acreage of 120) directly south of Burbank Boulevard are the only areas
within the Sepulveda Basin that are designated as "a wildlife management area" in the current
Sepulveda Basin Master Plan (March 1981). Additional adjacent areas within the Sepulveda
Basin have been added to this designation within more recent years.

The Sublease between the City and the State includes the following words under the heading
Purpose and Use: "The leased premises and every part thereof shall be used only for wildlife
habitat development and recreation activities not incompatible thereto."

The previous 2 paragraphs point out the significance of the project area (and seem to rule out
Alternatives 2 + 3) in both physical and symbolic terms. This is the first area to be so
designated, and therefore the first area to be planned, planted, weeded, cared for, and used
(specifically and only) for nature values, study, and appreciation.

Therefore, the plants in this area have had the longest period of time to become esøblished,
mature, adapt to one another and the conditions, and evolve into a complex of interactive mini
ecosystems that are still growing, changing, and evolving. V/hen the V/ildlife Lake was put in,
the entire area (50 acres) was graded and left barren for several months. As the native plants
were introduced, and non-natives removed, a different palette of birds has used this area. Every
year, as these systems change, new species find their way here. And, for the last2} years, all of



May 16,2008

Dear Mr. Ronald Kosinski, U_
We are writing this letter to discourage you from accepting Alternatives #2 or #3 for

buildrng an oflramp for I-405 nea¡ Burbank-Bouleva¡d. Eithei of these choices would do
significant damage to one of the few environmental jewels remaining in the San Fernando
Valley, the Sepulveda Wetlands Wildlife Area.

Our 5e grade class took a field trip this wonderful area ea¡lier this year. Some of us even
got to visit there in 4'n grade. It's like no other place we've ever visited. please don't destroy it!

- The Sepulveda Wetlands Wildlife Area is very important to us, It provides a location
for us to go observe wildlife in their natural habitats. Actually, it's the only place that we can
do that around here. On our field trip, we learned about wetlld birds and their adaptations.
For example, white pelicans have webbed feet and practice communal hunting, while egrets have
long legs and spread-out toes so that they don't sink in the mud, and female -ãl'd ducks are
all brown so they can camouflage themselves and protect their ággs. The Sepulveda Wildlife
Area is one of the few areas in the San Fernando Valley where *" "* see and learn fustha¡rd
ab.out such a diversity of birds living in their natural traUit¿l Our Audubon Society guides love
this wildlife area so much that they work there for free!

ls to view wildlife, the Sepulveda Wildlife Area
iom the Tillman Recl¡mafion Center, provides
y, and is a quiet place where there a¡e no cars.
¡n the weekend!

We think that you should make more space for these wetland animals instead of
threatening to destroy their homes because *e've done too much damage to their habiats
with our overbuilding. For exarnple, it would be great ifyou would expand the wetlands a¡ea
across Burbank Boulevard and add a visitor's center withnatu¡alists and displays. Then,'more
pe
ofe
wi
us protect this area for future generations! please

Sepulveda Wetlands Wildlife Areal

Thank You,'eæâ-¿à(,
The Fifth Graders of

Toluca Lake Elementary School
(Dennis Hagen-Smith is our teacher)

p.s. - We've each written you a personal letter to show you how important this issue is to us!



Jan Wilson
<janfreedom @pacbell . net>

05/15/2008 03:20 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject Jan Wilson regarding Sepulveda Basin

Dear Sir,
I am writing to let you know that the proposed on/off ramp or anything that would destroy the
Sepulveda Basin wildlife is not in anyone's best interest. Human health, both physical and
mental, are in stressed already due to the massive human overgrowth we have committed. I ask
you to cease building new highway projects. What would be most constructive for everyone is to
invest the CALTRANS funds into something that will transport people in mass like a monorail
and to put it on the existing freeways, All animals, including humans, do not need "same old"
ineffecient and outdated transportation methods to improve our lives.

Conclusion: do not build anything in the Seplveda Basin area.

Cordially,
Jan Wilson, M.S, RD
2720|-ongBeach, CA
90815

To

cc

bcc



"Hill Penfold "
<hpenfold @gmail,com>

05/15/2008 1 1:46 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

bcc

Subject Proposed 405/101 connector

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am opposed to alternatives 2 and 3 below. I support the Wildlife Reserve, and think that putting
a freeway on and/or off ramp
through the Reserve is absolutely unacceptable. Each development that takes away from our
natural areas seems loke just a little nibble, but the cumulative effect each year is a large bite out
of what little is left. Especially in our current economic crisis, it has become more and more
difficult for people to travel great distances to see natural habitat and real wildlife. Destroying
what little remaining habitat there is that is within reach of many leaves fewer people able to see
is bad policy.

Alt. 1 (oK): A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101.
The wildlife Reserve would remain intact. (Because there would be no
freeway ramps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the southbound 405
from Burbank Blvd. would not be able to transition onto the 101.)

Alt.2: (Bad) A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound
101. A constrained (tight curve) on- and off-ramp would be built through the
Wildlife Reserve, north of Burbank Blvd. This would require buildins a new
Burbank Blvd. bridge over the 405.

Alt. 3 (Even worse): Like alternative2, but the on- and off-ramps would
have a larger curve and footprint through the Wildlife Reserve. There would
not be a ne\ / Burbank Blvd. bridge. even wotse

A no build alternative would be OK.

Hill Penfold
Tujunga

Hill



Jim Houghton
4620 Petit Ave.

Encino. CA 91436

Mr. Ronald J. Kosinski, Deputy District Director ly'^
Division of Environmental Planning
Ca ltrans (Department of Transportation)
100 South Main Street, Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90012

May 15, 2008

RE: CALTRANS NEW CONNECTOR SAN DIEGO-405 FREEWAY TO

NORTH US 1OI

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

I have two points I would like to make concerning this "improvement." First, our precious

transportation dollars should be spent in ways that discourage people from driving cars

and encourage them to take public transportation or at the very least, carpool. Easing

transitions from one freeway to another is just one more way of encouraging people to

drive their cars.

Second, the Wildlife Refuge in Sepulveda Basin is just that, a refuge. There is so very

little land in our city that's left for migrating birds to rest in, for adults and children to get

"into nature," why do anything to diminish that tiny amount of space? Especially in order

to encourage automobile traffic - something we know we must have less of in the

future?

Thank you

Jim Houghton



Moy 15, 2008

Mr. Ronold Kosinski

Deputy District Director
Californio Deportment of Tronsportotion
Division of Environmentol plonning (T405/lot connector)
100 S. Moin Street - Mqil Stop 1óA
Los Angeles,CA 90012 

l

R", Propo."d r40bl101 conn".tor ín s"prru"do Borin

Deqr Mr. Kosinskí,

r oppose CqlÏrqns's proposol to build o newconnector .ooa U"t* eenI4OSqnd the 101
freeway in ony mc¡nner thot impínges on the Wildlife Reserve.intheSepulvedo Bqsin. r
urge you to vote ogoinst them. I om aware thot thre e alternative proposols os well qs o No
Build option havebeen mode by ColTrons. rt is my understonÇíng thot Alternotive 1

proposes o new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101 which would not
hqrm the Wildlif e P,eserve. I om informed thot CqlTrqns's Alternqtiv e ? will yield a
constroined on-rqmp ond off-romp through the Wildlif e P,eserve north of Burbqnk Blvd,
Similorly, it is my understqnding thot Alternotive 3 wíll result in on on- ond off-romp thoî
would hove o larger curve ond footprint fhrou gh the Wildlif eReserve.

I oppose ony new construction fhqt impinges upon the Wildlif- Reserve. Theref ore,T urge
you to vote f or ColÏrqns's Alternotive 7 or No Buíld options. Personolly, I volue this noture
sonctuory qs o Peqceful enclove within our city. As on Encino ¡esidenl, f oppreciote this
nqturql setting procticolly in my bockyord. r enjoy wolkíng therewith my children to view
or listen to th¿ birds, rqbbits ond other wildlífe. I just spent Mother's Doy morni ng there
with my fomily, qnd r hope to return mqny times during the year. It is wond erf ul f or my
chíldren to see f irsthqnd lhe city wildlífe qbout which they stucÍy in school.

f use the on-romp to the southbound 405 from Burbonk ond the tronsitíon to the
westbound 101 when returning home from Costco or Torget . While there is often troffic
at thot tronsítion point, r disogree thot the benefits to 6e goined by rhe proposed new
connector rood will outweígh the detriment of losing o part of oll of the W¡ldl¡fe Reserve.

Pleose protect the Wildlíf e p,eservel Thonk you.

Sincerely,

5t5t Gloria Ave., Encino 9t436



"Linda Doebel "
<ldoebel@ca.r.com>

05/í5/2008 09:49 PM

To <eduardo aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject connector road from l-405 to westbound US-101

I support the wildlife reserve and am against putting a freeway on-and-off ramp thru the reserve.

Linda Doebel
3618 Grand Canal
Marina del Rey



mafgery brown
<probationd¡va @yahoo,com>
05/15/2008 05:34 PM

Please respond to
iondiva .com

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject The 405 conneclor.

Regarding your draft EIR and plans to improve the connector between the S. bound 405 and the
W. bound 101 freeways, I find plans #2 abd #3 to be totally unacceptable, The net result would be
the destruction of the wild life preserve, and L.A. city cannot afford to have this happen. Plan #l
would seem to avoid the aforementioned destruction and still provide a desirable connector.

There are already too many cars on the LA freeways as it is, and adding a connector will only
improve the situation slightly and just in this particular spot. Meanwhile, the wild life preserve
cannot be replaced.

Margery Brown

22500-8 Jeffrey Mark Ct.,

Chatsworth. CA 91311



warbler5@aol.com

0511412008 
.12:38 

PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Please protect Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve !

Deqr Mr. Aguilor,

I hqve recenlly learned of oCollrons proposql to build q new connector rood from
the southbound I-405 to the westbound US-101. ff your Alternqtive 2 or
Alternotive 3 is selected,on on-rc¡mp ond off-romp will be built in the Sepulvedo
Bosin Wildlife Reserve, north of Burbqnk Blvd., from the rock woll of the dom to
oround holfwoy to the Wildlife Lqke.

f om strongly opposed Io Alternotives 2 ond 3 which would place on on-rqmp ond
off-romp in the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife P.efuge. Plocing highwoys through the
W¡ldlife Refuge would domoge the integrity of the ref ugel The only ccceptoble
olternotives are Alternotive 7 or the No Build Alternotive, neilher of which would
horm the Wildlif e P.eserve.

Dee Warenycio
104 Strotford Court
Roseville CA 95661

Þlun you, next roadtrip with MapOuest.com: America's #l Mapping Site.



Muriel Kotin



to 8r30PM ot Volley Beth Sholom,15739 Venturq Blvd. , Encino on the
vorious olternotivesfor improving the connector. Let Cqltrons know
(especiolly in wriTingif they hqve comment cqrds |here) thot you support
the Wildlife Reserve, ond thot you think putting ofreeway on- ond off romp
through the Reserve ís obsolutely unocceptoble.

2. Send on e-moil (by Moy 28 o'r the lotest) to eduqrdo oguilqr@dot,co.gov.
3' Or mqil 

^¿1r. 

Ronqld Kosínski, Deputy District Dírector; Cqliforniq Deportment
of Tronsportotion; Divísion of Environmentol Plonning F.4O5/t}t Connector):
100 S. Mqin Street - Mqil Stop t6A: Los Angeles , CA gOOtZ 

.

4. Forwqrd this informqtion lo everyone you know who cores qboul the Wildlife
Reserve qnd qsk them to help too.

We cqn inf luence which qlternotive is selected. If mc¡ny people indicote in writing
qt the meeting or by letter thot they greatly vqlue the Wildlíf ePeserve ond
consíder olternotives 2 qnd 3 totolly unocceptoble, we moy be qble to keep the
Reserve the oqsis of noture ond tronguility we enjoy.
The qlternotives on the lqble ore:
* Alt. 1(OK): Anew connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101. The
Wildl¡fe Reserve would remqín intqct. (Becouse lhere would be no f reewoy romps
in the W¡ldllf e Reserve, vehicles enlering the southbound 405 from Burbqnk Blvd.
would not be oble to trqnsition onto the 101.)
* Af t. 2 (Terrible): A new connector f rom the southbound 405 to northbound 101.
A constroined (tight curve) on- ond off-ramp would be built through the Wildlife
Reserve, north of Burbonk Blvd. This would requirebuilding o new Burbonk Blvd.
bridge over the 405.
* Alt. 3 (Even worse): Like allernqtive Z, but the on- qnd off -romps would hove q
larger curve ond footprint through the W¡ldlife Reserve . There would not be o
new Burbqnk Blvd. bridge.
* No build qlternotive (OK).

You con send in written comments. Coltrons is occepting public comments through
May 28,2008.

Pleqselet Caltrans know on pc¡per or by emqil thot you qre strongly opposed to
olternotives 2 ond 3 which would placeon on-romp ond off-romp in the Sepulvedo
Bosin Wildlife P.efuge. Let them know the only occeptoble olternqtíves sre
olternqtive t or the no build olternqtive. Let Cqltrons know why the reserveis
importont to you. However you do it , pleose express your f eelings to them. Pleose
write o letter , emqil, ond/or ottend the publíc heoring Wednesdqy Moy 14.



Vanessa Tobias
<vanessadtobias @yahoo,co
m>

0511412008 08:09 AM

To

cc

bcc

Subject

eduardo_a g uilar@dot.ca. gov

akotin@earlhlink.net

Fw: HELP SAVE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE

I agree with Muriel Kotin that alternatives 2 and 3 are completely unacceptable. It is
unreasonable to build a freeway on-ramp through a wildlife reserve.

I really only have one main point for the decision-makers on this project: Please remember the
purpose of a "Wildlife Reserve" when you make your decision. Wildlife (mamals, reptiles, birds,
etc.) require a place to live, eat, and breed. The Sepulveda Basin is already a small fragment of
the habitat that used to be available for wildlife in the area and it is totally unreasonable to
fragment it further or take away more habitat just for the sake of an on-ramp.

Thank you for considering my points.

Vanessa Tobias

"Whqtever you are- Be o good one" -Abe Lincoln

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Muriel Kotin <akotin @earthlink.net>
To: Muriel Kotin <akotin@earthlink.net>
Sent: Monday, May 12,2008 L1:28:44PM
SUbJECt: IIELP SAVE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE

Your help is needed to keep o freewoy on ond off romp from being
built in the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife Reserve!!!

Coltrons ProPoses to build anew connector roqd from lhe southbound T-405 to the
westbound US-101. Cqltrqns hos not selected o pref erred qlternqTive but is
offeringthree qlternqtive versions of the project plus o No Build qlternotíve. Tf
their Ahernqtive 2 or Alternotive 3 is selec'fed, qn on-rqmp qnd off -romp will be
built in the Wildlife Reserve north of Burbqnk Blvd . , f rom the rock wqll of the
dqm to qround holfwoy to the Wildlife Lake . Neifher Alternotive l nor the No
Build Alternotive would hqrm the Wildlif e P.eserve.

You con help in several woys. Helping in os mony os possible is best:
1, Pleose qltend the public heoring onWednesdoy r!1oy t4,2OOB from 5:3OPM



Tekulsky@aol.com

05/14/2008 05:57 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject sepulveda basin wildlife reserve

I am a bird photographer and have used the reserve many tímes for my photos. Here's a link to my
website. Please don't put a freeway ramp through it. Mathew TekulskyMathew Tekulskv Ph

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



"Bob and Susan Steele "
<steele 7@verizon .net>

0511412008 04:01 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject new connector road from the southbound I -40S to the
westbound 101

Mr. Aguilar, I stongly oppose buildíng a new connector road from the southbound l-40S
to the westbound US-101 through the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. I can support
Alt. 1 with a new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101. which would
keep the Wildlife Reserve intact.

Thank you, Susan Steele
lnyokern, CA



kathrynspence @att.net
<kathrynspence @att.net>

0sl14l2Q0B 10:33 AM



LarSchmahl@aol,com

05/1412008 06:03 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Freeway ramp through the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

It has been brought to my attention that Caltrans in contemplating a new ramp in the area of Burbank
Blvd, the 405 Freeway and the 101 Freeway.
I wish to inform you that I am absolutely against any design that will adversely impact the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Refuge.
It is my understanding that there are 4 alternative pfans. Please be informed that plans 2 and 3 are
unacceptable.
As a driver that often uses the 405/101 interchange and the Burbank Blvd exit, I feel that the benefit of a
proposed improvement in that area would not compensate for the loss to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge. The refuge is not a blank area on a map that can be used by Caltrans or any other government
agency to suite their purpose.

Yours truly,

Lawrence J. Schmahl
11209 Howard Street
Whíttier Ca. 90606

Wondering what's for Dinñer Tonight? oãt new-twistJóñ tamilv tavorites aiÃOl roô0..



LucienPlauzoles @aol.com

0511412008 09:41 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc jeandrum2001 @yahoo.com, caniswatch @earthlink. net,
m a rg h uff ma n @ ea rth I i n k. n et, m aj a s b @ea rth I i n k. n et,
chukar5@att.net, lfjohnson@att.net, cgbraggjr@att.net,

occ

Subject 101-405 Transition ramp project. Comment from Santa
Monica Bay Audubon Society

Dear Mr. Aguilar,
Thank you for mailing the CD-ROM to us prior to the public meeting. The question of the proposed
alternatives has been raised in a number of our gatherings. There has not been a single voice raised
defending alternatives 2 and 3., no matter what mitigation measures are taken. The overwhelming opinion
of our membership has been for alternative 1, if building must take place, or No.4, if other measures can
be taken to "tame " traffic at the transition. We are not aware of what work Caltrans has undertaken to
improve traffic other than the seemingly endless "build more roads."
Even though none of our members lives in the immediate area of the proposed project, we estimate by
straw count that two out of seven, or roughly 200 members of our chapter regularly use the Wildlife
Refuge for bird study and recreation. All expressed concern that alternatives 2 and 3 would reduce the
size of the refuge and further shrink habitat of the Los Angeles River natural area. This would run entirely
against public policy of revitalizing the L.A. River corridor as wildlife habitat.
As a personal note, may I ask you to imagine the ponderous take-off of a majestic bird that regularly
winters at the wildlife refuge, the White Pelican. We as humans cannot make this bird a STOL aircraft. We
urge you to preserve its "rltnway." Keep the habitat, don't shrink it.

Lucien (Lu) Plauzoles president

Santa Monica Bay Audubon Society

res 310 395-6235 cell 310 779-0966
533 Fourth St. Santa Monica. CA90402-2701
LucienPlauzoles @ aol.com
at work call me al 31O 434.4529 Mon-Thur 11-7 , Fri 7-3 Plauzoles Lucien @ smc.edu

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



"Jennifer Pecor "
<Jennifer@Pecûr.com>

0511412008 07:15 PM

To <eduardo aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject save what little LA has leftl

We have to stop pushing our wild life away- This is qazy I see birds in place they don't go
because we keep taking lands away. This has got to STOP.
I say a NO BUILD ALTERNATIVE
Jennifer Pecor



"Shawn Nelson "
<shawn @nelsondaniels .com

0511412008 04:57 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Plans for freeway construction in the Sepulveda basin

I would like to voice my opposition to any plan that would involve freeway construction
(or commercial development for that matter) in the Sepulveda Basin, and specifically in
the Wildlife Refuge area. We use the local park and specifically the wildlife refuge on a
regular basis for weekly runs and to walk the DG paths there around the lake. Living in
the middle of a large sprawling city there are not many opportunities for us to let our
kids see wild open space, and it is such a huge benefit for all the residents of the San
Fernando Valley to have this wild area there. My boys love walking through there and
seeing the ducks and other wild birds.

I know there is a meeting tonight on this and I can not be there, but I am strongly
opposed to the several options that involve construction in this area.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Shawn Nelson
1 47 52 Weddington Street
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411



John Z Montgomerie
<johnmont@usc,edu>
Sent by: johnmont@usc.edu

0511412008 09:48 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Please respond to
John Z Montgomerie

usc.edu>

Subject Sepulveda Basin project

Caltrans is planning to build a new connector road from the southbound I-405 to
the westbound US-101. They are offering three alternative versions of the project plus a No
Build.

My wife and I strongly support Alternative 1 or the No Build Altemative because we are very
concerned about the threat to the Wildlife Reserve that would result from Alternatives 2 and3 by
placing an on-ramp and off-ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. The refuge being such
a small area of wildlife, each acre of wetland is precious. We live in West Los Angeles but like
many in greater Los Angeles, visit the Sepulveda basin to see the birds and wildlife 6 to g times a
year with birding groups and family.

Sincerely

John and Deirdre Montgomerie
310 3912689
12231 Lawler St
Los Angeles CA 90066
Johnmont@ usc.edu

To

cc

bcc



"Geri Miller"
<gerigmiller @verizon , net>

05t141200810:11 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca, gov>

Subject proposed freeway on ramp in the Sepulveda Dam Basin
wildlife reserve

Dear Mr. Aguilar,
I am a certified Master Gardener and the garden program coordinator at Lanai Road Elementary School in
Encino. For the past 10 years of my Encino residency I have enjoyed the wildlife reserve almost daily. ln
addition to my friends and I taking our morning walk through this exquisite retreat from city life, I have
taken many of my students on walks through the reserve; many times giving these youngsters their first
glimpse into the absolute lreasure that lies virtually in their backyards not to mention the priceless
educational moment that will stay with them for a lifetime. lt has been a shining example of the wisdom of
a city that once treasured its open spaces. We in Encino are now under siege of this latest movement by
developers and city planners to continue the super dense urban development and freeway expansion that
threatens what once made Encino one of the last outposts of "un-dense" neighborhoods of spacious
single family lots and open space. Unfortunately, my family chose to relocate out of Encino rather than
have our own property (one of the few remaining original historic Encino residences) subjected to years of
construction and the ceftain negative impact on property value once the development was complete. This
was after spending 4 years battling the proposed project. lf the course we set now means that our future
homeowners will have no choice but to live on lots with virtually no outside space, please...at least leave
the residents of this community its last bastion of open space intact.

I urge you and the Department of Transportation to abandon these plans and preserve this area for the
enjoyment of generations of wildlife and humankind to come.

Sincerely,

Geri Miller
Certif ied Master Gardener
University of California, Davis
LA County Extension Office

Garden Program Coordinator
Lanai Road Elementarv School
4241 Lanai Rd.
Encino, CA 91436
LAUSD

To

h¡¡



May 14, 2008
I 0 I Parnassus Avenue #l

San Francisco CA g4l lT

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District þi¡sç¡s¡ M_
California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental planning
100 S. Main Srreet, Maif Stop lóA
Los Angeles CA 90012

Re: I-405,21 0 I Connecror

Dear I'lr. Kosinski:

lam writing to strongly oppose alternatives 2 andS for the l-4os/lol connector, which wouldplace an on-ramp and off-ramp in the sepulveda Basin wildlife Refuge.

The only acceptable alternatives are alternative I or the no build alternative.

Wild places truly are refuges, for people as well as for the abundant wildlife they host. We all
need to get away from pavement, asphaft, traffic and the busy-ness of our fives. As a race, we
humans have pretty much used up afl the space in this state. please acr ro preserve one of the
few wildlife refuges left in the San Fernando Valley, an area that is so teeming with people and
vehicles.

To me, it woufd be a horrible abomination to destroy this area, andit would bevery destructive
to place these ramps in it. once destroyed, there is no putring it back. lt woufd be a great and
irreversible loss to the valley and the state of california if thistit of habitat were sacrificed fortraffic ramps.

Thank you -

Cindy Lieurance



Mikki Lesowitz -Soliday
<mikki@thesolidays .com>

0511412008 04:13 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Sepulveda Basin On Ramp

Mr. Kosinski,

Please consider the olternotive (below) Ìhot is on the toble to
the current situotion wíth the Sepulvedo bosin on romp, which
is o threot to the wildlife resetve.

Thonk you for moking humonity your priorityl

Allernotive: A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101.

The Wildlif e P,eserve would remoin íntoct. (Becouse there would be no lreeway
romps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the southbound 405 from
Burbonk Blvd. would not be qble to tronsition onto lhe 101.)

Sincerely,

Mikki Lesowitz
Sherman Oaks Resident

To

bcc

Subject



Gay Lannon
<glannon @ucla,edu>

05114t2008 04:37 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

bcc

Subject 405-101 connector roads

Please do not encroach on the Sepulveda Wildlife Preserve in the plans to improve the 405-101
connections.

Alt. 1 (OK): A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101.

The Wíldlife Reserve would remqin íntqct. (Becousethere would be no

f reeway rqmps in the Wildlife Reserve , vehicles enteÅng the southbound
405 from Burbqnk Blvd. would not beable to tronsition onto the 101.) This
would be my strong pteference.Tf it is inconvenient 'lo enÌer the 101

freeway if you get on qt Burbonk, thqt's too bqd...drive to Vqn Nuys Blvd or
the next one wesl, if thqt is which woy you are going. The current
southbound connector roqd f or the 101 is worth your life qnywc¡y , so f ew

PeoPle f know trqnsition thot woy if they qre com¡ng f rom this neighborhood .

We hove poved over enough wildlife hqbitot , we need'To preserve whqt little
wehqve. f hove søen bold eagles nest¡ng in thqt oreo,ond there's q hqwk
thot comes from there qnd sits in my bigtree once in o while. f 'd like lo see
them ogoin.

Thonk you for considering my recommendotion.
Elizqbeth 6oy Lonnon
t483t McCormick 5t.
Shermon Ooks, CA 9t4tL
818-905-9109
glonnon@uclq.edu



Sandra Garber
<sanducgarb @yahoo.com>

05/-1412008 09:12 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject connectorfor 101 and 405 freeways

I am opposed to any construction that would impinge on the Sepulveda Dam
Wildl-ife Reserve. Vrrhat is the point of setting aside habitat for wildlife if
\^¡e are going to build roads through it? California has lost 988 of iLs
wetlands. Migratory birds have fewer and fewer places along their long
journeys to stop to rest and feed. Hlxnans, especially in Southern California,
have inadequate open space where we can experience our connecLion with nature
and therefore with ourselves- I beli-eve that these thinqs are more important
than being able t.o d.rive places quickly.

Sincerely,
Sandra Garber, 2405 S. Holt Av., Los Ange1es, Ca. 90034



Snowdy Dodson
<snowdy.dodson @csun.edu>

0511412008 02:37 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject fest message

Hi- just testing your email for people to send responses to the Sepulveda
Basin issue. I \¡¡as told a message t,o you bounced.

Snowdy Dodson
Library Technieal Serwices
Calif . State University, Northridge
18111- Nordhoff St.
Northridge, CA 91330
8t8-677 -6298

"I¡trhat \^Ie're saying today is that you're either part of the solution or you're
part of t.he problem. " Eldridge Cleaver



Laura Debole
<laura @matsunodesign .com

0511412008 02:40 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject please don't put a freeway ramp

Please don't put a freeway ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.
That park is a haven for all kinds of wildlife, and
I love running through Balboa Park in the early mornings,
accompanied by a cacaphony of birds, and truly remarkable
large bird fly overs. It can be breathtaking.

There is so little open space, so close to the city, for these animals
to live in...we've encroached enough. There must be a better solution to the problem.

Sincerely

Laara Debole
resident
15131 Weddington Blvd.
Sherman Oaks CA 9l4II

Laura Debole
laura @ matsunodesiqn.com
818 247-4200



Manuel Carrera
<mancarrera @sbcglobal . net>

0511412008 04:43 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

occ

Subject Fw: Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserue

Manuel H. Carrera

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Manuel Canera <mancaffera @ sbcglobal.net>
To: eduardo_@dot.cagov
Sent: Wednesday, lll4ay 14,2008 4:38:35 PM
Subject: Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

It is inconceivable that the unique and irreplaceable Wildlife Reserve be partially paved over for
more freeway on and off-ramps.
There is nothing else like the Reserve in the Valley certainly and the City probably. It is too
special and precious to lose to more concrete for cars, regardless of the traffic problems.
I go there several times a week for exercise and relaxation. It is free and close to my home in Van
Nuys.
In a city with so little open space and parks, it is simply unconscionable that it is under threat.
It is a place of beauty and tranquility in afrenzied city that desperately needs spiritual healing and
solace.
There must be a better way.
'We owe it to our children and their children to use our creativity and intelligence to leave them a
legacy we can be proud of.
The only acceptable altemative is Alternative #1, but a no build alternative would be even better.
PLEASE THINK PROGRESSIVELY AND IMAGINATTVELY BEFORE RENDERING A

DECISION.
Thank you!

Manuel H. Carrera

To

cc



Delcylb9@aol.com

05t1412008 08:37 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

delcy@earthlink.net

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Dear Sir,
I Just wanted to let you kno\ / that I deeply care about the Sepulveda Basin

Wildlife Reserve. It provides a green belt that is need for our gteat city. It is a
home for may birds and animals and a safe place for migrating birds and it also
helps by replenish the water table. The citizens of our city and visitors for around
the world come to this place to have a an outdoor experience that is one of a kind.
Any type of construction will threaten the genetic diversity of every living
organism in the Sepulveda Basin. The Reserve is an oasis of nature and tranquility
we citizerrs enjoy,

Caltrans proposes to build a new connector road from the southbound I-405 to
the westbound US-101.
I am strongly opposed to alternatives 2 and 3 which would place an on-ramp and
off-ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. I respectfully request that you
support * Alt. 1: A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101.
The Wildlife Reserve would remain intact. (Because there would be no freeway
ramps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the southbound 405 from
Burbank Blvd. would not be able to transition onto the 101.)
Or x No build alternative

Debra Carlson
3048 Stevely Ave
Long Beach Ca 90808

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



Barbara Broide
<bbroide @hotmail.com>

0511412008 03:13 PM

<eduardo_ag uilar@dot.ca. gov>

405/101 project comments for record and consideration

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am unable to attend the public meeting to be held this evening at Beth Shalom Temple to discuss
alternatives for the 405 south/101 west connector project. Those of us who regularly lravel in the area
are aware of the need for improvements in this area. However, those improvements should not come at
the loss of land to the nearby Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserue which is adiacent to this freewav
interchange

Alternative I seems to be the the only construction alternative that does not have a serious negative
impacts on the Wíldlife Reserve. Because of the intrusions into the Reserue from Alternatíves 2 and 3, I
must oppose them. The Reserve is a relatively small area "reserved" for the wildlife in the area. Most of
the open space in the San Fernando Valley that could serue as rest areas for fly-over or wintering bird
populations is now gone. This area seÍves a critical role ín the series of layover locations for migrating
birds across the state and west coast. Because of the loss of so many former habitats to development,
each acre of this land is critical.

I strongly support Alternative 1. Traffic patterns suggest that a project ís needed so it is difflcult to
support a "no project" alternative. However, if Alternative 1 cannot be selected for some reason/ new
alternatives other than numbers 2 and 3 are needed. It is inappropriate to place an on-ramp and
off-ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. While the bírds and othei residents of the Reserue
cannot register their comments, those of us who value it and who work to protect the natural
environment around us in the face of large and crushing urban pressures around us, must speak and
speak loudly' The intrusion of any new roadway improvements into the Reserue cannot be absorbed,
The negative impacts are not acceptable.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Barbara Broide
2001 Malcolm Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025-6303
bbroíde@hotmail.com

To

bcc

Subject



Clea Bowdery
<cleawb22@yahoo.com>

0511412008 1 1:15 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

DCC

Subject Re: 101-405 Connector Road and the Wildlife Reserve

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I will not be able to attend tonight's hearing regarding the options for the 101-405 connector road,
but I wish to register a comment expressing my opposition to the two options presently under
consideration that involve building the connector road across parts of the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve.

I believe it would be a great loss to harm or impinge upon the already-scarce habitat and
sanctuary offered by this part of the Reserve, and as an amateur birder and naturalist, I can say it
would be a great loss to the people who visit the Reserve as well.

Thank you very much for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

Clea Bowdery
1445 6th Street, Apt 301
Santa Monica. CA 90401



DelWilliams
<Del.Williams @csun,edu>
0511312008 09:33 AM

To "eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov"
<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve must be saved I

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am writing to ask you to help save the Wildlife Reserve. I strongly oppose alternatives 2 and 3 of the
Caltrans proposalto build a new connector road which would place an on-ramp and off-ramp in the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. The only acceptable alternatives are alternaiive 1 or the no build
alternative. Sepulveda Basin was built as a ref ugee for the families of the San Fernando Valley as well as
the small animals that inhabit the area. ln this world of growing pollution and global warming we need
more Wildlife Reserves not fewer. Let's leave this in tact for our children and iheirs. Thank you for
listening and protecting the Reserve.

Delphia Williams



Donna Timlin
<donnatimlin @sbcglobal .net>

05/1312008 03:30 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Sep. Basin Wildlife Area/405-Burbank Blvd remodel

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I do not live in the area that you are interested in, but I do drive there and I also just walk and
bird watch in the Wildlife Area, practice running in the Balboa Park complex.
I support keeping the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area as it is. There are not enough urban habitat
oases in Los Angeles and taking land here and there from it for roads defeats the purpose. Please
do not cut into the Wildlife Area.

I am in favor of Alternate I or NO BIIILD.

Thanks,
DonnaTimlin
10539 Hillview Ave.
Chatsworth. CA 91311
818 341-9354



"Patti Shoupe "
<chicadee @frazmln,com>
05/13/2008 12:23 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

bcc

Subject Connector 405 to 101

Please do not let Caltrans put the connector road through/in Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve.
We have so few nice places like it now, and it would be ruined.
Thank you,
Mrs, Patricia Shoupe
Member: San Fernando Audubon Soc.

FREE Emoticons for your email!i Cl¡cf t-terel I

øF\w@ffi@



"Patrick Sanlinello "
<patrick @qprocorp .com>

05/13/2008 08:02 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

bcc

Subject SepulvedaBasin

Please don't chooses alternatives 2 or 3 of the proposals to build a new connector road from the
southbound l-405 to the westbound US-101. We want to protect as much of the wildlife preserve
as possible. ln such a large city we have lost too many links to the natural beauty of our area. lt
is time to start thinking about how to keep such protections in place.

Sincerely.....

Patrick Santinello
14001 Palawan Way
Marina Del Rey, CA90292



'PhilP.'
<philszone 59@yahoo.com>

05/13/2008 09:23 PM

eduardo_a g ui lar@dot.ca. gov

NO FREEWAY EXPANSION PLEASE IN THE SEPULVEDA
BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE!



Carolyn Oppenheimer
<carolopp @sbcglobal . net>

05/13/2008 10:58 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Opposition to encroachment through Wildlife Area

Dear Mr Aguilar

I very much want to urge that you do not encroach upon
any section of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve in
your proposed freeway interchange project. I am the
chairperson of the Sepulveda Basin EnvironmenLal
Education Program for the San Fernando Valley Audubon
Society. Each year \,ì¡e bring out 30 or more busloads
of L.A. Unified Schoof District children to view and
fearn about the needs of wildlife and the value of
undeveloped nature habitat.

This Wildllfe Reserve is a valuable asset to the city,
which is simply irreplaceable. There is no place el,se
to move this program to. The encroachment of a
freeway ramp will t ruin the experience that we
provide on these field trips and deprive these inner
city children of a vafuable lesson about how man can
preserve naf.ure.

f understand that it is expedient to build on an area
thaf: looks "empty". f assure you this area is not
"empty". Is used heavily by thousand of migratory
birds and people who appreciate their ability t.o
exist. The very meaning of the name of the place as a
"reserve" means that it is intended to be reserved for
wildlife. There is no exception for "unless we want to
build a freeway here".

I also understand that the area does not quite
compare with nature reserves that are far more
spectacular in far away locations like our State and
National Parks. ft is the accessibility to the
residents of Los Angeles that makes it. special. Also,
one should conceder that it is still maturing as a
natural habitat every r¡ear that it i-s left
undisturbed.

Please choose Option 1 or the "No Buil-d" option for
your freeway improvement project. Let us have one
small piece of land that is truly reserved for
wildlife in the San Fernando Vall-ev.

Carolyn Oppenheimer
Sepulveda Basin Environmental Education, Chairperson
San Fernando Valley Audubon
8933 Darby Ave , Northridge, CA 91,325
818-885-7493



peggy ogata
<ppogsta @yahoo.com>
05/13/2008 08:06 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject 405 Buildout

I am writing this leter to tell you that the only alternative for the 4O5ll0l buildout is

Alt. I (oK): A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound l0l.
The wildlife Reserve would remain intact. (Because there would be no
freeway ramps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the southbound 405
from Burbank Blvd. would not be able to transition onto the 101.)

The small amount of wildlife habitat in Southern California needs to be protected.

Peggy Ogata
2002Mentone Avenue
PasadenaCA 91103





> BesL regards,
> Travis

> Travis IJongcore, ph. D.
> Science Director, The Urban Wildlands Group
> Director of Urban Ecological Research, USC Center for Sust.ainaÌ:rle> Cities
> Lecturer, UCLA fnstitute of the Environment
> longcoreGurbanwildlands . org
> (310], 241-9719

> On May 12, 2008, at 4:51 pM, Maureen Doyle wrote:

> Mr. Longcore,

> Attached is the Bioacoustics Study.

> Maureen Doyle
> Enwironmental planner NS
> D7 Environmental planning
> Of f ice: 2L3-89'7 -0404> Fax: 2I3-gg1-A695

> Eduardo
> Aguilar /D07 /Caltrans/CaGov

>To
> 05 /L2/2008 03:17 PM
> Ìongcore@urbanwildlands . otg,

>cc

> CAGov@DOT

> Subject

> Bioacoustics

long,core@usc. edu

Maureen
Doy1e,/D07 /CaLtrans/

405/L0L NESR and

Study



Travis Longcore
<longcore @usc.edu>
Sent by: longcore@usc,edu

05/13/2008 05:58 PM

Eduardo Aguilar <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Re: 405/101 NESR and Bioacoustics Studv

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Thanks for trying. pfease maif to:

Travis Longcore
P.O. Box 24020
Los Angeles, CA 90024-0020

On May 13, 2008, at 6:16 AM, Eduardo Aguilar \^¡rote l

> Mr, Longcore, we v\¡ere for the better half of yesterday.
> The NESR is too big for either of your e¡nail servers.

> ff you give us your snail mail address, we can snail mail- a hard
> capy Eo
> you.
> Or, we can provide a hard copy to you tomorror^¡ at the public hearing.

> Maureen, can you prepare a hard copy?

> Travis Lonqcore

> Sent by: Maureen Doyle
> longcore@usc.edu <maureen_doy1e@doL.ca.gov>

>cc
> Eduardo Aguilar
> 05/L2/2008 06:58 <eduardo_agnrilar@dot.ca.gov>
>PM
> Subject
> Re: 405/1-01- NESR and
> Bioacoustics
> StudY

> Thanks, I already have this document, would it be possible Lo geE
> the NSER
> for the 405/1-01 connect,or?



BLeon39086@aol.com

0s/13/2008 l1;51 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

I want to let you know that putt¡ng a freeway on and off ramp through the Sepulveda Basin Reserve is
totally and absolutely unacceptable. This is a beautiful and tranquil ptace with much wifdlife. I consider
alternatives 2 and 3 totally unacceptable. Alternative 1 is the only aeceptable solution to me,

Thank you!

Betty M. Leonard
Eneino. CA

Wondering whaus for DinnerTonight? Get newtwists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



Courtney Lamb
<cglamb @earthlink . net>

05/13/2008 03:31 PM

To

cc

bcc

Subject

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge: opposed to Alternatives 2
and 3

He1lo,

I'm writinq in regards t.o the Build Alternatives on the table for the
new connector road from f-405S to US-l-01W.

Alternatives 2 and 3 would impact the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge
by placing ramps in them, which would be a terrible infringement on
some of the rare open wildrife space in t.he greater Los Angetes area.
My husband and I frequent Sepulveda Basin for the birdingr
opportunities there and are appalled at the idea that even this space
might be viol-ated.

Please consider either Àlternative 1 or the No-Build alternative for
the connector road and leave the wildlife Refuge intact for people
from all over SoCal to use and- en3oy.

Thanks very much for your eonsideration.

Sincerely,

Courtney Lamb
4201 Duquesne Ave #4
Cul-ver CiLy CA 90232
3r0-842-3134



'JODIHOTCHKISS"
<JODl. HOTCHKISS @pacificc
apitalbank.com>

05/13/2008 04:51 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject SepulvedaBasin

Please do no build t.he freeway on and off ramp on part of the sepulvedaBasin. '. The San Fernando Va11ey has hardly any more wild1ife areas if any ata1l- besides this one and we alf greatly vafue ihe wildlife. . .
No on this. . . it is unacceptable. . .
Thanks Jodi H.

,fodi Hotchkiss
30343 Canwood St. Sre. 10d
Agroura Hilf s, CÀ 9l-3 01
Direct (81-8) -865-3280
Fax (818-865-3232

******************************************************************************
This e-mail is intended only for the use of the ind.ivid.ual- or entitvto which it is addressed and may contain information which isprivileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicablel-aw. rf you are not the intended reci-pient. or an employee oi-ag".rt.of the intended recipient, you are hereby notífied that anydissemination, distribut.ion, or copyingr of this communication isstrictly prohibited. rf you have received this communicat.j-on in errorplease notify us immediately by replying' to postmaster@pcbancorp.com.******************************************************************************



Rachael Gordon
<rachael . gordon @csun,edu>

05/13/2008 08:22 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject Wildlife Resere

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I've lived in the San Fernando Vall-ey for 29 years. I'm concerned about
Caltrans proposal to build new freeway ramps through the Wildlife
Reserve. We need Lo save what we can for our chíldreî and
grandchildren. Please see what you can do to push alternate #l- or #4 so
no ramps go through the Reserve.

Thank you,

Rachael Gordon
2451-6 Starlight Ln
West Hills

Rachael .ï. Gordon
Library Technical Services
8L8-667 -2265

To

cc

bcc



"Karin Duran Ph.D"
<karin.duran @csun.edu>

05/13/2008 08:20 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov



Polly-DSL
<pollychu @sbcglobal . net>

05/13/2008 08:44 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject Please preserve Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Dear Mr. Aguilar and colleagues,

I am writing to comment on the proposed new connector road from the southbound I-405 to the
westbound US-101 because I feel strongly that it is importantto protect the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve. We are fortunate to have such a beautiful natural area here in the Los Angeles area which
provides a refuge not only to the many beautiful and even majestic birds and other creatures which
live or visit there, but also to the people in this city. To have such a refuge is not only a gift, but also a

tremendous asset in our urban life.
I am strongly opposed to alternatives 2 and 3, which would place an on-ramp and off-ramp in the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge. The only acceptable choices currently proposed would be alternative
1 or the no build alternative.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Polly Chu

To

cc

bcc



MEBTeach @aol.com

05/13/2008 06:43 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject Wildlife Reserve ad the 405

Building and extending the 405 through the Wildlife Reserve and the Sepulveda Basin is totally
unacceptable. I am a teacher and take a class through there every year as well as go there myself for the
peace and tranquility that it offers in this maddening world of ours. Please keep this area free for our
wildlife and people without benefit of traffic and fumes from vehicles.

Marie Berry

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.

To

cc

bcc



Topanga, CA 90290



robandjeanns @earthlink . net

05/13/2008 02:53 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Please respond to
nk.net

proposed offramp at Sepulveda Basin to take place

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Helfo, my name is Jeanne Dancs Arthur and my husband and f are Los Angeles
County residents, who are both very concerned about the proposaf to buil-d an
offramp at the Sepulveda Basin, right at the wildlife refuge.

I was born not far from that area in 1,946, and grev/ up hearing stories from myparents about how, in 1943, they would drive up to Mul-lhouland Higrhway, above
Encino and look down at the San Fernando Val1ey at Sunset. The air, then,
they say was fragrant with orange and lemon bfossoms in the springtime, and
there were very few lights below. Most the Valfey at that Lime was ranches or
undeveloped.

Now, T'm a docent with a non-profi-t organization (9 years wieh The Children's
Nature Institute), and f have the wonderful opportunity to introduce theyoungest of Los Ängeles' children, their parents and teachers to the natural
areas of Los Angeles county. f see the importance that nature has in
maintaining the mental and physical balance of people of alf ages despite the
tremendous pressure and stress that come from living in Los Angeles County.
Although an offramp, and easing congestion are import.ant considerations, f
feel the cost is too great to put an offramp at this very beautiful and
much-utilized natural treasure of the San Fernando Vallev.
T urge you do do what you can to ensure this area remain a place where people
of all ages and walks of life can renew themselves. ft would also be a g,ift
to wildlife that is in need of our kindly stewardship now. Everyone woufd
wan.

Although the traffic congestion in Los Ängeles County is a concern to us al-l,
more and more, with fuel shortages and pollution, it will be desirable for
metropolitan areas to have great public transportation. In the coming
decades, the way of life that has defined Los Angeles: 1 car for every adult
( I ) will- be a t.hing of the past. lVe want to learn more sustainable ways of
livingr t.oget.her, f or the sake of us all. Although another of framp is a quick
fix, it would cost us dearly in terms of quality of living in the San Fernando
ValJ-ey and adjacent areas. My husband and r often visit the Sepulveda
Wildlife Basin, alt.hougrh we live about 40 mj-nutes away. Our relatives live
close to the Basin and t.he area is a joy for their entire family. Their young.
chil-dren will soon be riding bikes there and learning about the migrating
birds that grace our Valley each year.

r apologize for writing such a long letter to you, in advance, and hope you
understand that it is because this issue ís so important to me, personally,
and to our wonderful community in the San Fernand,o Vallei¿.

Thanks for the good work you do. If there is anything more T can do t.o helpprotect this precious resource, please don'L hesitate to ask me.

Sincerely yours,
Jeanne Dancs Art.hur (Mrs. Robert Arthur)
31"0-455-0027

To

cc

bcc

Subject



marg¡tahlin @aol.com

05/13/2008 08:22 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject SepulvedaBasin

Dear Sir:

Please vote to use ALTERNATIVE #l for the proposed freeway bypass lane in Sepulveda Basin.

As a naturalist that teaches at the Basin every year,I see dozens of bird species find food and
shelter at the Basin. They have NO WFIERE ELSE to go. We've decimated their habitat and
wetlands. Please remember what Emily Dickinson wrote about birds:

"I hope you love birds too. It is economical. It saves going to Heaven."

Please save the birds, and you too will go to Heaven.

- Margit Ahlin
Glendale, CA
(818) 502-0902

Plan your next roadtrip with MapOuest.com: America's #1 Mapping Site.



Cody Westheimer
<codymusic @mac.com>

05fi2t2008 1 1:36 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Wildlife Preserve

Dear Mr Aguilar:

Building a free ramp through Sepulveda lVildlife preserve is
absolutely unacceptable. I can't imagine the public would tolerate
destroying one of the few natural areas where people (and especially
children) can learn about birds, other witdlife and their habiLat. I
sLrongly encourage you to not. buil-d or to go with Alternative l- -
both of which Leave our favorite place in the LA area completely intact.

Please view Lhe following video so you can see for yourself how
amazing this spot is, and what Caltraris would potentially be
destroying: http:,//youtube. com/watch?v=cTgMtIqsH4B

Thank you for your time.

Qi n¡arol r¡
v¡¡¡v94 v¡j ,

Cody WesLheimer
2L3-7 09-5643



"Walter Lamb"
<walter.lamb@earthlink.net>

051121200811:08 PM

<ed uardo_ag uilar@dot. ca. gov>

Subject I STRONGLY oppose Alternatives 2 and 3 for the l-405/101
Connector

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am not an environmental activist and I understand the practicality of traffic mitigation. However, as a
mainstream southern california resident, it is abundantly clear that we have already been wildly
irresponsible with our few remaining open spaces. No where are we tearing down off-ramps to make
more room for parks. lt is a one-way street that is leading us to a bleak quality of life and it has to stop.

I urge Caltrans to consider no building at all, or to adopt Alternative 1, which would not negatively impact
the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Preserve.

Regards,

Walter Lamb
Culver City

To

cc

bcc



"Dennis&Heather
Hagen-Smith"
<hagensmith @gmail.com>

0511212008 11:04 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.govTo

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Wildlife Area

Mr. Aquilar,

I witl not be able to attend the pubJ-ic hearing this week, but I would
like voice strong opposition to afternatives numbers 2 and 3 that are
on the table that would jeopardize the wildlife refuge in the
Sepulveda basin. My family and f have lived in the San Fernando Valley
fer over 40 years.

fn addition, f teach public school at a Title I campus located in
NorLh Hollywood (Toluca Lake E1. ) . Each year our students take fietd
trips t,o the wildlife area. This trip provides a remarkabJ-e experience
that these youngsters will- remember for their entire 1ives. Please do
not allow this amazingr site to be jeopardizedl

hle woufd all hate to see this l-ast space in the middle of the Va11ey
for wildlife refuge disturbed forever. Please pass along our concerns
as part of your public hearing process.

Thank you.

Gary S. Pancer



"Marie Gaworecki "
<marie. gaworecki @gmail,co
m>

0511212008 10:36 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject Don't huft our Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge I

ln regards to your proposition to build a new connector road from southbound l-405 to westbound US-101 ,

I am vehemently opposed to Alternative #2 and Alternative #3, both of which would place an on-ramp and
off-ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuqe.

The ONLY acceptable alternatives are Alternative #1 or the No Build Alternative.

This wildlif ereserve is on oosis of notureond tronguility whose importonce is beyond words. f know
f speok for countless numbers of people when f soy for you to horm anypart of it would breok my
heort. You would be destroying o desperoÌely needed getawoy spot for the thousonds who live
neorby ond enjoy it regulorly. Every time T go there, f see countless fomilies, couples, children ond
solo indivíduols bosking in this involuoble noturolgøm thot we're lucky enough to hove in the
stressful concrete jungle thot is LA.

Thiscityissovoídof noturolplocesof beouty. PLEASEdon'ttokeowoyour onerefugeandsource
of mentol serenityl Thereareolready so mony species being ruthlessly destroyed, dueto mon.
Pleose don't odd the wildlife oÍ the Sepulvedo Bosin WildlifeP,eserve to thot list!

Thonk you,

Morie Gaworecki

To

cc

bcc



"Pancer, Gary"
<gary.pancer@sdma,com>

051121200810:51 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Subject 405/101 OPPOSTTTON to Atternatives 2 & 3

Mr. Aquilar,

I will not be able to attend the public hearing this week, but I would like voice strong opposition to
alternatives numbers 2 and 3 that are on the table that would jeopardize the wildlife refuge in the
Sepulveda basin. I lived in the San Fernando Valley for over 40 years between 1962- 2004. I would hate
to see this last space in the middle of the Valley for wildlife refuge disturbed forever. I now live in Ventura
County and most definitely need the assistance of improved freeway access in this area for my daily
commute to Downtown LA. However, only option 1 provides an alternative that is acceptable. Please
pass along my comments as pafi of your public hearing process.

Thank you.

Gary S. Pancer

SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORAN & ARNOLD LLP
801 S. Figueroa Street, 18th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017-5556
Tel: 213.426.6900
Fax: 213.426.6921
Gary,Pancer@sdma.com
www.sdma.com

The information in this email is intended for the named
recipients on1y. rt may contaín privileged and confídential
m:rror Tf "6¿ have received this email in error. n'leaser _U v vv !vvvrvçu uttrÐ çI(tq!I rrf 9!!v!, l1r.

notify the sender immediately by replying to this email.
Do not disclose the contents to anvone. Thank vou.

fRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance
with Treasury Department regulations, wê inform you Lhat
any u.s. federaf tax advice contained in this correspondence
(including any attachments) is not intended to be used., and
cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that
may be imposed under the U.S. fnternal Revenue Code or
(ii) promoting, marketíng or recommending to anot.her part.y
any transacLion or matter addressed herein.

To

cc

bcc



GoofysKld @ad.com
05/03/2008 12:23 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject 405 / 101 Freeway lnterchange Proposals

Hello:

I would like to express my opinion regarding the various proposals for the 405 I 10'l Freeway lnterchange.

There are not enough places around for wifd animals to seek refuge. I feel that the Wildlife Reserve
should be left alone.

Please choose alternative #1, which would allow the Wildlife Refuge to remain intact. Although people
entering the southbound Burbank Blvd. onramp would no longer be able to merge onto to 101, this is
really the best solution.

Thank you,

Tanya Nelson

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familv favorites at AOL Food.



"B€tte Slmons"
<Betteslmons @att. net>

45102t2008 03:39 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Caltrans and our environment

I am willing to endure slow traffic due to over population and lake of good public
transportation.
I am not willing to see anything done to harm the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

I work with volunteers to teach young school children how precious our urban vegetation
and wildlife is. Maybe we should teach CAI trans as well.



"Alan and Cindy Epstein "
<aandcepstein @hotmail.com

0510212008 01:54 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Dear Mr, Aguilar,
We would like to voice our opinion against proposals (2) and (3) concerning a new connector
between the southbound 405 and the northbound 101 freeways. We certainly understand the
delays that sometimes occur at that transition point However, we do not want any impingement
on the wildlife reserue. lt is a welcome respite in a sea of concrete, etc. We would prefer either
option (1), [even though it would impinge upon those entering the405 southbound at Burbank
Blvd. from accessing the 101 northboundl, or option (4) [no changes].
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alan and Cindy Epstein
Northridge, CA



Aprit 23,2008

Mr. Ronald J. Kosinski, Deputy District Director /¿(,.
California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning
100 S. Main Street, Suite MS 164
l,os Angeles, CA 9OOI2

Re: Southbound 405 to 101 Connector Improvement Project

Dear Mr Kosinski,

After reviewing descriptions of the various alternatives for improving the
connector from soutïrbound 405 to 101, it's clear to me the best option ls
number one. Beside being the most cost effective option, it also avoids taking
land from tJle Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge in tl'e Sepulveda Flood Control
Basin, which is a very important community asset. In my opinion tl' e loss of
access from Burbank Boulevard to the U.S.-101 is a plus for ttris option - not a
minus. It will greatly reduce severe traflic congestion that currently exists on
Burbank Blvd at tJle 405 by moving 101 access trafic to various other
locations.

Thaxk you for providing this opportunity for public review and comments.

Sincerely,

Nancy Krupa
L4676 Deervale Place
Sherman Oaks. CA



> various aÌternatives for improving the connecLor from the souLhbound T-405
> to the westbound US-101.

> Koþert w. Pann
> 25L2 Aiken Avenue
> Los Angeles CA 90064-3306

Downl-oading it wil-f be most adequate. Thank you.
-r]^rp



Hello Mr. Pann,
I received your below email, but it is blank.
Please let me know if you were able to obtain a digital copy of the environmental document from the below
link.
Or would you prefer that we mail you a hard copy?
Please let us know. Thanks.

"Robeft W. Pann" <bobpann@earthlink.net>

Eduardo
Aguilar/D07/Caltrans /CAGov

0412112008 09:03 AM

"RobertW. Pann"
<bobpann @earthlink.net>
0411812008 02:15 PM

To "Robert W. Pann" <bobpann@earthlink.net>

cc

bcc

Subject Re: DEA/IS requestD

To Eduardo Aguilar <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

Subject Re: DEA/IS request

on 4/78/08 L:49 PM, "Eduardo Àguilar" <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov> wroLe:

> Hello Mr. Pann,
> Would you like me mail you a hard copy or would you prefer to download a
> dig,ital copy from the below website? please 1et me know.

> http: / /www. dot. ca. gow/dist07,/resources/envdocs/

> I'Robert W. Panrl"

> k.net> To

> 04/1-8/2008 01:41 cc
>PM
> Subject
> DEA/IS request

> Mr. Aguilar:

> f would appreciate receiving a copy of the draft DEA/rS (hard copy) for the



"heirs @netzero . net"
<heirs@netzero,net>

04t2312008 1'l:35 AM



"Píxie Klemic"
<pklemic@roadrunner,com>

0412212008 03:57 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Subject Draft Environmental Assessment/lnitial Study (DEA/lS) -

Comments

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Thank you for the DVD copy of the Draft Environmental Assessmenllnitial Study (DEA/IS)
on various alternatives for improving the connector from the southbound I-405 to the
westbound US-101. I have reviewed the options and wanted to give you my opinion.

Even though it will personally inconvenience me (as a [currently] frequent driver from the 405 S

to the 101 E), I prefer OPTION 1. As I wrote before, the Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve is
already so very small, any intrusion would be devastating to the wildlife there and hence our
enjoyment of one of the few local "wild" areas we have that are easily accessible.

Thank you for your concern and interest in asking for our (the public) input.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Klemic
Sherman Oaks

To

cc

bcc



"Dexter"
<pinicola @earthlink,net>

04t19t200812.57 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject 405-.101 lnterchange alternatives

Mr. Aguilar:

As a resident of the San Fernando Valley, and a board member and past president of the Los Angeles
Audubon Society, I would like to register my strong opposition to alternatives 2 and 3 of the projected
reconstruction of the 101-405 interchange. These alternatives would be unacceptably invasive of the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area. lt would severely threaten the wildlife in the area, while consuming
valuable open space. This rare wildlife resource, visited by thousands of valley residents every year, would
be irreperably damaged.

For the many people who love and cherish the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area, only the first alternative, or
the no build alternative. would be acceotable.

Dexter Kelly
Woodland Hills



"James Quinn "
<jquinn 6@socal.rr.com>

O411U20Q810:31 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject 405/101 interchange

I would endorsê Alternative 1, or Alternative 4. Neither of these would adversely impact the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Preserve, one of the few such wildlife sanctuaries remaining in this uiban area.

James D. Quinn
26313 Green Terrace Drive
Newhall, CA91321-1324
Member San Fernando Vallev Audubon Societv



"Paulson"
<dpaulson @socal.rr.com>

0411912008 06:21 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject 405-101 connector

I am writing to you as a concerned citizen, community member and educator. Any proposal for the
405-101 connector that affects the Sulpeveda Basin Wildlife Reserue is completely unacceptable. This is
one of the few remaining unspoiled areas for urban wildlife. As an educator, I have taken my students to
the Reserve for many years. They see so many amazing things there and grow to truly appreciate the
variety of wildlife this area suppotls. This is also an urban oasis for the people of the San Fernando Valley.
Please do whatever you can to spare this beautiful gem.
Thank you,
Cathy Paulson

To

CC

bcc



"Fox Conner"
<foxconner @verizon.net>

041181200810:05 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject New C onnector romr the Southbound 405 to Westbound
101

Caltran

I oppose any plan to "upgrade" the connector from the southbound 405 freeway to
the westbound 101 freeway which would pass thru the Sepulveda Basin west of the
dam thru a wild area. Chopping ínto the Basin for a west-of-the dam connector is
construction money ill spent. .An upgraded connector east of the dam - maybe, but
west of the dam, NO! There is a wild area with forest and fields and a wild pond without
equal in the valley. Keep it that way, more concrete isn't everything.

April 18, 2008
Fox Conner



"Walker, Daniel"
<daniel.walker2@boeing .com

041161200812:28 AM

To "Judy Gish" <judy_gish@dot.ca.gov>,
<Eduardo_Aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Offìcial comments: 101-405 Connector Project

Dear Ronald Kosinki, Deputy District Director, Division of Environmental
Planning, CalTrans;
CC: July Gish, Eduardo Aguilar

Subject: EA / IS Proposed i-mprovements t.o the connector from the
southbound San Diego Freeway (f-405) to Lhe westbound Ventura Freeway
(u. s. r0r- )

AfLer reviewing the draft EA/rs, we support Alternatiwe 3 because it.
appears to provide the best overal-1 improved connecLion between south
405 and west 101 freeway with minimum negative impact on street traffic
during,¡after construct.ion. Thls int.erchange 101/405 is one of the
busiest in the whole usA and clearly needs to be upgraded as much as
feasible. The impact of t.he 50 ft. encroachment onto the supulweda
Basin vfitdlife Refuge appears quite sma11 and almosL negligible (on1y
about 1.3t of total area affected), and it can be easily mitigated.
Alt.ernat.ive 3 (unlike 1) would not cause loss of access to the 101 from
Burbank Blwd. The No-Build Option is the h/orsb choice.

Thanks,
Daniel and Lucia Vùalker
7416 l,Vest 82nd Street.
Los Ängeles, C^4, 90045



Maritsa Darman
<maritsadarman 27@hotmail .

com>

05/18/2008 12:56 PM

SUbJect HELP SAVE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE

Dear Mr. Eduardo Aguilar,

I am writing to you in concern of plans to build a connection between the 101 and 405,
CaITRANS has suggested three alternatives to this project and I would like to say that
I am firmly aga¡nst the second and third methods becaúse they are endangeringbur
fragile Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve,
Alternative one would provide a connector from the southbound 405 to northbound
101 . The wildlife Reserue would remain intact. (Because there would
be no-freeway ramps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the southbound 4OS
from Burbank Blvd. would not be able to transition onto the 101.)

I am a big supporter of both causes to enrich and sustain our environment and to also
build transportation systems for the good of the public, however, scientists are strongly
suggestive that encroachment on an already fragile environmental systems is a
irreversible and detrimental.
People can really learn to have it all with a little care and consíderation and I betieve
that beauty of the natural kind is one that will be pleasing to humans in all it's essential
benefits. The benefits I speak of is something we can allunderstand and it's that we
would like our children, the future, to enjoy the bounties of nature just as we would like
them to enjoy clean air, water, non contaminantated lakes and strôams.

Thank you for your consideration on this important topic.

Maritsa Darman
10063 Mountair Ave Apt 3
Tujunga, CA91042
818-61 8-7997

E-mail for the greater good. Join the i'm Initiative from Microsoft.

To

bcc

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca, gov>



May 18, 2008
Ronald J. Kosinski- Deputy District Director !)L-
Division of Environmental planning

Ca. Dept. of Transportation - District 7

1-00 S. Main St., MS 164

Los Angeles, CA 900L2

Re: 405 / rcL interchange improvement proposals

Mr. Kosinski:

I am strongly opposed to Alternatives 2 + 3.

During this public comment period you have already been made aware of the many sensitive
species that will be impacted, the habitats that will be destroyed, and the human uses that will
be significantly altered in a negative fashion. Now I woutd like to bring to your attention that
Alternatives 2 + 3 would not merely extinguish organisms, ecosystems, and societal values (to
temporarily resolve what amounts to no more than a public nuisance), but they would
extinguish a biological and cultural process.

The originalcore of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area ¡i the SO-6O acres west of the 405, north
of Burbank Boulevard, east of Haskell Creek, and south of the Archery Range. This is the onlv
area within the Sepulveda Basin that is officially designated as "a wildlife management area" by
a Lease and Operating Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and the State of California
Department of Fish and Game (effective September L7,Lg85l. This area, and an additional 60-
70 acres (total combined acreage of 120) directly south of Burbank Boulevard are the only areas
within the Sepulveda Basin that are designated as "a wildlife management area" in the current
Sepulveda Basin Master Plan (March 1981). Additicnal adjacent areas within the Sepulveda
Basin have been added to this designation within more recent years.

The Sublease between the City and the State includes the following words under the heading
Purpose and Use: "The leased premises and every part thereof shall be used only for wildlife
habitat development and recreation activities not incompatible thereto."

The previous 2 paragraphs point outthe significance of the project area (and seem to rule out
Alternatives 2 + 3) in both physical and symbolic terms. This is the first area to be so

designated, and therefore the first area to be planned, planted, weeded, cared for, and used
(specifically and only) for nature values, study, and appreciation.



Therefore, the plants in this area have had the longest period of time to become established,
mature, adapt to one another and the conditions, and evolve into a complex of interactive mini
ecosystems that are still growing, changing, and evolving. When the Wildlife Lake was put in,
the entire area (50 acres) was graded and left barren for several months. As the native plants
were introduced, and non-natives removed, a different palette of birds has used this area.
Every year, as these systems change, new species find their way here. And, for the last 20
years, all of these changes have been based upon natural laws-with a little help from a wide
community of human volunteers.

Permanently removing 70-20 percent of this core area (and disturbing a much greater area
during construction) would have significant direct impacts on the entire existing Wildlife Area
and all future evolutionary changes therein. The wide variety of habitats that we have
established is directly responsible for the wide variety of species seen. And, each individual
component of the Wildlife Area is integral to the health and stability of the Area as a whole.
Alternatives 2 + 3 would remove nearly allof the most mature Live Oaks within the Wildlife
Area and more than 50% of the core grassland area.

But, this is not just about Biology, Ecology, or Habitat Restoration. lt is also about the cultural
evolution that hastaken placethere. Duríngthe last 30years we have had morethan 10,000
people join San Fernando Valley Audubon Society sponsored bird walks, environmental
education programs, nature festivals, trash cleanups, weeding projects, and more. Many of
those people have been so impressed that they themselves have become dedicated volunteers,
docents, and active environmentalists. lt has changed their lives ! They have evolved I They
have become better individuats, and better citizens. And this process is still in its infancy. The
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area is a biological and cultural classroom where wildlife can thrive
and humans can be inspired. lt is a place where nature was given a second chance and where
people are given a purpose. lt is a process in itself -with benefitsto all. please do not remove
this important part of the body and sour of the san Fernando valley.

Sincerely,

Æ*ÐS.>=
Kris Ohlenkamp

30638 Tick Canyon Road

Canyon Countrv, CA 91387
(661) 29s-6986



MMSigman@aol.com

05/18/2008 07:39 AM

ed ua rdo_aguila r@dot.ca.gov

Dear Sir:

As a birder, I would hope the connecting ramps between the southbound l-405 and the westbound
U.S.-101 that are to be built don't impinge on the wildlife areas of the Sepulveda Basin.

Sincerely,
MelSigman, M.D.

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on familvfavorites at AOL Food.



Malka Tasoff
<malka@tasoff .com>

05/'18/2008 12:18 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Wild Life reserve - ds not destroy it, please!

Mr- Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director,
California Departmenb of Transport.aLion¡ Division ofEnviromental planning (1405/101 Connector); 100 S.Main SEreet ^ Mail Stop 16À; Los Àngeles , CA 900L2

Dear Mr. Kosinski,

we greaÈly varue the wirdlife Reserve and consider alternatives 2 and 3 totalry unacceptable. ¡¡e wouldlike to keep E-he Resérve the
oasis of nature and tranquilj.ty we enjoy. À,lternative 1 and the No build alternative, (A new connector from thesouthbound
405 to norEhbound 101 - keeping the Wildlife Reserve intact, even though vehicles entering the soutshbound 405
from Burbank BIvd- would not be able to cransitíon onto Èhe 101) are the only acceptable alternatives.

Malka Tasoff
EducatorÆeache ilMa.gnet Coordi n ator



May 18,2008

To: Mr. Ronald Kosinski !rú-
Deputy District Director; California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (1405/10l Connector)

100 S. Main Street - Mail Stop 16A; [,os Angeles,CA900l2.

Dear Mr. Kosinski
I am typing this because I hurt my hand a few ye:rs ago and my handwriting is very bad.

I go to the Sepulveda Wildlife Basin often to get away from the stress of the city. I am sending you this
leffer because I want to voice my disapproval of Altematives #2 and#3 to build a ramp into the Sepulveda
Wildlife Reserve. We need a place like the Reserve where people of all ages can go to experience wildlife
and so does the Wildlife need the reserve. Many of the birds come from around the world and theirplaces
to live during a certain s€ason are shrinking. I feel that the building process and the end result being the
ramp would distu¡b these creatures while nesting and also diminish the foo{ like fisb, toads etc., that they
depend upon. They would have to find another place to rest and live.

The Audubon Societ¡rtakes about 3,000 school children a year to the reserve to help them get in touch with
nafure. Please reconsider your idea to build in the reserve.

I do approve of the Alternafüe #l proposal. I went to the hearing and I noticed that somebody was
speaking for the business community in the San Fernando Valþ. They mentioned they prefened
Alternative #1, also.

<n/
I hope you will take$letter seriously.

Sincerely,

Í-Z^t-^t, Jt-/"t*'-
Elaine Trogman
(818) 78O-834s
6709 Calhoun Ave.
VanNuys, CA 91405



JVVWI-A@aol.com

05/18/2008 12:29PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject New405-101 connector

you ano nstruction that would negativelySepulve y unacceptable to myseì-f and my
h green and around our cities and our

pr¡ceress resource ror the ..".io,llf iÏlos nnseres :;.Jl.ï:Sl,ïå',';Ï::n]i1ffi*iiå'l'-'iïïi}?^X
build) would be acceptabte.
Sincerely,
James W. Walters DVM

wondering what's tor oin-ñárronrgntz cet new iwisis óñ-ramlv itóiitãi àiÃoaFõóo.



Pat Bates
<PBates @lgshcpa.com>

05/19/2008 09:31 AM

"eduardo_a guilar@dot.ca. gov"
<ed uardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>
"Walton, Duffy E" <duffy.walton@alcoa.com>

Proposed connector - I 405 South to 101 North

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Regarding the proposed Connector Project from the southbound I-405 to the westbound 101:

I urge Caltrans to adopt either Alternative 1 or the No Build Altemative for this project. I
strongly oppose alternatives 2 and 3 because they would disturb the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve.

The Wildlife Reserve is a treasure of the San Fernando Valley because of its beauty and
tranquility, because it is an escape from the noise and stress of our very urban area. I run or
walk in the area virtually every day. The quality of life of the many people, plants, and wildlife
which use and live in the preserve would be very negatively impacted by building in this area.

I would further like to urge Caltrans to contemplate runningatrainlmonorail/whatever along the
405 from the Santa Clarita Valley to Long Beach. In case no one has noticed, the 405 is usually a
parking lot, and adding more lanes, more connectors, etc. will simply turn it into a bigger parking
lot. It is painful to imagine the amount of gasoline that is burned, pollution that is created by
these thousands of creeping cars, and the time that is wasted by commuters.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bates

PATRTCIA L. BATES, CPA
LODGEN LACHER GOLDITCH SARDI

SAUNDERS & HOWARD, LLP
16530 VENTURA BLVD. STE. 305

ENCTNO, CA 91436
(818) 783-0s70 FAX (818) 783-7902

The inform-lio., contained in t-his
and protected from disclosure. lf
i ntendpd raci ni ent . ôr ân cmnl nrzqgsr,,P ¿ v j

*^ L^ !L^ inlanrla¡f ra¡inia-rLre¡jsd.ge L(J Llre l---__--*_* - __-y*_._E /

messag'e may be privileged and confidential
the reader of this message is not the
or agenL responsible for delivering this
you are hereby notified that any



disseminaLion, distríbution or copying of this communication is strictlyprohibited. rf you have received this communication in error, please notify,LODGEN, IJACHER, GOLDITCH, SARDT, SAUNDERS, & HOI/VARD, LLP BY TELEPHONE AT8l-8-783-0570 immediately or by replying to the message and deleting it fromyour compuLer.

ANY TAX ADVICE CONTATNED IN THE BODY OF THTS EMATL WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTENTO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY THE RECIPIENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOTDTNG
PENALTTES THAT MAY BE TMPOSED UNDER THE TNTERNAL REVENUE CODE OR APPLICABLE
STATE OR LOCAL TAX LAIV PROVTSIONS



"heidi gott"
<heidigott @gmail.com>

05i19/2008 09:19 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

No to freeway Alternatives 2 and 3

Dear Mr. Aguilar and the good people at the Department of rransportation,
Although I value the movement of traffic on our congested freeways I am asking that you not

consider the Alternative 2 or 3 for the 405/101 interchange that is being proposed. As a native to
the valley I value and take pride in our ability to have maintained as much green space in Los
Angeles as we have. What is extremely important though within this greenspace is the habitat
that it provides to the birds who migrate through here each year. The waterway that the
Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve is a prime piece of real estate for the countless animals that make
this wetland home despite that fact that is amazingly exists right next to a busy freeway.

The wetlands, additionally provide a vital educational opportunity for the citizens of Los
Angeles, including my 5th grade students who visited the reserve earlier this year. They were
amazed by what they saw there and would never otherwise have been able to experience such
close encounters with birds that they have only seen in books. These LAUSD school kids found
something within our city limits that gave them a look into the greater natural world. It allowed
them to see beyond our built up city and they learned extensively about the value of such
wetlands. Cutting into this land, although being a short term fix for traffic, would have long term
ramifications on our natural world and educational opportunities that thousand of school children
among others take advantage of each year.

Thank you for listening to the caring citizens of this city. It is our city and I appreciate being able
to voice opinions on decisions that affect us all.

Sincerely,
Heidi Gott
Teacher, Eagle Rock Elementary, LAUSD

To

cc

bcc

Subject



bradverde @earthlink,net

05/19/2008 04:30 PM
Please respond to

net

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject freeway offramps

Dear Eduardo,
As a Native Va11ey boy and one who works near t.he Sepulveda flood basin I was
surprised and horrified to learn they were planning to build new ramps thaL
could effect the bird sanctuary. f am a teacher in the area and we use this
as a wonderful opportunity for our students. f drive this area all the time
and do not see a reason to change anything. Even if the cost was not
destroying such important land. ïf something must be done please let it be
option 1. Remember very few large cities are so blessed to have a wild area
in the heart of such a dense population. It helps people remember we are a
part of an entire planet and if we are careful we can share it and make it
work for all living creatures.
Thank you for your Lime.
Sincerely,
Brad Green



<skeithley @keithleys .com>

05/19/2008 03:59 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Regarding the proposed Connector Project from the southbound I-405 to the westbound 101:

I urge Caltrans to adopt either Alternative 1 or the No Build Alternative for this project. I strongly oppose
alternatives 2 and 3, because they would disturb the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

I enjoy running at the Wildlife Reserye because of its beauty and tranquility, because it is an escape from
the noise and stress of our very urban area. The air is cleaner as well. I go to the Wíldlífe Reserve at least
twíce a week for running. I also take my two small children there on weekends. I want them to continue
to enjoy the benefit of this wonderful place, not an ugly polluted freeway.

Sincerely,
Susan Keithley
L63t4 Meadowridge Rd
Encino, CA 91436

Make every e-mail and IM count. Join the i'm Initíatíve from Microsoft.

To

cc

bcc

Subject



Ellen Kukuchka
<elsway80@hotmail,com>

05/19/2008 03:15 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject New freeway off-ramp on the 405 (Sepulveda Basin area)

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

Alternatve Nos' 2 and 3 are UNACCEPTABLEI The Sepulveda Basin offers a refuge from this concrete city.
Leave it alonel

I've lived in this area for over 10 years and run there nearly every day. Do you realize all the life that is
there?!? I've seen rabbits, coyotes, tuftles, and birds and físh too numerous to mention. Leave this place
alone! We humans and non-humans need this area left intact without another freeway off-ramp raping
the area.

Enough!

NO! NO! NO! to any construction!

Angry citizen,

Ellen Kukuchka

Make every e-mailand IM count. Join the i'm Initíative from Microsoft,



Diane McEvoy
<jzgrrl3@yahoo,com>

05/19/200811:184M

edua rdo_agui lar@dot. ca. gov

Please do not consider building a freeway on/off ramp through the Wildlife Reserve. Please consider
Alternative 1

* Älternative 1 (OK): A new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound 101. The Wildlife
Reserve would remain intact. (Because there would be no freeway ramps in the Wildlife Reserve,
vehicles entering the southbound 405 from Burbank Blvd. would not be able to transition onto the 101.)

Thank you,
Diane McEvov



RENEIVED

HAY Z 3 ?009

b.

LIIIDA IIAVROTH
4273 Jackson Avenue, Culver City, CA 90222
(310) 367 -6699 / lmnavroth@sbcgiobal.net

May 19,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director [)L.,
Ca I i forn ia Deparf ment of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (1405/l 0l Connector)
100 S. Main Street - Mail Srop l6A
Los Angeles, CA 90012.'

RE: Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refìrge

Dear Mr. Kosinki:

As an amatettr naturalist, bird watcher, and member of Los Angeles Audubon Society, I strongly
oppose Alternative 2 and 3 of the proposed freeway modifications. Better yet, a "No Build" is in
ordet" These proposed alternatives are unsound ancl insensitive to wildlife habitat, which is already in
a pitiful state in California. With the Governor's proposed closures of many of our State parks, it is
even more imperative to leave the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refgge alone--for vs andthe witdlife, or
else we will all soon have fewer places to go,

I spend several days a month birding in this area, as I fiave for many years, so the place is very
special to me. It is therefore appalling to find out that Cal'frans proposes to plow right thr.ough the
heart of this valuable wildlife refuge to accommodate traffic. The City has had years to figure out the
transportation problems in Los Angeles; now it once again comes down to a crisis and CalTrans
decides the best way to do it is right through a wildlife refuge!

No matter how many lanes are put in or off/on ramps are built, the trafflrc in Los Angeles will always
be a nigl-rtmare. There are no easy rernedies; however, the ones chosen should not be at the expense
of public recreation and atthe risk of spoiling a wildlife refuge, This is unacceptable. I
respectl'ully request that CalTrans reconsider its options and does not build in this inroortant
recreational and bird habitat,

Kind regards,

Linda Navroth



Linda Navroth
<lmnavrolh @sbcglobal . net>

05/19/2008 03;14 PM

ed uardo_ag uilar@dot,ca.gov

Subject No Freeway Ramps or Connectors in Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve!

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

As an amateur naturalist, bird watcher, and member of Los Angeles Audubon Society, I strongly
oppose Alternative 2 and3 of the proposed freeway modifications. Better yet, a "No Build" is in
order. These proposed alternatives are unsound and insensitive to wildlife habitat, which is
already in a pitiful state in California. With the Governor's proposed closures of many of our
State Parks, it is even more imperative to leave the Sepulveda Wildlife Refuge alone--for us and
the wildlife.

I spend several days a month birding in this area, as I have have for over four decades (since a
teenager living in Canoga Park), so the place is very special to me. It is appalling to me to find
out that CalTrans proposes to plow right throught the heart of this valuable wildlife refuge to
accomodate traffic. The City has had years to figure out the transportation problems in Los
Angeles; yet it once again comes down to a crisis and CalTrans decides the best way to do it is
right thorugh a wildlife refuge!

No matter how many lanes are put in or off/on ramps are build, the traffic in Los Angeles will
always be a nightmare. There are no easy remedies; however, the ones chosen should not be at
the expense of public recreation and at the risk of spoiling wildlife refuges. This is unacceptable.
I respectfully request that CalTrans reconsiders its options.

Kind regards,

Linda Navroth
4213 Jackson Avenue
Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 367-6699

To

cc

bcc



Robert Plotke
<bobplotko @sbcglobal . net>

05/19/2008 06:38 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject SepulvedaBasin

I have introduced the Sepulveda Basin to many students, teachers, and parents to learn about the
wildlife reserve as part of our 4th grade life science. I found that students have a more positive
respond to learning when they experience it. I think that taking that away from the students by
putting any freeway system right in the middle of the Basin is a disservice to the students. It has
been a great learning experience for all the students, teachers and parent.s that have partaken in
anyfield trips or family trips.
Susan Plotke
4th grade teacher in LAUSD



Lisa Smithline
<lisa ,smithline @gmaíl .com >

05/19/2008 08:11 AM

ed uardo_aguilar@dot,ca.govTo

bcc

Subject PROPOSED CONNECTOR PROJECT FROM
SOUTHBOUND I-405 TO WESTBOUND 101:

Dear Mr. Aguílar,

I am an avid runner, member of a San Fernando Valley based running club
called New Basin Blues, (<http://www.newbasinblues.org/>) and am very
concerned about what might happen to our training location, which includes
the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.,as a result oi proposed changes to the
I-405 connector to the 101.

I have recently learned that Caltrans proposes to remedy the alleged
problem with the southbound I-405 connector to the westbound/northbound
101. I do not oppose finding a solution to the congestion of this freeway
transition but I strongly oppose any alternative that will disturb the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

As I understand it, there are 4 proposals on the table. I urge Caltrans to
adopt either Alternative 1 or the No Build Alternative for this project. I
strongly oppose alternatives 2 and 3 because they would disturbthe
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve,

I run through the wildlife Reserve several times every week; it is an
important part of my training routíne. I enjoy running in the Wildlife
Reserve because of its beauty and tranquility, ít is an escape from the noise
and stress of our very urban area.

I will appreciate your efforts to find a solution that improves the freeway
transition but also protects this rare and important area.

Sincerely,

Lisa Smithline
3939 Blackbird Way
Calabasas, California 9 7302

-- ls

Lisa Smithline
BIB 437 8325 (m)
Lisa.Smithli ne@gmail.com
http://www.aclu.tv/



"Walton, Duffy E"
<duffy,walton @alcoa.com>

05/19/2008 01:35 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

<Lynn.Walton@usi.biz>

Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Preserve

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Dear SÍr-

The value of Lhe Sepul-veda Basin hlil-dlife Preserve
far
and away exceeds the value of the land as a freeway connector. The
social, economic and intrinsic value of the Preserve is well known to
local and visiting users. To disrupt or in any way deqrade the preserve
would be detrimental to the community - especially when there is an
alternative that is acceptabl-e and non-invasive.

Option 1 is acceptabl-e

Options 2 and 3 are unacceptable

Option 4 - no build is the only option that is within
the actual- guidelines and purposes of the basin plan and would be
preferred.

Sincerely,

Roger Walton
L6419 Napa St
No. Hílls, Ca 97343
8L8-893-527 4



Lynn.Walton @usi.biz
05/19/2008 02:27 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Sepulveda Wildlife Basin

Sir,

Please consider the impoftance of the Wildlife Basin as a public use space for several highly dense areas:
Van Nuys, Lake Balboa, Reseda, Encino. This area is used extensively by the people ofthese
neighborhoods and it would be a great injustice to deprive them of this greãn space in the name of a
Freeway connector. This park has already been signìficantly reduced for a water treatment plant and the
orange Line Bus route, do not take away any more of this significant space.

Options 1 & 4 of the proposed plan are acceptable.
Options 2 & 3 are not acceptable.

"Sooner or later we all sit down to a banquet of consequences" Robert Louis Stevenson

Lynn Walton
(818)251-3129
USI of Southern California
Direct Bill/Accounting Dept
lynn.walton@usi.biz

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is for the named person's use only. lt may contain
confìdential,proprietary or legalfy privileged information. No confidentiality ol. priuil"ge ís waived or lost by
an erroneous transmission. lf you receive th'rs message in error, please immediately destroy it and notify
the sender- You must not, directly or indirectly, use, dJsclose, disiribute, or copy any part of thís m".""gu
if you are not the intended recipient.

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Barry Erbsen n

<erbsen @adelphia . net>

05120/2408 08:49 PM

<ed u a rd o_a g ui la r@dot. ca. g ov>



"Barry Erbsen "
<erbsen @adelphia .net>

0512012008 08:53 PM

One add to my email that I just sent to you.
study and see real wildlife, not just on TV.
the reserve.
Thanks for listening.
Barrv S Erbsen DDS

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Wildlife Reserve

My daughter is a 5th grade teacher and she has taken classes there to
This is very valuable education for these young poople. Please preserve



Pam Hartop
<pamhartop @hotmail.com>
0512012008 06:36 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area

Mr. Aguilar,
r am a teacher who annually takes children from Sylmar Elementary Schoof toSepulveda Basin Vrlildlife Area. For most of my students, this is their onlyexposure to nature as most live in apartments and are rarely exposed to theecological concepts that they are able to experience there.I strongl)¡ urge you to use Alternate one or No Build when considering thefreeway interchange. Pl-ease Do NoT use 2 or 3. Many children would no longerhave the kind of experience that is so vital to thèir having a betterunderstanding of nature and our relationship with our environment.Thank you, pam HartoÞ

Makeeverye_mai1andrMcount..Jointr'"ffiosoft.
http: / / im.live - com/Messenger/rlvl/JoinlDef au1t. aspx?source=EML_l/VL_ MakeCount



David L Perkins
<david.perkins @csun.edu>

051201200811:07 AM
to
.edu

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve and the 405 and 101

ramps

Sir:

I strongly oppose infringing on the Sepulveda Basin lr/ildlife Reserve to build
these ramps. The Vüildlife Reserve is small enough when compared to most
wildlife reserves. This reserve is one of the Vatley's highlights. To shrink
it would be to say again to an area already impinged by transportaLion
infrastrucLure that the real priority of this administration is only
infrastructure.

Neither Alternative l- nor the No
Reserve.

Q i ¡¡oro-l r¡
v4¡¡vv!v+J,

David Perkins

Build AlternaLive would harm the Vùildlife



Jennifer Erbsen
<jerbsen @yahoo.com>

0512112008 07:47 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Hello,

I am writing to express my support of the preserving the Sepulveda Wildlife Preserve. Putting
freeway on/off ramp in it is absolutely unacceptable -- it will wipe out a badly needed oasis of
calm and tranquility in this city. It is a known fact that this city has one of the lowest ratios of
housing to green space amongst US cities and I truly hope that this already low ratio is not
degraded further.

The following alternatives are acceptable.
* Alt. I (OK): A new connector from the southbound
405 to northbound 101. The Wildlife Reserve would
remain intact. (Because there would be no freeway
ramps in the Wildlife Reserve, vehicles entering the
southbound 405 from Burbank Blvd. would not be able to
transition onto the 101.)

* No build alternative (OK).

Thank you for considering the quality of life of this city.

Best Regards,
Jennifer Beinash

To

cc

bcc



M ay 21,2008
To: Mr. Ronald Kosinski /r/f-
Re: connector Road Throirgh sepulveda Basin v/ildlife Refuge

Dear Mr. Kosinski.
This is just a Ietter of concern alluding to your proposed plan to connect the l0l and 405
freeways. I have lived in this Valley for more than forty years and there is nothing so
great as coming out to the Sepulveda Basin and spending time, Whether running, hiking,
or just enjoying the wildlife, me and my friends know wúat a special place this is. This is
a major stop for many of the migratory birds and their iole * p"u."-akers and
enterûainers can not be exaggerated. They are the greatest mediators in the world for an
uptight and frustrated world which we are. Please ão what you need to do but do not cut
into their turf They will pay you back in fl¡I. And so will we.

Sincerel¡
R. Fagan and friends



"David ller"
<davidiler.one@gmail.com>

0512112008 01:54 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Connector Project

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Regarding the proposed Connector Project from the southbound I-405 to thewestbound l0l. I
Strongly Urge Caltrans to adopt either Alternate I or the No Build Alternative for this project. I
enjoy the greenness and the oasis from the hustle and bustle of the city. I am going to run many
miles in and threw the bird Sancuary training for the [.ong Beach rnarathon and want to enjoy
this land in it's natural state.

Please eonsider the importance of the Wildlife Basin as being more of a value to it's sursounding
than a black top connector!

Sincerely,
David A. II-er

4240W. Sarah St.
Burbank Ca 91505



Runsultras @aol.com

0512212008 .10:56 
PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

CC

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserye

Dear Mr. Eduardo Aguilar

l'm 70 years old. I was born in Los Angeles and lived in the SF Valley for many years. Until the reserve
was built in the basin, I had never seen a heron in Los Angeles county.

We finally have a place where birds can congregate and not get shot. Maybe, just maybe the next
generation can enjoy this little corner of nature and marvel atãtt the beauty thai surrounds us.

Even a Maserati, Saleen, Ferrari or Lamborghini can't hold a candle to the wondrous water fowl that
resides in the Sepulveda Basin. Please don't destroy such a beautiful corner of the Valley just for those
luxery (or lesser) cars.

Sandra Gitmed
3490 Norlh Knoll Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90068
323-851 -8691

Get trade secrets for amázing ourgeii. Watch "Cook-ino with Tvler Florence" on Adl Êood.



4956 RubioAve.
Encino, CA9l436-1121
May 22,2008
nghall2000@aol.com

Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District Director AL-
California Dept. of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning
100 S. Main St., Mail Stop 16A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: I-lO5/1Ol Connerc{or concerns

Dear Mr. Kosimki.

There are several proposals for a connector between the 1405 and the 101, which
supposedly will relieve trafüc jams on the southbound 1405 and the westbound US l0l. The
best plan, in my opinion, is to have no new connector at all. This option, however, does not
have an official number.

The frrst alternative is to build a connector from the southbound 405 to the westbound
101. This would close the southbound ramp to the 1405 at Burbank Boulevard. Most
environmentalists favor this choice. Second and third alternative: a connector that would cut
ttrough a significant part of the wildlife reserve.

I am strongly opposed to alternatives 2 artd 3, since it would cut into wildlife areas
which are desperately needed by migrating birds and by people who wish to enjoy limited open
space.

Please considerdoing nothing to change the existing connector at this time.

Yours very truly,

Natalie G. Hall



May 22,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinsl<i N--
Deputy District Director
California Dept. of Transportation
Division of Environrnental Planning (I-405/l 01 connector)
100 S. Main Street-Mail Stop l6A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

As the Membership Chait of the San Fernando Valley Sierra Club group. I arn

writing to ask that Caltrans suspencl altogether its plan to put a connector rarnp in
the vicinity of the Sepulveda Wildlilè Basin. If tliis is not feasible, I r,voulcl vote
for Alternative #1, which would build a connecting ramp from the southbor-rnd
405 to the northbound 101. Constl'uction of this ramp would close traffic to the
405 aI Burbank Boulevarcl. And it would keep the proposed lamp clear of the
Sepulveda Basin!

For some time I ancl many others have been active in attempting to implove
conditions for wildlife in the Basin. Several months ago a huge crew of some 70
volunteers spent most of one Saturday cleaning countless plastic bags, cans,
bottles, clothing, mattresses, and other types of debris from Haskell Cleek, It
gave us a wonderful feeling of accomplishment to rcaIize we were making
conditions better for the wildlife who inliabit the creek and the Basin.

If your proposed ramp were to be constructed in the Basin, noise, dir1, and clust
from the construction would destroy the Wildlife Lake, killing the fish, crarvfish,
frogs/toads, and tuftles who inhabit it, and who in turn provide food for the
herons, egrets, pelicans, and ospreys who spend part ofthe year there. Trees and
vegetation would be distur'bed and probably destroyed. The 240 types of
migrating bird species, including Canadian geese, would no longer stop in tlre
Basin. Teachers would no longer take classes for field trips there; birclu'atchers
would no longer hike there, or families relax there.

There are many intelligent and capable people working at Caltrans. They spoke
at the meeting last week held at the Encino Beth Shalom Temple. Surely if they
put their heads together, these engineers could come up with a solution that would
ease the traffic congestion in tl-rat particular area without destloying a lovely,
peaceful refuge that Valley citizens have created painstakingly over the yeals.

Sincerely yours,

€utu, ç*r¿*'
Julie R. Szende, Membership Chair'
San Fernando Valley Group, Siena Club



"Jean Brandt"
<JeanBrandt @sbcglobal .net>

0512512008 04:32 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve

Sir:

The lack of proLected wilderness area in the San Fernando ValJ-ey 1s appalling.After long years of discussion and vol-es, the Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve was
created. lt is a vitally needed and protected haven for many many species of
wirdlife and a source of joy for many many people. The very thougrht of any
CalTrans intrusion on this magnificent reserve is more than dist.ressr-nq.

It seems that we have been given four afternatives - and, of course, the .'No
build" alternatlve would be the best choice for the preserve. That being said,
the only possible ot-her choice that wou]d prot.ect the preserve .is "A1LernaLive1-". Numbers 2 and 3 are out of the question.

As President of Los Angeles Audubon, I joined the Sepulveda Basin Coalition
back in the '70's to fight Hoì-lywood Park when they wanted to turn the basin
anto a race track. ln fact, r coined Lhe phrase ..No Dam Racetrack,', which
became a very popular bumper sticker and T-shirt at the time. We ,'won,' that
battle.

Then Peter Uberoff and the Olympic Committee decid.ed that the basin would be afine place to put various venues for the 1984 Olympics, and we agai-n stopped
this invasion on the basin. There have been many threats to the wildlifepreserve over the years but public outcry has met them with decisive unanimity
and the basin has been protected_

Now CalTrans poses a very serious threat and we, once again, are faced with
"afternatives". Since "No build" or Afternative Number l woutd not harm the
Reserve, I support either of those alternatives. I vehemenLlv ocpose Numbers 2
and 3.

Thank you,

Jean Brandt
3846 Sapphire Drj-ve
Encino , CA 91"436
818-7BB_5188

To



4059 Madelia Avenue
Sherman Oaks, Californ ia 9 I 403
May 25, 2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director
California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning ( l -a05 nu connector)
100 S. Main Street - Mail Stop l6A
Los Angeles, Ca. 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski,

I am writing to urge you to consider a4051101 connector that¡loes
not impact the sepulveda Dam Basin wildlife Refuge. As a
teacher I took classrooms of children there to learn about migratory
birds. Now, as a senior citizen I and others seek our o\ryn refuge in
the park from an increasingly urban environment.

You are smart people and I know you can come up with an
alternative plan that does not use or impact this valuable
habitat. In the end, no connector would be better than destroying
any of this Wildlife Refuge.

Thank you for your consideration.

Vanae Ehret

4/^ . r^t ,?/
/td¿'r¿( (-jí u (



Amy Mainzer
<amainzer 123@yahoo.com >

0512512008 08:29 PM
Please respond to

amainzer 1 23@ya hoo.com

Ed u a rd o_Ag u i la r@d ot, ca. gov

bcc

Subject please do not destroy parl of the wildlife refuge I

To

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

l.am writing to oppose^the Caltrans freeway expansion options of the 101-4OS interchange that involve
destroying part of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge.

I live in Pasadena and have commuted to UCLA for many years, so I know the interchange all too well.

However, I would rather sit in traffic for hours every day than destroy one of the few remaining wild places in
Los Angeles.

The world ísn't worth living in if all the beautiful places are systematically stamped out to make room for more
concrete and more freeways. No one goes to visit a freeway interchange for vacation. please leave our one
beautiful oasis in the concrete jungle alone.

Sincerely,
Dr. Amy Mainzer
Pasadena, CA



Ed Bosworth
<ed.bosworth @sbcglobal .net

0512612008 07:04 AM

Eduardo Aguilar <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Ed Bosworth Home <ed.bosworth@sbcglobal.net>

Proposed Connector From Southbound l-405 to Westbound
10.1

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Dear Mr Aguilar,

We have enjoyed hiking, biking and especially bird watch¡ng in the Sepulveda Basin
Wlldlife Reserue for several years. The location ¡s unique in the area. We urge you to
follow a plan for this connector that would minimally impact this area. We understand
that Alternative 1 would best accomplish this. Please do all you can to preserve the
Wildlife Reserue. We would hate to loose it.

Thank you for your consideration.

Edwin and Teresa Bosworth
6610 RoyerAve.
West Hills. Ca. 91307



Dear Mr. Aguilar:

My husband and r have frequented the naLural acreage surroundingr the
Sepulveda Basin

Carol Clements
<carolclements @sbcglobal . n
et>

0512612008 02:38 PM

Wildlife Reserve for many years.
sprì-ng and affords all of us
who live in this very urban and
rmportance nature

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

CC

bcc

Subject Preserving the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Tl iq aqno¡iall.' i/'1.'-ì1i^ .i- 1L^vr¡rsuf qf ¿jt. ru-)/ trrL tlI Lllc

congested area a grlimpse of what

provides respite
T <noa1¡ F ar =1 1

and its precious and delicate creatures are to us.
The connecl-or road that caltrans has just proposed would be a sureend to this
nearly pristi-ne habitat and its di-verse and necessary wildlife
nnnrrl al- i nn

T understand that there are 3 alternative versions of the nroieccplus a 'no build, alternative. 
e¡¡v Y4vrvr

Of course the 'no build' afternative would be the best.
BUL if a thruway must be made Alternative #1 would be Lhe leastdestructive to the native environmenL.
-No freeway ramps in the Wildlife Reserve.
A]t.#2 would be terrible and A1t#3 would be even vrorse. And
Unacceptable.
Both of these solutions have construction encroaching dramatically onthe Reserve.
The amounts of heawy duty equipment & possies of construcLion workers-with all of their
debris and fallout- would choke the delicate water systems thatsustain the beautiful and endangered species
that can exist in only such an area. This construction would gro onfor years.
The Reserve would be a disasler after such an aggressive intrusion.Not only will the flora and fauna suffer. A1l of the citizens whorespect and need a broader vision-one that embracesa natural wonderland-would be robbed of a place that
and peace from this proposed asphalt jungle.
Please keep t.hese sentiments in mind-and I do think
those who enjoy and value our naturaf
environments.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Cfements and Csaba Horvath



May 26, 2008

Deputy Di strict Di rector; (/t/-
CA Dept. of Transportatìon;
D j vi s'ion of Envi ronmental Ptann'ing
(I405/101 Connector)
1-00 S Main Street Hail Stop L6A
Los Angeles, CA 900L2

Dear Mr. Ronald Kosi nski :

I am enclos i ng an ema'i I that I sent to M r .

Eduardo Agui lar.
I t add resses the enc roachment on the Sepulveda Bas'i n

Wildife Reserve by a new connector road proposed by
Caltrans.
Ptease read it and take to heart my concerns and try to
1j mi t the amount of potent'ial damage and death to the
Inhabitants of the reserve by votjng for a 'no bu'ild'
Alternative or at least one the fimits the long term
destruction (41t. #1) to this wonderful and necessary
Pl ace.

Carol Clements & Csaba Horvath

Thank you
S'i nçe rely ,



From: Carol Clements <carolclements@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Preserving the Sepulveda Baeln Wlldllle Reserve

Date: May 26, 2008 2:38:16 PM PDT
To: eduardo aguilar@dot.ca,gov

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

My husband and I have frequented the natural acreage surrounding the Sepulveda Basin
Wlldllfe Reserve for many years. lt is especially idyllic in the spring and affords allof us
who live in this very urban and congested area a glimpse of what importance nature
and its precious and delicate creatures are to us.
The connector road that Caltrans has just proposed would be a sure end to this
nearly pristine habitat and its diverse and necessary wildlife population.
I understand that there are 3 alternative versions of the project plus a 'no build' alternative.
Of course the 'no build' alternative would be the best.
But if a thruway must be made Alternative #1 would be the least destructive to the native environment.
-No freeway ramps ln the Wildlife Reserve.
Alt.#2 would be terrible and Alt#3 would be even worse. And Unacceptable.
Both of these solutions have construction encroaching dramatically on the Reserve.
The amounts of heavy duty equipment & possies of construction workers-wlth all of their
debris and fallouh would choke the delicate water systems that sustain the beautiful and endangered species
that can exÍst in only such an area. This construction would go on for years.
The Reserve would be a disaster after such an aggressive intrusion.
Not only will the flora and fauna sutfer. All of the citizens who respect and need a broader visionone that embraces
a natural wonderland-would be robbed of a place that provides respite and peace from this proposed asphatt jungle.
Please keep these sentiments in mind-and I do think I speak for all those who enjoy and value our natural
environments.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Clements and Csaba Horvath



Garof Clements
<carolclements @sbcglobal .n
et>

05126121008 02:55 PM

To eduardo-aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject letterto Mr. Kosinski

.doc
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"Jon Davison "
<jondavison @earthlink.net>

0512612008 11:41 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject SEPULVEDA W|LDL|FE BASTN

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I live in the San Fernando Valley and I strongly oppose building any road in the Wildlife Basin. lf you want
to close the Burbank entrance, "Alternative 1", that's OK by me.

This area ís one of the few nice places left in the whole area and I enjoy it on numerous occasions. I take
the 405 everyday, so I know about its problems. But destroying one of the last nice places is not definitely
not worth it.

Best Wishes,
Jon Davison
Northridge, CA.



Hi Ed,

I'm sending this to Environmental.

Thanks.

Judy Gish
Public lnformation Officer
California Department of Transportation
External Affairs Division
100 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 897-3487

----- Forwarded by Judy Gish/DO7lCattrans/CAGov on 06t02t2008 09:10 AM ---

To judy.gish@dot.ca.gov

cc

Subject Fw: Caltrans web inquiry

please handle
--- Forwarded by Deborah Harris/D07lcaltrans/cAGov on 05/30/200g 11:05 AM -----

To Eduardo Aguilar/D07lCaltrans/CAGov@DOT

cc Mine StruhliDOTiCaltrans/CAGov@DOT

bcc

Subject Fw: Caltrans web inquiry

To Deborah HarrisIDOT tCaltrans/CAGov@DOT

cc

Subject Fw: Caltrans web inquiry

To Web_Admin@dot.ca.gov

cc

Subject Caltrans web inquiry

Marcy Freer
Public Records Officer
California Department of Transportation
1120 N Street, MS 49
Sacramento. CA 95814
(916) 654-3644

---- Forwarded by Marcy Freer/HQ/Caltrans/CAGov on 05/30/2008 11:04 AM -----

cfishler@yahoo.com

051261200811:59 AM
Please to



Below is the result of your feedback form. ft was submitted by
cf ishlerGyahoo. com on l{ay 26th, 2008 at 11:594M (pDT) .

URL: http: / /
message: Re: I-405 Sepulveda Pass Project Public Corûnent
Please do not disturb the wildlife reserve in the Sepulveda Basin. Pfease
choose the closure of the Burbank Blvd. entrance to the freeway. This nature
comidor is critical for wildlife and bird migration. No matter what you
build, t.here wil-l be vehicles to fill it up so let's aflow nature to exist.
The plants and animals should be honored and protected. People in cars can
drive a lit.tle farther to get on the freeway.
email : cfishlerGyahoo. com

Env Report --------
REMOTE HOST:
REMOTE_ADDR: 7 6.94.89 .229
HTTP_USER_AGENT: Ì{ozj-l-la/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR
L.L.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727\



"ethan greenspan , o.h.b."
<ethanski@yahoo.com>

0512612Q08 09:08 AM

ethanski@yahoo.com

To eduardO-aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject do not destroy the sepulveda nature reserve!l

please do NOT alter or intrude on the wonderful nature preserve next to the freeway.

there are so few open natural places left.

please make sure the new ramp does not destroy any of this habitat.

gracias.

ethan greenspan

Cheerio!f



Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director
Cal iforni a Dept. of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (405ll}l connector)
100 S. Main Street-Mail Stop 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski:

I have read of the th¡eat to the Sepulveda Wildlife Refuge in the L.A. Times ofMonday,
}day 26, by the erection of a proposed ramp for the 101-405 interchange that would
destroy part of a wildlife reserye in the Sepulveda Basin.

I have lived in Los Angeles for almost forty years but it has only been just recently that I
have discovered the Wildlife Refuge. On one of the days I was there I saw several
groups of school children, what a wonderful place to take them and introduce them
To wildlife in the wild! For some of those children it was probably the only time in their
lives that they have visited such a place

Please, please do all you can to prevent the destruction of this wonderful place,

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mackenzie

5/26t08



Rosemary Leibowitz
<rleibowi @sbcglobal .net>

05126t2008 04:00 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife reserve

i wish to express my strong feelings that any alternative for the 405/l0l connector that trespasses
on the Wildlife Reserve is a wrong alternativo, The reserve is a pocket of peace and nature in the
middle of a big city that is vital both the the flora and fauna there and to the humans (including
me) who visit regularly. Please do not interfere with the oasis so that people can cut a few
minutes off a trip from the north fot he west of the valley! I support either no change or the
alternative to close the offramp at Burbank (which could have the positive side effect of
improving the wildlife reserve!
Rose læibowitz

To

cc



Mr. Ronald Kosinskr
Deputy District Director
California Dept. of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (405/101 connector)
100 S. Main Street-Mail Stop 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

DearMr. Kosinski:

I have read of the threat to the Sepulveda Wildlife Refuge in the L.A. Times of Monday,
May 26, by the erection of a proposed ramp for the 101-405 interchange that would
destroy part of a wildlife reserve in the Sepulveda Basin.

I have lived in Los Angeles for almost forty years but it has only been just recently that I
have discovered the Wildlife Refuge. On one ofthe days I was there I saw several
groups of school children, what a wonderful place to take them and introduce them
To wildlife in the wild! For some of those children it was probably the only time in their
lives that they have visited such a place.

Please, please do all you can to prevent the destruction of this wonderful place.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mackerzie

s/26/08



eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Comment on southbound l-405 to the westbound US-101
connector

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

I support Alternative 1 or no-build for this project. Both would protect thewildlife reserve.

As a side note, f wish transportation planners would factor g1oba1 warming andgasoline prices that. w1ll never again go below g3.00/gallon inLo theirprojections of hiqhway use. once the current fl-eet of approximaLely 50t SWsis retired, you will see much less congestion because of smaller cars, and.people switching to motorcycles and. scooters and mass transit. Given thecentraf location of this connector, I don't know if traffic wil1 decrease
enough to û/arrant no-build. But please, don't fight Lhe last war: Lhe
assumpt.ions of the past are no lonqer viable today.

.Çì n¡ora'l r¡

Danila Oder
530 S. Kingsley Dr. #402
Los .Angeles CA 90020
doderGusc. edu

Danila Oder
<doder@usc.edu>

051261200810;29 AM

To

cc

bcc

Subject



Patric¡a van Hartesveldt
<deerfield 323@yahoo.com>

0512612008 09:42 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca,gov

cc

bcc

Subject 101 - 405 Transition Road

Dear Mr.Aguilar:

In addition to being a regular 101 and 405 freeway traveler, I am a San Femando Valley birder
who treasures the Sepulveda'Wildlife Reserve and uses it often. It is the only wildlife area
within a reasonable distance from my house. It is a jewel, created by the efforts of innumerable
nature enthusiasts over the years, and I cannot accept its degradation by the proposed
construction of new freeway ramps in the area.

Alternative #1 would be acceptable, as would the "no build" solution. Alternatives #2 and #3 are
horrors, and unnecessary ones, at that.

Please do not harm the Wildlife Reserve. It is of immeasurable value to all of us.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia van Hartesveldt
7719 Nestle Ave.
Reseda. CA 91335



TNTREPl@aol.com

0512712008 05:24 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Threat To Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

T urge Coltrons to odopt either Alternotive I or the No Build Alternolíve for this project.
r strongly oppose olternotíves 2 and 3 becouse they would disturb the Sepulvedo Bqsin
Wildlife P.eserve. Whqt the heck is the motter with Coltronsllllllllllllllllllllll The reserve is
o stop ond o destínqtion for southbound birds qs well qs o home to our own populotíon of
birds . Whot is going on? Thís is o proposed trovesty to our environment. Are you
people sleeping or ate you poying ottentíon....dumping tons of money ínto being 'green' ond
letting this hoppenllll Cql trqns
hos some really, reolly bod ideos....,but thís is one of Ìhe worstlllllll

As o híker and iogger,T enjoy jogging ot the Wildlífe Reserve because of its beouTy ond
tronguílity. rt is an escape from fhe noíse ond stress of our very urbon oreo. f go to the
Wildlife Reserve olmost evety weeklore Fqll, Wínter ond Spring.....ond the not too too hot
mornings in the Summer. l,lty wif e is o teocher who enjoys bringing clqsses to the resetve.
And, qs o grondporent, it is one of the few noturql ploces for my gronddoughter to visit
locolly.

Please don't let this beautiful spot be messed with......

Stncerely,

Steven Ades
t9617 Vqldez Dr.
Torzano, CA 9t356

tntrepl@ool.com



Snustr@aol.com

0512712008 02:57 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

an

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Proposals - NO on Alternatives 2 and 3

To Whom it May Concern:

I only read about this proposal in the LA Times yesterday giving Wednesday as the last
day for public comments. Thank goodness for emails as aþparéntly today is the last
day.

My husband and I are long time Valley residents and have watched developers with the
help of our city officials chip away or pave any acreage remaining. We are supporters
9f. p1e_serving the little we have left and putting a freeway on andóff ramp through the
Wildlife Reserve is Sepulveda Basin in absolutely unacceptable and outrageouõ. As
we understand the proposals, we say NO to Alternatives 2 and 3. Alternative 1 or the
NO BUILD seems to be the least destructive proposals.

Once these habitat areas are destroyed there is no getting them back. We need these
sanctuaries not only for the wildlife but for our own sanity living ín LA.

Thank youl

Susanne and Michael Belcher
18527 Tarzana Dr.
Tarzana, CA 91350
818-344-5683

Get trade secrets for amazing burgers- Watch "Coõkìnq with Tviei Florence" on AOL Êood.



To Eduardo Aguilar/DO7/Cattrans/CAGov@DOT, Eddie
lsaacs/D07/Caltrans/CAGov@DOT, Anthony
Baq uiran/D07/Caltra ns/CAGov@ DOT

cc

occ

Subject Fw: Leave the wildlife alonel!

This email comment belongs to your 405/101 project.....Dawn

---- Forwarded by Dawn Kukla/D07/caltrans/cAGov on 0sl27l2o0g 07:31 AM ---
Stephanie Bennett
<stephanie @harpworld .com> To <Dawn_Kukla@dot.ca.gov>

051261200801:33 PM cc

Subject Leave the wildlife alonell

There are few enough places in LA where the witdlife have a fighting chancelPlease DON'T widen the freeway through Sepulveda Dam rec areat rhj-s is whereLhe Canada geese forage in the wint.ei, ,rrã i" part of an important habitatfor many species of birds, animals and nat.ive ilants.There would be less traffic 1f there were fewer:-ttegat i-mmigrants, r,drather LA spent the same amount of money on bhat battle, rather than takingparkland away from the people and. animals ! !
SLephanie BennetE
North Hi1ls



"Carter, Laurie"
<lcarte3@lausd.net>

0512712008 1 1:09 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject

heffo, I am a parent education teacher at Rinaldi Adult Schoof in the San
Fernando Valley. I am employed by Lhe LAUSD. f teach parenting skil-ls toparents of toddlers and preschoolers. I have been taking my classes to the
Sepulveda Wildlife Area for the past eight years, and my own children havebenefitted by visiting the area with their own schools. My students are always
amazed and impressed that such a beauLìful, peaceful free area exists in theva11ey; many of them have never been there. some of my parents are from
disdavantaged backgrounds and are thrilled at the prospect of having a free,peaceful place to take their children. rf the proposed. freeway interchanqes go
through, then it would have serj-ous consequences on humans, not to mention theanimals....p1ease support #1 as Lhis is the least harmful...thank you, LaurieCarter 8]-8 486 9597



Dear Calt.rans,

Do we rea11y want to be perceived
through l-ife, smashing everything
product", as an old GE ad used to
chi ldren?

<ed uardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject Birds vs the 405

as big giant human bullies trampling our way
in our \n/ay Lo Progress? (Our most important.
nrocl a i m ) T r^rnnder t¡7h: l_ rlo \/ô1r qâ\/ t-n tlra/ f YYv¿¡ve! r _I vu rql

Lynda/Cliff
<CFLF@netscape.com>

051211200812:47 PM
Please respond to

<CFLF@netscaDe.com>

To

cc

occ

For many years diverse birds and wildl-ife have eked out an existence in a
little corner of what's left of open space in the valJ-ey, thanks to the
efforts of t,he Audubon Societ-y and many others, and have been appreciated by
the many who visit simply to observe what's left of Mother Natures oifts.

Respect for others is a conceÞt
how fast we can get our c-r" Lo
back seat, especially if only
legged Egret is standing in the

we l-ike to taÌk about, but when it comes to
go from one pÌace to another...RespecL takes a
a defensel-ess, tiny song bird or a spindly
way...of Mans' more important issues.

Pave over the lake? Make it a parking lot or freeway? soon there will benothing left of the Paradise that so many have labored to preserve in the
SepuÌveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

Progress is our most important product? Where are r¡¡e going in such a hurrythat we feel justified in destroying valuable habitat and disrespecurng
others... just to get there in a hurry? I wonder.

Pfease consider any options protecting the Bird Reserve in the Sepulveda
Basin.

Llmda Fenneman
81_8-7 85-3239
13007 Debby Street
Vaffer¡ Glen

Netscape. Just the Net you Need.



PaulR Cooley
<Paul. R.Cooley @aero.org >

051271200811:15 AM

To

cc

bcc

Subject

eduardo_ag uilar@dot.ca.gov

Paul R Cooley <Paul.R.Cooley@aero.org>

Sepulveda Basin: Please select Alternative 1, or the No Build
oDtion

Mr Aguilar: I hope that Caltrans will not opt for Alternatives 2 or 3, which would devastate the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlife Reserve.

I have visited the Reserve many times. lt is one of the few places migratory birds have left in Southern
California to stop, rest, and feed on their migration routes. lt is a wonderfui place for both adults and
children to see wildlife. Building freeway ramps through the Reserve (with either Alternative 2 or 3\ would
irreparably damage it.

Paul Cooley
4061 Van Buren Place
Culver City, California 90232
310.837.4022 (H)

310.336.6129 (W)



"David De Lange PhD "
<dr.delange @verizon.net>

0512712008 02:07 PM

<eduardo_agui lar@dot.ca. gov>

Opposed to Alternatives 2 and 3-Supulveda Basin

Dear Mr. Aguilar and Mr. Kosinski,

The Coalition to Save the Marin dedicated to the conse
human habitat in the Marina del Our individual interests
wildlife and people, ourselves in ored Sepulveda Basin.
provídes a geo-spatially unique and very important wildlife and recreation setting relative to its
surroundings.

As you know, Caltrans proposes to build a new connector road from the southbound l-4OS to the
westbound US-101. Alternatives 2 and 3 for realizing that plan will clearly adversely impact the Sepulveda
Basin habitat both from both a human and a wildlife perspective. We humans have other ways to resolve
our transportation and traffic issues, but we are running out of choices when it comes to our recreational
needs and the preservation of non-human species populating our region. Some of the wildlife supported
by the Sepulveda Basin is headed toward threatened or endãngeredìtatus. lt is important to maintain the
status and distribution of these species at current levels and further to reverse the declines in species
viability that threaten a number of animal, including avian, genres, including some who depend iocally on
the Sepulveda Basin. Alternatives 2 and 3 would have a déstructive impacl on wildlife. Recreationaiuses
of the Sepulveda Basin would likewise be adversely affected by alternatives 2 and 3.

For many additional reasons, instead of increasing freeway capacities, the entire Los Angeles Region is in
need of transpoftation practices that reward reduced motor vehicle use and thereby the demand fór
increased traffic intensities. Alternatives 2 and 3, which do not question the accepiability of supporting
increased traffic intensities, are headed in the wrong direction. The result of this kind oiapproach to -
increased traffic demands will be ever increasing urban glut, blight, and overcrowding along with
deteriorating air and water quality.

David De Lange, PhD
Executive Director
Coalition to Save the Marina

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Alan Dunn n

<alandunn @roadrunner.com

0512712008 01:44 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject SBWR

Sir,
I feel very strongly that an encroachment of this area is

being cosidered. With all due respects this area is currently
being used by a multitued of people,of all walks of hfe, it is one
of the few places in our Valley that one con escape the rigg ers
of everyday life, and turmoil, Please consider the least
alternative possible to avoid disrupting it.
Yours Sincerely,
AIan Dunn.



Ecker91011@aol.com

0512712008 08:28 AM

Get trade secrets for artrazing burgers. W"tch ,,óòoiiñg 
.



Dear Mr. Aguilar.

f am writing to ask you to
adopting Alternative #1 of
alternaLive 2 and 3l

To edua rdo_aguilar <edua rdo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

bcc

Subject (1405/101 Connector) Vote for Alt # 1

please help save the Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve
the three proposed route,s. please reiect

Barry H Engelman
<barry.h.engelman @ampf .co
m>

0512712008 1 1:52 AM

by

We need your help to keep a freeway on- and off_heart of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.
and tranquility!

Barry Engrelman

ramp from being bui1t. in the
Help save this oasis of nature

Barry Engelman
Senior Financiaf Advisor
Ameriprise Financj_al

Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
1-2400 Vrlil_shire Blvd Suite l_200 | r,os Angeles, CA 90025
Of f ice: 310 .582 .3500 x150 | ¡'ax: 310 . 405 . 7101
barry. h. engelman@ampf . com
ameriprise. com
CA fnsurance License # 0C21936

VrIe shape financial sofutions for a lifetime@

Ameriprise Financial Services, rnc. offers financiaf ad.visory services,investments, insurance and annuity products. RiverSource@ productrs areoffered
by affiliates of Ameriprise Financial Services, rnc., Member NASD and SrpC

***********ì*******************************************************************

"This message and any attachments are solely for the intendedrecipient and may contain confidential or privileged. information.rf you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,use, or distribution of the information included in this mãssãge
and any attachments is prohibited. rf you have received t.his
communication in error, please not.ify us by reply e-mail- andimmediately and permanently delete t.his meisagè and. anyattachments. Thank vou.',

*****************************************************************x************



"Roger Eston "
<reston @robbinsbros,com>

0512712008 02:44 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

bcc

Subject 1405/.101 Connector - Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve

Dear Sirs:

I was born and raised in the San Fernando Valley and have called the San Fernando Valley my
home for the last 51 years.

Overthe years I have watched wistfully as the surrounding hillsideq vacant lots, large
propefties, etc. have been gobbled up and developed untilthere is barely any open space left

The Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve and the entire Sepulveda Dam Basin is one of the Valley's only
and largest last pieces of open space. This open space is critical not only for the flora and fauná
that are native to the Valley but also as one of the last accessible areas ihat people can go to
experience the birds, plants and animals that call the San Fernando Valley home lt is alsb one
of the last areas available where one can get a small glimpse of the past natural aspects of the
Valley, or even to just get an experience of the vast oþen spaces the Valley once represented.

Hav_e you ever stopped to watch a Red Tailed Hawk soaring effortlessly in the early morning
sun?
Have you ever marueled as a gaggle of Canadian Geese flies in perfect formation as they come
in for the evening to roost?
Have you ever watched the Swallows twisting and turning in flight like miniature jet fighters, as
they catch and eat mosquito after mosquito on the flf
Have you ever experienced a Childs wonderment and excitement as they watch a Frogs egg
turn first in to a tadpole, and then evolve in to a perfectly complete tiny litile frog?
Have you ever laughed and wondered at a lizard doing "pushups" (That's how ifrey judge
distance when hunting their prey) as it suns itself?

I have... All in the Sepulveda Wildlife Reservd

It would be a terrible shame to mar the interior space of the Sepulveda Dam Basin in any way
particularly with Freeway Connectors, Bridges and Overpasses.

Don't get me wrong... I'm not a No Growth proponent. I transition from the 405 Southbound to
the 101 Westbound severaltimes a week and I agree that it needs to be fixed... Just keep it out
of the interior of the Dam Basin... Follow the front face of the Dam..- Use the spillway areâ....
Take away the Haskell OrVOff Ramps... Take away the Burbank On-Ramp completély if you
need to... Just keep it out the interior of the Dam Basin.

Please do your best to save what little remaining open spaces that we have for future
generations so that they too can experience the same wonderment and awe that I have...

Thank You for your time and patience
Roger Eston

Roger Eston



Merchandising Systems Manager
Robbins Bros.
(626) 224-9400 Ext. 8273

reston @robbins bros. com
www.robbinsbros.com



To

bcc

...' Subject Fw: WWW Form Submission

This email submission belongs to your 4051101project. Please add them to the mailing list....Dawn

--- Forwarded by Dawn Kukla/DO7/caltrans/cAGov on05127t200g 07:34 AM -----

Egclarsach @aol,com 0
O5t26l2OO812:13 pM To Dawn_Kukta@dot.ca.gov

cc

Subject WWW Form Submission

Eduardo Aguilar/D07/Caltrans/CAGov@DOT, Eddie
lsaacs/D07lCaltrans/CAGov@DOT, Anthony
Baquiran/D07/Caltrans/CAGov@DOT

Bel-ow is the result of
( Egclarsach@ao1 . com)

your feedback
on Monday, May

form. It was
26, 2008 at 12

submitted
:1-3 :47

by

checkbox: Add t.o Mailino List.

FirstName: Eve

LastName: Gordon

Ad.dressl: 5708 Chimineas Ave

City: Tarzana

State: CA

ZipCode: 9l-356

Title: Dr.

Phone: 818-375-1720

Comments: This morning I read the Los Angeles Times article about Lheproposed plan to build a new connector/on-ramp between the l-01 and. 405freeways, using land in the Sepulveda Wildlife Refuge- I am very much opposedto this plan, because the Vüildlife Refuge is so important to thè migratingbirds and other animafs and plants in this area. There is so little open 1and.available as it is in our area, for recreation or for wildlife habitat.Building a connector on this important haven for native plants and animalswould 1ike1y lead to further degradation of our local enwironment. r wouldprefer the alternative of not allowing access to the 101 vía Burbank Blvd.
Pfease take this into consideratron.
Sincerely,
Dr. Eve Gordon

Submit





To

cc

bcc

Subject proposed freeway connector in Sepulveda Basin

Dear Mr. Aquilar,

I read in the Los Anqeles Times about the proposal tobuild a freeway connector between the 405 ãnd l-0f
Freeways through the Sepulveda Basin. pfease don't doit ! f do know from too-frequent personal êxperiencethat those freeways need. upgrading. but 

"rl.r.1y ubetter solution to this transition road. can be found.
Refuges for l_ocal and migrating wildfife havediminished so drastically in California _ and
elsewhere - that it is imperative to protect ourremaining refuges in ord.er t.o keep more species fromdisappearing from Lhe Earth.

f hope that every effort will be made to develop and
approve an alternative that will prot,ecL thisirreplaceable refuge in the Sepulveda Basin.
mL^-1- --^..r¡¡q¡r^ yuu,
Peggy Hamner
Topanga, CA

Peggy Hamner
Staff Research Associate
Dept. Ecologry & Evolutionary Biology

UCLA
Box 951_606
Los Angeles, CA 90095-l-606
te1. 3'J"0-206-8247, fax 310-206-3987

Peggy Hamner
<sswims2001 @yahoo,com>
051271200810:53 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov



WJHOUGH@aol.com

0512712008 02:51 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject ON AND OFF RAMP US-101 AND t-405

IT IS ABSOLUTELY UNACCEPTABLE TO BUILD ACCESS RAMPS TO THE US-101 AND 1-405
THROUGH THE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE. VOTE NO ON ALTERNATIVES 2 AND 3.

Get trade secrets for amazing burgers. Watch "Cookino with Tvler Florence" on AOL Food.



Judy Howell
<judyjah @sbcglobal .net>

05127t2008 1 1:46 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject 4051101 connector proposals

The proposals (#2 &-#3) that impact the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife area should not be considered.
This area is a wonderful place for chrldren & adults to enjoy the outdoors and the attendant
wildlife and has been one of my favorite places to birdwatch. Just the noise & pollution of the
construction for proposals 3 & 4 would drive away the birds that have made thii area their home
or a place to visit during migration and they would be unlikely to return because of the traffic
noise of the new connector.

Many school children who have no other access to wildlife visit this area with their classes to
Iearn about the birds, plants and wildlife. For most it is their only exposure to this type of
environment and the only way they learn that it must be protected.

I live near the wildlife area and use it often. I would hope that Proposal #1 or no action at all will
be the plan selected.

Thank you.

Judy Howell
Van Nuys, CA



"Michael W, lrving"
<michaelwirving @yahoo.com

05t2712008 11:29 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca,gov

cc

bcc

Subject Proposed 405-101 connector road

Mr. Aguilar:

I am opposed to the any proposed connector road which would encroach upon or disturb the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

Volunteers have spent countless hours cultivating the Reserve, and in making it a treasured
destination for the schoolchildren of the city. Disrupting the Reserve with a freeway ramp would
impair a distinctive and valued wildlife haven in our communrty.

Traffic congestion is unquestionably a problem. Caltrans and California municipalities might
consider various alternatives to address the problem, such as "congestion pricing" to discourage
avoidable travel (as is done in London), or by structuring tax and other incentives to encourage
proximity of employers and employees. But further road building -- which will quickly be
saturated by further "exurb" development -- may not be the way to go. This is especially true
where traffic remediation efforts destroy community institutions and flout community values.

I am reminded of an exchange from "Mr. Holland's Opus" in which the bean-counting
vice-principal tells Mr. Holland that if he has to choose between reading, writing, and
long-division (on the one hand) and Mozart (on the other hand), he'll take reading, writing, and
long division. Mr. Holland replies, sarcastically, that they can cut the arts as much as they like,
because "sooner or later these kids won't have anything to read or write about."

A new connector road may get commuters to their jobs in law, accounting, advertising, or public
relations more smoothly. But the underlying structure, value, and beauty of the world which
those workaday pursuits presuppose and upon which they depend will be eroded.

Please choose wisely.

Michael W. kving
Atty at Law
11150 W. Olympic Boulevard, Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Phone: 310-418-3530



Fax: 310-943-3870
Emai I : michaelwirving @yahoo.com



CHALJOHN@aol.com

0512712008 09:08 AM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject New connector from 405 to 101

As 30 year plus homeowners in the Sherman Oaks area we appalled at Caltran's proposal #2 and #3 for a
new connector from the 405 to the 101. We consider the Wild Life Reserve one of our greatest assets
and it should not be diminished or disturbed ín any way! Sincerely, Carol Johnson & Divid Chalberg



Brenda J Kanno
<brenda .j.kanno @csun.edu>

0512712008 02:44 PM

"eduardo_a guilar@dot.ca. gov"
<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

405/101 Connector - Comment on Alternatives (please
disregard previous message, sent in error)

To

bcc

Subject

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

As a concerned cit.izen of Los Ängeles and inhabitant of Southern California, rwould like to express my concern about the 3 alt.ernatives (actua11y 4, if the
"No Build" al-ernative is included) thaL are under consideration for the405/L01' connector. The current. single-1ane connector from the 405 to the 101requires a significant reduction in speed from 55,/60 to 30 m.p.h. (during peaktraffic, cars must come to a complete stop) as well as merginä o.r". a shortdist.ance; a safer transition is definitelr¿ needed.

fn sefectlng amongst the 3 afternatives, safety, cost, and other factors mustbe considered, if the resulting project is Lo produce the most benefits.Alternative 1 offers the most afl-around beneflts, as it addresses moreconcerns of the many affected parties. It allows for the 2-fane conneccorbetween the 405 and 101 but does not impact the SepuJ-veda Wildlife Basin.Although it does not enabfe access to the 101 forvehicles enteringr the southbound. 405 from Burbank Boulevard, the number ofdrivers affected by this is refaLively small, especially as "frequent drivers,,in the area realize it is quicker to access the 1-01 dirãctly (or
alternatively, drive half a mife north of Burbank Boulevard to Oxnard Streetto enter the 405 and then transit.ion to the 101).

Preserving l-he Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area should be a priority wi-th yourag'ency. As a major open space located within Lhe metropolis of Los Àngeles,it is a source of recreation and education for people oi all- ag,es and it is af atr¡ri la nl âõô fqf familieS tO eniôv õrìâ.'l .i tr¡ tìrrLU vrque ror tamalaes to e.^J-r ."ne togeLher as they observenature in action. As a natural- resource, the SBWA serves as a rest stop formigratory birds (and insects) and also hosts the numerous species of birds,
mammals. reptiles, insects, and plants that consider the SeWa their home.situating the connector road within the v\Iildlife Area will seriously impactthe ability of wildlife to survive there, not just during construction butforever after. Noise, road debris, and vehicle exhaust ritt O"g'.ade thequality of the environment and the experience that is currently enjoyed. by theinhabitants of and visitors to the SBVr/A.

Pl-ease give serious consideration to Alternative 1, and do not selectAlternatives 2 or 3.

Brenda Kanno
P.O. Fox 280067
Northridge, CA 91-328-006j
brenda . kanno@csun . edu



Photoout@aol.com

0512712008 04:52 PM

eduardo_a guilar@dot.ca,govTo

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am a resident of Lake Balboa. I am against any freeway project that would destroy
the Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve. Living so close to the Basin I visit often, lt is hard to
believe that this beautíful reserve is in the of the heart the SF Valley. Please visit this
beautíful area before you make a decision that will destroy it.

Thank you,

Venida Korda
Lake Balboa

Get trade secrets foi amazing-burgers. wätcn "öóokinq w¡lh äler Floienceì; oñ nöL Fãod.



Margaret Guy
<mguylevine @sbcglobal . net>

0512712008 08:47 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Preserve

Dear Mr, Aguilar,

I am writing to let you know that I support the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Preserve. With so much
of our open land being developed, this area needs to be protected.

I am a frequent visitor to the preserve with my children and often their friends. The pond and
surrounding riparian area is an oasis for many bird species.

Putting a concrete on/off ramp through this area is unacceptable. I do not support options 2 or 3,I
would support Option 1 if necessary.

Thank you for the opportunity to give my opinion.

Margaret Levine
Studio City, California

Margaret I-evine

srudio city, ca*r



May 27,2008

AIex Maclnnis
1475 ll2 Silvcr Lakc Blvd.

Los Angelcs, Ca 90026
32ß 666 9420

alcxmacinnis @ sbcglobal.net

Mr. Ronald Kosinski,
Deputy District Director
Cal iforn i a Department of T ran sportati on

Division of Enivornmental Planning (405/l0l Connector)
I00 South Main Street MS l6A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski,

I would strongly urge you to consider the "No Build" option for the 405/10l Connector.
Option I wotrld only trade one traffic problem for another, at great cost. Options 2 and 3

would have too adverse an effect on the Wildlife Refuge. which I consider to be one of
the great natural resources of the San Fernando Valley and a destination spot for wildlife
enthusiasts from all over the city, not to nrention a remarkable population of birds.

We are enteriug a new era of reduced gasoline consumption that will bring a sea change
in transit expectatior.rs. Already traffic is on the decrease as gasoline prices rise, Our state
is in too big a financial crisis to spend money on a solution that encourages more
individual vehicle use, especially at the expense of an island of natural life (as opposed to
a park) in the middle of the city.

In this case, the best option is to leave things as they are.

Alex Maclnnis



Trish Meyer
<trish @wildscapíng .com>

051271200811:29 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject Sepulveda Wildlife Preserve

Eduardo,

r went through the Lraining from the Audubon society to teach LAUSDkids about the wildfife preserve. r got the feeling that many ofthese kids had never before been in such a natural environment. onekid even asked me if \¿e'd see "lions and tiqers,, on t.he wafk.

To damaqe this preserve for the convenience of freeway drivers wouldbe a huge shame. I strongly object to Atternatives 2 and 3.

thank you
Trish Meyer

ht.tp: //www.wildscapi-ngr.com - supporting native plants for wild.life

To

cc

bcc



Jess Morton
<jmorton@igc.org>

051271200812:38 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Muriel Kotin <akotin@earthlink,net>, John Nieto
<nietoent@aol.com>, Martin Byhower

. <avitropic@sbcglobal.net>,LillianLight
DCC

Subject Re: Opposition to Caltrans Alternatives 2 and 3 for the
405-101 lnterchanoe

Dear Sir,

The Palos verdes/south Bay Audubon society, which serves the
southwestern portion of the Los Ãngeles basin, is strongly opposed to
any reconstruction of the present 405-101 Freeway interchange that
encroaches on areas presently set aside for wildfife and habitatpreservation. While we recognize that the interchange in question hasproblems serving the needs of vehicÌe drivers, and virtually all of our
members have driven through t.his particular interchang,e, ,,solutions"
which encroach on existing open space are simply not- solutions to betolerated.

The Los Angeles basin is sorely lacking in open space, and exLensl-vetracts of open space are especially scarce. we must not accept
short-term solutions t.hat only serve a single purpose while ãxacerbatingother problems. when it comes to freeway traffic, improving safet.y is anlmportant factor j-n solving short-term troubles, but in the long-cerm,
the only viabl-e solution is in significantly reducing freeway driving
through alternative transport means and better land-use planning. Whenthose sofutions finally come about, it wifl be to our ultimate cost if
we have needlessly rost precious open space in the meantime.

Slncerely yours,

Jess Morton
Treasurer, Palos Verdes/South Bay Audubon Society



"robert munsey "
<k6piu@instanet,com>

051271200810:34 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov>

Subject Proposed 40S-101 Transition

Sir:
r urge the application of the proposal number 1 or of No TrasiLion. Thedevelopment of the Vùildlife Area is the result of decades of effort. on thepart of many volunteers and and much expense and construction which woufd.violate this Area should not even be fuither considered.. The wildli-fe AreaIs a Lreasure benifiting counl-ess people weekly and wil-l be increasinglyused into the furture. There is no prctical r.y tt.t consLruction cou]d bemitigated- The work would be very disruptiv. ririt" in progress and then thespace would be gone forever
Thank You for considering my inpuc.
Robert Munsey
Vùinnetka

To

cc

bcc



ed ua rdo_a g ui lar@dot.ca. gov

1 01/405-Sepulveda Wildlife Basin

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Please see attached copy of the letter we left for Mr. Ronald Kosinski at thepublic hearing on May 14, 2008.

I marvel daily at the work both the
do to move our families between home
your department for your hard work,
al-ternatives so that we may keep the
wildlife.

Thank you for readiirg this and the attached letter.
Si ncaro'ì r¡
Lisa Ono & Familv

Æ--L

89.;l
l"r: I

Sepu veda Wildlife Bas n doc

Lisamidoriono @cs.corn

051271200810:54 AM

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Department of Transportation and Caltrans
and our destinations, and T thank you and

but please continue to l_ook into ot.her
wildlife reserve intact and accessible Lo



Valdez-Ono Family
2408 Sweetwood St.
Simi Valley, CA 93063

May 14,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director, Caltrans District 7
Divisíon of Environmental Planning
100 S. Main St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski,

I respectfully ask that Caltrans continue to look at solutions and alternatives to the
107/405 Connector Project which will not disrupt the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is a special place. My eight-year-old son viewed
his first plankton there---as have many other schoolchildren brought to visit their local
Wildlife Reserve by their teachers. He had the opportunity to learn about food webs,
watch how different birds eat, and see firsthand how people can pull together to keep that
little bit of nature for kids like him to enjoy.

Thank you for your efforts.

Sincerelv.

Lisa Ono & Family

cc: Eduardo Aguilar (email)



Mr. Ronald Kosinski Uç
Deputy District Director
California Department of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (1405/101 Connector)
100 South Main Street
Mail Stop 164
Los Angeles ,CA 90012

As a long time resident of the San Fernando Valley who has observed and enjoyed the
evolution of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area I arn aware of what this area means to the
people who live in the valley and to the children who visit and leam in the Sepulveda
Basin from all over this city.

People come here to experience outdoor life in arare green spot in a highly urbanized
area. For the many schoolchildren who learn about water, plants, trees and the animals
which are part of this ecosystem every part of the Wildlife Area is a precious commodity.
This a¡ea must be preserved and not invaded by freeway ramps which not only will
diminish this space but will promote exhaust fumes and particulate matter. Recent
medical reports state that more children are becoming asthmatic, especially those
children who live in densely populated areas near freeways. What Options 2 and 3 do is
to place afreeway ramp in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area right in the path of the
children who come here to learn to appreciate the outdoor environment.

For these reasons I am opposed to the planned connector from the southbound I-405 to
the westbound US-101 as described in proposals 2 and 3. Proposals I and 4 are
acceptable.

to consider only options one and four.

A*eA- G".¿e-
Polak-Recht

71002 Garden Grove Avenue
Northridge,CA9l326

(rrr) Oóo-t4á/



Colleen Rooney
<eco-arts @pacbell .net>

0512712008 02:24 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject Plans for 405/10'1

We are long-time residents of the San Femando Valley and small business owners, We
frequently use the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. It is one of the few places in our area that
has slowly established itself as a wildlife magnet and habitat for many birds that nest or stop over
during migration.

Having reviewed the three alternatives being considered, we strongly oppose alternatives 2 and3
and find alternative I to have the least impact on the valuable resource we cherish.

'We 
also ask you to consider not building at all. We should not be planning for more traffic, we

should be investing in alternatives to freeway usage. I-et's not make freeways easier to use in the
short tetm and thereby facilitating our dependence on cars. I-et's plan for the long term. taking
into account depleted oil availability, higher gas prices, improved public transportation, etc.

Respectfully,

Colleen Rooney and Eloise Klein Healy
Eco-Arts
Nature Travel with a Difference
www.eco-arts.net

Eco-Arts
Colleen Rooney, PhD
Eloise Klein Healy, MFA
818-789-7229
eco-afts @pacbell.net
www.eco-arts.net



"Julie Rosa "
<ju lierosa @charter. net>

0512712008 09:33 PM

<ed uardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area

I would like to express my opposition to Alternatives 2 and 3 regarding the freeway connector project. I

am a 63 year resident of the Los Angeles area and I understand the needs for traffic control updates, but
the value of the wildlife area that these alternatives would impact would be devastating.There are so few
areas where people, especially children, can go and experience the natural wetland setting that is in
question. Lake Balboa is an entirely different type of lake. Once this wetland is gone, like so many others,
it cannot be replaced. Please keep it in mind while you are planning connector routes. Thank you very
much for your attention to this matter. Julie Rosa, 1807 N. Topanga Canyon Blvd., Topanga, Ca. 90290
(310) 455-2468

To

cc

DCC



betty schnaar
<belynn 60@yahoo.com>

0512712008 06:23 PM

eduardo_agui lar@dot.ca. gov

Please respond to
noo.com Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve/DEA/lS

Dear Mr. Aouilar:

I arn a resident of the San Fernando Valley. I realize that our transportation system needs improvement,
but I strongly OPPOSE doing this at the expense of the Wildlífe Reserve. I urge you NOT to accept
Alternatives 2 and 3 which would build an on/off ramp in the Sepulveda Basin W¡iOt¡te Reserve. The "no build
alternative" and "Alternative 1" are acceptable because they would not put freeway ramps in the Wildlife
Reserve.

I have lived in the San Fernando Valley for many years and treasure our open space and natural areas in
the Sepulveda Basin. Not only is it a natural laboratory for school children and othei students of nature, but it
is a beautiful area that provides respite and rejuvenation of body and spirit for those of us who must live and
work in the concrete/urbanjungle that our Valley has become.

. lt's taken us 30 years to rehabilitate the Reserve, and we need it. lt's a part of my life. Let's find other
alternatives to the traffic problem. I'm thinking that with the cost of gas going up, people driving less, and
more rapid transit options, that the 101/405 interchange will not be such a big problem in the coming years,
and therefore does not require the drastic actions presented in Alternatives 2 and 3.

Once again, please OPPOSE freeway ramps in the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve.

Sincerely yours, Betty L. Schnaar

To

cc

bcc



Jane M, Spitzer
17500 Sherman Way, Unit 105

Lake Balboa, CA9l406

May 27 ,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski !'L-
Deputy District Director
California Depa rtment of Transportation
Diúsion of Environmental Plannin g [-a05 N. S. I 0 I Connector)
100 S. Main Street - Mail Stop 16A
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Kosinski,

Be advised, as a stakeholder of the area, I urge you to not to build any ramps,
bridges, overpasses concerning the I-405ru.S. 101 Improvement Project and the
various alternatives being considered by Caltrans.

The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Preserve will be affected and wildlife irreparably
altered. It took so long to finally est¿blish an accessible wildlife a¡ea for Valley
residents to enjoy and for children to learn about various birds, plants and trees.
And now you want to take it all away for more traffic lanes!!

I strongly ask you consider this letter when you make ftis important decision,
which has a direct impact on us, the people who live, work, and participate in the
Lake Balboa Neighborhood Council area.



"Edd Stepp"
<2stepps @ca.rr,com>

0512712008 04:27 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject SepulvedaBasin

Dear Sir:

I am emailing to ask you to help save the wetlands in the Sepulveda Basin from
destmction.
I favor a No Build solution or Alternative l----not 2 or B.
I know that the traffic is horrible but destroying an area so carefully developed
for wildltfe and so used by the public is no answer.
You and I both know that Caltrans never finishes a job in the time promised
and that the construction will be devastating to the area.
Please help the people of this area save sepulveda wildlife Reserve.
Thanks-Ca¡ole Stepp
f 0363 Glenbarr Ave.
Los Angeles 90064
2stepps@ca.rr.com

Tel.: Los Angeles: 3f 0-8gG-7368
Tel.: Santa Fe: 505-984-BTO9
Fax: 1-800-848-2827
Email: 2stepps@ca.rr.com



"PETER STERN'
<pstern2@msn.com>

0512712008 08:44 AM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject

Re: 101 - 405 freeway interchange

If possible, might you consider another routing so the Sepulveda Dam
wildlife refuge might suffer less impact?

Thank you for your consideration,

Peter Stern



Elaine Trogman
<ektrogman @yahoo.com>

051271200812:55 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

bcc

Subject Against Alt. 2 & 3 101-405 connector Ramp into Sep. Wildlife
Res. (ea)

Dear Mr. Aguilar

I do approve of the Alternative #1 proposal. I went to the hearing and I noticed
that somebody was speaking for the business coïnmunity in the San Fernando
valley. They mentioned they preferred Alternative #1, also.

I go to the Sepulveda Wildlife Basin often to get away from the stress of the city.
I am sending you this letter because I want to voice my disapproval of Alternatives
#2 and #3 to build a ramp into the Sepulveda Wildlife Reserve. We need a place
like the Reserve where people of all ages can go to experience wildlife and so does
the Wildlife need the reserve. Many of the birds come from around the world and
their places to live during a certain season are shrinking. I feel that the building
process and the end result being the ramp would disturb these creatures while
nesting and also diminish the food, like fish, toads etc., that they depend upon.
They would have to find another place to rest and live.

The Audubon Society takes about 3,000 school children a year to the reserve to
help them get in touch with nature. Please reconsider your idea to build in the
reserve.

I do approve of the Alternative #1 proposal. I went to the hearing and I noticed.
that somebody was speaking for the business cornmunity in the San Fernando
valley. They mentioned they preferred Alternative #1, also.

I hope you will take by letter seriously.

Sincerely,
Elaine Trogman
(818) 780-8345
6709 Calhoun Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91405



"Libby Wachter"
<libbylaws @hotmail.com>

0512712008 04:13 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject NO to alternatives 2 and 3

Hello-
I am writing as a concerned citizen. I have been to the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve several times
and it is a wonderful place where wildlife lives peacefully. Please do not build freeway on/off ramps
through the wildlife reserve. lt would be a tragedy. There are so few places for animals to live in a natural
habitat. We do not need more freeways! Please choose Alternative 1, or even better, do not build at all!
Thank you,
Elizabeth Wachter

To

cc

bcc



Dave Weeshoff
<weeshoff @sbcalobal .net>

0512712008 11:26 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

1 01-405 lnterchange Ramp

To

cc

bcc

Subject

Dear Mr. Aguilar:

Please preserve the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve. Support Alternative 1 (or no change) and leave
our precious San Fernando Valley natural area as it is, truly a jewel of nature in our blighted megalopolis.

Every year tens of thousands of children, families and other nature lovers find peace, tranquility, and the
opportunity to enjoy a truly natural setting, near their homes, and do so without extensive travel, carbon
emissions, and gasoline expenses.

Dave Weeshoff
Cell phone 81 8-61 8-1 652
5131 Briggs Ave. LaOrescenta, CA91214



May 27,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski Ir{-
Deputy District Director
Divisio n of Environrnental planning
Caltrans District 7
100 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: 101-405 Connector project

Dear Mr. Kosinski.

I am a resident of Burbank and am concerned about the impact of your l0l-405
Connector Project on the surrorurding environment.

I oppose any construction on the nearby wildlife reserre in the Sepulveda Basin ¡nd
ulge your otganization to select alternatives that would leave thaihabitat area
untouched.

It concerns me that our u¡ban habitats have dwindled to such a degree that often cannot
support a varied or even a native ecosystenl and not only for now but for the future we
must be more responsible in how we address environmental impacts. I am also a
mother, and feel that the decisions we make today with regard io o* environment affect
not only the safety an{ lealth of future generations but abã their quality of life.
Morally, ethically, and for survival reasons we must begin to give larger consideration to
creating a sustainable world - not destroying it.

414 N. Lamer St.
Burbank, CA 91506



"Kindra Windish "
<l$Víndish @bwscampus .com

05127n408 04:25 PM

<ed ua rdo_ag uila r@dot,ca. gov>

No to alternatives 2 and 3



christie flum
<catflum @hotmail .com>

0512812008 01:34 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

cc

bcc

Subject Save the Sepulveda Basin I

Dear Mr Aguilar,
I read with great sadness about the proposed Connector Project from the southbound I-405 to the
westbound 101.
I beseech Caltrans to adopt the No buíld Alternative for this project,

This area is a unique jewel for all communites to enjoy. Once disturbed and destroyed ,,its gone.
Sure there will be continued delays in the traffic as the population continues to soar uncheðked but that
will happen regardless.

Please give your valuable consideration to the 'no buíld" alternative.

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely
Chrístíe Flum

E-mail for the greater good. Join the i'm Initiative from Microsoft.



"Peggy Forster "
<peggy.forster@prodigy . net>

0512812008 02:57 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve

SUBJECT: PLEASE DO NOT DTSTURB THE ECOLOGY OF THE
SEPULVEDA BASTN WILDLIFE RESERVE

Dear Mr. Aguilar:
We are writing to express our sLrong opposition to Alternatives t, 2 and 3
regarding placement. of a freeway on/aff ramp in the heart of Sepulveda
Basin. This is a recklessly concej-ved proposal- and one that places in
jeopardy a well established resting and fe.eding area for migratory birds, as
well as an important natural out-door sanctuary and park for the people of
Los .Angeles. Please re-think this proposal and elect the NO BUrI,D
.AI,TERNATTVE.
lVe believe gridJ-ock rel-ief needs to begin with an increase in mass transit
options and stronger air-qualit.y controls to reduce global warming.
Your dedicaLion to public health and enwironmental prot.ection is much
appreciated.
Sj-ncerely,
Peggy Forster
Di-rector
The Envi-ronmenLal Relief Center
wvwy. environmentalrelief . net
pegSy. f orster@prodigry. net

To

cc

bcc



maria gritsch
<mariafgritsch @yahoo.com>

0512812008 06:54 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Subject NO to Alternatives 2 and 3

I-405 I US- l0l CalTrans Letrer

I am strongly opposed to Alternatives 2 + 3.
During this public comment period you have already been made aware of the sensitive species that will be impacted,
the habitats that will be destroyed, and the human uses that will be significantly altered in a negative fashion. Now I
would like to bring to your attention that Alternatives 2 + 3 would not merely extinguish organisms, ecosystems, and
societal values (to temporarily resolve what amounts to no more than a public nuisance), but they would extinguish a
biological and cultural process.
The original core of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife A¡ea is the 50-60 acres west of the 405, north of Burbank
Boulevard, east of Haskell Creek, and south of the A¡chery Range. This is the only area within the Sepulveda Basin
that is off,rcially designated as "a wildlife management area" by a Lease and Operating Agreement between the City
of Los Angeles and the State of California Department of Fish and Game (effective September 17, 1985). This area,
and an additional 60-70 acres (total combined acreage of 120) directly south ofBurbank Boulevard are the only
areas within the Sepulveda Basin that are designated as "a wildlife management area" in the current Sepulveda Basin
Master Plan (March 1981). Additional adjacent areas within the Sepulveda Basin have been added to this
designation within more recent years.
The Sublease between the City and the State includes the following words under the heading Purpose and Use: "The
leased premises and every part thereof shall be used only for wildlife habitat development and recreation activities
not incompatible thereto."
The previous 2 paragraphs point out the significance of the project area (and seem to rule out Alternatives 2 + 3) in
both physical and symbolic terms. This is the hrst area to be so designated, and therefore the first area to be planned,
planted, weeded, cared for, and used (specifically and only) for nature values, study, and appreciation.
Therefore, the plants in this area have had the longest period of time to become established, mature, adapt to one
another and the conditions, and evolve into a complex of interactive mini ecosystems that are still growing, changing,
and evolving. When the V/ildlife Lake was put in, the entire area (50 acres) was graded and left barren for several
months. As the native plants were introduced, and non-natives removed, a different palette of birds has used this
area' Every yeat, as these systems change, new species find their way here. And, for the last 2O years, all of these
changes have been based upon natural laws - with a little help from a wide community of human volunteers.
Permanently removing 10-20 percent of this cote area (and disturbing a much greater area during construction)
would have significant direct impacts on the entire existing Wildlife Area and all future evolutionary changes therein.
The wide variety of habitats that we have established is directly responsible for the wide variety of species seen.
And, each individual component of the Wildlife Area is integral to the health and stability of the Area as a whole.
Alternatives 2 + 3 would remove nearly all of the most mature Live Oaks within the Wildlife Area and more than
507o ofthe core grassland area.
But, this is not just about Biology, Ecology, or Habitat Restoration. It is also about the cultural evolution that has
taken place there. During the last 30 years we have had more than 10,000 people join San Fernando Valley Audubon
Society sponsored bird walks, environmental education programs, nature festivals, trash cleanups, weeding projects,
and more. Many of those people have been so impressed that they themselves have become dedicated volunteers,
docents, and active environmentalists. It has changed their lives! They have evolved! They have become better
individuals, and better citizens. And this process is still in its infancy. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area is a
biological and cultural classroom where wildlife can thrive and humans can be inspired. It is a place where nature
was given a second chance and where people are given a purpose. It is a process in itself- with benefits to all. Please
do not remove this important part of the body and soul of the San Fernando valley.

Maria Gritsch

To

bcc



Jim Hardesty
<jnhardesty @adelphia .net>

0512U2048 05:43 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca. gov

Please respond to
.com 405 / 101 Connector Prooosals

lvlay 28, 2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy District. Director
California Department of Transportation, Dj_strict 7
Division of Environmentaf planning (14051101 Connector)
1-00 S. Main Street - Mail Stop 1_6A
Los Anqeles, CA 90012

Also transmitted by email to eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment 405-101 ConnecLor Improvement project

Dear Sirs:

f am writing in support. of the posit-ion of the San Fernando Valley Audubon
society (sFVAs) in regard to the above-named. project. That is, r favor
Alternative #1 or the No Build Alternative and strongly oppose Alternatives #2
and #3. My reasons concur with those previously expressed by SFVAS presj-dent
Muriel- Kotin and former president Kris Ohlenkamp.

IL would be a g,reat step backward to encroach upon land set asid.e to provide a
'natural' setting for wildness in the midst of a metropolis if we insist upon
whiLtling ah/ay at j-t a bit at a time until none is left. so r urge you tro
reject those alternative proposals that would do just that, even though thaL
may cause some delays to those of us who have to travel throuqh that
interchange regularly.
Qin¡ara'lr¡

,James Hardesty
Former President, SFVAS
20708 Dumont St
Woodland Hi1ls CA 91,364
8L8/346-67L2
j nhardes ty@roadrunner . com
www. sfwaudubon. orq

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Huang, Songqiao S ."
<huangss @lavc,edu>

0512812008 
.10:49 

AM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

Subject 405 and 101

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

I am writing to you to oppose the 405 and 101 connector project especially altematives 2 and
3. Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is one of the few places left in San Femando Valley
which provide the oasis for native plants and animals to live. This area is also a classroom
used by more than 2,000 Biology and Environmental Science students from Los Angele
Valley College every year. This area is a flood region. This causes the safety concern of the
quality of your proposed construction project. Alternatives 2 and 3 reduce the protect
wildlife area, deprive our future generation's ability to enjoy nature, send the \¡/rong
messages to our children that it is ok to destruct environment, and it bring more traffic and
air pollution to the area. I believe the solution to our traffic problems is not to attract more
traffic to the 405 and 101, but to invest more in developing public transportation.

Sincerely yours

Sara Huang

Professor

Department of Biology

Los Angeles Valley College

Valley Glen, CA 91401

Tel. (818) 947 -2877

To

cc

bcc



Saran Kirschbaum
<sarank@mac.com>

0512812008 10:19 AM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Alternative 1 for 405

Comment on the proposed 101-405 interchange:

Fires and drought conditions have plagued us and are predicted to do so for the next l0 or so
years. Whatever CALTRANS previous predictions of doing little or no damage to the wildlife
reserve are, they are no longer valid. A smaller habitat will cause wildlife deaths and their
populations to drop. Because of recent fires, wildlife is showing up in unexpected places. When
the first car hits a deer or bird, there will be "I told you so" statements.

Altemative 1 is stated to do no harm to the reserve, that or doing nothing would be the best
choices.

Thank you for considering my comments,
Saran Kirschbaum
Los Angeles

What we leave is more important than what we take.

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Bill Panzera "
<bill@panzerains .com>

0512812008 09:24 AM
respond to

<bill@panzerains.com>

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot,ca.gov>

bcc

Subject 405 / 101 interchange

I am a 40 year SF Valley resident and small business person.
Option 1, addresses traffic issue and saves Sepulveda Basin.
T.Y.
Bill Panzera

Oh by the way do you have a friend or family member who would benefit
from our services (home/ auto or earthquake insurance)? Every time you
refer someone to our office for a FREE, no-obligation comparison quote on their home
or auto insurance I will automaticall)¡ enter your name into our December 2008

"Thønks for the Refertø|" Drawing for a NEW 42" Flat screen plasma
Television ($1500 Value). Your name will also be automatically entered into our
MONTHLY Drawing for an Apple IPod Nano *($tSO Value)! Remember there is

imit to the number of ti
entered to win. Multiple referrøls meøn multiple chønces for you to win . Ask
me for more details about our NEW 2008 Referral Contest...
month for Ipod to be awarded.

www.panzerains.com
Thank you for the privilege of handling your insurance!
Bill Panzera
Panzera Insurance Agency, Inc.
Phone: 818-996-8007 Fax 818-881-1374
Lic. # OC28288

*Agency must reach 10 referrals per



"Jeanne Polak-Recht"
<jprnor@verizon.net>

0512812008 02:14 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Subject Connector ramp to from southbound 405 to by Caltrans

Mr. Aguilar:

Of the four options proposed to build a connector from the southbound l-405 to the northbound 101 I

support Alternative 1 only or Alternative 4.

Carving up the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Area, the major green space in the San Fernando Valley is
unacceptable. The Wildlife area is not only home to Canada Geese, Herons, Egrets, Cormorants and
many species of ducks but a learning site for elementary school children from all over Los Angeles
County. Besides the environmental destruction whích will ensue any person who hikes in tñe basin,
plays cricket in the cricket field, holds parties for children in the Woodley Park will be affected by the
increasing noise, pollution and lack of green space. This area is precious. Once it's gone its gone.

I urge you implement Alternatives 1 or 4 onlv.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Polak-Recht

To

cc

bcc



<jpollakoff @adelphia . net>

0512812008 12:45 PM

To eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

cc

bcc

Subject l-405 to Westbound 101

Dear Sir,

I seldom bother to write public official-s however, I believe that the current
decision regarding a new connector road from the southbound f-405 to the
westbound US-101 deserve even my own cynical attempts to inffuence public
discussíon.

AfLer attending the local hearing and as a 1ocal resident and commuter, I hope
you will consider the broader appeal of Alternative l-. The impact satisfies
alf but the extreme views on either side !

thanks

Jeff Pollakoff



alana
<alanareed 786@yahoo.com>

0512812008 09:59 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Preserve the Sepuveda Wildlife!

Mr. Aguilar:

l'm writing to support option #1 or #4 regarding this issue. The smallest build option (#1 ) will
support the community perfectly fine. I live in the immediate area and I wouldn't need to travel
from Burbank to southbound 405 and then to the 101. lf one is already at Burbank near
Sepulveda, it's just as easy to get on the 101 by one of the nearby entrances that already exist.

The wildlife area is a valuable communitv resource. I visit there 2-3 weekends a month and
always am happy to see many people out at the same time enjoying a wild place * a bit of
country in the urban jungle -- so near to their own homes.

Thank you for your consideration.

Alana L. Reed
Valley Glen, CA

To

bcc

Subject



lan Walmsley
<iwalmsleydesign @sbcglobal
.net>

05128120A8 01:46 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov

Subjeo Wildtife refuge

Dear Mr Aguilar,

The Sepulveda Dam Wildlife Refuge is a community resource which can noc
be replaced. When it's gone, that,s it.
Please make every effort Lo save the Reserve from invasive buitdino
project.s. The whole community wilf thank you.

Sincerely,
fan WaLmslev



Waltona@aol.com

05128t2008 05:53 PM

eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov

preservation of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife area

URGENT

'We are writing to you to let you know we strongly support the preservation of the Sepulveda Basin Witdlife area and
the selection of a new connector from the southbound 405 to northbound l0l where the Wildlife Reserve would
remain intact or support no new construction at all.

To

bcc

Subject

Waltona Manlon
6342 Allott Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91401
oFc 818-785.5525
FAX 818.785-5585
E-MAIL waltona @waltonamanion.com

The information contained in this e-mail is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable laws. lf the reader of this message is not
the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivery to the'intended recipient, you are hereby notifieà that any
use' printing, reproduction, disclosure or dissemination of this communication may be subject to legal restriction or sanction.

ö **i".r"t, foramazing burgers. Watch "Cooking with Tyler Florence" on AOL
Food.
(http://food.aol.com/tyler-florence?video=4&?NCID=aolfod0OO300OOO00O02)



"sammywhammy @earthlink.n
et"
<sammywhammy @earthlink .n
et>

0512812008 09:20 PM

eduardo.aguilar@dot.ca. gov

Please respond to
net

Subject Sepulveda Wetlands in regards to the expansion of the
freeway

> [Originaf Message]
> From: Mail Delivery System
<Mail-er-Daemon@elasmtp-masked. atl- . sa . earthLink. ner>
> To : <sammywhammy@earthlink. net>
> Date:. 5/28/2008 9:15:59 PM
> Subject: Mail delivery faifed: returning message to sender

> This message was created automatically by mail delivery software.

> A message that you sent could not be delivered to one or more of its
> recj-pienLs. This is a permanent error. The following address(es) failed:
> eduardoaguilarGdot. ca. qov
> SMTP error from remote mail server after RCPT
TO : <eduardoaguilarGdot. ca. gov> :

eduardoaguilar@dot.ca.gov. . . No such user

> ReLurn-path : < sanunywhammy@earthl ink. net>
> Received: from [71.L89.35.153 ] (hel-o=earthlink.net)
> by elasmtp-masked.atl.sa.earthlink.net wj-th esmtpa (Exim 4.67 I> (envelope-from <sammywhammyGearthlink.net>)
> id 1K1ZYS-0003Tf-6Q
> for eduardoaguilar@d.ot.ca.gov; Thu, 29 lúay 2008 00:15:56 -0400
> Message-fD : <380 -220085 429 4L6527 3  @earthlink. net>
> Ã-Hrl_orl-tv: J
> Reply-To : sammlaøhammy@earthlink.net
> X-Maifer: Earthlink MailBox 2005.2.108.0 (Íúindows)
> From: " sammywhammy@earthf ink . net " <sammyvrrhammy@earthlink. net>
> To: eduardoaguilar@dot.ca.gov
> Subject: Sepulveda Wetlands
> Date: Wed, 28 May 2008 21:16:52 -0700> MIME-Versi-on: 1.0
> Content.-T)ape: multipart/alternative;
> boundary="----=-NextPart 233841'529L41-7441-652'734'

> ------=_NextPart _23384L529L4L7 4416527 34
> Content-tlæe: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

> Dear Sir,

> f am a teacher who has been teaching the wetlands for the last
I7 years. T feel it is import.ant that children learn and understand what
ll'rar¡ Án fnr Ìri-.1s and other ¿¡j¡a1c T1.r=r¡a -irrql- heard lhal \/ou arerrqvçJuu¡rqLl'L

To

cc

bcc

405



thinking of building ramps through the wetlands. I am totally against
this. Sepulveda is peaceful and quiet. Animals come for that reason; so
do the birds. If you bring the freeway closer and int.o the wetlands, it
will affect l-he animal-s and birds. I live over a mile from the 405 freeway
and we can hear it. What happens when the freeway is a couple of bfocks.
It's noisy. The fumes are there and the isolation of the wetlands is gone.
Please consider your other al-ternatives. I and many others do not want
you going thru. the wetl-ands. My purpose in teaching the wetfands is to
show the students that they are being desbroyed and they need to work at
savi-ng them as they grow up. Here you are doing the destroying. That.
NECdS TO STOP. WE NEED TO SAVE OUR WETLANDS, NOT BUTLD ROADS THROUGH THEM
OR NEAR THEM. !ùe have done that enough already. Tf we don't save them,
we won'L have anv.

Thank you

Barbara Ward

3550 alnglewood Blvd.
> Earthlink Revofves Around you.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
) ------=_NextPart_23384L529A411 4416527 3 4
> Content-Type: text/html-; charset=US-ASCII

> <HTML style="FONT-SIZE: x-smafl; FONT-FAMILy: MS Sans Serif"><HEAD>
> <META http-eguiv=Content-Type content="text/htm1; charset=windows-1251">
> <META content=nMSHTML 6. 00 . 6000 . 1,6640" name=GENERÄTOR></HEAD>
> <BODY>
> <P>
> <Dfv>&nbsp;./DfVt
> <DIV>&nbsp;./DIV>
> <DIV>Dear Sir,</DIV>
> <DTV>&nbsp;</DIV>
> <DTV>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; I am a teacher who
has been teaching the wetlands for the last 17 years.&nbsp;&nbsp; I feel it
is import.ant that children learn and understand what they do for birds and
other animal-s.&nbsp;&nbsp,' r have just heard that you are thinking of
building ramps through the wetlands.anbsp;&nbsp; r am totally against
this.&nbsp; sepulveda is peaceful and quiet.&nbsp;&nbsp; Animals come for
that reason; so do the birds.&nbsp;&nbsp; If you bring the freeway
closer&nbsp; and into the wetlands, it wil-l affect the animals and
birds.&nbsp; r live over a mile from the 405 freeway and we can hear
i-t.&nbsp; What happens when the freeway is a couple of blocks.&nbsp;&nbsp;
It's noisy.&nbsp; The fumes are there and the isolation of the wetlands is
gone.&nbsp;&nbsp; Please consider your other alternatiwes.&nbsp;&nbsp; r
and many others do not r,.rant you going thru. the wetlands.&nbsp;&nbsp; My
purpose in teaching the wetlands is to show the students that they are
being destroyed and they need to work at saving them as they grow
up.enbsp;&nbsp; Here you are doing the destroying.&nbsp;&nbsp; That needs
IO STOP.çNbSP;&NbSP; VÙE NEED TO SAVE OUR WETLANDS, NOT BUTLD ROADS THROUGH
THEM OR NEAR THEM.&nbsp;&nbsp; Vrie have done that enough
already.&nbsp;&nbsp; If we don't save them, we won't have anv.</DIV>
> <DIV>&nbsp;./DfVt

<DTV>&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp,' &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; enbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb



sp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; cnbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; anbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; çnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; Thank you< /DIV>
> <DIV>&nbsp;./DfVt

<DlV>&nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; enbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp; Anbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; Anbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &
nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; unbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; çnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; cnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; çnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; Barbara V'Iard< /DrV>

<DIV>&nbsp; çnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; 6.nbsp
; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;anbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;çnbsp;ç
nbsp ; anbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nb
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; anbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nb
sp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &
nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp,- &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;3550
alnqfewood Bfvd. < /DfV>
, .õJvrErrthlink Revolves Around
You . &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp,'&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;
&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbs
p; cnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; cnbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &n
bsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;
&nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbs
p; &nbsp; &nbsp; anbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; Los
Angeles, CA&nbsp; 90066</DIV>
> <DTV>&nbsp;./DIV>
> <DIV>&nbsp;./DfVt
> <P>< / P>< / BODY>< / HTMI,>
> ------= NextPart 23384L52914Ll 44L652734--



"Jackie Wollner"
<jackiewollner @roadrunner .c
om>

0512812008 04:50 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

respond to
jackiewollner@roadrunner.

m>

Subject Preserve Sepuveda Wildlife

l'm writing in support of option #1 or #4. The smallest build option (#1) will support the community
perfectly well. I live in the immediate area and I would not need to travelfrom Burbank to the southbound
405 and then to the 101 . lf you are already at Burbank near Sepulveda, it's easy to get on the 101 by one
of the existing entrances nearby.

The wildlife area is a valuable community resource. I visit there 2-3 weekends a month and always am
happy to see many families out at the same time enjoying a wild place so near to their own homes.

Thank you for your consideration.

Jackie Wollner
Van Nuys, CA

My email is now iackiewollner@roadrunner.com
www. i ac kiewo I I n e r.com

To

cc

bcc



Charlie Woods
<woodscharlie @hotmail,com

0512812008 02:36 PM

To <eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca.gov>

nî

bcc

Subject NO TO ALTERNATIVES 2 AND 3l

Deqr Eduordo,

Please help to keep afreeway on- qnd off- romp from 6etng built in the heqrt of
the Sepulvedo Bosin Wildlife Reserve. Help sove thís oosis of noture ond
tronguilityl

Coltrons proposes to build anew connector roqd from the southbound T-405 to the
westbound US-101. Tf Alternqtive 2 or Alternqtive 3 is selected,on on-rqmp ond
off -romp will be built in the Wildlíf e P.eserve near the Wildlif e Lake. Neither
Alternotive I nor the No Build Alternotíve would hqrm the Wildlif eP.eserve.

f support the Wildlife Reserve qnd putting a f reewoy on- qnd off -romp through
the WildlifeP,eserve is qbsoluTely unocceptoble. fn other words, NO TO
ALTERNATTVE5 2 AND 3I

Yours Sincerely,

Charlie Woods

Get 5GB of online storage for free! Get ít Now!



"Ballona Wetlands Land Trust "
<landtrust @ballona .org>

0512912008 01:27 PM

<eduardo_aguilar@dot.ca. gov>

Please respond to
<landtru

1405/101 Connector

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

Our organization, the Ballona Wetlands Land Trust, was founded in 1gg4 with the mission of securing the
preservation and restoration of the entire Ballona Wetlands ecosystem. We represent a diverse

over 3,000 individuals committed preserving what remains of our ecological heritage here
It is our fervent belief that thriving natural ecosystems can coexist with our dense human

indeed that the proximity of open space and protected wildlife is crucialto the health and
residents.

ln our efforts to ensure the most effective stewardship of Ballona, we have looked to the sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve as a model mixed-use park. The Depaftment of Recreation and parks has done an

t

rve.

one of our city's most noted places of tranquility and ecological diversity.

We strongly urge the California Department of Transportation to consider alternative 1 or the No Build
alternative for the l4O5/101 connector, and consider Alternatives 2 and 3 unacceptably damaging to our
shared ecological heritage.

Sincerely,
Mary Davis
Chairwoman of the Board

Ballona Wetlands Land Trust
Box 5623
Playa del Rey, CA 90296
(310) 264-9468
www.ballona,oro

To

cc

bcc

Subject



"Tom Katsis"
<greekmoose @adelphia .net>

0512912008 02:27 PM

<ed uardo_aguilar@dot,ca. gov>

bcc

Subject Preservation of Sepulveda Wildlife

Dear Eduardo,

Though it's hard to believe in our crowded valley that so many little creatures still abound, I do want
to implore you !o support option #1 or #4. The smallest build option (#1) will support the community
perfectly well. My wife and I live in the affected area and don't have to travel from Burbank to the
southbound 405 and then to the 101. For those already at Burbank near Sepulveda, it's easy to get on the
101 by one of the existing entrances nearby.

The wildlife area is a valuable community resource, and me and my friends enjoy taking our families
to a Natures' habitat so near to us!

Most sincerely yours,

Tom Katsis

tomkatsis@email,com
www.tomkatsis.com

To

cc

¡::?sî"
Tom Katsis
818.785.5755



teresa tonai
<tatonai@yahoo,com>

05/31/2008 10:59 AM

To

cc

bcc

Subject

eduardo_agui lar@dot.ca. gov

Don't hurt our Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Refuge!

Dear Mr. Aguilar,

As a life long resident of Lhe San Fernando Val1ey,
the Sepulveda Basin is a much needed area for its
natural reserve for local- wildlife. I have enjoyed
walking through the reserve on many occasions as well
as enjoying the lake and purchasing produce at Tapia
Farms. All of these elements of the Basin makes the
toil of the work week seem far awaY.

Having grown up in the West Valley when there were
stil1 many "natural" areas, I know the benefit of
interacting with nature and observíng wildlife- I have
many wonderful memories of walking through the hills,
gazíng at polliwogs, fish and birds around Calabasas
Creek and interacting with nature in my neighborhood.

This wiLdl-ife reserve is an oasis of nature and
tranquility that is so important to keep the balance
within the va11ey. For many families this j-s an
opportunity to enjoy and teach their children about
nature and the environment. As the gasoline prices
keep rising, many cannot afford to go outside their
neighborhoods, or do not know where to go' As many
cities, incl-uding our own try to bring back areas Lo
their natural state, we should not take away ones Lhat
already exist.

Please do not take allow the proposed connector road
to impose upon or ruin the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Refuge.

Thank you,
Teresa Tonai
Lake Balboa



May 13, 2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski, Deputy Director
California Dept. of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (1405/ nLConnector)
100 S. Main Street - Maif Stop 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Robert W, Pann
2572 Aiken Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3306

bobpann @ea rthl i nk, net

RECEMED
JU¡/ 0 2 Z00S

Re: Caltrans Connector Road from sI-405 to wUS-101

I urge the approval of Alternative 1. NO FREEWAY RAMPS IN THE
WILDLIFE RESERVE!!!!

Ever since the inception of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve (SBWR), my
friends and I utilize thatarea for birdwatching at least twice a week, year
long, rain or shine.

SBWR is of vital use to wildlife, particularly to birds both local and migratory,
both north and south of Burbank Blvd, It is a precious, albeit diminutive,
source of food and water to wildlife,

Furthermore, it affords a magnificçnt opportunity for local residents and
school children to observe and learn about Calífornia fauna and flora, As
such it must be preserved intact and maintained in as natural a condition as
possible.

Any more freeway incursions into SBWR are totally unaccep:

C7--¿--z--r-a:_



June 1,2008

Mr. Ronald Kosinski
Deputy District Director
Califomia Dept of Transportation
Division of Environmental Planning (I-405/l 01 Connector)
100 S. Main Street
Mail Stop 164
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: I-405/101 Connector

Dear Mr. Kosinksi:

RECËIVED
JUN n S ZÌtru

Having been a tax-paying resident of the San Fernando Valley for over 25 years and a
long-term member of the Siena Club, this letter is to strongly request that you consider
better options for the proposed I-405l101 connector.

I strongly oppose Cal Trans's pursuit of the proposed Options I and2 whereby an on/off
ramp from the southbound 405 to the northbound 101 twill go right through the Reserve.

Given that the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve is such a vital area for:
o Migrating wildlife (over 240 species),
o Educational activities (school held trips, parents trips with their own children),

and
o One of the few recreational areas within the San Femando Valley accessible to so

many residents and providing access to wildlife watching and peace within the
"city".

Please reconsider all options and think twice before you make a move in the name of
"progress". If all we have is freeway and cars, what we are giving ourselves and our
chilCren. Additicnally, we need to protect the wiltllife that we have left. It is a moral
responsibility that we need to pay heed to in this time of environmental degradation.

Thank you.

Gloria Allen
5720 Owensmouth Avenue. #159
Woodland Hills. CA 91367
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southbound lnterstate-405 to the u.s. Highway-101 connector lmprovement project
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3.1 Jovce MacKinnon. Van Nuvs

Ms. McKinnon made this written comment at the public Hearing.
The main po¡nt of her commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

Response to Joyce MacKinnon's May 14,2008 public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. ln light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to
any enchroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife
Reserve, as well as the requirements set forth by
Section a(fl of the U.S. Department of Transportation
Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.
CALTRANS will only pursue Alternative 1 despite
LADOT's continued opposition to this alternative.

APPENDICES lWritten Formal Comments Submitted at Public Hearing



QUESTION/COMMENT CARD

SÍAIE OT CALIFORNIA
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Southbound lnterstate-4OS to the u.s. Highway-101 connector lmprcvement project

QUESTIONiCOMMENT CARO

STAIË OF CALITORNIA
DEPÂRTMENf OF TÂ,ANSPORTATION
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3.3 GarolvnOppenheimer.Northridqe

Ms. Oppenheimer made this written comment at the public Hearing.
The main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Carolyn Oppenheimer's May 14,200E public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector tmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.

APPENDICES I Written Formal Comments Submitted at Public Hearing
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QUEST¡ON/COMMENT CARD
sTAlÈ OÉ CÀUFORNtA

DEPART¡.1ENf Of IRANSPORTAIION
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3.5 Seth Shteir. Sherman Oaks

Mr. Shteir made th¡s comment at the Public Hearing. The main point
of her commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative2 and 3.

Response to Seth Shteifs May'14,2008 Public Hearing Written
Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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Southbound lnterstate4O5 to the U.S. Highway-101 Connector lmprovement Project
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3.5 Seth Shteir

Mr. Shteir made this comment at the Public Hearing. The main point
of her commentary ¡s:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

14,2008 Public Hearing Written
A/lS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
provement Project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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southbound lnterstete-40s to the u.s. Highway-101 connector lmprovement project

QUESTION/COMMENT CARD
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3.6 Lisa Reveen. Lake Balboa

Ms. Reveen made this comment at the public Hearing. The main
point of her commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

Response to Lisa public Hearing Written
Comment regard¡ ection 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 project

1. Please see response to 3,1 above.
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3.8 Mathew McGuire. Galabasas

Mr. McGuire made these comments at the public Hearing. The main
point of his commentary is:

1. No comment.

Response to Mathew McGuire's lvlay 14,2008 public Hearing
Written Comment regardiñg the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Eval uation for the l-405/US-1 0 1 Connector lm provement project

1. No response can be provided since no comment was
given.
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3.9 Gerald Silver. Encino

Mr. Silver made thesê comments at the Puþlic Hearing. The main
point of his commentary is:

1. See the attached letter on the subsequent pãges.
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3.9 Gerald Silver

Mr- silver made these comments at the public Hearing. The main
points of his commentary are:

1. Support Alternative 3.

2. Assuming that the new connector is constructed, please
estimate the number of lives saved, amount of injuries and
property damage avoided by this project? Caltrans needs to
stress this issue in its presentations, since safety is a major
and significant justification for the project. lt did not
receive adequate explanation in your presentation at VBS
on May 14,2008.

3. Please expand on the issue of "emergenc/, access to
hospitals, due to greater mobility. Mr. Hanna stated that a
major benefit of the new connector would be better access
from the freeway in emergencies. please explain this in
more detail. ln our view, Caltrans needs to stress this issue
in its presentations, since access to emergency hospitals,
such as the Encino Hospital, etc. is a major and significant
justification for the project. lt did not receive adequate
explanation in your presentation at VBS on May j4,2OOg.

4. Mr. Hanna stated that there would be a $28,000,000 doilar
savings to the community, as a result of the new connector.
Please expand on this issue, and how the amount was
calculated, and over what period. ln our view, Caltrans
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3.9 Gerald Silver

needs to stress this issue in its presentations, since cost
sav¡ng is a major and signif¡cant justification for the project.
It did not_receive adequate explanation in your presentation
atVBS on May 14,2008.

5. Caltrans did not fully explain the increased traffic impacts
on local City streets, including Burbank Blvd., Sepulveda
and Ventura Blvd., if access from Burbank Blvd to the 101
freeway is cut off. ln our view, Caltrans needs to stress this
issue in its presentations, since increased traffic on City
streets is a major and significant concern. lt did not receive
adequate explanat¡on in your presentation at VBS on May
14,2008.

6. Caltrans did not explain the time frame for the construction
of each alternative. ln particular how long will it take to
construct each alternative, and how long would it take to
rebuild the Burbank bridge over the 405, if Alternative 2 is
selected. ln our view, Caltrans needs to stress this issue in
its presentations, since construction delays are a major and
significant concern. lt did not receive adequate explanation
in your presentation at VBS on May 14,2008.

7. Please explain in more detail the amount of outreach to the
Encino, Van Nuys, Sherman Oaks, and Lake Balboa
communities regarding this project. There appeared to be a
few members of the public in attendance at the hearing
(short of a group of Basin supporters), and litfle
understanding of the consequences of closing the Burbank

APPENDICES I Written Formal Comments Submitted at public Hearino
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3.10 Don Neumark, Encino

Mr. Neumark made this comment at the public Hearing. The main
points of his commentary is:

1. Has suggested a comprom¡se to Alternatives 2 and 3.

Neumarkfs Hearing Written
ng the Draft (f) Evaluation for
Connector I

1. Although the compromise would lessen the impact to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, the overwhelming
support against Altematiye 2 and 3 deem these alternatives
as rejeeted and Caltrans will select Alternative 1.

13
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3.10 Don Neumark

Mr. Neumark made this comment at the Public Hearing. The main
points of his commentary is:

1. Has suggested a compromise to Alternatives 2 and 3.

Response to Don Neumark's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Written
Comment regarding the Draft EAJIS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Although the compromise would lessen the impact to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, the overwhelming
support against Alternatlve 2 and 3 deem these alternatives
as rejected and Caltrans will select Alternative 1.

APPENDICES lWritten Formal Comments Submitted at public Hearing
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3.10 Don Neumark

Mr. Neumark made this comment at the public Hearing. The main
points of his commentary is:

1. Has suggested a compromise to Alternatives 2 and 3.

Response to Don Neumark's May 14,2008 public Hearing Written
comment regarding the Draft EA/ls and section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement project

1. Although the compromise would lessen the impact to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, the overwhelming
support against Alternative 2 and 3 deem these alternatives
as rejected and Caltrans will select Alternative 1.
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3.12 DaviC Bernardoni. Lake Balboa

Mr- Bernardoni made this comment at the public Hearing. The maín
point of his commentary is:

1. ln favor of Alternative 1 .

Response to David Bernardoni's May
Written Csmment regarding the Dr.aft
Evaluation forthe 1-40S/US-101 Conn t

'1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.14 Lisa Ono. Simi Vailev

Ms' ono made this comment at the pubric Hearing. The main point
of her commentary is:

1. See the attached letter on the subsequent pages.
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3.14 Lisa Ono

Ms. Ono & Family made this comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be
preserved.

Response to Lisa Ono & Family's May 14,2008 public Hearing
Written Gomment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405iUS-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.14 Lisa Ono

Ms. Ono & F-amily made this comment at the publie Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be
preserved.

Response to Lisa Ono & Family's May 14,200g public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/us-101 connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.16 Fleurette Hershman. Sherman Oaks

Ms. Hershman made these comments at the public Hearing. The
main points of her commentary are:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

2- ln favor of Alternative 1.

Response to Fleurette Hershman's May 14
Written Comments regarding the Draft EA/l
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.17 Lillian Johnson. North Hills

Ms. Johnson made these comments at the Public Hearing. The main
points of her commentary are:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

2. ln favor of Altemative 1 or No-Build.

Response to Johnson's Î{iay 14,2008 Public Hearing Written
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US- 1 0 1 Connector I m provement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.17 Lillian Johnson

Ms. Johnson made these comments at the public Hearing. The main
points of her commentary are:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

2. ln favor of Alternative I or No-Build.

Response to Johnson's May 14,2OOA public Hearing Written
comments regarding the Draft EA/ls and section 4(f) Evatuation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.19 Deseire Alvarez. Sherman Oaks

Ms' Alvarez made this comment at the pubric Hearing. The main
point of her commentary is:

1 . ln favor of Alternative 1.

eire Alvarez's May 14,ZOO9 pubtíc Hearing Written
ng the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
Connector lmprovernent project

1. Please see respon$e to 3.1 above.
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3.2O Mathew Tekulskv. Los Anqeles

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please seeresponseto 3.1 above.
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MATHEW

TEKULSKY

3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr..Tekulsky made this written comment at the pubric Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May
Written Comment regarding the Draft
Evaluation for the |-40S/US-101 Conn ct

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3-20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14, 2008 Public l-learing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.2O Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the pubric Hearing. Tne
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,200g public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/us-101 connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.

¡
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3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be oreserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May
Written Comment regarding the Draft
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Conn ct

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the public Heaiing. The
main point of her commentary'ts:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildllfe Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/|S and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.'l above.
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3.2O Mathew Tekutskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,2008 public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the ¡-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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San Fernando Valley Audubon Sociery
À chdpÈr 4 rhc NatituI Aù¿abød sæicly

l)eeryr¡tnntL. i î?¿*s.or"' by Kris oh¿nramp

f\ ne* yerr 'ç <(âilrnq [íìr 'he S¡n F.rnando valley
I r^u.ir/bon Socrery In mv [rrst Presrdent s Messa(c
'.ls¡ ycâr I wror¡ Dl ¡ll rnr: gr':ât of'porr(¡n¡tics opcn !o
our chapter b.rr:ause rt w¡s .JUf conlennl¡Ì year We

had grcàr plans (o crp¡nd ouInflucnce ril rhe com.
munrrV ¿ncl t,, {r¡Jw rnd¡v(luãlly ¡nil a5 ¡ rlroup

^lrhooqh 
we h¡vc nor ver ùch¡cved âll of our specilrc

qoals, we h¡vo mârie gre¡r nrocicss i¡ csrâblishrng rhe
found¿ton for future çucccss

fhânks io lcânnr PDlik-llpchr (:årolvn ancj Sleve
Oppcnhcrnìer lrm ll¿rdesry ChrÌs V¡n Revcren, Linda

Jones and otlìcrs orlr Conscrvôtlon 
^lvards 

B¡nquct
¡nd Centcnn il Celcbrat¡on tr'¿s ¡ lìuge su(cess
Thcrc wc fL¡rther drveloocd our rclaíonshrpi wirh
citv (ounly ãnal 5ratc folrûa.ìl rr'pres0nrâr'vcs Since
the banqlret wc have uscd tlìEsc rclailonshlps ro v()icc
rtL¡r conccrnr rnqardrng scvcGl maltcfs that dircctlv
¡[[ccr our chôptrr s ¡(tivrtics torrrtor], and {oàls

Our lìo¡rd rnembcß have mcr wrLh rcprcstintaLlves of
ConQrcssmcn W¡xm¿n, Bcrm¡n. ¿ilcj ShÉîilan
¡cgarding proFoscal chanQ9s lo the Nôuonùl l)¡fk
Scrvice il¡na(enìent pl¡n Those changes would
h¡vc ¡llowcd lor lncre¡scd cc,mmfrcrÐlizatron and
ìrÂrmful rccreûilon¡l pr¿r(trc.rs rn rha n¡tionil pârks
Lcsi th¡n rwo fìonlhs altcr our mecungs Lhe pro-
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Inrl âhoilr {h0 proposed ch¡¡ßrs to thu 405/l0l nrcr-
.h¡nÍc _f!vo ol r¡e ltvc optifirìs pr(:scntcd wol¡ld
an{ro¡clÌ lrpaJn rhr Sclulv/al¡ tt¡s[ì W l(lltl. Fcscrv(
wrth srqnLltc¡ni h¡brt¡t oss d(iqr¡tcl¡lnn of vrsttor

cxpcncnce, ¿nd negaove rml)¿cls on our Scpulvc(l¡
Basrn CnvrronmenLìl Ed[cat on Progr¡m

Several ol oúr boafd mcmbcrs also äricnaìcd pilblr(
hcarrngs on !hc Los 

^flqel(r 
Rrvcr Rcvrta iz¡tron

Masler Pl¿n ¿nd I rcprc'scnr rhc châprcr on thc
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Dlan to revrs. lhc l"rnd ll,ì. Pl¡n lor (hc S¡nrå
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^ll 
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mrssìon ro promotc tlìe conservrron ol resourçclr Io
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fcriltorv to rncreÀsi: thc publtc s and olir own ¡w¡rc
rìuss ¿nd ¿pF¡ccr¡(oil ol l)[d llh,'anrl rÌìri ¡¡tur.r
c¡vrfonmcnt ¡nd lo crcatc .l soct¡l (,nvÍonnì(,nt
tlì¿r crìcûir¡ges rndlvtdrial knowlsl!ir. rJrvr loln¡nr
¡nal p¡r!r(rP¡lron ,
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THE SEPULVEDA BASIN WILDLIFE RESERVE
/ll Lütrr}, /¿Åu/sA) ncw rr¿rnb.r,
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Soctcrv .Ì rhe .;(,pulvcd¡ Il¡sr¡ WtldllfÈ

Rcscru(-¡ lli-¡cr.i w€rl¡nd ha¡bl¡ut tn Van Nuys,
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3-20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary ¡s:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May
Written Comment regard¡ng the Draft
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Conn ct

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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St lec ¡cd lsht ht I t ont ottd Displa.ys

SAN l:RANCISC0 AIRPORT N'fUSELIMS-Exhibition of l2 bird photo¡raphs
cntitlcd''Mathry felalsky Portrôits of fl¡rds," Fcbruary-April, 2009

ENDANGERED SPECIES FLORA AND FALJNA IN PERII-Mr Tckulsk)"s
photogmph ùl' a Willow Flycatchcr is included in this nationsl museum tour that includes
thcWildling Art ltlureunr (June 22-September 14,2008); The Dcpartnìent oflhe Intcrior
(November I, 2008-Februsry 28. 2009), and The Wildlile llxpcricnæ (l\lay 9-Julv I 2.
200c)

JÀMES GRAY GALI-ERY-E\hib¡r ot50 bird phoro¡¡aphs ar rhe Jamcs cray
Gtllery, Bergamor Station An Cmter. Sat¡ Monica CA 904(11 (2/9/08-3/9/08)

'VISIONS OF THE SIERR^ NEVADA"-Exhibit of I 2 photographs at Café
V¡da. l5ll7 Antioch Strcet. Pacific Palisades. CÂ 90272 (Upæming)

YONEKO Dts^N COI-LECTION-PCnmncnt exhibit of bird and landscape
photographs at thc Brmhvæd Country N,tan,225 26'r'Strect, S¡nta Monica. C¿\ 90402

HARVAIìD MUSEUM OF NATURAL IIISTOR\' "ECÆS AND NËSTS"
exhibil-Photo_cr¿ph ofan Allcn's Hummingbird chick and egg in a ncst. lenturcd in this
cxhibil (2007)

A&l PHOTOGRAPHIC & DICITAL SERVICES cALt,tiRY- Exhihir of tour
bird photographs fiom the 200ó Â&l Nature Pùoro Comp,etition. ó27 South Ccntrat
Avcnuc, [¡5 Á,n8cles. CA S0021 (?00ô-2007)

J P^UL GEI'TY MUSEUM--Mr Tekulsky's photograph entirled'. two t\4oons
OvcrthcGenv"nìaybewn0ttheolEcesoftheGettyLcadershiplnstituie. IZ00Getty
Center Drivs. Sui(e 800 Los 

^nlieles, 
C^ 9004s

M tKO PIIOTO L'\B- Bird and ludscapc phorographs on display. 7 I fl Monrana
Avenuc. Sant¡ Nlonio- C^ 90401

San Fernando Vallev Audubon Socicty ( Il/10/0óF.'Why We Realy. Really
l,ovc Birds"

Clickers & Flickers Pholographv Nelwork (7/25l07)-',photolfaphins Birds and
Naturnl Wonders-

(-o4nrotc ond ltttrute ('olk.lþns
Grrtnhaven Assocìstes

Govcmor Amold Schwazeneggcr
Thc Mitchcll J l{amilburg Agency
Gordon/Bnr¡sh Associatcs. Los Angelcs. CA
John D l.okrantz. Dl)S. Smtô Mon¡ca. C^

Phok,gtol.thu,lg(ilcr
Mr Tekulsky is a æntributor to Vl s for Ornithology), rhe

world's mosl comprchcnsive collection of at Thc Ac¡demv ol'
N¡tural Scicnces. 1900 Benjanìin Fr¿nkl¡n . pA 1910.ì.

3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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Se l¿qtd lirh i hi t ut¡: tnul I )rplo.¡,,r
SAN F

enlirled "Ntarlì not',12 bird phobgraphs

SNDA þliir_...v, .rekursky.s

Photograph ol' musLanr ¡our tMt rnclúdes
thú WildL¡ng Ad Mu*unr (June 23-Seprcnrber 1.1.2008), Thc l)epannreilr ofthe Interior
(Novcnrbcr I , 2008-F'ebruûry 28. 2009): and l'he W¡ ld liÈ Êxperi;nçe (Msv 9_Ju ty I :.
2009)

Gallery

Vida. 1

photogr
IIAI{VAÍI,D MIJSEUM o}.N{I.URAI HIsroRY 'EGGS ÀND NT.:sTs"

cNhibiL-Phoro!trîph ofail Allcn s Fhnùniilgbitd chicl and egg in s ilcst, tffilurcd in rhis
cxhib't (2()07)

A&l PlìOtOCRAPHIC & DICtTAL StìRVICES cALLËRy _Exhibir ol.tbur
bird photognphs liom thc 2006 A&l Naturc phoro Corr¡rlir¡on. ó27 Soüh Cùtrrat
AvDnue, LÐs Ailgcics. CÂ 9002 I (?006-2007)

J PAUI- OUl"l-Y N{USËUM-MÍ. fokulsky's photo!'ardph (,nr¡rled .-t.wo Moons
Ovsr thÈ Gdny"xìay bc sil ûr thc ofììccs ofthc Geny Lcadcrshil lnstituLÈ. 1300 Cetty
(len¡cr Dnve, Sutrc 800, Los Âilqelcs. CA 90049

MIKO PI{O1 O l,AB--Bird and landscape phorographs on displôy. 7 I lr Ntont¡n¡
Avonue. Sarta Nlortico. CA 9040_l

S¡n FcrÉndo Vallel Audubon Soc¡ely ( I l/10/0ó)-, Why Wc Reullv. Really
L ove lJ¡rds'

Clickers & tjlicker s Photography Ncrwork (7/ljl07)- .phorographing Birrls anct
Naturul Woû¡]crs'

('oJx)tutr oill Itt ¿rLtt¿ (\¡llctLtons
C¡esnhavùil ,\ssociiles
Covernor Anlold Scllwât ?rnegger
Thc l\litchcll J f.lurilburg Agency
CordorVlJar¡sh Associates, Los Angslcs. CA
John D l-okrxnr¿ DDS, S¡ilra Monic4 CA

I' hd u N t.V lil 1,.1 g c t t..r'
ì\lr Tekulsky is a corlribr¡ror ro s 1'or Ornithologl,¡. rnc

uorld's nrosl conrprchrnsivo collcction aL 'I hè Ac¿denty ol'
N¡tural Sciences, 1900 tlenj¿nln Fr¿nk . pA t9¡03

3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary ¡s:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May
Written Comment regarding the Draft
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Conn ct

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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lJùrk.\
Mr Tekulsky is thc authorot'BACKYARD BIRDFEEDING IìOR BEcINNERS

(Gramcrcy Bæks. 200i): T|'lE HUIttMINGBIRD CARDEN (Haruard Common Press
1999), THE BUTIERFLY CARDEN (Hrruard Comnron Press. 1985). and MÂKING
YOITR OWN GOURMET COFFEE DRINKS (Crom, 1093), anong olher bß)ks

3.20 Mathew Tekulskv

Mr. Tekulsky made this written comment at the Public Hearing. The
main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Written Comment regarding the Draft EAJIS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 above.
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3.21 Glen Witson

Mr. Wilson made this written comment at the public
main point of his commentary is:

1. ln favor of Alternative 1 þecause Alternative 2 and 3 causes
Wildlife Refuge probtems.

n Wilson's May 14,2008 public Hearing Written
ing the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)Evaluation for
Con nector lm provement project

1. Please see response to 3.1 ebove.
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2.1 Tom Roman. Los Anoeles

Mr. Roman had the following question at the public Hearing. His
question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 67-68. The question is:

1. What is being done to abate traffic on our streets and
freeways?

Response to Tom Roman's May 14,2008 Public Hearing euestion
regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the t-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. This project does not aim to construct new freeways.
Rather, it aims to improve flow and capacity operations
in the existing l-405/US-101 lnterchange Facility,
which is one of the most congested in the United
States.

To answer your question about abatement and measures
Related to this project mitigation measures by
alternative/proposal can be referenced in the
environmental document. An alternative/proposal has
yet to be selected.
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2.1 Tom Roman

Mr. Roman had the following question at the Public Hearing. His
question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 67-68. The question is:

1. What is being done to abate traffic on our streets and
freeways?

Response to Tom Roman's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Question
regarding the Draft EA/lS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the l-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. This project does not aim to construct new freeways.
Rather, it aims to improve flow and capacity operations
in the existing l-405/US-101 lnterchange Facility,
which is one of the most congested in the United
States.

To answer your question about abatement and measures
Related to this project mitigation measures by
alternative/proposal can be referenced in the
environmental document. An alternative/proposal has
yet to be selected.
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2.2 Kathv Lewicki. Sherman Oaks

Ms. Lewicki had the following question at the Pubtic Hearing- Her
question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Page 67. The question is:

1. What is being done to abate traffic on our streets and
freeways?

Response to Kathy Lewicki's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Question
regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the l-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Alternate project (Northbound l-405 High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) Lane Project) will address this issue.
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2.2 Kathv Lewicki

Ms. Lewicki had the following question at the Public Hearing. Her
quest¡on is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Page 67. The question is:

1. What is being done to abate traffic on our streets and
freeways?

Response to Kathy Lewicki's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Question
regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the l-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Alternate project (Northbound l-405 High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) Lane Project) will address this issue.
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2.3 Wavne L. White. North Hills

Mr. White had the following question at the Public Hearing. His
question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 71-72. The question is:

1. After all of this, there is no effort indicated that would be a
solution to the congestion on the 101 east or west. The inane
onramp that puts the NB 405 into the no. 1 lane of 101 WB, is
stilla contribution to 101 WB confus¡on and congestion. The
disappearing lane, on the WB 101, approaching Havenhurst,
is deadly.

Response to Wayne L. White's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Question regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. This project aims to address operational issues on the
southbound l-405 freeway and the transition to the
US -101 north and southbound mainlines. Corridor studies
are currently being performed to address operational issues
on the US-101 interchange area.
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2.3 Wavne L. White

Mr. White had the following questions at the Public Hearing. His
question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 71-72. The question is:

1. After all of this, there is no effort indicated that would be a
solution to the congestion on the 101 east or west. The inane
onramp that puts the NB 405 into the no. 1 lane of 101 WB, is
still a contribution to 101 WB confusion and congestion. The
disappearing lane, on the WB 101, approaching Havenhurst,
is deadly.

Response to Wayne L. White's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Question regarding the Draft EA/lS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. This project aims to address operational issues on the
southbound l-405 freeway and the transition to the
US -101 north and southbound mainlines. Corridor
studies are currently being performed to address
operational issues on the US-101 interchange area.
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2.4 Chris Van Beveren. Chatsworth

Mr. Van Beveren had the following questions at the Public Hearing.
His question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 70-71. The question is:

1 . ln my experience the traffic on 101 NB is stop and go during
peak travel times. lf the connector is built cars from 405 SB
will just be going faster when they try to merge. To me this

d;eems more likely to cause accidents than as now exists.
Could you comment?

Response to Chris Van Beveren's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Question regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . With the construction of the proposed SB 405 to NB 101
connector, it will provide a longer merging distance that will
improve safety and lessen the accident rate.
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2.4 Ghris Van Beveren

Mr. Van Beveren had the following quest¡ons at the Public Hearing.
His question is included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 70-71. The question is:

1 . ln my experience the traffic on 101 NB is stop and go during
peak travel times. lf the connector is built cars from 405 SB
willjust be going faster when they try to merge. To me this
seems more likely to cause accidents than as now exists.
Could you comment?

Response to Chris Van Beveren's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Question regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . With the construction of the proposed SB 405 to NB 101
connector, it will provide a longer merging distance that will
improve safety and lessen the accident rate.
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2.5 Seth Shteir. San Fernando Audobon Societv

Mr. Shteir had the following questions at the Public Hearing. His
question was not included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript
of Proceedings. The question is:

1. lsn't weaving really a problem of driver education and not just
an engineering problem?

Response to Seth Shteir's May 14,2008 Public Hearing euestion
regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the l-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Yes, the weaving issue can also be attributed to the
driver's behavior. Having the proper length for the
weaving section though would assist the driver in
maneuvering the weave section and would enhance the
operation and safety of the roadway.
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2.6 Roxie Esterle

Ms. Esterle had the following questions at the Public Hearing. Her
question was not included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript
of Proceedings. The question is:

1. Why not just slow speed on connector to make it slightly
shorter, enough to allow Burbank's on ramp?

Response to Roxie Esterle's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Question
regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the l-
405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. lf we reduced the design speed of the connector we would
basically have the existing condition. The existing condition
causes operational and safety issues.
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1.1 MurielS. Kotin

Ms. Kotin chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 24-25. The main po¡nts of her commentary are:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

2. Opposes Alternatives 2 and 3.

Response to Muriel S. Kotin's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

ln light of the overwhelming concern and opposition to any
enchroachment upon the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, as well
as the requirements set forth by Section a(fl of the U.S. Department
of Transportation Act, Alternatives 2 and 3 have been rejected.
CALTRANS w¡ll only pursue Alternative 1 despite LADOT's
continued opposition to this alternative.
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1.2 ManuelGarrera

Mr. Carrera chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 25-26. The main point of his commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Manuel Garrera's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

'l . Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.3 Teri Redman. Brentwood School

Ms. Redman chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 26-29. The main points of her commentary are:

1. lf you build more freeways you w¡ll attract more cars. What is
being done to abate traffic on our streets and freeways?

2. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Teri Redman's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. The project does not aim to construct new freeways, rather it aims
to improve flow and capacity operations in the existing l-405/US-101
interchange facility, which is one of the most congested in the United
States. To answer your question about abatement and measures
related to this project, mitigation measures by alternative/proposals
can be referenced in the environmental document. An
alternative/proposal has yet to be selected.

2. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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7.4 Aaron Green. Vallev Industrv and Gommerce
Association

Mr. Green chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 29-31. The main points of his commentary are:

1. The Valley lndustry and Commerce AssociatÍon support
transportation construction in the San Fernando Valley.

2. Support Alternative 1.

Response to Aaron Green's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regard¡ng the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 0 I Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.4 Aaron Green. Vallev lndustrv and Commerce
Association

Mr. Green chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 29-31. The main points of his commentary are:

1. The Valley lndustry and Commerce Association support
transportation construction in the San Fernando Valley.

2. Support Alternative 1.

Response to Aaron Green's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/lS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.4 Aaron Green. Vallev lndustrv and Commerce
Association

Mr. Green chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 29-31. The main points of his commentary are:

l. The Valley lndustry and Commerce Association support
transportation construction in the San Fernando Valley.

2. Support Alternative 1.

Response to Aaron Green's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.5 Snowdv Dodson. Van Nuvs

Ms. Dodson chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 31-33. The main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Snowdy Dodson's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to l.l above.
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1.6 Kris Ohlenkamp. Canvon Gountrv

Mr. Ohlenkamp chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 33-35. The main points of his commentary is:

1. Opposes any alternative that impacts the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlife Reserve.

Response to Kris Ohlenkamp's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.7 Mark Osokow. Woodland Hills

Mr. Osokow chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are included ín the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 35-36. The main points of his commentary are:

1. Project ís a waste of money and will not improve traffic flow.

2. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mark Osokor¡ls May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the 1405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. The project will improve traffic flow on the connector by
eliminating the weaving condition at HaskellAvenue.

2. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.8 Seth Shteir. San Fernando Vallev Audubon Societv

Mr. Shteir chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Publ¡c Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 36-38. The main point of his commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

Response to Seth Shteir's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US- I 0 1 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.9 Dr. Rosemarie White. Encino

Dr. White chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 38-39. The main point of her commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3 due to the impact of the Sepulveda
Basin Wildlifê Reserve.

Response to Dr. Rosemarie White's May 14,2OO8 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EAIIS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.10 Jovce Batten. Woodland Hills

Ms. Batten chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
íncluded ín the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 39-40. The main poínts of her commentary are:

1 . Opposes Alternative 2 and 3

2. How is this project funded?

Response to Joyce Batten's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1 . Please see response to 1.1 above.

2. The project is funded through regionaltransportation
improvement program funds for the Project ReporVEnvironmental
Document phase. There is no funding for the Design and
Construction phases at this time.
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1.11 Gerald A. Silver. Encino

Mr. Silver chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 4044. The main point of his commentary is:

l. ls in favor of Alternative 3.

Response to Gerald A. Silver's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Due to the overwhelming comments aga¡nst Alternative 3 and the
preservation of the Sepulveda Basin Wildlife reserve, Alternative 3
will not be selected.
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1.12 Chuck Almdale. North Hills

Mr. Almdale chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
arè included in the Caltrans Puþlio Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 4445. The main points of his commentary are:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

2. ls in favor of Alternative 1.

Response to Chuck Almdale's May 14,2008 Publie Hearing Spoken
Comments regardíng the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US- 1 0 1 Connector lm provement Project

1. Please see response to l.l above.
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1.13 Lisa Reveen. Lake Balboa

Ms. Reveen chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Page 46. The main point of her commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and3.

Response to Lisa Reveen's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US- 1 0 I Connector lm provement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.14 Walter Lamb. Gulver Citv

Mr. Lamb chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 46-48. The main points of his commentary is:

1. Opposes Alternative 2 and 3.

Response to Walter Lamb's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments rega¡d¡ng the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evatuation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.75 Miriam Foqler. Panorama Gitv

Ms. Fogler chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 4849. The main point of her commentary is:

1. Find an alternative that doesn't impact the Sepulveda Basin
Wildlífe Reseerve.

Response to Miriam Fogle/s May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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f .15 Sharon Ford. Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Areas Steerinq
Committee

Ms. Ford chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of Proceedings,
Pages 50-51. The main po¡nt of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Sharon Ford's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regard¡ng the Draft EA/lS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US- 1 0 1 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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1.16 Sharon Ford. Seoulveda Basin Wildlife Areas
Steerino Gommittee

Ms. Ford chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 50-51. The main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin WÍldlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Sharon Ford's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 0 1 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to l.l above.
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1.17 Ronald Kulberq. Northridqe

Mr. Kulberg chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are ¡ncluded in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 51-53. The main points of his commentary are:

1. What are the traffic mitigation for losing access to Haskell
Avenue?

2. What happens to the connector when the westbound 101 is
congested?

Response to Ronald Kulberg's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-'f 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. The traffic mitigation that has been provided by Los Angeles
Department of Transportation include improving the intersection at
Burbank Boulevard and Hayvenhurst Avenue in both direction,
improving the interchange at Hayvenhurst Avenue, and improve the
intersection at Hayvenhurst Avenue and Magnolia Avenue.

2. When westbound 101 is congested, the new connector will
provide additional storage space without impacting traffic on
southbound 405.
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Southbound lnterstate405 to the U.S. Highway-101 C,onnector lmprovement project
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',.18 Don Neumark

Mr. Neumark chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 53-56. The main point of his commentary is:

1. Has suggested a compromise to Alternative 2 and 3.

Response to Don Neumark's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Oomments regarding the Draft EAIIS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 0 1 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Although the compromise would lessen the impact to the
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve, the overwhelming support against
Alternative 2 and3 deem these alternatives as rejected and Caltrans
will select Altemative 1.
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southbound lnterstate-405 to the u.s. Highway-101 Gonnector lmprovement proJect
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l.l9 Todd Roval. Studio Gitv Neiohborhood Gouncil

Mr. Royalchose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments are
included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of proceedings,
Pages 56-58. The main point of his commentary is:

1. ls Caltrans going to acquire the land for the p@ect in order to turn
it over to a developmental agency?

Response to Todd Royal's May 14, 2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 0 1 Con nector I m provement Project

1. No, Caltrans will not acquire the land for the project and turn it
over to a developmental agency. ln fact, Caltrans will only obtain a
highway easement sinee the area is within Federal Land.
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Southbound lnterstate405 to the U.S. Highway-101 Gonnector lmprovement project
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1.2O Donna Pearman. Panorama Gitv Gouncil

Ms. Pearman chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 58-59. The main point of her commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Donna Pearman's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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Southbound lnterstate4Os to the U.S. Highway-101 Connector lmprovement projecl
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1.21 Stephen Vodantis. Santa Monica Resource
Conservation District

Mr. Vodantis chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are ¡ncluded in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 59-60. The main points of his commentary are:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

2. A better alternative is a Mass Transit Alternative.

Response to Stephen Vodantis' May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

I . Please see response to 1.1 above.

2. This project addresses safety issues as well as operational
issues. Although mass transit would decrease the amount of cars on
the freeway, it would not eliminate the weaving issue that currently
exists.
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Southbound Interstate-4os to the U.S. Highway-101 Connector lmprovement project
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1.22 Mathew Tekulskv. San Fernando Audubon Societv

Mr. Tehulsky chose to speak at the Public Hearing. His comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 6l-62. The main point of his commentary is:

1. The Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve should be preserved.

Response to Mathew Tekulsky's May 14,2008 Public Hearing
Spoken Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f)
Evaluation for the l-405/US-101 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Please see response to 1.1 above.
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southbound lnterstate-4O5 to the u.s. Highway-101 connector lmprovement project

1.23 lrene Sandler. Bel Air Grest

Ms. Sandler chose to speak at the Public Hearing. Her comments
are included in the Caltrans Public Hearing Transcript of
Proceedings, Pages 62-64. The main points of her commentary are:

1. Los Angeles Department of Transportation should be sitting on the
dais with Caltrans.

2. Please explain the length of new connector road and how many
vehicles it can hold. Willthere be an entrance lane direcily into 101
traffic?

3. Explain funding for design/build etc?

Response to lrene Sandler's May 14,2008 Public Hearing Spoken
Comments regarding the Draft EA/IS and Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the l-405/US-1 01 Connector lmprovement Project

1. Los Angeles Department of Transportation was present at the
Public Hearing. Caltrans and Los Angeles Deparlment of
Transportation have been working together on this project and will
continue to work together to find solution to all of the traffic concerns.

2.The new connector is approximately 2900 feet long. lt can hold
approximately 230 vehicles. The connector will merge into the NB
101 traffic.

3. The project is funded through regional transportation improvement
program funds for the Project ReporUEnvironmental Document
phase. There is no funding for the Design and Construction phases
at this time.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION A¡ID

THE CALIFORNIA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFTCER
REGARDING THE SOUTHBOUND INTERSTATE 405 (SA¡{ DIEGO FREE\ilAÐ TO
THE U.S. HIGHWAY 101 (VENTURA FREEWAÐ CONNECTOR IMPROVEMENT

PROJECT, LOS A¡ÍGELES COUNTY, CALIFOR¡IIA

WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) was assigned and the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has assumed FHWA responsibility for environmental
review, consultation, and coordination under the provisions of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the Federal Highway Admìnistration and the Caliþrnia
Department of Transportation Concerning the State of Calfornia's Participation in the Surface
Transportation Project Delivery Pílot Progran, which became effective on July 1,2007 and
applies to this project; and

WHEREAS Caltrans has determined that the Southbound Interstate 405 to the U.S. Highway
101 Connector Improvement Project (LINDERTAKING), will have an adverse effect on the
Sepulveda Flood Control Dam (Sepulveda Dam), a property determined to be eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register); and

WIIEREAS, Caltrans has consulted with the California State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) pursuant to Stipulations X.C., and X.I of the January 2004 Programmatic Agreement
among the Federal Highway Administration, Tlte Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
The Caliþrnia State Historic Preservation Officer, and the California Department of
Transportation Regarding Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historíc Preservation
Act, as ít Pertains to the Administration of the Federal-Aid Híghway Program in Caliþrnia
(PA), and where the PA so directs, in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800, the regulations
implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 USC Section 470f), as

amended OII{PA), regarding the Undertaking's effects on historic properties and has notified the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) of the adverse effect finding pursuant to 36
CFR$800.6(a)(1); and

\ryIIEREAS, Caltrans is the Lead Federal Agency for the Undertaking as they are the funding
and implementation agency for this transportation project; and

WHEREAS, Caltrans has thoroughly considered altematives to the Undertaking, has determined
that the statutory and regulatory constraints on the design of the Undertaking preclude the
possibility of avoiding adverse effects to the historic property during the Undertaking's
implementation, and has further determined that it will resolve adverse effects of the
Undertaking on the subject historic property through execution and implementation of this
Memorandum ofAgreement (MOA); and

WIIEREAS, Caltrans District 7 @istrict 7) and the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
have participated in the consultation process and have been invited to consult in this MOA; and



WHEREAS, for the Prefered Altemative, Caltrans shall ensure that the following stipulations
are implemented; and

NOW, THEREFORE, Caltrans and the SHPO agree that, upon Caltrans' decision to proceed
with the Undertaking, Caltrans shall ensure that the Undertaking is implemented in accordance
with the following stipulations in order to take into account the effect of the Undertaking on
historic properties, and further agrees that these stipulations shall govem the Undertaking and all
of its parts until this MOA expires or is terminated.

STIPULATIONS

I. AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS

A. The Undertaking's area ofpotential effects (APE) is depicted in Figure 3 of the
February 2008 Finding of Effectþr the Southbound Interstate 405 to US 101
Connector Improvement Project. The APE includes the maximum existing or
proposed right-oÊway for the altemative under consideration, easements (temporary
and permanent), all improved properties subject to temporary or permanent changes

in access (ingress and egress), and areas where visual or audible changes could occur
outside the required right-of-way.

B. Ifmodifications to the Undefaking, subsequent to the execution of this MOA,
necessitate the revision ofthe APE, Caltrans will consult with District 7,the USACE,
and the SIIPO to facilitate mutual agreement on the subject revisions. If Caltrans,
District 7,the USACE, and the SHPO cannot reach such agreement, then theparties to
this MOA shall resolve the dispute in accordance with stipulation ltr. D. below. If
Caltans, District 7,the USACE, and the SIIPO reach mutual agreement on the
proposed revisions, then Caltrans will submit a final map ofthe revisions, consistent
with the requirements of stþulation VItr.A and attachment 3 of the PA, no later than 30

days following such agreement.

II. TREATMENT OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES

A. Prior to the start of any work that could adversely affect arry characteristics that
qualify the Sepulveda Flood Control Dam as an historic property, Calfans shall
ensure that the recordation measures specified in section A of this stipulation are

completed.

1. Caltrans shall take large-format (4" by 5" or larger negative size) photographs
showing the Sepulveda Dam in context as well as details of its historic
engineering features. Photographs shall be processed for archival permanence
in accordance with the Historic American Engineering Record (HAER)
photographic specifications. Caltrans shall ensure that all documentation is
completed before construction commences on the Sepulveda Dam. Views of



B.

the Sepulveda Dam shall include:

a. Contextual views showing the Sepulveda Dam in its setting;

b. Elevation views;

c. Detail of views of significant engineering and design elements.

2. Caltrans shall make a reasonable and good faith effort to locate historic
construction drawings for the Sepulveda Dam. If these drawings are located,

Caltrans shall photographically reproduce plans, elevations and selected

details from these drawings in accordance with HAER photographic
specifìcations. If they are legible in this format, reduced size (8 Yz" by 11")

copies of construction drawings may be included as pages of the report cited

in subsection 4.3 of this stipulation rather than photographed and included as

photographic documentation. If historic conskuction drawings for the

Sepulveda Dam cannot be located, the requirements of this paragraph shall not
aPPlY.

3. A written historical and descriptive report for the Sepulveda Dam will be

completed. This report will provide a physical description of the Sepulveda

Dam, discuss its construction and its significance under applicable NRHP
criteria, and address the historical context for its construction following the

format and instructions in the September 1993 National Park Service (NPS)

HAER Guidelinesþr Preparing Written Historical and Descriptive Data
guidelines for written documentation.

4. Upon completion, copies of the documentation prescribed in subsection
4.3 of this stipulation shall be retained by Caltrans District 7, deposited in the

Caltrans Transportation History Library in Sacramento, the City of Los
Angeles Public Library, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Library.

Caltrans shall prepare a website, or adapt its current website, to make the
information from the HABSIHAER report available to the public for at least five
(5) years. The information will also be made available to the Caltrans
Transportation Library in Sacramento, and the USACE Library in V/ashington
D.C. for inclusion on their website.

Caltrans shall produce a documentary (motion picture or video) that addresses the

history of the Sepulveda Flood Control Dam, and its place in the history of flood
control in the Los Angeles basin. The motion picture or video shall be of broadcast
quality, of sufficient length for a standard 3O-minute broadcast program, and shall be

made available to local broadcast stations, public access channels in the local cable

systems, and requesting schools/libraries; and one copy shall be submitted to the

Caltrans Transportation Library in Sacramento.

C.



D. Caltrans will make every effort to incorporate the following measures in the design
phase ofthe project:

l. The bents or piers of the elevated connector structures that cross through the
dam spillway should be similar in shape to the Streamline Moderne gates

(outlet structure) of the dam.

2. The elevated connector strucfures should have as low a profile as current
safety/design guidelines will allow in order to reduce the visual impacts and

views of the dam.

3. All new concrete material should match in color and texture that of the dam

outlet structure.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

A. Definitions. The definitions provided at 36 CFR$800.16 are applicable throughout this
MOA.

B. Professional Qualifications and Standards. Caltrans shall ensure that only individuals
meeting the Secretary of the Interior's Professional Qualifications Sta¡rdards (48 FR
44738-39) in the relevant field of study carry out or review appropriateness and quality of
the actions and products required by Stipulations tr. A-D in this MOA.

C. Discoveries and Unanticipated Effects. If Caltrans determines during implementation of
the terms of this MOA or after construction of the Undertaking has commenced, that the
Undertaking will affect a previously unidentified property that may be eligible for listing
in the National Register, or affect a known historic property in an unanticipated maûÌer,
Caltrans will address the discovery or unanticipated effect in accordance with 36 CFR
Part 800.13(bX3). Caltrans at its discretion may hereunder assume any discovered
property to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register in accordance with 36 CFR
800.13 (c).

D. Resolving Objections

1 should any party to this MOA object at arry time in writing to the manner in which the

terms of this MOA are implemented, to any action carried out or proposed with respect to
implementation ofthe MO,A, or to any document prepared in accordance with and

subject to the terms of the MOÀ Caltraris shatl immediately notiff the other parties of
the objectior¡ request their comments on the objection within 15 days following receþt
of Calhans' notification, and proceed to consult with the objecting party for no more than

30 days to resolve the objection. Calhans will honor the request of any other parties to
participate in the consultation and will take any comments provided by those parties into
account.

2. If the objection is resolved during ttre 30 day consultation period, Caltrans may proceed

with the disputed action in accordance with the terms of such resolution.



3. If at the end of the 30 day consultation period, Caltrans determines that the objection

carurot be resolved through such consultation, then Caltrans shall forward all

documentation relevant to the objection to the ACIIP, including Caltrans' proposed

response to the objection, with the expectation that the Acffp will, within 30 days after

receipt of such documentation:

a. Advise Caltrans that the ACIIP concurs in Caltrans' proposed response to the

objection, whereupon Caltrans will respond to the objection accordingly. The

objection shall thereby be resolved; or

b. Provide Caltrans with recommendations, which Caltrans will take into account

in reaching a final decision regarding its response to the objection. The

objection shall thereby be resolved; or

c. Noti$ Caltrans that the objection will be referred for comment pursuant to 36

CFR Part S00.7(c) and proceed to refer the objection and comment. Caltrans

shall take the resulting comments into account in accordance with 36 CFR
800.7(c)(a) and Section 110(1) of the NIIPA. The objection shall therebybe
resolved.

4. Should the ACFIP not exercise one ofthe above options within 30 days after receipt of all
pertinent documentation, Caltrans may assume the ACHP's concurence in itsproposed
response to the objection and proceed to implement that response. The objection shall

therebybe resolved.

5. Caltans shall take into account any ofthe ACHP's recommendations or comments
provided in accordance with this stipulation with reference only to the subject ofthe
objection. Caltans' responsibility to carry out all other actions under this MOA that are

not the subject ofthe objection shall remain unchanged.

6. At any time during implementation of the measwes stipulated in this MOA, should a

member of the public raise an objection in writing pertaining to such implementation to

any signatoryparty to this MOA, that signatorypúty shall immediatelynotiff Caltrans.

Calhans shall immediately notiff the other signatory parties in writing of the objection.

Any signatory party may choose to comment in writing on the objection to Caltans'
Caltrans shall establish a reasonable time frame for this comment period. Caltans shall

consider the objection, and in reaching its decisior¡ Caltrans will take all comments from

the other signatoryparties into account. Within 15 days following closure of the

comment period, Caltrans will render a decision regarding the objection and respond to

the objecting party. Caltans will promptþnotiffthe other signatoryparties of its
decision in writing, including a copy of the response to the objecting pafty. Caltans'
decision regarding resolution ofthe objection will be final. Following issuance of its final
decision, Caltans may aalhoize the action subject to dispute hereunder to proceed in
accordance with the terms of that decision.

7. Caltrans shall provide all parties to this MO,\ and the ACIIP, ifthe ACHP has

commented, and any parties that have objected pursuant to Section D.6 of the stipulatior¡



with a copy of its final written decision regarding any objection addressed pursuant to

this stipulation.

8. Caltrans may authorize any action subject to objection under this stipulation to proceed

after the objection has been resolved in accordance with the terms of this stipulation.

E. Amendments. Any signatory party to this MOA may propose that this MOA be amended,
whereupon all signatory parties shall consult to consider such amendment. The
amendment will be effective on the date a copy signed by all of the original signatories is
filed with the ACHP. If the signatories cannot agree to appropriate terms to amend the

MOA, any signatory may terminate the agreement in accordance with Stipulation III. F,
below.

F. Termination

If this MOA is not amended as provided for in section E of this stipulation, or if
either signatory party proposes termination of this MOA for other reasons, the

signatory party proposing termination shall, in writing, notify the other MOA
parties, explain the reasons for proposing termination, and consult with the other
parties for at least 30 days to seek altematives to termination. Such consultation
shall not be required if Caltrans proposes termination because the Undertaking no

longer meets the definition set forth in 36 CFR Part 800.16(y).

Should such consultation result in an agreement on an alternative to termination,
the signatory parties shall proceed in accordance with the terms of that agreement.

Should such consultation fail, the signatory party proposing termination may
terminate this MOA by promptly notifying the other parties in writing.
Termination hereunder shall render this MOA without further force or effect.

If this MOA is terminated hereunder, and if Caltrans determines that the

Undertaking will nonetheless proceed, then Caltrans shall comply with the

requirements of 36 CFR Part 800.3-800.6.

G. Duration of the MOA

t. Unless terminated pursuant to section F. of this stipulation, or unless it is
superseded by an amended MOA, this MOA will be in effect following execution
by the signatoryparties until Calhans, in consultation with the other signatory
parties, determines that all of its stipulations have been satisfactorily fulfilled.

The terms of this MOA shall be satisfactorily fulfilled within ten (10) years

following the date of execution by the signatory parties. If Caltrans determines

that this requirement cannot be met, the MOA parties will consult to reconsider its
terms. Reconsideration may include continuation of the MOA as originally
executed, amendment of the MOA or termination. In the event of termination,
Caltrans will comply with section F.4 of this stipulation, if it determines that the

Undertaking will proceed notwithstanding termination of this MOA.

t.

2.

3.

4.

2.



3. If the Undertaking has not been implemented within five (5) years following
execution ofthis MOA, this MOA shall automatically terminate and have no

further force or effect. In such event, Caltrans shall notify the other signatory
parties in writing and, if it chooses to continue with the Undertaking, shall
reinitiate review of the Undertaking in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.

H. Effective Date

This MOA will take effect on the date that it has been executed by Caltrans and the

SHPO.

DGCUTION ofthis MOA by Caltrans and the SHPO, its frling with the ACHP in accordance

with 36 CFR$S00.6(b)(1)(iv), and subsequent implementation of its terms, shall evidence,
pwsuant to 36CFR$800.6(c), that Caltrans has afforded the ACIIP an opportunity to comment
on the Undertaking and its effects on historic properties, and that Caltrans has taken into account
the effects ofthe Undertaking on historic properties.
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